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VARIOUS OPERATIONS BY DIFFERENT KINDS OF MECHANISMS.

A.—Elevating an upper lateral incisor (p. 1434).

B.—Retaining on the left lateral incisor (represented in case Pig. A).

C.—Moving three bicuspids outward to line (p. 1160).

D.—Moving cuspid, lateral incisor, and two bicuspids (p. 1159).

E.—Elevating a cuspid (p. 1476).

P.—Drawing lateral incisor to line (p. 933).

G.—Drawing cuspid into line (p. 1117).

H.—Turning left central incisor (p. 1307).

I.—Turning two lateral incisors by trapeze mechanism (p. 1272).

J.—Turning a cuspid (p. 1360).

K.—Turning two centrals (p. 1308).

L.—Turning a cuspid (p. 1384).
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PREFATORY REMARKS

CONCERNING PARTS XV., XVI., XVII.

THE ORDER AND CLASSIFICATION.

(cases.)

IN the first fourteen parts of this treatise are given a

comprehensive consideration of Irregularities of the

Teeth and the theory of their correction, inchiding the

principles of mechanisms that are necessary for carrying

out operations. In the following three parts (XV., XVI.,

XVII., which are devoted to cases) the application of

these theories and principles to practice may be found.

It was originally intended to include in this volume Parts

XVIII. and XIX. (also devoted to cases); but finding

that the book would be too large for convenience, these

parts were reserved to be included in Vol. 3 (cases,

esthetics, and notes upon various points). The opening

of each of the parts here given, as well as the beginning

paragraphs of nearly all the chapters, gives the reader

an outline of that which is to follow. Some of these

remarks are upon etiological phases not presented in

previous parts and chapters, and some are upon points

that were omitted in order to present them here to show

more clearly the application of the principles presented

in the first fourteen parts. In other words the aim has

been to aid in the advance of this branch of dentistry by

so clearly explaining the most important steps in opera-
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tions, that the reader will have little or no difficulty in

understanding the entire processes.

From Working Notes.—These parts, like the preceding

parts, are the reproduction of a mass of classified notes

covering a practice of about a quarter of a century. These

notes upon operations, and the mechanisms used, were

kept upon sheets of legal cap paper, and afterward classi-

fied under appropriate heads.

Many of the operations are explained in detail, but

there are a considerable number which, for lack of time,

were not recorded in detail, and consequently but little

more than brief minutes, accompanied with pictorial

sketches of the principal stages, are given.

In the not long ago past the claim of successful correc-

tion of irregular teeth was regarded with suspicion. In-

deed so strong was this suspicion that operators felt it to

be necessary to have witnesses and documentary evi-

dences to cause belief ; but now the doubting class is small

and embraces only the ignorant and the envious. Dentists

who are alert to all that is going on in the profession

know very well the i^ossibilities of the expert regulator of

teeth, and are anxious to know the best plans and best

mechanisms for accomplishing the highest possibilities in

the most scientific way.

Conservatism.—Throughout the treatise conservatism in

everything has been the intention. By conservatism I do

not mean " old fogyism." The teachings are strictly con-

fined within scientific limits—a range which, if understood,

is intended to enable the progressive student to accomplish

the best results in the easiest way, with the least incon-

venience to the operator and patient.

In order to present the most useful of the different j)hases

without going into unnecessary detail, the majority of the
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cases liave been explained in a plain, briefway, mainly show-

ing the starting stages of the operations, with perhaps a few

snggestions in regard to the alterations in the mechanisms

that are requisite to meet the varyingchanges in the positions

of the teeth during the progress of the operation. To avoid

numerous repetitions of terms and phrases that would not

only unnecessarily increase the size of the book, but would

make it tedious and dry, the text is made terse, leaving the

figures to help somewhat, by showing the principal con-

ditions of cases and the approximate ages of the patients

;

when, however, the age and sex of the patient would seem

to be of especial importance to the student, they are given.

Credit Given.—In these parts, as in the previous ones,

great care has been given to correctly record the names of

inventors and the dates of their inventions. In fact,

every case here presented that was not corrected by a

mechanism devised especially for it by the author has been

fully credited to the operator. Besides the large number

of operations explained, and the representations of a still

larger number of mechanical auxiliaries used, these parts

contain important information, direct and collateral, upon

all the different phases of practice in vogue ; indeed, this

treatise may be regarded as containing more matter of

this kind than all other works of the kind combined.

Effort also has been made to show in diagnosis and prog-

nosis the distinction between thatwhich oughtand thatwhich

ougJit not to be attempted, and that which can and that which

cannot be done, and that which is possible to do and that

which is best to do. So, also, there is shown the difference

between regulating machines that will accomplish the

desired result (though at great inconvenience to the

patient) and those that will easily and conveniently

accomplish the best results in the least time consistent

47*
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with safety to the teeth and sockets. This has been

done to show the difference between low skill and high

skill, low art and high art. These grades are mainly based

upon the differences in mechanisms and their action for

accomplishing the same results. There are represented

many operations by those that act by continued force,

and many that act by intermittent force.

In Part IV., and in Part XV., Chapter LXXI., p. 765, is

explained how intermittent force, when applicable, is more

easily made to accurately conform with the physiological

functions of the tissues than by continued force, and why it

is that the former, when properly applied, will cause little or

no pain. Conversely in various places there is also ex-

plained how it is that screw-acting mechanisms are not prac-

ticable in aU cases ; alsowhymechanisms causing continued

force are sometimes more practicableand less inconvenient

to wear. The latter mechanisms are constructed upon all

the different plans of the system, the more approved ones

being constructed with a view to obtaining from elastic

materials a value more nearly approximating that derived

from the screw than has been obtained from elastic mech-

anisms made in the old-fashionedway. These are generally

operated by elastic rubber, but there are several mechan-

isms in which the force-giving parts are metallic springs.

In Part VI. are presented the plans of different elemen-

tary sections of the mechanisms, but in Parts XV., XVI.,

and XVII., illustrating operations, there are presented the

combination of these elements into practicable wholes,

and their application to irregular teeth.

It might possibly be thought that there are more kinds

of mechanisms represented than is necessary. As said in

some preceding parts, the author thinks that too many

practicable mechanisms cannot be represented. Especially
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does this seem true in regard to the screw-acting kinds.

To be sure, the screw-acting class has found favor mainly

among experts, but that is generally because they are

somewhat difficult for the tyro to make. This tyro ob-

jection, however, will not long continue.

To fully appreciate the present status of some of these

machineSj it is not only necessary to understand their

philosophy, but also to know something of their history,

much of which is evolutionary. Some of this history, as

well as some of the philosophy, is given in the main text,

but further elaboration has been given in foot-notes, under

their appropriate heads. For instance, historical notes on

mechanisms for widening the arch are given under the

head of Widening the Arch, and those upon short- and

long-bands are given under the head of Operations for

Correction of ^interior Teeth. The principal object of

these notes is to designate the persons to whom the credit

of originating the mechanisms belongs. This the author

has been led to do because of the astonishing inclination

shown by some writers to give credit to wrong persons.

Classification.—Throughout this original work (for it is

in no sense a compilation) the aim has been to place

together all similar operations, by all kinds of mech-

anisms. The order of classification was mainly governed

by the location of the deformity ; those in the upper arch

being considered before those in the lower, and the

anterior teeth before the posterior. For illustration,

the upper incisors are considered first, the cuspids next,

then the bicuspids, and lastly the molars. After these

the teeth of the lower jaw are considered in the same

order.

To further simplify the subjects and to make the treatise

more convenient for reference, some of these parts are
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subdivided into sections and divisions designated by

capital letters or figures ; for instance, Section A, Division

1, etc.

To make the different parts of the treatise harmonize,

the classification of all cases treated by similar mechanisms

is arranged so as to correspond, so far as practicable,

with the classification of the mechanisms illustrated and

explained in the part.s treating upon the construction of

mechanisms. Firstj for example, are presented the cases

that were corrected hy plates, and then those corrected by

strings and elastic rubber (alone or in combination with

ferules, clamp-bands, and strips of metal), after which those

corrected by wire springs in combination with various

kinds of anchors, and finally those corrected by screw-

acting mechanisms.^

To cover ?'ll, or even nearly all, the phases of the differ-

ent plans of operations without embodying an enoiinously

large number of cases has, in the past, been regarded as an

impossibility. To show clearly every step in the process

for the correction of all cases, repeating every detail, giv-

ing the various movements this way and that, turning,

elevating, or lowering individual teeth or groups of teeth,

would make a book not only confusing, but of little value

to the student or the general practitioner. To overcome

this difficulty, to simplify and make clear all phases of

operations, the author has dissected and divided some of

the more complicated cases and classified the parts. For

illustration, where teeth on one side of the dental arch

required turning, and those on the other side required ele-

vating, the former have been placed under the head of

> Some of the operations illustrated and explained that were performed by

other dentists have been incorporated because they have one or more points

of merit, or because of their scientific value. The great majority, however,

were treated by the author, and by other dentists under his instructions.
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Turning of Teeth, and the hatter under the head of Eleva-

tion of Teeth. There has, however, been presented bodily

a considerable number of simple, and also complicated

operations, and all kinds are profusely illustrated.

The dissection of operations and the classifying of similar

parts are radical departuresfrom the usualcustom ; but if by

them, the problem of embracing all details, and all the differ-

ent requirements necessary to success, the whole field has

been made plain, the departures must be regarded as valu-

able. It should not, however, be inferred from the term

" dissected " that iliQ parts presented are in any way incom-

plete. Each part is in itself a complete operation, and is

treated as fully as are those of a more complicated nature

that embrace several parts. By this plan the reader is

enabled to quickly find explained any kind of an operation

without being ol)liged to wade through a mass of repeated

details in a multitude of complicated cases. The reader

is also enabled to find plans of different kinds of the best

mechanisms for overcoming the same kind of deformity

—

a matter of importance.

Details vs. General Principles.—Some writers believe that

to teach " principles " in the abstract or in a " far-off" way

is sufficient. This may be true for the older practitioner,

but for most students it would be vague and consequently

of little benefit. The author's aim has been to make^mz-

c'lples plain hy giving special attention to details. He believes

that there can be no clear understanding of principles except

through clear knowledge of details. "Without this clear-

ness no one can be master of even a single branch ; in fact,

so closely related are details to general principles—and,

conversely, general principles dependent upon details

—

that they may be regarded as one.

Useless Minutice.—In the explanation of cases it is cus-
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tomary to go to the other extreme and indulge in details

that have little or no bearing upon the operations. To

mention the temperament, the weight of the patient, color

of the teeth, the conversation, etc., might be interesting in

offhand remarks at a society meeting, but to drift into

irrelevant details in a book would be tiresome and a waste

of the reader's time.

In expressing thought, not only has the simplest of

English been used, but brevity of style has been en-

couraged. Brevity, however, has not been carried so far

as to make the language dry and repellent. Latin and

Grreek terms have never been used when English would

serve as well or better. To be of lasting benefit to students,

the author believes that a work should not only be clear,

direct, and assimilative, but interesting. When " thoughts

are packed" too closely, and there is in them little more

than an array of dry facts without sufficient association of

lubricating ideas to entice the reader on, he naturally be-

comes weary in their perusal.

Nomenclature.—A matter adhered to is the use of

correct terms: such, for example, ividening of the dental

arch, instead of the usual incorrect term " spreading " or

"expanding" the arch; antagonism instead of "articula-

tion" of the teeth; turning instead of "twisting" a tooth;

elevation instead of " elongation " of teeth ; screw-jack in-

stead of " jack-screw." In place of Latin terms " superior "

and " inferior " the English terms upper and lower are used,

because in English " superior " implies something better

than " inferior." To " weed out " all improper terms, now so

common in our professional language, may not be easy and

perhaps would not be prudent, but to aid in perpetuating

terms that are ridiculously wrong ought not be encour-

aged. By this remark it should not be inferred that no
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terms are retained which are not strictly proper. Our

professional nomenclature is so scanty that occasional use

of terms, such as " de\ace," " appliance," and even " appa-

ratus" for "mechanism," has been retained simply to

avoid monotony of expression.

Diagnosis^ Best Plan of Operation^ etc.—Considerable

attention has been given to the importance of starting

operations upon the right path. A detailed presentation

of blunders made by operators, through lack of ability, are

seldom referred to and never dwelt upon. The aim has

been to point out straight paths to success, and not the

crooked and roundabout ones, though they may have

finally led to success. As is well known, the most essential

requisites to success are correct diagnoses and correct

plans of work. The importance of knowing the causes,

and beginning an operation on the right line, and not

starting until that line has been found, cannot be overes-

timated. Of course there may arise unexpectedly little

difficulties, in some cases, that wiR necessitate slight varia-

tion from the best of plans or in the best of mechanisms.

But to start out blindly on a course, and then find it neces-

sary to abandon it for another that is entirely different,

is not an evidence of clear insight into the future. An
operator may be successful after having passed through

swamps of difficulties, but it is doubtful if such annoy-

ances to the patient ever redound to the credit of a dentist.

Size of the Book.—In preparing the book the progress has

been slow, because the author was obliged to rely almost en-

tirely upon his own observations, experiences, and investi-

gations. Up to the time of its publication there had been

but little written upon the subject of irregularities of the

teeth and their correction, and only a small part of that little

could be regarded as scientific. To be convinced of this fact
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it is only necessary to read the literature of the subject pub-

lished prior to 1888. Notwithstanding the enormous labor

that has been required to build from the foundation a treatise

upon orthodantia, the author has spared no labor orexpense

to make this branch of dentistry equal to any of the others.

It may be thought by those familiar only with the

meagreness of this branch of dentistry in the past, and un-

familiar with the real depth and breadth of the possibili-

ties of the present status, that the subject might be fully and

clearly treated in a work of one-third or one-fourth the size

of this treatise ; in other words, " The whole story might be

published in one very small volume." It is true a small book

might be written by treating the subject superficially, de-

priving its language of all assimilative qualities, and scrap-

ing the remainder so that there would be left only skeleton

diction, " dry bones " of language, and then printing this

skeleton upon thin paper, in very small type, close lines, and

omitting two-thirds of the figures ; but no person having

more than a vague conception of the subject could possibly

so think, for there is no branch of dentistry that requires

deeper and more extensive knowledge to be master of it.

Small books, however,have the merit of cheapness, but they

cannot give a perfect digest of the subject.

Typography.—In the letterpress the author has pre-

sented the work in the size and style of type that would

most likely be agreeable to those members of the profes-

sion who are obliged to read evenings, after the labors of

the day have wearied both the mental and the physical eye.

Engravings.—The pictures of cases and mechanisms,

being autographical, place the reader in closer touch with

the author than would pictures made by another person.

Regarding the quality of the drawings, no attempt has

been made to give fine ai'tistic effects ; the aim has been sim-
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ply to present exactly the positions of the teeth, and the

different parts of mechanisms, showing also the relation of

both. Many of these figures are given as an artist would

represent architectural work—simply a top view or a side

view of a whole or a part. In some representations the

more essential parts of the mechanisms are made clear at

the expense of the less essential ; the less essential, however,

are generally made clear later by subordinate side figures.

In di-awings of machinery the appearance of clumsiness

is sometimes unavoidable; to render the smaller parts

easily understood they are represented on a sontewhat

larger scale. In order to make plain all parts, it has oc-

casionally been necessary to draw some of them slightly

out of their correct positions. For illustration, in draw-

ing a mechanism as seen from a direction that would

entirely hide a screw behind another screw, the hidden

one is made partly visible, but onlj^ sufficiently so to en-

able the reader to understand all parts.

The engravings in the main text are indicated by figures,

and those in foot-notes by letters. The term " Figure " gen-

erally means one case or one mechanism, but there are sev-

eral figures which represent groups of cases or mechanisms.

The mechanisms and modifications of mechanisms de-

vised by the author are designated by the letter A (stand-

ing for author) at the end of the inscriptions. In the

same way many of his operations are also indicated. Any

foot-notes referring to them indicate when and where the

mechanisms were first publicly made known, at society

meetings or in professional journals. Those not thus

noted (though privately known earlier to a few friends)

are here given publicly for the first time.

John Nutting Farrar.

New York City.





PAET XV.

Correction of Incisors, Cuspids,

Bicuspids, and Molars,

Singly, or in Small Groups.

By Various Kinds of

Mechanisms.





PART XV.

CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATIONS.

Section A Upper Incisors.

Section B Lower Incisors.

Section C Upper Cuspids.

Section D Lower Cuspids.

Section E Upper Bicuspids.

Section F Lower Bicuspids.

Section C Upper Molars.

Section H Lower Molars.

(Some of these Sections are subdivided into Divisions, I., II., etc.)
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UPPER INCISORS.

Section A Division I.

Chap. LXXI.

" LXXII.

" LXXIII.
" LXXIV.

" LXXV.

" LXXVI.

" LXXVII.

" LXXVIII.

" LXXIX.

" LXXX.

" LXXXI.

« LXXXII.

" LXXXIII.

" LXXXIV.

" LXXXV.

Special Considerations Preparatory to Operations.—Brief of

the Author's Theory on Regulating.

( Irregular Deciduous Teeth,
Eemarks regarding <

J Supernumerary Teeth.

Moving Upper Incisors by Inclined Planes.

" " " " Strings and Elastic Rubber.

r Elastic-rubber Rings in Com-
" " " " \ bination with Plates as

(^ Anchors.

{Rubber Rings in Combination

with Cribs, Ferules, Clamp-

bands, and Extension-rods.

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^
Metallic Short-bands.—Their

^ Relation to Modern Plans,

f Metallic Short-bands in Com-

bination with Strings and

Rubber Rings.

\ Metallic Springs in Combina-

^ tion with Plates.

Metallic Springs without Plates.

\ Spring-wire anchored to Cribs

) and Clamp-bands.

\ Plain and by Scallop Wire

^ without Plates.

Metallic Long-bands.

\ Screws in Combination with

^ Roof-plates.

r Screws anchored by Ferules

{ and Clamp-bands without

[ Plates.





OHAPTEE LXXI.

Section A , Division I.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS PREPARATORY TO OPERA-

TIONS.—PHILOSOPHY AND ESTHETICS.—BRIEF OF
THE AUTHOR'S THEORYUPON REGULATING TEETH.

GENEEAL REMARKS UPON APPLYING FORCE TO MOVE CROWNS

AND ROOTS IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS.—THE ESTHETIC

VALUE OF THE INCISORS.—PRESERVATION OF ALL THE

UPPER INCISORS IMPORTANT.—PRESERVATION OF ALL THE

LOWER INCISORS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY.^UPPER LAT-

ERALS SHOULD BE PRESERVED, OR SUBSTITUTED IF

LOST.—INCLINATION OF LOWER MOLARS NORMAL.—AN-

CHORAGE, PROPER AND IMPROPER.— ANCHORAGE FOR

MECHANISMS.—SIMPLE AND COMPLICATED MECHANISMS.

—

SIMPLICITY A MERIT.—COMPOUND MECHANICS NOT NECES-

SARILY COMPLEX.—COMPOUND SIMPLICITY IN PROPERLY

COORDINATED MECHANISMS IS HIGH MECHANICS.—RE-

SULTS FROM MACHINERY, NOT COST, ARE THE PROOFS OF

VALUE.— ESTHETIC MECHANICS. REMARKS UPON THE

DIFFERENT PLANS OF OPERATIONS.—A FACTOR IN SUCCESS.

IN all the branches of dentistry there is no class of oper-

ations that call for so much time to perform as those

of correction of irregularities of the teeth, therefore none

that call for more discretion in the selection of appli-

cants. In a book like this it is possible to make sugges-

tions upon this phase of the subject that might be of espe-

48* 757
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cial benefit to the younger operators, not only upon the

matter of fees, but that which has much to do with out-

side causes of success and failure. To do this, however,

in a work upon a scientific subject is not customary; nev-

ertheless, a few remarks will be ventured here, and more

in a special chapter in Part XX.
In selecting cases it is important that the patient

should be very desirous to have the operation performed,

as " lukewarmness " is always detrimental to success. It

is also important that the mental disposition of patient's

parents, or friends nearest the patient, should be of

the right kind, for there are cases, in themselves very

easy to perform, that are made difficult from contrariness

of the patient or meddlesomeness of the patient's friends.

I have known simple cases to be, through such perverse-

ness, more difficult to treat than complicated cases sup-

ported by the good behavior of the patient and the friends.

If the applicant has arrived at the age of considerable

intelligence and personal pride, there is but little doubt

of success without any irritating annoyances. It is well

never to undertake elaborate operations unless aU these

moral aspects are present. Of course there are adverse

circumstances that cannot be wholly avoided. A patient

may be too young to see the importance of an operation,

and may require parental authority to induce obedience.

Effect of Force.—Teeth will move in any direction

by force continuously maintained or frequently repeated

for a sufficient length of time. The force may be

within the tissues of the jaws, as exemplified in cases

where liberty, by extraction of an interfering tooth, is

followed by natural adjustment of the obstructed tooth,

but perhaps it is more satisfactorily shown in cases where

the force is furnished by the finger, or is obtained from
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a machine.^ The first aim, however, in any operation for

the movement of a tooth is to cause sliglit looseness, by

more or less decalcification of its socket tissues, a condi-

tion that results from pressure of the tooth upon these

tissues. This softening of the socket breaks the fixedness

or rigidity of the tooth, leaving it comparatively easy to

be moved either by absorption of the tissues or by bend-

ing of the alveolar process, or by both.

The proper correction of teeth by machines lies in ap-

plying the force in the right direction and in a philosoph-

ical way. To elevate teeth in their sockets, the direction

L ^

D
Fig. 696.—Showing the philosophy of the application of force upon teeth.

of force applied is similar to that for extracting them, the

difference in results depending upon the amount of force

1 The first regulating operation performed by the author was upon one of

his own upper central incisors, when he was a small boy. This outstanding

tooth was moved into line by pressing his finger upon it several times a day

for several weeks.
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applied in a given time. For movements in other directions,

philosophy is also the basis. Teeth can be moved in any

direction by brute force simply, but to move them in the

best way depends very much upon a high quality of intel-

ligence behind the hand. To more clearly explain the

fundamental mechanical principles of moving teeth in the

various directions necessary to success, I will resort to dia-

grammatical aids.

Fig. 696, representing a sectional view of a central in-

cisor, shows radial hues drawn in various directions from

the end of the crown to a circular line around it; these

radial hues represent different directions of force that may

be apphed to teeth. To show the philosophy of mechani-

cal action upon teeth, let us suppose these radial lines to

represent screws connecting the tooth with a hoop, having

holes, through which the ends of the screws project, and

are tightened upon by nuts.

If all these cords were equally tightened upon the tooth

by the turning of the nuts upon the outside of the band,

it will be seen that the different draughts of force would

be compensating, and therefore would not affect the posi-

tion of the tooth. So will it be equally apparent that if

all the cords excepting one should be taken away, and this

one were to be acted upon by its nut, the part of the tooth

acted upon would be drawn toward the nut, and in the

direction indicated by the arrow alongside of the radial

line. If the draught should be downward toward d, the

tooth would start from its home in the socket. If the

tooth should be moved only a short distance, the operation

would be called " elevation of the tooth " ; but if the tooth

should be drawn entirely out of its socket, it would be

called "extraction." If, however, aU the screws except-

ing the upper one, u, should be taken away, and this one
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1

should be drawn upon, the tooth would be moved farther

into its socket, and the operation would be called " depres-

sion of the tooth." To continue the illustration : if all the

screws were removed excepting the one in the direction of

L, and this one should be acted upon by its nut, the force

would cause the crown of the tooth to move posteriorly,

and at the same time the end of the root (to be further

explained later) would move anteriorly. On the other

hand, if the opposite screw, pointing in the direction of k,

were to be the only one acted upon, under the same sur-

rounding conditions the crown would be moved anteriorly,

while the apex of the root (to be further explained later)

would remain comparatively stationary.^ So it may be

said of the influence of action of any one of the other

screws. Under the same conditions it would move the

tooth in the direction indicated by the arrow alongside

the radial line representing the screw.

If these facts are clearly understood, it will be seen that

to move a tooth, all depends upon applying a proper de-

gree of force ; and to successfully regulate a tooth, by any

of the various plans, depends not only upon furnishing

force, but upon applying the engine of force so that it will

bear or draw upon the right place. If the object is simply

to elevate the tooth, all that is necessary is to cause the

force to act in the line of its long axis, and in the direction

of the end of the crown ; but if the object is to move the

crown posteriorly or anteriorly, the force should be applied

so as to act at right angles (or nearly so) to the long axis

of the tooth.

Thus far we have gone along the lines of general princi-

1 The difference in the behavior of the end of the root here mentioned will

be found explained more fully in Parts XVIII. and XIX., Moving of Boots en

Masse.
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pies ; but there are several related factors that cause devi-

ations from these general lines in operations upon the

front teeth (especially the upper), that should be taken into

consideration. These deviations are caused by the socket

resistance acting upon these teeth (being moved) like

fulcrums ; that is, some of these teeth tilt upon places

somewhere within the middle third of their long diameter.

Fig. 697, representing the same conditions of applied

force as shown in Fig. 696, illustrates various phases of

this fulcral influence, made manifest in the behavior of the

ends of the roots. When force is applied longitudinally

with the long axis, there is no lateral movement of any part

of the root ; but when applied in any other direction this

fulcral influence is felt. The arrows on the ends of the

roots indicate the directions in which they will tend, when

the crowns are acted upon in the directions represented by

the lines extending from their cutting ends. The results

of these various influences are illustrated in the last pic-

tui'e in the figure.

The particular place where the socket-tissue will act as

a fulcrum in a given case depends upon the angle of the

line of force to the long axis of the tooth ; the nearer it

approaches at right angles to it, the more circumscribed

will be the fulcral bearing. On the other hand, to the de-

gi"ee that the line of force approaches the long axis of the

tooth, will the area of the fulcral bearing be increased, until

the action of the root upon the socket-wall will become

more like a chafe. The cases in which the fulcral bearing

would be circumscribed are indicated by triangular marks,

while those cases in which the fulcral bearings would be

broad and undefinable are not marked. The angle of the

arrows to the long axes of the teeth, however, make this

matter plain.
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The root that would have the greatest degree of lateral

movement is the one having the engine of force applied
at right angles to the end of the crown. If it is desirable

to have the crown moved posteriorly, without materially

disturbing the end of the root, the force should be applied

FlG.697.-mustratiiig the different effects upon the roots by the application of different
imes ot torce upon the crowns of upper incisor teeth.
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at a place nearest midway of the tooth, practicably at or

near its neck.

Fig. 698 illustrates the theory of applying force to in-

cisor teeth for moving the crowns and the roots, but most

of the mechanisms shown are not intended to represent

those used in actual practice ; the two pictures next to the

Fig. 698.—Illustratiiig the philosophy of applying force to cause lateral moveDient of
the roots of upper iiicisors.

two lower ones serve to illustrate the principle of mech-

anisms for applying force to move roots. To move them

forward, as is often desired when correcting protruding

teeth, to round out. a sunken upper part of an upper hp,

all that is necessary is to apply posteriorly acting force to

the end of the crowns. The alveolar process posterior to
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the root being more extensive in quantity than the alve-

olar tissue anterior to it, the absorption will not be as rapid

(by pressure of the tooth), as the thin anterior wall over

the root will bend forward. The first picture in the figure

(698) illustrates, by a black triangular mark, the place of

the fulcral bearing in a case of this kind ; it also (by an

arrow) indicates the direction that the end of the root will

take. The last two pictures represent the tendency of the

root to move, by the application of force, in the opposite

direction ; but as the alveolar tissue in the rear of it is ex-

tensive, its absorption is too difficult for the root to move

(posteriorly) before the neck of the tooth will move anteri-

orly, as far as is desired, in a case of instanding teeth. The

remaining pictures represent similar conditions.

To move both the crown and the root bodily forward

(sometimes necessary in elongating the dental arch) re-

quires the application of forces that will act in opposite

directions ; or, perhaps more clearly expressed, the mechan-

ism must be so constructed that the crown can be held

firmly and given gradual liberty to move forward, as the

root is made to move forward. For further consideration

of this interesting phase of the subject, see chapters in

Parts XYIII. and XIX., upon Elongation of the Arch

and Correction of Protruding Teeth.

In Part IV. is exhaustively treated the subject of the

author's theory in regard to the different kinds of force

given in moving teeth. To refresh the reader's mind, how-

ever, the following outline of these chapters is presented

:

Brief of Author''s Theory.—Teeth are moved through ab-

sorption of the socket-tissue, or by bending of the alveolar

ridge, or both. This absorption, or this bending, may take

place by the tissue-alterations being carried on within

their physiological functions, or outside of these healthy
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functions and in the patliological. If the tissue-changes

can be conducted within the physiological functions, the

operation of moving a tooth will be painless; but if the

rate of changes be pushed beyond this condition, into the

pathological, there will be more or less pain.^

Any regulating mechanism that can be controlled so as

to confine the tissue-changes within the healthy line is

therefore superior to those that cannot. Mechanisms that

operate by elastic rubber or by metallic springs, if the

power is not so gi'eat as to force the changes to exceed

healthy action, will be comparatively painless ; but to con-

trol elastic materials so that they will not cause pain is

generally difficult and often impossible.

This is not the case when mechanisms operated by

screws can be used, because by the screw exactness can

be secured and precisely the proper degree of force can

be given. Especially is this true when the management

of the mechanism is left to the patient, who knows better

than the operator when the greatest degree of force can be

given without causing pain. This desideratum is assured

by the screw making it possible to take advantage of the

law of labor and rest, which applies to this kind of tissue-

action as well as to all other tissue-energies.'

Magnitude.—Operations for the correction of irregular

teeth are divided into minor and major. The former term

1 Before the author published his first papers (1875-76) it was the univer-

sal opinion that " the movement of teeth ean only be successfully conducted

through pathological difficulties."

2 As some authors on orthodontia appear to so misimderstand my views and

theories that their writings tend to mislead concerning the facts that contrib-

ute so important a part to a thorough education in this branch of dentistry,

it will pay every earnest student to carefully read Part IV. of this treatise, be-

cause when these indisputable facts are clearly understood, and practice is

governed by them, the prejudices of the people against operations for the regu-

lation of teeth will be overcome, and appreciation of high skill will rapidly

extend.
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refers to the niiscellaueous class in wliich ODly a few teeth

are irreguhir; the hitter to protruding teeth, V-arches,

saddle-arches, etc., requiring more extensive operations.

It should not be inferred from this, however, that minor

operations are always easy. Many of them are as perplex-

ing as operations for the correction of a larger number of

teeth.

In this Part (XY.) will be found many different plans of

minor operations for the correction of the irregularities of

the different classes of teeth—incisors, cuspids, bicuspids,

and molars. Beginning with the incisors the others will

be considered in the order given.^

Esthetic Extraction.—Importance of Preserving the Upper

Lateral Incisors.—The incisors are all feature teeth ; but

while, esthetically speaking, it is not always important to

retain all the lower, the preservation of all the upper in-

cisors is of utmost importance. Dr. C. A. Harris, who

wrote in 1839-50, says, rightly, in regard to the upper in-

cisors :
" These teeth are more conspicuous, and, when well

arranged, contribute more than any others to the beauty

and pleasing expression of the mouth ; their preservation

and regularity are, consequently, of the greatest impor-

tance. Hence the practice of removing (extracting) the

laterals, when they are situated behind the centrals and

the cuspidati, and when the dental arch is not completely

filled without them, is one that cannot be too strongly dep-

recated. . . . They should never, therefore, be removed,

unless their arrangement and that of the other teeth is

such as to render their adjustment impossihle.^^
^

These views of Dr. Harris are entertained by most

1 For a clear iinderstanding of the plan of this and the following Parts of

this work, see the opening chapter, "Prefatory Remarks."
2 Harris's "Dental Surgery" (1850), p. 153.
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practitioners, yet there are a few who do not seem to re-

gard them as being absolutely necessary to first-class op-

erations. Several cases have come to my knowledge in

which the upper laterals have been extracted to make

room for neighboring teeth ; but I have known very few

cases in which the upper centrals had been extracted, and

the space closed by the remaining jumbled teeth being

brought into line. One of the most remarkable of these

was a case treated by Dr. S. H. Guilford, who gave as his

reason for the act, " the extracted tooth was black as ink."

The remaining teeth had been arranged in a curve, and

there was no space left. The " one-eyeness " of expression

of the front teeth was pecuhar. It suggested to the mind

that an artificial tooth in place of the missing one would

have been an improvement.^

Fig. 699.—Jumbled Upper Incisors.

As the subject of the " relative esthetic value of teeth "

has been elaborately considered in Part XIV., Chapters

LXVI., LXVII., it is not necessary to further elaborate.

Every dentist should strive to thoroughly understand the

subject, in order to know what is regarded by artists as

absolutely necessary to first-class operations.

1 Two cases of this kind, by Dr. Gruilford, are illustrated by Figs. 229 and

231, pp. 352, 353, in the "American System of Dentistry" (1887).
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Figs. G99 and G99A represent two teases of jumbled front

upper adult teeth. Such as these, in which a greater or

less number of the upper incisors occlude on the wrong

Fig. 699A.—Jumbled Upper Incisors.

side of the lower teeth, are common
;
generally, however,

there is only one tooth that falls behind. If any are turned

in their sockets, correction is comparatively easy. In ref-

erence to older teeth. Dr. C. A. Harris says :
" They are re-

garded as the most difficult to remedy." At the present

day the majority, however, are not so difficult to correct

as they were in his time ; but where the root is crooked or

the front teeth overlap one another, requiring several to be

moved to make sufficient space to form them in line, the

correction is sometimes very difficult.^

In some simple cases where only one or two incisors

anta,gonize squarely on the opposite teeth, they can be cor-

rected in childhood by repeatedly pressing the fingers

upon the irregular tooth or teeth, or, as suggested by

Goddard (1844),' " biting on a stick or on the handle of a

1 Bight and Left in Figures.—In referring to the figures the reader should

always bear in mind that while the right side (of figure) of the lower dental

arch (when the incisors are uppermost, as in nearly all cases herein repre-

sented) always corresponds with the same (right) side of the patient, and vice

versa concerning the left side, this does not apply in cases of the upper arch.

WTien reference is made to figures of the upper arch (representing the incisors

uppermost) the sides are presented thus : those of the right side of the patient

are represented on the reader's left side of the figure, and vice versa when ref-

erence is made to teeth on the left of the patient. This difference will be

easily understood by examining the two jawbones, held in the same position

as represented by the figures.

2 "Goddard, On the Teeth" (1844), bv P. B. Goddard, p. 121.
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tooth-brush held nearty perpendicular between the upper

and lower teeth." This act is based on the principle of

the inclined plane. Of course a stick is not equal to a

plane. For moving a greater number of teeth the use of

rubber rings, or of peg-plates, is followed by more satis-

factory results.^ Wire springs, so formed and anchored

that they will bear steadily in the right direction upon

teeth, are also practicable. Many dentists, however, pre-

fer elastic-rubber rings, stretched and woven around and

between the teeth, so as to draw properly upon them. The

rubber should not be so applied that it will cramp the teeth

upon one another and cause them to interfere with the lib-

erty of the tooth or teeth to be moved.

A rubber ring, attached to an anchor so formed that the

ring will act from a fixed place, a short distance from the

irregular tooth or teeth, will obviate this difficulty. One

of the best of such anchors is a gold wire, or narrow strip

of plate, fastened to the adjacent teeth, or fastened to the

teeth on one side of the arch, the main part extending

along past the instanding teeth, and held there by the

other end being attached to the teeth of the opposite side.^

Occasionally a mechanism having an arm (similar to that

represented by Fig. 402 (A), Part VIII.) anchored to one side

of the arch only will serve desirably. In some cases screw-

jacks placed within the arch are advisable. For others,

however, screw-jacks are not as easy to work with as elas-

tic rubber. Several operations in which each of these

mechanisms was used independently, as well as connect-

edly, will be found explained under their appropriate

heads.

1 See Part VI., Chapter XIX., p. 216.

2 This plan, which is old, was referred to in the "Dental Cosmos," January,

1876, and April, 1881.
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1

Importance of Loiver First Molars.—It has been taught

that the inchning forward of a lower molar occurs only

where a tooth anterior to it is lost. Undoubtedly teeth

incline forward farther when not supported by an adja-

cent one than where there is no break in the dental line,

but, as Dr. Eugene H. Smith suggests, the line of many

lower dental arches curves downward in the middle part

so far that the teeth posterior to the lowest point nat-

urally and necessarily incline forward even when there

are none missing ; consequently inclination of lower mo-

lars is not always abnormal. This being a fact, it is all

the greater reason why a side lower tooth should not be ex-

tracted where a wide space would be left, unless its absence

is of greater benefit to the patient than its presence (a con-

dition too often found in the form of decay and disease re-

sulting from neglect). To extract the lower first molars,

when sound, to make room for crowded bicuspids, without

attempting to assist nature to close the consequent space,

as advocated by some writers, is a questionable practice.

Anchorage, Proper and Improper.—When the first molar

has been extracted it becomes necessary to use the sec-

ond and third molars for anchorage, to move back the

bicuspids ; but they should not be drawn upon for moving

more than one tooth at a time, and even then these anchor

teeth should be frequently examined to prevent too

great inclination forward. If they have moved too far,

they should be given liberty, permitting them to return

to their normal positions. It should not be inferred from

this, however, that the starting forward only a short dis-

tance is dangerous to these teeth, as all anchor teeth are

liable and even expected to be moved somewhat by the

draught. The question to decide is, how long such started

anchor teeth can be safely used to further the operation.
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If the antagonism is not broken too much these teeth

will generally settle back into their former and normal

places, even if they are elevated slightly in their sockets.

If elevated, however, it may require months. Because of

this natural tendency to settle back and down into the sock-

ets it is not prudent to be in too great haste to grind teeth

to improve antagonism after having completed the opera-

tion of moving teeth. (See Crowding, Spaces, Part XX.)

In planning a mechanism for moving teeth, one of the

main points to be taken into consideration is enduring

firm anchorage. On pp. 465, 466 (Part IX.) are given

a few rules regarding anchorage resistance. These rules,

however, are not to be regarded as infallible, because

(as suggested in the paragraph following the rules) the

hardness and other conditions of the alveolus in differ-

ent cases are variable. These rules, although based upon

approximately close calculations, should in practice be

regarded as only giving the minimum socket resistance

for anchorage. In my own practice I always include for

anchorage all the teeth that are practicable, not only to

prevent their being moved, but also to prevent soreness of

the sockets. The exceptions to this rule of practice are in

cases where a sufficient number of teeth cannot be taken

advantage of for anchorage, or where it is necessary to

move anchor teeth forward to aid infilling extra space.

Simple and Complicated Regulating Mechanisms.—In Part

VI., pp. 208-210, I have dwelt somewhat on this subject

;

but as there are some dentists who persist in eiforts

to prejudice students against improvements in regulating

mechanisms, a few more remarks will be made. In me-

chanics simplicity is the great desideratum with all nat-

ural inventors. No useless elements are found in first-

class machines of any kind ; but it is not everybody who
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undei'stauds this subject sufficiently to comprehend that

there can be simplicity in complicated macliinery, and that

some of the grandest and most valuable machines ever in-

vented are so because of this complicated simplicity. The

Hoe printing-press is a startling example of this. More

than 16,000 pieces in one machine, printing, folding, cut-

ting, pasting, and filing 96,000 newspapers per hour, is

an example of complicated simplicity and a marvellous

illustration of the fruits of the genius of man.^ The true

mechanical genius laughs to scorn those who attempt to

ridicule the best mechanisms ever invented for correc-

tion of irregularities of the teeth, calling them unneces-

sarily complicated, simply because they themselves have

not sufficient skill to even copy them. So long as the

dental profession contented itself with crude, cumbersome

mechanisms no progress was made in this branch, but

when higher mechanical skill was applied it advanced and

continued to advance as more and more thought was cen-

tred upon the subject, until now it has loomed up as one of

the grandest of all the branches of dentistry. Indeed it has

reached a standard that never could have been attained

from the acceptance of the views of those persons who are

always to be found pulling back until dragged forward by

public sentiment. In this work there are hundreds of

mechanisms illustrated and explained, many of which may

1 The full-size press now in use is composed of more than 16,000 pieces, and
weighs 130,000 pounds or 65 tons. Its total length is 26 feet 3 inches ; width,

18 feet ; and height, 12 feet. It prints upon both sides of three continuous

webs of paper supplied from three separate rolls, splits the webs longitudi-

nally, brings the narrow webs into one or several groups, serves the webs col-

lected transversely into sheet lengths, unites the sheets by pasting, folds them,

and delivers perfect newspapers composed of many sheets, bound together,

cut open at the head, and counted. It can print 96,000 foiu* or six page papers,

72,000 eight-page papers, 48,000 ten or twelve page papers, 36,000 sixteen-

page papers, or 24,000 fourteen, twenty, or twenty-four page papers per hour.
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at first seem to the tyro to be more complicated than is

necessary ; but there is not one in the book, given as a les-

son to follotv, that is really complex to an expert. Those

which at first appear so are only examples of complicated

simplicity that operate as easily as the turning of a screw.

There are in vogue old-fashioned regulating mechanisms,

consisting of plates and springs, match-sticks and strings,

that are complex. These are not only difficult to manage,

taking unnecessary time and causing great pain to change

the strings, but impossible to be kept clean. With a lot

of such things matted with decomposed food, no patient

can feel happy over an operation.

True mechanics recognize any mechanism as simple

that can be operated easily and will accomplish the result

desired. Anything that requires great care and consider-

able time to manage is regarded by them as an imper-

fect machine. In other words, a regulating mechanism,

if difficult to manage and painful to endure, must be re-

garded as more complicated than one (though requiring

manipulative, mechanical genius to contrive) that will,

when properly finished and applied, be managed easily

and quickly, without causing pain. The former is low

meclianics, the latter high mechanics.

Esthetic Mechanisms.—Another phase of high mechanics,

as applied to dentistry, is the esthetic. Failure may arise

from lack of skill on the part of the operator or by per-

versity of the patient. But many failures can be traced

solely to the disgust of patients through lack of esthetics

in the mechanisms ; because conspicuously black and filthy

mechanisms do not encourage the patients. There have

been many failures, by the use of such things, that would

have ended in glorious success if delicately and beautifully

made gold mechanisms had been used.



CHAPTEE LXXII.

IRREaULAR DECIDUOUS TEETH.—SUPERNUMERARY
TEETH.

lEKEGULAK DECIDUOUS TEETH.—lEKEGULAE ADULT TEETH.

—

SUPERNUMERAEY TEETH; SOME EEMAEKABLE CASES.—
UPPEE SUPEENUMEEAEIES.—LOWEE SUPEENUMEEAEIES.

—

TEEATMENT OF SUPEENUMEEAEY TEETH.—TEEATMENT OF
lEEEGULAEITIES OF TEETH CAUSED BY SUPEENUMEEAEIES.

THE form and size of the dental arch varies in different

people
;
so also does the irregularity of the teeth in

the different forms of the arch vary. These variations are

sometimes found in small children, but not so frequently
as in adults.

Irregular Deciduous Teeth.—The few deciduous cases

recorded have generally been found to be confined to a
single tooth in a jaw. The author has, however, seen a
few cases in which there were several. Of protruding
upper teeth he has seen but one marked case,i and only
one marked case of protruding lower teeth has come
within his observation. The habit that some children

have of sucking their thumb or finger, or of biting on ex-

traneous things, would naturally be thought to have some
influence in causing protruding upper deciduous teeth.

This was so in ilciQ case referred to ; when the second set

1 In this case the (successors) second set also protruded.
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erupted they also protruded. The lower case was the re-

sult of excessive gi'owth of the body of the jawbone. Dr.

E. S. Talbot, who has probably examined the teeth of as

many children (in Institutions) as any other person, says

:

" Protrusion of the teeth of children before the sixth year

is very uncommon. I have never observed a case of pro-

trusion of the upper, except in cases of thumb-sucking,

and only very few of those. I have seen only four cases

of ijrotruding lower teeth ; these were the result of excess-

ive growth of the jawbone."

Cases of jumbled or uneven deciduous teeth are also rare.

M. Delabarre, who wrote in the early part of the present

century,^ mentions a case in which the upper teeth on one

side of the medial line "occluded" inside of the lower, while

those on the opposite side of it were in their proper positions.

Though such irregularities of deciduous teeth are un-

sightly, they are seldom followed by irregularity in the

second set; consequently it is not necessary to correct

them. It is well that this is so, for it would be rather

difficult to correct deciduous teeth before children have

arrived at the age of sufficient intelligence to aid the op-

erator by compliance with his instructions.

Irregular Adult Teeth.—Later, and before approaching

eruption of the adult upper cuspids, the upper incisors of

the second set are generally found to be regular ; but just

before or soon after the eruption of the cuspids, the inci-

sors are frequently found to have become irregular. This

is oftener true of these teeth than any others excepting

the cuspids themselves. Sometimes these irregularities

arise from inherited causes, but generally from mechani-

cal, such as result from too early or too late loss of the

1 Paris, 1815-26.
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deciduous teeth. This is shown in cases where the space
left by the (too early) loss of the upper (deciduous) cuspid
is encroached upon by the first bicuspid, thus forcing the

adult cuspid, which erupts later, to crowd the incisors. It

is also shown in cases where the presence of the deciduous
tooth forces the successor to one side. (For more elabo-

GALAXY SETS OF UPPER TEETH.

Figs, too, 701.—Supernumerary Teeth.

Figs. 702, 703.—Supermimerary Teeth.

rate consideration of the subject of causes of irregularities

of the teeth, see Etiology, Part III.)

Supernumerary Teeth: Some BemarkaUe Cases.—The
number of these extra teeth varies in different cases. As
a rule only one, two, or three are found, but sometimes
there are several more; indeed there are cases in which
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these teeth are so numerous that the outfit does not ap-

pear to belong to a human being.

Upper.—Fig,^. 700-703, drawn from casts deposited in

the museums of Baltimore College of Dental Surgery^ and

Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery,^ represent sev-

eral of the most remarkable of this class. Their general

appearance so closely resembles clusters of stars that they

may be aptly called galaxy sets.

Fig. 704, from the " New York Dental Journal " (of July,

1859), represents the upper jaw of a similar case, one that

the reporter gives as a " thii'd dentition." a is a perfect

Figs. 704, 704A.—Upper and Lower Supemumerary Teeth.

canine tooth, directly behind where there had formerly been

a lateral incisor, b and c are two lateral incisors, d being

the space where before there had been three teeth extracted.

The patient (aged thirty-eight) said that in each member

of his immediate family similar " freaks of nature " were

in some form present ; he also asserted that his father had

a complete " second " and " third set " of teeth. The au-

thor thinks this assertion, however, should be regarded as

having come from a person not qualified to judge correctly.

Lower.—Sometimes supernumerary teeth are present in

the lower jaw.

1 Baltimore, Md. 2 Philadelphia, Pa.
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Fig. 704A represents a case reported in the same journal.

This case was that of a sister of the above-mentioned nar-

rator. She was twenty-nine years of age. In this figure

there were extra perfect bicuspids and a perfect extra lat-

eral incisor, besides other supernumeraries.

General Treatment of Supernumerary Teeth.—These teeth

often crowd the normal ones out of their proper positions.

The treatment for such cases is to extract all that are not

needed to complete the dental arch, and then regulate the

remainder, if necessary, whether they be supernumerary
or normal. The condition that would require the reten-

tion of a supernumerary is where it could be made to fill

extra space in a complete set of normal teeth, or where it

would serve as a substitute for a lost normal tooth, or for

one that has become too extensively decayed for repair.

When such extra teeth erupt in the earher part of hfe

there is no uncertainty in the minds of experts as to their

identity
; but if this occurs late in life it cannot always be

so easily determined.

Occasionally the presence of supernumeraries gives rise

to newspaper notices of " third sets." That there are teeth

(not full sets) of a third dentition there is but little doubt

;

but some that erupt in old age belong to the second set

;

therefore there may be a question as to which class the

late teeth really belong. Those that erupt in old age, and
which belong to the second set, are generally third mo-
lars

;
but there are cases of upper central incisors and cus-

pids that do not appear until they become visible by the

lowering of the socket-tissues, as do stumps of trees ap-

pear when mill-ponds are drawn off.

The greatest age at which new teeth have appeared
through the gums is not positively known. The author
has seen several cases where one or two upper teeth have
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appeared at ages varying from sixty to seventy years. In

Horace Walpole's translation of Count Anthony Hamil-

ton's "Memoirs of Grammont" is mentioned one of the

most notable instances on record. It is the case of Edward

Progers, a younger son of Colonel Philip Progers, of the

family of Grarreddin, in Monmouthshire (Wales), who (ac-

cording to the testimony of Le Neve) " died December 31,

1712, or January 1, 1713, aged ninety-six (96) years, of the

anguish of cutting teeth, he having cut four neiv teeth, and

had several ready to cut, which so inflamed his gums that

he died thereof."

Treatment of Irregularities of other Teeth Caused hy Su-

pernumeraries.—Those that can be treated correctly with

the least trouble are in cases where the irregularity has

been caused by subsequent eruption of supernumeraries.

Extraction of such useless teeth is generaUy sufficient..

When an upper central is turned out of its proper posi-

tion by intrusion of a supernumerary, it sometimes causes

considerable annoyance to the patient; but the natural

tendency of teeth that are thus turned is to return to their

former places soon after the way has been made clear.

Although such cases seldom require further treatment

than the extraction of the intruding tooth, there are occa-

sionally found some that require mechanical aid.

Fiu. 705.—Upper centrals moved out of place by a supernumerary.

Fig. 705 represents a case of this class, that was cor-

rected simply by extracting the tooth that had intruded

itself between the two upper centrals.
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1

Fig. 705A represents the same case a few months after

the extraction.

Fig. 705A.—Tlie same case after extraction of the intruding supernumerary.

To apply a mechanism to such a case, after extraction

of the supernumerary, and before giving nature an oppor-

tunity to remedy the defect, is generally to subject the

.patient to unnecessary annoyance and expense. If there

is any danger to be apprehended from the " let-alone " plan

after extraction of the intruder, it is that the tooth turned

aside may go too far in its return. This arises from the

open space left in the alveolus by the extraction. While
mechanical auxiliaries are sometimes necessary in such

cases, their use is more for preventing the teeth from
moving too far and beyond their proper hmits than for

moving them to their proper places.



CHAPTEE LXXIII.

INCLINED PLANES.—MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY
THEM.—THE PHILOSOPHY MINUTELY EXPLAINED.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF PLANES.—OPERATIONS BY DOUBLE-ACT-

ING INCLINED PLANES.—BY GOLD THIMBLE-PLANES.—^BY

SOLID PLANES.—ESTHETIC PLANES.—REGULATING AND RE-

TAINING PLANES COMBINED.—BY SKELETON-PLANES.—BY

TRIPLE PLANES ANCHORED BY CLASPS.—FRAME-PLANES

ANCHORED BY CLAMP-BANDS.—LOCK-PLANES.—PHILOSOPHY

OF CONSTRUCTION OF FRAME-PLANES.^

THERE are several kinds of inclined planes; some

large, others small, and planes which have individu-

ality, in which size is not a special feature. Some of these

mechanisms are made with one or more surfaces, so bev-

elled that when they are placed firmly in position on the

teeth of one jaw they will cause those in the other to

move. The other planes are made of plate, so applied that

the teeth, by antagonism with them, are also influenced to

move in the direction that will correct the deformity,

though the plane, strictly speaking, has no bevelled part.^

An inclined plane may be so constructed that it will

move teeth in only one jaw or in both at the same time.

1 Some of the operations represented and explained in these Parts are frac-

tions of larger ones. These fractions, by representing special parts, enable

classification that renders the book more valuable to practitioners than would

be possible by grouping the parts into larger operations and presenting many

of the details over and over, which would have been necessary in explaining

the entire process of similar operations. For further remarks on this subject

see Introduction to Parts on Operations by Mechanisms.
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If the operation is to be in one jaw only the anchorage

should include a larger number of teeth than those to be

moved ; but when it is desired to have teeth in both jaws

moved (at the same time) the degree of resistance in the

sockets in both jaws should be relative to the number of

teeth acted upon. The philosophy of this action may be

more clearly understood by referring to Fig. 706, which

Fig. 706.—Sectional view, showing
movements of a single upper and a
single lower incisor, by a double-
acting inclined plane placed on one
lower tooth.

Fig. 707.—Forcing instandlng upper
incisors forward by an elastic-rubber
plane (Parr).

represents a sectional view of two incisors being moved,

oppositely, by a single-tooth plane ; the upper incisor mov-
ing forward, and the lower backward. This dual action,

however, can be depended upon only where there are but

few teeth to be moved.

Inclined planes were formerly made of gold or silver

plate, but they are now generally made of hard rubber.

Dr. C. A. Harris, in his work, suggests the swaging of

gold plate so as to cover several teeth, even as far back as

to include the first molars. These planes cover not only

the teeth, but also a part of the gums.^ At the present

time, however, the covering of gum-tissue is seldom, if

ever, regarded as proper.

Fig. 707 represents a peculiar mechanism devised by

Dr. H. A. Parr.2 This mechanism, which acts upon the

1 Harris, "Principles and Practice of Dental Surgery" (1850).

2 Devised April, 1888.
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principle of the inclined plane, was used for moving in-

standing upper incisors outward. The moving element of

this mechanism consisted of a strip of elastic rubber, r,

wound spirally around a stiff gold wire, w, on the ends

of which were soldered gold ferules, f, f, for anchors.

These ferules embraced the first upper bicuspids. The

wire was so bent that in occlusion of the jaws the lower

front teeth antagonized on the lower side of the roll of

rubber, pressing it against the lingual surfaces of the

instanding upper incisors (similar to the frame-plane^)

with such force that they were moved anteriorly. The

rubber, being soft, caused no unpleasant sensation, but,

on the contrary (as the patient said), felt " like chewing-

gum."^

Fig. 708.—Gold Inclined Plane (Harris), Fig. 709.—Inclined Plane (Goddard).

Fig. 708 represents one modification of a gold inclined

plane described by Harris. This was used for moving

forward an upper central incisor. The mechanism con-

sists of an anchor-plate, b, and an inclined plane, p. A
hole is made in the plate through which the lower incisors

may project. The plane is a strip of plate, bent, and sol-

dered to the anchor-plate, as represented.

Figs. 709 and 710, copied from Groddard's work (1844),

represent two similar mechanisms for moving upper in-

cisors.

i See Fig. 112, p. 232, Part VI.

2 See Part XX., Chapter XVI., On Caution in the Use of Inclined Planes.
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Fig. 711 shows the application of one of these planes to

the teeth.^

Figs. 710, 711.—Two luclined Planes (Goddard).

Thimhle-planes.—Fig. 712 represents a gold-thimble in-

clined plane. This consists of three parts soldered to-

gether, viz., a ferule, c (No. 29 or 30), a stiff piece of

plate, p, and a piece of wire, w.

c
-=—=^

Fig. 712.—TMmble-plane for one tooth. Fig. 713.—Application of the same.

Fig. 713 represents the application of this thimble-plane

to the teeth, for moving forward an instanding left upper

lateral. This mechanism is cemented upon the lower

tooth, leaving the wire arms resting against the labial

sides of the two teeth adjacent to it. The instanding

upper tooth is moved forward by biting upon the plane

p. The object of the wire arms is to prevent the tooth on

which the thimble is cemented from moving inward while

the upper central is being moved outward.^

Thick Planes.—Fig. 714 represents the case of a girl

about eight years of age, in which both of the centrals had

erupted in the posterior position, and, by constantly an-

tagonizing against the posterior surfaces of the lower in-

1 "Goddard, On the Teeth" (1844), Plate II., Figs. 5, 6.

2 For remarks concerning the making of this mechanism, and to whom be-

longs the credit of originating it, see Part VI., Chapter XX., pp. 231, 232.
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cisors, were being forced still farther back. The right

central was also slightly turned in its socket.

Like many cases of this class in which the teeth are not

crowded, this irregularity was easily corrected by a hard-

rubber inclined plane, so made and fitted to the eight

i^.j/'

Fig. 714.—Case showing two instanding
centrals before an operation.

Fig. 715.—Appearance at close of the
operation.

lower front teeth that when the upper centrals antago-

nized with it they were compelled to move forward in the

direction indicated by arrows.

Fig. 716, a sectional view of the right half of the upper

and lower jaws of a similar case, with a plane applied, rep-

FiG. 716.—Sectional view of an inclined plane, as applied.

resents the relation between the innermost tooth and the

plane, as in this case.

Fig. 715 represents the former case (Fig. 714) after the

operation was completed. Only one week was required to
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correct tlie irregularity; but this is less time than is

usually necessary. These teeth, like those of the majority

of cases, by overhanging in front of the lower ones after

being regulated, required no artificial means for retain-

ing them in their new positions, (p, adult; t, deciduous

molars.)

Regulating and Retaining Planes Combined.—Figs. 717

and 718 represent two peculiar inclined planes devised by

the author for moving forward upper front teeth. Both

of these mechanisms, which were constructed for esthetic

Fig. 717.—Gold spur-inclined plane with Fig. 718.—Modification of the same (A).
hard-ruhher base (A).'

as well as practical use, served for retaining purposes as

well as for correction of the irregularities. They are made

in three parts : hard rubber, gold plate, and gold wire.

In the one represented by Fig. 717, p designates the in-

clined surface of a strip of gold plate, swaged to ride on

the cutting-edges and in front of the (lower) incisors (see

sectional view at left of the main figure) ; k, the hard-

rubber base; w, a wire ridge; and b, the anchor-wire,

having midway of its length a spur, s, to lodge between

the incisors, to aid in keeping the plane in place. Each

end of this anchor-wire b is vulcanized into the extremi-

ties of the hard-rubber part r.

When the mechanism is applied to the teeth the wire b

extends forward from behind the teeth, over the approx-

imal valley between the cuspids and first bicuspids, thence

1 The mechanisms devised by the author that are represented in this work

are indicated by the letter A at the ends of the inscriptions.
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downward and along in front of the incisors near the edge

of the gums. To prevent this wire from shdiiig upward

on the teeth is the primary office of the spur, s, soldered

to it. This spur, by means of the spring-wire b, projects

between the central incisors and is held there. The ob-

ject of the wire w is to heighten and sharpen the ridge so

that it will project upward behind the ends of the upper

incisors. This mechanism is esthetically valuable as a re-

tainer in a case where the upper teeth are too short to over-

hang the lower ones.

The gold part of the plane represented by Fig. 718 con-

sists of two pieces. The ridge is made sharp by the upper

edge of one piece projecting above that of the other. This

is indicated in sectional view at the left of the main figure.

In other respects this mechanism is similar to the one last

described.

s

Fig. 719.—Gold Spur-inclined Plane (A).

rig. 719 represents an all-gold inclined plane, constructed

upon the same general plan as the last one described. This

one, which was worn as a retainer by a young woman, was

made as follows : The part, p, covering the teeth was of one

piece of gold swaged to fit them ; upon the front surface

was soldered another and thicker piece of plate, e, which

projected above it to rest behind the ends of the upper teeth.

These last three figures probably represent the best and

least unsightly inclined planes yet devised. All are very

useful for retaining in place corrected instanding upper

front teeth that are too short, and until they are more fully

erupted.
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Of course such retainers are not necessary in cases
where the grinding of the side teeth shorter would cause
proper overhanging of the teeth.

Skeleton.planes.~Yig. 720 ihustrates an operation by an
old skeleton mechanism, constructed upon the principle of
an mchned plane, as published by M. Catalan in 1826 In

*Jl?- PO-—Plan of moving front upiier

^^ft f^^T^^'^
^'^' a skeleton incUnedplane (Catalan, 1826).

Fig. 721.—The main part of the
mechanism.

this ease all the upper ineisors which were posterior to the
lower teeth were moved by biting upon small pieces of
plate bent as shown.

Fig. 721 represents independently the main part of the
mechanism. This is not given here as one to be recom-
mended, but to show a prototype of many that were later
devised for similar cases. The construction and applica-
tion were as follows: A thick strip of gold (long-band) to
extend along the outer surfaces of the lower teeth, was
of sufficient length to reach from the molars of the right
side to the corresponding teeth of the left. The bow-
pie^^es, P, P, P, serving as inclined planes, were soldered
to this strip. These small pieces extended upward from
the long one, thence posteriorly on and over the ends of
the front lower teeth, and downward, covering their lingual
^rfaces. The extremities of the long strip were tied to the
molar teeth by strings, s, s. To prevent the ends of this
long strip from sliding down the teeth and injuring the
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gums, a broad piece of plate, b, was soldered at right

angles to each extremity, and then bent so as to rest on

the molars as shown.

This mechanism (like many of the crib-wire variety used

by a few dentists at the present day) was faulty and in-

convenient to wear, not only from its unsteadiness, but

because it collected and retained large quantities of food

debris, rendering the operation dangerous to the teeth and

the general health.

Clasp -anchors.—Inclined planes, made on the principle

of the last one described, have sometimes been anchored

to the side teeth by broad clasps instead of strings.

Frame Inclined Planes.—I have constructed several pe-

culiar inclined planes, which I have experimented with,

but have not used all sufficiently to enable me to express

full confidence in them. Plans of some of the modifica-

tions will here be given, in the hope that my readers will

try to improve upon them. Contrary to the philosophy

of the old plan of applying planes which rested upon teeth

of the jaw opposite to those that are to be moved, these

rest upon the teeth of the same jaw that contains those to

be moved.i

These gold mechanisms, which are denominated frame-

planes, are constructed upon a principle different from

that devised by Catalan. They may be shaped so they

can be attached to the side teeth of the upper jaw, or to

those of the lower. When applied to the upper, the in-

clined plane is so placed against the (upper) teeth to be

1 As there is an erroneous impression abroad that I have placed regulating

mechanisms on the marlcetfor the profession, I take this opportunity to correct the

error. I am not noio, and never have been, financially interested in placing regu-

lating mechanisms on the market in any way whatever; nor do I make a business

offurnishing dentists privately loith such mechanisms. In some instances I have,

as a friendly act, assisted dentists.
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moved that when the lower front teeth strike it (the plane)

they tend to move in the direction desired.

Either upper or lower teeth may be treated by these

mechanisms, biit the special object for which they were

devised was, application to the upper jaw and moving

teeth in the same archJ

Figs. 722 and 723 illustrate the beginning of two opera-

tions for moving instanding upper incisors outward by

similarly made (triple) planes. These planes differ from

each other only in the form of the anchors. In one

Fig. 722.—Triple plane, anchored by
clasps (A).

Fia. 723.—Triple plane, anchored by
clamp-bands (A).

(Fig. 722) they consist of strong clasps, and in the other

(Fig. 723) of clamp-bands. The upper instanding teeth

are moved forward by the planes (shown in black) being

pressed against them, by antagonism of the lower teeth

against their under surfaces. The requirements of the

case, of course, must govern the form and inclination of

the plane.

Clasps are weak anchors, and may slip when teeth an-

tagonize. Anchor-clasps are only practicable when the

pressure of the lower teeth is between the clasps and the

points of contact of the upper teeth with the plane, when

bitten upon.

^ These mechanisms were first publicly explained in a lecture by the author,

February 27, 1888. (See "Brooklyn Medical Journal," July of the same year.)
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Fig. 724 represents a mechanism made similar to one

represented by Fig. 112, Part VI., p. 232. It is a modifica-

tion, differing in the addition of extra wires for supporting

the side arms (to make the mechanism .very rigid), and in

the use of clamp-bands for anchors instead of clasps. The

Fig. 724.—Bottom view of a double inclined plane for moving upper and lower
teeth (A).i

object of making the inclined plane in two parts, as shown,

is to enable easy adjustment where teeth must be moved

in different directions. This division, however, weakens

the mechanism. If necessary to make all more rigid,

other pieces of stiff wire should connect the planes with

the transpalatine wires, after being properly adjusted to

the teeth to be moved.

When the mechanism is worn on the upper teeth the

plane is inclined as represented by p. Fig. 732 ; but if it is

to be attached to the lower jaw it should cap the upper

third or half of the lower incisors, as shown by Fig. 733.

With this mechanism, as with all those here described,

the stiff wire bow should lie along the hngual side of the

dental arch, and as close to the gums as the circumstances

will permit. To prevent the plane from being turned over

or forced out of its proper place when bitten upon it also

should extend nearly to the gums, so that the wire w can

1 From a lecture given February 27, 1888, published in "Brookl}Ti Medical

Journal," July, 1888.
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connect at as near right angles to it as possible (Fig. 732).

The position of the wire, however, is not so important as its

stiffness, excepting the rear end, which should be elastic.

Fig. 725 represents a modification, consisting of a piece

of gold plate, p, soldered to the middle part of a stiff bow

Fig. 725.—Frame inclined plane for the upper Fig. 726.—The plane part, detached
teeth (A). from its anchor-bands.

of gold wire, w. (See Fig. 726.) This bow is anchored to

the side teeth by two clamp-bands, b.

Philosopliy of Construction ofFrame Inclined Planes.—As

the practicability of these mechanisms depends npon a

clear understanding of certain principles of mechanics, I

shall go into details at considerable length concerning the

effect of antagonism of the teeth upon the plane, and its

supports. In order to make the plane firm on teeth the

bow may be soldered to the clamp-bands, or it may be

detachable. By the latter plan each extremity of the bow

(which is screw-cut) is projected through two staples sol-

dered on the lingual side of each of the anchor-bands.

These arms are held there by nuts placed between the

staples. By turning the nut one way the inclined-plane

piece will move forward ; and by turning it the other way,

backward. A side section of this plane is shown in the

middle of Fig. 725. This mechanism is not always suffi-

ciently rigid.
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These inventions have for their object the furnishing of

dehcate mechanisms that will be firm and strong, and not

be so inconvenient to wear as the usual large rubber planes.

By fastening them to the side teeth by screw-tightening

bands, the mechanisms can be easily removed and as quickly

readjusted.

The exact form of the plate used for the inclined plane

depends upon the position of the irregular tooth, the di-

rection in which it is to be moved, and its relation to

those in the opposite jaw. The proper length and form

of the wire arms for holding the plane in place depends

upon the form of the dental arch, and the distance be-

tween the irregular tooth and the anchor of the mech-

anism.^

Figs. 727 and 728 illustrate the relative position of the

plane and the incisor teeth before and after an operation.

Figs. 727, 728.—Views showing the relation of the tooth and planes before and after
an operation.

If the lower surface of the plane should be smooth the

antagonism of the lower teeth against it would, while

tending to move the upper incisors forward, also have a

tendency to move the lower ones backward, unless the

latter are held stationary. In this mechanism a check for

1 Gold thimble-crowns cemented to some of the side teeth sometimes fur-

nish sufficient anchorage for these mechanisms, but usually they are not equal

to clamp-bands.
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arresting the lower teeth in their progress is given by the

wire soldered to the lower surface of the plane.

As before said, an essential element is proper stiffness of

the wire arms ; in fact, rigidity of the wire bow and plane

is of the utmost importance. Unless it is very rigid the

plane p, when bitten upon, will turn from its proper incli-

nation and fail to do its work. The relation of the plane

to the wire arms and their stiffness governs the behavior

of the mechanism.

Fig. 729 illustrates the effect of force upon an improp-

erly made mechanism. In this diagram, p represents, in

section, a broad inclined plane, and the arrows the di--

Figs. 729, 730, 731.— Showing the philosophy of action and reaction upon the plane.

rection in which the posterior part of it (plane) would

move when bitten upon by the upper and lower incisors,

if the arms were not sufficiently stiff. The forcing of this

posterior part of the plane downward can be prevented by

having the wire arms (especially the anterior parts) so stiff

that they cannot bend. The necessary degree of rigidity

of course depends upon how far the lower incisors are for-

ward of the upper ones. The proper angle between the

wire and plane is also important. Perhaps this point can

be more clearly seen by contrasting Fig. 729 with Figs. 730,

731, which illustrate a " square on and under bite," that

would not force the posterior border of the plane down-

ward.
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Fig. 732, illustrating an entire half of the mechanism,

indicates by an arrow beneath the cuspid the direction in

which the posterior part of the plane would tend to move

by force of normally arranged lower teeth. In this figure

Fig. 732.—Sliowing the importance of having
the connection of the plane and the wire nearly
at right angles, or else very rigid.

Fig. 733.—Showing the direction
of influences of force applied on a
lower inclined plane having con-
sideratole leverage.

the effect of the bearing of the plane against the stiff wire, w,

(elastic at the anchor clamp-band c) is shown by an arrow

under the bicuspids. Too much stress cannot be placed

upon the fact that unless the plane and wire bear nearly

at right angles, or the mechanism is rigid, the posterior

part of the plane will move downward when bitten upon.

Fig. 733 shows (in section) by arrows, the direction in

which the different parts of a plane would tend to move

if worn on the lower teeth and bitten ujDon by protruding

upper incisors. We shall have occasion to refer again to

this point, after having explained the following three

figures.

When it is necessary to move teeth in one jaw only, as

in these cases, the opposite ones should be held stationary.

To accomplish this end the inclined plane may have a

groove made on its under side, by soldering a strip of

plate to it. Another plan equally effective is to bend the

plane, forming a trough for the under teeth to rest in.
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Figs. 734, 735 represent sectional views of two similar

grooves made by the former (soldering) process.

Fig. 73G is a like view of a groove made on the latter plan.

Figs. 734, 735.—Sectional views showing
cue form of groove for holding stationary
the lower incisors (A).

Fig. 736.—Sectional view showing a
large lock made by bending the plane (A)

.

Fig. 737 is a sectional view of a plane having a groove

on the upper side for holding the upper incisors station-

ary while the lower ones are sliding posteriorly on its

lower side.

Fig. 737.—Sectional view of a groove on a plane
lor holding upper teeth stationary (A).

Fig. 738.—Lock-plane (A).

Fig. 738 shows another but inferior form of plane for

holding upper incisors stationary.^

"When it is necessary to move the upper and lower teeth

unequal distances at the same time, or, in other words, to

force the front teeth of one jaw a certain distance and

then hold them there, while the opposite antagonizing

teeth are allowed to continue their movement, a lock-

shoulder should be made on one side of the inclined

plane, at such a place as will permit the teeth to move

1 The application of this mechanism is shown in section by Fig. 112, Part

VI., Chapter XX., p. 232.
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the shorter distance and then arrest them at the proper

place, while the opposite ones can move farther, until

they are stopped by the other gi'oove or lock.

Fig. 739.—Plane with a lock for mov- Fig. 740.—Plane with a lock for mov-
ing upper and lower teeth at the same ing upper and lower teeth at the same
time (A). time (A).

Fig. 739 illustrates a sectional view of a modification of

this class of planes, having only one lock.

Fig. 740 illustrates a similar view of a plane having two

locks.

Notwithstanding all that has been said is true, it should

be remembered that the distances between the place of an-

tagonism upon the plane and the anchorage must also be

taken into consideration; for if the wire arms and the

anchor-bands combined are too short, the leverage being

short, the tendency to elevate the anchorage teeth would

be much greater than if then- length were greater. In

other words, the anchorage should be as far from the

plane as practicable. It should also be remembered that

the extremities of the wire arms (their ends being soldered

to the anchor-bands) should be filed near the ends, so that

the plane will play slightly when bitten upon, in order to

follow the changed positions of the teeth being moved,

without causing the anchor-bands to move up and down.



CHAPTEE LXXIY.

MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY STRINGS AND BY ELASTIC
RUBBER ALONE.—MERITS OF ELASTIC RUBBER AS
AN AGENT FOR CORRECTING IRREGULARITIES.

GENER.\L REIIAEKS ON THE USE OF STRINGS.

—

DELABAEEE'S

PLAN OF USING THEM.

—

MAUEY'S GUM-GUAED HOOKS IN

COMBINATION WITH STEINGS.—ELASTIC-EUBBER EINGS.

—

E\TL, EFFECTS OF PEESSUEE UPON FULCEAL TEETH BY

STEINGS OE BY ELASTIC EUBBEE.

AVERY old plan for regulatiDg front teeth explained

- in 1768 by T. Berdmore, was to place a gold wire

or silken ligature around and among the teeth, in such a

way that it would draw or bear upon the irregular tooth

or teeth in directions that would tend to correct them.

More than half a century afterward, Delabarre in 1826 and

Maury in 1828, and still later Harris in 1839, mentioned in

their books similar uses of (silk) ligatures. When, in 1846,

E. A. Tucker introduced strips of elastic rubber for the

purpose it was a decided step in advance, as this made it

possible to more easily secure the force. At that time

rubber rings were not in market. As these rubbers were

cut from a sheet, and then tied to the teeth by strings, they

would often pull out of the places made for them. Through

the invention of rubber tubing this difficulty was overcome

in a measure, but only in a measure, as the tubing at that

time was not made strong at the seam. Years afterward

799
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tubing was so improved that it would not often break.

The strongest and most useful rubber rings that I have

found are called "election rings" (furnished by rubber

companies for binding ballots). The different plans for

using "election rings" will be explained in their appro-

priate places under treatment of cases.

Fig. 741, drawn from Delabarre's book on Dentition,

shows how he applied a string in one case. His plan

(which was old even then) was to fasten a silken string to

a posterior tooth and ride over and under other side teeth

so that it would draw outward the instanding right upper

Fig. 741.—An old plan of moving a lateral outward by a string (Delabarre, 18'i6).

lateral. To prevent antagonism of the two dental arches a

crib or basket, made of round wire, was placed upon and

over some of the lower side teeth, to bite upon. This

gag was made similar to the round-wire cribs now used

by some dentists for retainers and for anchoring wire

springs.^

Maury Gum-guards.—Fig. 742 represents separately the

Maury guards. Being of double hook or ring form they

1 These wire cribs or basket mechanisms have been redevised by different

dentists several times during the last twenty-five or thirty years, each deviser

believing himself to be the original inventor. The crib, however, while some-

times effective, is generally inferior to the clamp-band, because less firm.

Cribs made upon the plan of the Schange crib (1848) are, however, useful on

teeth having small necks.
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1

permit one part to be caught over the end of a tooth,

leaving the other part to hold strings or rubbers in place.

In these Maury guards, though crude in design, may be

seen the principle of all gum-guards made at the present

day, whether used independently (like those devised by

Fig. 742.—Gum-guard Hooks (Mauiy, 1828).

myself) or in combination with clamp-bands and long-

bands. I was not aware, however, of Maury's mechan-

isms until many years after I devised and published mine.

My cuspid-guard is exactly like the first guard shown in

Fig. 742 (Maury's). (See Part VI., Chapter XXI., p. 243.)

Fig. 743.—Moving several teeth by ;

string (Maury, 1828).

Fig. 744.—Moviug teeth by strings
(Maury).

Fig. 745.—Moving teeth by strings
(Maiu-y).

Fig. 746.—Moving teeth by strings
(Maury).

Figs. 743, 744, 745, and 746, from Maury's work,i written

two years later than Delabarre's, illustrate how Maury

used strings in combination with his gum-guard hooks.

1 "Traite Complet de I'Art du Dentiste," par F. Maury, Paris, 1828.

51
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Evil Effects of Pressure upon Fulcral Teeth hy Strings or

Elastic Iliihhcr.—Though, the use of strings and rubber

rings alone is sometimes practicable, the unfavorable

shape of some teeth frequently prevents tlieir use. There

are also cases in which their influence might be improper

upon teeth intended to serve as fulcrums, over or around

which they bear or play. This would be so where the

Fig. 747.—Improper application of rubber.

teeth borne upon would cause crowding. Fig. 747 repre-

sents an improperly applied string or rubber ring. Such

difficulties, however, can generally be easily overcome by

drawing the strings or the rubber rings over gold hooks

advantageously located on stiff wires extending from anch-

ors on other teeth. Besides the above-mentioned supports

for holding strings and rubber rings in place, preventing

their riding upon the teeth, there is the modern gum-guard

ring, of which there are several varieties. (See Part VI.,

Chap. XXL, p. 43.)

Corrugated Metallic Bihhons.—As wearing of elastic-

rubber rings, stretched around and between teeth, has its

prototype in the older plan of wearing strings, as men-

tioned by Catalan and by Delabarre,i so, too, the wearing

1 A. D. 1826.
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of thin strips of Dietal in this manner, as mentioned by

Salter, Byrnes, and others, was probably suggested by the

same plan. Eegarding the value of corrugated strips opin-

ions differ. That they have any advantages over rubber

rings the author thinks is doubtful. Probably, however,

the relative value of the two depends somewhat upon the

conditions of the case in hand. Dr. Byrnes certainly de-

serves credit for drawing out their greatest value.



CHAPTER LXXY.

MOVIXa UPPER INCISORS BY ELASTIC-RUBBER RINGS
IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES AS ANCHORS.

MECHANISMS CAUSING CONTINUAL FORCE MORE NUMEROUS

THAN THOSE CAUSING INTERMITTENT FORCE.—GENERAL

REMARKS UPON CONSTRUCTION OF PLATES, SHOWING HOW

TO RENDER THEM FIRM AND USEFUL.—ELASTIC-RUBBER

RINGS AND SPIRAL SPRINGS WITH PLATE-ANCHORS.—PLATES

WITH HOOKS.—PLATES WITH ARMS.—CLAMP-BAND PLATES

THE BEST OF ALL ANCHOR-PLATES.—^DETACHABLE STAPLES,

HOOKS, AND BUTTONS, FOR PLATES : HOW MADE.—OPERA-

TIONS BY DIFFERENT DENTISTS.—THE RELATION BETWEEN

THE MEDIAL LINE AND THE POSITION OF THE FRONT TEETH.

MECHANISMS in vogue for moving teeth by contin-

ued force are more numerous than those for mov-

ing teeth by intermittent force. This arises not only from

the fact that the former are cheaper, but because such

mechanisms can be more easily contrived to suit a greater

number of cases. The active value of these mechanisms

(for continued force) varies widely ; some are very effect-

ive, and others not at all. Only those which are regarded

as practicable will be explained. Of these the plate mech-

anisms used in combination with elastic-rubber rings will

be considered first. In later chapters a large number of

skeleton mechanisms, in which rubber rings constitute a

part, and in which the plate has no part, will be repre-

sented and explained.

804
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Elastic-ruhher Rings ivitli Plate-ancliors.—In Part VI.

(Chapter XIX.) the subject of construction of different

kinds of plates was considered, and several plans for at-

taching elastic rubber to them were given. Many points

not sufficiently dwelt upon there will now receive further

attention.

The inost unsatisfactory way of anchoring plates is by
strings ; but clasps, especially the Tomes clasp, the Schange
crib-clasp, and the Lachaise crib (double clasps), are supe-

Fig. 748.—Tomes's principle of the clasp.

rior because (as anchors) they are firmer. One of the best

means now known is by clamp-bands vulcanized to the

plate, devised and published bythe author several years ago.

By these clamp-bands (one on each side) the plate is firmly

bound in place. (Schange, Lachaise clasp, see Chap.

LXXXI.)

No plate should press too strongly upon the soft tissue.

With a simple or unaided plate, or even one having clasps,

(if the side teeth incline inward at so great an angle that

the plate would move against the gum sufficiently to in-

jure it,) the injury may be prevented by gold ears so at-

tached to the plate or to the clasps that they will rest in

the sulci of the crowns of some of the side teeth. This

precaution, however, is more necessary in cases requiring

widening of the dental arch than in others.

If clamp-bands are used on the plate, ears are seldom

necessary, because either the buccal or the lingual sides of

the elamp-bands (by bearing on the inclining walls of teeth)

prevent them from impinging hard upon the gums.
51*
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To connect protruding incisors with plates (the draught

to be within the dental arch) elastic-rubber rings are often

used. Siegfried and other dentists sometimes use spiral

springs. The collection of food cUhris in such springs,

however, is liable to become offensive.

Clamp-handAnchor-plates: how made.—Clamp-band plates

(see Figs. 749, 754, 756) are constructed upon a cast of the

teeth as follows : Having selected the proper teeth on each

; side for anchorage, the clamp-bands are first fitted to them.

Fig. 749.—Clami>-band Plate (A).

after which a piece of gold plate (called the wing) about

one-fourth of an inch in width is soldered to the lingual

side of each. The two bands are then placed upon the

cast, and held in position by sufficient additional plaster

to cover the screws of the clamp-bands. (This, of course,

is applied on the buccal side of the teeth.^)

Staples and Hooks for Plates.—The means of attaching

an elastic-rubber ring may be a staple, a hook, or a button.

The hook is generally the best.

Ready-made wire staples and hooks ai'e fixed to plates

in various ways. Often they are fastened to the casts

before the plate is vulcanized. This is done by making

one leg of the stapler or the hook of extra length, which is

then forced into the cast, leaving the eye, the hook, or the

button projecting above the cast sufficiently to permit the

1 For full explanation of the philosophy of action of force upon plates, see

Part IX., Chapter XLIV., p. 468.
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rubber plate (when vulcanized) to embrace its neck, the

ring or the hook appearing on the opposite side of the

plate. (See Fig. 750.)

When the cast is placed in the flask, the rubber is packed

over, under, and around the staple, and then it is vulcan-

ized in the usual way.

When ready to insert the plate in the mouth the staples

or buttons are bent to poise in any desired direction for

holding the elastic-rubber rings.

^jninuT T'^^^

Fig. 750.—Old form of staples and Fig. 731.—Diflferent forms of modern
hooks. staples for plates (Wilson).

Beady-made Staples and Buttons.—Fig. 751 represents

several ready-made staples as devised by Dr. C. P. Wil-

son. This " Wilson-loop," which is superior to those rep-

resented in Fig. 750, is made as follows: Take a piece of

soft gold, or platinum wire half an inch or less in length,

and having doubled it upon itself, solder the two ends to-

gether
;
join them also to the center of a disc or a square

piece of plate one-twelfth of an inch or more in diameter.

These (which should be kept on hand in quantities) are

fixed to the plate in two ways : by being vulcanized to the

plate, or applied after the latter is ^nilcanized. If used on

the detachable plan a hole is bored through the plate at

the proper place, and countersunk on the palatine or alve-

olar side. The staple is then pushed through the hole,

until its disc or square head rests in this countersunk re-

cess ; it is then opened by an excavator passed through the

protruding part; this widens it into a ring, ready to have
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tied to it the elastic rubber. When required to be used as

a buttou the wire part may be vulcanized into the plate,

leaving the disc projecting above the plate.

Beachj-made Tack-pins for Hooks.—Fig. 752 represents a

handy kind of attachment that is convertible into hooks

for plates within two minutes. This hook is made of a

piece of soft gold or platinum wire about the size of a pin

Fig. 752.—Platinum tacks for hoofes (A).

and about half an inch in length, hammered flat on one end,

or soldered (at one end) to the center of a disc of gold or

platinum one-twelfth of an inch or more in diameter.

When the plate is vulcanized and polished a hole is bored

through it, and countersunk on the under side, after which

the leg is projected through the hole until the head rests

in the recess. The leg is then bent so as to form a hook

ready for connecting the elastic-rubber rings.

p

I Fig. 753.—Mechanism for drawing back protruding upper centrals (Kingsley).

Plates.—Fig. 753 represents a mechanism by Dr. N. W.
Kingsley for drawing posteriorly protruding upper cen-

trals. It consists of a hard-rubber roof-plate, p, an elas-

tic-rubber ring, E, and a Linderer strip, h, having two

hooks. The metallic part is placed in front of the teeth

(to draw upon them), and is connected with the posterior

part of the plate by the rubber ring which is tied to it by
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a string through holes. The plate is anchored to the side

teeth by hard-rubber clasp-like projections from the poste-

rior corners of it. For further remarks upon the subject

of the proper place to attach the draught, see Part VI.,

p. 214.1

Fig. 754 represents a mechanism for drawing an out-

standing left central into line by the power of a rubber

ring. The entire mechanism consists of five elements : a

Fig. 754.—Clamp-band anchor-plate for an elastic-rubber ring (A).

hard-rubber plate,. p, a hook, h, two anchor clamp-bands,

c, c, and one elastic-rubber ring, e. The author's im-

provement is the application of clamp-bands to the plate

to secure firm anchorage.^

After the plate has been placed in the mouth and the

clamp-bands screwed firmly to the side teeth, the rubber

ring is placed over the outstanding tooth, and then

stretched and caught upon the hook in the middle of

the plate as represented. This rubber draws upon the

tooth in the direction indicated by the arrow. Should

1 This hook-strip H is like Linderer's strip with hooks. (See Fig. 14, " Hand-

bueh der Zahnheilkunde, Zweiter Band," Joseph Linderer, Berlin, 1848.) The

same is represented in Part XIX. of this work.

2 The plan of anchoring a roof-plate by clamp-bands was first published by

the author in the "Dental Cosmos," January, 1888. See Fig. 89, Part VI.,

Chapter XIX., p. 219.
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there be insufficient space between the teeth to admit the

outstanding central, the rubber ring should be caught

upon two hooks set widely apart on the plate. By this

plan the same rubber forces the adjacent teeth farther apart

at the same time that it draws upon the outstanding tooth.

Fig. 755.—Mechanism for movliig protruding upper centrals (modification of mech-
anisms devised in parts toy Linderer, Tomes, Harris, Kingsley, and the author).

Fig. 755 represents a mechanism for drawing posteriorly

protruding upper centrals by the power of elastic rubber.

The mechanism consists of a narrow strip of flat gold, s,

having attached to it (by solder) a broad, hook-shaped

piece of plate, two elastic-rubber rings, k, and a hard-

rubber plate, p, having hooks, h (similar to the knobs used

many years ago by Dr. C. A. Harris). The plate is inserted

in the arch, and held on the side teeth by ferules, f, f, and

kept from injuring the gums by lugs, w, w. The hook-

strip of gold is only a slight modification of J. Linderer's

hook-strip. (See cut in Part XIX.) When ready to apply

the mechanism the strip s is placed across the front of

the incisors, and drawn upon by the rubber rings (stretched

between the laterals and cuspids), and caught on the hooks

in the plate. To prevent the strip s slipping upward and

bearing on the gum is the object of the broad hook, which

catches over the ends of the incisors.
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Fig. 756 represents a mechanism for drawing, poste-

riorly, two prominent upper incisors. It consists of a

gold T-piece, t, to bear upon the labial surfaces of the

incisors, an elastic-rubber ring, r, and a hard-rubber roof-

plate, p, having two clamp-bands, c, c. The clamp-bands,

which are vulcanized to the plate, are to fasten it firmly

Fig. 756.—Mechanism for moving pro-
truding centrals (modiflcation of mech-
anisms by Harris, Kingsley, and the au-
thor}.

Pig. 757.—Moving incisors by elastic
rubber in combination with a plate hav-
ing arms (A).

to the side teeth. The elastic rubber is stretched and

caught on a tack-hook, h, in the middle of the anterior

part of the plate. With the exception of these anchors

this mechanism (like the one represented by Fig. 755) is

only a modification of one previously used by Dr. Kingsley.

For further remarks concerning elastic rubber in com-

bination with plates, and also concerning the use of peg-

plates, see Part VI., Chapter XIX., p. 211.

Fig. 757 illustrates an operation by a mechanism similar

to that pictured in Part VIII., Fig. 402, p. 431. The

operation was for turning the right upper central and lat-

eral, and moving the left lateral outward to line.

The mechanism in detail consisted of three elastic-rub-

ber rings, E, R, E, a hard-rubber roof-plate, P, two gold

clamp anchor-bands, b, b (to fasten the plate to the bicus-
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pids), and two stiff gold-wire arms, s, s, of the size of a

large pin, one extremity of each of which was vulcanized

into the plate. (See dotted lines.) On the longer wire arm

were two hooks, and on the shorter, one, all three of which

were of gold wire, about the size of a small pin.

On the right central was cemented a thin platinum

ferule having a short platinum-wire arm. On a hook at

the extreme end of this arm was caught one of the elastic-

rubber rings, which, after having been stretched, was again

caught upon the hook-end of the long arm. This draught

was for turning the tooth in the direction indicated by the

arrow. To aid in this operation a lifting force was added

by another piece of wire, l, so soldered to the labial side of

the ferule that it would rest upon the left central as shown.

The right lateral was acted upon by a second rubber ring

tied to the tooth in such a way as to draw upon its an-

terior approximal side, when drawn through the middle

hook on the long arm, and caught upon the posterior hook.

To move the left lateral outward to line it was drawn

upon by a third rubber ring caught between two hooks

on the free extremity of the shorter wire arm. Such a

mechanism is somewhat bulky, but when skilfully made

and properly applied the success of the operation is cer-

tain. I now make one rubber do the work of the three.i

Box-]}lates.—Many dentists make anchor-plates on the

" box plan." The box-plate is held in place on the side

teeth by enclosing their crowns. As these plates are al-

ways liable to injure the teeth they should be used only

by patients who will keep them scrupulously clean.

1 Thougli entirely original with me, this mechanism (excepting the addition

of the clamp-bands for anchorage) I subsequently found in principle (distant)

to be only a modification of one previously devised for the lower teeth, and
represented in Oral Deformities, Fig. 35, p. 86, by Dr. Kingsley.
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Fig. 758 illustrates a case in wliicli the upper laterals

had never erupted, and which, to all external appearances,

were not present within the jaw. It also illustrates the

first of four stages of an operation for moving the centrals

to make room for insertion of two artificial laterals.

Fig. 758.—Placing four front upper teeth evenly as regards the medial line (A).

Because of the unused space in the dental arch most of

the remaining front teeth had drifted from their normal

positions, leaving several interdental spaces, one of which
was between the centrals. Nearly all this space (which

was one-fourth of an inch) was at the left of the medial

line A. The left central stood in place of the left lat-

eral; the right central a shorter distance to the right of

the medial line. The right cuspid and first bicuspid

stood separately. As the patient was a young woman
this one-sidedness was strikingly conspicuous; therefore

it was more important that the deformity should be corr

rected than if the case had been that of a man having a

mustache.

It was as desirable to place the centrals evenly in regard

to the medial hue as it was to insert the artificial laterals.

This part of the operation included, also, the moving of

the right cuspid and first bicuspid to the (patient's) right

;
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indeed, to transfer, as it were, all the spaces into two for

the accommodation of the lateral incisors. As the mov-

ing of these four teeth required firmer anchorage than the

posterior teeth on the right side of the jaw could give,

it was necessary to place in bondage all the teeth except

those to be moved ; even the aid of all these teeth, except-

ing one at a time, seemed necessary to move the one tooth

left free.

The mechanism used consisted of a rubber ring, k, and a

hard-rubber roof-plate, p, having two gold clamp-bands, b,

and three gold fingers, c, arranged upon teeth as repre-

sented. The rubber ring was the engine of force, and the

plate and clamp-bands the anchor for it.

The first stage of the operation was the moving of the

first bicuspid back against the first molar by a rubber ring

stretched over it (see checkered line) and caught upon the

hooks h', h". This having been accomplished, the tooth

was held in place by a clasp, c (on the adjacent cuspid),

after having been bent posteriorly so as to rest against it.

The second stage of the operation consisted in catching

another rubber ring upon the same hooks, and stretching

it forward over the cuspid, to draw it back against the first

bicuspid, after which it was held there by bending another

finger, c', back against it.

These teeth now having been moved into their proper

places, the third stage, the moving of the left central, was

begun. This was done by interposing wedges of wood

between it (the left central) and the cuspid; when this

tooth had been moved to the medial line there was left

sufficient space to admit of an artificial left lateral.

The fourth stage consisted of the insertion of the two

artificial laterals on a delicate, half-round gold wire having

two small clasps to hold it in place. The plan of this par-
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tial denture, which served as a permanent retaining mech-
anism, is given in Part XIII., Chapter LXI., pp. 650, 651.

Of course the mechanisms used in this operation (like

those in some others explained in this work) occasionally

required slight alterations, such as the scraping and filing

of the plate and clasps, to meet the changes made by the

movements of the teeth ; but the general form of the mech-
anism remained the same throughout the operation.

The right central was moved to the medial line, by a

wedge between it and the right cuspid, just before the

laterals were inserted.



CHAPTER LXXYI.

MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY ELASTIC-RUBBER RINGS
IN COMBINATION WITH BASKETS OR CRIBS ; WITH
FERULES HAVING KNOBS OR HOOKS; AND WITH
CLAMP-BANDS SERVING AS ANCHORS.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF ANCHORS.—FERULES, CRIBS, AND CLAMP-

BANDS.—SCATTERED ANCHOR TEETH.—OPERATION BY A

RUBBER RING WITH A HARRIS BAND AND GUM-GUARD RING.

—BY A RUBBER' RING AND HOOK-BAND.—BY A FERULE,

RUBBER RING, AND CLAMP-BAND.—BY THE SASH CLAMP-

BAND.—BY AN EXTENSION-ROD MECHANISM.—BY A TRACK

MECHANISM.

ADELICATE anchor, and one of the best known for

attaching an elastic-rubber ring to move a tooth

posteriorly, is the crib-clasp of Lachaise, or some form of

clamp-band, or a ferule ^ placed around one or more of the

teeth, serving as anchorage to the one to be moved.

A ^ > B C D

Fig. 759.—Four kinds of anchor-bands.

In Fig. 759, a represents the C. A. Harris band or

knob ferule; b, the crib-clasp of Lachaise; c, a trans-

1 Authorities differ in regard to the spelling of this word. Some use one r,

and others two. In this work the plan of using a single r has been adopted.

8i6
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verse screw clamp-band ; d, a longitudinal screw clamp-
band.

The Harris band (sometimes erroneously called tlie

.Magill band) consists of a ferule having two knobs sol-

dered to it for attachment of draught-cords. It was used
by Harris in 1839 to turn a tooth.^

The Lachaise anchor consists of narrow strips of plate

bent to embrace two or more teeth. This crib somewhat
resembles the Delabarre round-wire crib (1826), the fore-

runner of the one used much later by W. H. Atkinson, and
many years later still by V. H. Jackson and others.

The transverse screw clamp-band is a screw-crib. It

consists of two strips of plate connected by a screw.

The longitudinal screw clamp-band consists of a thin

ribbon of gold having a nut on each end. These nuts are

connected by a screw as shown.

Amkor-ferules.—FQvvlQ^ are often made of plate, but
those of rolled wire are tougher and less liable to break.

The wire is rolled to the thickness of heavy writing-paper

(about Nos. 32-34), and then it is cut to any desired width.

The broadest ferules are nearly the length of the crown of

the anchor tooth.

The C. A. Harris band or ferule is regarded by some
dentists as superior to any other kind of band for an
anchor. It is an excellent small anchor where only one
tooth is to serve as anchorage, but for firmer anchorage,

embracing several teeth, the clamp-band is more reliable

and therefore superior to it. Not only is it easier to ap-

1 The Harris knob-ferule Dr. S. H. Guilford calls the "Magill band." It is
due to the honor of Dr. Magill that he does not wish to be forced into the
position of a usurper of another's invention, and does not claim to have been
the first to make and use this kind of a mechanism. In a letter to the author
he says

:
"I did not make such until 1871, and do not claim it." Dr. Harris

published a description of this kind of ferule (having knobs) in 1839.

52
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ply, but it is adjustable to any size and to any number of

teeth, and is less difficult to remove than a cemented ferule.

Moreover, the draught upon a clamp-band embracing more

than one tooth will not turn the teeth within the band.

This cannot be said of a single ferule with a draught upon

one side only.

Unless the ferule is skilfully made and properly applied

it furnishes a tight trough around the neck of the tooth, in

which food will lodge, and if left too long at a time is more

liable to lead to injury than the clamp-band. However, if

the ferule fits the tooth properly there is no danger.

Are Clamp-hands Safe ?—It may be thought that flat

clamp-bands would be liable to accumulate food and in-

jure the teeth ; such an opinion, as experience has proven,

would be erroneous. I have used these bands for a

quarter of a century, and have never yet seen a tooth

injured by them. It is true that a trough is sometimes

present when a flat clamp-band is used, but it is so

formed that the saliva will play back and forth between

the band and tooth sufficiently to neutralize any debris

and thus prevent injury. It is prudent, however, to re-

move any anchor-band once a week and thoroughly cleanse

the teeth. In cases where a flat (ribbon) band would pos-

sibly be imprudent to wear, I use a clamp-band made of

round platinum wire, which cannot collect debris.

Concerning the construction of ferules, see Part VIII.,

pp. 427-433, also Part XVI. (on Turning Teeth). For con-

struction of clamp-bands, see Part VIII., pp. 410-423.

Fig. 760 illustrates, in the ease of a child, an operation

the object of which was to make room for an instanding

upper right lateral, by moving posteriorly the first bicus-

pid and cuspid, after having extracted the second bi-

cuspid.
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The process consisted in moving the bicuspid and cuspid

by a plan the principle of which was explained many years

ago by Dr. C. A. Harris (1839-50). The different parts of the

mechanism (which are represented separately in Fig. 761)

Fig. 760.—Moving an upper first bicuspid
by a rubber ring and knobbed ferule, to
make room for an irregular lateral.

Fig. 761.—Different parts of the
mecbanism : Harris band, author's
gum-guard, rubber ring.

consisted of one gold Harris band or knobbed ferule, f, a

rubber ring, e, and one bicuspid gum-guard ring, g.

The rubber ring was first caught on the knob k, on the

lingual side of the ferule f; then it was stretched forward

over the bicuspid, thence back, and caught on the buccal

knob K. Soon after the bicuspid had started back (by

the draught of the rubber) the cuspid began to fall

back of itself. This soon liberated the instanding lat-

eral, which then slowly moved outward to line. The

directions in which these different teeth moved are indi-

cated by arrows.

The gum-guard ring prevented the rubber from sliding

upward on the tooth and injuring the gum. To keep

the anchor-ferule from similarly sliding upward on the

molar tooth, ears (represented in black) were soldered to

it, and then bent so that they rested on the grinding sur-

face of the molar. The parts of the mechanism that are

ascribed to Harris is the ferule f, and the draught-cord
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(not rubber). These were connected by knobs soldered to

the ferule.i

Fig. 762 illustrates the case of a child for whom a left

upper cuspid and a lateral were, at the same time, moved

Fig. 762.—Moving an instanding lateral outward by a rubber ring In combination
with a ferule (sliglit modification of the Harris plan).

into their proper places. The first step in the opera-

tion was the extraction of the left second bicuspid, to

make room for the first bicuspid to be moved back. The

next was the moving of the teeth. The ferule (Fig. 763)

Fig. 763.—The Anchor.

was cemented on the first molar, and then a rubber ring

was caught on the hook and stretched over the outstand-

ing cuspid, thence on to the instanding lateral. The rub-

ber ring was removed daily by the patient, and substituted

by a new one. To prevent turning of the molar the hook

Svas soldered to its anterior side. By this plan the four

teeth slowly moved into line. (See arrows.)

As a rule, it is a better plan to first move back the bi-

cuspid, then the cuspid, and lastly the lateral. When

teeth are erupted sufficiently to hold the rubber ring in

1 The use of elastic rubber (not rings) was first suggested in 1846 by

Dr. E. A. Tucker.
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place, this is an easy plan of treatment. Even if the

crowns are not fully erupted, and are short, the operation

can be successfully performed by cementing ferules (with

hooks) on the short teeth, to which the rubber ring can be

attached. If in any case the rubber ring would slide up-

ward and injure the gum, such a ferule should be used.

Anclior Clamp-hands.—Clamp-bands for anchorage pur-

poses are moi'e difficult to make than simple ferules ; but,

as said before, when it is necessary to embrace more than

one tooth for anchorage they are superior to the ferules.

For attaching the rubber ring, a hook is soldered at some

convenient place on the band. The posterior end of the

screw, however, can be made to serve for the same pur-

pose. Even the ears will sometimes be sufficient.

Figs. 764, 765.—Longitudinal screw clamp-bands for anchoring elastic-rubber
rings (A).

Figs. 764 and 765 represent two modifications of such

bands, together with the rubber rings. For particulars on

the construction of clamp-bands, see Part VIII., pp. 410-423.

Fig. 766.—MoTing upper incisors by elastic rubber anchored to a clamp-band (A),

Fig. 766 illustrates an operation for moving the upper

incisors by a mechanism consisting of a gold Harris ferule,

52*
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placed on the right central, in combination with a rubber

ring, E, and a hook clamp-band, c, placed on the bicus-

pids and first molar. The rubber ring was caught on the

knob K on the ferule, and, having drawn it between the

centrals, it was stretched between the lateral and cuspid,

thence over the latter, and fastened on the hook h on the

clamp-band c. In this operation the rubber bore upon the

incisors and cuspid in such a way as to cause them to

move in the direction indicated by arrows.

In this case it was necessary at different times to vary

the degree of tension of the rubber, by substituting for it

one of another size. It was also essential, during the lat-

ter stages, to make slight changes from this plan of appli-

cation of the rubber, in order to cause variation in the

directions of movement of the teeth.

Fig. 767.—Dra\rliig a lateral to line (A).

Scattered AncJvor Teeth.—The Sash Clamp-hand Plan.—
Fig. 767 illustrates an operation for drawing an instand-

ing left upper lateral to line by an elastic-rubber ring.

The special object in presenting this case is to show a

unique plan of using scattered teeth for anchorage. Here

the anchor-band (sash clamp-band) is made to embrace the

left cuspid and first molar, the first bicuspid having been
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extracted before I saw the case. To prevent the clamp-
band from drawing these anchor teeth together, a rectan-

gular frame made of round wire was soldered in it (posterior

angles only), leaving the freedom of the band intact. The
rubber ring was first caught over the posterior end of the

clamp-band screw, thence it was stretched, and caught on
the ferule on the lateral. This drew the tooth into place

without causing the anchor teeth to encroach upon the

space belonging to the unerupted second bicuspid.

Fig. 768 represents a slight modification of this sash

clamp-band.

Fig. 768.-A Sash Clamp- Fig. 769.—Moving outward a left upper lat-Dana (A). eral and right second bicuspid by an exten-
sion-rod operated by a rubber ring (A).

Fig. 769 illustrates an operation for moving outward
two instanding upper teeth—a left lateral and a right

second bicuspid—by a gold extension double rod operated

by a rubber ring.

The mechanism is constructed as follows: The rod is

made in halves by placing pieces of half-round gold wire

alongside of each other. The wire is about the thickness

of a large pin and double in width, the length of each

piece being nearly equal to the distance between the in-

standing teeth. These wires, placed with their flat sur-

faces in contact, are held together by two small gold fer-

ules, one being soldered to the end of each wire. The op-

posite extremities of the wires slide through each other's
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ferule. These (ferules) were so formed as to hold the wires

iu contact, yet sufficiently loose to permit them to slide

easily upon each other. A hook (shown in black) was sol-

dered to each of the bands.

To ascertain the proper length of the rod, the distance

diagonally across the dental arch, between the two in-

standing teeth, was taken. A narrow ferule was soldered

to the free end of one wire, and a bicuspid gum-guard

ring to the free end of the other. With the exception of

the rubber ring this completed the mechanism. To apply

it, the ferule and the gum-guard ring were placed on the

instanding teeth as shown; after which a small rubber

ring (see checkered line) was caught on one of the hooks

on the extension (double) rod, and then stretched through

the other hook, and back to the one first mentioned, where

it was then lodged. This rubber ring lengthened the rod,

thus forcing the teeth farther apart, and in the direction

indicated by the arrows.

Fig. 770.—a modification of tlie same mechanism. The dotted line represents the
rubber ring (A).

Fig. 770 represents a slight modification of this mech-

anism. One of the wires and its ferule is represented in

black, and the other in white. This extension-rod is

made of round instead of half-round wires, and is held

together by one extremity of each being bent around

the opposite one. These mechanisms are delicate and

effective.

Track Mechanism.—Fig. 771 represents a delicate gold
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mechanism for pushing an instanding left upper central

outward to Hne.

Fig 771 -Track mechauism for moving forward an upper central by power of a

rubber ring (A).

To the lingual side of an anchor clamp-band is soldered

a strip of plate, and projecting inward from this strip are

two very short wire posts. To the ends of these posts is

soldered a piece of flat wire, t, for a track. Upon this

track slides a small rectangular ferule, fitting it snugly,

but not tightly. To this ferule is soldered one extremity

of a piece of stiff round wire, w. The power is exerted

by a.rubber ring, k.

When ready the clamp-band is first screwed upon the

right upper bicuspids, and then, having inserted the end of

the wire w in a hole in a ferule cemented on the instand-

ing tooth (not shown), the wire is held steadily, while the

rubber ring e is caught over its posterior end, and stretched

forward over the anterior end of the track t, thence poste-

riorly, and caught again on the end of the wire w. It is

then left to do its work of drawing the wire w forward

against the instanding tooth.

The object of the flatness of the track t is to prevent

the wire w from turning by the tongue. This wire is

curved to conform with the outline of the palatine sm-face

of the mouth.
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SHORT, NARROW STRIPS OF PLATE.

OLD PLANS OF MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY SHORT-
BANDS.—THEIR RELATION TO MODERN PLANS.

PLANS OF COEKECTING TEETH BY TYING THEM TO SHOKT, NAE-

EOW, FLAT STEIPS OF ELASTIC, AND NON-ELASTIC PLATE.

PEOTOTYPES THAT LED TO THE MODEEN SHOET-BAND,

LONG-BAND, AND THEIE ANCHOES.—PLANS OF FAUCHAED

(1728-1746), BOUEDET (1786), desieabode (1823), and

TUCKEE (1846).—THE AUTHOE'S APPLICATION OF OLD

PEINCIPLES.—HISTOEICAL NOTES.

OF all mechanical auxiliaries for correcting irregular-

ities of the incisor teeth, there are probably none in

the past or present more used than the narrow strips of

flat metallic plate tied to the teeth by strings. In some

cases these strips of plate are applied inside of the dental

arch ; in others, outside, and in others still, on both sides.

The latter plan, however, is nearly obsolete, the inside

strip being now seldom, if ever, used in this way. Since

the author introduced the use of round wire as an im-

provement on the flat strip, the latter has been less used.

By comparing the scanty remarks on the subject of cor-

rection of irregularities in the works of the earlier writers

on dentistry with the contents of this work, not only the

evolutionary development of the long-band will be seen,

but also the great advancement that has been made in
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this class of mechanisms.^ The close relationship of these

strips combined with roof-plates and alveolar ridge-plates,

called bow-plates, will also be seen.

Fig. 772.—Short strips of metal (Fauchard, 1746).

31. Fauchard (1728-1746).—As mentioned elsewhere in

this work, Fauchard appears to have been, if not the first,

at least one of the earliest writers who described mechan-

isms for correcting irregular teeth. His mechanisms,

however, were few in number, and of the flat "strip"

(metallic) variety. Berdmore, an English writer, two

years later (1748) mentioned the plan of Fauchard, but

does not speak highly of it nor of the art of correction of

irregularities of the teeth by any plan. Fauchard does

not claim that the strip of plate was originated by him.

M. Desirabode, a later writer (1823), in speaking of these

1 It may be thought that because of the secrecy in which old-time dentists

held their knowledge, they invented more regulating mechanisms than his-

tory records. Notwithst^aiding the fact that they generally kept to them-

selves all that they could, and while it was possible to keep secret their treat-

ment for diseases of the gums and teeth, or even the process of filling cavities,

it was not so easy to conceal their artificial teeth or their mechanisms for cor-

rection of irregular teeth, because they must have been as conspicuous to

everybody then as such things are to-day. Nor is it reasonable to suppose

that the "ero^vn head dentists," who must have had special advantages and

opportimities at that time (and who also were authors), could have been

ignorant of all or nearly all regulating mechanisms then in use. The author

believes that they recorded in their works all they knew upon the subject.

Indeed, the animosity shown by some of these early authors against the efforts

and mechanisms of other dentists is akin to proof that nothing was left hid-

den or unrecorded.
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strips, says that he thinks such strips had probably been

in use from "ancient times."

^

Fig. 772 represents the strips mentioned by Fauchard.

Fig. 773.—FauctarcVs operation for moving an instanding lateral incisor outward by
an elastic strip of metal. Drawn from description (1746).

31. Bourdet (1786).—Bourdet, who wrote in the French

language, comments prejudicially upon Fauchard's views,

and dwells largely on what he regards as his own improve-

ments in mechanisms ; but he fails to show novelty in them.^

1 Fauchard says :
" If the teeth are much out of line, and cannot be corrected

by means of threads, it is necessary to use a band of gold or silver." (Fau-

chard used the term " band " for strip. ) He further says, but not clearly :
" The

-width of this band should be less than the height of the teeth to which it is

applied. The band must be neither too stiff nor too flexible. Two holes are

made beside each other at both extremities. In the two holes at each end are

put the two ends of a thread, which, passing partially through, forms a loop

in the middle of each thread. If the tooth is inclined outward the plate is ex-

teriorly aijplied ; if it is bent inward the plate is applied inside the teeth."

(See Fig. 773.) "The nearest of the upright teeth to those that are bent are

then encircled with the ends of the threads which are passed from the exterior

to the interior of the arch, or from the interior to the exterior, according as

the band is applied inside or outside. . . . Finally, having crossed them sev-

eral times, the threads are tied and their ends cut off.

" When one end of the band is fastened the other is treated in the same man-

ner. By the pressure and support given by the band the inclined tooth will

be made upright in a short time.

"Instead of holes, two notches or indentations (ecliancrnres) may be placed

at the extremities of the band, as sometimes these afford a firmer hold to it. If

these are used the threads must first be tied in the middle, the band then ap-

plied to the teeth, and the threads fastened around the tooth on which the

notches or indentations rest." (" Le Chirurgien Dentiste, ou Trait4 des Dents.''

2d ed., Paris, 1746. The first edition was published in 1728.)

2 Bourdet says : "M. Fauchard has already detailed the operations of which

I propose to speak. But as all such methods are tested by experience, the ex-

perience which I have acquired has suggested to me some new ^•iews on the
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In principle, there is no difference between his and Fau-

chard's plans. (See Figs. 773-776 and 774-775.)

Fig. 774.—Plan of moviiig instand-

ing laterals to line (Fauchard, 1746).

Fig. 775.—Plan of movlnj
cisor by a metallic strip,

scription (Bouxdet, 1757).

an instanding in-

Drawn from de-

FiG. 776.—Plan of evening front upper teeth. Drawn from description (Bourdet).

What has been regarded by some dentists as a modern

plan for moving incisors, viz., the use of strips of flat

metal tied to the teeth with strings, is substantially the

same as the Fauchard and the Bourdet plans. Like

Fauchard and other old-time writers, ' Bourdet often

mechanisms of the art. In describing them I therefore use the artist's privi-

lege of improving on any received invention.

" The means generally employed to arrange the teeth in line, and in an up-

right position, after having separated them, and having filed away such por-

tions of them as overlapped other teeth, are threads, strips of plate, the pliers

or pincers, and th.e iwlican (forceps).

"Let us begin with threads and strips. . . . When the age of the patient

and the condition of the teeth are such as to require the aid of strips of plate,

for example, in the case of three irregular teeth, of which the middle one is

inclined in a direction opposite to that of the other two, a narrow strip of

plate should be made, about the length of the three teeth. This strip should

be pierced with six little holes, two at each end and two in the middle. When

the strip is in place these holes are exactly opposite the teeth. Three threads

are now passed through these six holes, each one forming a loop. By drawing

these threads (loops) tightly the strip is fastened on the teeth. The threads

are then tied successively, beginning with the extremities of the strip. This
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speaks of strips of plate as "bands," and of ferules as

" bandelettes." In this translation the French word for

band has therefore been rendered strip.^ In speaking of

such strips (of different lengths) in our own time they are

denominated short-band and long-band.

One hundi-ed years after Fauchard recommended strings

with metallic strips, Dr. E. A. Tucker (1846) made the first

improvement upon the plan, by substituting for strings

pieces of elastic mbber. Many years later still, Dr. Bon-

will hit upon practically the same plan as that of Fauchard

and Boui'det. He says :
" The appliance that with me has

Fig. 777.—Bourdet's Strip.

superseded all others is a curved bar of platinized gold,

with holes for silk ligatures." (See Figs. 777, 780-782.)

strip should be removed and replaced at least twice a week, until the teeth

have assumed the proper position." (See Fig. 775.)

1 "If the middle tooth comes into place and the other two teeth yet remain

inclined" (outstanding), "a longer strip of plate must be made, which will rest

on the teeth nearest to those that are inclined. This is put on the inside of

the two teeth that are correctly placed, and on the one that has been corrected.

It ought to have eight holes, that is, two at each extremity, opposite the two

anchor teeth, and two others on each side, opposite the teeth which it is de-

sired to correct. Four threads are drawn through these eight holes, and each

thread makes a loop which passes around the teeth. Beginning at one end of

the strip the loop is wound around the tooth which is to serve as an anchor

tooth ; that is to say, the end of the thread which is in the fii'st hole at the ex-

tremity of the strip is passed between the two anchor teeth ; and the other end

of the same thread, which passes through the second hole, between the bent

tooth and the adjacent upright tooth. The end of the thread in the third hole

should be passed between these two teeth, and that in the fourth hole between

the tooth that remains deformed and the newly corrected tooth. The thread

of the fifth hole is tied on the other side between this corrected tooth and the

other irregular tooth ; that of the sixth hole between the latter and the natu-

rally upright tooth. The seventh thread passes between the two regular teeth

and the crooked one ; and the thread of the eighth hole between the two regu-

lar teeth." (Bourdet.)

Note.—For some of this historical information the author is indebted to

various works loaned to him by C. D. Cook, M.D.
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Fig. 778 represents the strips or " bands " mentioned by

Bourdet (photo-electrotype reproductions from Bourdet's

work).i

|C

Fig. 778.—Bourdet's modlflcation (1786) of Fauchard's short strips of plate (1746).

The pointed parts of the strips here represented were

intended to be bent at right angles with the strips, to en-

able them to fit between the teeth, thus aiding in the sta-

bility of the strip.

Fig. 779.—Drawing two upper laterals outward to line by a wire anchored by two
ferules (A).'^

Fig. 779 illustrates the author's plan of using the Fau-

chard principle in an operation for moving to line two in-

standing upper laterals. The mechanism consists, not of

a flat strip and strings, but a straight piece of small elastic

gold wire (cut from a delicate spectacle-bow) and two thin

platinum ferules, each having a hook on its labial surface

to hold the wire.

The plan is, first, to cement the ferules on the instand-

ing laterals ; then, having placed the wire along the labial

^ He (Bourdet) describes the mechanisms separately thus :
" In Fig. 778,

B is a strip of plate for turning a tooth ; through two holes passes the thread

to surround and turn the tooth." The use of strip marked c is not given. It

is probably similar to that of B.

2 "Dental Cosmos," March, 1886 (A.).
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surfaces of the front teeth, it is sprung and caught under

the hooks on the ferules as represented.

In the early steps of this operation, however, it was not

practicable to spring the wire down sufficiently far to

catch it under the hooks. It was therefore sprung part

way, and temporarily held there by strings tied in the

hooks. "When the instanding teeth had moved sufficiently

far outward to permit the wire being caught into the

hooks, the strings were dispensed with.

This process is not strictly scientific, because the press-

ure on the centrals, serving as a support to the wire (the

centrals being already in their proper places), tended to

press them inward. They did not move sufficiently far,

however, to interfere with the successful completion of

this operation.

In cases of loose centrals, or where the spaces must be

widened considerably to make room for the accommo-

dation of instanding teeth, such a mechanism would be

impracticable.

Should a single central stand far out of line, and its

mate on line, the one outstanding tooth may, with ad-

vantage, be made to serve as a fulcrum. Thus if one end

of a wire lever, having a ferule on it, be so attached that,

though lying across the outstanding central, and being

sprung down and caught upon a cuspid or bicuspid be-

yond, it would not press upon the central that does not

need moving, the operation might be regarded as scien-

tific. Such a mechanism is represented by Fig. 303,

Part VI., p. 342. I would not advise the beginner to use

such mechanisms until experience has enabled him to

judge correctly the relative effects of such bearings.

When centrals stand in the anterior position, and the lat-

erals in the posterior, there would be a mutual advantage
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by using the centrals as a fulcrum. This is especially true

if a double lever, as here represented, should be used.

It will, of course, be seen that forces bearing in such

opposite directions have a tendency to mass the teeth to-

gether. Experience shows, however, that when firm teeth

are only slightly out of line such cramping is not always

sufficient to prevent the laterals from being drawn into

line. Should, however, the fulcral teeth move, and they

are not too long held out of place, they will soon return to

their normal positions when liberated.

53



CHAPTER LXXTIII.

MODERN SHORT-STRIPS.—EXTENSION-STRIPS.

MODERN PLANS OF MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY
STRINGS AND RUBBER RINGS IN COMBINATION
WITH METALLIC SHORT-BANDS ANCHORED BY
CLASPS, FERULES, AND CLAMP-BANDS.

bouedet's, haeeis's, eames's, j^b the authoe's plaxs.—
mechanism in ^^hich the foece of rubbee eings can

be graduated.—anchor-bands ^vith one and with two

aems.—clamp-bant)s with stationaey aems and gead-

uating-hooks. clamp-bands with detach.\ble aems.

—EMX EFFECT OF LE\T:EAGE BY ARMS ON ANCHOE-BANDS.

—EXTENSION-BAES OPEEATED BY EUBBEE EINGS.—AUTO-

MATIC MECHANISMS.—THE HARRIS EXTENSION ilECHAN-

ISM, OPERATED BY A RUBBER RING.

—

B0NT\TXL'S MODIFI-

CATIONS.

ONE of the lightest and most delicate of anchors for

holding elastic-rubber rings are gold arms fixed upon

one or more teeth (serving as anchorage) by clasps, ferules,

or clamp-bands. In a preceding chapter (LXXVI.) the use

of ferules and clamp-bands having one or two knobs or

hooks was dwelt upon. In this chapter will be explained

the use of longer arms in combination with clasps or bands

for the same purpose. The simplest of anchors for these

mechanisms is the clasp or the ferule, but the clamp-band,

although more difficult to make, is generally superior.

In 1746 Fauchard published the simple strips repre-

834
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sented by Fig. 780 ; in 1757 Bourdet made known similar

strips. (See Fig. 781.^) In 1888 Bonwill gave out as his fa-

vorite, another made similar to these. (Fig. 782.) All these

A

Fig. 780.—Fauchard's
. Strips (1746).

Fig. 781.—Boiirdet's Strips
(1757).

Fig. 782.—" BonwiU's Strip

'

(1888).

are simply narrow strips of plate having holes through them

for strings. They are readily made, and serve well as cheap

mechanisms. For further information concerning the Fau-

chard and the Bourdet strips, see the preceding chapter.

Fig. 783.—Moving an instanding lateral to line by the Bourdet plan of 1757.

Fig. 783 illustrates a plan for moving to line an instand-

ing right upper lateral by the Bourdet modification of the

Fauchard strip, tied with anchor-strings to the teeth. Of

1 "In Fig. 781, B is a strip of plate pierced with six holes for putting in posi-

tion two teeth inclined outward ; f, f are places in the strip which rest inside

the teeth that serve as anchors.

"A is a strip of plate pierced with eight holes, which is applied inside to bring

into line a tooth that stands 'outward.'"

The figure c is not explained. Fig. 782 represents a similar strip that is ad-

vocated by Dr. Bonwill (1888).
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all mechanisms ever invented for the regulation of teeth,

none have so long continued in favor as this. Indeed, it

is in common use now by some dentists. From this pro-

totj^pe evolved all modern short-bands and long-bands

used on the outer side of the dental arch. The improve-

ments that have been made for attaching the strip to the

teeth (such things as the clasp, ferule, and especially the

clamp-band) are so great that as a means to an end these

mechanisms have almost obliterated the prototype.^

Fig. 784.—Plan of drawing an instanding lateral to line lay a rubber ring attached to
a narrow strip of plate anchored by a clasp (Bonwill).

Fig. 784 illustrates a plan, as devised by Dr. "W". Gr. A.

Bonwill,^ of applying the Bourdet strip in combination

with a rubber ring for drawing to line an instanding lat-

eral. This strip is anchored by a clasp, c.

Figs. 785 and 786 represent two modifications of this

mechanism. Each of these, consisting of a strip of thick

1 In 1878 I published (in the "Dental Cosmos") a mechanism devised by

myself. This consisted of a nan-ow strip of plate anchored by a clamp-band.

This was used for moving outward an instanding tooth, by means of a draw-

screw attached to the tooth by a ferule, the screw projecting through the free

extremity of the strip. This mechanism is represented by Fig. 1022, Chapter

CIV. (on Cuspids), p. 1068, in this Part. Ten years later (1888) Dr. Bonwill

published a mechanism consisting of a similar strip of plate, anchored by
clasps, and operated by a rubber ring. (See Fig. 784;.)

2 Copied from a black-board representation made by Dr. Bonwill, February

28, 1888, before the New York City Dental Society (Fii-st, State District).
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gold plate somewhat less than an eighth of an inch in

width, has soldered to it a strong clasp as shown.

Figs. 785, 786.—Two modifications of the mechanism (Bonwill).

Through the anchor extremity of the strip is bored a

hole for the string (Fig. 784), for tying to it the rubber

ring E. "When the mechanism is ready to apply, the clasp

c is sprung on the anchor tooth (here represented as the

first molar), leaving the arm to extend forward, over, and

beyond the instanding tooth. It rests on the cuspid. The

rubber ring is then tied with a string to the posterior ex-

tremity of the arm at b, after which it is stretched forward

over a notch in the anterior end of the strip (or through a

hole near the same end), thence around the instanding lat-

eral, and again tied (by another string) to the strip at s.

This mechanism is simple, and I think that, if frequently

inspected by the dentist after it is applied, it would be prac-

ticable in the mouth of an intelligent patient who would

not dislodge it.

Fig. 787 illustrates the operation of a mechanism by Dr.

W. H. Fames. This auxiliary consisted of a metallic arm

and a thimble-crown soldered midway to it (for anchor).

The arm was of gold and platinum half-round wire (No.

20), three-sixteenths of an inch in width. This wire (sol-

dered near the cervical border of the thimble-crown) was

of sufficient length to extend from the right first molar to

the middle of the left lateral. Two pins, p, p (taken from

a crushed porcelain tooth), were soldered to the outer side

. of this wire, at points off against the right lateral. The

53*
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thimble-crown was cemented on the right Urst bicuspid.

To draw the lateral to line, the rubber ring was placed

around it and caught over the pins.

Fig. 787.—Correction of upper incisors by a rubber ring and an arm having a ferule

for anctior (Eames).!

When the lateral had been moved to line, the operator

found that it still needed to be turned in its socket. With-

out removing the metallic part of the mechanism, the turn-

ing was accomplished as follows : 'Upon the crown of the

lateral was cemented a thin platinum ferule, having a

headed pin of small size soldered to the lingual side (not

shown in the figure). From one of the pins on the arm

was stretched between the cuspid and the lateral a rubber

ring, which was then caught over the pin of the ferule,

and stretched back to the same pin on the arm. The force

exerted by this rubber turned the tooth.

To retain the tooth in proper position the ferule on the

lateral was removed, and then, after soldering a piece of gold

wire across its labial surface to rest on the adjacent teeth, it

was recemented in place.

Fig. 788.—Modiiication of the mechanism (Barnes).

Fig. 788 represents a modification of this mechanism,

which was also devised by Dr. Fames about the same time.

1 Published by Dr. Eames in the "Archives of Dentistry," February, 1888.
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This differs from the other only in having a ferule, f, for

anchor, instead of a thimble-crown.

The degree of force, of the elastic rubber, used in such

cases can be varied in two ways : by different sizes of rub-

ber rings, and by stretching the rubber to different dis-

tances ; the latter is the better plan, (See Fig. 290, Part VI.)

Mechanism Capable of Graduating the Degree of Force

from Elastic Euhber.—Another mechanism (considered by
the author to be superior) consists of round wire fixed to

a clamp-band. On the latter are attached, by solder or by
screws, one or two arms made of such wire, upon which

have been previously soldered in a row several small wire

rings. These rings are so arranged that when the rubber

is applied the draught upon the tooth or teeth to be moved
can be given in any direction desired, and with a tension

of the requisite degree of force. The mechanism is so con-

structed that the patient, as well as the operator, can ad-

just the rubber rings so that the tension upon the teeth

will act as powerfully as possible, without causing much
if any pain. This is a desideratum that cannot be accom-

plished with any degree of certainty by weaving rubber be-

tween the teeth, nor by metallic springs, because the power

from these is difficult to control with accuracy.

Fig. 789.—Meclianism with one arm and one row of a^usting-hooks for nibljer
rings (A),

Clamp-hands ivith Fixed Graduating-arms:—Fig. 789 rep-

resents one of the modifications of an arm clamp-band for

attaching a rubber ring to move inward an outstanding

left upper incis'or. The metallic part consists of a clamp-
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band, b, and a stiff gold wire, w, having a row of small

gold rings, h, soldered to it. These rings are afterward cut

open to form hooks.

To apply this mechanism the clamp-band is first screwed

tightly upon two of the left upper side teeth, after which

the rubber ring is caught upon one of the hooks on the

arm, then stretched and caught over the tooth to be moved,

and back and caught on the same, or on another, hook of

the arm, or perhaps on the hook near the screw.

Fig. 790.—Mechanism with two arms and two rows of adjusting-hooks for rubber
rings (A).

Fig. 790 represents a modification of the mechanism last

described, and differs from it only by the addition of an-

other arm. One of these arms lies on the inside of the

dental arch, the other on the outside. The object of two

arms is to enable draughts upon the teeth to be made in

opposite directions. It is not often needed, but when

called for it is very effective.

Fig. 791 illustrates an operation for a girl about ten

years of age. In this case the right adult lateral had

erupted in the left posterior position (behind the right

central). This tooth had apparently been crowded out of

its proper place by the presence of a deciduous cuspid

which was left unextracted (by the former dentist) through

fear that in removing it the first bicuspid might erupt an-

terior to its proper place, and thus interfere with the erup-

tion of the adult cuspid. (To guard against danger of this

kind, I extract in such cases both the deciduous cuspid

and first molar at the same time.) The appearance of these
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teeth is shown alongside of the main figure. After the

extraction the operation was suspended for a few weeks,

to permit the irregukr lateral to naturally fall into line if

it would. It moved only a part of the proper distance,

however, and then stopped.

Fig. 791.—First sta.ire in a process of moving
a lateral incisor by elastic rubber and an arm
clamp-band (A).i

Fig. 792.—Second stage of the operar
tion.

To force this instanding tooth into its proper place, a

mechanism made as represented in the figure (791) was

used. It consisted of a gold anchor clamp-band, c, having

a stiff wire arm with two hooks, h, h', to catch and hold

one or more rubber rings after being placed over the in-

standing tooth. The primary movement was to draw the

lateral sidewise from behind the central. This was accom-

plished by fastening the clamp-band around the deciduous

molar t and first adult molar p, and then placing the rubber

ring over the instanding lateral, and thence over the hook h.

When the tooth had been moved sufficiently far back,

the rubber ring was changed from the hook h to the hook

H' as represented in Fig. 792. This change in the direc-

tion of the force drew the tooth directly outward and into

its proper place.

1 Extract from a lecture by the author, February 27, 1888. Published in

"Brooklyn Medical Journal," July, 1888.
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It sometimes so happens that a shght irregularity is dif-

ficult to correct even by a superior mechanism. In this

case the patient was an over-indulged girl, who would per-

sist in picking the mechanism off, chewing it to pieces,

and then pretending that it broke for reasons she knew

not; consequently before I fully succeeded in correcting

the case several mechanisms were used. This, of course,

caused the operation to be unnecessarily tedious.

Evil Effects of Leverage in Armed Bands.—If force is ex-

erted on an arm of this length the arm tends to act as a

lever on the anchor teeth. The degree of force that was

necessary in this operation, however, was so slight that

the arm had little or no such effect upon the anchorage.

If the leverage by the wire arm would be likely to move the

anchor teeth, the arm should be made of sufficient length to

rest upon other teeth beyond. In a case similar to the one

above it might rest on one or both of the centrals.

Fig. 793.—Making room and moving a lateral to line by power of rubber rings so ad-
justed as to keep the tissue action within physiological functions (A).

Fig. 793 illustrates an operation for moving an instand-

ing lateral to line by two rubber rings, aided by a gold

clamp-band with two arms, on each of which were several

hooks. The object sought in the operation was to gain

sufficient space in the arch to accommodate all the incisors,

at the expense of a side tooth.
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This figure represents both of the rubber rings as if ap-

plied at one time, but in the operation the rubber for the

incisor was not applied until after the cuspid had been

moved back nearly to the second bicuspid.

The first step was the extraction of the first bicuspid.

The next was placing the clamp-band around the second

bicuspid and first molar, and then a rubber ring, k (rep-

resented checkered), was caught upon a hook, f, on the

lingual side of the anchor-band, and stretched forward

over the cuspid, and caught upon the posterior hook on

the buccal side of the anchor-band, to draw back the

cuspid.

To move the instanding incisor outward, another rubber

ring, E (represented in white), was caught around this tooth

(lateral), thence stretched over the labial side of the cuspid,

and caught upon the anterior buccal hook. The forms

of these two rubber rings when stretched are approxi-

mately represented in miniature by 0, 0, alongside the

main figure.

Although this kind of mechanism only approximates

accuracy in adjustment of force, and is not equal to a

screw-acting mechanism, yet it is sufficiently sure to en-

able the operation to be conducted without much pain.

The patient (at home) applied the desired force by catch-

ing the rubber upon the right hooks.

Clamp-hands tvitJi Detachahle Arms.—Fig. 794 illustrates

an operation for moving a cuspid back and a lateral out-

ward, after having extracted the first bicuspid to make

room for them. This mechanism was of gold, and made

in independent parts afterward screwed together. It con-

sists of an adjustable wire arm, w, a clamp-band, b, and a

rubber ring. In other respects it is similar to those (just

described) having undetachable arms.
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Fig. 795 represents independently the different parts, in-

cluding a modified form, n, of the detachable arm p, which

is the one represented by w in Fig. 794.

Fig. 79i.—Drawing an instanding lateral to line by a rubber ring in combination "witli a
clamp-band ^Yltll a detacliable arm (A).

'

In Fig. 794 two teeth are represented as being acted

upon at the same time, but in practice the cuspid was first

drawn nearly to the second bicuspid by the clamp-band,

after which the rubber ring was apjolied to the lateral

incisor. This drew it outward to line. The right out-

standing central was subsequently drawn to its proper

place by another rubber ring (not shown) placed over the

tooth and stretched to the hook b on the lingual side of

the clamp-band.

lEHEir^S

Fig. 795.—Tlie different parts (A). Fig. 796.—Other forms of anchor-band (A).

The arm w (Fig. 794) is made of stiff wire, one extrem-

ity of which is coiled. The other extremity, being nearly

straight, projects through the smooth nut t (Fig. 795),

after which it is bent in the form of a hook. (See dotted
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line.) The coil extremity p is held in place on the clamp-

band by its bolt, s, projecting through it (the coil). The

other form of arm, n (Fig. 795), is similar, but instead of a

coil there is a smooth-bore nut soldered to the end of the

wire as represented. In putting the parts together, the

bolt s is projected through the clamp-band nut 0, thence

through the coil p (or the nut n, as the case may be), then

screwed into the threaded nut v on the posterior part of

the clamp-band. The hook may be bent to the form repre-

sented in Fig. 794, or as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 795.

Fig. 796 represents two other plans of attaching the

wire arm to a clamp-band. These are by screwing the

wire into a nut soldered to a clamp-band or to a piece of

flat wire extending from the clamp-band. These forms

of (anchor) clamp-band are equally valuable for attaching

short-bands, long-bands, or drag-screws.

The main object sought in having the wire arm adjust-

able is easy alteration. The only advantage of this mech-

anism over the one last described is that when such mech-

anisms are kept on hand in parts they can be quickly

improvised to meet various requirements. It is still more

convenient if several wire arms of different lengths are al-

ways kept ready.

Pig. 797.—Plan of moviug Instanding upper lateral Incisors outward (Bonwill).

Short-land Operations.—Fig. 797 illustrates a plan for

drawing instanding laterals to line, as sometimes prac-

tised at the present day, and strongly advocated by Dr,
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W. G. A. Bouwill.1 The plan, however, though practical,

cannot be regarded as wholly new, as the strip is similar

to Fauchard's, and the rubber rings have been used simi-

larly since the invention of rubber tubing soon after Dr.

Tucker suggested the use of rubber (1846).

F

Fig. 798.—The Fauchard Strip.

The mechanism consisted of a strip of gold plate, f, a

rubber ring, e, and four strings. This strip of plate was

pierced with holes in each extremity for two strings by

which it was anchored to the teeth. Like the old " Bour-

det strip," this one also had other holes for strings, to con-

nect it with the instanding teeth. To act upon these

strings a rubber ring, e, is so interposed between them as

to draw upon the instanding teeth. The extremities of the

strip are first tied to the cuspids with strings. Then the

instanding laterals are tightly bound with other strings, the

ends of which are passed through the intermediate holes

in the strip, and tied to the rubber which is stretched taut

between them. The rubber now draws upon both strings

and consequently upon both teeth. The effect of this

draught upon the laterals is to cause a wedge-like action

against the cuspids, tending to move them sufficiently to

make the necessary space for themselves (the laterals).

In the figure the distance between the right central and

cuspid is not represented correctly. In this instance the

spaces for the laterals needed but little widening.

Note.—In some cases a better plan of moving the in-

standing laterals by this mechanism is to use no draught-

1 Lecture before the First District, New York Dental Society, 1888, by

W. G. A. BonwiU.
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strings, but stretch the rubber riug directly from tooth to

tooth through the holes in the strip of plate.

Moving Teeth hy Extension-hars Operated hy a Rubber

King.—Fig. 799 illustrates an operation for drawing in-

standing upper laterals outward to line, and at the same

Fig. 799.—Moving cuspids back and instanding laterals outward to line by an auto-
matic meclianism (A. J. Harris, 1868).

time moving away the cuspids. In this case (a girl seven-

teen years of age) the centrals were in their proper places,

but the cuspids, owing to the deciduous teeth having been

extracted too early, had encroached upon the territory of

the adult laterals, leaving a slight space behind each of

them (the cuspids). The operation was performed by the

aid of a seK-acting extension mechanism devised by Dr.

Andrew J. Harris in 1868.

Figs. 800 and 801 give two views of this as it appears

at full extension. The plan of operation was to make
room for the jumbled teeth by elongating and widening

the anterior part of the dental arch.

This mechanism (the first one devised of its class) con-

sisted of two flat strips of plate, b, b', each of which had

a long longitudinal slot. These strips were held together

by two pins, p, p'. One of these pins, p', had two heads

or knobs, the neck of the labial one (knob) being soldered

to section b. The other had one head, the other end being-

soldered to the innermost strip b'. The two sections b, b',
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sliding upon each other, were guided by the pins in the

slots, and were held together by the heads. The sliding

was caused by an elastic ring, e (see dotted line), caught

uj)on the two heads. (Fig. 800.)

When the mechanism was ai^plied, the extremities were

firmly tied to the cuspids by anchor-strings, s, s, passing

thi'ough the strips and over notches on their ends. The

Fig. 800.—Front view of tlie mecliaDisiD,
drawn from the original by tlie author.

Fig. 801.—Edge view of the same,
reversed (Harris, 1868J.

strips were then pressed against the centrals, and the 'in-

standing laterals firmly tied to them with other strings.

The mechanism was made to draw upon the laterals and

force away the cuspids by the rubber ring e, stretched

and caught, as above mentioned, on the knobs p, p'. The

dental arch was also widened to make room for the lat-

erals by the same action. The rubber ring, by draw-

ing the pins toward each other, caused the mechanism

to lengthen, and consequently lifted u^^on or drew for-

ward all the teeth under the middle third of the metallic

part of it.

Considering that this mechanism moves the anchor teeth

(cuspids) posteriorly and outward, the laterals and centrals

forward (by its middle part moving outward and dragging

the anterior part of the dental arch forward), it may in

some resi^ects be regarded as a remarkable invention. The

only defect in it is weakness of the anchors (strings). Plat-
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inum-wire clamp-bands or ferules for anchors would have

been a great improvement.

About t^Yenty years after Dr. Harris had invented his

mechanism (Fig. 800), Dv. Bonwill " brought out," as his

own invention, a similar one.^

Fig. 802 illustrates the plan of application of this modi-

fication of Harris's mechanism, as devised by Dr. Bonwill.

Fig. 802.—Application of a modification of the Harris extension meclianism, as made
by Bonwill.

This modification consists of two plain strips of gold plate,

B, B, on one end of each of which is soldered a clasp, c,

for anchoring the strip to side teeth. These strips are held

together by a small rectangular ferule soldered to the an-

terior end of each strip. Each ferule fits snugly around

the opposite strip, but not so closely as to prevent them
from easily sliding upon each other. Having applied the

clasps to the side teeth, and pressed the middle part of the

mechanism close to the incisors, they are tied to the lat-

erals by strings as shown.

The mechanism acts upon the teeth by automatically

lengthening itself by the ferules, that hold the two strips

of metal together, being pulled toward each other by a rub-

ber ring, E, stretched and tied to them by strings. By this

i~ Exhibited before the First District, New York Dental Society, ^'ebruary 28,

1888.

54
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elongation, the middle part of the mechanism moves for-

ward, causing the laterals also to advance.

Note.—Criticism has been made that in this act the

clasps, if tight, would have a wrenching tendency upon

the anchor teeth within them. Whatever the effect might

be, clasps must be regarded as superior to strings for

anchors. For such a bar as this, or that devised by Har-

ris, I would use platinum clamp-bands or ferules, each

being connected with the ends of the extension-bar by a

short piece of thin elastic gold ribbon, or by a hinge. If

clamp-bands were to be used, they should embrace more

than one tooth.



CHAPTEE LXXIX.

METALLIC SPRINGS.

MOVING FRONT UPPER TEETH BY SPRINGS IN COM-
BINATION WITH PLATES.

SPIKAX, WIEE SPEINGS IN COMBINATION WITH A BOX-PLATE.

—

BOW-SPKINGS.—OPERATION BY TWO NEAELY STEAIGHT

WIEE SPEINGS ANCHOEED TO A BOX-PLATE. SIMILAR

MECHANISM ; A PLAIN PLATE HAVING DETACHABLE SPEINGS.

SCALLOP-WIEE BOW-PLATE.—OPEEATION BY V-SHAPE

PUSHING-SPRINGS ANCHORED TO A PLAIN PLATE.—BY ZIG-

ZAG PUSHING-SPRINGS ANCHOEED TO A EOOF-PLATE.—BY

COIL-SPEINGS WITH PLAIN PLATES.—THE W-WIEE SEEING.

—CONCENTEIC SPEINGS CONTEOLLED BY RATCHETS.

PLATES have been in use as anchors to springs for a

long time. There are numerous varieties of these

mechanisms devised by different dentists; some of the

plates box the teeth, others do not. Several of the most

practicable forms will be brieflj^ described and their actions

explained. Salter mentions in his work (1875) the use of

a plain strip of metal resting on the labial side of the arch,

and anchored to the side teeth by a plate, something like a

Tomes bow-plate, the force being obtained by corrugating

the strip from time to time by bending it into the approxi-

mal vaUeys between the teeth with an instrument. This

author, however, appears to prefer (in some cases) the use

of spiral springs in combination with plates.

8si
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Fig. 803 represents a mechanism of this kind, as given

by Salter.^ It consists of a box-plate for anchor and two

spiral wire springs (coiled in a fashion similar to those de-

vised by Fauchard in 1728-46 for connecting upper and

lower artificial sets of teeth to keep them in place). The

spiral springs, as represented in Fig. 803, are anchored to

Fig. 803.—Meclianism for moving posteriorly upper incisors (from Salter's "work).

the plate, and connected, in front, with a sash-like thing,

formed so that it bears upon the protruding centrals. This

mechanism will undoubtedly accomplish the desired end,

but probably the common bow-plate, consisting of a strip

of gold plate anchored to a roof-plate (as published many
years ago by Tomes), is superior.

Mechanisms in which corrugated strips of plate consti-

tute a part are much used by Dr. B. S. Byrnes. There are

several modifications that he claims have been effective in

his hands. Some of these mechanisms show the extreme

to which corrugation may be carried. The strips are nar-

row and very thin (20 k. to 22 k. gold). For stubborn

cases, however, Byrnes uses thicker strips.^ All these

modifications are skeleton, and draw upon the teeth.

Fig. 804 represents a simple mechanism for moving out-

ward instanding upper lateral incisors. It is a modifica-

1 "Dental Pathology and Surgery" (1875), p. 50.

2 "Dental Cosmos," May, 1886.
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tion of one published many years ago by Mr. Tomes for

moving a central ;^ it differs mainly in that it is a box-plate

(hard rubber) instead of a plain plate (metallic). The

modification resembles, also, one variety of a class of simi-

lar mechanisms used about forty years ago by Linderer,

and later by Quinby and by Coffin. This one, which is

Fig. 804.—Box-plate ^th curved wire springs.

effective but clumsy, consists of two pieces of spring steel

wire, s, s, and a hard-rubber plate, p. One extremity of

each wire spring is anchored by being vulcanized into the

plate, which covers the hard part of the roof of the mouth

and tightly embraces the crowns of several of the side

teeth. Before putting it in the mouth the springs are bent

so as to bear upon the instanding teeth in the direction

desired.

This kind of plate should be removed at least once a day

and thoroughly cleansed, to prevent the debris (that always

accumulates about such a plate) from injuring the teeth it

covers. The first symptom of damage to them is an ab-

normal " whiteness " of the teeth embraced, and their hav-

ing a soft and chalky " touch."

Fig. 805 represents a mechanism for moving the four

upper incisors by the power of wire springs. The irregu-

larity in the case consisted in the centrals being protruded

1 See Harris's " Dental Surgery,"
54*
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beyond their proper places, and the laterals, although on

the esthetic line of arch, being too near the mesial line

and standing partly behind the centrals. The steps in the

Fig. 805.—Mechanism for moving uxiper laterals outward and centrals inward.
Modification of two of Tomes's mechanisms combined.

operation were first to move these incisors laterally from

behind the centrals, and then to move the centrals poste-

riorly between the laterals.

The mechanism used consisted of a hard-rubber roof-

plate, with two Tomes springs, s, s, projecting forward so as

to bear to the right and left upon the laterals, and a Tomes

bow-spring, b, to bear inwardly upon the anterior surfaces

of the centrals. The plate also had two molar-clasps, c, c.

This combination, although original with me, probably

was preceded by some of Coffin's modifications.

Fig. 806.—Plain plate with detachable wire springs for moving laterals (A).

Fig. 806 represents one of several modifications of mech-

anisms constructed upon what I call the Tomes principle.

The essential difference between this modification and the
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last mechanism represented is that the wire springs s, s

are detachable. I would not have it inferred from this,

however, that I was the first to use a detachable spring in

combination with a plate, as Professor J. Taft previously-

invented a similar mechanism some time between 1845

and 1848.1

Both of these plates are made of hard rubber, but this

one covers only the roof of the mouth and does not cover

the crowns of any of the teeth. If the side teeth are so

inclined that the plate will not rest firmly, clasps or clamp-

bands should be added to the plate to embrace some of

them.

In preparing the springs for anchoring them into plates,

one extremity of each is bent at right angles so as to pro-

ject through a hole in the posterior part of the plate. It

is additionally fixed to the plate by a platinum-wire staple

(shown in black), the arms of which project through other

holes in the plate, and then are either twisted, bent down,

or headed on its palatine side. The free end of the spring

is then formed so that it will bear against the tooth or

teeth to be moved. The direction of the force of these

springs is indicated by arrows, and their forms while in a

state of rest are indicated by dotted lines.

To prevent the spring from slipping off the teeth borne

upon, the extremity is hammered flat and curved to con-

form to the necks of the teeth. This curving, though not

always necessary, is generally important. Should a spring

1 In a letter to the author Professor J. Taft says in regard to wire springs in

combination with plates : "As early as 1845 to 1848 I began to give attention

to the correction of Irregularities of the Teeth, and made a number of Devices

for this purpose, one form of which was a metal plate adapted to the mouth,
with a socket or small cylinder attached to it, into which was inserted a wire

spring, for the purpose of bearing upon the irregular tooth, to press it into a

correct position."
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slip off after this precaution has been taken, it may be

necessary to confine the anterior half (of the spring) to the

plate by another staple (not shown in the diagram), made

sufficiently broad to permit the spring to play.

Zigzag Springs ivith Plates.—In Part VII., p. 383, Fig.

350, A and c represent sections of two regulating and retain-

ing plates having zigzag springs. As similar mechanisms

have their uses, a few more will now be described and their

action explained. The greater value of plate mechanisms

having zigzag springs is for retaining teeth in place after

being corrected.

Such springs without plates are explained in Chapter

XXIV.

Fig. 807.—Scallop-wire, regulating and retaiaiiig, bow-plate (A),

Fig. 807 represents a mechanism used after having

nearly corrected a set of protruding upper teeth. The

object of giving the zigzag form to parts of the bow was

easy adjustment of pressure to meet exactly the require-

ments of the case.

Fig. 808 illustrates the closing of the first stage of an

operation for a girl about seventeen years of age. It was

for moving outward two instanding upper laterals and

slightly turning the centrals.

This mechanism consisted of two springs, s, s, and a

hard-rubber roof-plate, p, having two clasps. The middle

part of the two springs (made in one piece from gold

spectacle-bows about the size of a pin) was first vulcan-
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ized into the body of tlie plate, after which the extremi-

ties were bent U-shape, as shown, to bear upon the teeth

in the direction indicated by arrows.

'ill'

FjG. 808.-MoYing laterals outward by U-sliape springs anchored to a plate (A).

The centrals, which stood turned slightly ontward, were

subsequently drawn into Hue by an elastic-rubber ring in

connection with a T-piece, t ; the rubber was stretched

posteriorly and caught on a hook on the middle part of

the plate after the T-piece had been fitted so as to pull

upon the centrals.

^^I^xy^'

FIG. 809.-Movmg to line a lateral, cuspid, and two bicuspids by zigzag pusUng-

springs ancbored to a roof-plate (A).

Fig. 809 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

correcting an instanding left upper lateral, cuspid, and two

second bicuspids, by a modification of an old and well-

known mechanism. This mechanism consisted of a hard-

rubber roof-plate and four wire springs, two of which were
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of zigzag form and two of the letter S form, all being an-

chored into the body of the plate as shown. The two

springs s were made of one piece of gold wire bent U-

shape, the bow part being buried in the plate, leaving the

extremities out to use against the teeth. One spring rested

in a small j^it made in the lingual side of the cuspid, and

the other in a pit made in a ferule cemented upon the lat-

eral. The other springs for the bicuspids (which also were

of one piece of gold wire, with its middle part buried in the

plate) were held in place against the instanding teeth by
clasps soldered to their ends as shown.

The firmness of the plate p was aided by clasps, embrac-

ing the first bicuspids and the first molars. A platinum

wire, projecting from the plate, thence between the cen-

trals, also aided in steadying the plate.

After the mechanism had been forced into place, and re-

mained a sufficient time to move the teeth and loosen the

springs, it was removed, the springs drawn out a little,

and again placed in the mouth. This alteration in the

form of the springs was repeated twice a week.

Betainers.—When the case was corrected the teeth were

temporarily held in place by a hard-rubber roof-plate hav-

ing a platinum wire projecting between the centrals (simi-

lar to the wire on this plate), two clasps to bear against

the bicuspids that were moved, and two pin-points to rest

(in the pits) and bear lightly on the lateral and cuspid. The

cuspid pit was eventually filled with gold.

Cavities Filled.—Before the regulating process was be-

gun, several cavities found in the eight front teeth were

temporarily filled with gutta-percha to prevent further

decay. After the irregularities of the teeth were corrected,

these fillings were replaced by gold wart-shape plugs.

These plugs overlapped and underlapped one another in
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such a way that the teeth were mutually sustained in their

new relations, thus rendering the further use of the re-

taining-plate unnecessary.^

Fig. 810.—Moving a central forward by a coil wire spring anchored to a plate
(Talbot).^

Fig. 810 illustrates a reported operation by Dr. E. S.

Talbot for moving forward an instanding left upper cen-

tral by a coil (piano) wire spring anchored to a hard-

rubber roof-plate which was tightly fitted to the lingual

surface of the teeth. The plate was sufficiently thick in

its anterior part to nearly hide the lingual surface of the

instanding tooth. This was for firmly holding in place the

extremity of the spring, which projected through a hole in

it, to bear upon the tooth. The hole was so located that

the spring bore upon the tooth at a point midway between

its cutting-edge and the gum. In the posterior part of the

plate there was another hole, in which was anchored the

other extremity of the wire, after being bent at right angles.

The degree of usefulness of such a mechanism depends

upon the degree of firmness of the plate. "When it is not

firm the wire is very liable to slip along the inclined sur-

^ Concerning the philosophy of the action of such plugs, and the explana-

tion of the process of their insertion, see Part VII., Chapter XXXVII., p. 393.

When I wrote this chapter I supposed that I was the first to use retaining-pins

in teeth. I used pins in cavities in teeth in the ease of Isaac Purdy, New York,

in July, 1879. (Author's "Dental Records," vol. iii., p. 187.) Recently I have

heard that Dr. H. A. Baker used them in the same year or the year following.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Dental Science, 1893.

2 " Dental Cosmos."
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face of the instancling tooth. By lodging the end of the

spring in a hole made through a ferule cemented on the

tooth, this slipping can be avoided even when the plate is

not very firm. "While it is sometimes allowable to make a

pit in a cuspid, and sometimes in a bicuspid or molar, it is

not proper to do so in incisors, because these teeth are too

thin.

Fig. 811.—Moving laterals outward by a W-wire spring ancliored to a plate (Talbot).

i

Fig. 811 illustrates an operation for moving the upper

lateral incisors outward by a complicated spring, by Dr.

Talbot. The mechanism consists of a W-shape wire spring

and a Y-shape hard-rubber roof-plate. The form of this

spring, which is shown separately in Fig. 812, is similar to

Fig. 812.—Tbe W-spring.

that of springs used in some varieties of timekeepers. It

has three coils, one of which is situated at a and the

others at b, b. The anterior coil is held in place by a

post on the forepart of the plate. Extending anteriorly

1 "Dental Cosmos."
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1

from each coil, b, the wire projects anteriorly, the end c

bearing upon one of the instanding laterals as represented.

The advantage claimed by Dr. Talbot for the triple coil is

" lasting force." The author has not tried this mechanism.

It is said that in constructing this mechanism it is easier

to make it by finishing the plate before adding the post

than it is to vulcanize the post into the plate. I suggest

that the addition of clamp-bands, such as are illustrated in

Part VI., Fig. 89, on p. 219, might be an advantage to the

mechanism.^

Concentric Springs Controlled ly Batchets.—Teeth may be

moved by springs controlled by small ratchet-wheels. Such
engines of force are best associated with plates. These

mechanisms are effective, but difficult to make. In an-

other chapter, under the head of the relative value of

different kinds of Metallic Springs, ratchet mechanisms

will be more fully explained. (See Part XX.)

Figs. A, B.—Mechanisms witli coil-springs (Bonwill).

1 To whom the priority of devising the coil on a regulating-spring belongs

is not fully decided. In 1888 Dr. Bonwill, in a lecture before the First District

Dental Society of New York, claimed that he had described a coiled spring to

the members of the Delaware Dental Society twenty-five years previously, and
before Dr. Talbot made a claim. Dr. Bonwill said, in this lecture, that his

description had not (1888) been published in any journal. He also mentioned
that in his own practice he had abandoned the coil in springs. Figs. A and
B represent two of these mechanisms, which he has since published.



OHAPTEE LXXX.

MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY METALLIC SPRINGS
WITHOUT PLATES.—DIFFERENT KINDS OF SPRINGS.

EELATIVE VALUE OF PLAIN AND COIL SPKINGS.—DIFFERENT

EXPERIENCES REGARDING PAIN.—OPERATIONS FOR MOVING

TEETH FORWARD BY SPRING-WIRE ANCHORED TO FERULES.

— MOVING INSTANDING LATERALS OUTWARD BY THREE

PIECES OF SPRING-WIRE.—MOVING THREE INCISORS.—OPER-

ATION BY AN INDEPENDENT PIECE OF SPRING STEEL WIRE.

—^BY PLAIN SPRING-WIRE AND TWO FERULES.—BY A PLAIN

BAIL-SPRING MECHANISM.—BY A COIL BAIL-SPRING ANCH-

ORED BY FERULES.—BY A NEARLY STRAIGHT COIL WIRE

SPRING ANCHORED BY FERULES.

AS before mentioned, the earliest efforts made for mov-

X\_ ing teetli with metaUic things were probably based

upon force derived from the elasticity of the metal, the

part or parts that served as the engine of force being so

shaped and applied as to have a springlike action upon

the teeth. One hundred and fifty years ago, and even

within the last sixty years, such springs were very crude,

consisting merely of narrow, flat strips of gold or silver.

These were placed along the anterior part of the dental

arch, and were then sprung inward or outward, here and

there, by the fingers, and tied to the instanding or out-

standing teeth by strings. Now this plan is nearly ob-

solete among experts. Although spring machines in mod-

ern times are numerous and applicable to nearly every

862
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part of the mouth, only a few of them are philosophically-

constructed, and the majority are therefore incapable of

causing the proper force for scientific work.

In the treatment of the subject, however, it will be nec-

essary to refer to some of the less valuable mechanisms in

order to appreciate the improvements that are made in

others, as well as to give credit to the inventors of prototypes

underlying some of the best mechanisms of the present day.

Ifaterial for Springs.—Like all the old kinds of springs,

some of the modern ones are made of flat strips of plate

;

the best, however, are made of round and half-round

gold, steel, or German-silver wire, the round wire being

superior to the others whenever it can be applied, because

it can be easily bent in any form. As to which of these

different kinds of metals is best, depends somewhat upon

the circumstances of the case in hand. Formerly I placed

steel as one of the best, but now I regard gold and German

silver as superior, and of these two I generally prefer gold,

because it does not blacken.

Both of these are more easily altered in their form than

steel whenever it is necessary to change the bearing on

the tooth. To change the form of a steel-wire spring is

difficult; indeed, it is sometimes impossible to bend it,

after it forms a part of a plate mechanism, so that it will

bear in the desired direction on the tooth. This is espe-

cially true when there is lack of room to bend the spring

sufficiently to overcome the tendency to return to its old

form and place. Gold and German silver are more easily

bent, and although not as elastic as steel, they are suffi-

ciently so for practical purposes. Gold, because of its

brightness and cleanly appearance, is more encouraging

to patients than German silver unless it is gilded.

The proper form of springs for skeleton anchors de-
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pends upon the requirements of the case in hand. Some

of them are made straight, others curved, and there are

those which have a coil. Of the latter variety there are

two forms, the spiral and the concentric.^

Regarding the relative value of the different forms

opinions vary. Probably this difference arises from lack

of scientific thought. In a majority of cases (especially

of the adult) that have come to my notice, the patients

have complained more of pain from coiled springs than

from plain ones. By this remark I do not intend to give

the impression that the coil-spring should be abandoned

in correction of irregularities of the teeth, but to draw at-

tention to the fact that it is, at least, prudent to exercise

care in so adjusting the coil that too great a degree of

force shall not be exerted upon the teeth after they have

once begun to move ; and especially to suggest that this

precaution should be heeded in turning teeth on their

long axes, and in elevating them in their sockets : in other

words, to bear in mind that the degree of power in metal-

lic springs, like that in rubber, should have as close a re-

lation to the limits of the normal functional changes in

the socket-tissues as possible.

Plain vs. Coil Spring.—A metallic spring without a coil

loses its power sooner than one with a coil, because the

plain spring sooner reaches its equilibrium (or state of

rest). The rapid weakening of the power in plain springs

has been regarded by some dentists as a defect, and to

overcome this imagined defect the coil-spring was intro-

duced as an improvement. The tension of any spring, of

course, weakens by degrees until it is entirely lost; but

by the more rapid waning of the power of the plain

1 See A, B, Fig. 163, Part VI., p. 259, and c, Fig. 423, Part VIII., p. 441.
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spring the operation sooner becomes less painful than

when the coil-spring is used. The same rapid lessening

in the degree of power also occurs when elastic rubber is

used ; but this rapid change in the power of rubber is not

because of any particular shape of the rubber, but because

of the deterioration in the quality of the substance, result-

ing from its becoming soaked with saliva.

In devising mechanisms the question of power should

not always be held as the only point for consideration.

It is one that is absolutely necessary, but to control it is

equally important. It is easy to devise a mechanism that

will exert power, but it is not always easy to make a

spring instrument so that the power can be graduated

and kept from doing harm.

Assumiiig that these premises are sound, it will be seen

that this " storing of power " in a coil, which has of late

been upheld by some dentists as a quality of great value,

has some drawbacks. Unless the power is so weak as

to move the teeth more slowly than is necessary by

screw-power, such long-continued force, upon the tis-

sues, as is usually practised by springs is liable to violate

the law of labor and rest. This reasoning, however, is

more applicable to adult cases than to those of growing

children, whose bones are so soft that the teeth move

easily and rapidly.

Different Experiences in Fain.—Wlien force is first

applied to an adult tooth it moves it with considerable

rapidity for about one day ; after that the tooth, approx-

imating contact (not quite) with the side of its socket,

meets firmer resistance, and moves more slowly. This

slower rate does not continue, but after two or three days,

a process of decalcification of the bone having set in, the

tooth moves more rapidly, although not so rapidly as at
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first. Because of this difference in the rate of movement

of the tooth on different days, the degree of force that

would not be materially felt on the first two days might

cause considerable pain on other days.

To more clearly explain, take two cases, each patient

being twenty-five years of age, and both having instand-

ing cuspids that are not in contact with the adjacent teeth.

To one case let a plain spring be applied, and to the other

a coiled spring. Though the springs are different in form

we will assume that the powers are equal, and that both

exert the maximum degree of force (commonly applied to

the teeth) at the beginning of operations. While a com-

paratively high degree of force would be permissible, say,

on the second day, because of the teeth being firm, it

would not always be prudent on the first day, nor after

retrogressive changes in the tissues have begun to take

place, because this high degree of force would irritate the

tissues, unless the force is sufficiently great to paralyze

them. But to paralyze the tissues would not be scientific

treatment, because, in paralysis, the activity of the vital

energies of the parts (so necessary to proper and healthy

changes in them) would be impaired. When retrogressive

changes in the tissues have once begun they (the tissues)

are more easily irritated, consequently more easily made

painful; therefore, if the maximum pressure is not kept

up there will be less interference of the vital actions gov-

erning the decalcifying process, and consequently less

pain. This is why that when the firmness of the tooth

under the influence of the spring is weakened, and the

tooth has moved a short distance, the tension of a plain

spring, by becoming considerably reduced, causes less pain

than is experienced"from the coil-spring, the force of which

does not so rapidly weaken.
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Although this difference between the influences of the

plain spring and coil-spring may be true of cases in which
the teeth stand alone, there are other cases in which the

coil-spring may perhaps be applied, not only without

danger, but with an advantage superior to that obtained

from the plain spring. For illustration : where the alveo-

lus is hard and the teeth are slightly jumbled, as in a case

of an instanding upper second bicuspid, requiring only

slight increase of room between the first bicuspid and
first molar ^ to accommodate it, considerable persistent

force is often necessary to push the tooth and wedge it

between the adjacent teeth. Under such circumstances,

the adjacent teeth, receiving a large share of the force ap-

plied to the instanding bicuspid, the movement of this

(instanding) tooth would be so slow that little or no pain

would be felt even if the force be excessive. To reiterate,

the coil-spring, because of the persistency of its power,

would, under such circumstances, be equal, and perhaps

superior, to the plain spring. There remains, however,

the fact that the tension from a coil-spring is more difficult

to gauge and control than from a plain one, unless gov-

erned by a ratchet.2 Control over wire springs can be had
by the use of ratchet-wheels ; but such auxiliaries are some-

what difficult to make, and when made are clumsy; yet

they are practicable. (See Concentric Coil-springs Con-

trolled by Ratchet-wheels, Part XX.)

Moving Teeth by Wire Springs AncJiored bg Ferules.—
Since quick-setting cement (phosphate of zinc) came into

use by dentists, strips of plate and wire springs soldered

1 This applies only to cases before the eruption of the second molar.
2 On p. 189, Part IV., are explained the author's views concerning the dif-

ference between the influence of the spring and that of the screw upon socket-

tissues during the process of mo\'ing teeth.
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to ferules have been much, more practicable than they were

formerly.

Ferule-anchors.—We will first consider mechanisms in

which the ferule constitutes an important part.

Fig. 813.—Moving instandlng laterals outward by spring-wire (A).

Fig. 813 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving two instanding upper laterals to line by three

pieces of gold wire (linked together as shown) and four

thin platinum ferules. Two of these ferules had staples,

and two had holes bored through them for lodgment of

two of the wires, the other being the spring. The action

of this mechanism was quadruple : to force the two cus-

pids posteriorly, and (at the same time) the two laterals

anteriorly.

The ferules were cemented upon the laterals and cus-

pids to be moved. These ferules constituted (as before

implied) the anchors for the different extremities of the

wires. Midway between the extremities of the spring-

wire w (shown as checkered) was the engine of force,

a single coil. Into this coil was linked one extremity of

each of the other two wires (shown in black), bent in the

form of a ring.

To apply the mechanism the ends of the spring w (which

were bent at right angles) were caught in the staples of

the ferules on the cuspids, after which the ends of the other
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wires were forced into the holes in the lingual sides of the

ferules on the laterals. These staples, not clearly shown,

may be inferior to tubes.

This mechanism is effective, but as the tongue is liable

to be chafed by the wires, it is not so desirable as some

other mechanisms explained in this work.

Fig. 814.—Three incisors moved by an independent piece of spring steel "wire (A).

By Fig. 814 is illustrated an operation for moving into

line an outstanding right cuspid and central and one in-

standing lateral, and at the same time making more room

for the lateral by forcing the cuspid posteriorly, after hav-

ing first extracted the second bicuspid, and started the

first, posteriorly by a clamp-band.

The mechanism, which consisted of two ferules and a

piece of delicate spring-wire, was an improved modifica-

tion of Fauchard's strip of plate, its use being similar to

Fig. 815.—The mechanism repre-
sented in separate parts.

Fig. 816.—Berdmore's use of Fauchard's strip.

Drawn from description (1768).

Berdmore's use of the Fauchard strip. (See Fig. 816.)

Fig. 815 represents this piece of gold spectacle-bow wire

and two ferules. The wire spring was caught upon small
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hooks soldered to the lingual sides of the ferules f, f. One

of these ferules was cemented to the central and the other

to the cuspid. Arrows indicate the direction of the dif-

ferent movements of the teeth.^

This mechanism, in cases where the lack of space is

slight, is as effective as it is simple. Sometimes it is

necessary to have a third ferule placed on the lateral to

steady the wire spring. If possible to get along without

this third ferule, it is a better plan, because any ferule,

ever so thin, has thickness, and therefore a wider space is

required between the central and cuspid to accommodate

the instanding tooth.^

Fig. 817 illustrates an operation for moving outward an

upper right central, and inward the left central and right

Fig. 817.—Moving incisors by spring-wire, one end of whicli is soldered to one ferule,
the other end toeing free and resting in a hook on another ferule (A).

lateral. This simple mechanism, which is represented in

detail by Fig. 818, consists of two thin platinum ferules,

F, F, one-eighth of an inch in width, and a piece of gold

spring-wire, w, one end of which is soldered to one ferule

;

1 Thomas Berdmore, in 1768, thus describes what he thought to be his

mechanism, but which was really Fauchard's : "A thin, elastic gold plate of the

breadth of a watch-spring is placed on that side of the tooth which recedes

most from the proper Kne, and then the ends of it are fastened to the teeth on

either side, so that the bend of the spring may tend to press the irregular tooth

to its place." This writer does not tell how the ends of the spring were fast-

ened, but I surmise that it must have been by strings.

2 Gold spectacle-bow wire, of the kind used for this purpose, should be of

small size and very flexible. It can be obtained from opticians.
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1

the other ferule has a hook soldered to its lingual side to

hold the free end of the spring.

To apply this, the ferules are first cemented to the out-

standing teeth with phosphate of zinc, while in a sticky

Fig. 818.—The mechanism iu parts (A).

consistency; after this the free extremity of the straight

wire is sprung forward and caught in the hook on the

ferule on the left central.

Fig. 819 represents another improved modification of

the spring and ferule mechanism, acting upon the prin-

ciple of the Fauchard and the Berdmore strips. This

differs from the one last described (Fig. 818) in that both

ferules, f, f, are soldered to the spring-wire w, instead of

one. The mechanism has one advantage that the others

have not: while the power in the other wires moves the

teeth at right angles to itself only, this one (Fig. 820) acts

longitudinally as well as at right angles, i. e., it forces the

feruled teeth farther apart at the same time it moves the

middle one outward. It is a triplex-acting spring.

Figs. 819, 820.—Spring meelianisms for moTing an instanding tooth to line (A).

To apply the mechanism to the teeth, the wire w is

sprung so as to bring the ferules nearer to each other (as

shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 820), yet not sufficiently

to peimanentlybend or destroy the elasticity of the spring.

The elasticity of this wire when the ferules are forced
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npon the anchorage teeth, adjacent, is sufficient to cause

them to move farther apart, and make more room for the

instanding tooth to move up between them by the press-

ure of the middle part of the same wire upon it. This is

not only a very simple, but for some cases a very practi-

cable mechanism ; but it may be difficult to so manage it

that pain will not follow, and there is some liability of its

moving the anchor teeth out of line.

Fig. 821.—Moving outstanding centrals and instanding laterals to line toy a piece of
steel wire (A).

Fig. 821 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

forcing outstanding upper centrals posteriorly and instand-

ing laterals anteriorly.

The mechanism consisted of two ferules, f, f, on the

centrals, and a piece of straight steel spring-wire, w, of

sufficient length to reach across the laterals; it draws

upon the centrals and pushes upon the laterals. A hook

is soldered on the lingual side of each ferule to hold the

spring in place.^ The only drawback to this plan is that

the mechanism causes the teeth to crowd upon each other.

When, however, there is sufficient room somewhere in the

anterior part of the arch, this objection does not hold.

Fig. 822 illustrates an operation for moving instanding

upper laterals into line by a mechanism consisting of a

combination of that represented by Figs. 818-820, and one

1 This plau must be regarded, in some respects, as only a modification of

the Fauehard plan.
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by Dr. Talbot, represented by Fig. 824. This differs from

Talbot's mainly in that the spring has no coil. The fig-

FiG. 822.—Moving instanding laterals outward by a slight modification of one of
Talbot's mechanisms (A).

ure so plainly illustrates the operation that it needs no

further explanation. The drawback is clumsiness of the

spring.

Fig. 823 illustrates an operation for moving instanding

upper laterals outward by a bail-spring machine. Al-

though I thought that I originated this, I afterward ascer-

FiG. 823.—Moving laterals outward by a modification of one of Talbot's
mechanisms (A).

tained that it was only a slight modification of one pre-

viously devised by Dr. Talbot. (See Fig. 824.) This one

(Fig. 823) consisted of two ferules, each having a piece of

rectangular (hole) tubing soldered to it, to receive the

ends of the spring w, bent so that they could be sprung

into them, similar to the way in which the ends of a bucket

bail enter its ears.

When the mechanism was ready to apply to the teeth, the
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ferules were cemented on the laterals, after which the spring

was cramped so that the hook-shape extremities caught

into the sockets. These extremities were filed to corre-

spond with the shape of the socket holes.^ This wire, in

its tendency to return to its original form, acted upon

several teeth simultaneously, and in the directions indi-

cated by arrows.

The ends of the spring and the sockets (tubes) should

be so placed that the spring can lie close to the roof of the

mouth, in order that it may not be disturbed by the tongue

;

the angular form of the extremities fitting correspondingly

shaped sockets will tend to prevent falling of the spring.

The advantage expected from a detachable spring was that

the force could be easily increased against the teeth when

necessary.

Fig. 824.—Moving two instanding upper laterals outward by a V-sbape wire spring
liaving a coil (Talbot).

2

Fig. 824 illustrates a plan of an operation by Dr. E. S.

Talbot for moving outward the upper laterals. The mech-

anism consists of two thin platinum ferules and a de-

tachable steel-wire spring having a spiral coil. (The coil

1 To whom the credit belongs for first using sockets on ferules and clamp-

bands, for lodging the ends of spring-wires and screw-jacks, has not yet been

ascertained. The author, in 1874, made use of pits in ferules and clamp-bands,

and in 1879 constructed sockets for the same purpose. Some of these sockets

were soldered directly to the ferules, others were connected by links. Several

of them are represented in the dental journals. Some are given in Part VI.,

p. 241, Fig. 127. I think, however, that the credit of originating the bail-spring

having a coil in it, as represented in Fig. 824, should be given to Dr. Talbot.

2 From the "Dental Cosmos," May, 1886, p. 213.
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is made by tightly winding the middle part of the wire

around a cylinder firmly held in a vise.) The ends of the

spring, which are bent in the form shown in Fig. 825, rest

'\
Fig. 825.—The Talbot spring.

in holes bored in the ferules. In this mechanism the

spring plays in these holes like the bail in the ears of a

bucket.^

When the mechanism was ready to apply, the ferules

were cemented on the laterals so that the holes in them

faced each other, after which the wire was cramped so

that its ends entered the holes. The bow was then swung

close to the palatine tissues, and left there. When the

spring had nearly spent its elasticity it was removed from

the ferules, the extremities pulled farther apart, and then

it was returned.

The direction of force from a V-spring like this, or those

previously represented, depends somewhat upon the shape

and size of the curve, and on the point at which it bears

on the teeth. This will be explained later.

Fig. 826 illustrates another and similar operation by

Dr. Talbot. This one was also for moving an instanding

lateral to line by a spiral-coiled wire spring, the ends of

which rested in holes in two ferules. Having shaped the

steel wire as shown in Fig. 827, one end was sprung into

1 Of course the principle of spring action in this and all similar ones is

similar to that in the Fauehard-Berdmore strip. Since Talbot devised a de-

tachable coil-spring in combination with ferides, several other dentists have

made claims for originality in various modifications of them, some of which

claims are too broad.
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a little socket soldered to a thin platinum ferule cemented

on the instanding lateral, and the other end into a similar

socket on a ferule on a molar on the opposite side.

Fig. 826.—Moving a right lateral outward by an independent Fig. 827.—The spring,
wire spring anchored toy a molar-ferule (Taltoot).!

To render this spring sufficiently firm, the socket on

the molar-ferule must be made longer than is represented

in the figure ; it should be about one-eighth of an inch in

length. To prevent the spring from turning, the socket

should be oval or rectangular. This mechanism is the same

in principle of construction as that represented by Fig. 824.

1 From the "Dental Cosmos."



CHAPTEE LXXXI.

MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY SPRING-WIRE ANCH-
ORED TO CRIBS AND TO CLAMP-BANDS.

THE DELABAKEE CEIB, SCHANGE CRIB, LACHAISE CEIB, EVANS CRIB,

" ATKINSON CRIB," AND THE CLAMP-BAND.—THEIR RELATIVE

VALUE.—OPERATIONS FOR MOVING OFFSTANDING TEETH

BY SPRING-WIRE ATTACHED TO CLAMP-BAND ANCHORS.

—

MOVING A LATERAL AND TWO CUSPIDS AT THE SAME TIME

BY TWO SPRINGS.—MOVING TWO LATERALS OUTWARD TO

LINE BY COMPENSATING-SPRINGS ANCHORED TO ONE

CLAMP-BAND.—MOVING A LATERAL AND A BICUSPID BY A

STRAIGHT AND A HOOK SPRING.—MAKING ROOM FOR TWO

INSTANDING UPPER LATERALS BY HOOK-SPRINGS.—SIDE-

GRIP ANCHORS.—THE BOX-PLATE GRIP.

HAVINGr in the two preceding chapters explained

several operations for the correction of incisors by

wire springs in combination with plates and with ferules

as anchors, there now remain for consideration operations

for moving teeth by spring-wire in combination with other

kinds of anchors called the " crib," the clamp-band, and

the ferule. The crib, which is old, is simply a basket-like

clasp made to embrace one or more crowns of teeth. Some

cribs are made of narrow strips of plate, and others of

round wire. All these cribs have a spring-like action and

hold themselves upon the teeth. The clamp-band is not a

877
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spring-clamp, but simply an anchor-band tightened upon

the anchorage teeth by a screw.

As mentioned in a previous chapter, Delabarre, in 1826,

published the plan of a wire crib used on side teeth for

the purpose of keeping the antagonizing teeth apart while

other teeth were being regulated by strings. This crib

probably suggested to later operators the use of cribs

for anchoring metallic springs. Among the first to take

advantage of the crib for anchorage were Evans, Schange,

and, later, Lachaise. (Linderer, 1848.) Dr. J. L. "Williams

used the crib about 1854, later Dr. W. H. Atkinson and

Dr. Merrall used it about 1871. Recently Dr. Jackson

has adopted and made sonie use of the round-wire crib.

The highest point of excellence in the principle of cribs

was reached by Schange and Lachaise, but this principle

is practically the same as in the Delabarre round-wire

crib. All later wire cribs are the same or but slight modi-

fications of these three. Several of the best of my own

mechanisms are anchored by cribs made upon the Schange

principle, but I generally prefer the clamp-band. In 1878

was published a transverse screw crib devised by myself

(see Part VI., Fig. 287A), but I seldom use it now.

Fig. 828.—Tlie Delaljarre crib (1826). Fig. 829.—The Delabarre crib as applied.

Fig. 828 represents the Delabarre crib. This was made

of six pieces of wire bent and soldered together as shown.

(Fig. 828.) When ready to apply it was forced over the

side teeth as shown in Fig. 829, the lower wires hugging

tightly their necks.
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Fig. 830 represents the crib used b}^ Scliange, and Fig.

831 that by Lachaise. These are made of narrow strips of

plate bent and filed so as to fit closely the sides and sulci

Fig. 830.—The crib of Schange
(published in 1848).

Fig. 831.—The crib of Lachaise, a modification of
the Schange crib (published in 1848).

of the anchor teeth. To these anchors were attached strips,

strings, and rubber, connecting themwith teeth to be moved.

Figs. 832 and 833 represent cribs, as used by Atkinson,

for moving irregular front teeth to line. As will be

Fig. 832.—The full crib (1877-79). Fig. 833.—The single crib
and spring.

seen, the one represented by Fig. 833 is similar to a part

of the one represented by Fig. 832.^ In some cases, where

the teeth, have small necks, such, crib-anchors are prac-

1 Dr. Atkinson personally informed the author that he thought that he

had used cribs since 1870. He would not say that he originated them. The

form of this crib resembles somewhat that designed by the Phoenician dentist,

400 B. C. (See Part H., p. 35, Fig. 9.)
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ticable, as the grip is sufficient to even hold wire springs

(Fig. 833), if skilfully made. If bunglingly made, how-

ever (as most of them that I have seen are), they cannot

in any way be regarded as equal to many other mechan-

isms. The advantage of crib-anchors is their cheapness

and the ease with which they can be applied and removed

for altering the form of the springs.

Figs. 834, 835.—The author's modification with springs.

The author's crib, represented by Fig. 834, is only a

slight modification of the Delabarre and Schange crib.

The improvement does not lie in connecting the middle of

the two side pieces of round wire by a curved piece of

spring-wire to cause grip, but in connecting the anterior

or the posterior ends of the two side pieces of wire by a

piece of very thin ribbon of rolled wire. The ribbon when

in use rests between the side teeth, to prevent the crib from

being drawn, or pushed out of place, when the force acts

forward or backward. Simply uniting the ends of the

binding parts on the sides of the teeth is not new, as it is

shown in Schange's crib—where the two side pieces and

the end piece are made of one strip of plate ; the differ-

ence lies in the use of very thin elastic ribbon instead of

thick rigid plate. The spring part is made of hard gold.

The principle of this side grip is the same as that in

Schange's, and later in some of the older of modern anch-

ors; for instance, box-plates covering and gripping the

crowns of teeth. The Schange crib was probably sug-

gested by swaging plates for inclined planes (for cover-
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1

ing front teeth), and making tliem skeleton-like to per-

mit some parts of the enclosed teeth to appear through

holes. Fig. 835 represents the author's plan of attaching

hook-springs to this crib for drawing back bicuspids.

Side-grip Anchors.—The box-plate is not a new inven-

tion. C. A. Harris, in his work, mentions the covering of

all the lower teeth, as far back as the molars, by plates

;

this was done to anchor it firmly to the teeth. About

this time was also introduced the hard-rubber box-plate,

which constituted a still firmer anchor. As with the

Delabarre crib, the grip of the box-plate is on the necks

of the teeth, and especially those parts of the necks of

each two teeth near their approximal sides. Observe that

this grip (unlike that of the longitudinal screw clamp-

band) does not force the teeth tightly together, but leaves

them standing in their normal relations to one another,

whether they be in contact or a little way apart.

The cribs suggested by Richardson, as well as by Schange

and Lachaise, have their merit in this side grip. It is also

the same kind of grip that was sought and obtained by the

author in his transverse screw clamp-bands before referred

to. The fish-tail and spear-headed clasps for holding plates

in place, as used by Tomes, and later by Kingsley and

others, act upon the same principle ; i. e., the metallic fin-

gers, with spear-shape projections from the plates, which

extended between or over the crowns of side teeth, bore

upon the buccal sides of the teeth. Although round steel

wire for cribs had gone nearly out of use, it has of late

been somewhat revived by several dentists, among whom
is Jackson. I do not believe, however, that steel wire will

supersede "German silver" and gold, because these are

easier to manipulate, and can be as easily soldered. The

advantage claimed for the former is cheapness. Gold cribs,
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besides being equally effective, are more artistic, and will

not blacken by use ; nor are they too costly for the purpose.

Belative Value of Cribs and Bands.—In a large major-

ity of cases the value of a side-grip anchor, whether it

be a crib or a transverse screw clamp-band, is not equal

to a longitudinal screw clamp-band; and valuable as i^

the ferule, it also is not equal to it for powerful draughts.^

Longitudinal clamp-bands are not only firmer anch-

ors for wire springs, but when wire rings or hooks are

added they are more useful, because their firmness can be

relied upon. Especially is this true as against ferules, be-

cause they can stand a strain that would loosen ferules by

crumbling the cement ; again, they never turn the anchor

teeth ; still, ferules and side-grip anchors have their uses,

and should never become obsolete. (See Evening-cribs.)

Fig. 836.—Moving a lateral outward toy spring-wire anchored to a clamp-band (A),

Fig. 836 illustrates an operation for moving an instand-

ing right upper lateral into line by a wire spring attached

to a clamp-band serving as the anchor. A second mech-

anism (which was invented several years earlier than the

crib and spring represented by Fig. 833) consisted of a

1 The ferule has been dwelt upon somewhat in Part VI., pp. 241, 339,

but it will be further treated later in this Part.
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straight piece of gold spring-wire, one end being threaded

and screwed to the anchor-band. Both nuts on this

clamp-band were double. (See Fig. 837.) In the anterior

nut both the holes were smooth, while in the posterior one

Fig. 837.—Double-nut clamp-band (A).

both were screw-cut. One of these holes in each nut

was for the clamp-band bolt; the other for the spring,

which, when applied, was projected through the outer-

most (smooth) hole in the anterior nut, and then screwed

tightly into the outermost hole in the posterior nut. The

free extremity of the wire extended forward from the

clamp-band and rested on the cuspid and central, forming

a line over the instanding lateral. This wire was sprung

inward toward the instanding tooth, and caught upon a

hook soldered to the labial surface of a platinum ferule

cemented on it. The dotted lines show the position and

form of the wire as it appeared before being caught under

the hook. This spring is made of wire not larger in size

than the smallest pin.

Fig. 838 illustrates two attempts to move a left lateral,

two cuspids, and the centrals, by wire springs soldered to

a clamp-band. This mechanism (which was made and

used by a dentist who misunderstood my instructions

about constructing it) did not work properly. It is pre-

sented more as a lesson on the error of not applying com-

pensating-forces between teeth to be moved and the

anchor teeth than as an example to follow. In this opera-

tion the left cuspid was moved back-by the repeated tight-
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ening of the clamp-band before the other cuspid and

the hiteral were acted upon Ly the springs. Neither of

the springs was soldered to the clamp-band until the left

cuspid had been drawn back sufficiently far to make ample

space for the lateral. This being accomplished, the springs

Figs. 838, 839.—Moving an upper lateral and tlie cuspids and centrals \)j gold-
Tvire springs ancliored to a clamp-band (A).

were added, and so bent that they bore upon and moved

both the outstanding left lateral and the instanding right

cuspid in the directions indicated by arrows in Fig. 838.

Compensafing-'bearings.—It is obvious that any marked

alteration in the size of the clamp-band (made by keeping

it tight on the cuspid) might disturb the proper bearing

of the spring on the lateral. Besides,. the back force of

both springs in one direction would also tend to move the

anterior teeth in the clamp-band outward. To avoid this

it was necessary to oppositely brace the anchorage. This

was done with partial success by adding wire to the lin-

gual side of the anchor-band, so as to extend anteriorly

and posteriorly and rest against the centrals and the molar.

The anterior part of this wire only is shown in Fig.

839.

Fig. 840 illustrates a third step in an operation for mov-

ing two upper laterals outward to line by compensating-

springs anchored to one clamp-band. The first step in the
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operation was to extract tlie second bicuspids, which stood

inside their proper positions. The next step was to move

back the first bicuspids ; this was accompHshed by two gold

clamp-bands anchored to the first molars as represented.

After this step had been completed a platinum ferule

was cemented to each of the instanding laterals, to hold

Fig. 840.—Moving instanding laterals to line witli compensating-springs (A).

the ends of the two compensating-springs in place upon

them. The other ends of the wires were soldered to the

lingual side of the left clamp-band as shown. One of

these springs (represented in white) was soldered to the

posterior part of the anchor-band, and the other one (rep-

resented in black) was soldered to its anterior part.

When the springs (which were of hard-gold wire) were

ready they were so bent that they would bear upon these

teeth in nearly opposite directions as indicated by arrows.^

By this plan the influence of one of the springs upon

the anchor teeth was opposed by that of the other, and

this compensation of forces prevented the anchor teeth

(the bicuspid and molar) from moving out of hue.

To prevent the springs from slipping off the ferules on

the laterals, the end of the longer (black) spring rested in

a socket soldered to the lingual side of the right ferule,

1 In this case the cuspids moved back naturally, but in a large majority of

cases this self-movement of the cuspids is not sufficiently rapid ; therefore I

generally move the cuspids back before attempting to move other teeth.

56*
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while the shorter spring simply rested sidewise against

the left tooth, just above the ferule.

To reduce the inconvenience of the longer spring to. the

minimum, it was curved upward to correspond with the

shape of the palatine arch.^

i^/

Fig. 841.—Making room for an instanding upper lateral, and moving it to line by
wire springs anchored to a clamp-band (A).

Fig. 841 illustrates a case of irregularity of the teeth of

an ill-willed child. It consisted of an instanding left upper

lateral and an outstanding adjacent cuspid. To make

room for these teeth it was necessary to first extract the

second bicuspid and then move the first bicuspid upon its

territory.

The mechanism used consisted of a straight piece of

spring gold wire, s, and another of hook form, h, both of

which were anchored to a clamp-band, b. This was used

to prevent the child from picking and dislodging it from

the tefeth without causing pain. The size of the wire of

which the long spring was made was less than that of

the smallest pin (very delicate), while that constituting

the hook-spring was stiifer and of the size of a large pin.

1 This mechanism is like the one described in Part VI., p. 268. Con-

cerning the construction and application of clamp-bands, see Part VI.,

pp. 23G, 237.
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Both were made from broken spectacle-bows. The hook-

spring for moving back the first bicuspid was fixed to

the anterior end of the lingual side of the clamp-band by

(soft) solder, while the other spring was (soft-)soldered to

the buccal side. The figure represents the mechanism as

having been entirely constructed at one time. The out-

side spring s was not added until after the hook-spring

had been used. The hook was made to catch on the an-

terior side of the first bicuspid, to draw it toward the

molar. About meddling with this spring by the patient

I will speak later.

To make room for inserting this spring (in the early

part of the operation) a space was caused by a wooden

wedge, w, forced between the cuspid and bicuspid. This

seemed necessary, though it was at the risk of crowding

the cuspid still farther upon the territory of the lateral.

When this tooth (bicuspid) had been moved sufficiently to

make ample space for the instanding lateral, the other

spring, s, was applied and brought into use. This deli-

cate wire (the natural position of which is represented by a

dotted line) was sprung down between the cuspid and cen-

tral, and caught in a hook-staple on a gold ferule, that

was cemented upon the instanding lateral. The elasticity

of this wire caused the lateral to move into its proper place.

Fig. 842 illustrates the second step in an operation for

moving two instanding upper laterals to line. The first

step consisted simply in extracting the right second bicus-

pid and the left first bicuspid ; the second, in drawing the

left cuspid and right first bicuspid posteriorly, by spring-

wire hooks anchored to clamp-bands, which embraced the

side teeth posterior to them, as shown. The third step was

the application of the third spring to the right cuspid, and

the fourth step, the addition of a long-band (not shown).
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On the left anchor-band there was only one spring-hook,

while on the right band there were two. The left hook

and one of the right ones (lingual) were attached to the

clamp-bands by square lugs. This was to aid in prevent-

ing these hooks from turning, through interference by the

tongue. The main aid was from hammering flat the poste-

Fig. 842.—Making room by hook-springs for correcting instandlng laterals (A).

rior extremities of the hook-wires to about one-eighth of

an inch in width, to rest against the flat clamp-bands. The

third hook was attached by being screwed into a nut on

the buccal side of the clamp-band. All these hooks were

attached to the teeth to be moved by staples soldered to

ferules cemented on them. The right cuspid-hook was

applied after the bicuspid had been moved. The bicuspid-

hook was left as a retainer while the cuspid-hook was

doing its work on the cuspid. The long-band (not

shown) was subsequently added to the clamp-bands to

serve as anchor to rubber rings for moving the laterals

outward. The right anchor teeth were moved forward

somewhat, but not sufficiently far to interfere with suc-

cess.

Object of Hook-springs.—The chief value of these spring-

hooks is found in treating cases of disobedient and unin-

telligent patients who continually pick at regulating mech-
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anisms. This case was that of a girl about twelve years

of age, who was not intellectually bright. I first tried

other kinds of mechanisms, but did not succeed with the

operation (because of this peculiarity of the patient) until

these self-acting springs were substituted. Though she

attempted to remove them, the pain she caused herself

soon led her to cease meddling, through fear of repeti-

tion of pain. With these the operation was completed

quite successfully.



CHAPTER LXXXII.

MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY PLAIN AND BY SCAL-
LOP WIRE WITHOUT PLATES FOR ANCHORS.

MECHANISMS OPERATED BY THE POWER OF CORRUGATED STRIPS

OF PLATE,—OTHERS OPERATED BY SCALLOP WIRE ANCH-

ORED BY FERULES, CRIBS, AND CLAMP-BANDS.

FOR the correction of one or two front teeth that pro-

trude there are several mechanisms, but the ones

generally preferred mainly rest upon the labial surfaces.

Bell, in 1830, mentioned the use of a strip of plate an-

chored to the side teeth. The strip was bent in and out

to conform somewhat to the outline of the surface of the

dental arch.

Fig. 843 represents the appearance of a strip, before

being corrugated, by Dr. Byrnes. This mechanism, which

is a modification of one by Desirabode (1823),^ is made as

follows: Two gold ferules, of a size that would closely

embrace two or more side teeth (say a second bicuspid

and first molar on each side of the arch), are connected by

a strip of plate to rest along the outside of the front teeth.

When applied to the teeth this strip is corrugated (as sug-

gested by Salter) by being pressed upon by an instrument

at places off against the valley spaces between the teeth

1 See Part VI., p. 337.
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over which it rests. This bending forms a series of small

drawing-springs. When the tension of the strip is spent

it is taken off the teeth, rebent, and then replaced. Some-

times the strip should be annealed, cut shorter, resoldered,

Fig. 843.—Long-band having two closed anchor-bands (Byrnes).

and then be reapplied. Occasionally the pressure may be

advantageously increased by a block of wood or rubber

inserted (as suggested by Tomes) between the strip and

the teeth, at places where the force is desired.

Scallop-ivire Mechanisms.—In Part VI., pp. 265-270 and

383, are represented several mechanisms acting by zigzag

springs with crutch-anchors, and also in combination with

band and plate anchors. We will now consider other

mechanisms having zigzag springs. Next in value to the

screw-acting mechanisms I place a class which I denomi-

nate scallop-ivire mechanisms, devised by myself. By these

mechanisms the force can be governed to push or to pull,

the greater value, however, lying in their pushing qualities.

The character of the force may be derived from elastic

wire, but the best results come from firm action derived

from rigid wire. The pushing force of the zigzag wire is

made greater by increasing the size of the scallops, and

the pulling force by decreasing their size. The wire has

but few zigzag curves or scallops, generally only one or

two, the remainder of the wire being plain. For anchors

I sometimes use cribs (Schange), but generally I prefer

clamp-bands for moving only one or two teeth, but for a
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greater number I prefer hard-rubber plates ancliored by

clamp-bands. Upon the same principle very excellent re-

taining-plates can be made. (See Retaining Mechanisms,

Part XX.)

Fig. 844.—Meclianisra for pusMng force (A).

Fig. 844 represents a small skeleton mechanism for

moving an instanding upper central incisor forward. It

consists of a clamp-band for anchor, and a stiff piece of

wire. After having bent zigzag one extremity of this

wire, the end is soldered to the anterior part of the lingual

side of the band as shown. This wire is then slightly

curved toward the instanding tooth, and the end fitted

into a hole or a socket in a ferule, w, cemented on it. The

relation of this point of bearing to the central to be

moved depends upon the direction the tooth must take.

If it is directly outward the bearing should be on the

middle part of the lingual side of it; but if the tooth

is to be turned also, then the bearing should be to one

side of the middle part. To increase or to maintain the

proper pressure the zigzag part of the wire is slightly

straightened.

In Part XVI. may be found represented a similar mechan-

ism for turning a cuspid. This mechanism differs from the

other in that it draws upon the tooth to be moved, instead

of pushing it.

Fig. 845 represents a mechanism of this class for mov-
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ing forward instanding upper centrals. The difference

between this and the last ones described is mainly in the

anchors. Instead of ferules or clamp-bands we have a modi-

fication of the Schange crib (1848).^ My improvement in

the crib is confined to the uniting of the anterior ends of

Fig. 845.—Mechanism for moving forward the centrals (A).

the biting-arms by a thin ribbon of rolled-gold wire to

bear against the anterior sides of the first molars. This

prevents the crib from being forced posteriorly when the

bow is applied to the centrals. This bow, like the wire

last described, is held on the centrals by ferules.

Fig. 846.—Mechanism for widening the cuspid parts of the arch (A).

Fig. 846 represents a mechanism for widening the cus-

pid region. The force upon these teeth is caused by

straightening the corrugated part of the wire. The bow

is held to the cuspids by ferules.

1 The Schange crib was published in German language by Linderer in 1848.
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Fig. 847 illustrates an operation for enlarging the ante-

rior part of the upper arch. The wire bow was held on

the centrals and cuspids by ferules. The force against

Fig. 847.—EDlarging the upper arch (A).

the six front teeth (see arrows outside the arch) was given

by the posterior corrugations of the wire. The movement

of the side teeth was caused by the buccal anchor-wires,

and that of the cuspids by the anterior corrugation. To

increase the force upon any of the teeth the corresponding

parts were rebent. (For several other coiTugated-wire

mechanisms, refer to the Index.)



CHAPTEE LXXXIII.

PLANS OF MOVING UPPER INCISORS BY METALLIC
LONG-BANDS, AS MADE AND APPLIED BY THE
EARLY DENTISTS, AND AS MADE AND USED BY
MODERN DENTISTS.

THE PLANS OF MECHANISMS BY BOUEDET, DESIRABODE, BELL,

HARKIS, GODDAED, FOX, AND THE AUTHOE.—DIFFEEENT

PLANS OF ATTACHING STEINGS TO LONG-BANDS FOE DEAL-

ING UPON TEETH.—THIMBLE-CEOWNS AND COEEUGATED

STEIPS.—MO\TNG INCISOES BY THE OLD-STIXE LONG-BAND

IN COMBINATION WITH EUBBEE EINGS.—MOVING INCISOES

BY THE NEW KINDS OF LONG-BANDS IN COMBINATION WITH

EUBBEE EINGS.

4 S elsewhere said, the long-band of to-day may be re-

J\. garded as a modification of the Bourdet long-strip of

plate, which, again, is only a modification of the Fauchard

short-strip, of sufficient length to embrace three or

four front teeth only. The long-band generally extends

sufficiently far back on the buccal sides to include

from ten teeth to nearly the entire length of the dental

arch. The long, narrow strip of Bourdet was "pierced

throughout its length with holes for strings." Strings,

then, were not only used to cause traction upon the front

teeth to be moved, but were also used as anchors to hold

the extremities of the strip to the side teeth. By the best

modern operators strings are not used as anchors, but, in-

stead, some form of metallic anchors, such as clasps, fer-

895
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ules (Desirabode), knob-bands (Harris), thimble-crowns

(Desirabode), cribs (Schange), clamp-bands (Farrar), takes

their place.

Bourdet and Fox.—Bourdet, in describing the long-strips

of flat plate, seems to have regarded them as his inven-

tion; but they only differ from Fauchard's in that they

are longer.

Figs. 848, 849.—Side views of Bourdet's metallic strips (1786).

Figs. 848 and 849 (photo-electrotyped from diagrams in

Bourdet's book) represent two of his strips. Regarding

Bourdet's use of these strips, see accompanying foot-

note.i

Fig. 850, drawn by the author, represents what was evi-

1 Bourdet (1786) says: "When the canines and incisors of the lower jaw

protrude against the lip . . . the deformity may be corrected by the use of

strips of plate. To put the upper teeth in their proper anterior position, and

to draw back the lower ones, two semicircular strips must be made, which sur-

round the teeth from the second molar on one side to the same tooth on the

other side. Each strip should be pierced with twenty small holes, which, when
the device is applied, ought to be exactly opposite the teeth which are to be

placed in order, so that the thread caught in the two holes which serve for

each tooth may draw it toward the strip. The strip of plate for the upper jaw
will, of course, be larger than that for the lower, and it will be placed outside,

toward the lip ; while that for the lower jaw will be placed inside the dental

arch, toward the tongue. As to the lower. strip, each thread will form a loop

on the strip's posterior face, and the ends which pass between all the teeth

will fall outside and be tied each on its own tooth."

Following this, Bourdet gives a minute detailed description of the tying of
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dently intended to be the form of the Bourdet strip when
applied. To quote Bourdet's language, Fig. 848 represents

the " strip of plate for correcting teeth of the upper jaw
when those of the lower project so as to cover them, a, a,

curves [horns] in the strip to fit around the [anchor] teeth

that serve as points of support, b, loops made by the

Fig. 850.—Edge view of the Bourdet long-band (1786).

threads which pass between the teeth and hold them to

the strip. Fig. 849, anchor-strip of plate to fit on the in-

side of the lower jaw. c, c, curves in the strip which rest

on the teeth that are in line, d, loops of thread on the

concave surface of the strip."

About seventeen years later (1803) Mr. Fox described a

mechanism consisting of a " strip " having gags attached

to it. This mechanism differs mainly from Bourdet's in

the addition of blocks of ivory or bone. This modifica-

tion is now obsolete, yet, as it is the forerunner of the

Desirabode thimble-crown anchor and gag combined, brief

each thread, which is so trifling that it is unnecessary to quote it here. He
then continues as follows :

"Nearly the same process is followed with the strip of plate on the lower

jaw. The threads are passed in and out in the same manner, and then tied

and knotted on the teeth. These strings should be removed and retightened

twice a week, until the teeth have resumed their proper position—that is to

say, until the teeth of the upper jaw are drawn forward, so that no part of

them is hidden behind those of the lower jaw. When this operation is properly

performed . . . the improvement is so great that the patient is hardly recog-

nizable.

" Strips of plate ought to be of gold—never of silver, which turns black in

the mouth."

57
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mention of it is made. As shown in Tig. 851, these blocks,

B, B, were riveted to short strips of gold plate soldered at

right angles to the strip l. These blocks were used to

hold the jaws apart while iustanding front upper teeth

were being drawn over the lower by strings connecting

them with the strip.i

Fig. 851.—The long-strip in comtoi- Fig. 852.—niustrating the mechanism while
nation with gag-toloclis, as used by drawing upper incisors forward by strings
Fox (1803). tied to the strip of plate (Fox, 1814).

Fig. 852, copied from the work of Fox, illustrates the

application of this mechanism. In explanation of its use

Fox says :
" To remove the form of irregularity above

mentioned, two objects must be accomplished: one, to

apply a force which shall act constantly on the irregular

tooth and bring it forward ; the other, to remove that ob-

struction which the under teeth (by coming before the

upper) always occasion." ^

1 "Natural History of Human Teeth," 1814.

2 Mr. Fox further says :
" The first of these objects may be attained by the

application of an instrument adapted to the arch, which, being attached to

some strong teeth on each side, will furnish a fixed point in front to which a

ligature (previously fastened on the irregular tooth) may be applied, and thus,

by occasionally renewing it, a constant pressure is preserved and the tooth

may be drawn forward.

" The second object, that of removing the resistance of the under teeth, must

be attained by placing some intervening substance between the teeth of the

upper and lower jaws, so as to prevent them from completely closing and being

an obstruction to the coming forward of the irregular tooth.

" This instrument [long-band] may be made of gold or silver. It should be

so strong as not easily to bend. If about one-sixteenth of an inch in breadth,

and of proportionate thickness, it will be sufiiciently firm. This bar of gold

must be bent to the form of the arch, and should be large enough to reach to
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Long-hands and AncJiors by Desirabode, Bell, Goddard,

To})ies, Harris, and the Author.—Goddard (1844) mentions

the anchoring of strips of plate to the teeth by gold

clasps, but Desirabode (1823), twenty-one years earlier,

anchored his long-bands by ferules. Desirabode,^ however,

devoted only a few lines to the regulation of teeth. Tomes,

in his early work, gives a description of a long-band anch-

ored to a box roof-plate. This class of bow-plates will be

found explained in Part XIX. Of the long-strip (long-

band), Desirabode writes as follows :
" Whatever modern

authors m.eij say, . . . claiming it as their own invention,

and supposing that they have solved a problem never be-

fore thought of, it is nevertheless true that it was known

to the ancients [!];... if our predecessors have not de-

rived as much benefit from it as ourselves, it was be-

cause they did not avail themselves of firm points of sup-

port [anchorage]—a first condition in all apparatus of

replacement."

the temporary molars, which are the teeth to which it is to be tied. Holes are

to be drilled in it at those places where ligatures are required, which will be

at places opposed to the teeth designed to be. the fixed points, and also at

points opposite to the place where the irregular tooth or teeth are situated.

Then to the bar a small, square piece of ivory is to be connected by means of

a little piece of gold, which may be fastened to the ivory and the bar by two

rivets. This piece of ivory passes under the grinding surfaces of the upper

teeth, is kept there fixed, and prevents the teeth from closing, and conse-

quently takes off all obstruction in front.

" The bar [long-band] is to be attached by a strong silk ligature to the teeth

at the sides, so that, if possible, it may remain tight as long as it is required.

A ligature is then to be tied around the irregular tooth, and the ends, being

brought through the holes in the bar, are to be tied in a firm knot. In two or

three days this ligature must be removed and a new one applied. The tooth

will soon be perceived to move. A fresh ligature must be used every three or

four days, in order to keep up a constant pressure sufficiently powerful to bring

the tooth into a line with the others.

" The same mode of treatment is to be observed whether there be one, two,

or three teeth growing in a similar manner."
1 " Surgeon-dentist to Charles X. of France." This author's book is of con-

siderable value to the dental historian.
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Figs. 853 and 854 represent Desirabode's mechanisms.

Their construction is given in the following translation:

"Let us suppose an incisor thrown forward, and having

space enough to permit it to be reduced into line. We
take the mould of the defective dental arch. Then, upon

the posterior and anterior faces of the teeth, we adapt a

bandelette of gold somewhat narrower than the height of

Fig. 853.—Double long-band with ferule- Fig. 854.—Double long-band with thim-
anchors (Desirabode, 1823). ble-crown anchors (besirabode, 1823).

the teeth, but touching them all along the alveolar bor-

der, terminating at each of its extremities with a kind of

bracelet [ferule], or, better still, with a true cap [thiml)le-

crown], which envelops the two last molars upon which

we wish to take a firm support. Before applying this

little apparatus we pierce each band with two holes in the

horizontal direction, and precisely at the point correspond-

ing to the irregular or oblique tooth. Finall}^, when it is

applied, we pass through the holes a thread of raw silk,

waxed, or of platina (wire), and twist it around the tooth

to be replaced." ^

Evidently his object in using two strips was to tie out-

standing teeth to the posterior strip, and the in standing

to the anterior.-

1 "Science and Art of the Dentist," by Desirabode, as 'translated by C. A.

Harris.

2 The principle of the double long-band in the days of Desirabode (1823) was
probably borrowed from Fauchard's base for the support of artificial teeth.

(See Fig. 22, Part II., p. 53.)
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1

Thomas Bell (1830).—In referring to the Fox mechan-

ism, Mr. Bell, in his work, explains what he regards as an

improvement upon it made by himself. Instead of mak-

ing the long-band in the form of a regular arch, he cor-

rugates it upon a cast ("brass") of the dental arch, so

that it will conform with the " depressions and elevations

presented by the teeth," with the exception of the middle

part, which does not rest in contact with the teeth to be

moved.^ (See Fig. 855.)

Gold Thimhle-crowns and the Corrugated Strip (1823-30).

—Instead of holding the jaws a short distance apart by

blocks of ivory or bone (referring to the Fox blocks). Bell

Fig. 855.—Plan of moving forward lower incisors by strings, thimbles, and corrugated
long-band (Bell, 1830).

used gold thimble-crowns. These were not soldered to

the strip, however, as suggested by Desirabode seven

years earlier, but were applied to the teeth independently

of the strip. He describes the thimble-crown as "a sim-

ple cap of gold, made to fit accurately to a molar tooth." ^

Bell, as did Bourdet forty years earlier, tied the extrem-

ities of the strip to the side teeth with strings. Mr. Bell

evidently believed that he originated the corrugated strip

1 "Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the Teeth," 1830.

2 See p. 101, same treatise (Bell).

57*
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and the independent thimble-crown, but Desirabode had

ah'eady described the strip and thimble severalyears earlier.^

Harris, in 1839, also refers to the use of gold thimble-

crowns as follows :
" For the last twelve or fifteen years

many practitioners, both in England and America, have

substituted caps of gold for the blocks of ivory, . . . and

instead of simply bending [curving] the bar [long-band]

they now stamp it between a metallic cast and die, so that

all parts except those immediately opposite the irregular

teeth may be perfectly adapted to the dental circle. The

caps of gold are entirely disconnected from the bar [long-

band]. They were placed on the deciduous molars, and

sometimes on the first adult molars. As these cajDS pre-

vent the teeth from coming together, mastication is per-

formed on themy

In the days of Bell and Harris these thimble-crowns

were made (for permanent use) substantially in the same

way as at the present time. For keeping the jaws apart

nothing superior to them has since been invented.

As previously mentioned, Desirabode described in 1823

the soldering of the extremities of the long-band to " caps

which embraced the last two molars." Harris, who wrote

sixteen years later, also mentions that to secure sufficient

firmness of an inside band he used gold caps so made that

they would cover two teeth on each side.^

Fig. 856 represents Desirabode's "true cap" for two

molar teeth. In a later edition of Harris's work (1850,

p. 165), while explaining the long-band mechanism, he de-

scribes the construction of the double "caps" thus: "A

1 By the above remarks it will be seen that the gold thimble-crown so ex-

tensively used at the present day is no new invention.

2 Harris also moved incisors in both jaws posteriorly, by the aid of inside

strips of plate. (See chapters on Correction of Lower Incisors, Part XV., Sec-

tion B.)
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gold plate of the ordinarj^ thickness should be swaged up

over the first and second molars, if the latter has made its

appearance, and if not, over the second bicuspid and first

molar on each side of the jaw, so as to completely encase

these teeth." If, when applying these caps to the teeth.

Fig. 856.—Double Cap (Desirabode, 1823).

they should not be found sufiiciently thick to prevent the

front teeth from coming together, he says " a piece of gold

plate should be soldered on that part of each which covers

the grinding surfaces of the teeth." In addition to this he

says practically the same as he did in his first edition

(1839), that a small gold hioh may he soldered on each side

of such a cap for attachment of silk ligatures.

While Harris speaks favorably of caps in combination

with strips (long-bands), as being firmer and less uncom-

fortable to wear than the strip tied with strings, I think

he does not mention Desirabode's description of such

anchors or their combination with bows. (See Fig. 857.)

Fig. 857.—a single " strip " of plate soldered to Desi- Fig. 858,—A similar mechanism
rabode's gold double " caps " (Harris). (from Tomes).'

Fig. 858 represents a mechanism made similar to the

Harris modification (1839) of Desirabode's (1823).

1 Tomes's " System of Dental Surgery."
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Fig. 859 illustrates an operation upon the upper teeth

performed by Harris in 1844. Although Dr, Harris in his

text does not clearly explain the connection of the long-

band with the caps, it is fair to presume that, as he trans-

^ <f

Fig. 859.—Upper teeth moved in different directions by tying them with strings to a
long-toand in combination with gold thimble-crowns (Harris, 1850).

i

lated Desirabode's original French work into English, he

must have known of, and probabljT" adopted that combina-

tion. This is further made evident by Fig. 859, taken

from his work.^

1 From Chapin A. Harris's "Principles and Practice of Dental Surgery,"

1850.

2 As the process is based upon a principle sometimes adopted in modem
practice, a quotation from his work is given. Including a clause in which a

clearer description of the mechanism might proiitably have been given, he says :

" Without going into a minute detail of the method which was adopted for

procuring the appliance employed, it will be sufficient to refer the reader to

Fig. [859]. This represents a plaster model of the teeth, alveolar border, pala-

tine arch, and the apparatus employed for remedying the deformity. The

second bicuspids were first extracted ; then, by means of ligatures applied to

the second molars and first bicuspids, and made fast to the band of gold pass-

ing around the outside of the arch, which [ligatures] being renewed every day,

these teeth were brought out to their proper position in eleven weeks. This

done, there was a space of nearly an eighth of an inch between the cuspids and

first bicuspids ; this was filled up by bringing back, with ligatures properly ap-

plied, the former to the latter. A ligature was next applied to the right lateral,

passed through a hole in the gold band in front, and made fast. In ten days

the tooth was brought out to its proper place. A ligature was now attached to

a knob soldered on the gold plate [strip] behind the teeth, on the inner side
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Different Plans of Attaching Strings to Long-hands for

Drawing upon Teeth.—Prior to about 1846 the drawing of

frout teeth toward the long-band was accomplished only

by connecting them with it by strings or by wire passed

through holes in the long-band or caught over knobs,

hooks, or notches made on or in it.

==• B

s^- c

Fig. 860.—Sections of various forms of long-toands with catches for strings.

A, Part of long-band having a notch ; B, part of long-band having a knob ; c, part of

long-band having a hook ; d, part of long-band having holes ; e, part of long-band hav-
ing open slits.

Fig. 860 represents the middle section of five long-bands

made of strips of plate, showing various means of catching

strings. The forms shown by a and e were known to myseK

as early as 1864, and probably known to others much ear-

lier. The forms shown by b and c were published in 1881,^

of the alveolar border, and tied tightly in front of the projecting right central

incisor. In about three weeks this was brought to a position Beside the lateral

incisor of the same side. The left central was then, in like manner, brought

forward, and the right carried backward to its proper place. ... To correct

the in-egularity in this case required, in all, twenty-one weeks."

. That there were drawbacks to this mechanism we may infer from another

quotation about this operation :

" It was found necessary, in consequence of the diseased action which the

apparatus excited in the gums, to remove the mechanism every eight or ten

days, and let it remain off, each time, twenty-four hours. It may be proper,

also, to observe that every time the ligatures were removed it was taken from

the mouth, and the teeth thoroughly cleansed."

The diseased condition of the gums referred to by Harris was evidently

caused by allowing the strings to cut into them, making the removal of the

mechanism for twenty-four hours every eight or ten days, a necessity. If

strings are used as aids to anchorage they should be prevented from slipping

by some kind of a gum-guard hook or ring on the teeth. (See Part VI., p. 242,

and Part VIII.
, p. 431.)

1 Illustrated by the author in the "Dental Cosmos," July, 1881. Dr. E. B.
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but they are only modifications of the Winder cleats.^ The

form shown in d is that of Bourdet (1757).

Notches in long-bands are not advisable, because they

weaken them greatly; even holes tend to weaken them

somewhat. If holes are arranged in a straight or a zigzag

line along the band and not across it, however, the long-

band will generally be sufficiently stiff.

Fig. 861.—Mechanism for elongating tlie upper arch by elastic-rubber rings (A).

Some of the Authors Flans.—Fig. 861 represents a mech-

anism for elongating the upper arch by elastic-rubber

rings, in combination with a scallop-wire bow, soldered to

clamp-band anchors. The curves s, s, in the wire w, are

for advancing its anterior part ahead of the teeth as they

move forward. This is accomplished by straightening, so

to speak, the curves in the bow. The teeth are moved by

first catching the rubber rings on the instanding teeth;

then, stretching them forward over some of the hooks,

they are lodged on other hooks.

Another and generally a better plan when more than one

tooth is to be moved is to stretch the rubber from one tooth

through two hooks, and then catch it on another tooth to

be moved. By this plan a less number of rings is not only

Winder devised the cross-cleats about 1870-72. Before these were used, wire

loops were soldered to the extremities of long-bands by Schange, 1848.

^ For information regarding some of the more useful plans of tying knots in

strings (all of which are old to sailors), see chapter on Knots in Part XX.
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/

sufficient, but the mechanism is less disfiguring to the

patient. For moving forward instanding front teeth this

is one of the best mechanisms yet known.

Fig. 862 ilhistrates the beginning of an operation for

moving four instanding upper incisors laterally and

Fig. 862.—Moving upper incisors by elastio-rulaber rings caught upon hooks on a long
hand anchored by clamp-bands (A).i

outwardly. It is done by an adjustable mechanism con-

sisting of four very small elastic-rubber rings, caught over

T's and hooks soldered to a round-wire long-band, h, fast-

ened by lock-screws, l, to two clamp-bands serving as

anchors. The relation of the hooks with the long-band,

and also to the right-angle nuts for locking the latter to

the anchor-bands by screws, is clearly shown by t, h, and l

in the lower part of the figure. The screws and the long-

band are confined to each other in the laboratory. (See

Part VI., Fig. 283.)

After the clamp-bands had been screwed tightly to the

bicuspids and first molar on each side of the jaw, the long-

band was connected with them by the screws entering the

posterior nuts on the buccal sides of the bands. Rubber

1 From a leetui-e by the author, February 27; 1888. Published July,

in "BrookljTi Medical Journal."
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rings were then placed over the instanding teeth, stretched,

and caught upon the hooks (as represented in the figure).

In later stages of this operation the rubber rings were made

more taut by drawing them through rings near the teeth

to be moved, and catching them on hooks at a greater

distance from the teeth.^

The relative value of the hook and the T on long-bands

depends upon circumstances. The T serves as a double

hook, and can be used to catch elastic rings from either

direction. The hooks are made by soldering one end of

each of several short pieces of wire, so that they will

stand at right angles to the long-band and project forward

;

these are then bent in the directions desired. The hook

is a modification of Dr. R. B. Winder's " cross-cleat." If

this mechanism is properly made and carefully applied,

the operation is easy and rapid.^

1 The eonstnictioii of tliis mechanism is substantially explained in Part VI.,

p. 327, and Part VIII., p. 424.

2 There is one other plan of making hooks for rubber rings and strings.

This is by soldering gold-wire rings to the buccal side of the long-band, after

the plan of Sehange's wire loop (1848). The rings are afterward made into

hooks by cutting them open. I supposed until of late that I originated such

rings on long-bands and bow-wires, but upon reading Linderer's book (1848) I

found that Schange had done nearly the same thing years earlier, though he

had not used them on the front part of the bow.



CHAPTER LXXXIY.

OPERATIONS ON UPPER INCISORS BY SCREWS.

MOVING FRONT UPPER TEETH BY SCREWS IN COM-
BINATION WITH ROOF-PLATES.

GENEEAL EEMAKKS ON PLATE-ANCHOKS FOK SCREWS.—MEN
WHO FIRST USED THE SCREW IN REGULATING TEETH.

—

ANCHOR-NUTS.—WILSON'S JACK.—OPERATION BY A STEEL

SCREW-JACK IN CONNECTION WITH A BOX-PLATE.—PLAIN

ROOF-PLATE WITH PUSHING-SCREWS, THE PLATE BEING

ANCHORED BY CLAMP-BANDS.—PLAN OF SETTING A SMALL

SCREW-JACK IN A PLATE.—TWO PLATES BEARING SCREW-

JACKS.—OPERATION FOR CORRECTION OF INSTANDING LAT-

ERAL BY A JACK-PLATE.—CASES WHERE THE ANCHOR
TEETH ARE SCATTERED AND THE ANCHORAGE IS WEAK.

IN 1849 William H. Dwinelle, M.D. (U. S. A.), used a

screw-jack, and in the same year Charles Gaine,

M.R.C.S. (Eng.), used screws with a plate for moving teeth.

In writing the chapter on History (Part II.) I credited these

men as first to use screw-power for this purpose ; but after

the plates for Part II. had been cast, I ascertained from Lin-

derer's " Handbook " (published in 1848) that Schange had

used the screw at least a year earlier. Schange's screw

was used in combination with a narrow strip of plate (long-

band) for moving posteriorly an outstanding upper central.

^

1 See Fig. 946, Part XV., Chapter XCII., p. 989.

909
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Since that time a great many screw-acting mechanisms

have been invented for moving teeth. The best of these

are represented by pictures in this work.

The simplest mechanism acting by this kind of power

for moving instanding or outstanding teeth is a screw

anchored into a hard-rubber plate. The screw may be

simply fitted into a screw-cut hole made directly in the

plate, or it may be connected by the barrel part of a

screw-jack fastened into or on it. (See Part VI., Figs. 91,

93, and 94, pp. 220, 221.) Plates for such purposes are of

three kinds, viz. : the box-plate, which covers more or less

of the crowns of the side teeth; the plain plate, which

closely fits only the lingual surfaces of such teeth; and

the clamp-band anchor-plate. The plain (unaided) plate

is seldom practicable, because not sufficiently firm; but

generally the box-plate, when forced over the crowns of

the side teeth, is firm
;
yet as there is danger of injuring

the enclosed teeth by collections of debris under them, I

regard this plate as far inferior to the plain plate, if fixed

in place by clamp-bands embracing some of the side teeth.i

Anchor-nuts for Plates.—The form of a stationary nut

for connecting a drag-screw with a plate depends upon

the material of which the plate is made. For a gold plate

only a plain nut that can be soldered to it is necessary.

For a hard-rubber plate, however, this is not a proper

form. One old plan for making screw-acting plates is to

vulcanize one end of a steel Dwinelle screw-jack into the

plate, leaving the other end to project so as to bear

against the irregular tooth to be moved.^ (Fig. 865.)

1 Among American dentists who recommend large plates are Drs. Kingsley,

Keely, Abbott, and Littig.

2 The author makes a distinction between a jack-screw and a screw-jack, as

the former is only a part of the latter. This difference is now accepted by

lexicographers.
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Two superior plans of making nuts for attaeliing screws

to plates are represented in Figs. 863, 864. The former i)lan

of attachment is by means of a piece of platinum wire

soldered to the jack. This, which I call the tail screw-

jack, is represented by Fig. 863. This is one specimen of

a class of such jacks. These tail-jacks are fixed to plates

by projecting the wires through the holes in them. (See

Part VI., Chapter XXIX., p. 309.) As they can be quickly

cdBiiiiiMiiiini^Mmnnns'

Fig. 863.—Tail screw-jack. Fig. 864.—Drag-screw and nut for a
rubber plate.

removed and others of different lengths substituted, and

also be easily transferred from one part of the plate to an-

other, they are very convenient for quickly improvising

additions to any form of anchorage. This figure repre-

sents a simple pushing-jack ; but the swivel-jack (not rep-

resented) is more useful, because it is capable of either

drawing or pushing. Fig. 864 represents a form of non-de-

tachable anchor-nut, and its screw, for a hard-jubber plate.

This is made by soldering to a simple nut a piece of gold

plate, serving as a foot, to be vulcanized into the rubber.

Fig. 865.—Moving an instanding lateral to ILae by a steel screw-jack anchored to a box-
plate (Keely).i

Fig. 865 represents in outline an operation by Dr. Geo.

1 " Ohio State Journal of Dental Science."
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W. Keely for moving a left upper instanding lateral to

line by means of an ordinary Dwinelle steel screw-jack in

combination with a hard-rubber plate. This old-style

box-plate covered not only the roof of the mouth, but

also the side teeth. One end of the jack was embedded

loosely in the right side of the box-plate, while the other

was lashed to the left side by platinum wire. The free

extremity of the jack so rested against the neck of the

tooth to be moved that when it was lengthened it bore

upon and forced it outward.

This mechanism, which is a very large one for so small an

operation, is effective, but it cannot be regarded as being

more practicable because it is large. There are others of

the plate class more delicate, and less inconvenient to wear,

that are equally effective.

Fig. 866.—Screw clamp-tiaiid plate for moving instanding upper laterals to line (A).

Fig. 866 represents a mechanism for pushing two in-

standing upper laterals outward by screws. It consists

of a hard-rubber plate, p ; two anchor clamp-bands, B, b
;

and two small jack-sockets, J, containing the screws s, s.

Upon the bicuspids on the plaster cast are first placed two

gold clamp-bands, each having a broad wing projecting

from its lingual side. These are embedded in the rub-

ber plate, as explained in Part YI., p. 219. The little

screw-jacks are cemented into holes bored into the an-

terior edge of the plate, made sufficiently thick to hold

them firmly. The cement should be gutta-percha.
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A plan of vulcanizing a jack (which is about one-eighth

of an inch in length) into a plate is illustrated in a

similar mechanism represented by Fig. 867. It is not

necessary, however, to use metallic nut-barrels in the plate,

as holes bored into it and then screw-cut with a tap are

equally efScient. The screws may even be vulcanized into

the rubber plate and then worked loose ; the loosening of

them, however, is sometimes difficult. When applied, the

spindle-ends of the screws rest in holes in ferules cemented

upon the instanding teeth.

Fig. 867.—Sectional view, showing one plan of fastening a small screw-jack to a cast
before applying the rubber.

Fig. 867, representing the plan of fastening a socket

screw-jack to a cast before being vulcanized into a roof-

plate. The jack j is first fixed on the cast by a small gold or

platinum wire staple, s, placed astride the nut-barrel. It

is further held by a pin, p, projected through the head of

the screw, into the cast. A second wire, l, is then set into

the cast for a hook to attach an elastic-rubber ring to.

Clamp-bands (two, not shown) for anchoring the plate are

also placed on the side teeth of the cast before the rubber

for the plate r (see dotted line) is added. When applied

the spindle-end of the jack is prevented from slipping off

the instanding tooth by being lodged in a hole in a ferule

cemented upon the tooth to be moved.

Figs. 868A and B represent two mechanisms for moving

in standing left upper teeth to line. A consists of a hard rub-

ber roof-plate having a gold tail screw-jack fastened to its

right side with platinum wire (constituting the tail), and

58
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to the left side by a staple. The plate is made firm in

the mouth by two clamp-bands embracing the side teeth.

B represents a similar mechanism, consisting of two

screw-jacks anchored parallel with each other to a hard-

rubber roof-plate. One of these jacks was for pushing

outward an instanding left upper lateral, the other for

Figs. 868A, 868B.—Two modifications of clamp-band plates, operated by tail screw-jacks,
for moving upper teetli to line (A).i

drawing inward an outstanding cuspid on the same side.

The relation of the different parts is so clearly shown that

it is not necessary to explain further than to say that the

crutch-end of the pushing-jack fitted closely the tooth

borne upon. The cuspid was embraced by a ferule con-

nected with the other jack, which had a swivel.

C, in the footnote, represents a novel head of a swivel-

jack. This form, which is better adapted for moving

individual teeth than for moving groups of teeth, was

devised by Dr. Cecil P. Wilson.^

The peculiarity of this head is a loop in combination with

a flat fish-tail piece. Six pieces, constituting the head and

1 Published in "Dental Cosmos," January, 1888.

2 Fig. C—Swivel screw-jack head witb a loop (Wilson).
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screw, are represented in the lower part of the figure as fol-

lows : a screw, a ring for the key, a short piece of wire for

neck of the swivel, a button, a flat piece of hard gold or

platinum and iridium, for fish-tail piece, and a gold rib-

bon. In the middle part of the figure these pieces are rep-

resented as united ; at the top is the same less the ribbon.

To prevent union ofwrong places in parts, while soldering

them together, such places should be painted with a mix-

ture of yellow ochre and water applied by a camel's-hair

brush.^

Fig. 869.—MaMng space for an upper instanding lateral Tvliere anchor teeth are
weak (A).

2

Fig. 869 illustrates a case of an overcrowded right

upper cuspid and lateral. This case is of a class which

sometimes puzzles the inexperienced dentist, because the

teeth on the same side are too few and scattered to offer a

sufficiently firm anchorage. In this case it was necessary

to extract the right first bicuspid to make space for the

two irregular teeth, cuspid and lateral.

Scattered Anclior Teeth.—One of the best means of aid-

ing scattered anchor teeth is a plate made to cover not

only the hard part of the roof of the mouth, and rest

1 See Fig. 419 and description in Part VIII., p. 438.

2 From a lecture by the author before the BrookljTi Dental Society, Febru-

ary, 1888. Published in the "Brooklyn Medical Journal," July, 1888, p. 86.
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against the lingual walls of the opposite side of the dental

arch, but also to dovetail into the spaces between the

scattered teeth, some of which (teeth) are embraced by

clamp-bands, as shown in this case. (Fig. 869.)

Here the right upper cuspid had forced the lateral into

the posterior position. The right first molar, being de-

cayed, had been extracted, leaving the second molar at lib-

erty to drift forward (which it did) to within an eighth of

an inch of the second bicuspid. Between this second bi-

cuspid and cuspid stood the first bicuspid.

The most artistic plan of making room on the esthetic

line for the outstanding cuspid and instanding lateral was

by moving both bicuspids back to the second molar. But

the patient objected to it because of lack of the necessary

time; therefore no other alternative was left than to

extract one of the bicuspids, or to decline to take the case.

The taking out of the second bicuspid would have left on

that side only one tooth (a molar) for anchorage by which

to draw back the cuspid, while the extraction of the first

bicuspid would leave two. The latter plan was followed,

leaving the second bicuspid and the molar near each

other.

To aid these scattered teeth for anchorage purposes,

they were supported by the roof-plate being so shaped

that projections from it extended between them as repre-

sented. The firmness of the plate and that of the scat-

tered teeth was aided by two clamp-bands vulcanized to

the plate. One of these embraced the left bicuspids, and

the other the right second bicuspid and second molar.

To move the instanding lateral to line the base of a

spindle-pointed screw-jack was vulcanized to the plate.

This jack was not lengthened so as to bear upon the lat-

eral until after the cuspid had been drawn back against
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the second bicuspid by a clamp-band splice/ one end of

wliicli was connected with the buccal side by a screw en-

tering the posterior nut of the clamp-band, the other end

being caught on a hook soldered to the lingual side of it.

The figure represents the mechanism when first applied

and in readiness to begin to draw the cuspid back. When
this was accomplished the jack was lengthened so as to

bear against the instanding lateral. To steady the free

extremity of the jack its spindle extremity was projected

through a small hole in a ridge on the plate.

The lesson inculcated by this case is not in advocacy of

extracting a bicuspid, but to show how to increase the

anchorage resistance where the teeth are few and scat-

tered, and are too weak for firm anchorage without me-

chanical aid.^ For description of a skeleton anchor for

similar purposes, see Part XV., Chapter LXXVI., Sash

Clamp-bands.

1 See form of this splice in Part VI., Fig. 118, p. 237.

2 See concluding chapter in Part XVII. for consideration of the question of

moving posterior teeth backward ; also see Index.

58*



CHAPTEE LXXXY.

MOVING FRONT UPPER TEETH BY SCREWS ANCHORED
BY FERULES AND BY CLAMP-BANDS WITHOUT
PLATES.

OPEEATION BY SCKEWS ANCHORED BY A LAEGE FERULE.—DEAG-

SCEEW MECHANISM FOE OUTSTANDING INCISOES.—DEAG-

SCEEWS AND LONG-BANDS.—OPEEATION BY A SCEEW-JACK

ANCHOEED BY A LONGITUDINAL SCEEW CLAMP-BAND.

—

TEANSVEESE SCEEW CLAMP-BAND IN COMBINATION WITH A

JACK USED IN A SIMILAE OPEEATION.— SCEEW-JACK IN

COMBINATION WITH A CLAMP-BAND AND FEEULE FOE MOV-

ING OUTSTANDING INCISOES.

4 LTHOUGrH plates (as anchors) in combination witli

-/r\_ screws have their uses, there are many cases that can

be easier corrected by less clumsy anchors, such as ferules

and clamp-bands and sometimes even by cribs; of the

three kinds the clamp-band is generally the best. Some

of these anchors are also less inconvenient to wear than

others. We will first consider the more clumsy varieties.

Fig. 870 illustrates one of the more clumsy mechanisms,

as applied for moving to line two instanding upper lat-

erals. This mechanism consists of two stiff strips of

plate, w and w', two screws, s, s, and a large and broad

gold anchor-ferule connected as follows: To the lingual

side of the ferule (which fitted loosely around the centrals)

918
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was soldered the shorter strip of plate, bent as shown.

Through each arm of this strip projected one of the

screws, bearing against the instanding laterals. To pre-

vent the inward movement of the centrals within the

anchor-ferule, the other stiff strip of plate (which was of

Fig. 870.—Moving laterals outward by screws in combination with a ferule (A).

sufficient length to rest upon the outstanding cuspids),

was soldered to the labial side of the ferule.

When the mechanism was ready for application the fer-

ule was cemented on the centrals with phosphate of zinc.

To reduce the inconvenience of wearing this mechanism

1
Fig. 871.—a set of screws.

several lengths of screws were used. (See Fig. 871.) The

mechanism is practicable, but it is not as valuable as sev-

eral others explained in this work.

rig. 872 represents a mechanism for drawing posteriorly

outstanding upper incisors. It consists of a gold anchor

clamp-band, b, two gold ferules, p, p, and two swivel-

screws, with two pieces of platinum wire connecting them

with the ferules around the teeth to be drawn upon. On

the lingual side of the clamp-band are two oscillating-nuts

on a rivet projecting through three gold ears, one being

between the nuts. On the free extremity of each screw is
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a swivel made of a bent piece of stiff plate. In a hole

through one extremity of the swivel is tied one end of

the wire, to connect the screw with the ferule.

The clamp-band being applied and the ferules cemented

on the outstanding teeth, the latter are drawn upon by the

Fig. 872.—Mechanism for drawing outstanding incisors into line (A).i

screws turning in the oscillating-nuts. For moving the

incisors laterally the string or wire may be carried over

some of the adjacent teeth, if sufficiently firm.

Drag-screws and Long-bands.—Drag-screws may also be

successfully used in combination with a long-band by first

firmly attaching the latter to side teeth, leaving it (long-

band) to bridge over the teeth to be moved ; then, having

attached the platinum draught-wires to the teeth (to be

moved), pass them through holes (or little rings soldered

to the long-band), thence back, and fasten to swivel-

screws outside of the dental arch, and in connection with

the rear nuts of the clamp-bands. In the chapter on Lower

Incisors this plan may be found more fully explained.

To return from this digression to the main subject.

Fig. 873 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving a stubborn instanding left upper central to line by

a screw-jack. The dotted line shows the desired position

of the tooth. Several unsuccessful attempts had been

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," April, 1881, and March, 1886.
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made upon the case by others, who had used elastic-acting

thiugs ; the use of a screw finally led to success.

The mechanism, which was made of gold, consisted of a

screw-jack anchored to the right upper first molar and bi-

FiG. 873.—Moving a central by a screw-jack (A).

cuspids by a longitudinal screw clamp-band. The screw-

jack, of the spindle-pointed variety, was held in place on

the instanding central by a little gold socket tied to the

tooth by platinum wii'e. This attachment was not very

Jl
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By daily turning the screw the (left) central gradually

moved forward to line, moving the neighboring lateral

and cuspid in the directions indicated by arrows. When
the operation was completed the several teeth were held

in place by a small, narrow gold roof-plate.

Fig. 875 represents a part of a mechanism similar to the

one last described. It is a transverse screw clamp-band.^

The parts consisted of a lingual bar, a; ribbon-band,

B ; bolt ; and nut, h. To it was attached the end c of the

screw-jack, by a rivet passing through two ears soldered

to the bar a. The opposite end, s, of the jack rested in a

little socket, v, which was tied by platinum wire to the in-

FiG. 875.—Transverse screw anchor-band (A).

standing tooth. By the broad anchorage of three side

teeth this mechanism rapidly moved an instanding in-

cisor to its proper place. The necessity for using great

power in this case (as also in the one precedingly illus-

trated) was the crowded condition of the front teeth. The

mechanism pushed or wedged the instanding tooth out-

ward between the adjacent teeth. The jack was held

in place on the incisors by the socket fastened by plati-

num wire, twisted tightly around the neck of a tooth. A

1 Devised in 1879.
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piece of wire twisted to form a ring, and made similar to

Dr. Fuller's twisted-wire lever for turning teeth, would

have been superior to this wire and socket. (See descrip-

tion of Fuller's lever in Part XVIII.^) A cemented ferule,

having a hole in it for the spindle of the screw, would

have been superior to the socket and wire.

Fig. 876.—Screw-jack and longitudinal screw clamp-band anchor (A).

Fig. 876 represents a mechanism similar to the one partly

represented by Fig. 875, an improvement upon the one

by Fig. 872. The improvement lies in substituting for

the transverse screw clamp-band one having a longitud-

inal screw. This is not only simpler, but is more easily

made and far less difficult to use. To apply it, the broad

ferule is first cemented upon the instanding lateral, after

which the anchor-band is screwed on the right bicuspids

and first molar; then the spindle-end of the jack is placed

before a little cup on the ferule and screwed into it until it

presses the tooth outward.

1 This operation was performed before phosphate of zinc was used in den-

tistry for cementing feriiles on teeth.
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OHAPTEE LXXXYI.

Section A Division II.

WIDENING SPACES BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

SEPARATING FRONT UPPER TEETH TO MAKE SPACE
FOR OFFSTANDING TEETH, BY PLATE AND BY
SKELETON MECHANISMS.

GENEEAL EEMAEKS ON DUPLEX AND TKIPLEX ACTING MECH-

ANISMS OPEEATED BY ELASTIC-EUBBEE EINGS IN COM-

BINATION WITH BOW-PLATES AND WITH LONG-BANDS.

—

OPEEATION BY A MECHANISM ANCHOEED BY A PLATE.

—

OPEEATION BY EUBBEE EINGS IN COMBINATION WITH LA-

BIAL LONG-BANDS, ANCHOEED BY CLAMP-BANDS.—BY A LIN-

GUAL LONG-BAND ANCHOEED BY CLAMP-BANDS.—OPEEA-

TIONS BY EUBBEE EINGS IN COMBINATION WITH AEM

CLAMP-BANDS.—INSTEUMENTS FOE PLACING EUBBEE EINGS.

IN this section we have to consider operations for widen-

ing and for closing interdental spaces. This chapter

and the three that immediately follow will be upon the

subject of moving front teeth farther apart to make room

for instanding or outstanding teeth. Then there will be

chapters on closing of spaces that are too wide.

The process of separating teeth to make more room has

been practised for many years ; indeed, it probably dates

from early times ; the primitive plan was that of press-

ing between the teeth blocks of wood so placed that the

line of the grain was transverse to that of the dental arch.

927
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Later, linen, or cotton tape was used instead of wood.

After the vulcanization of rubber was invented (1839)

blocks of that material were in many cases found to be

practicable, though painful to wear; still later, gold sep-

arating mechanisms were invented. Some of these are

simple in construction and others are complicated ; which

of them is the best depends upon the circumstances of

the case, and (sometimes) upon the skill of the operator.

There are two classes of metallic mechanisms : the first of

these cause space only, for the irregular tooth or teeth, and

are duplex in action ; the second not only cause the space

to be widened, but also cause, at the same time, the out-

standing or instanding tooth to move into the space

—

hence they are triplex in action. Each class may arbi-

trarily be subdivided, one subdivision embracing those

that are attached to anchor-plates covering some part of

the gum or palate; the other, embracing those that are

skeleton, and in no way are associated with plates.

Some of the duplex mechanisms act by elastic-rubber

rings, others by spring-wire, and others still by screws.

Several rubber-acting mechanisms are illustrated in Part

VI., pp. 244-246 and 259-262; the majority of the

spring and screw acting mechanisms are explained on

pp. 250-259. There are others, however, that were reserved

for this Part (XV.). Of the nine simple mechanisms illus-

trated on p. 259 for separating teeth, four (J, K, M, L) repre-

sent those which act by elastic-rubber rings ; the remainder,

by metallic springs. These figures, and the text accom-

panying them, so clearly show how they are made and used

that it is unnecessary to dwell upon them further than to

say that they are very practicable and easily managed.

Bow Anchored hy a Plate.—Fig. 877 represents a com-

mon deformity of the teeth, being corrected by an im-
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proved combination of old meclianical parts. This mech-

anism consists of a rubber ring, e, and a hard-rubber roof-

phxte, p, having four gold clasps, c, and a round gold-wire

bow, B, the extremities of which are bent to extend over

the approximal valleys between the cuspids and the first

bicuspids, thence into the rubber plate, where they are

anchored. This bow-plate is a modification of a mechan-

FiG. 877.—Moving an instanding upper central forward by rubber rings (A).

ism published in an early work by Sir John Tomes.^ The

aim of this operation was to slightly widen the space at b

and draw the incisor forward. When the plate was inserted

in the mouth, a rubber ring was placed over the instand-

ing central (shown by the checkered and black lines), then

stretched forward and laterally, each way, and caught on

open rings. Later in the operation rubber rings were used

to draw upon all the incisors at the same time.

i This bow-plate consisted of a roof-plate having attached a narrow strip of

plate, the extremities of which were set into the sides of the roof-plate, leav-

ing the middle part in the form of a bow to lie along the labial surfaces of the

front teeth. This form of bow-plate has several later (erroneous) claimants.

The improvement in the one used in the above operation (Fig. 877) consists

in making the bow of round wire, and soldering to it open rings to hold the

rubber rings, and arranging the rubber to act in three ways.

59
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The mechanism, when left to act upon the teeth for

twenty-four hours, was removed, cleansed, and reapplied

with a new rubber ; then it was worn another twenty-four

hours, when the cleansing was repeated, and so on daily

until the abnormality was corrected.

The drawback of this mechanism is a slight weakness

of anchorage and the filthiness necessarily resulting from

accumulation of food debris between the plate and palate-

tissues. I now use clamp-bands, or Tomes clasps, instead

of plain clasps to fasten plates to teeth, because they are

firmer.

Fig. 878.—Making space for an instanding left central and lateral, and moving the tootli

to lijie, toy elastic-rubtoer rings and a latoial loug-toaud (A).

Labial Boiv Anchored by Clamp-bands.—Fig. 878 illus-

trates a somewhat common form of irregularity of the

upper teeth, in a patient about seventeen years of age.

The operation was performed in stages by elastic-rubber

rings and a gold round-wire long-band and two clamp-

bands. By this mechanism the patient was enabled to

graduate the force at will, thus moving the teeth without

causing much pain.

Fig. 879 represents the metallic part of the mechanism,

completed near the close of the operation.
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The patient had lost her left first bicuspid, possibly ex-

tracted to relieve an outstanding cuspid. When I first

saw the case the right first bicuspid, left central, lateral, and

second molar stood in the posterior position, as shown.

To make sufficient room, on the left of the medial line,

for the instanding incisors, it was necessary to extract the

Fig. 879.—Final appearance of the metallic part of the mechanism (A).

instanding first bicuspid and force posteriorly the right

cuspid. This cuspid, as well as the left cuspid, was moved

by elastic-rubber rings caught upon hooks on the clamp-

bands, one of which was bound around the second bicus-

pid and first molar on each side of the dental arch.

The tightening-screw of the right anchor-band was on

the buccal side of the teeth, and that of the left anchor-

band was on the lingual side. On the buccal side of the

right band was first soldered a short arm of wire having two

hooks, H, H', and on the buccal side of the left band were

also soldered hooks and a stiff strip bent to clasp around

the second molar. There was also a lingual hook, h.

In Figo 878 the mechanism is represented as if all were

applied at one time. In the process, however, the cuspids

were moved back before the other teeth were started, and

before the long-band was added. Having placed a clamp-

band on the teeth of the right side to serve for an anchor,
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the right cuspid was drawn upon by a rubber ring (shown

as checkered) attached to it. The ring was first caught on

the lingual hook, and thence stretched over the cuspid and

caught on the posterior buccal hook. The left cuspid was

similarly drawn upon by another rubber ring, first caught

on the lingual hook, thence stretched over the cuspid, and

caught on one of the buccal hooks as shown. To prevent

these rings from sliding upward on the cuspids and then

into the soft tissues, guard-rings—not shown in the pic-

ture—were worn on the cuspids.

After the cuspids had been moved sufficiently to make

room for the incisors (not represented in figure), the long-

band with its several hooks was soldered to the arms on

the anchor-bands as shown. These hooks served for lodg-

ment of other rubber rings for drawing forward the in-

standing incisors, as shown in Fig. 878.

The forms of the rubber rings when stretched are ap-

proximately represented in miniature diagrams, o, o, o, o,

outside of the main figure.

Lower incisors are easily corrected by a similar mechan-

ism. (See chapter on Correction of Lower Incisors, Part

XV., Section B, Division I, p. 993.)

Lingual Bow Anchored ly a Clamp-hand.—Fig. 880 illus-

trates the beginning of an operation for drawing to line an

outstanding right upper lateral incisor for a girl sixteen

years of age. The mechanism consisted of a gold-wire bow,

w, anchored to the lingual sides of the clamp-bands, c, c,

embracing the cuspid, bicuspids, and first molar. The

bow served as subanchorage for the elastic-rubber ring,

stretched over the outstanding tooth and caught upon two

of several small open gold rings soldered to the wire bow

as shown.

The object of having more than two hooks was to en-
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able the placing of the rubber ring during the earlier stages

of the operation so that it would bear against the adjacent

teeth (central and cuspid) to move them farther apart;

and when moved sufficiently to admit the lateral between

Fig. 880.—Making space for an outstanding lateral and drawing the tooth to line by a
rubber ring.

them, the rubber ring could be moved and caught on

different hooks, situated nearer each other.

The rubber ring was replaced by a new one every third

day until the tooth was drawn inward to line. To pre-

vent the rubber ring from slipping upon and injuring the

gums, a guard-ring, shaped as represented by e, at the left

of the figure, was placed upon the tooth.

The object of using so large a mechanism for so small an

operation was to enable the process of correction to be car-

ried on without possible drawbacks ; the patient meanwhile

attended school a hundred and fifty miles from my office.

Pig. 881.—The retainer as applied.

Fig. 881 represents the tooth being retained in its posi-

tion by a very thin gold ferule, less than one-eighth of an

inch in width, having a cross-piece of platinum wii*e, that
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rested on the lingual surfaces of the adjacent teeth as

shown. The ferule was cemented on the lateral with

phosphate of zinc.

Short-arms Anchored l)y Clamp-hands.—Fig. 882 illus-

trates an operation for moving farther apart the left upper

central and cuspid, and, at the same time, moving an in-

standing left lateral up between them. The patient being

Fig. 882.—Making space, and moving an Instanding upper lateral to line by an elastic-
rubber ring in combination witli a clamp-band having a buccal arm (A).

nearly of adult age, the case required a strong mechanism.

This consisted of a rubber ring and a piece of gold wire,

one end being soldered to a clamp-band fitted to the left

second bicuspid and first molar, the other resting on the

centrals. The arm was also otherwise steadied by being

fastened with platinum wire to the left first bicuspid.^

To increase the S23ace for the instanding lateral, hooks

were soldered sufficiently far apart on the wire arm to

cause the rubber ring to bear hard against the approxi-

mal sides of the teeth adjacent to the interdental space,

and move them in opposite directions. This rubber ring

(election) was stretched taut from hook to hook two or

three times in order to obtain sufficient force ; the rul^ber

was renewed daily until the operation was completed.

1 See Fig. 293, Part VI., p. 336.
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Fig. 883 represents an operation for making room and

moving into line an outstanding left upper lateral by an

elastic-rubber ring, e. It was caught upon two hooks on

a gold-wire arm projecting from the anterior part of the

lingual side of a clamp-band embracing the left cuspid, bi-

cuspids, and first molar.

Fig. 883.—Mating space, and moving an outstanding left upper lateral to line by a rub-
loer ring in combination with a clamp-bana having a lingual arm (A).

The patient perfomied most of this operation at her

home by simply catching the rubber on one hook, thence

stretching it over and around the lateral, and catching it

on the other hook as represented in the figure; this was

renewed on alternate days. The rubber ring so acted

upon the central and cuspid as to widen the space, and thus

made room for the outstanding lateral at the same time

that it was drawing it into position between the teeth.

The instruments used in placing the rubber is represented

in Fig. 950A, p. 997.

In the case of very short teeth, a clamp-band made of

flat gold ribbon is not always a firm anchorage; but if

made of round platinum wire the size of a pin, it gener-

ally remains firm. The only difficulty with round-wire

clamp-bands is that they require more space between

teeth and are easily twisted when tightening the screw.



CHAPTER LXXXVII.

WIDENING INTERDENTAL SPACES BY SPRINGS.

SEPARATING UPPER TEETH BY DUPLEX-ACTING ME-
TALLIC SPRINGS TO MAKE SPACE FOR CUSPIDS.

GENEKAL EEMAEKS ON METALLIC SEPARATING-SPRINGS IN COM-

BINATION WITH PLATES.—THE TOMES SPEING-PLATE.— '

MODIFICATION OF THE TOMES SPRING-PLATE.—SMALL ME-

TALLIC SEPARATING-SPRINGS WITHOUT PLATES.—AN OLD

FORM OF SPRING ANCHORED TO A FERULE.—SPECTACLE-

BOW WIRE SPRINGS WITH FERULE.—DOUBLE SPRING.

TO make the necessary space for teeth out of hue where

the adjacent teeth are too near one another, the latter,

of course, must be moved farther apart. In Part VI. the

old plans of wedging by blocks of wood, elastic rubber, and

flat V-shape springs were considered, as also were some of

the modern plans of using flat metallic springs.^

We now take up the subject of treating cases by the use

of round-wire springs. The value of metallic springs (like

that of screws) depends upon the circumstances of the case.

There is a class of cases in which springs can be made prac-

ticable for a short time, and for a short time only; and

there is another class in which such springs can be relied

upon throughout the entire operations ; but there are no

springs that are practicable in all cases. There are

three plans of anchoring these springs for separation of

1 See Part VI., pp. 244, 245, 250, 259.
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teeth—by plates, by ferules, and by clamp-bands; ci-ibs,

altbougli rickety, are also sometimes used.

Among the earliest (if not the first) efforts to use metal-

lic springs in combination with plates for separating teeth

were those made and published by Tomes. Many other

dentists have since made mechanisms upon the same prin-

ciple as this, under the impression that they were entirely

novel. The one represented in Tomes's work consisted

of two pieces of .flat spring-wire, one extremity of each of

which was soldered to the posterior part of a roof-plate,

the free extremities projecting forward and being so ar-

SSXS: ^^c\'

c

XBXsrsxt'

Fig. 884.—Separating incisors by a metallic Fig. 884a.—Side-view of the Tomes
duplex-acting mechanism, to make more clasp,

space for a turned central (Tomes).

ranged that when pressed together and placed between two

front teeth, and then liberated, the springs bore in oppo-

site directions upon the teeth and moved them farther

apart. Fig. 884 illustrates this mechanism as applied. If

the reader will bear in itiind the philosophy of this mech-

anism he will notice the relationship to it of several later

ones devised by different dentists. I include the result of

some of my own efforts among them. In this figure is

also represented the Tomes clasp that held the plate in

place. (See Fig. 884A, representing a side-view of the

Tomes clasp.)^

1 The author is not certain that Sir Tomes invented this clasp. This name
is here given to it for convenience of identification.
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Fig. 885 illustrates an operation for making more room

for outstanding upper cuspids by increasing the spaces

between the laterals and first bicuspids with hair-pin

springs. In this case the centrals did not require to be

moved forward. The mechanism used consisted of two

Austin springs anchored to a hard-rubber roof-plate. Each

Fig. 885.—Separating teeth to make space for outstanding cuspids, by a modification of
the Tomes meclianism, and that hy Austin (A).

spring was made of steel wire bent upon itself, resembling

in form a hair-pin ; these were fixed to the plate by staples,

also platinum rivets made of pins taken from a porcelain

tooth. The roof-plate was anchored to the first molars

by gold clamp-bands as shown.

To make room for the first bicuspids to be moved pos-

teriorly, the second bicuspids (which stood in the posterior

position as marked by the dotted lines) were extracted. In

applying the regulating mechanism the arms of the springs

were sprung into place when the ]3late was put in the mouth.

The laterals were prevented from moving forward by

the anterior arms of the springs resting against the for-

ward sides of the broad staples ; the centrals were held by

a strip of gold along their labial surfaces; this was con-

nected with the plate by two thin ribbons of gold, between

the centrals and laterals. This clumsy mechanism was re-

moved and cleansed every day.

Small Metallic Springs for Separating Teeth.—On pp. 259,

260, in Part VI., small separating mechanisms, acting by
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metallic springs withont plates for ancliors, are illustrated

and explained. Some of these (wire) siDriugs are more

practicable than others, but few of them are superior, if

equal, to some that will be illustrated and explained in

this Part and others following it. Some of the smallest and

simplest of separators are made upon the plan of a circular

spring, resembling a steel clamp, for holding rubber coffer-

dam on teeth.

Fig. 886.—Round steel-wire separatiag-springs as applied (A).

Fig. 886 represents two modifications of such separa-

tors, and illustrates their application between centrals

;

these are practicable for separating teeth a short distance.

Each consists of a piece of round steel spring-wire about

the size of an ordinary knitting-needle, bent upon itself as

represented, and having its extremities flattened (by ham-

mering) to the form of a wedge. When it is placed on the

teeth these extremities, by the powerful spring, will slowly

approach each other between the teeth and force them

apart. To prevent a separator from slipping off, the Avedge

parts are made to impinge between the necks just above the

greatest diameter of the crowns ; and to prevent it from slid-

ing too far toward the gums, the bow of the spring is made

of a size that permits it to rest on the ends (corners) of the

teeth as represented.

Fig. 887.—Flat steel separatmgj-spring (A).

Fig. 887 represents a similar separator, differing in the

spring being flat instead of round. A set of various sizes of

these two kinds will enable the dentist to easily select one
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to fit exactly any case inhand. Both kinds of these sej^ara-

tors are apphed by the fingers or by small clamp-forceps.

For many years practitioners have separated teeth by

U-shape, flat metallic springs made like a gun-lock spring,

having their ends turned outward. (See Fig. 888.) For

further explanation of this spring, see Part VI., p. 250.

Fig. 888.—Flat gum-lock spring. Fig. 889.—Eound-wlre spring for separating teeth.

Fig. 889 represents a similar separator, the only differ-

ence being that this one is made of round wire instead of

flat. Both of these are used for separating first bicuspids

from the laterals, to make room for outstanding or in-

standing cuspids, but when unaided these springs are

very rickety. (Fig. 890.)

Fig. 890.—One plan of applying the round-wire spring (old).

Various other modifications of these prototypes have

been devised by dentists, but the main difference in them

lies in the plan of anchoring them. Some are anchored by

plates, others by ferules, cribs, and clamp-bands.

Fig. 891 illustrates an operation for making room for

an outstanding left upper cuspid by a wire spring of this

class. The process began with the extraction of the left

second bicuspid, which stood inside the line of arch (see
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dotted line) ; the moving of tlie first bicuspid back was

accomplished by a curved spring made of a piece of gold

spectacle-bow wire, one end of which was soft-soldered to

a platinum feruleJ Near the other end of the spring were

soldered two round-wire spurs, which projected between

the centrals and lateral for holding the spring steady. (See

><<

Fig. 891.—Making room for a left upper cuspid
by a spring anchored hy a ferule.

Fig. 892.—The spring and its
anchor (A).

Fig. 892.) When the mechanism had been fitted to the

teeth the ferule was cemented upon the first bicuspid,

after which the spring was sprung between the teeth. It

acted upon the lateral, central, and bicuspid in the direc-

tions indicated by arrows. The cuspid moved naturally.

Although a wire bow is practicable for separating bicus-

pids and molars, it is not equally so for such operations as

this, because of the difference between the socket resist-

ance of the bicuspid and that of the lateral. In this case

the resting of the free end of the wire upon the central

aided in equallizing the resistance to the two extremities

of the spring, so that the first bicuspid was finally moved

along the track of the extracted second bicuspid without

' Devised in 1886. This is a slight modification of a mechanism I devised a

year earlier, 1885. This earlier one differed only in the anchor being a clatnp-

band instead of a ferule. Since these dates similar mechanisms have been re-

invented by other dentists.
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materially disturbing the lateral. The special advantage

of anchoring the spring by a ferule, over that of a roof-plate,

lies in the lessening of inconvenience to the wearer.

Separators formed as shown in Figs. 889-892 m'ay be re-

garded as the prototypes of all modern metallic springs of

this class for separating teeth. Among the dentists who

have occasionally used similar prototype springs for many

years are Drs. E. C. Baxter and A. N. Chapman, and later

Dr. S. H. Guilford.

Fig. 893.—Moving a bicuspid to make room for a cuspid (A).^

Fig. 893 illustrates an operation by a mechanism similar

to the one last described. This operation was for separat-

ing the right upper lateral and first bicuspid, and for mov-

ing into line an outstanding cuspid after having extracted

the second instanding bicuspid.

Pig. 894.—Similar mechanism, -without the string ring.

Fig. 894 represents a similar mechanism. It consisted

of a piece of gold spring-wire (cut from an old spectacle-

bow) and two ferules. These were soldered together as

shown. One of these ferules was of a size to embrace the

first bicuspid; the other, the lateral and central.

The object sought in embracing two incisors in one

1 Devised in 1885.
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ferule (Fig. 893) was to gain sufficient resistance to the

bicuspid, thus enabhng the latter to be moved without ma-

terially disturbing the anchorage. It did, however, start

the incisors slightly, but not sufficiently to do any harm.

After the ferules were cemented upon the teeth (with

phosphate of zinc), the spring between them was left to

do its work. When the teeth had separated a short dis-

tance an elastic-rubber ring (lapped three times) was tied

with a string to a small gold ring subsequently soldered to

the spring, and then stretched and tied by platinum wire

to the cuspid to be moved.

To make the wire hold firmly it was forced sufficiently

high on the cuspid to reach above the "cheeks" of its

crown. (The figure 893 represents the case at this stage.)

The wire caused some inflammation of the gum around the

cuspid, but the operation was otherwise regarded as en-

tii'ely successful.

Instead of wire I now cement a very thin, broad ferule

to such cuspids, the ferule being cut narrower on the lin-

gual side than on the labial side ; but on all sides it is left

as wide as is the visible part of the crown. Upon the fer-

ule is soldered a small wire knob upon which is caught the

wire, or a rubber ring.

Fig. 895.—Doutole Spring.

Some time after the two mechanisms last described were

invented. Dr. Gruilford devised one similar to both ; but in-

stead of the spring being soldered to the ferules the ends

played loosely in holes made in them, similar to a mech-
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anism devised by Talbot several years earlier. (Fig. 824.)

About the time Dr. Guilford claims to have made this mod-

ification Dr. Jackson experimented with springs made on

a similar plan. One of these was a. double spring, or a

spring on each extremity of a piece of steel wire, which ex-

tended across the dental arch substantially as represented

in Fig. 895 ; this is a modification of the old stj^le trans-

palatine flat spring, used by Dr. C. N. Peirce, and other

dentists many years ago.



CHAPTEE LXXXYIII.

WIDENING INTERDENTAL SPACES BY SCREWS.

SEPARATING FRONT UPPER TEETH BY DUPLEX-ACT-
ING MECHANISMS.

GENEEAL EEMAEKS ON SEPAKATING TEETH BY DUPLEX-ACTING

MECHANISMS OPEEATED BY SCEEWS.—OPEEATIONS BY THE

H-SEPAEATOE.—BY TWO HOOKS MOVED BY A SCEEW.—BY

A SINGLE HOOK AND A SCEEW.—BY A SCEEW MECHANISM

CAUSING LEVEE ACTION.

IN the two preceding chapters there were explained sev-

eral operations and mechanisms for widening inter-

dental spaces by the use of rubber rings and by metallic

springs. There now remains for explanation the mechan-

isms, and operations by screws. Of all duplex-actiDg ma-

chines for simply moving teeth a considerable distance

apart, there is probably none superior to the H-separator

or some of its modifications. In Part VI. (pp. 253-256) sev-

eral of this class are illustrated and described; in this

chapter will be shown their application to the teeth.

Sometimes it is necessary to temporarily separate teeth

a short distance before these mechanisms can be applied.

The separation can be accomplished by pieces of tape,

wooden wedges, or any of the steel separators designed

60 945
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for making room between teeth for the insertion in cavi-

ties of wire pegs ^ or wart-shape phigs. (See pp. 394, 395.)

Fig. 896 illustrates the plan of an operation for separat-

ing upper centrals, by one of this class of duplex-acting

mechanisms, to make space for the insertion of wart-shape

plugs for retaining purposes. It is also useful for mak-

ing spaces between teeth for insertion of some machines

for regulating teeth. The mechanism consists of two thin

gold ribbons, a screw, and a strip from thick plate. To the

ends of the strip are soldered the ribbons, as shown in

the figure. To the free ends of the ribbons are soldered

two nuts, one smooth, the other threaded, for the screw.

To the middle of each ribbon (not shown) is soldered a

gum-guard ear to prevent it from sliding upon the gum.

Fig. 896.—Separating tipper incisors by the H-separator operated by a lever-key (A).

The process of the operation is first to place both of the

ribbons between the teeth to be separated ; then the screw

is turned (by a right-angled lever placed in a hole in the

bulb of the screw) in the direction that will move the nuts

farther apart.^ The ribbons are narrow, so as to ride above

the cavity when the separation is for the purpose of setting

pegs. If it is impossible to push the ribbons sufficiently

far up on the teeth to clear the cavity, the ribbons may be

1 Among the earliest to insert wire pegs in teeth, I have recently ascer-

tained, was Dr. A. H. Baker, who did it about 1879 or 1880.

2 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," 1886. (A.)
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narrowed, or be substituted by a narrow wooden wedge,

that will push the gum above the cavity.

Fig. 897.—Modification of the mechanism operated hy a thumb-wheel screw (A).

Fig. 897 represents a modification of this separator,

operated by a thumb-wheel screw, two lengths of which

are shown.

^

Fig. 898 illustrates one of my early plans of operation

for separating the teeth by a screw. This one (performed

Fig. 898.—Separating teeth by a screw to make room for a lateral (A).

in 18732) was for forcing farther apart the right central

and cuspids, to make room for an instandiug lateral.

Fig. 899 represents this mechanism, which consisted of

1 Since these separators were invented by the anther, several modifications

of them (called matrices) have been introduced by other persons, as new inven-

tions, to aid in filling ea^"ities.

2 This mechanism was probably the first one ever used for separating teeth

by a screw. Published in the "Dental Cosmos," March, 1878. (A.)
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two stiff strips of gold plate bent like a hook, each having

a nut soldered to its back as shown. A short piece of gold

ribbon extended from each hook terminated in a small

screw, which ]3rojected between the teeth to be moved and

the teeth adjacent ; thence through holes in the long arms

of the hooks, to bind them to the teeth hooked upon.

After these hooks were firmly fastened (to the teeth)

by nuts on these screws, the teeth were forced apart by a

Fig. 899,—The Mechanism (A).

screw placed in the stationary nuts (on the hooks), one of

which was smooth and the other threaded. The mechan-

ism was operated by turning the screw by a wrench fitted

to a square collar soldered to it.

This mechanism is here represented more to show the

prototype of the screw-acting separators than for a recom-

mendation of its value. There are several improvements

(the triplex-acting) to be presented that are more useful.

Fig. 900.—MaMng room for a lateral by a screAv and one hook (A).

Fig. 900 illustrates a similar operation for making space

for an instanding lateral by a mechanism I devised in

1873. This in form may be regarded as a part of the last

one described, and useful only when there is a cavity or

hollow for lodgment of the spindle-end of the screw.
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The meclianism consisted of a screw, s, platinum wire,

T, and a hook, h. The hook was made of stiff silver plate,

bent to fit the right central, to which it was tied with the

platinum wire. To the back of this hook was soldered a

screw-cut nut, n, in which played the screw having a glob-

ular head ; the other end, being spindle-shape or pointed,

rested in a depression in the anterior approximal wall of

the cuspid.

The central and cuspid were forced farther apart by

turning this screw by a lever (caught in a hole in its head)

so as to bear hard against the cuspid, and at the same time

cause the hook to bear equally hard against the central.

The lateral was subsequently drawn into line by a string

connecting it with the screw.

Fig. 901.—Moving an outstanding left upper lateral by a duplex-acting lever (A).

Fig. 901 illustrates an operation for moving an out-

standing left upper lateral to line by a duplex-acting

mechanism consisting of a clamp-band, a pliable lever, and

a drawing-screw. To the labial surface of the anterior

extremity of the clamp-band is connected, by a thin Y-

shape gold ribbon, one end of the lever. The free extrem-

ity of the lever, which is a naiTow piece of flat wire, extends

forward and rests on the anterior and most prominent part

of the outstanding lateral. This stiff piece is made easy to

60*
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act, by being filed thin at one place. (See Fig. 902.) To the

free end of the lever is soldered one end of another piece

of gold ribbon, on the other end of which is soldered, at

right angles, a smooth-bore nnt.

In use this ribbon lies between the lateral and central,

and is connected with the clamp-band by a screw and nut,

and brace projecting forward from the lingual side of the

band as shown. The brace served as a track for the head

of the screw to slide on, and to prevent the screw from

Fig. 902.—The Mechanism (A).

bending while drawing upon the gold ribbon. To prevent

the distal angle of the lateral incisor from turning anteri-

orly, another, but shorter, arm was soldered to the anterior

end of the clamp-band ; this projected forward and rested

upon the labial surface of this part of the tooth. (Fig. 902.)

This is one of the mechanisms that must be constructed

with exactness in order to be practicable.

In the figure the ribbon is represented at an angle that

causes it to appear too thick. It is as thin as ordinary

writing-paper. The thickness of the lever and its V-shape

attachment is represented edgewise at the right of the main

figure. The office of the ribbon was twofold—to draw upon

the lever and to make wider the space between the central

and the cuspid. (See arrows in Fig. 901.)



CHAPTEE LXXXIX.

WIDENING INTERDENTAL SPACES BY SCREWS
{Continued).

WIDENING SPACES BETWEEN UPPER FRONT TEETH
AND MOVING INSTANDING TEETH INTO LINE
BY WEDGE-ACTING MECHANISMS OPERATED BY
SCREWS.

GENEEAL KEMAEKS ON OPERATIONS FOE COEEECTION OF DE-

FOEMITY BY CAUSING THE OFFSTANDING TEETH TO ACT AS

WEDGES BETWEEN OTHEES. PLAN OF OPEEATION BY A

CONCENTEIC SCEEW MATEIX-WEENCH IN COMBINATION ^\TTH

A BEIDGE-PIECE.—BY A SIMILAE MECHANISM. BY A GOLD

EIBBON DEAWN UPON BY SCEEWS.

WHEN a tootli stands in a posterior position because

of lack of room, and it requires considerable force

to move it into line, the correction may sometimes be ac-

complished by drawing the instanding tooth (wedge-like)

in between the teeth (forcing the latter farther apart) by a

loop drawn upon by a screw projecting through a bridge.

Fig. 903 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving an instanding right upper lateral to line by a

modification of the matrix-wrench.^ It differs from it in

that there were two screws concentrically arranged instead

of one, and that the barrel was cylindrical instead of rect-

1 For details concerning the construction of the matrix-wrench, see pp. 344,

439. See also description of a similar mechanism in chapters on Correction of

Cuspids (Part XV.).

951
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angular. The philosophy of the action is to draw the in-

standing tooth like a wedge in between the cuspid and

central : this is not a first-class operation, but one that is

successful where the interdental space is nearly as wide

as the instanding tooth. Briefly, the main part of this

mechanism may be said to be a cylindrical matrix-wrench,

Fig. 903.—Separating teeth and moving an instanding lateral to line by a concentric
screw meclianism and a loop (A).

having the outer surface of its barrel screw-cut for a large

second nut (shown in black). This acts upon a bridge-piece

consisting of a narrow strip of stiff plate having a hole

through its middle part to accommodate the screw. On

one end of the inside screw is a smaller nut, just above the

larger one. On the other end of the screw is soldered a

loop that embraces the instanding tooth. (See Fig. 904.)

The tube-screw having been placed outside this smaller

screw, and the bridge-piece laid across the interdental

space so as to rest on the adjacent teeth, the free extrem-

ities of both screws projecting through the hole in the

bridge, and are held there by the nuts, which being gently

tightened, firmly hold all parts of the mechanism upon the

tooth. The smaller screw draws the loop partly into the

tube-screw and tightens it upon the cuspid, firmly hold-

ing it to the end of the tube or outer screw. The tooth is

moved by turning the larger nut.

Fig. 904 represents the separate parts of this mechan-

ism (so like the matrix-wrench, illustrated on pp. 344,

439, and which was published in the "Dental Cosmos" in
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1878). When necessary to exert great force, this meclian-

ism will meet the emergency ; fortunately, however, such

extra force is seldom needed. If the bridge will not rest

steadily on the teeth, the extremities should lie between

studs or in tubes soldered to ferules cemented on these

Fig. 904.—The meclianism in parts (A),

adjacent teeth. The ferules. should be as thin as paper, in

order that the interdental space may not be materially

narrowed; nicety of finish is essential in order to make

the mechanism work properly.

This mechanism has no advantage over, if, indeed, it is

equal to, several of the triplex-acting mechanisms repre-

sented in Part VI., p. 258. (See plan of operation by these

inventions, by the author, in the following chapter.)

Fig. 905.—Plan of moving to line an instandin^ lateral by a modification of tlie

concentric screw mecliamsm (Shaw).

Fig. 905 represents a plan for moving an instanding

right upper lateral to line by a modification of the mechan-

ism last described. This modification, devised by Dr. S. J.

Shaw,^ differs mainly in that, instead of its screw being

1 Dr. Shaw's modification was published in the "Dental Cosmos/' 1888, ten

years after the author's matrix-wrench was piiblished, and one year after the

concentric screw mechanism last described was published in the same journal.

This probably was not known to Dr. Shaw when he devised this one. (Fig. 905.)
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fastened to the instanding tooth by a gold loop, it is tied

to it by a wire, c. The mechanism is represented sepa-

rately just above the main figure. To prevent the instru-

ment from turning upon the tooth when the nut n is tight-

ened upon the bridge-piece, a piece of plate is soldered to

the lower end of the screw s (to rest on the outer surface of

the tooth), and to this plate a pin, p, is soldered, parallel to

the screw s, to project through a second hole in the bridge

B while the screw is moving in the other hole by the nut N.

The credit of being first to originate the pin p and the

square plate as here illustrated belongs to Dr. Shaw.

Fig. A in the foot-note illustrates a process of moving

two instanding and two outstanding upper incisors to line

by one of my earliest mechanisms (published in the "Dental

Cosmos," MaTch, 1878), shown here as a prototype.^

1 There were two gold ribbons soldered to screws and acted upon by-

nuts. One of these ribbons had two screws, the other only one. They are

represented separately by v and o in the upper part of the figure. The screws

projected through a stiff strip of gold plate, B, less than one-eighth of an inch

in width, bent so as to lie along the lingual surfaces of the right cuspid and
all the incisors, yet not in contact with the left central and the right lateral.

Fig. a.—Evening upper incisors toy screw loops (A).

When the mechanism was ready to apply, the screws of loop V were first

projected between the teeth, and thence through the bar B, where they were
held in place by the nuts (shown in white). The other loop, o, was placed

between the teeth, and held at one end by a nut, and at the other end by a

rectangular link. These loops, when tightened, caused the entire mechanism
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Fig. 906 illustrates the middle stage of a process for the

correction of an instandiug left upper lateral by a duplex-

acting mechanism, after having made room for the pos-

terior movement of the adjacent cuspid by the extraction

of the left first bicuspid.

Pig. 906.—Moving a lateral to line toy a double loop drawn upon by two nuts (A).i

Although such a mechanism as this is effective in some

cases, it is not as philosophical as some of the triplex-

acting mechanisms, which will be considered in the next

chapter.-

to bear and draw upon all the teeth, the bar B pushed on the right central and

left lateral, while the loops drew upon the right lateral and left central, caus-

ing them to move in the directions indicated by arrows.

Occasionally the degree of resistance of the teeth that are to be moved re-

quires the use of more teeth in the anchorage ; in such cases a corresponding

length of the bar b is necessary.

The drawback to this more complicated than philosophical mechanism is the

difficulty encountered in applying the transverse screws between the teeth.

I have discontinued such screws in my practice. The representation here is

for showing one prototj^e from which all my duplex and triples mechanisms

started.

1 This is another prototype that led up to triplex-acting mechanisms, pub-

lished by the author in the "Dental Cosmos," March, 1878.

2 In Part VI., pp. 256-262, many modifications of these are illustrated. The

principal mechanism of this class, which was published by me in the " Dental

Cosmos " in 1884, had its prototype in another of mine, which also was pub-

lished in the same journal. See "Dental Cosmos," March, 1878, and Novem-
ber, 1884. See also Fig. 162, Part VI., p. 258.
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WIDENING INTERDENTAL SPACES BY SCREWS
{Continued).

OPERATIONS BY THE POWERFUL TRIPLEX-ACTING
SCREW MECHANISMS.

MAKING SPACE, AND AT THE SAME TIME MOOTING INSTANDING

AND OUTSTANDING TEETH TO LINE, BOTH ACTS BEING

CAUSED DIRECTLY BY TRIPLEX-ACTING MECHANISMS HAV-

ING NO SPECIAL ANCHORS.—OPERATIONS BY OTHER FORMS

OF TRIPLEX-ACTING MECHANISMS HAATNG CLAMP-BANDS AS

ANCHORS.—OPERATIONS FOR MAKING SPACE FOR A TRANS-

POSED CUSPID BY A MECHANISM HAAT:NG TWO SCREWS.

—

SASH-ARM MECHANISMS FOR WEAK ANCHOR TEETH.

FORCING- teeth farther apart was formerly regarded as

a necessary prehminary step to moving offstanding

ones into the arch, bnt it is so no longer. In the preced-

ing chapter a few mechanisms for wedging the tooth into

line were described. The problem of accomplishing the

double act of making space for and drawing an offstand-

ing tooth into line by a mechanism acting in three differ-

ent directions at the same time, was solved by the author

several years ago; afterwards several of these mechan-

isms, both duplex- and triplex-acting, were made public

;

some of these operated by elastic rubber, others by screws.

As a detailed explanation of many of the mechanisms has

already been given, it is not necessary to repeat all now.

(See Part VI., Chap-. XXIII.)

Fig. 907 illustrates the beginning of the first operation

956
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for making room for, and at the same time moving to line,

an oft'standing tooth by screw power. This upper right

hTteral was corrected by one of the simplest and most ef-

fective of the triplex screw-acting class of mechanisms.

a tx xb"^^
(J^ o

Fig. 907.—Making space, and at the same time Fig. 907a.—Four of the

moviui? an tnstaudina,- lateral to line by a triplex- author's set of powerful
acting mechanism (A). triplex mechanisms.

Fig. 907A represents this and three similar mechanisms.

This mechanism (Fig. 907)'consisted of a gold ribbon with a

smooth-bore nut soldered to one end, N, and a screw-cut nut

solderedtotheother,N',counectedbya screw, as represented.

To apply it, all that was necessary in this case was to

place the ribbon over the instanding tooth, leaving the nuts

to rest upon the external surfaces of the adjacent teeth.

All were operated by turning the screw by a lever placed in

a hole in its bulb l. This screw forced the nuts farther apart

and, by this act, caused the ribbon to move the teeth adja-

cent to the interdental space farther apart, and at the same

time to draw the instanding tooth into its place between

them. The different directions of force upon the different

teeth are indicated by arrows.^ (See Part VI., pp. 256-258.)

1 In 1889, several years after the above triplex-acting mechanism was pub-

lished, Dr. Angle made a slight modification of it. This variation is confined

Fig. C—Angle's Modlflcation.

to the form of the shank of the screw, it being bent at right angles to enter a

nut, soldered transversely to the ribbon, as represented in Fig. C. See detail

illiistration of the author's set of triplex mechanisms in Part VI., p. 258.
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Fig. 908 illustrates an operation for moving two slightly

instanding laterals by two triplex-acting screw mechan-

isms. When the teeth are too tapering to retain such mech-

anisms, slipping must be prevented by some auxiliary, such

Fig. 908.—Making space, and at the same time moving two laterals of unfavorable
shape into line, by two triplex-acting mechanisms (A).i

as a ferule or a clamp-band. This case required ferules.

These were made cylindrical and cemented on the teeth

with phosphate of zinc. The sides of the ferules being

parallel, the ribbons were, by them prevented from shp-

ping off. (For making this mechanism, see Part YI., p. 256.)

When one or both of the nuts upon, the ribbon slip on

the adjacent teeth, they also require the aid of ferules

;

this aid, however, is seldom necessary. If before the ce-

ment hardens the middle of the approximal sides of the

ferule on the instanding tooth is slightly dented, the de-

pression will usually be sufficient to keep the ribbon in its

proper place. The ferule must be very thin.

Another plan for preventing the slipping of the ribbon

is by the use of a finger clamp-band ; this finger consists of

round or flat wire, or a narrow strip of stiff plate. (See

Fig. 910.)

Fig. 909 illustrates an operation for moving to line a

right upper instanding lateral by a triplex mechanism aided

by such a finger, extending, from a clamp-band, along the

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," November, 1884. (A.)
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lingual side of the dental arch, and bearing on the edge of

the ribbon. If the finger depends solely npon the edge of

the ribbon for its lodgment, its usefulness will sometimes

Fig. 909.—MorLng an instanding upper lateral by a triplex mechanism, aided by a
finger clamp-band (A)

.

be brief; it soon ceases to bear, because the moving in-

standing tooth carries the ribbon away from it.

To prevent this trouble a spur may be soldered to the lin-

gual side of the ribbon to project lingually. (See Fig. 911.)

Fig. 910.—The finger clamp- FiG. 911.—Triplex-acting mechanism having
band (A).i a spur for lodgment of the flLager (A).

This spur is made of a piece of platinum wire about one-

sixteenth of an inch in length. It projects above the wire

finger and holds the entire mechanism in place until the

tooth moves into line.

Fig. 912 illustrates an operation for moving an outstand-

ing right upper lateral by a gold mechanism consisting

of a triplex-acting ribbon in combination with a clamp-

band, c, serving as an anchor. For anchorage this band

embraced the right cuspid and two bicuspids.

The ribbon was guided by a piece of stiff round wire, l,

of the size of a large pin, bent U-shape, and soldered to the

lingual side of the anchor-band as represented. To the

1 Devised in 1887.
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anterior end of this band (buccal side) was soldered one

end of the gold ribbon k. This ribbon is of the thickness

of note-paper, one-sixteenth of an inch in width, and of a

sufficient length to extend over the outstanding lateral,

Fig. 912.—Drawing an outstanding upper lateral to line by a triplex-acting mechanism
in combination with an anchor-band (A).

and inward through the U-wire to the head of the screw.

On the end of this ribbon was soldered a smooth-bore nut,

which held it on the pivotal extremity of the screw, which

turned in a nut, N, soldered to the middle of the lingual

side of the anchor-band.

To apply the mechanism the anchor-band was placed

on the cuspid and bicuspids, then the ribbon e over the out-

standing tooth, one part being between it and the central,

the free extremity already being projected through the U-

wire L. The pivotal end of the screw s was run into the

smooth-bore nut on the ribbon, which was then tightened

upon by turning backward the screw by means of a lever

placed in a hole in a bulb on it. The drawing of the gold

ribbon taut caused the lateral to move inward.

One object of the wire l was to limit the action of the

ribbon e upon the central and the teeth adjacent to it;

to aid in holding the ribbon in its proper place on the lat-

eral a piece of wire (not shown in the diagram) was sol-

dered across the loop close to the ribbon.
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There was a slight drawback in the action of this mech-

anism in this case. The tendency was to move the cuspid

too far outward by the leverage of the screw in causing

the draught upon the ribbon. In subsequent operations I

overcame this difficulty by increasing the anchorage, by

making the clamp-band sufficiently large to embrace more

of the side teeth, and by having the wire l of sufficient

length to rest upon the lingual walls of the teeth beyond

the one being moved. Fig. 913 represents, on a reduced

scale, this modification.

Fig. 913.—The Modification (A).

If there is liability of the ribbon injuring the gum by

slipping upward on the tooth, this may be prevented by

placing upon the outstanding tooth a gum-guard ring for

the ribbon to rest upon.

Fig. 914.—Moving an outstanding upper lateral by a triplex mechanism having a long
U-wire arm (A).

Fig. 914 illustrates an operation for moving to line an

outstanding left upper lateral by a mechanism similar to

the one represented by Fig. 913. It differs from it in that

61
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instead of the nut in which the draught-screws play being

stationary, it tilts. This nut, n, is hinged between ears sol-

dered to the clamp-band b. Fig. 915 represents a similar

Fig. 915.—Limited-acting triplex mechanism (A).

mechanism, showing clearly the different parts, b, l, k, s, n.

In the U-wire l is the cross-wire, c, made of stiff gold about

the size of a pin.^

Simc'mg for a Transposed Tooth.—In the "freaks" of

nature is sometimes found transposition of anatomical

parts, such as the muscles and the blood-vessels, men-

tioned in the chapters on Etiology. When teeth erupt in

places that properly belong to others, as, for instance, a

cuspid between the bicuspids, it generally may be said

that they belong to that class of phenomena.^ In Dela-

barre's work (1830), as well as in works of later authors,

mention is made of transposition of teeth, such as laterals

in places of centrals and centrals in places of laterals.

One of the most curious instances of transposition of

teeth of which I have heard was a case in Paris (I have

seen only the cast), in which was a molar in the place of

1 After the tooth was moved into line it still required turning. This was
subsequently effected by an elastic-rubber ring caught upon the end of a short

wire lever on the lingual surface of a ferule cemented on the tooth. The
rubber ring was stretched and caught over the lingual nut on the clamp-band,

the drag-screw meanwhile having been removed. In some instances I have
moved to line, as well as turned, outstanding teeth by such a ferule and rub-

ber ring connected with an anchor clamp-band. Such operations are illus-

trated elsewhere in this work. (See chapters on Turning, etc.)

2 See Etiology, Part III., p. 83.
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an upper central incisor. Cases of this character occur-

ring among the cuspids and bicuspids are not uncommon.

The following figures illustrate an anomaly of this class

that came under my care in 1887. In this case, when first

seen, there was a prominence of the gum and an apparent]}''

Fi.e. 917.

Fig. 916.

Figs. 916, 917, 918, 919.—Transposed cuspid and Its treatment.

forthcoming tooth on the buccal side of the arch, over a

deciduous first molar that was present between the partly

erupted bicuspids ; the deciduous cuspid was also present.

These deciduous teeth were extracted, and the case rested

for a few months for nature to show her intentions in the

matter.

Fig. 916 illustrates the case after the respite ; the first and

second bicuspids had fully erupted, and the new tooth was

pointing through the gum at s. The apex of the root of

the first bicuspid was apparently in the place where that
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of the cuspid-root should have been. The crown of the

first bicuspid inclined posteriorly toward the second bicus-

pid, so that the new tooth was cramped between these two

and could not fully erupt.

The question to decide was whether this new tooth be

an adult cuspid or a supernumerary tooth. Though at

that time it was difficult to determine its identity, it was

necessary to liberate the tooth so that it could further

erupt. This was accomplished by separating the bicuspid

teeth by moving the first into the space t left by the ex-

tracted deciduous cuspid. A clamp-band, b, was first ap-

plied as shown in Fig. 916, but thinking it too early it was

removed, and an attempt made to separate the bicuspids

by interposing between them a wooden wedge. The first

bicuspid appeared to be moving satisfactorily until there

was about an eighth-of-an-inch space ; then it was discov-

ered that instead of the first bicuspid moving anteriorly

all this distance, the second bicuspid and first molar had

also moved, posteriorly. This suggested the idea that pos-

sibly there was a cuspid in the alveolus above the place

where the deciduous cuspid had been extracted.

As the nature of the unerupted tooth between the bicus-

pids had not yet been ascertained, the wooden wedge was

now withdrawn, and the first bicuspid acted upon again by

the clamp-band, placed as before, to embrace the first

bicuspid, left central, and lateral. In about two weeks the

first bicuspid had moved forward, leaving a space about

three-sixteenths of an inch. While this first bicuspid was

moving forward, the central and lateral moved back suf-

ficiently to do away with a lap of the left central over the

right. The bicuspid had now moved sufficiently forward

to prove that the new tooth was an adult cuspid. The left

central, lateral, and first bicuspid embraced in the clamp-
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band were now in contact, but, owing to tlie new cuspid's

great breadth, there was not yet sufficient space between

the bicuspids for it. To make the space wider it was nec-

essary to extract, or to use something that would act with

great power between and upon both teeth adjacent to the

space. The incisors were held in place by a ferule having

a cross-wire. The second molar appearing through the

gum behind the first molar, together with the shortness of

the bicuspids, at first suggested extraction of the second

bicuspid to insure accommodation for the new tooth ; but

as this course would not have been scientific, it was not

performed ; therefore I devised a mechanism for the emer-

gency.

^ y *^
VV >lfbniaai

0ii[iim^iin»mnm''-'y'-ij

Fig. 920.—The meelianism in parts (A).

Figs. 917 and 920 represent this mechanism, and Fig. 918,

its application. This widener consisted of two ferules, r,F',

and two push-screws, w, w', one, w, being partly curved, the

other, w', being straight. The screws were for forcing the

bicuspids farther apart. On the labial side of one ferule,

F, was soldered a short tube, p ; and on the corresponding

side of the other, f',- a rectangular nut, p'. On the opposite

side of these ferules, but reversely, were soldered a similar

tube and nut. The" office of these was to furnish lodgment

for the extremities of the screws, one end of each of which

was square, with a shoulder behind it ; they were made

square to fit the correspondingly shaped holes in the nuts,

and the shoulders were for preventing the screws from

being forced too far into them when in action. On the

61*
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opposite extremities of the screws were loose nuts, n and n',

which, when turned along the screws w, w', impinged against

the tubes, which were round and smooth-bore. The buc-

cal screw w was curved in order to extend around and not-

press upon the prominence of the gum covering the new

tooth. The nuts, when turned on the screws, forced the

ferules, and the bicuspids within them, farther apart.^

In about three months these teeth had moved sufficiently

to make ample space. (See Fig. 918.) They were then re-

tained there by two small gold haK-clasps anchored into a

hard-rubber roof-plate. This retainer is partially repre-

sented in Fig. 919. Two ferules, connected by a wire, would

have been a better retainer. (See Fig. 819.)

Fig. 921.—Separating macMne ; modiflcation of the one last described (Wilson).

Fig. 921 represents a mechanism used for widening the

space between an upper lateral and first bicuspid, to in-

crease space for an unerupted cuspid. This mechanism,

which is similar to the one used in the operation last ex-

plained, was devised (subsequently) by Dr. C. P. Wilson,

without having any knowledge of mine. It consists of

four parts : two screws, s, s ; a ferule, f, having two round-

wire arms or guide-rods, w, w ; two smooth-bore nuts, o, o

;

and a gum-guard ring, i. This ring i has soldered to it

two double-bored nuts, n, n, one bore, in each, being smooth,

to admit of the play of one of the guide-rods, the other bore

1 Several years after this mechanism -^vas invented by me a matrix made
very similar to it, for aid in filling teeth, was brought out by another dentist

as original with him.
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being threaded for one of the pushing-screws. The other

end of each screw was of spindle form, and played in the

smooth hole in the nut 0.

The object claimed in having the arms, for sliding in the

nuts N, N, was to cause the ferule f and gum-guard ring

I to move on a straight line, and to aid in strengthening

the connection between the ferule F and the nuts bearing

the spindle-ends of the screw. This mechanism was easily

operated and was very effective.



CHAPTEE XOI.

CLOSING INTERDENTAL SPACES BY SCREWS.

PARALLEL MOVEMENT OF CROWNS AND ROOTS OF
TEETH BY SCREW-ACTING MECHANISMS.

GENEEAL REMARKS ON DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS.—SCREW-

ACTING MECHANISMS BEST FOE THESE OPERATIONS.—THE

DIRECT AND THE INDIRECT PLANS OF OPERATIONS.—THE

FIRST MECHANISM FOR SUCH OPERATIONS.—SEVERAL MODI-

FICATIONS.—THE INTERDENTAL BLOCK MECHANISM.—MECH-

ANISM WITH TWO SCEEWS.—THIMBLE-CEOWN SCEEW MECH-

ANISM.—PHILOSOPHY OF ACTION AND REACTION.—

A

SCREW MECHANISM AND THE AUTHOR'S MODIFICATIONS

OF THE SAME FOR LATERAL MOVEMENT OF CROWNS AND

ROOTS.i

THE closing of wide spaces between central incisors to

make room for unerupted laterals is often fonnd nec-

essary in early life, but there are times where it would be

too early to begin the operations. These are where there

are no signs of approaching laterals (although they may

really exist deeply), and where there are no signs of later-

als, yet at the same time the cuspids are about to erupt.

After the cuspids have fully erupted it is then proper to

draw the centrals together, whether there are laterals or

not. If the operation for drawing the centrals together is

1 For theory and practice concerning interdental spaces, see Part XIII.

,

p. 599.
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premature the cuspids are liable to erupt too far forward

and stand against the centrals, which not only closes the

gates to possible laterals, but causes, by these four large

teeth being together, a coarse facial expression. To pre-

vent this coarseness, artificial laterals should be inserted

and worn permanently, unless natural laterals finally ap-

pear, when the artificial ones should give way to them.

Such artificials are more important to females than to males.

The cases that need immediate treatment are those

showing signs of the presence of laterals under the gums,

and are prevented from erupting by there not being

sufficient space for them. If the laterals are not suffi-

ciently developed to erupt, the operation should be delayed

until they are ready to come forth.

Fig. 922.—Interdental space requiring delay in operation.

Fig. 922 represents the case of a young girl, requiring

delay of operation. By postponing it (operation) the cen-

trals and the hidden unerupted laterals served as wedges

to prevent the erupting cuspids from moving farther to-

FiG. 923.—The first root-moving machine (A).i

ward the centrals (toward the medial Hue). After the cus-

pids had erupted a little farther, the centrals were drawn

together by my original mechanism (see Fig. 923), thus

making room for the laterals to erupt before the cuspids

1 Devised by the author, October, 1880.
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had time to materially interfere. It was necessary, how-

ever, in the latter stages of the operation, to force one of

the cuspids farther away from the central. This was done

by a mechanism consisting of two broad ferules interposed

by a screw, operating in nuts soldered to the labial sides

of the ferules.

The importance of constructing mechanisms on strictly

philosophic plans for these operations cannot be over-

estimated. jSTo indifferently planned mechanism can be

relied upon for accomplishing com23lete success. In Part

XIII., pp. 615-653, 1 have given considerable detail regard-

ing the philosophy of these operations and the mechanisms

used, but in this chapter further details and several modi-

fications of the mechanisms will be given.

Fig. 924 illustrates the beginning of an operation (for a

girl nine years of age) for closing an unsightly space be-

tween the upper centrals. This case required the lateral

Fig. 924.—Lateral movement of teeth. Fig. 925.—The Mechanism (A).
Indirect operation (A).

movement of the crowns, also (the lateral movement) of

the roots. Fig. 925 represents the mechanism used. It

consists of two parts, a clamp-band, and a guide-piece

made as represented by t', t", in Fig. 926.^

The operation was conducted upon what I call the in-

^ This mechanism is similar to one represented by Fig. 644, Part XIII.,

p. 647, the only difference being in the form of the outer plate of the guide-

piece. This variation in form is in the end of the plate, t', t" being bent so

as to approximate the form of a hook to catch over the cutting-edges of the

central incisors as shown in Fig. 924,
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1

dlycd plan, consisting first in drawing the crowns of the

centrals into contact by tightening the clamp-band on the

necks of the teeth, and then in drawing the roots toward

each other by continuing the same tightening process. In

Fig. 926.—Bottom and side views of the guide-piece (A).

the first stages only the crowns move, in the second only

the roots ; the latter change is caused by the corners of the

crowns (in contact) acting as a fulcrum to each other. For

further information regarding the details of the philoso-

phy of this class of interesting operations, see Part XIII.,

Chapter LX., p. 615.

Fig. 927 illustrates the case of a boy about eight years

of age, for whom an operation by the direct plan was per-

formed to clear the way for unerupted laterals, which were

prevented from appearing by lack of room between the

centrals and cuspids. This consisted in drawing together

the crowns of upper centrals (to close a space between

them), and at the same time causing the lateral movement

of their roots toward each other.

Fig. 927.-Lateral movement of tlie roots of Fig. 928.-Clamp-toajid and

upper centrals. Direct operation (A). Trough-piece (A).

Fig. 928 represents the different parts of the mechanism.

Usually in this class of cases the centrals are not so far

apart that a mechanism like that represented by Fig. 923, or

Fig. 628, p. 634, would not remain upon the crowns after

their ends are brought in contact, nor would it slip off
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while the roots are being moved ; but in this case the in-

clination of the crowns, if in contact, would have been so

great that a clamp-band, simply, would slip off. To ren-

der the band sufficiently firm, it was necessary, therefore,

to prevent the ends of the crowns from being drawn into

contact. This was accomplished by interposing between

them a gold block, in breadth corresponding nearly with

the width of the interdental space. This block was sol-

dered into the middle of the trough-piece as represented

by T in Fig. 928.

In the application of the mechanism it was necessary to

gently force the block between the teeth ; this force, how-

ever, was sufficient to cause pain, but as soon as the clamp-

band was tightened upon the necks of the teeth, the pain,

caused by the pressure of the necks upon the distal part

of the walls of the sockets by insertion of the block, im-

mediately ceased. The clamp-band was enabled to remain

firm by means of the block, and the operation went straight

forward to success.

Fig. 929 represents a similar mechanism, consisting of a

clamp-band and three interchangeable blocks, of different

Fig. 929.—Meclianism -with a set of detachable blocks (A).

sizes, devised for use in a direct operation for closing an

interdental "space between the centrals. The patient for

whom this was used was a girl about eight years of age.

The centrals had erupted about an eighth of an inch apart,

and appeared to be drifting still farther from each other,
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tlius encroaching uj^on the territory belonging to the nn-

erupted laterals.

This operation consisted in moving parallel to each

other the two centrals. The blocks were used to prevent

too great inclination of their crowns, thereby preventing

the slipping of the clamp-band. These were graduated so

as to prevent the mesial corners of the crowns (centrals)

from moving too far at a time, and from approaching each

other more rapidly than the roots, when the clamp-band

was tightened upon their necks.

The process of tightening the clamp-band upon the necks

of the centrals by turning the screw drew the crowns against

the block, and then held them there while the roots were

being compelled to approach each other simply by con-

tinuing the same process of tightening the band. After

the roots had moved a short distance this block (in the

trough-piece) was taken away and replaced by a thinner

one. When the roots had again approached each other

sufficiently to be nearly parallel, this thick block was

removed and a thinner one applied. In this way the pro-

cess was kept up until the thinnest block was used, and

finally none at all; when soon the crowns were in con-

tact, and the roots were parallel to each other.^

If the form of the teeth is not favorable for retaining

such a block it should have a delicate flange to extend

slightly under the corners of the centrals.

In Part XIII., p. 624, is represented a mechanism that I

devised to act upon the same principle. Instead of adjust-

ing-blocks being used to prevent the crowns from moving

too rapidly, a small adjusting-screw is so interposed that

i In Part XIII., pp. 621-625, the philosophy of the direct and the indirect

operations for lateral movement of the teeth is explained ; and on pp. 647-650

the first operation of the kind ever performed is also illustrated and explained.
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the movement of the crowns can be conducted with greater

ease, with exactness, and without removal of the mechan-

ism from the teeth.

Figs. 930, 931, and 932 represent another mechanism that

acts without the block or the second screw. This consists

of a screw and two crowns (Fig. 931) ; the latter having

(after the Talbot plan) soldered transversely across each a

Fig. 930.—View of crown
and tutoe.

Fig. 931.—Front view of
meclianism (A).

Fig. 932.—Top view of
mechanism.

piece of tubing.^ In these figures r, f represent the thim-

bles ; T, screw-cut tube or piece of " piping " ; t', smooth-

bore "piping"; u, staple; s, the screw. Although this

mechanism is easily operated, it cannot be relied upon to

be sufficiently firm in all cases ; therefore (as means to an

end) it is not as philosophical as those previously described,

which have no weaknesses.

Several years after the mechanisms for lateral movement

of crowns and roots had been published in the " Cosmos "

by the author, attempts were made by others to perform

the lateral movement of crowns and roots by the use of

ferules and a bolt, instead of thimble-screws, but they

failed because of weakness of simple ferules as anchors.

To make this point clearer, and show the effect of the

socket resistance upon mechanisms used for lateral move-

ment of roots, and to show the importance of firm anch-

orage, let us observe the effect of strain upon siriiple gold

bands and a screw that is small in size and not too stiff to

1 In 1884 E. S. Talbot devised his tubed (not thimble-crown) ferule, a piece

of tubing soldered transversely to a ferule.
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bend when in operation. To make the subject plain, the

ilhistration will be given in the form of a question and an
answer, accompanied by the two following figures.

When a delicate screw is tightened upon ferules, what is

the effect of the resistance of the alveolar septum between
the sockets of the roots of the teeth acted upon ? Under
these circumstances the roots, serving as long arms of

Fig. 933.—Showins the effect of strain
upon a delicate screw.

Fig. 934.—Showing the effect of
strain upon ferules.

levers, easily cause the screw to bow upward, as shown in

Fig. 933, provided the ferules remain firm ; on the other

hand, if the screw should be so stiff as not to bend, it would
be pretty sure to start the ferules off the teeth. In tight-

ening the screw the strain always tends to move the mesial

sides of the ferules downward from their original positions,

as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 934. The arrows in the

figures show the directions in which the different parts of

the teeth move, 'and also the directions of the forces upon
different parts of the ferules.

Notwithstanding the weakness of ferules, they may be

practicable in early age, at a time when the alveolus is

soft and easily absorbed, provided they (ferules) are made
as broad as the crowns are long.^

Although bands flare in some places when strained, it is

not so with thimble-crowns. Theymutually sustain all their

1 Perhaps the influence of the screw when sprung, as illustrated in Fig. 933,

might be more plainly understood by taking two extracted incisors and apply-
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parts. Notwithstanding the thimble-crown mechanism is

superior to the ferule kind, it is not, as before said, as philo-

sophical as other mechanisms previously described.

Fig. 935 illustrates an operation for a patient about ten

years of age, treated by L. L. Howell. This case is pre-

sented principally to show that a tooth can be successfully

moved a considerable distance. The left upper adult cen-

FiG. 935.—Lateral movement of an upper central by a screw (Howell).

tral c stood in the left anterior position, directly in front

of the left lateral l. In the place belonging to this central

stood a defective supernumerary tooth, s.

This dentist had been advised by another to extract both

the outstanding (left) central and the supernumerary tooth,

and then to transplant the former into the socket of the

latter. This advice was given with the view that to at-

tempt to move the left central sufficiently to properly place

it would not only destroy its pulp, but also cause dis-

ing the meclianisni to them, and then, taking hold of the end of the roots with

the fingers, forcing them apart. By this act it will be seen that, unless the

ferules are fixed fii-mly upon the crowns, their mesial sides next to the gum
will fiare from the tooth by the strain on the screw, and these sides (mesial) of

the ferule -will become loosened, if not started toward the cutting-edges of the

tooth.
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c'oloratiou of the tooth. The plan of operation finally

adopted was to extract the supernumerary tooth and then

to move the central to its proper place by a screw-acting

mechanism.

"When the central had been moved about half-way to

the place desired, the operator was again advised by the

same person (previously referred to) to stop and inform

the patient that it would be unsafe to move the tooth any

farther. AYith this opinion I did not coincide, but sug-

gested that if the tooth be moved slowly it would proba-

bly reach its proper place uninjured. The operation was

successfully completed in that way, without killing the

pulp.

As the mechanism used in this operation may serve in

some respects as a lesson on the subject of complicated

mechanisms, I shall enter more fully into the details of the

operation than in explaining the majority of cases. The

construction of the mechanism, which was in two parts,

was several times altered and improved dniring the opera-

tion. That which was finally used, and the one adjudged

to be the best, is represented in two parts by Figs. 936, 937,

and 938.1

In these figures the letters a, a represent an anchor con-

sisting of two thin, broad platinum ferules, united (by

solder) . somewhat after a plan by Drs. Barrett and Bos-

well.2 One of these ferules embraced the right first molar,

and the other the right second bicuspid. D represents a

1 Dr. Howell says that he had taken the principle of the draughting part of

the mechanism, by which the first stage of the operation was accomplished,

from figures of mechanisms published several years earlier by the author of

this treatise. (See "Dental Cosmos," January and April, 1881. See Part XV.,

Chapter XCVII., p. 1014, on Correction of Incisors by Draught-strings and

Drag-screws.) There is, however, considerable that is novel which belongs

to Dr. Howell.

2 See Part VI., p. 332, Fig. 287.

62
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strip of platinum and iridium plate, one extremity of which

was soldered to the buccal surfaces of the ferules, and the

other to a broader piece of pure gold plate, e. This piece

E rested on the labial surfaces of the right lateral and cen-

tral, and was used as a base to support staples for holding

strings, t, and preventing them from slipping from their

places. N represents a stationary nut soldered to the anch-

or-bar D ; s, the drag-screw that drew upon the strings t.

Pig. 936.—Appearance of the case at the close of
the first stage of the operation.

Fig. 937.—The first part of the
mechanism used (Howell).

L represents a simple swivel-piece, to which the strings

were tied. This swivel-piece was made of a narrow strip

of plate bent at right angles. In one end of this was a

hole for the screw, and in the other a hole*for attachment

of the strings to connect a narrow ferule, f, on the mal-

posed left central, with the screw.

"When this mechanism was applied the broad ferules

A, A were first cemented to the molar and bicuspid, after

which the narrow ferule f was placed on the central to be

moved; the strings t were then added and made taut by

the screw s. These were retightened by the patient two or

three times a day by turning the screw. The patient was

seen only twice before the tooth had moved to the position
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shown in Fig. 936. The crown was then nearly in its proper

j)hice, but the root had not been moved sufficiently.

The first stage of the operation having been completed,

the second part of the mechanism was applied to the op-

posite side of the arch, to push the root of the (left) central

into its proper place. Fig. 938 represents the case nearly

completed. The mechanism consisted of two anchor-fer-

ules, A, A (soldered together), for the bicuspids ; on the buc-

FlG. -The case willi the remaining part of the mechanism used in the second stage
of the operation (Howell).

cal side of these ferules was soldered a screw-cut nut, b. In

the nut played a screw, s, pointed at one end to rest in a

socket in the end of a piece of large, stiff platinum wire, o,

the other end of the wire being soldered to a ferule, f, ce-

mented close to the gum of the (left) central to be moved.

"When the screw s was turned forward, it pushed against

the end of the wire o, which in turn moved the neck and

root of the irregular central. To hold the crown of this

tooth in place while its root was being moved, one end of

a stiff piece of platinum wire, w, was soldered to the lingual

side of the anterior ferule a, while the other was hooked

around the corner of the crown of the central. The direc-

tion of force of the screw s was not in line with that which
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was necessary to move the root, but by confining the wu^e

to the ferule a by a wire loop, the direction was suffi-

ciently curved to push the tooth into the supernumerary

socket. (See Fig. 939.)

Fig. 939.—Appearance of the ease at the completion of the operation.

Fig. 940 represents a mechanism for the lateral move-

ment of the crown and root of a left upper central. This

consists of a very stiff piece of screw-cut (18 k.) gold wire,

w (filed flat on two sides) ; a hard-rubber roof-plate, p, hav-

ing anchor clamp-bands, b, b ; a broad, movable (18 k.) gold

T N

Fig. 940.—Mechanism for the lateral movement of the root of a central by the direct
process (A).

ferule, f, soldered to a smooth-bore tube, t (sliding on the

wire w) ; two screw-cut nuts, 0, N ; and a movable brace-

wire (having a crutch extremity) made of stiff (18 k.) gold.

The extremities of the wire w are soldered strongly to the

buccal sides of the clamp-bands.
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1

The mechanism is operated by playing the nut N upon

the screw-cut wire w, and pressing against the end of the

smooth-bore tube t, causing the ferule r (cemented to the

irregular tooth) to slide along the wire w, thereby moving

the tooth within the ferule.

To prevent the crown from moving while the root is

being forced through the alveolus is the office of the crutch-

arm. This arm, which is soldered to a piece of smooth-

bore tube on the wire w, is forced forward from behind by

the nut o causing the crutch to bear against the corner of

the crown. The ferule-tube and the crutch-tube are pre-

vented from turning on the wire w by being formed to cor-

respond with, the opposite flat sides of the screw w.

Another plan of fixing a crutch-brace is to solder the

posterior end of it directly to the wire w, and then corru-

gate it " shorter " as the root of the irregular central moves

toward it. The crutch is prevented from slipping off the

central by a broad knob-ferule, below the ferule f.

Fig. 941.—Modiflcation of a Howell mechanism for lateral movement of the crown and
root of a central (A).

Fig. 941 represents a modification of the Howell mech-

anism (Fig. 937) for a slight lateral movement of a left up-

per central. This modification (by the author) consists of

a longitudinal screw clamp-band, c (gold) ; broad ferule, f
;

stiff arch-wire, w (gold) ; draught-wire, D (platinum) ; and

gold brace-wire, b ; screw, v ; and staples, s, s, s.

62*
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The clamp-band (which is sufficiently large to embrace

the two right bicuspids and first molar) is first made ; then

to it is soldered, on the buccal side, a nut in which plays the

swivel-screw v. This is connected by a delicate platinum

draught-wire, d, with the broad ferule F (by solder), em-

bracing the malposed central.

These elements may be said to constitute the principal

parts of the mechanism ; but to prevent the draught-wire d

from bearing upon the intervening teeth and forcing them

inward, it is passed through the rings s, s, s, soldered to

the outer part of the U-shape wire w, w, extending along

the labial and lingual surfaces of the teeth.

A stiff brace-wire, b, soldered to the U-wire w, w, pre-

vents the crown of the central from swaying too rapidly

to its right while the root is being moved laterally. This

brace-wire b is curved more and more from time to time,

to allow the crown of the tooth to move only so fast as the

root moves toward its proper place. The crutch end of the

brace b is prevented from slipping off the tooth by a knob

on the lower margin of the broad ferule f. This slight

modification was suggested to my mind by the Howell

mechanism. These two last-described mechanisms are

weak, as engines of force, hence are only practicable for

moving teeth very short distances. To move roots through

alveolar tissue of considerable thickness requires very

powerful machines, such as represented by Fig. 929.

All these side-acting mechanisms (Figs. 936-941) operate

upon the philosophy of placing the base of power on other

teeth than those to be moved ; more might be said upon

this kind of leverage, but as this properly belongs to the

subject upon elevating teeth, the reader is referred to the

first chapter in Part XVII. See also (by Index) the chapter

upon moving roots en masse.
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Section A Division III.

PULPLESS TEETH AND DISEASED SOCKETS.

MOVING PULPLESS TEETH AND LIVING TEETH IN
HEALTHY OR IN DISEASED SOCKETS.

MOVING PULPLESS TEETH WHEN THE SOCKETS ARE HEALTHY,

AND MOVING PULPLESS TEETH THAT AEE LOOSE FROM DIS-

EASED SOCKETS.—GENERAL REMARKS UPON MOVING PULP-

LESS TEETH THAT HAVE HEALTHY SOCKETS AND THOSE THAT

HAVE DISEASED SOCKETS.—TEETH LOOSENED FROM LOCU-

LOSIS ALVEOLARIS.—TEETH LOOSENED FROM WHITLOWIC

ALVEOLAE ABSCESS.—THE TWO DISEASES COMPARED.—THE

SCREW THE BEST AGENT FOR MOVING PULPLESS TEETH.

OPERATION FOR CORRECTING A PULPLESS UPPER INCISOR

BY A SCREW.—THE SCHANGE MECHANISM.—OPERATION FOR

A PATIENT FIFTY YEARS OF AGE.

IT has been asserted that irregular teeth which have lost

their pulps cannot be successfully regulated. It would

be injudicious to attempt to move a pulpless tooth in a

socket a part of which is necrosed, before removing the

dead part and curing the living tissue surrounding it ; this

would not be so, however, with a pulpless tooth in a

socket showing no signs of disease, provided the operation

is carried on slowly. The force from weak elastic rubber

will sometimes prove practicable, but that from scallop-gold

983
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wire is better, and that from the screw is superior to all.^

Nearly all pulpless front teeth in healthy sockets can be

safely moved by screws—even pulpless teeth that have

more than one root.

If, however, the socket of a tooth has had an abscess in

it, or if the socket-tissues around the tooth have wasted

away by absorption sufficient to extensively expose the

root—especially if there is no union of tissue in some

places with the root—the attempt to move the tooth might

be unwise. But if the teeth are firmly attached in the shal-

low sockets, where there is no tendency to loculosis, an

attempt to move such teeth a short distance might be ad-

visable. If the apex of a root should lose its attachment

to the socket—especially if it be a lingual molar root—am-

putation of the dead part (the part having no union with

its socket) would place the tooth, in possible condition for

success.^ The moving of such teeth, however, is not rec-

ommended except in cases where it is very important to

increase antagonism or to improve facial expression.

The question is not whether it is possible to move pulp-

less teeth, but whether the tooth will be worth the trouble

and expense of the operation.^ Especially does this doubt

apply to the cases of those patients who are so indifferent

to the care of their teeth as to permit the ravages of socket

disease to become excessive ; nor can it be for the interest

of any dentist to advise an operation of no value to the

patient. It would be better to advise the extraction of such

1 Regarding treatments for necrosis of the alveolus, see papers published by
the author in the ''Dental Cosmos," July, August, September, October, 1878.

These papers give the results of about two hundred experiments upon all

kinds of dead bone, and embrace results upon living bone obtained by vivi-

section. ("Sulphuric Acid vs. Creosote Treatment.")

2 The first operations of amputation of roots were publicly described by the

author in the "Dental Cosmos."
3 For explanation of amputation of roots, see Part XX.
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a tooth standing in an undesirable position, and the sub-

stitution of an artificial one.

Moving LocuUtlc Teeth.—One of the most aggravating-

causes of drifting of teeth is disease of the roots and sock-

ets, and the two most common causes of looseness are loc-

ulosis alveolaris and whitlowic alveolar abscess. To pre-

vent the play of such teeth back and forth greatly retards

the progress of the diseases and helps toward cure.

If the sockets are greatly affected with loculosis or any

other form of pus-flowing disease—more especially whit-

lowic abscess—an attempt to move the teeth would prob-

ably be unwise ; but if the teeth are fairly firm they may be

successfully moved and retained if great care is exercised.

The sockets, however, should first be treated, for to move

teeth before an approximate cure has been effected would

be experimental, and would probably result in failure,

because such sockets are too soft and yielding.

Fig. 942.—Loculosis alveolaris, or pocket disease of the alveolus.

Differential Diagnosis of Loculosis Alveolaris and Whit-

lowic Alveolar Abscess.—Fig. 942 is a section view illustrat-

ing a case of loculosis alveolaris, with a deep pocket on one

side and a shallow one on the opposite side of a molar tooth,
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both of which are in a pyorrhoeic or pus-flowing condition,

discharging at the necks.

Fig. 943 illustrates a case showing similar external ap-

pearance to that shown in Fig. 942, but the cause of dis-

charge is quite different. At the bottom of this socket there

is an alveolar abscess, caused by a dead pulp. In Fig. 942

!
"^ S'

^ is

Fig. 943.—Wliitlowic alveolar abscess.

the pockets contain deposits (calcareous) lodged on the

roots (shown in black). In this case the external aspect

resembles one of whitlowic nature. Instead of the pus

finding vent through the usual channels (the walls of the

socket), it has travelled along between the lining membrane

of the socket and the root, and found exit at the neck of

the tooth.

The two diseases thus differ widely in the cause and its

location, the incipient stage of one being at the apex of

the root, and the other at the neck of the tooth. Occasion-

ally in loculitic cases nearly the entire socket is diseased,

but generally it is confined to only one side, and in extent

ranges from a slight distance below the annular lip of the

gum to the entire length of the root.

Living teeth made loose by loculosis alveolaris may be
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made useful estlietically (if not for mastication), provided

they be moved gradually and then held firmly in their new

places, but not otherwise.^

Another condition of sockets which may be included in

these classes is that which results from death of the pulp

before the roots of the teeth are fully developed. These

cases are usually confined to the upper central incisors of

boys and girls who have fallen against something and

loosened, if not broken, their teeth. Such cases, though

difficult to cure, should be treated before the teeth are

moved. For further information concerning this class of

cases, see Part XX., chapters upon central incisors the

crowns of which have died before the roots were fully

developed.

In many loculitic cases more or less of the teeth are

missing, but even under these circumstances the teeth may
be prudently corrected if the sockets are not too exten-

sively diseased, because the teeth when corrected can be

held firmly by a plate bearing artificial teeth. The most

satisfactory results that I have had after such operations

are those in cases where missing teeth have been substi-

tuted by artificial teeth mounted on the same plate. I have

noticed that even the teeth that are held steady by clasps

projecting from the plate are benefited by them. To reiter-

ate, I have noticed that teeth thus held steady have become

firmer than teeth that have not been clasped. Of course

such cases should receive treatment for the cure of the dis-

ease before they are regulated, and after being regulated

the accretions upon the roots should be removed every six

or twelve months. These favorable results are entirelyfrom

1 For several papers on Loculosis Alveolaris by the author, see three papers

in "Independent Practitioner" of 1885-86. For etymology and definition of

this socket disease, see foot-note, Part XIII., p. 605.
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the lateral prop to tlie loose teeth, supported by the stim-

ulation of the personal pride of the patient in the beauty

of the dental arch, which prompts her to wear the plate

continually and to keep the teeth clean.^

Fig. 944 illustrates an operation for moving a pulpless

outstanding right upper central to line by a screw operated

through a long-band anchored to the side teeth by two

Pig. 944.—Moving a pulpless incisor (A). Fi(>. 945.—The screw part of the mechan-
ism (A).

clamp-bands. The ends of the long-band were soldered to

these anchor-bands. (See Fig. 945.) This soldering was

necessary to give rigidness to the mechanism.

The thumb-screw worked in a threaded hole made

through the long-band at a place "off against" the out-

standing tooth. To prevent this part of the long-band

from being weakened, a small collar, made of thick i3late,

was soldered around the hole.

To cause pressure upon the pulpless tooth, this thumb-

screw was advanced against it, the pressure being renewed

twice a day. To make sufficient space for this tooth the

other incisors were drawn outward by strings placed around

1 In inserting partial sets of artificial teeth I tliiuk it is always beneficial to

clasp or otherwise embrace any loose teeth (in loculitic sockets) that may be

present.
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them and tied to the long-band as shown. This mechan-

ism is effective when properly made, but pnlpless teeth

may be moved successfully by other mechanisms acting by

screws.^ Pulpless teeth can, however, be moved by elastic

rubber, but not as safely.

I do not claim to be the first person to use a screw, through

a long-band, to bear upon incisor teeth. This was done

before by Dr. Schange, and published by Linderer in 1848.2

Fig. 946.—Mechanism used by Schange (1848).

(See Fig. 946.) But the anchoring of the long-band by a

screw-tightening band instead of a crib, so far as I know,

was originated by the author.

Fig. 947 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

closing a quarter of an inch space between the upper cen-

tral incisors of a woman fifty years of age. The first bicus-

pids, the first molars, and the left third molar were miss-

ing. The sockets were considerably affected with loeulosis

alveolaris, or, as the French denominate it, pyorrhoea alve-

olaris; the disease, together with the improper antagonism

of the front teeth, caused the space. This case is presented

1 Nearly all forms of screw-jacks, when attached to anchor teeth by ferules

or by clamp-bands, are effective for this purpose.

2 "Handbuch der Zahnheilk.," 1848, zweiter Band.
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more for the purpose of showing that age and socket dis-

ease are not always bars to success, than to illustrate the

process by which the deformity was corrected.

Fig. 947.—Moving loculitic teeth and closing an interdental space (A).

The first step in the operation was the cure of the dis-

ease. This was accomplished in four sittings (one week

apart), and consisted in the removal of all the concretions

from the roots of the teeth by delicate steel instruments,

and the cleansing of the pockets by injecting water into

them by a large concentric barrel-syringe devised for this

purpose, and subsequently treating them with equal parts

of wood-creosote and alcohol by a sci'ew-acting alveolar-

abscess syringe having a nozzle so delicate that it easily

reached to the bottom of the pockets.^

After curing the disease the case was rested four weeks,

and then the operation for closing the interdental space

was commenced. The centrals were drawn together by a

gold clamjj-band applied as represented in the figure.

In Part XIII., p. 628, a plan for closing such spaces by

1 For the author's views regarding loeulosis alveolaris (pocket disease of the

alveolus), see "Independent Practitioner" (now the "International Dental

Journal ") for October, 1885, and for April and September, 1886.
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1

wedges was explained and illustrated. It is seldom pru-

dent, however, to practise by this plan. To close a space

between central incisors by wedges inserted between the

centrals and the laterals might improve the position of

the centrals, but the laterals would be liable thereby to be

forced out of their proper place. This result is also possi-

ble when wedges are used between laterals and cuspids, but

as the cuspids are generally firmer than the incisors, they

are not so liable to be disturbed. In the above case, how-

ever, wedges could not be used in any place because of

weakness of the socket-tissues. This mechanism was worn

about three weeks, the operation being mainly carried on

by the patient. The space could have been closed in less

time, but this operation, as in all my loculitic cases, was

conducted slowly.

To hold the centrals together after the space was closed,

all that was necessary was to wear a small U-shape gold

plate having two spurs ; but as there were spaces made by

loss of some of the side teeth, artificial substitutes were

added.

Fig. 948.—The retaining meclianism In combination with artificial teeth (A). ^

Fig. 948 represents this plate bearing the two small

spurs F, F (gold wires), and four artificial teeth. These re-

taining-spurs projected between the centrals and laterals.

Fig. 949 illustrates the case when completed, and after
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the mechanism was inserted. Personal pride kept the arti-

ficial teeth in the mouth, and the plate kept the retaining-

spurs permanently between the centrals and laterals.

Fig. 949.—Appearance of tlie case when completed.

One great advantage of combining a retainer with arti-

ficial teeth in this case was retardation in the jjrogress of

the disease of the sockets. I would not haye it inferred

from this remark, however, that the appearance of cure of

loculosis can be depended upon as lasting, because the orig-

inal causes (systemic) still remain.

When the plate had been inserted in the mouth, there

still remained slight protrusion of the corner of the left

lateral ; this was finally ground away (see arrow) until the

arch was regular.
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CHAPTEE XCIII.

Section B Division I.

MOVING LOWER FRONT TEETH BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

GENEK.iL KEMAKKS ON OPEEATIONS BY ELASTIC-EUBBEE KINGS

ONLY, AND BY KUBBEE EINGS ANCHOEED BY FEEULES OE

BY CLAMP-BANDS.—VAEIOUS OPEEATIONS FOE COEEECTION

OF JUMBLED INCISOES.

IRREaULAEITIES of the incisors of the lower jaw,

like those of the upper jaw, may sometimes be cor-

rected by the old plan of simply tying the incisors with

strings to the adjacent teeth, or by stretching elastic-rubber

rings around and among the teeth so as to draw upon them

in the direction desired. Another plan is to connect the

rubber rings with a U-shape plate covering more or less

of the lower dental arch. Superior to this plan, however,

is that of using strings or rubber rings in combination

with such anchors as ferules or clamp-bands ; because by

properly placing hooks upon the anchors any direction of

draught, upon the teeth to be moved, can easily be ob-

tained. These hooks may be long or short ; or they may
be arms projecting from the anchors, or they may be

anchored long-bands.

Leaving the consideration of long-band sub-anchors for

the next chapter, our present brief remarks will be mainly

confined to rubber and bands. As the philosophy of ap-
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plying draughts has ah'eady been explained in Part IX.,

Chapter XLII., p. 460/ it will not be repeated.

When more than one rubber ring is necessary, or when

it is desirable to have the draught made in more than

one direction, there should be two or more anchor-hooks

located at different places on the anchor-ferule, or on the

anchor clamp-band.

When it is desirable to have the draught made in a

different direction from that of the location of the anchor-

band, the hooks may be soldered on the free extremity of

a stiff wire arm projecting from a plate, or from a clamp-

band, substantially as illustrated in Part VI., pp. 340, 341,

and further illustrated in Chapters LXXV., p. 804, and

LXXYIIL, p. 834, on Upper Incisors (Part XV.).

Fig. 950.—Moving lower incisors by an elastic-rubber ring ancbored to a clamp-
band (A).

2

Whenever lower incisors are jumbled, overlapping one

another, and the dental arch is already of proper size,

and enlargement of it would be injurious, esthetically and

practically, it is proper to extract one of the incisors, pro-

vided the space can be filled by the remaining teeth. The

theory of this is fully explained in Chapter LXIX., p. 721.

1 See also Part VI., pp. 724, 725.

2 From a lecture by the author before the Brooklyn Medical Society, Feb-

ruary 27, 1888. Published in "Brooklyn Medical Journal," July, 1888.
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Fig. 950 illustrates the second step in an operation for

moving jumbled lower incisors for a boy about eleven

years of age. The first step was the extraction of the left

lateral t to make room. To please the patient, and to give

oppoi'tunity for nature to act, the operation was then sus-

pended for a few weeks. Finding that the correction of

the deformity had made only slight progress, art (second

step) was applied to assist. A clamp-band was placed on

the two left bicuspids and first molar ; a rubber ring, e,

was then placed over the two centrals, and stretched, and

caught upon the hook h, on the anchor-band, as repre-

sented in the figure. The traction caused not only the two

incisors to move away from the right lateral, but it also

forced the left central outward. The right central then

moved of itself into line.

The use of mechanisms of this class is only advisable

when the tooth is to be moved posteriorly or sidewise.

When the incisors require to be moved directly forward,

or nearly so, the round-wire long-band (bearing rings)

anchored by clamp-bands is superior. Such mechanisms

will be found explained in the following chapter.

Fig. 950A.—Rubber ring-placers (A).

Fig. 950A represents three instruments for placing the

elastic-rubber rings on the hooks on the anchor. These

placers (which are easily made from old excavators and

root-pluggers) are among the most useful of all instru-

ments that I have; by them, rings can be stretched, and

caught on hooks in the most remote part of the mouth.

Ferule-anchors are used on the same principal as clamp-

bands.
63*
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MOVING LOWER INCISORS BY STRINGS AND RUB-
BER RINGS IN COMBINATION WITH LONG-BANDS
ANCHORED BY STRINGS, CLASPS, AND BY CLAJ^IP-

BANDS.

GENEKAL REMAKKS ON THE LONG-BAND MECHANISMS FOR COR-

EECTION OF LOWER FRONT TEETH.—OPERATION BY A LONG-

BAND HAVING BIFURCATED EXTREiHTIES ANCHORED BY

STRINGS. BY A LONG-BAND ANCHORED BY CLASPS.—OPERA-

TIONS BY LONG-BANDS ANCHORED BY CLAJVIP-BANDS.

AN old plan (and one by many now followed) for cor-

JLA- recting irregular lower incisors is that of tying the

teeth to a long, narrow strip of plate substantially as sug-

gested by Bourdet in 1786.^ Fox (who wrote later, 1814)

in substance says of this old plan of Bourdet's :
" For cases

of young children a strip of gold plate about one-sixteenth

of an inch in width, and bent to fit around the dental arch,

was formerly fastened by ligatures to the deciduous mo-

lars, and then each irregular tooth was tied with the strings,

which passed through holes diilled in the strip for them."

For correction of the upper teeth, in the days of Fox,

the jaws were sometimes held a short distance apart by

thin blocks of ivory or bone projecting between the upper

and lower molars. Each block was connected with the

1 See Part VI., p. 315.
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strip of plate by a short piece of plate riveted at right

angles to each. Such blocks are seldom used now.

Since 1873, clasps, thimble-crowns, ferules, and clamp-

bands (as anchors for strips) are regarded as superior to

strings.!

Bourdet, in making his long, narrow strip of plate for

moving lower incisors outward, had the sides of the ex-

tremities hollowed like a fish's tail ; they were bent at right

angles to the strip, so as to project inward and fit between

the buccal walls of some of the side teeth, to which the strip

of plate was tied by strings. Although this anchorage

was not reliable, the mechanism came into general use, and

continued in use for nearly a century. The more skilful

members of the profession, however, adopted ferules and

thimble-crowns for anchors, as suggested by Desirabode,

and clasps as suggested by Bell.

Another and a simple plan (though inferior in principle)

for aiding in anchoring extremities of a long-band, is to bi-

furcate them about one-third of an inch, and then bend the

two parts so as to fit upon and around the curved surfaces of

the teeth in a way that when the middle part of the band has

been tied to the front teeth the extremities of the strip will

neither move posteriorly nor toward the gums. One of the

parts is bent inward so as to project between the teeth,

while the other is so bent that it will rest on the grinding

surface of the teeth. To prevent the latter from interfering

with antagonism of the teeth, it should rest in a sulcus.

Fig. 951 illustrates an operation performed in 1861 for

moving lower instanding teeth by such a bifurcated strip.^

Although this is firmer than the plain strip tied with

strings, it is not very firm ; therefore patients wearing it

1 See Part VI., p. 337.

2 See Part YI., Figs. 252, 253, pp. 314, 815.
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should be taught to be careful not to get it out of its

proper place.i But little can be said in favor of any of

the non-metallic anchors.

ym^

Fig. 951.—Drawing lower incisors forward
by strings in combination with a long-band
having bifurcated extremities (A).

Fig. 952.—Moving lower incisors
forward by strings and a long-band
having clasps (after Bell and Harris).

Fig. 952 illustrates an old plan of operation for correct-

ing jumbled lower incisors and bicuspids by linen strings

in combination with a long-band anchored by clasps, as

suggested by some of the older dentists. Before applying

the mechanism the right central incisor was extracted to

make room for the remaining teeth. The construction of

the mechanism is shown so plainly by the figure that it is

only necessary to farther state that the best material to

make it of is (18 k.) gold. The irregular teeth are con-

nected with the long-band by strings passed entirely around

each tooth, and then drawn through holes in the long-

band, and tied firmly to it. (See the small diagram at the

bottom of illustration.) These strings should be renewed

whenever they become loose, which usually occurs after a

day or two.

In cases of patients who are sufficiently intelligent to

be careful, this mechanism can generally be relied upon

;

1 Bifurcated extremities of long-bands were devised in 1864. (A.)
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but it is not equal to the round-wire long-band (bearing-

hooks), anchored by clamp-bands.

Fig. 953 illustrates a plan of drawing four lower inci-

sors forward by strings tied through holes in a flat long-

band, the extremities of which are attached to single-tooth

<^^^^^^4i
'"^^

Fig. 953.—Moving forward lower incisors toy tying them with strings to a long-band
anchored by small clamp-bands (A).

clamp-bands embracing the first molars. To give steadi-

ness to the long-band each clamp-band had two ears, and

the long-band had two spurs of round wire projecting

lingually over the grinding surfaces of the teeth, and along

the approximal valley between the cuspids and bicuspids.

The ends of the long-band were rigidly soldered to the

anchor clamp-bands.

In applying this mechanism the anchors are placed upon

the teeth and tightened upon them by turning the screws

with a right-angle lever-key ; after this the irregular teeth

are tied tightly to the long-band by the strings.^

The long-band should not lie so far forward of the front

teeth as to interfere with the lower lip ; nor should it be

so close to the front teeth as to leave insufficient room for

moving them outward.

1 Sometimes ferules soldered to the long-band after the plan of Desirabode

will serve the purpose of elamp-bands. (See Part YI., Fig. 271, p. 321.;
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Fig. 954 illustrates the case of a girl seventeen years of

age, for whom an operation was performed for moving into

line the lower right central and the laterals after the left

central had been extracted to make room for them.

Fig. 954.—Drawing lower incisors forward by rubber rings in combination with a
long-band anchored by large clamp-bauds (A).

Fig. 955 represents the mechanism used. It consisted

of three very small rubber rings and a long-band (made of

round gold wire about the size of a large pin), the ends of

which were rigidly soldered to gold clamp-bands. At differ-

FiGS. 955, 956.—The Mechanism (A).

ent places on the long-band were also soldered cross-pieces

of smaller wire about one-fourth of an inch in length. (See

Fig. 956.) These wires were then bent into hooks as rep-

resented by H, H in Fig. 955.
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The metallic part of the mechanism, when ready to be

applied, was firmly anchored into place by tightening the

clamp-bands npon several side teeth. The elastic-rnb-

bei- rings were placed around the irregular incisors, then

stretched forward and caught upon the hooks, h. Some of

the rings were carried below and some above the long-band

before being thus caught on the hooks, ^ and some of them

were stretched in opposite directions in order to bear upon

the adjacent teeth and have a triple effect. In other words,

they were applied so as to draw an instanding tooth for-

ward and at the same time make room for it by forcing the

adjacent teeth away from it. (See rubber on the right

central.)

This mechanism was easily and effectively managed by

the patient. The time used to complete the operation

was six weeks.

Fig. 957.—Crito-retainer temporarily used (A).

The first retainer used after the teeth were regulated is

represented by Fig. 957. This was made of gold wire in

crib-like form, a modification of an old and similar form

by Richardson. One of these wires rested on the lingual

1 When the aiithor first exhibited this mechanism to the profession he be-

lieved that he was the first inventor of every part of it, excepting, of course,

the prototype (flat strip), which was more than a century old. But several

years afterward he ascertained that Professor R. B. Winder had antedated him

in the cross-pieces. Dr. Winder soldered narrow, flat strips of plate to a long,

flat band in 1872. To him, therefore, so far as is known, belongs the credit

of priority in devising cross-cleats in combination with loug-bands ; all the

difference between them is that the author's are of round- wire instead of

strips of plate. But Schange used the wire loops on the extremities of a long-

band, off against the side teeth (not on the middle part, so useful in opera-

tions on the incisors). In 1848 were published, thi'ough Linderer, these wire

loops soldered to a long-band.
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and the other on the labial surfaces of the teeth. After a

few days this loose and unreliable retainer was substituted

by another less conspicuous and more efficient. It con-

sisted simply of a small U-shape hai'd-rubber plate, as rep-

resented by p in Fig. 958. It was worn four months.

Fig. 958.—Hard-rubber plate—the
permanent retainer (A),

Fig. 959.—Moving three lower incisors by
elastic-rubber and round-wire long-band
anchored by clamp-bands (A).

Fig. 959 represents an easy operation for correcting

jumbled lower incisors by one of the best mechanisms for

this purpose, which consists of a round-wire long-band

and three rubber rings. The first step in this operation

was the extraction of the right central. The next was the

application of the hard part of the mechanism as shown.

The rubber rings were then caught on the instanding

teeth, and stretched in the proper direction, through little

open rings soldered to the long-band. Instead of using

small rubber rings, as here represented, I now use " elec-

tion rubber rings," and make one of them do the work of

two or three smaller rings, by stretching it outward and

inward around the teeth and hooks.
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CHAPTER XCT.

MOVINa LOWER INCISOR TEETH BY METALLIC

SPRINGS IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES.

GENEEAL KEMAKKS ON THE VARIOUS MECHANISMS OF THIS

COMBINATION.—STEEL SPRINGS WITH A BOX-PLATE FOR

MOVING INSTANDING INCISORS.— OPERATION BY STEEL

SPRINGS ANCHORED TO A PLAIN PLATE.

THE plan of moving lower front teeth, like that of

moving npper front teeth, by elastic metal, is old.

Fauchard, in 1746, and several other writers of a little

later date, mention the use of this quality in metal. But

the springs were not anchored by plates ; they were anch-

ored by strings (now obsolete in expert practice). Springs

and their anchors are at present combined in a great vari-

ety of ways, but all are modifications of a few prototypes

devised later than 1746. Several of these have been illus-

trated while considering operations upon the upper teeth

;

some others that are to follow may be new, but most of

them can only be regarded as variations of them.

Fig. 960 represents one form of meehanism for moving

outward in standing lower laterals. It consists of two

steel springs, one extremity of each of which is vulcanized

in a hard-rubber box-plate fitting the lower molars. Be-

fore vulcanizing, each wire is bent into proper form for
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spring action, and one extremity is flattened ; the wire is

also covered with tin to prevent oxidation while in the

mouth.

This kind of mechanism (which is more frequently used

in Europe than in America), when properly made, remains

Fig. 960.—Mechanism for moving instanding lower laterals (Coffin).

firm on the teeth and is practicable. It should, however,

be removed two or three times a day and cleansed to pre-

vent injury to the teeth. By properly bending the springs,

or by anchoring them in advantageous places in the plate,

it may be made suitable to meet the wants of many
cases.

Drs. Coffin (father and son), of England, have probably

devised more modifications of box-plate mechanisms hav-

ing steel springs than have been put forth from any office

in the United States. Springs in combination with plain

plates, or in combination with skeleton metallic anchors,

such as ferules, clamp-bands, and cribs, are generally pre-

ferred in America, because they are less clumsy.

Fig. 961 illustrates an operation for moving instanding

lower incisors forward and the second bicuspids outward.

The mechanism used was only a slight modification of an

old one devised by Taft, and later by Coffin, Quinby, and

others. Having made a plaster cast, the double springs

s, s are tinned and bent to resemble the letter S, arid so

arranged that they bore upon the incisors and bicuspids.

These springs are anchored to the plaster cast by staples
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made of platinum wire and forced into it. The rubber is

then packed under the springs and about the staples in the

usual way for a plate, and vulcanized, scraped, and polished.

Fig. 961.—Moving Instandtng lower teeth outward by wire springs in combination with
a plain plate (A)

.

The springs are held to the plate by a prominence on

the plate, burying the middle part of each. They are fur-

ther confined to the plate by two wide staples, u, u. To

prevent the plate from slipping down the teeth, and injur-

ing the gums, four lugs, l, are vulcanized into it (plate)

;

these lugs, which rest on the side teeth, are made of rolled-

gold wire bent as shown. The mechanism is removed and

cleansed daily, and the springs rebent twice a week to keep

up the pressure on the teeth.



CHAPTEE XCYI.

MOVING LOWER INCISOR TEETH BY METALLIC
SPRINGS WITHOUT PLATES.

OPEEATION BY A ^TRE SPRING ANCHOEED BY A CEEB.—BY WIEE

SPEIKGS ANCHOEED BY A FEEULE.— BY SCALLOP-"U^EE

SPRINGS ANCHOEED TO CLAMP-BANDS.—CORRUGATED-GOLD-

RIBBON MECHANISMS.

INSTANDINGr or outstanding front lower teeth, may be

moved by properly formed wire springs anchored to

the side teeth by cribs or by ferules ; but longitudinal screw

clamp-bands are better, because by these the springs are

very firmly held in place, and the mechanisms are as easily

applied and removed as the others.

Cribs may be made of flat strips, but generally they are

made entirely of round gold, or of steel wire so bent

around the side teeth that they will gi'ip them at the

necks, leaving the regulating-springs to press against the

teeth to be moved.

Fig. 962.—Plan of moving instandin^ laterals by a modification of the "Atkinson crib "

mecbanlsm (Jackson).

. Fig. 962 illustrates a plan of moving instanding lower

laterals, advocated by Dr. Jackson. It consists of springs
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anchored to the side teeth, by cribs, w, made by the wire

extending along and around them ;
^ this is on the plan fol-

lowed by Dr. W". H. Atkinson and others.^

Fig. 963 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving forward the lower right central and lateral by a

wire spring anchored by two ferules.

Fig. 963.—Moving forward a lower incisor and a cus-
pid by wire springs anchored by ferules.

Fig. 964.—Tlie Mechan-
ism (A).

Fig. 964 represents this mechanism independently ; it is

made of gold, and in parts, as follows : two wire springs,

s, A ; two ferules, f, f ; and a supporting-bow, w, which con-

nects the other parts. In constructing this the ferules were

made to closely fit the two second bicuspids, after which

the supporting-wire (hard gold, about the size of a large

pin) was bent to conform to the gums along the lingual

side of the dental arch, and soldered to the lingual surface

of the ferules. The springs s, a were also of hard gold wire

bent as shown ; both of these were fixed to the ferules by

soft solder, to prevent injuring the elasticity.

To apply this mechanism the ferules were forced snugly

upon the teeth, leaving the springs bearing upon the off-

standing teeth. As it was necessary to remove the mech-

anism daily to cleanse it, and to rebend the springs so that

1 From "Dental Cosmos."
2 See Fig. 832, Part XV. All cribs are but slight modifications of Dela-

barre's cribs, published in 1820 and 1826.
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the pressure upon the offstanding teeth would be main-

tained, no cement was used until the incisors had become

loosened ; then they were cemented, and the springs left to

finish the work. To prevent slipping of the spring s, it was

placed between the bow w and the gums.

Fig. 965 illustrates the beginning of an operation for mov-

ing forward the lower lateral incisors by two wire springs.

Fig. 965.—MoviD^ forward lower incisors by Fig. 966.—The Mechanlsin (A),
wire springs anchored by clamp-bands (A.j.

Fig. 966 represents the mechanism independently. It

consists of two clamp-bands, c, c, a supporting wire-bow,

w, and two springs, s, s. All of these are made of gold

and soldered together with soft solder.

To apply the mechanism the clamp-bands were screwed

to the bicusjjids and first molars, leaving the bow resting

under the end of the tongue. The springs were then

placed so as to bear against the lingual walls of the in-

standing incisors, and then left to do their work.

When the force of the springs was weakened by the

forward movement of the incisors, the mechanism was

removed and the springs rebent (so as to give increased

force), and then reapplied to the teeth. It was removed

daily to cleanse it and the teeth.

As will be seen, the force against the tooth on one side

of the arch was caused by the spring anchored on the op-

posite side. This crossing of the springs so acted upon

the dental arch that it was enlarged instead of reduced in
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size ; the springs also caused the teeth adjacent to those to

be moved to receive more reactive force from the instand-

ing teeth than would have been the case had each spring

acted upon teeth of the side to which they (the springs)

were anchored.

Fig. 967.—Moving an instanding lower incisor to line by a wire soldered to a ferule-
anchor (A).

Fig. 967 illustrates a small part of a larger operation,

the part being for the correction of an instanding lower

right lateral. The mechanism used consisted simply of a

piece of gold spring-wire, about the size of a pin and three-

fourths of an inch in length, soldered to the labial side of

a ferule which closely fitted the instanding tooth. Before

applying the mechanism the extremities were so bent that

Fig. 968.—Two similar inechanisms.i

when the ferule was placed upon the tooth the extremities

of the wire bore hard upon the labial sides of the adjacent

teeth, thus causing a draught upon the instanding tooth.

When this tooth had moved outward sufficiently to weaken

the draught, the ferule was removed and the extremities

bent still more ; then it was replaced upon the instanding

1 Concerning the history of this nap^^^anism, see Part VI., p. 370.
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tooth, wliicli in two days moved into line. The same mech-

anism, which had heretofore been used without cement,

was now cemented to the tooth, and left there as a retainer

for three months. Fig. 968 represents two of these very-

practicable and useful little mechanisms.

Fig. 969.—Plan of moving lower front teeth forward by traction of a metallic ribbon.

Fig. 969 illustrates a plan of operation by Dr. B. S.

Byrnes, for moving instanding lower incisors to line by

spring-power of corrugated gold ribbon.

Fig. 970 represents an edge view of the mechanism.

There is no doubt but that in some cases such ribbons

are practicable, but they must be skilfully made. The

plan is to make the ribbon by rolling gold wire to the

thickness of writing-paper. This is cut to about one-sixth

Fig. 970.—Edge view of tbe mechanism (Byrnes).

of an inch in width, and of a length that when the ends

are united by solder the loops can be forced snugly upon

the teeth. After this, the ribbon is corrugated by depress-

ing it between the teeth with a burnisher. When the loop

becomes too loose to maintain sufficient force, it is removed,

cut shorter, and resoldered to make it smaller. Although
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the principle of this mechanism is not wholly new, I think

that to Dr. Byrnes, more than to any other man, is due the

credit of developing what there is in corrugated strips of

metal.

Fig. 971.—Corrugated strip for drawing upon a fi'ont tooth (Byrnes).

Fig. 971 represents a mechanism constructed on the plan

of one made by Dr. Byrnes. It consisted of a thin strip of

metal, to each end of which was soldered a narrow ferule,

after which the strip was corrugated as shown. I think

that this mechanism (in which the corrugation was car-

ried to the extreme) was designed to draw an outstanding

tooth to line. Supposing it to have been an outstanding

upper cuspid, the larger ferule would be placed over one

of the molars on the opposite side of the mouth, after

which, the corrugated strip being stretched diagonally

across the dental arch, the other ferule is placed over the

outstanding tooth. The character of the force from this,

as from the other mechanism, is continuous. The spring

pulls like a rubber ring. The question is not whether this

corrugated strip can move teeth, but whether it is, or is

not, superior to rubber.

In using the strip it is important that the anchorage be

sufficiently firm to do its work without being i^se// materi-

ally disturbed. When the anchor tooth is not sufficiently

firm I would suggest soldering a wire or a narrow but stiff

strip of plate to the buccal side of the ferule, to rest evenly

upon the outside of adjacent teeth.^

1 See Fig. 295, Part VI., p. 339, Lever Ferule. (A.)
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CHAPTEE XCYII.

MOVING LOWER INCISORS BY INTERMITTENT FORCE
FROM SCALLOP-WIRE BOWS, AND BY DRAG-
SCREWS, IN COMBINATION WITH STRINGS OR
WITH SMALL WIRE.

METALLIC BOW MECHANISMS FOR CAUSING INTERMITTENT FORCE.

—SCALLOP-WIRE MECHANISMS.—SCREW-WIRE BOW ANCH-

ORED BY GUM-GUARD BANDS.—DETACHABLE DRAG NUTS AND

SCREWS.—SWIVEL DRAG-SCREW.—BARBED DRAG-SCREW.

—

PLATINUM WIRE IN COMBINATION WITH SWIVEL DRAG-

SCREWS, AND IN COMBINATION WITH LONG-BANDS.—THIM-

BLE-NUT FOR PROTECTION OF THE SOFT TISSUES.

IN the preceding chapters different plans for correcting

lower front teeth by continued force, through the use

of elastic materials such as rubber and metallic springs,

were explained; there now remain for consideration the

plans of moving teeth by intermittent force. It is true

that intermittent force can sometimes be applied to upper

teeth by lever ferules adjusted to any desired pressure, and

there maintained by lodgment of the levers against knobs

on plates or against pegs set in holes in the plate. Such

levers and knobs for moving upper teeth are illustrated in

one of the earlier works of Sir John Tomes, and copied by

other authors into their works. This plan, however, is now

superseded by better plans not only by Tomes but by

other dentists.
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For moving lower teeth this plan is practicable only to

a limited degree, therefore it will not be considered. This

chapter will be upon mechanisms operated by wire bows,

plain and scallop, and by screws. (See Part XVIII., on

Elongation of the Dental Arch.)

C^
Fig. 972.—Moving forward instandins laterals by a wire bow anchored by gum-guard

ferules (A).

Fig. 972 illustrates an operation for moving forward the

lower laterals by an adjustable wire bow (gold) anchored

by two guard ferules. The left extremity of the bow was

attached to one ferule by solder; the opposite extremity,

which was screw-cut, was attached to the other ferule by

a nut. These connections were on the lingual side of the

ferules.

The pressure on the teeth was increased by lengthening

the part of the bow anterior to the nut by running the

screw so that its end was nearer the nut. The anterior

part of the bow was held to the incisors by ferules cemented

upon them ; these ferules are represented in the figure.

This mechanism is simple, and useful for moving for-

ward upper as well as lower front teeth ; but I do not re-

gard it as equal to a scallop-wire mechanism.

Scallop-wire Mechanisms.—In Chapter LXXXII. are ex-

plained several machines of the scallop-wire class, for the

correction of irregular upper teeth by intermittent force
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from inelastic wire. By such mechanisms a character of

force can be given that closely approximates that from the

use of the screw.

Fig. 973.—Mechanism for moving forward instanding incisors (A).

Fig. 973 represents a mechanism, belonging to this class,

which is effective for moving forward the lower or the upper

incisors. It consists of two bicuspid gum-guard ferules, a, a

(serving as anchors), and a wire bow, w, the extremities of

which are bent zigzag as shown. The ends of this wire are

soldered firmly to the ferules.

To apply the mechanism, the ferules are placed on the

second bicuspids, leaving the wire bow to bear against the

lingual sides of the instanding incisors. To hold this bow

against these teeth, two ferules, F, f, having lingual rings, are

cemented on them. The bow rests in these open rings.

Instead of open rings, which are clumsy, I sometimes use

small lugs (after the plan by C. P. Wilson) soldered mid-

way of the breadth of the ferules. To increase the pres-

sure upon the teeth, the bow is elongated by enlarging

the curves in the wire bow by means of wide beak-forceps.

This lengthening of the bow is repeated on alternate days,

until the teeth are moved into their proper places.

As in the above-mentioned chapter, there are other

kinds of anchors—the crib, the clamp-band, etc.—all of

which are applicable for the lower teeth. In Part XX.

there are also presented a class of similar scallop mech-
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auisms, suitable for retaining teeth in place after being

corrected. It is not necessary, therefore, to further dwell

upon this class.

Drar/screw and Cord Mechanisms.—Of all the mechan-

isms thus far known for appljdng intermittent force, those

acting by screws are the best. The degree of value of

screws, however, depends upon the circumstances of the

case. The principle upon which the mechanism is con-

structed also governs the value of its action.

One class is based upon the use of the screw in combi-

nation with a string or small wire,^ but the philosophy of

action is not equal to those that do not use strings or wire.

To explain by words or to illustrate by diagram all the

possible modifications of such mechanisms that have

strings or wire is unnecessary. A few illustrations with

brief explanations will be sufficient to show" the principle

of all. The plan is simply to connect the tooth to be moved

with the head of a screw by a string or wire, the screw

in turn being connected with a nut or some distant tooth

serving as anchorage. The anchor may be a plate, ferule,

clamp-band, or a long-band.

The draught is caused by the screw drawing upon the

string (or wire, if used) attached to the tooth to be moved.

This is practicable even though the tooth be at consider-

able distance from the screw. The drag-screw may be on

the same side of the dental arch or it may be on the side

opposite to it. The string tied to the irregular tooth may
be extended over adjacent teeth, or through a hole in an

arm projecting from an anchor, or through a hole in a

long-band. It is possible by this class of mechanisms to

move teeth in the opposite direction from the direct line

^ These meclianisms were published by the author in the "Dental Cosmos,"

Vol. XXI, pp. 207, 208, April, 1879.
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of the screw. Even one tooth can be moved in one direc-

tion, and another in a different direction, by one string or

wire.

Attachments for Plates, also for Clamp-hands, and Other

Small Anchors that Require no Plates.—There are several

kinds of small anchors for drag-screws, some of which re-

quire plates, and others no plates.

Fig. 974.—Eivet-nut for a plate (A).

Fig. 974 represents one form of detachable engine, and

the plan of attaching it to a plate. It consists of a screw,

and a nut soldered to a piece of sheet metal, through which

are two holes for platinum-wire rivets to fasten it to a

plate.

Fig. 975.— Swivel drag-screw In com- Fig. 976.—Swivel drag-screw in
l)iuation with a transverse screw clamp- combination with a longitudinal
band (A). screw clamp-baud (A).

Figs. 975, 976 represent two forms of small mechan-

isms in which the draught-screw is a part. Both of these

are anchored by clamp-bands, one having a transverse

screw, the other longitudinal. The connection between

the draught-string, or wire, and the screw is made by a form

of swivel—a nut soldered to a strip of plate.

Fig. 977.—Swivel and Screw (A).

Fig. 977 represents a swivel that is superior to the others.

By either kind, however, the draught can be made in nearly

a direct line with the long axis of the screw.
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This swivel (Fig. 977) is made up of tliree parts—

a

washer, a bow, and a hook.

If while turning a screw the swivel should tend to turn

also, the latter act may be prevented by holding the nut

wath pincers while the screw is being turned. Fig. 419, on

p. 438, Part VIII., shows the plan of construction of differ-

ent forms of this swivel.

Fig. 978.—Barbed Drag-screw (A).

Fig. 978 represents a mechanism having a barb-hook on

the screw for attaching to it a string or wire. This is used

only in places where the passing of wire through a hole

would be difficult.^

There are several forms of drag-screws that are attach-

able by hooks; some of these are for single anchorage

teeth, but the better variety are for plates and long-bands

that embrace more teeth.

Figs. 979, 980.—Two single tootli-anclior mechanisms (A),

Figs. 979 and 980 represent plans of attaching drag-

screws directly to anchorage teeth.^

Tissue-protecting Nut.—To prevent the end of a screw

from irritating the tissue of the cheek, a thimble-nut on its

free extremity may be used;^ but if the screw is short-

1 Instead of a lever-key, the screw may be turned by a watch-key, if the nib

of the screw be made square, as represented in Figs. 975 and 976.

2 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," April, 1881.

3 Ibid.
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ened and the end filed smooth, the thuuble-nut is not

necessarj".

Figs. 981 and 982 represent plans of anchoring by single

tooth clamp-bands.

Pigs. 981, 982.—Plans of attaching screws to teetli by clamp-bands (A).

Figs. 983 and 984 represent other detachable drag-screws

and nuts. Instead of soldering the nuts to ferules, clamp-

bands, or long-bands, they are made to catch into holes in

lono'-bands.

rr
Figs. 983, 98i.—Detacliable drag-screws for loug-bands (A).

Improper Flan of Using Brauglit-cords.—Mention has

been made that by a string an irregular tooth maybe moved,

even if it is situated at considerable distance from the screw.

The distance, however, depends somewhat upon the kind of

mechanism used. For illustration : if an attempt were made

to di'aw forward an instanding upper central by having one

extremity of the traction-wire extend from it, along the out-

side of the dental arch, to a drag-screw connected with a

band on a molar on the right side of the mouth ; and the

other extremity of the wire extend along the labial sui'face

of the opposite side of the arch to a screw connected with

a band on a molar, the pressure of the wire, while drawing

outwardly the instanding tooth, would cause the lat-

erals, cuspids, and bicuspids to move inward, unless these

adjacent teeth were very firm. Should the adjacent teeth
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move inward, the dental arch would be reduced m size, and

therefore the front teeth would be so cramped that they

would interfere, if not prevent the instanding central from

having sufficient space to take its proper place in the arch.

If, however, the draught-wire can be prevented from rest-

ing on the teeth adjacent to the one to be moved, by a long-

band for the draught-wire to project through and rest out-

side of and slide upon, the dental arch would not be reduced

in size.

Wire vs. Strings.—Platinum wire, where it is not to extend

through holes, or around any angle so sharp that it will

break, is superior to strings, because it does not stretch and

is also less liable to slip out of place. To obviate breakage

of the wire, however, all that is necessary is to solder trans-

versely to the long-band, and close to the hole, a piece of

wire (see Fig. 986) for the draught-wire to slide over.

\A

Fig. 985.—DraAving lo-sver incisors for-ward by strings sliding on a long-band by drag-
screws (A).

Fig. 985 illustrates the beginning of an operation by one

of my old-style mechanisms, without this cross-wire. The
anchor part of this mechanism (published by me in 1881 ^)

consisted of a long-band anchored to the bicuspids by trans-

verse screw clamp-bands. After the long-band was firmly

secured on the teeth, a string was tied to the right out-

standing central, and then the extremities were projected

1 "Dental Cosmos," 1881.
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tlirougli holes in the middle part of the long-band, and

thence along the right side to a screw in a nut soldered to

the buccal surface of the right extremity of the long-band.

This string having been made taut upon the right central

by the screw, another string was similarly tied to the left

lateral, and then projected through other holes in the mid-

dle part of the long-band, thence along the left side of the

dental arch, and tied to another drag-screw, in a nut soh

dered to the other extremity of the long-band. The strings

being tied directly to the screw-heads was a fault in this

mechanism, because in turning the screws the strings were

twisted too much. The next operation here presented was

free from these faults.

p-4i '•••7>^

Fig. 986.—Moving forward instanding lower incisors by platinum wire in combination
witli swivel drag-screws and a long-band (A).

Fig. 986 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving three instanding lower incisors outward to line by

a similar mechanism, but superior to it in several points.

It differs in that the anchors were longitudinal screw clamp-

bands, instead of transverse, and that platinum wires were

used instead of strings for connecting the teeth with the

drag-screws. To prevent the wire from breaking by chaf-

ing through the holes in the long-band, a lump of gold sol-

der (grooved) was placed on the border of some of the holes

as indicated by p, p, p, p, in the figure.
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To prevent the wire from slipping off the long-band

bridge, as it is liable to do if it is narrow, it is sometimes

necessary to have it play through small rings soldered to

the outer surface of the long-band. In this case the grooved

lumps of solder were sufficient. When rings are used, the

long-band may be made of round German silver or gold

wire.

There are cases in which more than one tooth can

be simultaneously moved by one wire; as a rule, how-

ever, it is better practice to move only one tooth. "When

two wires are used, and they are anchored oppositely (as

in this case), there is little or no danger of starting forward

the anchor teeth. Both wires may be tightened at the same

time, but it is better to tighten one at a time. "When such

a mechanism is properly made and firmly anchored upon

the teeth, the management of it is easy. For further con-

sideration of this subject, see chapters on Elongation of

the Dental Arch, Part XVIII.
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CHAPTEE XCYIII.

Section C Division I.

MOVING UPPER CUSPID TEETH BY STRINGS AND BY
ELASTIC-RUBBER RINGS IN COMBINATION WITH
METALLIC ANCHOR-BANDS.

GENERAL EEMAEKS.—OPEEATION BY STRINGS IN COMBINATION

WITH GOLD CAPS.—OPEEATION BY ELASTIC-RUBBEE EINGS

IN COMBINATION WITH FEEULES HAVING KNOBS AND HOOES.

IRREGULARITIES of the upper cuspids are found so

much, more frequently than those of the lower that

the latter seem few in comparison. Generally the correc-

tion of these (upper cuspids) improves the facial expression

more than does that of the lower. Still it is sometimes

necessary to correct lower cuspids, not only to gain proper

facial expression, but to prevent irregularities that would

be liable to occur in adjacent teeth by their pressure upon

them.

These teeth generally appear through the gums at an

age between eight and twelve years. In the upper jaw

their position and their relation to the lateral incisors and

first bicuspids are such that they often erupt in the ante-

rior position. Indeed, they are often found so far out-

side of the esthetic line that some parents regard them as

supernumeraries, call them " tusks," and apply to the den-
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tist for their extraction. In sections of the world where

races are greatly mixed, outside eruption of the upper cus-

pids is so general that an ignorant person might regard the

deformity as normal to the race.

As every dentist well knows, the simple fact that a cus-

pid erupts outside the arch need not cause alarm, as no

harm will result if, soon after eruption, sufficient space be

made in the dental arch for it. The first bicuspid in the

upper jaw generally appears through the gum before the

cuspid does, and if there is sufficient space for the cuspid

it is seldom necessary to resort to mechanical aids to force

it home. But when there is not sufficient space, the aid

of mechanical auxiliaries becomes requisite, and even the

extraction of a bicuspid may be necessary to insure suc-

cess.

There are some cases in which the upper cuspids by

erupting in the anterior position crowd upon the roots of

the laterals, and either force them inward, or to overlap the

centrals. When the anterior part of the arch is already

sufficiently prominent, and it does not require widening,

the jumbled arrangement of the teeth can generally be

best aided (the necessary space made) by extracting some

tooth (on one or on both sides of the arch) posterior to the

cuspid.^

Whether one or two teeth should be extracted depends

upon the extent of the overlapping, and also upon the re-

lation of the centrals to the medial line of the jaw. This

is true whether the overlapping of the teeth occurs on one

or both sides of this line.

The question as to ivJiich tootli should he extracted having

been discussed at length in Part XIV.,^we shall confine

ourselves to the different kinds of operations and the

1 See Part XIV., on Extraction, p. 657.
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meclianisms used in such operations. (Refer through In-

dex to Swaying of Teeth.)

It generally requires greater force to move cuspids than

it does to move any of the other anterior teeth. Their

long and sometimes flat-sided roots and the unfavorable

shape of the crowns (often insufficiently erupted for the

regulating mechanism to hold upon them) require at times

considerable skill. Cases, however, that cannot be cor-

rected by any means are seldom found.

Occasionally strings are used for moving cuspids, but

not so frequently as in the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Instead of strings, elastic-rubber rings, wire springs,

and screws are now used, but a few words about strings

may be useful. C. A. Harris, in his early work, explains, as

follows, a plan for using them in combination with caps

;

"A gold plate of the ordinary thickness is swaged up over

the first and second molars, if the latter have made their

appearance, and if not, over the second bicuspid and first

Fig. 987.—Old plan of moving lower cuspids backward by strings anchored to
Desirabode caps (Harris).

molar, on each side of the jaw, so as to completely encase

these teeth. [See t, t. Fig. 987.] If these caps, on apply-

ing them to the teeth, should not be sufficiently thick to

prevent the front teeth from coming together, a piece of

gold plate should be soldered on that part of each which

covers the grinding surfaces of the teeth ; and having pro-
65*
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ceeded thus far, a small gold hiol) should be soldered ou

each side of each cap, to each of which [knob] a ligature

of silk should be attached. These ligatures should now
be brought forward and tied tightly around the cuspidati.

When thus adjusted, the mouth will present the appear-

ance exhibited in the above figure." ^

Fig. 3.—MoTing outstanding cuspids to line by rubber rings in combination witli
Harris ferules.

Fig. 988 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving to line two outstanding upper cuspids, after hav-

ing extracted the first bicuspids to make room for the

former. The means used on each side of the dental arch

consisted of two rubber rings in combination with four

platinum Harris ferules, all of which had one or two

hooks. On each side of the dental arch a ferule was ce-

mented upon the first molar, and another upon the cuspid,

after which a rubber ring was caught on the hook on the

buccal side of the molar-ferule, and stretched over the cus-

pid hook, thence caught upon the lingual molar hook.^

1 Regarding the subsequent steps of the operation by this plan, Dr. Harris

says : "By this means the cuspidati may, in fifteen or twenty days, be taken

back to the bicuspids ; but if, in their progi'ess, they are not earned toward

the inner part of the alveolar ridge, the outer ligatures may be left off after

a few days, and the inner ones only employed to complete the remainder of

the operation."

2 Harris vs. Ma(jill.—The first to solder knobs on ferules for the purpose of

attachment of strings or elastic-rubber rings has recently by one writer been
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Fig. 989 represents an anchor-band that is sometimes

serviceable. This consists of a gum-guard ring having a

Fig. 989.—Gum-guard Anchor-ljand (A).

piece of wire, b, soldered to one side to rest on the adjacent

teeth.

erroneously credited to be Dr. Magill, and h.e calls it the "Magill band." Harris

describes exactly the same thing in his work published in 1839 and again in

1850. As this band was invented more than forty years before Dr. Magill

used it, and as Magill does not claim it as his invention, and distinctly de-

clares he never has, it is wi'ong to place him in the light of a claimant of that

which every weU-read dentist knows belongs to another.



CHAPTER XCIX.

MOVING UPPER CUSPID TEETH BY HOOKS, ARMS, AND
CONCENTRIC SPRINGS, IN COMBINATION WITH
PLATES.

OPERATION FOR MOVING A CUSPID BY A HOOK-SPRING ANCH-

ORED TO A ROOF-PLATE.—A MODIFICATION OF THE SAME
MECHANISM.—SPRING IN COMBINATION WITH A CLAMP-

BAND ANCHOR-PLATE.—MOVING A TOOTH BY A CONCEN-

TRIC SPRING ANCHORED INTO A ROOF-PLATE.

THE mechanisms for moving npper cuspids by springs

are generally made similar to those for moving other

teeth by springs, the difference being in the variation of

the positions and the forms necessary to the cases in hand.

Springs for moving cuspids are anchored by plates, fer-

ules, clamp-bands, and sometimes by wire cribs. The

latter, though sometimes practicable, are not, however, re-

garded with much favor, because they are generally rick-

ety and t^roublesome.

Fig. 990 illustrates the beginning of the first stage of

an operation for moving posteriorly, by a hook-shape

spring, a left upper cuspid and first bicuspid, to make

space for placing on line an instanding lateral. The sec-

ond bicuspid (instanding) had previously been extracted

to make way. One extremity of the spring s was vulcan-

ized into a hard-rubber roof-plate. (The hook-siDring is

here represented as drawing upon the cuspid before the

1032 .
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bicuspid had been moved from it. In practice, however,

the hxtter was moved first.) The plate p was held firmly

in place by two clamp-bands, b, b, around the right

bicuspid and left first molar.

Fig. 990.—Moving a cuspid and first bicuspid posteriorly by a hook-spring and a plate.
First stage (A).

First Stage.—Having screwed the clamp-bands tightly

around these side teeth, the free extremity of the spring

was drawn forward and caught upon the bicuspid (indi-

cated by a dotted line). After the tooth had been drawn

into the socket of the extracted tooth the s^Dring was ap-

plied to the cuspid, as shown in the figure.

The principal object in having the plate large was to

support the left molar as anchorage, which otherwise would

have moved forward when drawn upon by the spring. By
having the plate of a size and shape to bear upon all the

teeth except those to be moved, and also upon the alveo-

lar ridge, the anchorage resistance was considerably in-

creased.

Second Stage.—After this cuspid and bicuspid had been

moved sufiiciently to liberate the instanding lateral, they

were held in place by a wire finger projecting from a hole

in the plate (not shown in the figure). The spring was

then bent nearlv straight, to extend farther forward and

alongside, but not in contact with, the instanding lateral.
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To the extremity of this spring the instanding tooth was

tied by a hnen thread, as shown in Fig. 991.

Excepting the clamp-bands for anchors, this mechanism

is not original with me, nor is it new to the profession.^

Fig. 991.—MoYing outward and turning the lateral by the same wire spring. Second
stage (A).

Fig. 992 represents a mechanism constructed for mov-

ing an instanding upper right cuspid outward to line.

The force was given to the tooth by a steel-wire spring, s,

in combination with a hard-rubber plate, p. To hold the

spring in place, its posterior extremity was bent at right

angles and projected through a hole in the plate; it was

Fig. 992.—Mechanism for moving the right upper cuspid outward (A).

further supported by staples, u, u. When the mechanism

was applied the spring was in the position of the dotted

line, and held there by a staple, w, made sufficiently broad

to permit the spring to play one-fourth of an inch toward

the cuspid. This staple was necessary, also, to confine the

1 Similar -wire arms on plates are represented in B, Fig. 95, Part Xl., p. 222,

and in Fig. 402, Part VIII., p. 431.
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spring sufficiently close to the plate to hold its bearings

upon the tooth at a point close to the gum, and not slide

oif. These staples were of platinum wire.

Fig. 993 illustrates an early stage of an operation for

making room for an outstanding left upper cuspid. It

Fig. 993.—Moving a bicuspid by a concentric-coil spring, preparatory to moving an
instanding incisor to line (A).

consisted in moving the first bicuspid posteriorly, after

having extracted the second bicuspid.

The mechanism was a concentric spring, b, made of si)ec-

tacle-bow wire, anchored to a hard-rubber plate, p, which

was attached to the side teeth by two gold clamp-bands,

A, A. To the left clamp-band was soldered a platinum-wire

loop (represented in black), that extended around the sec-

ond molar ; this loop aided in holding the plate firm. The

spring was fixed to the plate by one end being bent at

right angles and lodged in a hole through the plate, and by

two platinum-wire staples of different sizes. The shorter

arm of the spring was confined close to the plate by the

smaller staple, and the longer arm by the larger, which

was one-fourth of an inch in breadth; the spring was

also kept from slipping off the tooth by this larger staple.

"When the plate was first applied, and before the spring was

put into use, the long arm was in the position indicated by

the dotted line k.
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After the spring had moved the bicuspid sufficiently,

the tooth was retained in place by a wire pin set in a hole

in the edge of the plate at a point near the dotted line w.

After this the arm b of the spring was sprung forward so

as to bear uj)on the cuspid. (See dotted line c.)

Later the lateral incisor was forced outward by a straight

wire projected diagonally through the wide staple, and held

in place by the posterior extremity being bent at right

angles and lodged in a hole (see l) in the plate.

Fig. 994.—a similar spring (A).

Fig. 994 represents a concentric spring similar to the one

used in this case.

To lessen the inconvenience of the mechanism to the

minimum, the coil of the spring was sunk into a circular

depression in the plate. This depression was then filled

flush with beeswax. Either beeswax or paraffine is superior

to harder wax, because these do not materially interfere

with the action of the spring.^

1 This concentric coil was stationary. For rotating concentric coils by rat-

chet actions, refer to Eatchet in the Index.



CHAPTEE C.

MOVING UPPER CUSPIDS BY CURVED SPRINGS AND
BY SCREWS, WITHOUT PLATES.

OPERATION BY A HOOK-SPRING IN COMBINATION WITH A CLAMP-

BAND.—TWO SPRINGS ANCHORED BY A CLAMP-BAND.—OPER-

ATION BY A SCREW-JACK ANCHORED BY FERULES.—BY TWO

CURVED SPRINGS ANCHORED TO A TRANSPALATINE SCREW-

JACK FASTENED TO THE SIDE TEETH BY CLAMP-BANDS.

—

ABOUT PITS IN TEETH.

SKELETON mechanisms having wire springs for mov-

ing cuspids are similar to those for moving incisors

;

but the springs, as well as the anchors holding them, are

sometimes required to be stronger, because of the length

of the cuspid-roots. Though these operations (by springs)

may be slow and somewhat tedious, persistent effort will

generally be followed by success.

Springs for moving teeth that have crowns as tapering

as the cuspids should be of the form of, and so connected

with anchors that they will bear steadily upon the teeth,

and not slip off. There are two ways of accomplishing

this end : one is by resting the end of the spring in a small

pit made in the cuspid ; the other is by resting it in a pit

in a broad ferule cemented on the tooth. When the crown

of a cuspid is not sufficiently erupted to firmly retain a fer-

ule, a pit in a tooth may be the only alternative. If a fer-

ule be made broad on the labial side and narrow on the

1037
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lingual, covering entirely the exposed part of the tooth, it

will generally hold sufficiently for such purposes.

Fig. 995 illustrates an early stage of an operation for

moving posteriorly a right upper cuspid that had pointed

diagonally forward through the gum, over the lateral in-

cisor. The first step in the process was to make room for

the cuspid by extracting the first bicuspid.

Fig. 995.—Moving a cuspid by a hook-spring in combination with a clamp-band (A).

The mechanism used consisted of a stiff gold-wire spring

of hook shape, soldered to the anterior part of a gold clamp-

band on the second bicuspid and first molar for anchor-

age. After this band had been fixed upon the teeth the

sharp-pointed extremity of the hook was brought forward

and caught in a pit made in the prominent part of the an-

terior side of the crown of the cuspid. As the tooth had

only pointed through the gum, it was necessary to first

slightly dissect the gum to make way for the entrance of

the drill. In such cases it is important that both the pit

and the spring should be so formed that the latter cannot

slip from the tooth and injure the gums.i

To maintain sufficient force on the tooth, after the spring

had moved it a short distance the mechanism was removed

once every week, and the spring rebent, so as to make it

1 The pit was filled with gold after the tooth had been corrected.
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shorter. As the space made by the extraction of the bicus-

pid was wider than was necessary for the cuspid, the sec-

ond bicuspid and first molar were moved forward a short

distance. This was accomphshed at the same time and

by the same mechanism that was used for moving the

cuspid.

Fig. 996 represents an edge view of one of a set (two) of

spring-acting mechanisms for drawing stubborn cuspids

posteriorly. It consists of two wire springs, s, s, soldered

H

Fig. 996.—Mechanism -wltli duplicate springs for moving a cuspid (A).

to the anterior part of a clamp-band, b. It also has soldered

to its posterior end a stiff clasp-hook, a, to aid the anchor-

age. This mechanism (which is for the left upper side of

the arch) is applied to the teeth by a clamp-band embracing

the second bicuspid and first molar. The clasp a hooks

around the second molar. This hook is only necessary,

however, when the posterior molar is too short to be em-

braced by the clamp-band.

The figure illustrates the appearance of the springs when
drawn forward from their places of rest (here indicated by
dotted lines). The small hooks h, h, soldered to the band,

are for attachment of elastic-rubber rings, whenever they

are necessary for turning the cuspid, or for drawing upon

the incisors in the later stages of the operation.

Fig. 997 illustrates the first stage of an operation for

drawing the first bicuspid into the place of an extracted

second bicuspid, to make space for moving an outstanding

left upper cuspid to line. The mechanism used consisted
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of a clamp-band and two round-wire springs made of hard

gold. The latter were made of spectacle-bow wire.

The operation was in two stages. The bicuspid was

drawn back by the clamp-band before the springs were

Fig. 997.—Moving an outstanding cuspid to line by clamp-band springe (A).i

soldered to it. The movement of the cuspid (second stage)

was caused by the labial spring bearing upon it, and, at the

same time, the lingual one drawing upon it; this inner

spring was tied to a staple on the cuspid ferule.

It is sometimes practicable to move the cuspid and first

bicuspid at the same time by a complicated mechanism. I

seldom attempt it, however, because it is safer to work in

stages, first drawing into place the teeth that are within the

clamp-band, and afterward moving the cuspid to the bi-

cuspid. The construction of the mechanism is shown so

plainly in the figure that it is unnecessary to say more than

that to prevent loss of the elasticity in the springs by over-

heating, they were connected with the band by soft solder.

Fig. 998.—Moving outward instanding upper cuspids by a screw.

Fig. 998 illustrates a part of a larger operation, showing

the plan of one of the simplest operations for moving two

1 Engraved February 5, 1887.
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instanding upper cuspids to line by a screw. The laterals

were drawn back to line by an elastic-rubber ring caught

around the cuspid-ferules.

Fig. 999 represents the mechanism; it consisted of a

swivel screw-jack and two ferules.

Fig. 999.—The Mechanism (A).

The first step in the operation was the extraction of the

first bicuspids ; the next was to cement (with phosphate of

zinc while in a sticky condition) a broad gold ferule upon

each cuspid ; the third and last step was to connect these

ferules by the screw-jack, by hooking its ends into rings

soldered to the lingual surface of the ferule as shown.

This mechanism is practicable only when the crowns of

the cuspids are sufficiently erupted to retain the ferules so

firmly that they will not loosen when the force of the jack

is applied. It, however, requires only two-thirds expos-

ure of the crown to be sufficient ; if the ferules are made

as broad in all their parts as are the exposed parts of the

crowns, and are filled flush with cement, they will not only

be sufficiently firm, but in some cases they will constitute

all the gag necessary to prevent the antagonizing teeth from

interfering with the outward progress of the cupsids.

Fig. 1000 illustrates an operation for moving two instand-

ing upper cuspids outward to line by two steel-wire springs,

one end of each of which was anchored to a transpalatine

screw-jack fastened with clamp-bands to the bicuspids;

the other ends of the springs were placed in pits made in

the teeth to be moved.

The springs were attached to the jack by having one end

of each flattened, drilled, and then riveted between two gold
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ears soldered to the jack as shown in the figure. Before

applying the springs to the teeth they were so bent that

when sprung into the pits (in the cuspids) they forced the

Fig. 1000.—Moving two upper ciispids outward by wire springs ancliored to a transpal-
atine screw-jack (A).

teeth in the direction desired. To prevent the tongue from

dislodging these springs, they were bent upward so as to

somewhat conform to the palatine arch.

Pits.—Although artificial cavities were used in this case,

I think they should never be made, unless other means of

attaching mechanisms are impracticable. When cuspids

are sufficiently long to retain cemented ferules, these should

be used instead of pits. In fact, pits are rarely necessary.



CHAPTEE CI.

MOVma UPPER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS IN COMBINA-

TION WITH PLATES.

GENEKAL KEMAEKS.— SCREW-JACKS IN COMBmATION WITH

PLATES.—ESTHETIC OPEEATION.—OPEEATION BY A HOOK-

SCEEW IN COMBINATION WITH EOOF-PLATE.—BY TAIL SCEEW-

JACK WITH PLATE.—BY HOOK-SCEEWS WITH A PLAIN PLATE.

—BY HOOK-SCEEWS WITH A BOX-PLATE.

FORMERLY tlie use of plates for anchors was nearly

universal; even now they are in common use by

many dentists. As the advantage of less inconvenient

anchors becomes better understood, however, they gain

favor. Still, large plates sometimes have their advan-

tages, and in some cases are indispensable. Especially is

this so where nearly the entire dental arch is necessary for

anchorage.

Of all mechanisms for moving cuspids posteriorly, for

patients of twelve years of age or older, there are none

superior, if equal, to those that act by screws. Some of

these mechanisms are somewhat complicated, but the ma-

jority of them are simple and easily managed. The prin-

cipal object in preparing for operations for moving cus-

pids should be to obtain sufaciently firm anchorage. This

generally is to be found in the teeth on the same side of

the jaw in which the cuspid to be moved is situated. Occa-

sionally, however, it is necessary to embrace teeth on the
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opposite side of the dental arch. "When the teeth of one

side (of the arch) are sufficient for anchorage, clamp-bands

or ferules are generally all that is necessary. When they

are not sufficient then it may become necessary to resort

to plates that extend across the palate and bear upon or

embrace (by auxiliaries) some of the teeth on the opposite

side of the dental arch. AVe shall in this chapter consider

only those cases in which the plates are used.

Fig. 1001.—Drawing an outstanding cuspid to line by a screw tu combination witli a
roof-plate (A).

Fig. 1001 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

drawing an outstanding upper right cuspid to its proper

place by a screw anchored to a roof-plate.-^

As the patient was a professional singer, it was impor-

tant that the regulating mechanism should not disfigure

the patient, nor alter the articulation or voice. This re-

quired something worn inside the dental arch that would

not interfere with the tongue. The mechanism (made of

gold) was thin-and light, consisting of the following parts

:

a thin roof-plate, p, a detachable clamp-band, b, and a

screw, s, having on one end a movable nut, w, and having

soldered to the other end a narrow band or ferule to em-

brace the outstanding tooth.

This screw and ferule held in place the right side of the

plate, while the left side was held by the detachable clamp-

band. One end of the screw was fastened to the ferule

on the cuspid; the other end projected through a hole in

1 Devised in 1876.
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the upright piece of plate soldered to the roof-plate, and

was secured by a nut. To prevent the band or ferule from

slipping off the cuspid, a pin-point soldered on its inner

surface projected into a small pit made midway in the la-

bial surface of the crown.^

To apply the mechanism the plate was first inserted ; then

the clamp-band was placed on the bicuspids, and, being

pressed snugly against the plate, it was screwed tightly

upon the teeth. The ferule (on the screw) was then placed

on the outstanding cuspid, with the end of the screw pass-

ing through the hole in the upright piece or ridge on the

plate, and then tightened in place by the nut.

To cleanse the mechanism, it was removed daily. In

doing this, however, the clamp-band was not removed;

such bands do not need to be removed often. After slight

practice the patient (woman) was able to sing apparently

as clearly as when without it.

This mechanism is somewhat expensive if made entirely

of gold, but if it is properly and accurately fitted it is very

quickly applied. It is more easily managed than if made

of rubber.

Fig. 1002.—MoTing an instanding cuspid to line by a screw-jack In combination •^th a
plate (A).

Fig. 1002 illustrates an operation for moving outward to

line a left upper cuspid that had erupted in, the posterior

^ Such a pin-point is not neeessaiy in all cases.
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position. The mechanism consisted of a spindle-pointed

tail screw-jack, j, in combination with a hard-rubber plate,

p, having on one side an anchor-band, b, to embrace the

right bicuspids, and on the other a platinum-wire anchor-

pin, w, which projected through the V-shape space be-

tween the left bicuspids. The screw-jack was attached to

the plate by the two extremities of a piece of platinum

wire, soldered to the barrel, projected through holes in the

plate, and then twisted together on the opposite side.^

The operation of this mechanism consisted in lengthen-

ing the screw-jack by turning the screw by a lever placed

in a hole in the bulb.

This mechanism is extremely practicable, and the at-

tachment of the screw-jack to the plate is easy. Another

of its merits lies in the ease with which one jack can be

exchanged for another if desired.

Hook'Screivs in Comhination tvitli Plates.—Under this head

will be explained two operations by hook-screws in com-

bination with plate-anchors, and in the following chapter

will be explained mechanisms, acting uponsimilar prin-

ciples of mechanics, without plates, but with small skeleton

anchors.

Fig. 1003 illustrates an operation for correcting out-

standing upper cuspids. The first step in the process

was the extraction of the first right and second left bicus-

pids X, X. The second step (which is the one here illus-

trated) was the drawing back of the left first bicuspid into

the space left by the one extracted for that purpose. The

correction of the right cuspid was left to nature. The rea-

son for taking the first bicuspid from one side of the arch

and the second bicuspid from the other was because the

spaces between the first bicuspids and the laterals differed.

^ See rules for construction of tail-jacks in Part YIII., pp. 310-312.
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The mechanism consisted of a hard-rubber roof-plate, hav-

ing clamp-bands (to anchor it), and a hook-screw. The

hook was made of stiff gold wire, and was drawn upon by a

screw. The holes in the posterior nut n (on the left clamp-

FiG. 1003.—Drawing back a bicuspid to make space for a cuspid (A).

band) were also screw-cut, but those in the anterior nut N

were smooth. As the molar alone was not sufficiently firm

anchorage, it was aided by the hard-rubber roof-plate,

which covered the roof of the mouth and fitted several

other teeth. The plate was held to the teeth by clamp-

bands, one of which embraced one molar, the other the

right second bicuspid and the molar. ^

The construction of the hook h, and its relation to the

draught-screw, is shown by h, s in the lower part of the

figure. The hook is connected with the screw by a short

piece of metallic tubing, f.

When applied to the teeth the screw is passed through

the smooth-bore nut soldered to the anterior part of the

molar clamp-band ; thence into the screw-cut nut on the

posterior part of it. The instanding laterals were advan-

1 See a mechanism similar in principle represented in Part VI., Figs. 275

and 276, p. 324.
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tageously moved forward a short distance by the roof-

plate pressing against them, which pressure was caused by

the action of the hook-screw s. The direction in which

the several teeth were influenced to move, naturally and

artificially, is indicated by arrows.

Fig. 1004.—Making room for outstanding cuspids by screw-liooks anchored to a box-
plate (Wilson).

Fig. 1004 illustrates an operation by Dr. Gr. A. Wilson

for the correction of outstanding upper cuspids. The

figure represents the mechanism ^ when it was applied for

moving back the upper first bicuspid and the right second

bicuspid, after having first extracted the left second bicus-

pid and the right first molar (decayed), that room might

be made for the outstanding cuspids c, l.

The mechanism consisted of a hard-rubber roof "box-

plate," p, and two steel hooks, h, h, each having a nut and

a square tube to slide in. The hooks, nuts, and tubes are

represented separately in the lower part of the figure.

These hooks, h, h, were partly buried in the boxes, b, b.

1 Dr. Wilson devised this modification in June, 1888. (See Part VI., p. 324.)
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the latter being imbedded in the substance of the liard-

rubber plate; the hooks were operated by the loose nuts

N, N playing on their screw-cut extremities. To prevent

the hooks from turning when tightened, a part of each

shaft was made rectangular and fitted to tubes b, of similar

form.

In applying the mechanism the roof-^Dlate was first

forced upon the teeth (see sectional view of the anterior

part, in the upper part of the figure), and then the hooks

were adjusted to the teeth (bicuspids) to be moved, and

the nuts tightened. When Dr. Wilson devised this mech-

anism he had no knowledge of the one last described.

The novelty claimed, therefore, does not lie in the box-

plate, nor in the hook as a hook, but in tlie form of the

body of the hook s in combination with the square tubes

B, the loose nut n, and the box-plate.
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MOVING UPPER CUSPIDS WITH SCREWS AXD
DRAUGHT-CORDS, WITHOUT PLATES.

GENEEAL EEMAKKS ON DEAUGHT-COKDS IX COilBIXATIOX WITH

SKELETON-ANCHOES.—DEAUGHT-EIBBONS AND DEAG-WIEES

WITH CLAMP-BANDS AS ANCHOES, OPEEATED BY SCEEWS,

—

OPEEATIONS BY CLAilP-BANDS ONLY.—BY A DEAG-SCEEW

AND DEAUGHT-EIBBON.—BY A DEAG-SCEEW AND DEAUGHT-

WIEE.—BY A SCEEW AND TEANSPALATINE-\\TEE.—BY A

SCEEW AND EIBBON, INSIDE DEAUGHT.—BY A SCEEW AND

EIBBON, OUTSIDE DEAUGHT.—BY A TEANSFEEABLE SCEEW

AND DEAUGHT-WIEE.—BY A SCEEW AND TWO HOOKS.—BY

niPROVISED AIDS TO A DISABLED MECHANISM.

IX some cases a cuspid can be moved posteriorly by a

screw connecting it by a ferule with some molar tooth

having also a ferule ; but for the majority of cases there

is, as yet, no mechanism more practicable, or equal to, the

simple clamp-band; this is because of its direct power.

Notwithstanding a clamp-band, embracing the tooth to be

moved and the anchor teeth (as represented in Fig. 1005),

Fig. 1005.—Moving a cuspid by a clamp-baud.

is best for a large majority of cases, there are others, re-

quiring movement in a diagonal direction, that can be

better corrected by additional aids, such as draught-wires

1050
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or ribbons, and extra screws. There are several modifica-

tions of such aids, some superior to others, but all devel-

oped from very simple prototypes, intended for diagonal

movements, inward or outward. When an outstanding

cuspid requires to be moved inwardly as well as poste-

riorly, the draught is anchored to the lingual side of the

dental arch, and when the tooth to be moved is instanding

and requires to be moved outward as well as posteriorly,

the draught is anchored to the buccal side of the arch.

The degree of force necessary to move a cuspid pos-

teriorly depends somewhat upon the age of the patient,

but more upon whether the tooth is required to plough its

path all the way through alveolar tissue, or only through

a septum between its socket and the socket of a bicuspid,

soon after its occupant tooth has been extracted to make

space for the cuspid. Sometimes such socket-openings

in the path not only affect the relative position of the

cuspid en route by turning it, but make it possible to

move the tooth diagonally by force applied in a slightly

different direction from the line of its course.

Fig. 1006.—Drawing an outstanding cuspid to line by a mecbanism causiug an inside
draught (A).

Fig. 1006 illustrates an instance of this, in an operation

for moving posteriorly an outstanding right upper cuspid

to make room for an instanding lateral, for a patient
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fifteen years of age. The mechanism applied after having

extracted the first bicuspid consisted of a gold cuspid-

ferule, B, gold draught-ribbon, k, drag-screw, s, and an

anchor clamp-band.

To prevent the cuspid-ferule from slipping off or up-

ward and injuring the gum, a short, pointed joiece of

small gold wire (shown in detail in the lower part of the

main figure) was soldered to the inside of the ferule b, to

enter a small pit drilled in the labial side of the cuspid.^

In applying the mechanism the clamp-band was first

fastened upon the upper right first bicuspid and first

molar, after which the ferule was first so applied to the

cuspid that the pin entered the pit in the tooth, and then

the ferule was moved upward over and upon the crown,

and pushed firmly upon its neck.^ The screw s was then

placed in the smooth-bore nut on the end of the ribbon k,

and screwed into the nut soldered to the lingual side of

the clamp-band as shown. The cuspid was moved into

the place of the extracted tooth by tightening upon it

twice a day throughout the operation by turning this

1 Sometimes such cuspids are sufficiently exposed to view to retain firmly a

broad ferule by cement ; or, if there should be a cavity caused by decay in

the tooth to be moved (which is rarely found at this age), and it is favorably

located, advantage may be taken of it for lodgment of the pin-point, instead

of a new pit. Before using this cavity, however, it is well to first fill it with

gutta-percha, to prevent advance of decay. If a new pit must be drilled in a

tooth, let it be done carefully, yet boldly. It is unnecessary to fill such a pit

with gold immediately after completion of the operation for correction of the

outstanding tooth. It should, however, be filled temporarily with gutta-

percha or cement. After the sensitiveness of the socket—caused by the reg-

ulating operation—has subsided it may be filled with gold.

2 Whenever cuspids are only partly erupted, a cuspid-i'ing made of round

platinum wire (without any pin being soldered inside) may be practicable

;

this wire will work up under the gum a short distance, and hold to the

neck of the tooth. The ring should not, however, be permitted to plough

beneath the imion of gums and root-tissues. This can be prevented by a

platinum loop soldered to the ring, to ride across the lingual plane of the

cuspid.
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screw. Such a meclianisin is somewhat inconvenient

to the tongue, but if it is smooth in all its parts the

operation will be easy and success assured, with little

annoyance.

Fig. 1007 illustrates an operation, though not by the

best plan, for moving an outstanding left upper cuspid to

line. The draught-cord was a transpalatine wire (plati-

FiG. 1007.—Moving an outstanding cuspid by a drag-screw and platinum wire (A).

num). One end was attached to the cuspid by a narrow

gold ferule, the other to a drag-screw, connected with the

buccal side of a clamp-band on the teeth of the opposite

side of the arch. To increase the anchorage a strip of

thick gold plate about three-fourths of an inch in length

was soldered to the buccal side of the clamp-band, so

as to project forward and rest upon the right cuspid.

Having placed the ferule upon the outstanding (left)

cuspid, one extremity of the wire was tied into a staple on

its lingual side, then carried diagonally across the dental

arch, through a ring on the anterior part of the lingual

side of the clamp-band, thence into a swivel (on the buccal

side) that played on the neck of the drag-screw connect-

ing it (the wire) with the posterior (double) nut of the

anchor-band. This swivel consisted simply of a short

piece of gold plate, bent at right angles, and having a

hole in each extremity—one for attachment of the wire,

the other for the screw.
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This mechanism was successful, but there was the ob-

jection of inconvenience to the patient from wire across

the mouth. The discomfort from a wire is far greater

than from a smoothly made, transpalatine, cylindrical

screw-jack, which, being of much larger size, is less irri-

tating to the tongue.

Fig. 1008.—Moving an outstanding cuspid by a mechanism causing an outside
draught (A).

Fig. 1008 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

drawing into the place of an extracted deciduous cuspid

an outstanding right upper cuspid by a gold ribbon

attached to the cuspid by a ferule, and drawn upon by a

screw playing in a nut on the buccal side of a clamp-band

that had its tightening-bolt on the lingual side of the

dental arch. The object of having this binding-bolt on

this side was to give the drag-screw and ribbon an unob-

structed path in which to play.^

In this case, as in nearly all such operations, the pa-

tient was instructed to tighten the drag-screw at home as

much as possible, short of causing actual pain, about 9 a.m.

and 5 p.m. daily.

1 In 1879 this form of clamp-band was published by the author in the ^' Den-

tal Cosmos." About nine years later (1888) Dr. Patrick, not knowing the

fact, brought out exactly the same kind of band, supposing it to have been

fii'st originated by himself.
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Fig. 1009 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving posteriorly, and then diagonally inward to line, an

outstanding right upper cuspid. The first movement was

by an outside draught, the second by an inside draught.

Fig 1009.-Drawing an outstanding cuspid into line by round wire and a shifting-screw

in combination witli a clamp-band (A).

The mechanism (a modification of the one represented

in the preceding figure) consisted of a clamp-band, b, wire

ring, c, screw, s, and round platinum wire, d. In the first

part of the operation one end of this wire was hooked into

a staple soldered to the ring c on the cuspid; this was

connected with the anchor b by the screw s, on the buccal

side. After the cuspid had been drawn directly back, half-

way to its proper place, the drag-screw s was transferred

from the nut on the buccal side of the anchor-band to a nut

on the lingual side, to change the direction of draught, so

that the tooth would move diagonally and directly into its

proper place in the line of the arch. The direction in

which the cuspid was first moved was necessary to pre-

vent it from interfering with the lateral incisor ;
the cheek

on the medial side of the tooth was sufficiently prominent

to prevent the ring from slipping off.

Operations hy Improvised Mechanisms.-^^omQiirnQS mech-

anisms break down during the process of operations, and

require immediate alteration, in order that the ground

gained may not be lost. When the dentist has on hand
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" reserve forces " in the line of duplicate parts, there is no

difficulty in mending a disabled machine ; but when dupli-

cates are not at hand, resort must be had to improvising

something, even if it be only for temporary use. The two

following cases are given more as a lesson in such emer-

gencies than to show any special mechanical excellence.

' vSl

Fig. 1010.—Moving a cuspid by an improvised mechanism consisting of two hooks and
a screw (A).

Fig. 1010 illustrates an operation performed by a mech-

anism improvised in 1872 for moving a right upper cuspid

to make room for jumbled incisors. I do not regard this

mechanism (made from scraps) as equal to some that I

have since improvised to meet emergencies, but it served

at this time to help overcome a set-back caused by break-

age of a mechanism. This substitute consisted of two

silver hooks, c, h, connected by a screw, s. The anchor

(posterior) hook c, formed to clasp around the posterior

part of the first molar, had soldered near its anterior buccal

end a threaded nut for the screw that connected this anchor

with the draught-hook h, caught on the cuspid. To operate

the screw it was turned by a watch-key.^

^ About fifteen years after this mechanism was invented, Dr. Patrick, not

knowing of its previous existence, devised a similar one. This mechanism,
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Fig. 1011 illustrates an early step in another operation

for moving an outstanding upper cuspid into the place of

a first bicuspid, extracted to make space for it and for an

iustanding lateral. This case is presented to show how a

mechanism was altered from the broken original to meet

the emergency.

Fig. 1011.—Moving an upper cuspid by an improvised hook-screw mechanism (A).

The original mechanism consisted of a clamp-band, and

a cuspid-ferule connected by a draught-wire and a screw.

(See D, B, at the right of the main figure.) The accident

took place in the screw, which drew out, leaving the clamp-

band on the second bicuspid and two anterior molars.

The mechanism was disabled by the "ripping" of the

threads of the screw, and those in the posterior nut of the

clamp-band. The screw b was cast aside, and the parts of

the ribbon and the cuspid-ferule represented by dotted

lines were retained. A long hook, w, was then made from

a piece of screw-cut wire, and caught into the posterior

end of the disabled nut on the clamp-band, the other end

being projected through a staple soldered to the cuspid-

ferule, and then tightened upon by a loose nut, n (taken

from the scrap-drawer).

devised in 1872, and several hundreds of others (mostly of gold) devised ear-

lier and later, and described in this work, are still in the possession of the

author.

67
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To hold the ferule on the cuspid (quick-setting cement

being then unknown in dentistry) a piece of platinum wire

about the size of a small pin (soldered to the gum-margin

of it, not shown in the figure) was twisted tightly around

the neck of the tooth.

To prevent this side-draught from turning the cusjjid, a

part of the ribbon d was bent around the wire w as shown.

(See dotted line.)^

Instead of the staple s for attachment of the wire w, a

piece of tubing soldered to the ferule—after the plan by

Dr. Talbot, and later used by Drs. Angle and Case—would

have been more effective.-

1 A mocTification of this impro\'ised. mechanism, de^dsed on the same princi-

ple, was published by the author in the "Dental Cosmos " in 1878.

2 Probably Drs. Angle and Case did not know that Dr. Talbot had pre-

viously demised this combination of the tube and ferule when Dr. Angle laid

claim to the originality of it. (See Part VII., p. 371.)



CHAPTER cm.

MOVINO UPPER CUSPIDS BY CLAMP-BANDS WITH

SPLICES, SOMETIMES AIDED BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

OPEEATION FOR COEEECTION OF A EIGHT CUSPID BY AN ANCHOE-

BAND HAVING A VEEY SHOET SCEEW-JACK, AIDED BY A GOLD-

EIBBON SPLICE, AND LATTEELY BY AN ELASTIC-EUBBEE

EING.—OPEEATION BY A METALLIC EIBBON IN COMBINA-

TION WITH A SWIVEL-SCEEW AND CLAMP-BAND.—BY A SIDE-

DEAUGHT EIBBON IN COMBINATION WITH A BAR CLAMP-

BAND.—DEAUGHT-EIBBON VS. DEAUGHT-WIEE.

IN the preceding chapter operations by drag-screws and

direct draught-ribbons, and wires anchored by clamp-

bands were explained. In the present chapter operations

by indirect draught-ribbons anchored by clamp-bands will

be explained. The difference between these two classes

of draught-cords is considerable : in the former they are

nearly direct, straight from the tooth to be moved to the

drag-screw ; while in the latter the draught-cords are bent

U-shape, both arms drawing upon the tooth, one arm being

connected with one side of the clamp-band, the other by a

screw with the other side—a sliding draught-cord.

Fig. 1012 represents the second stage of an operation,

and the mechanism used, for moving a right upper cuspid

to make room for an overlapping lateral, and moving the

latter to line. As the casts of this case (performed many

1059
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years ago) are lost, and only brief notes and sketches re-

main, little more than a description of the mechanism

used, and its appearance at the second stage of the opera-

tion, will be attempted.

The right upper first bicuspid was missing, the cuspid

continuing to bear against the lateral, and standing in the

Fig. 1012.—Moving a cuspid to make room for and correct an overlapping lateral by a
clamp-band, splice, and rubber ring (A).

position indicated by the dotted line. The plan of the

operation was to draw the cuspid posteriorly sufficiently

to make ample space for the overlapping lateral, and then

to hold it there while the lateral was being drawn into its

proper place.

The mechanism consisted of a gold clamp-band, b, hav-

ing a very short screw-jack, J, soldered to the anterior

part ; a gold-ribbon splice, s, and one elastic-rubber ring, r.

The plan of the operation was to apply the clamp-band so

as to embrace the second bicuspid and first molar, and then

draw, posteriorly, the cuspid by the sphce and then leave

them on these teeth to serve as an anchor to the rubber.

To apply the remainder of the mechanism, one end of

the splice s was caught upon a hook, h, on the lingual

side of the anchor-band, and the other end, by a screw,
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N, upon the buccal side, leaving the loop on the tooth to be

moved. When the cuspid had been drawn sufficiently away

to make a space slightly wider than was required for the

lateral, it was prevented from moving farther back by the

interposition of the little screw-jack j, soldered to the an-

terior part of the anchor-band before the splice s was added.

The cuspid being held in its proper place, the lateral was

now di-awn into line by the rubber ring k, caught upon the

lingual hook h on the anchor-band, and stretched forward

and caught upon the tooth (lateral) as represented in the

figure.

Fig. 1013 illustrates an operation for moving a cuspid

to make space for an outstanding right upper lateral

Fig. 1013.—Moving a cuspid and lateral by a Fig. 1014.—The different parts of
clamp-band and splice-ribbon. 1 the mechanism (A).

(subsequently corrected). The mechanism. Fig. 1014, con-

sisted of a clamp-band, b, gold ribbon, s, and a swivel-

screw, c. The cuspid was drawn posteriorly by the clamp-

band B, that embraced it and the second bicuspid and first

molar. At the close of this step the ribbon was caught

upon the hook on the labial side of the clamp-band, and

then, being drawn over the lateral, it was connected with

the lingual side of the band by a swivel-screw, c. The

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," March, 1878.

67*
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clamp-band and splice were, subsequently, temporarily left

on the teeth as a retainer, after which they were substi-

tuted by another, made as shown in Fig. 1015.

; >» ••.

Fig. 1015,—The Second Fig. 1016.—Plan of drawing an outstanding
Retainer (A). fcuspid and an instanding bicuspid to line by

a gold screw, lever, and a ribbon (A).

Fig. 1016 represents a mechanism for simultaneously

moving to line an outstanding right upper cuspid and an

instanding right second bicuspid, in a case having an

interdental space between the centrals. The mechanism

consisted of a gold clamp-band, b, having an arm, l, a

gold ribbon, e, and a gold screw, s. The ribbon e, with a

smooth-bore nut on one end, and a part of the screw s

and arm l, are duplicated in the lower part of the figure.

To the lingual side of the band was loosely riveted one

end of the arm l, which consisted of a narrow strip of stiff

plate. To the other end of the arm was soldered one end

of the gold ribbon e, which was of sufficient length to ex-

tend around the outstanding cuspid, thence through the

staple u (on the lingual side of the arm), and connect with

the screw in the smooth-bore nut soldered at right angles

to the ribbon. This screw connected with the anchor-

band by another nut, n (threaded), soldered to its lingual

side.

To operate the mechanism, the screw s is advanced

through the nut N, thus drawing upon the ribbon e (the

latter sliding through the staple u), causing the cuspid to

move in between the lateral and first bicuspid. By this

draught upon the cuspid, is guided lingually the strip of
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plate L wliich bears upon the instanding second bicuspid,

causing it at the same time to gradually move outward.

When a cuspid is so short that a gold ribbon will not

hold upon it, resort may be had to the use of platinum

wire in place of the ribbon.^ Wire will work up above

the cheek of the crown and rest securely upon the neck of

the toothr If the wire is smooth the tissue will generally

tolerate it without causing much, if any, irritation ; but of

course the wire should never be allowed to plough deeper

under the gum than the natural trough caused by the lip

or the margins around the tooth.^ Should the wire irri-

tate the gum sufficiently to cause pain, a gum-guard ring

placed upon the cuspid will prevent it.*

^ Size, 2i gold-plate gauge.

2 See Fig. 118, Part VI., p. 237.

3 See Part VI., p. 243, and Part VIII., p. 431.

4 See Fig. 403, Part VIII
., p. 431.



CHAPTEE CIY.

MOVING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS IN COMBINA-
TION WITH BRIDGE-PIECES.

BRIDGE MECHANISMS ANCHORED BY WIRES.—BRIDGE MECHAN-

ISMS ANCHORED BY FERULES.—MOVING A CUSPID AND TURN-

ING A BICUSPID AT THE SAME TIME BY A BRIDGE MECHANISM.

—MOVING INSTANDING CUSPIDS BY BRIDGES ANCHORED

BY CLAMP-BANDS.—THE TRANSVERSE SCREW CLAMP-BAND

ANCHOR VS. THE LONGITUDINAL SCREWCLAMP-BAND ANCHOR.

IN the two preceding chapters operations upon cuspids

by the use of draught-cords acted upon by screws were

explained. In the present chapter operations upon cus-

pids by screws acting from span-bridges will be consid-

ered. In Chapter CI. is represented and explained a mech-

anism for moving to line an outstanding upper cuspid by

a screw one end of which was fastened to the tooth to be

moved by a narrow ferule, the other end being connected

with a roof-plate serving as an anchor. The plans for cor-

rection of similar cases by screw-acting bridge mechanisms

make no use of roof-plates. The bridge used in these op-

erations consists of a strip of plate or round wire bent to

conform (nearly) with the curve of the dental arch, and

spanning the space in the line made by the offstanding

tooth. In some cases the bridge is anchored to the teeth

by platinum wire or strings; in others by ferules or by
1064
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clamp-bands, which are far superior to either wire or string,

which I hav^e now entirely abandoned in such operations.

Fig. 1017 represents one of my older and simple mech-

anisms for drawing an instanding upper cuspid to line,

and at the same time forcing the adjacent teeth farther

apart. The instanding tooth is caused to act like a wedge

between the others by a screw and nut.

Fig. 1017.—a simple fonii of bridge tnechan- Fig. 1018.—The parts separated,
ism for moving a cuspid (A). Enlarged scale (A).

Fig. 1018 represents the heavier parts as they appear

separated. These consist of a bridge, b (a short, narrow

strip of thick plate), a screw, s, with a nut, n, a ferule, e,

and two pieces of platinum wire, c, c. Through the bridge

is a rectangular hole for the screw s, that has two of its

sides filed flat, s, to prevent the screw from turning when
the nut N is operated; the object of the ferule k is to

fasten the tooth (instanding cuspid) to the screw. To per-

mit the screw on the ferule a slight play, it is connected

by interposing between the two a thin piece of gold rib-

bon, cut from rolled wire (as shown in Fig. 1018).^ The

ends of the bridge are confined to the teeth adjacent to

the instanding tooth by the platinum wires; the only

weakness about this mechanism is these wires. Instead

of wire I now use a broad ferule, soldered to one end of

the bridge-piece; this ferule is cemented to one of the

1 The principle of this combination of the screw and ring was published by
the author in two numbers of the " Dental Cosmos " in 1878.
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aneliorage ieetli (generally a bicusiDid), leaving the other

end of the bridge to rest freely on the tooth or teeth on

the other side of the space. (See next figure.)

Figs. 1019, 1020.—Two similar bridge mechanisms anchored by ferules (A).

Figs. 1019 and 1020 represent t^ro mechanisms, similar

but superior to the one last described. These differ only

in the bridge-piece, which is anchored by broad ferules

(gold) instead of wire. These modifications are superior

because ferules, when cemented on the anchorage teeth,

furnish firmer anchorage.

Fig. 1021.—Moving an instanding cuspid and turning a bicuspid at the same time by
one screw (A.).

Fig. 1021 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving outward an instanding right upper cuspid, and at

the same time turning the first bicuspid, by one and the

same screw. This double operation, however, is practi-

cable only in rare combination of circumstances. When

everything is not favorable, the process has no advantage

over that of moving each tooth independently ; the case is

given simply to show what has been done. The mechan-
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ism (similar in principle to the one last described) consists

of two parts: a gold screw, having a narrow fernle sol-

dered to one end to embrace the cuspid : and an arm pro-

jecting from a band having a deep notch in the upper

border, into which the screw is lodged ; a nut plays on the

screw. ^

"When all is ready to apply, the broad band is first ce-

mented upon the lone bicuspid, with the arm projecting

forward and outward, so that when drawn upon by the

screw and nut it will act as a lever. The cuspid-ferule is

then placed on the cuspid and pushed well u]3 to the gum,

the screw at the same time being dropped into the notch

in the arm. To prevent the narrow ferule from sliiDiDing

off the tooth (cuspid), a pin-point is soldered to the inside

of it, to rest in a shallow pit made in the lingual side of

that tooth. To prevent the end of the screw from irritat-

ing the lips, a globular nut is screwed upon it. The mech-

anism is operated by turning the nut against the lever suf-

ficiently to spring it slightly toward the cuspid, thereby

causing force upon both teeth; the tightening of the nut

is repeated daily until the cuspid is drawn into line.

As the bicuspid had not fully turned when the cuspid

had reached its place, the screw and the cuspid-ferule were

taken away, leaving only the broad bicuspid-band and the

lever ; the operation was carried on by other aids. A roof-

plate, having anchor clamp-bands to fasten it to the side

teeth, was applied now, to serve as an anchor to an elastic-

rubber ring stretched double from a hook on it to the notch

in the lever. The rubber was renewed on alternate days

and the bicuspid turned into its proper position.

Fig. 1022 illustrates an operation for moving outward an

^ The two ferules were made of jSTo. 34 plate (i^ure gold).
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instandiDg right upper cuspid, and at the same time mov-

ing inward an outstanding lateral.

This mechanism—the first of its kind, and devised in

1876—consists of a clamp-band, a bridge-piece, and a drag-

screw. This bridge, which is made of a strip of thick gold

Fig. 1022.—Moving an instanding cuspid to line by a bridge mechanism (A).i

plate, is anchored at one end to the side teeth by a trans-

verse screw clamp-band, the bridge-strip projecting for-

ward over the space between the bicuspid and lateral;

thus supported, it constitutes a span, or a subanchor for

holding one end of the screw that draws upon the cuspid.

One end of this screw is connected with a narrow ferule

that embraces this instanding tooth ; the other end of the

screw projects through a hole in the bridge, and is held

there by a nut, upon its labial side. To enable the screw

to have some latitude of action, it is not soldered directly

to the cuspid-ferule, but is connected by a thin piece of

gold ribbon (the parts are soldered together). In apply-

ing the mechanism the bridge is first fastened on the

right second bicuspid and first molar, after which the cus-

pid screw-ferule is caught on the tooth (cuspid), and then,

having sprung outward the bridge-strip, the end of the

screw is made to enter the hole in it. The nut is then

placed on the screw and tightened upon the bridge.

The mechanism is operated by simply turning this nut

Published liy the author in the "Dental Cosmos" in 1878.
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with a key ; this draws the screw through the bridge, and

therefore draws upon the cuspid. At the same time the

free extremity of the bridge is forced against the out-

standing lateral, and moves it in a direction opposite to

that of the cuspid.

Although the lateral did not receive so great a degree of

force as the cuspid did, it moved more easily, and reached

its proper place in the arch before the. cuspid had reached

its place. When the lateral had been moved sufficiently,

further pressure upon it was prevented by the anterior

extremity of the bridge-strip resting on the right central.

Fig. 1023.—Modiflcation of tlie meclianism last descrilied (A).

Fig. 1023 represents the different parts of a modification

of the mechanism last described, a shows the form of the

bridge-piece, with its three oval holes—two at the right for

the clamp-ribbon b, and the other for the cuspid-ferule and

screw s. For union of all parts ready to apply, see Fig. 289,

Part VI., p. 334.

To prevent the cuspid-ferule from slipping off the cus-

pid, a pin-point is soldered to the inside of it, to rest in

a small pit made in the tooth as mentioned in previous

pages. To prevent the screw from turning in the hole in

Fig. 1024.—Cuspid-screw and ferule.

the bridge while being tightened upon by its nut, it (the

screw) is filed on two opposite sides, to make it correspond

with the smaller oval hole. (Fig. 1018.) To permit devia-
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tion of the screw to meet the needs incident to the changes

in the incHnation of the cuspid while moving it, the ferule-

end of the screw is hammered thin, as shown in Fig. 1024.

The only defect in this mechanism is the anchor; al-

though it was practicable in the case for which this was

made—the V-shape places between the necks of the teeth

being sufficiently large to permit the transverse screw to

enter—such an anchor-band would not be practicable in

the majority of cases. Instead of using transverse screw

clamp-bands for anchors, I now alivays prefer the longi-

tudinal screw clamp-band anchor, made as represented by

the following figure.

Fig. 1025.—Superior modiflcation of the meclianisui represented by Fig. 1023 (A).

Fig. 1025 represents this superior mechanism, which was

used for moving an instanding right upper cuspid outward.

This modification consists of a bridge-piece, d, cuspid-ring

and screw, b, nut, h, and a longitudinal screw clamp-band,

J, for anchor. (Compare this figure with Fig. 289, Part VI.,

p. 334.)



CHAPTEE CY.

MOVING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS AIDED BY
ELASTIC RUBBER.

OPERATION FOR MOMiNG TWO INSTANCING CUSPIDS TO LINE BY

A SCREW-JACK IN COMBINATION WITH CLAMP-BANDS HAVING

ARMS AND AIDED BY ELASTIC-RUBBER RINGS.

SOMETIMES the correction of difficult cases of irregu-

larity of the teeth can be best accomplished by resort-

ing to more than one kind of engine of force—such, for

illustration, as screws, metallic springs, or elastic rubber

;

one part of the operation being performed by the screw,

and another part by the spring or rubber, or both. Such

mechanical combinations are generally made by one addi-

tion after another.

Fig. 1026.—Appearance of tlie case toefore treatment.

Fig. 1026 illustrates the case of a man thirty years of

age, for whom an operation was performed by such a

1071
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combination. The two upper cuspids and one bicuspid

were in the posterior position, and the two laterals in the

anterior. Some of the other side teeth were also slightly

out of the proper line ; the operation, however, was con-

fined to the eight anterior teeth.

The first stage of the operation was short, consisting of

extraction of the second bicuspids; the second stage was

the application of the first part of the mechanism, and

moving posteriorly the first bicuspids sufficiently to make

space for the cuspids and laterals. The third stage was

for turning the cuspids and moving these and the laterals

into line.

Fig. 1027.—Appearance at the beginning of tLe second stage (A).

Fig. 1027 illustrates the case at the time the first part

of the mechanism was applied, and ready to begin the

work of moving the bicuspid posteriorly. The mechan-

ism consisted of two gold clamp-bands, b, b, each having

on its lingual side a hook, h. These bands were not only

regulators, but also their own anchors. The first and

second molars on each side constituted the anchorage.

By tightening the screws the first bicuspids were moved

sufficiently in fourteen days. This completed the second

stage of the operation.

The clamp-bands were taken off the teeth, and then to
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eacli was soldered two stiff gold wires as represented in

Fig. 1028 ; one (w) to bear on the labial side of the lateral,

and the other (w') on the lingual side of the cuspid. About

midway of each of these wires was soldered a small hook

for the attachment of an elastic-rubber ring in a later

Fig. 1028.—Appearance at the beginning of the third stage (A).

part of the operation. To prevent the lingual wires from

sliding off the short and conically formed cuspids, broad

cylindrical gold ferules, f, f, were cemented on them with

phosphate of zinc. On the lingual side of each ferule was

soldered a small ring to keep the wires w' in their proper

places. The cuspid-ferules not only furnished perpendic-

ular walls for the lingual and labial arms to bear against,

but, being filled with phosphate of zinc, they served as

gags to bite upon and to keep the jaws sufficiently far

apart to permit the instanding cuspids to pass outward

over the lower teeth.

To prevent the bicuspids from moving lingually, by the

leverage action of the arms w', through resistance of the

cuspids, a swivel screw-jack was placed across the dental

arch, and attached, by staples, to the lingual side of the

clamp-band arms as represented in Fig. 1029. This jack
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served not only to keep the clamp-bands and the teeth

within them in their proper places, and to aid in holding

the arms against the cuspids, but served as an engine of

force to aid in moving them outward.

Fig. 1029.—Appearance in the middle of the third stage (A).

The jack was not intended in any way to widen the

dental arch, but to keep up the proper degree of pressure

against the moving cuspids. While the screw-jack and

arms w', w' were acting on these teeth (cuspids), the labial

arms w, w (extending forward from the anchor-bands) were

acting on the outstanding laterals.

After a short trial of the mechanism it was found that

the left anchor-band slipped upward on the bicuspid.

This was arrested and prevented from further slipping by

a gum-guard ring. (See g. Fig. 1028.)

In about fifteen days the right cuspid had moved into

line, but it still required to be moved slightly posteriorly.

The left cuspid, which required turning, had, like the right

lateral, moved only half the required distance. At this

point the middle part of this stage ended.

Fig. 1030 illustrates the beginning of another step.

The screw-jack and the lingual arms had been taken from

the mouth, leaving the remainder of the mechanism. Rub-
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ber rings, R, were now brought into use. To adjust the

proper degree of force on the different laterals after the

rubber additions were made, the left arm w was bent out-

ward, so as not to bear- (when free) on the left lateral
;
the

Fig. 1030—Appearance of the case past the middle of the third stage (A).

right arm was left to continue its usual bearing on the

right lateral. The rubber on the right was so applied that

it drew upon the lateral and also prevented the cuspid

from retracing its steps ; the left one acted upon the left

cuspid so as to move it posteriorly and at the same time

turn it.

On the right side, one rubber ring (represented as check-

ered) was first caught' on the hook on the lingual side of

the right anchor-band, and then it was stretched and caught

upon the right lateral. On the left side, one rubber ring

(represented as white) was caught on a hook on the buc-

cal side of the anchor-band, and then stretched through

the hook-ring on the (left) labial arm, and caught over the

cuspid. The other rubber ring (represented as checkered)

was caught on the hook on the lingual side of the cuspid-

ferule, and stretched and caught on the same clamp-band

screw as shown.

The elastic rings were substituted by new rings thrice
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a week ; at these times the other parts of the mechanism

were also removed and cleansed.

After using the rubber rings on this left side about three

weeks, and causing little, if any, change in the jjosition of

the cuspids, they were abandoned as worthless for engines

of force in this case, and a screw-jack was placed between

the cuspids, one end being so attached to the ferule-ring

of the right cuspid that it bore evenly on the tooth, while

the other end was so attached to the left cuspid-ring

that it tended to turn it at the same time it moved out-

ward. (See Fig. 998, p. 1041.)

While this jack was pushing the left cuspid outward to

line, it was pushing the other cuspid in the opposite direc-

tion; but as the alveolar resistance was less on the right

side, that tooth moved more rapidly, and before the left

cuspid had reached the proper place this (right) one had

moved beyond its proper place. This cuspid and the bicus-

pid next to it had also moved forward, closing all visible

Fig. 1031.—Appearance at a later time.

spaces between the cuspid and lateral, while in conversa-

tion
; but there was a wide space left between the bicuspid

and first molar.

An interdental block clamp-band was now applied for
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an anchor to hold an elastic-rubber ring caught over the

outstanding right lateral to draw it into the line of the

arch. Fig. 1031 illustrates the case soon after.

To hold temporarily the left cuspid where it now was, a

clamp-band was applied as shown in the same figure. As

this cuspid required more space between the lateral and

bicuspid, it was necessary to use some powerful mechan-

ism to widen the space ; this widening was accomplished

by what the author calls one of his triplex-acting mechan-

isms. This will be again referred to.

The right lateral having been brought into its proper

place, it was retained there by a thin gold ferule having a

piece of platinum wire soldered crosswise, to rest on the

lingual side of the adjacent teeth.

Fig. 1032.—Drawing tlie cuspid to line by a triple-acting mecTiamsm (A).

Fig. 1032 illustrates the case with this retainer in place,

and the " triplex " applied to the left cuspid ready to be-

gin widening the space for it. After a few days this left

cuspid was in line, but it still required turning to complete

the operation. This was made with a rubber ring, caught

upon a lever soldered to a ferule cemented on the tooth,

the rubber being anchored to a clamp-band placed upon

teeth posterior to it. This part of the operation is not

68*
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illustrated ; the principle, however, is shown by the check-

ered line in Fig. 1030.

Fig. 1033 illustrates the case completed, and the retainers

applied to hold both the laterals and cuspids in place;

these were worn several months.

Fig. 1033.—Tbe case at the completion of the operation.

During the operation the irregularity of the first molar

teeth was partially corrected by the bearing of the lingual

sides of the clamp-bands upon them.^

Fig. 1034.—Moving Instanding upper cuspids and laterals by screw-jacks (A).2

Fig. 1034 illustrates a plan—not the best—for moving

instanding cuspids and laterals by spindle screw-jacks.

The operation is represented . at a stage when the cuspids

1 The question might arise in the reader's mind, Might not all of the wires

have been soldered upon the clamp-bands in the first place, as represented

in Fig. 1028, before moving the first bicuspids back? This vs^ould not only-

have increased the length of time of the maximum discomfort of the patient,

but VFOuld have increased the difficulty of management of the mechanism. In

the way the case was conducted, the patient (an active merchant) did not lose

any time from business ; the operation was completed within two months.

2 "Dental Cosmos," June, 1878.
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had been moved outward to line by one jack and the later-

als were about to be acted upon by the other. The ends

of the jack for moving the cuspids rested in pits made in

the lingual surfaces of these teeth; but for moving the

laterals the jack rested in holes in the lingual sides of

gold ferules cemented to them. The strings represented

in the figure were precautionary measures against possible

harm from the jacks falling into the throat. This plan of

operation is effective, but the mechanism is not as firm as

screw-jacks anchored by cemented ferules or by clamp-

bands. The tongue is very liable to dislodge it.

Fig. 1035.—Forcing an instanding cuspid to line by a large spindle screw-jack ancliored
to a broad cemented ferule (A).

Fig. 1035 illustrates an operation for moving a stubborn

instanding left upper cuspid into line by a spindle-jack,

one end of which was anchored to a single-tooth ferule

having a bar (consisting of a strip of stiff gold plate) sol-

dered to the lingual side to increase the anchorage ; the

other end rested in a pit in the cuspid. This bar, by ex-

tending each way sufficiently to rest on the adjacent teeth,

not only aided in the firmness of anchorage, but it pre-

vented the first bicuspid within the ferule from being

forced out of line. The anchor-ferule was cemented with

phosphate of zinc upon the first bicuspid of the right side

of the dental arch.

The jack consisted simply of a screw-cut piece of tubing,

and a piece of screw-cut wire of corresponding size. The
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screw was pointed spindle-like at one end, near which was

soldered a short piece of tubing, that was afterward filed

(bulb-like) and drilled for a lever-key. An open, ring-

shape hook was soldered to the other end ; this ring part

of the jack, when applied, was caught into a closed ring

soldered to the middle of the bar on the anchor-ferule.

After the jack was connected in this way with the anchor,

its open ring was closed by pincers. This kind of mech-

anism (though not equal in value to some others repre-

sented in this work), being simple, is easily improvised

when the operator has ready at hand different sizes of

bands and cylindiical screw-jacks. The weakness in this

plan is having the loose end of the jack rest in a pit, which

renders it liable to become dislodged.

Fig. 1036.—Drawing an outstanding tipper cuspid to line by a swivel screw-jack (A).

Fig. 1036 illustrates a plan of operation for drawing to

line an outstanding right upper cuspid by a mechanism

consisting of a swivel screw-jack attached to the teeth by

two clamp-bands of my old pattern (before phosphate of

zinc came into use). It interferes with the tongue, but it

is firm, effective, and easily kept clean.

The screw-jack was attached to this anchor-band by a

rivet projected thi^ough gold ears soldered to its lingual

side. The construction of this mechanism is so plainly

shown in the diagram that further description seems un-

necessary.^

Fig. 1037 represents a superior modification of the mech-:

1 Pulalished in the "Dental Cosmos," June, 1878.
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aiiism last described. Instead of a transverse screw anchor-

band, this (b) has a longitudinal screw ; instead of a screw

binding-band for the cuspid, this (r) is simply a (narrow)

r« ^Ky^rtOn

Fig. 1037.—Meclianism for nooviiig outstanding cuspids (A).

ferule. The ferule is prevented from slipping off the

cuspid by a pin-point soldered to its inner surface, to rest

in a pit made in the labial side of the tooth. The nut

part, F, of the jack is connected with the anchor-band b

(having bar-arms) by wire staples. The swivel-end J is

soldered to the ferule e.

To operate this mechanism the screw n is turned by a

lever placed in a hole in a bulb between it and the swivel.^

(Concerning the making of such mechanisms, see Part VI.,

pp. 294, 299, and Part VIII., p. 419.)

/•"^e^S^^^^ii^PO^

cdKfzZJ-^
YW S'

FIG. 1038.—Non-irritating mechanism for drawing Fig. 1039.—The barrel of

upper cuspids into line. The sleeve is represented the jacK.

in section (A).

Fig. 1038 represents a modification of the mechan-

ism last described. This one (which is of the non-

irritating class, and was used for drawing an outstanding

right upper cuspid into line) differs from the one referred

to not only in the proportions of the different parts, but

1 The screw-jack part of this meehanism was illustrated in the " Dental Cos-

mos," October, 1877.
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in having its screw covered by a sleeve or tube, s, to

prevent it from irritating the tongue. This sleeve, which

is soldered to the key-bulb on the screw, slides snugly

along the outside of the barrel of the screw-jack as shown

in section in this figure. In Fig. 1039 v', s', represent in-

dependently the outside of the sleeve and the swivel. The

latter is hooked into a staple on a detachable narrow

gold ferule, f, fitted to the cnispid. The jack is similarly

attached to the anchor-band b.

(For rules concerning the manufacture of these mechan-

isms, see Part VI., pp. 279-281, and Part YIII., pp. 417-

421.)

'Ji?^'

Fig. 1040.—Making space for an outstanding unerupted cuspid by an interdental block
clamp-band and 8crew-jack.i

Fig. 1040 illustrates an operation for gaining space for

an unerupted left upper cuspid in the case of a child ten

years of age. (t represents a deciduous cuspid.)

Interdental Block Clamp-land,—The mechanism con-

sisted of a miniature gold screw-jack, and a clamp-band

in combination with an interdental block. The jack was

fixed on the anterior part jof the band by a spring pinch-

clamp. Fig. 1041 represents (side view) the screw-jack, and

the clamp-band minus the block. The clamp-band served as

an anchor to the screw-jack while it (the jack) was forcing

the lateral forward. The block or cross-piece was devised

1 Devised in 1881.
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to prevent the clamp-band from drawing the first bicuspid

into the territory of the nnerupted second bicuspid. This

block was made of platinum plate one-sixteenth of an inch

in thickness. To hold it in place there was soldered to

Fig. 1041.—Side view of tlie meclianism less the block (A).

its lingual end a short gold rectangular ferule (this ferule

fitted loosely, and slid on the lingual side of the clamp-

band) ; to the opposite end of the block was soldered a

small ring, to hold it loosely upon the clamp-band screw

;

the screw projected through the ring. This block is rep-

resented (edge view) by 0, at the right of Fig. 1040.

Jack.—The screw-jack, which was cylindrical and spin-

dle-pointed, was less than a fourth of an inch (when closed)

in length. TheU-piece which connected the jack with the

anterior end of the clamp-band, and which made the jack

detachable, was made of clasp-plate, soldered to the end of

the barrel of the jack. When this clamp was forced upon

the clamp-band, it pinched it so firmly that the jack did not

become dislodged while at work. A ferule held the spindle.

When the mechanism was ready to be applied, the clamp-

band, with the interdental block attached to it, was placed

upon the first bicuspid and first adult molar, and then tight-

FiG. 10i2.—The retaining mechanism.

ened gently upon them until they were brought against the

block. The jack was now lengthened by a lever-key until

it pushed firmly against the neck of the lateral incisor. The
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turning of the screw was repeated two or three times daily,

until the lateral and bicuspid were sufficiently separated

to permit the unerupted cuspid to fall into line. This being

accomplished, the space was maintained by a retaining

mechanism formed as represented by Fig. 1042. It con-

sisted of a broad ferule for the bicuspid, and a platinum-

wire arm having a fish-tail extremity to rest against the

lateral.



CHAPTEE CYI.

MOVING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SLIDING NEEDLES.

OPERATION BY TWO NEEDLES WOEKED BY NUTS.—^VAEIOUS FOEMS

OF NEEDLES.—PLAN OF CONSTEUCTION OF THE MECHANISM.

A MONGr the curious yet practicable mechauisms for cor-

-/r\- rection of teeth is a class of ueedle mechanisms ; these

may have one or two needles, and are anchored by two

clamp-bands. This name was given to these mechanisms

because some of the parts resemble needles ; these act in-

termittently upon the teeth by nuts playing along a trans-

palatine screw connecting the clamp-bands.

Fig. 1043.—Moving an instandmg upper cuspid and lateral to line by a needle
mecHanlsin (A).

Fig. 104:3 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving outward two instanding upper teeth—a right

cuspid and a left lateral—by a needle mechanism having

1085
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for the base of support a transpalatine screw and two

clamp-bands. The ends of the transpalatine screw are

fastened to the clamp-bands by hooks fitting into staples

soldered to the hngual sides of the bands. These bands

embrace the bicuspids and first molars as shown. A needle

consists of a piece of stiff gold wire with one end bent in

the form of a ring (eye), the other being pointed. Through

the ring projects the transpalatine screw, to serve as the

base of action ; against each of such rings force is apphed

by a loose nut which plays along the transpalatine screw,

driving the pointed end against the tooth to be moved. The

pointed end of one needle rests in a pit in the cuspid, and

the point of the other in a hole in a ferule cemented upon

the lateral. Twice a day these needles were forced against

the teeth to be moved until they were in the line of the arch.

The defect in this mechanism, is the weakness in the

hold between the points of the needles and the teeth.

This weakness I now overcome by using sockets soldered

to ferules, or by bending the ends of the needles so as to

hook into rings soldered to broad ferules. (See Fig. 127,

Part VI., p. 241.)

Fig. 1044.—a set of different parts of the device.

Fig. 1044 represents a set of the different elements from

which such a mechanism may be constructed : .J, h, two

anchor clamp-bands, one (j) ha\T.ng a bar soldered to its
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lingual side to bear upon an adjacent tooth serving as

anchorage ; a, b, two forms of transpalatine screws ; o,

operating-nut ; t, p, p, f, different forms of needles.

As dental arches differ in width, it is well to have sev-

eral screws, varying in length, made after the form repre-

sented by A ; but they may be formed after that shown by

B, or the form of an ordinary cylindrical screw-jack. To

prevent the screw from irritating the tongue, some of the

parts exposed may be covered by pieces of tubing.



CHAPTEE CYII.

CORRECTION OF FRONT UPPER TEETH IN CASESWHERE
THERE ARE SPACES.— RETAINING CORRECTED
TEETH IN THEIR PROPER PLACES BY PLATES

SUPPORTING ARTIFICIAL TEETH TO FILL SPACES.

GENEKAIi EEMAEKS UPON SPACES CAUSED BY DEIFTING OF TEETH

ALONG THE ALVEOLAE EIDGE WHEN THE TEETH AEE TOO

SMALL TO FILL IT, OE BY LOSS OF TEETH.—PEEFECT AND

IMPEEFECT OPEEATIONS.—OPEEATIONS BY CLAMP-BANDS.

WHERE one or more teeth are on the esthetic line, yet

are not properly located on the line, and some teeth

are missing, the moving of the former along the line of

arch into their proper places, and holding them steadily

there by a plate supporting artificial teeth that are sub-

stitutes for the missing ones, is not only practicable but

also the best plan. Of course the conditions requisite

for obtaining this double result in the highest degree must

be favorable ; consequently these cases are rare ; still the

number of such favorable cases is greater than is sup-

posed by many who have not made this branch of den-

tistry a study.

In these cases the missing teeth causing spaces are gen-

erally the laterals or the bicuspids ; sometimes an upper

central or even a cuspid is missing. Spaces also often re-

sult from teeth drifting along the esthetic line from lack
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of lateral support, caused by missing teeth, or where the

alveolar ridge is too large for the size of the teeth to fill.

Drifting of teeth often occurs during the eruptive process

;

there are temporary spaces caused by too early extraction

of deciduous teeth, and permanent spaces by extraction of

wrong adult teeth to make room for others to fall into line

;

as, for illustration, those cases in which the first molars are

extracted, or where the upper deciduous cuspids are lost

before the first deciduous molars drop.

Another class of cases that need artificial teeth on re-

taining-plates are those where upper adult cuspids have

erupted anterior or posterior to the adult laterals, and

these laterals have been extracted to make room for the

cuspids, permitting these large teeth (cuspids) to stand

alongside of the broad centrals, that consequently cause

coarseness of facial expression that can be refined only by

moving the misplaced cuspids into their proper places,

and filling the spaces thus made between them and the

centrals by artificial laterals. Teeth in these cases, as also

those in which some teeth have been lost by decay, requir-

ing artificial teeth to complete the line of arch, can thus be

easily retained indefinitely by the plates, without the pa-

tient feeling that he is encumbered by them as retainers.

To make room for substitutes where spaces are too nar-

row, or where there are no spaces and it is necessary to

cause them to be made, the teeth may be forced apart by

small blocks of wood, cork, rubber, spring-jacks, or short

screw-jacks, placed between them, or they may be sepa-

rated by some form of the H-separator, as suggested in

Part VI., Chapter XXIII., p. 253, or Section A, p. 927, in

this Part (XV.), on Widening Interdental Spaces. Clamp-

bands are sometimes used in these cases, and as this in-

strument has not been sufficiently considered for this pur-
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pose, our present remarks will be confined to operations

in which it has been used ; two cases will be given, one to

show a complete operation, the other an incomplete one.

Fig. 1045.—The complete operation (A).

Fig. 1045 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving a right upper cuspid away from a central, to make

room for an artificial lateral, for a woman about twenty

years of age. Originally the teeth, by being too large for

the jaw, were so jumbled that it was necessary to extract

one or more to make room for the remainder. At that

time esthetics in this line consisted simply in doing that

which would permit teeth to be arranged in a regular line,

without regard to the finer aspects of facial expression

;

therefore the right lateral was extracted to permit an out-

standing cuspid to fall into line. The patient had also

lost (from decay) two bicuspids, one on each side of the

arch. All this took place before I saw the case.

To refine the coarse facial expression caused by the cus-

pid taking a position alongside of the central was the ob-

ject of moving the cuspid away from it and interposing

the artificial lateral. This was accomplished by a clamp-

band extending around the cuspid and the lone bicuspid

and first molar as shown. This band, by being tightened
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twice a day by turning the screw, soon caused sufficient

space for the artificial lateral ; to complete the dental arch,

however, two artificial bicuspids were added. These three

artificial members were not held in place by a plate, but by

a half-round gold wire bent to conform with the gum near

the lingual walls of the dental arch. This wire was held in

place by delicate clasps that embraced the cuspids, right

bicuspid, and left first molar.

In nearly all cases where one or two bicuspids are miss-

ing and there are left a sufficient number of teeth for mas-

tication, I use plate cuspids instead of bicuspids, because

they look equally well, and by escaping severe antagonism

in mastication of food, they are less liable to break. In

this instance this rule was followed.

Fig. 1046.—Appearance of the case at completion of the operation.

Fig. 1046 represents the case at completion of the opera-

tion, and with this retaining dental plate applied.

In cases where it is necessary to use artificial teeth for

mastication, the parts of the teeth receiving the antago-

nizing force may be made entirely of gold. The half-round

gold wire may be thought to be too weak to be practica-

ble, but several years' observation has proved that this

does not hold true in light cases, where thin cuspids, that
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do no antagoniziiig work, are used; hea^^ eases require

plates.

Fig. 1047 illustrates an operation upon the imperfect

plan referred to. This case was that of a man twenty-five

years of age, whose teeth were so large, and the upper jaw

so small, that the teeth were jumbled together. In boy-

Fig. 1047.—The incomplete operation.

hood an unwise dentist had extracted the right lateral to

make room for an outstanding cuspid ; and to give balance

of expression, the left lateral had also been extracted. At

the time I first saw the case there was also slight overlap-

ping of the right upper central upon the left one, leaving

a space about one-eighth of an inch between the right

central and right cuspid. Had the lap been removed,

the space would have been less. On the left side of the

arch the space was sufficiently wide to insert an artificial

tooth.

As all the teeth posterior to the right cuspid were in

line and in contact, there was no way of obtaining suffi-

cient room for an artificial right lateral except by moving

all the side teeth posteriorly, or by extracting the second

bicuspid and moving back the first bicuspid and cuspid, or

by widening the arch. The circumstances of the patient
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were such that it was impossible to perform the operation

upon any of these plans ; therefore the imperfect operation

was the only one that was practicable.

On the right side the space was nearly closed by draw-

ing the cuspid and central toward each other by a clamp-

band placed so as to embrace the two teeth. When moved,

these teeth were held in place by a retainer made of half-

round gold wire, upon which was an artificial tooth, as

substitute for the missing lateral. The centrals were kept

a short distance apart by a piece of (round) platinum wire

soldered to the half-round gold-wire base.

Fig. 1048.—Appearance of case at completion of operation (A),

Fig. 1048 illustrates the anterior half of the dental arch

at completion of the operation, and after the retainer, sup-

porting the artificial left lateral, had been applied. The

arch was filled, and upon casual observation it appeared

to satisfy the eye; but when closely scrutinized the two

sides of the dental arch were seen to be unlike. This is an

illustration of the unfortunate positions in which dentists

sometimes find themselves, and where the question arises

as to whether it is right to help the patient a little or not

at all. By this procedure the antagonism being perfect,

it was not disturbed by closing a space ; and as the man

had a mustache, it so hid the teeth that the defect was

seldom noticeable.

69*
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It is only in cases where circumstances render the per-

fect operation impracticable that this kind of operation is

permissible for women. While, under these circumstances,

the closing of a space caused by a missing lateral is per-

missible, the closing of a space by moving teeth together,

when the space is caused by loss of a central^ would be

highly improper.
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Section C Division II.

CORRECTION OF PARTLY ERUPTED UPPER CUSPIDS

BY SPUR-PLATES AND BY SCREW-ACTINO MECH-
ANISMS.

GENEEAL KEMAEKS ON SPUE-PLATES.—OPEEATION FOE COE-

EECTION OF AN INSTANCING UPPEE CUSPID BY A SPUE-

PLATE.—OPEEATION BY A SCEEW-ACTING HOOK ANCHOEED

BY INTEEDENTAL BLOCK CLAMP-BANDS.—DIFFICULT CASES

OF CUSPIDS EEUPTED FAE FEOM THEIE PEOPEE PLACES,

COEEECTED BY SPUE-PLATES AIDED BY SCEEW-ACTING

MECHANISMS, SOME OF WHICH WEEE COMPLICATED.

IN this chapter the treatment of two classes of cases of

partly erupted cnspids will be considered : those that

have erupted obliquely to the normal position, and those

that have erupted normally in, this respect, but off the es-

thetic line. To move to line an instanding cuspid tooth

that is only partially erupted, the cusp just pointing

through the gum, has been regarded, until recently, as

nearly impossible, because of the difficulty of attaching

the engine of force to the tooth. Now, by properly con-

structed spur-plates.or by platinum draught-wires, in com-

bination with screws attached to hard-rubber anchor-plates

or to anchor clamp-bands, the correction of such cases is

1095
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comparatively easy.^ Of all kinds of mechanisms known,

probably the spur-plate and the screw would be regarded

by the majority of dentists as the best.^

Fig, 1049.—Moving an instanding left upper cuspid by a spur-plate (A).

Fig. 1049 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving to line an instanding left upper cuspid by a spur-

plate, the spur projecting from the left margin of the plate

covering the palate, and anchored to the side teeth by two

clamp-bands. The roof-plate was made of hard rubber

;

and the spur of thick gold plate about three-fourths of

an inch in length and one-eighth of an inch in width, bent

at right angles upon itself, so that one extremity (the foot)

was shorter than the other ; the longer part was embedded

into the plate. The free extremity, the spui* part, pro-

jected upward a short distance, so as to lie between the

gum and the tooth (not deeper, however, than the lip of

the gum around the tooth) ; this spm' bore upon the lingual

side of the neck. As the tooth moved away from the plate,

this spur was bent outward more and more to keep up the

pressure. When the form of the spur had so far changed,

by bending it, that it was no longer serviceable, it (the

spur) was cut away, and substituted by one having a

1 Illustrations of several of these have been published by the author in the

"Dental Cosmos." In this work only the best are reproduced.

2 See Fig, 405, Part XIII., p. 433.
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longer foot-piece (riveted to the plate), leaving the spur

part a short distance further from the border. The plate

was then reapplied, and its use persisted in until the cus-

pid was moved into its proper place.

If in such cases the space between the teeth (for the

cuspid) is very unsightly, I sometimes insert a thin artifi-

cial tooth (upon the plate) to complete the dental arch, and

keep it there until the instanding cuspid has been moved

near to its proper place, and then the artificial tooth is

cut away to permit the cuspid to move into line. (See

Fig. 1068.)

Fig. 1050.—Section view of a spiu'-plate for moving an instanding lateral (A).

Fig. 1050 represents in section one-half of a similar

plate, having a spur, p, for moving into line an instanding

upper lateral. Instead of clamp-bands for anchors, this

plate is anchored by two ferules.^

I occasionally make spur-plates for tvidening the upper

dental arch. For such plates flat spurs, similar to the one

mentioned previously to the one last described, are vul-

canized into the side of a roof-plate. Each of these spurs

(which may be made separately or collectively) is so bent

that it will bear against the lingual side of one of the teeth

to be moved. The bearings are retightened by rebending

the spurs twice a week, until the dental arch has been

sufficiently widened. I once devised a similar plate that

acted by continued force. I do not think, however, that

this was equal to the kind that acts intermittently. The

continuously acting spur is made by interposing a coil-

spring between the spur part and the part that enters the

1 The character of force from these mechanisms is similar to that from a,

serevr—intermittent.
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roof-plate. These different forms will be further explained

in Part XVIII. (See Widening of the Dental Arch.)

Blglitbuj Up and Moving Greatly Inclined Teeth that have

J^nipted at Considerable Distance from their Proper Places.

—Occasionally cases are found in which teeth are so far

inclined that they are nearly hidden beneath the gums;

in others the teeth he horizontally in the jaw and are en-

tirely hidden from view, and never erupt. The " righting

up" of teeth that incline only shghtly is easy compared

with righting up of teeth that incline forty-five degrees

or more ; but when the apices of the roots (as well as the

crowns) are out of place, they have been regarded as im-

possible to correct, because they not only require to be

forced sidewise thi'ough the alveolar tissue, but apex back-

ward, which act was thought would destroy the pulp. Ad-

mitting that the pulp, under such circumstances, may pos-

sibly be destroyed, if roughly handled, I wiU present later

a case which will prove that it is possible to safely move

backward such a tooth without injury to its pulp; but

this will not be given as advocating such operations for

common practice.

Fig. 1051.—Appearance of the case before the operation.

Fig. 1051 illustrates an operation for righting up a left

upper cuspid. In this case—a robust girl about fifteen

years of age—the cusp of the left upper cuspid had pointed
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through the gum just posterior to the left central. The

lateral, which had been forced anteriorly out of its place

by it, showed that the apex of the root (cuspid) was neai-ly

in its proper place, thus making it plain that the crown,

only, required to be tilted into line.

As the left deciduous cuspid still remained, the first step

in the operation was to extract it. After this a spur-plate

having clamp-band anchors was applied. It was so made

that the spur projected upward between the cuspid and

the annular lip of the gum, and pressed upon the medial

side of the neck of the tooth. In one week the point of

the cusp of the tooth, had by it moved one-sixteenth of an

inch to the left.

Fig. 1052 illustrates the case a few days later as it ap-

peared, with the spur-plate applied.

Fig. 1052.—Appearance of the
case after one week (A).

Fig. 1053.—Tlie cuspid in contact wltli
tlie toicuspid, but still standing in the
posterior position.

Fig. 1053 illustrates the appearance of the case five

weeks later, and six weeks from the beginning of the

operation. The cuspid had been moved so that it was in

contact with the bicuspid, but still stood in the posterior

position ; there was also left unabsorbed, between the two

teeth, some protruding gum-tissue.

Measurement between the lateral and bicuspid at this
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time showed that the space was still too narrow for the

cuspid; consequently it was necessary to widen it. As

the side teeth posterior to the cuspid were not quite in

contact I thought that jDerhaps by drawing these teeth

into contact the space would be made sufficient for the

cuspid. A clamp-band was now applied to embrace all the

fully erupted side teeth posterior to the space (Fig. 1054),

Fig. 1054.—Attempting to make room by drawing the side teeth together.

and tightened upon until these teeth were brought into

contact. Upon measurement afterward, it was found that

the space was still too narrow, making it necessary, after

all, to extract a tooth. As the loss of the first bicuspid

would cause more space than was required for the cuspid,

the second bicuspid was taken, and the first bicuspid

moved posteriorly until the cuspid space was sufficiently

wide.

The object in extracting this bicuspid was to have the

extra space (if any should be left at the close of the opera-

tion) sufficiently far back in the mouth to be unnoticeable

(Fig. 1055). I thought, however, that this space could

probably be wholly closed by moving the first molar for-

ward by means of a clamp-band embracing the molar and

bicuspid. When these two teeth had been drawn together

there remained, of course, a wider space than was neces-

sary for the cuspid ; but this extra space was closed by the
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continued draught upon the molar in drawing the cuspid

to its proper place by using this clamp-band as anchor, and

adding to it a platinum-wire splica This splice was con-

FiG. 1055.—Drawing the first bicuspid posteriorly by a clamp-band, and holding
the lateral and cuspid in place by a rubber ring.

nected with the lingual side of the clamp-band by a hook,

H, and with the buccal side by a screw, c (Fig. 1056).

The cuspid moved slowly yet steadily toward its proper

place, and the anchor teeth also moved slightly forward

Fig. 1056.—Drawing the cuspid posteriorly by a splice.

by the same draught. There was some space around the

cuspid, but this was needed, as the cuspid still required to

be moved outward ; the outstanding left lateral also still re-

quired to be moved inward a short distance beyond where

the tooth had naturally moved. At this stage of the opera-
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tion the mechanism was replaced by a new one—a clamp

band with two gold-wire springs ; one to move the lateral,

the other to move the cuspid. By this means these teeth

were soon forced into their proper places in the arch.

Fig. 1057.—Moving the cuspid outward and tile lateral inward by
compensating-springs.

Fig. 1057 represents the case at this time with this mech-

anism on the teeth. The .outer spring, s, pressed upon

the labial side of the lateral incisor, and the other, s' (not

straight), bore upon the lingual side of the cuspid. The

end of the latter was bent (at right angles) to project up-

ward to rest between the cuspid and the gum, to prevent

it (the spring) from sliding off the inclined lingual surface

of the crown. By these compensating-springs the teeth

were easily forced into line. The extra space made by the

extraction of the second bicuspid now being closed by the

drawing forward of the first molar by the clamp-band

and splice, the second molar followed of itself, and thus

the first molar was prevented from falling back (when lib-

erated).^

Fig. 1058 illustrates the retainer used when completed.

It consisted of two ferules and two wires connected by

solder, as shown.

^ Unless the second molar moves forward immediately in such cases, the

first molar should be held fast by being attached to some tooth or teeth an-

terior to it.
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Root-Apex Forward Operation.— Fig. 1059 illustrates a

similar but more difficult case to correct, because the tooth

required to be moved further, and the patient (a woman)

Fig. 1058.—The Retainer.

was thirty-eight years of age. The operation was for the

correction of a right upper cuspid that began to erupt

about three years previously, and was arrested in its prog-

ress when the cusp had barely pointed through the gum
just behind the right central. This arrest in its progress

appeared to have been caused by the tooth antagonizing

with one of the lower teeth. The right lateral was appar-

FiG. 1059.—The case before appearance of new cuspid; the change the new cuspid
caused.

ently hopelessly loose, from being crowded far out of its

former place in the arch; in fact, it had moved, bodily,

nearly through the gum by the pressure of the root of the

cuspid, which rested diagonally across its lingual side.

The deciduous right upper cuspid still remained in its

place, though its root was considerably wasted away, not

because of its successor, but from its great age.
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The patient said she had travelled from one dentist to

another to see if her teeth could be saved and made use-

ful ; but all advised her to have the cuspid extracted and

then save the lateral if possible. Finding that the dental

arches were originally very regular and the antagonism

normal, I advised saving the cuspid if possible ; the lateral

was already doomed and its long salvation was impossible,

because loose and the socket was diseased. Fig. 1059 illus-

trates the case before commencing the operation. Several

figures following it represent other steps in the operation.

The patient, being of a highly nervous organization,

could not endure even an ordinary strain. Even the

gum-tissues seemed to have the same weakness, and would

rebel with inflammation from very slight cause ; the patient

could not bear continued force in the slightest degree, nor

could she bear intermittent force unless applied lightly.

I undertook this case more to learn how much the science

of regulating teeth is capable of accomplishing, than for

pecuniary benefit ; indeed, I told the patient I would per-

form the operation gi-atuitously for the privilege of prov-

ing how far nature would tolerate the pushing of a tooth

root (apex) backward, through alveolar tissue. This oper-

ation is not presented here, however, to stimulate others to

make such tedious efforts in common practice.

I felt that the cuspid could be successfully moved into

its proper place, unless the root be crooked, or other roots

were crooked. As the lateral had been forced bodily so

far outward, and as its socket was in a diseased condition,

I did not believe it could be made firm. Again, the color

of the tooth showed that if the pulp was alive it was feeble

and not at all healthy. The outline of its entire root could

be plainly felt just beneath the gum under the lip, and the

lingual side of the root was exposed from waste of the
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gum-tissue and extensive severing of the connection be-

tween the root and the socket by loculosis alveolaris.

Examination showed that the irregular adult cuspid was

lying diagonally to its proper position, and the root was

in contact with the extremity of the root of the loose right

lateral. The right approximal surface of the crown of the

cuspid was facing toward the throat, the opposite surface

being in contact with the lingual side of the neck of the

right central. In probing between the delinquent tooth

and socket, it was found that its root was not only resting

against the mesial side of the root of the lateral, but it

(cuspid) was about to slide in between its (lateral) root and

the root of the central.

To move this delinquent cuspid into its proper place re-

quired pushing of its root-apex backward about one-fourth

of an inch, and then righting up the tooth, and swinging

its crown around past the lateral incisor, a distance of

more than half an inch before the crown would be in line

of the dental arch. I had little doubt as to the success of

the operation upon the cuspid ; but the doubts I had about

the loose lateral incisor were confirmed later, when it was

found that the tooth was too loose and too low in vital-

ity to be naturally retained when forced back within the

alveolus.

The first step in the operation upon the cuspid was the

making of a path by extraction of the deciduous cuspid,

one-third of the root of which had wasted away (Fig. 1065)

;

the second step was the moving of the crown of the (adult)

cuspid away from the crown of the central ; the third was

unlocking the roots of the cuspid and lateral ; the fourth,

pushing the cuspid into its proper place.

The second step required the force to be so applied to

the cuspid that it would not tilt upon the easily yielding

70
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root of the lateral, and force the latter through the gum.

To move the cuspid away from the central, the force was

applied so as to move the tooth bodily (crown and root)

toward the throat. This was accomplished by applying

the force from outside the arch, directly against the mid-

dle part of the tooth (just above its neck), and not against

the crown. The force that was necessary required some-

thing that would operate by a screw, acting from a firm

anchorage embracing all the upper teeth excepting this

cuspid. To save time I devised a mechanism without re-

gard to expense.

Fig. 1060 represents this elaborate gold mechanism, de-

vised mainly for moving the cuspid a short distance away

Fig. 1060.—The first meclianism used (A).

from the central and lateral, and not for any other part of

the operation. It consisted of anchors, a hinged wing-

piece, three screws, three pins, and a small screw-jack.

The anchors consisted of two ferules and two thumb-

screws. To the anterior parts of the anchors were sol-

dered two rigid bows, a lingual and a labial.

To the posterior parts of the ferules were soldered two

rigid wire loops. These extended posteriorly and embraced

the molars. The thumb-screws were for tightening the
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rear parts of the loops upon these molars. The two screws

on the patient's right were for moving the lateral toward

the rifflit central.

Fiu. 1061.—Tbe mechanism as applied to tlie teeth (A).

Fig. 1061 illustrates the case with the mechanism as it

appeared when first applied to the teeth. The ferules were

filled with phosphate-of-zinc cement.

Fig. 1062.—The Ferules.

Fig. 1062 represents a side view (s, s) and an edge view

(t, t) of the ferules before they were soldered to the other

parts of the mechanism. These ferules had ears to prevent

them from sliding upward and injuring the gums.

The anterior parts for moving the crown of the cuspid

away from the central, although difiicult to plainly express

in picture, will, I think, be understood by reference to the

following figures.

Figs. 1063 and 1064 represent a front and an edge view

of these parts, consisting of the wing-piece t and the flat
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brace c, connecting the outer and the inner bows l, i ; the

wing T was attached to the bow i by a hinge, h ; s repre-

sents the screw for forcing the wing against the cusj)id.

Fig. 1063.—Front view of the -wing- Fig. 1064.—Cross view of the wing-
piece (A). piece (A).

When the mechanism was apphed, this wing projected

upward between the central and the dehnquent cuspid;

the screw s played in a screw-cut hole in the outer bow L,

and projected between the right central and lateral, and

pressed against the wing, moving it in the direction indi-

cated by dotted lines.

In order to make this screw bear sufficiently high upon

the wing and under the lip of the gum, it was necessary to

project it (the screw) through a place in the gum (made by

a lance) between the central and lateral. To prevent the

screw from irritating this gum-tissue, the threads on the

wing extremity of it were filed away, leaving it smooth for

about one-eighth of an inch from the end.

When the mechanism was first applied, the screw s was

lightly turned against the wing t, and then left until after

the screws at the right of it were gently operated for a few

days against the neck of the right lateral. These screws

bore on the lateral so as to force it bodily (root and crown)

toward its former place near the central. The object of

this act was to carry the root of the lateral past the inter-

fering root of the cuspid, to prevent the apex of the latter

(cuspid) root, when borne upon by the wing, from falling

into the space between the roots of the lateral and central.
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To prevent the lower teeth from antagonizing with the

delinquent cuspid during this stage of the process was one

of the offices of the anchor-ferules ; these, when filled with

cement, served as gags for the lower side teeth to bite

upon.

In eight days, by careful management, the lateral had

moved toward the central as far as practicable and still

leave space for the screw s, which was now made to begin

to bear against the wing. The cuspid, though stubbornly

resisting the screw, moved steadily away from the central

for seven days, when an accident occurred by crumbling

of the cement in the anchor-ferules, which so loosened the

entire mechanism that the wing could not be managed

properly; besides this, the gum all along the alveolar

ridge began to swell, making it necessary to remove the

mechanism. The operation was now suspended for four

days, for the swelling to subside ; during this time, how-

ever, the deUnquent cuspid was held by a clamp-band em-

bracing the two centrals and the wayward lateral, and lying

between the cuspid and central.

FIG. 1065.-Appearance of tlie case after the cuspid liad been moved a short distance

from tlie central.

An examination of one side of the root of the cuspid,

by probing in the space made by its separation from the

central, confirmed my first opinion, that it (the cuspid)

70*
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originally rested against the root of the lateral ; these two

roots had separated a short distance, but the crowns of

the cuspid and central had separated further.

Fig. 1065 illustrates the case at this time without the

mechanism.

After the inflammation of the gum had subsided, the

mechanism was reapplied and the process of moving the

cuspid continued; before the mechanism was replaced,

however, the original wing t was replaced by a new and

longer one, that projected further into the space between

the central and cuspid, so as to bear higher upon the root

of the latter, to insure the forcing of the apex of the root

of the cuspid further away from the root of the lateral,

thus preventing their entanglement.

Having the mechanism firmly fixed upon the teeth, the

two screws (at the patient's right) were lightly reset against

the lateral, to hold it steady. The screw s was reset against

the wing, causing it to again bear upon the cuspid; this

tooth was retightened upon two or three times a day for

two weeks, causing it to move bodily inward.

When the tooth had moved sufficiently far to prevent

the possibility of its root interfering with the root of the

lateral (which had for several days followed on behind the

root of the cuspid), further action on the wing was sus-

pended, and the short screw-jack, soldered to the lingual

bow I, and having a concave tack-head shaped extremity

(made at the time the other parts of the gold mechanism

were made), was put into action against the point of the

cusp of the delinquent cuspid, to push it (root backward)

to the patient's right, so that the end of the root would be

carried far beyond the root of the lateral, toward its (cus-

pid) proper place in the dental arch. This screw-jack also

served to partially " right up " the cuspid. (See Fig. 1060.)
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A slight pressure was thus maintained upon the crown

of the cuspid for eleven weeks, slowly moving it back on

the line of its long axis. At this time the cement in the

ferules again crumbled, and the anchor loosened, causing

the screws on the lateral and cuspid to again relax, thus

permitting the teeth to fall back a short distance.

This expensive mechanism had, however, now accom-

plished its object (the most difficult part of the entire

operation)—the freeing of the roots of the lateral and cus-

pid from interference with each other, and the separa-

tion of the crowns of the cuspid and central. As summer

vacation-time had now arrived, the operation was rested

until autumn. The mechanism was taken from the mouth,

and a clamp-band applied to temporarily hold the teeth

in place until a better retainer could be made ; one that

would hold the teeth safely during summer. This one

consisted of a hard-rubber plate, having on it a small screw-

jack, and for the benefit of personal appearance two small

artificial teeth, one filling the space between the lateral and

central, the other between the lateral and first bicuspid.

Fig. 1066.—The retainer worn during the summer vacation (A).

Fig. 1066 illustrates the case with the retaining mechan-

ism and artificial teeth applied. To insure against loss of

ground gained by the cuspid was the office of the tack-
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head screw-jack; this jack was arranged transversely to

the dental arch, and held steady by one end of it being

vulcanized into the plate as shown in the figure. The

plate (which was anchored to the bicuspids by two gold

clamp-bands) was of a form that prevented the cuspid and

lateral from approaching each other, and the artificial

teeth held in place the teeth that were already on the

esthetic line. This was removed and cleansed daily.

When the patient returned, after her vacation, I found

that the teeth had not lost ground. Although the case

appeared to be in excellent condition for resuming work,

it was further postponed, as the patient was obliged to

leave the city again for an indefinite period. The re-

tainer having the two artificial teeth upon it, however, was

now removed, and temporarily substituted by the hook

clamp-band used twice before. Fig. 1067 illustrates the

Fig. 1067.—Clamp-band temporarily used.

case with this band used for drawing the lateral nearer

to the central. In the lower part of the figure, h repre-

sents the hook that hung from the screw and caught over

the centrals to prevent the band from slipping upward.

While this band was being worn a modification of the

former retainer, with the addition of a spur, was being

made.

Fig. 1068 represents this new retaining-plate, p ; the spur

is represented by x, the artificial tooth by t, and the anchor-

bands by B. Fig. 1070 illustrates the same applied.
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Fig. 1069 illustrates, by sectional view, the philosophy

of action of the spur upon the cuspid, moving it in the

direction indicated by the arrow. This spur acted prop-

erly, but slowly, for several weeks, and then one of the

bands broke and loosened the plate ; this retainer was now

Fig. 1068.—Tlie second retaining
plate (A).

Fig. 1069.—Section view of a part of
the plate, showing the application of
the spur upon the cuspid.

thrown aside and replaced by another, formed as repre-

sented in Fig. 1071. This substitute, however, was not ap-

plied for about two days ; meanwhile the case lost ground.

Therefore one object sought by this new one was the re-

gaining of the ground lost. This being easily accomplished,

Fig. 1070.—Illustrating the case with the new mechanism (A).

the tooth now advanced apex foremost, the crown at the

same time rightening up more and more by the pressure

of the jack. To aid in holding the tack-head screw upon

the cuspid, one end of a piece of gold wire flattened by a

hammer was interposed between them, the other end being
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ancliored into tlie plate. The effect of tliis wire (whicli

extended forward, curving upward so as to lie between the

tack-head of the screw and the cuspid) was the furnishing,

in effect, of a flat surface to the tooth for the jack to bear

against to prevent it from slipping.

While the cusj)id was thus being moved, the lateral in-

cisor was forced to regain its lost ground by another screw

Fig. 1071.—The spur meclianism, applied to the teeth.

projecting through an arm extending from the (patient's)

right side of the plate. To prevent the lateral from start-

ing from its socket, and also to guide it toward the cen-

tral, this arm had two guard-wires soldered to it, one of

which rested on the cutting end, the other across the labial

surface of the tooth.

Soon after the screw-jack was applied and the cuspid

began to "right up," the gum-tissue over the root began

to bulge, and continued to do so until the tumor pressed

against the plate, causing itself pain. This necessitated

frequent cutting or "hollowing out" of the palatine side

of the roof-plate, to relieve the tumor of pressure. The

case now progTessed favorably for several weeks, the lat-

eral moving up against the central, the cuspid moving

around the lateral toward its proper place. The progress

of the cuspid, however, was slow, because it could move

only by absorption of a large quantity of alveolar tissue.
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The vocation of the patient obliging her to be frequently

from home also hindered the progress ; more trouble, how-

ever, arose from the occasional breaking of the mechanism,

from one cause or another, while the patient was away, thus

permitting the teeth to repeatedly lose ground.

As the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1071 had now

finally finished its share of the work, it was removed and

replaced by still another spur-plate, having an artificial

tooth (similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1068). To aid

the anchorage there was in addition a clasp, to rest against

the right side of the right central. This clasp caused the

tooth (central) to move a short distance too far to the

(patient's) left ; but the cuspid was, by this additional anch-

orage, enabled to move nearly to its proper place in the arch.

From this place it was extremely difficult to move it
;
per-

sistent effort, however, placed it on the esthetic line ; but

the tooth still required to be slightly turned on its long

axis before it could be regarded as correct. Great effort

was made to accomplish this end ; and while the tooth

turned part way, it was impossible to turn it fully to its

proper place, although the greatest force that screws (in

the mouth) could exert was brought into use.

Fig. 1072.—Attempting to turn the cuspid upon its long axis (A).

Fig. 1072 illustrates one of the attempts at turning the

cuspid. The mechanism consisted of an anchor clamp-
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band having a gold-wire loop (extending posteriorly to

include the lone molar) and a platinum-wire splice (the

size of a small pin) caught upon the anterior part of the

lingual side of a ferule, and tightened upon by a screw

entering the (double) nut on the buccal side of the clamp-

band. The tooth moved outward slightly, and turned

•more. There appeared to be some unyielding resistance

to its moving farther. To try again to overcome this re-

sistance the splice was now taken from the mechanism, and

a different draught-wire applied, not only to move the

tooth farther outward, but also to turn it more still.

Fig. 1073.—Drawing upon the cuspid by a screw-and-splice mechamsm (A).

The parts, represented in the lower part of Fig. 1072,

consisted of a thin platinum ferule, r (having on one side a

gold-wirehook), and a platinum draught-wire, s. The screw

was the same as that used on the buccal side of the last

mechanism. The ferule f was first cemented firmly upon

the cuspid with phosphate of zinc, after which the splice-

wire s was attached to the hook, and then connected with

the buccal nut of the anchor-band by the screw as shown.

For several weeks a persistent effort was kept up with

this mechanism and another represented by Fig, 1073

(shown as it appeared upon the teeth), but the effort re-

sulted only in slight improvement. The cause of this stub-
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bornness had not become apparent at this time ; crooked-

ness of the root of the cuspid, or of one or both of the ad-

jacent teeth, seemed hiter to be the cause. This was

evident by the lateral incisor moving slightly whenever

the cuspid was moved.

The centrals, which were now crowded together, were,

by the patient's request, forced slightly apart, so that they

might appear as they did when she was a girl. Although

the lateral had been moved into its proper place, the gum

was so wasted away (before I saw the case)—the root being

exposed for nearly one-fourth of an inch, and the socket

being afflicted with loculosis alveolaris, the tooth also being

darker than the other teeth—that the substitution of an

artificial tooth mounted upon a light gold base, serving

also as a retainer for the cuspid, was now advised for com-

pletion of the case.i

Fig. 1074.—Moving an arrested cuspid by a hook operated by a screw from a block
clamp-band. First step (A).

Figs. 1074 and 1075 illustrate the first and second steps

in an operation for moving posteriorly an arrested right

1 TFlmt did the Ojteration Prove ?—It proved that it is possible to move a

tooth, apex foremost, about one-fourth of an inch, vrithout injuiy to its pulp,

provided it be moved very slowly and is held there firmly.

That which has proved true in this kind of an operation would also be true

of operations for depression of lower front teeth, if they could be held firmly

until they could become fijied in their places ; but as they cannot be so firmly
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Tipper cuspid. (A tliird step will be explained later on.)

The peculiarity of this case was that the tooth was lying

diagonally to its proper position, pointing forward, and

beginning to show itself through the gum just above the

lateral incisor.

Fig. 1075.—Second step in the operation (A),

The elements of the mechanism used in both of these

steps consisted of a hook, h, drag-screw, d, and a clamp-

band, B, having an interdental block, c. This block was

used to prevent the second bicuspid and first molar from

being drawn toward each other by tightening of the clamp-

band upon the anchorage teeth.^

When the case was first seen the deciduous cuspid was

missing, and the right first and second bicuspids had

erupted so far anterior to their proper places that there

was no room left for the outstanding adult cuspid. There

fixed, and play up and down continually, they are liable to lose their pulps
from congestion of the sockets. This danger is not so great, however, with
teeth the roots of which are only partly developed, as those that are fully

developed ; nor is it as difl&cult to depress partially developed teeth as it is

to depress those that are perfected, because the open (tubular) roots of the

former can harmlessly ''telescope," so to speak, their pulps—an act that is

not so liable to jugulate the nutrient tracks as is the forcing of the hard apex
of a fully developed root against its nutrient tracks. The danger of irritat-

ing the great nerve also holds true.

1 For fuller explanation concerning the construction of this class of mech-
anisms, see, through the Index, Interdental Block and Sash Clamp-bands.
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was, however, a space between the second bicuspid and

the first molar; this space was where it should be, how-

ever, if there must be one. By measurement it was found

that extraction of the second bicuspid would not be more

advantageous to the case than would be the extraction of

the first bicuspid; the space that would be made by ex-

traction of the first bicuspid would be sufficiently wide

for the (adult) cuspid, without leaving extra space. The

first act, therefore, was the extraction of the first bicus-

pid (see dotted line) ; the crown of the cuspid was then

drawn from above the lateral, by the mechanism repre-

sented in Fig. 1074, to a point as near as possible to the

place left by the first bicuspid. To catch the hook upon

the cuspid it was necessary to expose more of its crown.

This was accomplished by lancing the gum; and then a

small undercut pit was drilled into the anterior part of the

labial side of the tooth, at the place where the surface

curves to constitute the anterior approximal side. Hav-

ing everything now in readiness, the first stage of the me-

chanical part of the operation was commenced ; the anchor-

band was first screwed firmly upon the bicuspid and molar,

after which the hook h (made of stiff 18 k. gold wire)

was caught into the pit in the cuspid, and then connected

with the buccal side of the anchor-band by the screw d.

The patient was then given a bench-key (such as is repre-

sented by Fig. 308, Part VI., p. 347), with the instruction

to gently turn the screw two or three times daily, but not

sufficiently to cause pain. The cuspid moved posteriorly,

but after several weeks of persistent effort it (the cuspid)

still stood in the anterior position, and needed to be drawn

inward before it would be in its proper relation to the

other teeth ; at this point the first stage ended.

Fig. 1075 illustrates the beginning of the second stage

;
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the screw was changed from the buccal nut of the clamp-

band to one on its lingual side. The patient resuming the

tightening process by turning this screw for several days,

the cuspid was successfully placed on the line of arch;

thus ended the second stage.

The cuspid now required to be turned ; but to turn a cus-

pid that had only pointed through the gum has always been

regarded as impossible, yet it was accomplished in this case.

This third and last stage was performed by two screw-

jacks placed across the dental arch, one used for pulling

upon, and the other for pushing the cuspid. These jacks

were anchored by a clamp-band on four teeth—the cuspid,

bicuspids, and first molar of the opposite side of the dental

arch. (For details, see Part XVI., Turning, p. 1369.)

The cuspid was temporarily retained in its new place by

two ferules and a piece of wire, one ferule being cemented

on the cuspid, which was now sufficiently erupted to hold

it; the other on the molar. The wire (lying along the

dental arch) connected the two ferules.^

1 This operation should be read in connection with an operation on Eleva-

tion of Teeth in Part XVI., Chapter CXXXIV. (Fig. 1324.)
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Moving Lower Cuspids by Elastic Rubber.
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CHAPTER CIX.

Section D Division I.

MOVING LOWER CUSPIDS BY DIFFERENT KINDS OF

MECHANISMS.

GENEKAL AND SPECIAL REMARKS ON ANCHORAGE AND DIFFER-

ENT KINDS OF ANCHORS FOR ATTACHING ENGINES OF FORCE.

—OPERATIONS BY ELASTIC-RUBBER RINGS WITH SINGLE AND

UNION FERULES.—OPERATIONS BY A RUBBER RING AND

CLAMP-BANDS.—BY CORRUGATION OF A METALLIC BAND.

—

THE LONGITUDINAL SCREW CLAMP-BAND OPERATED BY ITS

SCREW FOR SIMILAR CASES.

Anchors vs. Tipping of Ancliorage Teeth.—Sometimes we

read- in the reports of discnssions at meetings of dentists

that the experience of some of them has proven to their

satisfaction that the posterior teeth are not sufficient

anchorage for moving lower cuspids posteriorly. So far

as I have traced out the cases to which these dentists

refer, I have generally found that simple single-tooth

ferules were used as anchors, and not two or three ferules

rigidly connected, nor clamp-bands of a size to embrace

more than one tooth. So long as the philosophy of anchors

in the mouth is not understood, and so long as the sim-

plest laws of mutual resistance between the anchorage and

the teeth to be moved are not comprehended by operators,

they will meet with undesirable results. There is liability

1123
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of moving forward anchorage teeth by any kind of draught,

but tipping them forward to an injurious inclination sel-

dom results from skilful hands. The side teeth are gen-

erally sufficient for anchorage, if made to support one

another ; the anchorage should never be less than the re-

sistance in any case ; some require more than others.

Reaction of Anchorage Teeth.—When it is desirable to

make space by moving side (anchorage) teeth posteriorly,

calculations should be made to guard against their return

to their former positions, if the space anterior to them is

needed for other teeth ; reversely is this true when the side

teeth are to be so drawn upon that they will move anteri-

orly. To disregard these points is to fail to have the de-

sired results remain permanent ; many are such failures.^

Loiver cuspids are more easily moved by screw-acting

mechanisms, when practicable to apply them, than by any

other engine of force. When screw mechanisms are not

practicable, resort may be had to other things, such as me-

tallic springs, wedges, or elastic-rubber rings. The con-

struction of mechanisms for lower teeth is similar in prin-

ciple to that of those for correction of upper teeth, the main

difference being in the form. The mechanism should not

interfere with the tongue more than is necessary.

As little or no anchorage resistance can be obtained

from the soft tissues (much less than can be secured from

the roof of the mouth), the anchorage must be mainly, if

not wholly, obtained from the teeth ; but generally it is im-

portant that as many teeth be used in the anchorage as are

necessary to move the irregular teeth without materially

disturbing the anchorage teeth.

Different Anchors for Moving Loiver Cuspids.—^For the

lower jaw, box-plates, clamp-bands, and ferules (single or

i See Anchorage, Proper and Improper, Part XV., Chap. LXXI., p. 771.
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multiple) have their advocates. The box-plate may be U-

shape, embracing more or less of the crowns of the teeth

on both sides of the dental arch, or it may cover the teeth

of only one side. The plain U-plate, made to fit the lin-

gual sides of the teeth, but not covering their antagoniz-

ing ends, is sometimes practicable.

If a wire spring is used, one extremity is vulcanized into

the plate ; but if rubber rings are used, they are attached

to knobs, or to wire staples or hooks fastened into the

plate.

Fig. 1076.—Moving lower cuspids by elastic rubber and ferules.

Biihher and Bands.—Fig. 1076 illustrates a plan of mov-

ing lower cuspids. This plan (a modification of one by

Dr. Chapin A. Harris) consists in placing a hook-ferule

upon a cuspid, and another upon a molar, and connecting

them by an elastic rubber. Having extracted the first

bicuspids, the ferules f, f, made broader on the lingual

sides, are first cemented upon the cuspids, and then the

others are cemented upon the first molars. A rubber ring,

E, is caught upon the lingual hook of each molar-ferule,

and stretched forward over the hooks on the cuspid-ferules,

thence posteriorly, and lodged upon the buccal hooks of the

molar-ferules. Small anchors are useful for moving an-

chorage teeth anteriorly, as well as for moving the cuspids

posteriorly, to entirely close too wide spaces caused by the

extraction of bicuspids.

71*
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Fig. 1077 represents an operation for moving a right

lower cuspid into the place of an extracted first bicuspid,

by two elastic-rubber rings, e, anchored by two ferules, f, f,

connected on the buccal side by a piece of platinum wire,

Fig. 1077.—Moving posteriorly a right lower cuspid (A).

w. The rubber rings were confined to the cuspid by two

hooks upon a band. The action of this mechanism upon

the cuspid is the same as that shown in the operation rep-

resented in the preceding figure ; the anchor, however, is

larger, in order to prevent moving the anchorage teeth.

Pig. 1078.—The Anchor. Fig. 1078a.—Similar Anchor.

Fig. 1078 represents separately the anchor used in this

case. Fig. 1078A is a similar anchor, the difference being

in the number of the wires connecting the ferules. These

anchors are among the best, and in some cases are supe-

rior to clamp-bands, because they do not cramp the teeth

together ; the wires are crooked to adjust the ferules.
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Fig. 1079 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

moving posteriorly two lower cuspids. One object sought

in this operation was ample room for the evening of irregu-

lar lower incisors ; another object was the shortening of the

Fig. 1079.—Drawing posteriorly the lower cuspids by elastic rubber (A).

dental arch. As shortening was necessary in this case,

the usual plan of evening the incisors by the extraction of

one of them was not followed. The first bicuspids were

extracted to make the necessary room by moving the cus-

pids posteriorly.

The mechanism used consisted of two gold clamp-bands,

two platinum ferules, and two rubber rings. Each clamp-

band, serving for an anchor, embraced two molars and one

bicuspid ; these teeth made ample anchorage to move pos-

teriorly the cuspids, and subsequently to move and even

the incisors. Each of these anchor-bands was connected

with a cuspid by a rubber ring, e ; a plain ferule, having

a little hook, was previously cemented to each cuspid, to

hold the rubber rings upon them. These rubber rings

were renewed three times a week, until the cuspids had

been drawn in contact with the molars ; the teeth were

retained there by larger clamp-bands in place of those used

for anchoring the rubber rings.

Fig. 1080 represents a gold band used in an operation by
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Dr. B. S. Byrnes. The lower cuspids occluded in front of

the upper ones, and the third molars had begun to erupt

behind—an already crowded arch. This tended, by antago-

nism, to push the lower teeth anterior to them farther for-

FiG. 1080.—The Gold Band.

ward. The first bicuspid on the left side was extracted to

make space for the cuspid, after which this band, made

sufficiently large to embrace the cuspid, second bicuspid,

and first molar, was applied. During this stage of treat-

ment the band was made to draw continuously by being

corrugated. The jaws were kept a short distance apart by

Fig. 1081.—Appearance of the case Tiefore the operation.

gags, consisting of molar thimble-caps (after the Desira-

bode plan). To keep up the pressure upon the teeth the

gold band was occasionally made smaller by cutting out a

small piece and resoldering the ends together. After ten

weeks' treatment the tooth reached its proper place. Dr,

Byrnes uses this principle frequently.^

i "Dental Cosmos," 1886.
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Screws.—Fig. 1082 illustrates one of the best plans for

moving back an outstanding lower cuspid. The mech-

anism consists of a longitudinal screw clamp-band, made

to embrace the cuspid, and two molars constituting the

anchorage. In this case the first bicuspid was extracted

Fig. 1082,—Moving a left lower cuspid posteriorly by a clamp-band (A).

to make space for the cuspid. The clamp-band, being re-

tightened every morning and evening, moved the tooth

into its proper place in one week, less than the usual

time necessary to accomplish such a result. This short-

ness of time was due to thinness of the septum between

the cuspid and the socket of the extracted tooth.

Fig. 1083.—Mechanism for moving an outstanding lower cuspid (A).

Fig. 1083 illustrates a mechanism for a similar opera-

tion. After the first bicuspid is drawn into the place of an

extracted second bicuspid to make space for a cuspid by a

clamp-band, the cuspid is drawn back by addition of a

splice-piece.
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Section E Division I.

Chap. CX. Moving Upper Bicuspids by -

Peg-plates (various kinds).

Spur-plates.

Plates having "Wire Springs.

Plates with Scallop Wires.
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CHAPTEE OX.

Section E Division L

UPPER BICUSPIDS CORRECTED BY SPUR-PLATES, AND
BY WIRE SPRINGS ANCHORED TO PLATES.

GENEEAL KEMAKKS UPON PLAIN PLATES, PEG-PLATES, PLATES

WITH ELASTIC KUBBER IN GROOVES AND IN HOLES.—SPUR-

PLATES.—OPERATIONS BY SPUR-PLATES.—OPERATIONS BY

WIRE SPRINGS IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES.

IRREGULARITIES of the upper bicuspids generally

result from lack of sufficient space between the adult

cuspids and the first adult molars. This lack of space is

caused by irregularity in the order of the eruption of the

cuspids and bicuspids, a condition sometimes aggravated

. by the moving forward of the first molars. These irregular

(upper) bicuspids are generally found to have encroached

upon the space belonging to the tongue. Such oppositely

instanding bicuspids may be moved outward by roof-plates,

so formed that they will press upon these teeth and upon

no others ; or they may be moved outward by springs or by

screw-jacks, provided ample space be made for the teeth.

Plain Roof-plates.—Yiiij years ago roof-plates were made

of silver, but now they are generally made of hard rub-

ber. Formerly these plates were used only a short time,

and then they were replaced by new ones. This renewal

of plates was thought to be necessary in order to keep up

1 133
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the pressure upon the teeth acted upon, because the influ-

ence of any one plate was soon destroyed by the moving

of the teeth away from the plate. The making of a series

of plates now belongs only to the followers of old customs.

The improved mechanisms vary in merit greatly, but all

are constructed upon the plan of making the plate adjust-

able to meet the changes in the position of the teeth.

Peg-plates.—One of the oldest of these modern kinds is a

plate having holes in the dental borders, in which wooden

crutch-headed pegs are inserted to bear upon the teeth.

These pegs are substituted by longer ones whenever the

older ones become too short for proper pressure. Instead of

wooden pegs I sometimes use steel or gold fish-tail headed

screws, which are easily adjusted by turning them. By

these, any degree of pressure can be kept up, provided the

teeth do not flare outward. See Chapter XLIV ; see also

Screws, Part VI., Chapter XL., p. 434; also Part XVIIL,

Widening Dental Arches.

Plates with Elastic Ruhher in Grooves and in Holes in and

near the Borders.—Instead of using wooden pegs or screws

in plates, some dentists use elastic rubber, sewed into a

groove made longitudinally into the border of the plate,

as suggested by Dr. J. B. Littig. The teeth are moved by

the elastic rubber pressing upon them. Another dentist

(whose name has escaped my memory) suggests a different

plan of using rubber : he bores holes transversely through

the plate, at points about one-eighth of an inch from the

border, so as to intersect other holes bored into the bor-

der (as in an ordinary peg-plate). In the latter holes are

then placed loose wooden pegs, after having drawn a piece

of round rubber string into each of the first-mentioned

holes. These strings, which are then cut off flush with the

two surfaces of the plate, serve as springs to bear against
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the ends of the loose wooden pegs, which are thereby made

to maintain the pressure upon the teeth. When the plate

is forced into its proper place in the dental arch, the pegs

slide into their holes and condense the rubber behind them,

which, reacting (it is claimed), holds the mechanism upon

the teeth, and keeps up its work.

Spur-plates.—Very practicable mechanisms for moving

outward instanding teeth are found in a class that I de-

nominate spur-plates.i These plates are of various forms.

Fig. 1084.—Sectional view of a spur-plate for moving bicuspid teeth (A).

Fig. 1084 illustrates in section one of the mechanisms

(devised in 1873^). This plate is made of hard rubber,

and the spurs of gold cut from thick 18 k. plate and bent

U-shape. One arm of each spur is riveted to the border

of the plate with platinum pins taken from porcelain teeth

;

the other is filed at the end to a fish-tail, form, to fit the

lingual wall of the tooth to be moved. All that is neces-

sary to continue the usefulness of the mechanism, after

the teeth have moved so that the spurs cease to press suffi-

FiG. 1085.—Sectional view of screw-acting spur-plate (A).

ciently upon them, is to bend the free arms of the spurs

farther outward from the plate.

Fig. 1085 represents a sectional view of another of these

1 Devised by the author.
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spiir-plates, devised in the same year (1873). It was used

for moving two instanding upper bicuspids outward, each

spui' being operated by a little screw.

Instead of riveting the spurs to the plate, as shown in

this figure, I now generally vulcanize them into the border

of the plate. For further particulars about the making of

these plates, refer to Spur-plates, in the Index.

Fig. 1086.—Appearance of a case with the spur-plate being used as a retaining-plate.^

Fig. 1086 illustrates a stage of a larger operation, at a

time when the case was nearly completed. The irregular

incisors had been corrected in the earlier stages, and are

now being retained by hooks on the same plate, support-

ing spurs, acting upon an instanding right first bicuspid

and the left second bicuspid.

Like the plate last described, the spurs on this one were

made of strips of gold plate, bent as represented, and

riveted to the hard-rubber plate by platinum pins taken

from porcelain teeth. To maintain the force against the

moving teeth, the arms of the spurs were occasionally

opened by turning short thumb-screws, s.^

1 Invented in 1873 (A).

2 To make room for the various irregular teeth, I extracted the left first

bicuspid in the first stage of the operation. This operation (one of my early

efforts) was at a time when my experience in the regulation of teeth by spurs

was limited.
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When all the teeth were corrected the patient used a roof-

plate as a retainer for more than a year ; then she laid it

aside for a year, as all appeared to be perfectly stationary.

Afterward, however, an irregularity took place in the

teeth, which, though only slight, was sufficient to prove

that in this case there were too many teeth, and that it

would have been better to have also extracted another

tooth—the bicuspid on the opposite side of the arch.

Moving Upper Bicuspids hy Metallic Springs.—Among
the mechanisms in vogue for moving bicuspids is the

well-known kind consisting of springs anchored to plates.

These mechanisms are similar to those used for moving in-

cisors and cuspids, and have already been described in the

chapters upon moving cuspids.

Fig. 1087.—Spring mechanism for moving an instanding left upper bicuspid (A).

Fig. 1087 illustrates a modification of this class of mech-

anisms. This one, designed for moving outward an in-

standing left upper second bicuspid, consisted of a hard-

rubber U-plate and a wire spring, combined as follows : the

spring s, made of steel piano-wire the size of a pin, bent

into the form shown in the figure, was anchored to the

part of the plate opposite to the tooth to be moved. One
extremity of the wire was bent at a right angle to pro-

ject through a hole, a, in the plate, the other parts were

confined to the plate by two platinum-wire staples, u, u.

The form of these staples, and the right-angle extremity

of the spring, are shown in the lower part of the figure^
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The spring is represented as sprung into the form that it

would take if applied to the tooth, when moving it in the

direction indicated by the arrow.^

Fig. 1088.—Spring' mechanism for moving an instanding bicuspid.

Fig. 1088 illustrates an operation upon an instanding left

upper bicuspid, by a plate having a spring. The drawback

of this mechanism is its weak anchorage and the spring

being anchored on the wrong side of the plate. Plain plates

should be anchored to the teeth by clamp-bands vulcanized

into their sides, similarly as represented in Part VI., Fig.

89, p. 219. This mechanism, as well as the one represented

by the preceding figiu'e, must be regarded as merely modi-

fications of those devised by Taft, and later by Coffin.

Fig. 1089.—Scallop-wire plate for regulating instanding upper bicuspids (A).

Fig. 1089 represents a wire-acting mechanism of the

class in which a plate constitutes the anchor. The object

1 To prevent springing of all plates, the spring should be anchored to the

side of the plate opposite to the tooth to be moved, unless the plate be made

very thick and strong.
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for which this mechanism was devised was the moving out-

ward of four instanding upjDer bicuspids. The moving

part was made of delicate wire, the ends of which were vul-

canized into the borders of the hard-rubber plate. In use

the corrugated wires were occasionally rebent farther out-

ward from the plate, to keep up the pressure on the mov-

ing teeth. The projections (in black) represent two clasps.

The anterior part of the plate was made sufficiently thick

to prevent it from being warped when the mechanism was

forced upon the teeth. This mechanism is one of the best

for widening the bicuspid section of the dental arch. If

the instanding teeth incline wrongly for retaining the

plate, the latter should be supplied with clamp-bands to

bind them to some of the other teeth ; but in such emer-

gencies a transpalatine screw-jack, anchored to the teeth

to be moved, by ferules, or clamp-bands, is far more relia-

ble. (See Part VI., Chapter XXVIII., p. 305, Figs. 239,

241.)



CHAPTER CXI.

MOVING OFFSTANDING UPPER BICUSPIDS BY WIRE
SPRINGS WITHOUT PLATES.

GENERAL, EEMAEKS.—OPERATION BY A WIRE SPRING ANCHORED
BY A FERULE.—OPERATION FOR MOVING FOUR BICUSPIDS

OUTWARD BY A DETACHABLE WIRE BOW-SPRING ANCHORED
BY FERULES.—OPERATION UPON INSTANDING BICUSPIDS BY

A BOW-SPRING ANCHORED BY CLASPS.—BY COMPENSATING-

SPRINGS ANCHORED BY A CLAMF-BAND.—BY A SPRING-LOOP.

—BY AN ELLIPTICAL SPRING.—BY A BAR-FERULE.—OPERA-

TION BYAN ELLIPTICAND SEMI-ELLIPTIC SPRING MECHANISM.

UNDEE some circumstances the moving of bicuspids

by metallic springs is very, easy, and the rate of

motion satisfactory; but under other circumstances it is

difficult and slow. There are two common kinds of mech-

anisms in which wire springs are used. In one the springs

are anchored to plates ; in the other plates do not constitute

a part of the mechanism. The main difterence in value

of the two kinds is in the degree of inconvenience in the

making and the wearing of them. Generally upper bicus-

pids can be corrected as easily by small mechanisms as by

larger ones. There are cases, however, where the larger

ones are more effective and better in every respect ; cases

in which it is necessary to use the larger are few. Having

previously explained the operations by springs anchored by

plates, there now remain for consideration those in which

1 140
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springs are anchored by other means than by plates. This

class of mechanisms, small in size, are somewhat numer-

ous. Some of these will be represented as mounted upon

the teeth, while others will be represented independently.

Fig 1090 -First step in an operation for moving outward an instanding bicuspid by a

wire spring aided by rubber (A).

Fig. 1090 illustrates the first step in an operation for mov-

ing to line an instanding left upper second bicuspid. The

first step was the widening of the space between the first

bicuspid and the first molar by the wire spring ; the next

step was the drawing of the instanding bicuspid into the

space by elastic rubber anchored to a ring in the middle

part of this spring.

Fig. 1091.—Tlie Mechanism (A).

Fig. 1091 represents the entire mechanism, consisting of

a gold anchor-ferule, wire spring, gum-guard ring, and a

rubber ring. The spring and its anchor were constructed

as follows : to a broad platinum ferule, made to fit around

the first bicuspid (to serve as an anchorage), was sol-

dered one end of a piece of gold spring-wire (cut from a
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broken spectacle-bow) ; to the middle third of this wire was

soft-soldered a small ring.^

When ready to apply, the ferule was first cemented (with

phosphate of zinc) upon the first bicuspid, after which the

spring (the free extremity of which was flattened) was

sprung between the bicuspid and molar, so as to bear upon

both as shown. After these teeth had been sufiiciently

separated the second stage of the operation was begun.

Fig. 1092.—Second stage of tlie operation.

Fig. 1092 illustrates this stage. The rubber ring was

first caught upon the bicuspid, then drawn through the gold

ring on the wire spring, and again around the bicuspid,

then through the ring, and caught over the tooth again.

To prevent the rubber from slipping upward and injuring

the gum a thin (platinum) gum-guard ring was previously

placed upon the bicuspid. In about three weeks this tooth

was drawn to line.

The peculiar advantages of this mechanism over one in

which the spring is attached to a roof-plate are freedom

from interference by the tongue and the slight incon-

venience to the patient.2

1 The object of using soft solder was to prevent, as far as practicable, the

loss of elasticity in the wire by too great a degree of heat.

2 Instead of a ring in the middle of the spring, a coil can be used. This' is
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Fig-. 1093 illustrates the latter part of an operation for

correction of four instanding upper bicuspids, the crowns

of which were very short and conical. The mechanism

was a modification of an old and well-known one called a

U-plate, formerly made of silver or gold, but now generally

made of hard rubber. The mechanism illustrated con-

sists of a long piece of gold spring-wire (bent in the form

Fig. 1093.—Moving outward oppositely instanding bicuspids by a detachable trans-

palatine wire spring (A).

of a bow), and two thin platinum (independent) ferules,

each one fitting a first bicuspid tooth. Two platinum-wire

staples were soldered to the lingual surface of one of these

ferules, and to the other, two bifurcated lugs (represented

in the upper part of the main figure). To apply the mech-

anism the ferules were first cemented upon the teeth to be

moved ; then one extremity of the bow-spring was passed

through the staples on the ferule on the right side, while

the other extremity was sprung between the bifurcated

lugs on the left ferule. To aid in holding the spring in its

proper place, a small ball was soldered on each extremity,

one ball resting against the anterior staple (on the right),

the other between the lugs (on the left). The middle third

of the spring may rest upon the lingual surface of the

made in the same wire that constitutes the spring. Sometimes a mechanism

having a second broad ferule to fit around the molar, to give a firmer anchor-

age to the spring, is superior to this one. Various modifications of this mech-

anism have been devised by other dentists as well as by myself.
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front teeth, the arms riding clear of all teeth excepting

those that were to be moved.

The chief di-awback in an adjustable mechanism of this

kind is the tendency of the bow to play up and down by

the action of the tongue. To overcome this was one of the

objects of the two staples and lugs on the ferule. Accuracy

of fit between the spring and staples is important. To aid

in preventing this play, the arms projected posteriorly from

the ferules and rested lightly on the gums beyond.^

The object of having this wire detachable, instead of

being soldered to the ferules, as is the usual custom, was

to enable me to increase the power of the spring (by open-

ing it wider) without removing the ferules that were

cemented to the teeth, which were too short and conical

to hold the ferules without the aid of cement.

Fig. 1094.—Moving upper second bicuspids by a bow-spring with two clasps.2

Fig. 1094 illustrates an operation for moving outward to

line two instanding second upper bicuspids by force from

elasticity of metal. The mechanism consisted of three

parts, viz., a long piece of elastic gold spectacle-bow wire,

1 This combination of the spring and ferules is not new. It has its proto-

type in the long-band and ferules of Desirabode's time (1823). (See Part

VI., p. 337.) A tube is superior to staples for holding the spring.

2 For other modifications of this mechanism, see Fig. 422, p. 440.
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and two gold clasps having gum-guard ears to rest in the

sulci of the crowns of the instanding teeth. Fig. 1095 repre-

sents this mechanism as it appeared before the tie-ring was

applied or the ears were soldered to the clasps. Generally,

W
Fig. 1095.—Mechanism before ears were applied.

this mechanism is practicable only in cases where there

are no second molars (as in the case preceding this), and

where the instanding bicuspids require very shght addi-

tional space to accommodate them.

The plan of the operation consisted in moving the first

molars backward, by forcing, wedge-like, the instanding

teeth between them and the first bicuspids. This wedging

of a tooth between others tends to move the first bicus-

pids outward, as well as to move the molars posteriorly,

consequently to move such teeth in cases that require

considerable separation of the adjacent teeth would be

unsuccessful.^

Fig. 1096.—Moving bicuspids by compensating springs (A).

Fig. 1096 illustrates an operation, before full eruption of

the second molar, for correction of a case in which the two

left upper bicuspids were crowded shghtly out of Hue, the

1 For several modifications of spring mechanisms, see Part XIX. The prin-

ciple of this one, and that of all similar to it, in which a long piece of flat or

round wire is used for moving opposite side teeth outward, whether the
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first bicuspid standing in the posterior, the second in the

anterior position.

The mechanism used consisted of two pieces of gold

spring-wire (cut from a very stiff round-wire spectacle-

bow) soldered to a single-tooth clamp-band fitting the first

molar. This mechanism was worn continually until the

teeth were corrected. To keep up the pressure it was oc-

casionally removed and the springs rebent inward.^

In this case the irregularity admitted of the application

of springs, so that the influence of one of them upon the

anchorage tooth was counterbalanced by that of the other,

while the bicuspids were being forced into their proper

places. The two springs acted not only upon the bicus-

pids, but by forcing them, wedge-like, into line, they caused

the anchorage molar to move slightly posteriorly.

Fig. 1097.—a similar meclianism (A).

Fig. 1097 illustrates the results of a similar operation,

upon a cuspid and lateral, by a similar mechanism, the

main difference being in the anchor. In this case the springs

spring be applied across the arch, and approximately corresponding with the

curve of the palate, or along (near) the lingual surface of the dental arch, is

only a modification of the Westcott mechanism, published in the "Dental

Cosmos," 1859, and of another shown by Magitot in his "Dental Anomalies,"

1867 ; and these in turn are but modifications of Bourdet's crude mechanisms,

published in 1757-86. (See Figs. 164-166, pp. 263, 264, and figures on p. 337.)

1 German-silver or steel wire might have been used instead of gold, but the
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(one wire) were longer and were anchored by a ferule. The

arrows indicate the direction opposite to the movements of

the cuspid and lateral. (See Part VII., p. 373.)

Fig. 1098 illustrates one of the best operations for mov-

ing an instanding bicuspid outward. In this case (a man
about thirty years of age) the second bicuspid had previ-

ously been extracted to make room for several jumbled

teeth. This simple mechanism consisted of a gold ferule

Fig. 1098.—Correction of a bicuspid by a bar-ferule. 1

with a piece of gold spring-wire soldered to its buccal side.

The ferule applied left the wire riding hard upon the

buccal sides of the adjacent teeth, as represented. The

tooth was moved into line in twelve days. During the

process the mechanism was removed three times and the

wire rebent, so as to keep up a strong drawing forceupon the

instanding tooth. The same mechanism (cemented in place)

served as the retainer, as did that in the preceding case.

Concerning the value of this little mechanism for moving

a single instanding tooth into line, where there is already

nearly sufficient space for it, too much cannot be said in

praise. It is cheap and easy to make, easy to apply, .easy

to manage, and easy to remove for altering the form of the

wire.

Fig. 1099 represents a mechanism devised by Dr. C. P.

latter was preferred because it would not blacken by use. To rigidly couple

the wires upon the band there should be more solder used at the posterior

junction of the wires and the bands than is represented in these figures. For

more on compensating mechanisms, see Part VI., p. 268, Fig. 172.

1 Concerning the history of the arm-bands, see Part VII., pp. 369-371.
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Wilson for moving an instanding bicuspid to line. This is

in some respects similar, but superior, to the mechanism

represented by Fig. 1102 ; instead of a screw, with a ribbon

extending around the tooth, the loop is of smooth platinum

Fig. 1099.—Semi-elliptic spring and a loop for moving a bicuspid (Wilson).

wire, one end being soldered to the bar, the other projected

through a hole in it and connected by solder with a spring

that rested loosely upon the buccal side of the bar, as rep-

resented in the figure. (See Part VI., p. 369, Fig. 324.)

When ready to be applied, the spring is forced down

upon the bar until it is nearly straight ; the loop is then

forced upon the tooth, and the spring liberated, thus caus-

ing a steady draught upon the tooth.

In cases requiring but slight additional space this mech-

anism is as effective as it is simple ; not only is it practi-

cable for moving a tooth, but if allowed to remain it serves

well for retaining the tooth in its proper place after being

corrected.

Fig. 1100.—Elliptic-spring meclianism for moving a bicuspid (A).

Fig. 1100 illustrates a plan of operation for drawing an

instanding second bicuspid to line by power of an elliptic

spring made of delicate elastic wire (soft-)soldered to a strip

of platinum and gold plate, one end of which is soldered
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to a clamp-band used for anchoring the strip to the first

molar. Independent of these different but united parts is a

thin, narrow (18 k.) gold ferule, having on one side a small

platinum-wire staple. This ferule, when apphed to the in-

standing tooth, serves as a convenient means of connect-

ing the instanding tooth with the spring. As will be seen,

this spring is but a slight modification of Dr. C. P. Wilson's

spring. (See Fig. 1099.)

To apply the mechanism the anchor-band is so arranged

and fastened to the first molar that the strip projects for-

ward and rests upon the first bicuspid and cuspid. The

ferule is forced snugly over the instanding tooth and

connected with the elliptic spring by a linen string drawn

so tight that the shape of the spring is changed from that

represented by the dotted line to that shown in figure.

There being no second molar, and the instanding tooth

requiring but little additional space, the power derived

from this spring forced the first molar away and drew the

instanding bicuspid to line.

Figs. 1101, 1102.—Two modiflcations of the elliptic-spring mechaiiistn (A).

Figs. 1101 and 1102 represent the working parts of two

elliptic-spring mechanisms that are similar to the one last

described. They differ only in that in each mechanism the

ferule is connected (by solder) with the spring by a short

piece of small platinum wire, which projects through a hole

in the bridge-piece ; this bridge is anchored at one end to

a neighboring tooth by a clamp-band or a ferule.

Figs. 1103 and 1104 represent less valuable modifications

of the Wilson mechanisms. The bridge-pieces are anchored
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by ferules. The instanding tootli is connected witli the

spring by platinum wire (Fig. 110-4), or, better, by a ferule

and detachable wire united by solder (Fig. 1105).

Figs. 1103, 1104.—Otlier Modifications (A).

YoTie Clamp-hand or Screiv- acting Loops.—Fig. 1105 rep-

resents one of a class of small mechanisms for moving in-

standing bicuspids outward. The principle of construction

is the same as that in my transverse screw clamp-band,

used for anchoring mechanisms to the teeth, and published

several years ago.^

The mechanism here represented consists of a narrow

strip of plate, b, of sufficient length to span the space made

Fig. 1105.—Yoke clamp-band for drawing an Instanding bicuspid to line (A),

by the instanding tooth, and to rest upon thebuccal surfaces

of the adjacent teeth. To this strip (at a point about one-

fourth distant from one end) is soldered one end of a gold

ribbon, E. To the other extremity of this ribbon is soldered

a small screw, s, which projects through an oval hole, h, in

the strip b. The screw is held in place and drawn upon

by a nut, n.

To apply this mechanism the screw is first projected

1 Published in the " Dental Cosmos," October, 1877 ; shown also in Part VI.,

Fig. 265, and Part VH., Fig. 378.
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througli the Y-shape space (near the gum) between the

instanding tooth and one of the teeth adjacent to it, and

thence through the oval hole in the strip, after having pre-

viously pushed the ribbon between the tooth to be moved

and the nearest (opposite) adjacent tooth.

The hole in the bar is made oval to permit play of the

screw, so as to adjust the loop to the tooth. To prevent

slipping, an ear (not shown in the figure) is soldered to the

middle of the ribbon, to rest upon the grinding surface of

the instanding tooth. To operate the mechanism the nut

is turned two or three times daily. This act tightens the

ribbon upon the instanding bicuspid, and draws it out be-

tween the adjacent teeth.

Instead of making the mechanism adjustable by an oval

hole in the strip, I prefer to make it adjustable by solder-

ing a rectangular wire loop to the other end of the ribbon.

This slides back and forth upon the strip, instead of being

Fig. 1106—Moving an instanding bicuspid to line by a yoke mechanism (A).

stationary and immovable upon the strip as shown by

Fig. 1105. This plan is illustrated in Part VII., Fig. 325,

p. 369. See also Part VIII., Fig. 379, p. 418.^

Fig. 1106 represents another of my oldest plans of mov-

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," February, 1879.
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ing an instanding right upper second bicuspid to line by a

loop mechanism consisting of a bridge-piece and a gold

ribbon operated by a screw and nut. The loop is made

adjustable by one end of the ribbon being attached to the

bridge-piece by a rectangular ferule; the screw projects

through a round hole in the bridge.



CHAPTER CXII.

SPIRAL SPRING-JACKS FOR MOVING UPPER
BICUSPIDS.

ADJUSTABLE AND NON-ADJUSTABLE SPKING-JACKS.

IN Part VI., pp. 263-270, several varieties of spring-jacks

and their application for moving teeth, are illustrated

and explained ; these jacks are practicable for moving bi-

cuspid as well as other forms of teeth. Some of the wires

constituting the spring are straight, others corrugated,

some having only one curve, others more ; but not one of

them is of spiral form; this class was reserved for this

chapter. Dr. W. Gr. A. Bonwill says that he "devised a

spiral spring-jack in 1861 or 1862." ^ Since that time sev-

eral similar mechanisms have been brought out by other

dentists, but only a few are of value.

Fig. 1107.—Spriug-jack (Bonwill).

Fig. 1107 represents Dr. Bonwill's spring-jack. This jack

consists of two crutch-pieces, the shaft of one being cylin-

drical and solid, and that of the other, cylindrical and

1 Dr. Bonwill made this claim at a meeting of the First District Dental So-

ciety of the State of New York in 1888, but said that the jack had not then

been published.

73 1 153
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tubular, the latter serving as a sleeve to the former.

These hold each other in line. The mechanism is operated

by a spiral spring embracing the outside of the sleeve and

bearing against the crutch-head extremities as represented

in the figure.

Several years after this time, T. S. Holmes devised two

modifications of spiral spring-jacks that are quite similar

to that of Dr. Bonwill.

Figs. 1108, 1109.—Adjustable Spring-jacks (Holmes).

Figs. 1108 and 1109 represent these jacks.' In addition

to the elements in the Bonwill jack there is in these an

adjustable screw-cut nut that plays on the outside of the

tube. By turning the nut the force can be increased or

diminished at will. This mechanism differs also in that,

instead of the spiral spring being of single wire, it is made

of two wires, one being parallel to the other {i. e., the two

wires, placed side by side, are both coiled at the same

time).

All of these spring-jacks are somewhat clumsy and un-

cleanly when used, but by proper care they are practicable.

Fig. 1110.—Non-adjustable -wire spring-jact (A).

The former can hardly be regarded as differing suffi-

ciently from Dr. Bonwill's instrument to be called novel,

but the latter is superior in that it is made adjustable by

the addition of the nut.

1 Dr, Holmes patented his improvements.
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Fig. 1110 represents a simple spiral spring-jack that is

occasionally useful. It consists simply of a piece of stiff

steel wire having a spiral midway and a crutch-piece at

each end.

All of these spring-jacks may be applied in the same way

that screw-jacks are used, whether independently or in com-

bination with plates, ferules, or clamp-bands as anchors. In

whatever way they are used, however, they should be so

applied that they cannot easily be dislodged. (For several

other forms and kinds of mechanisms for similar uses, see

Part VL, pp. 263-283.)



OHAPTEE CXIII.

MOVING UPPER BICUSPIDS BY SCREW-ACTING
MECHANISMS.

GENEKAL KEMAEKS.—OPEKATIONS UPON INSTANDING BICUS-

PIDS BY DIKECT FORCE.—BY INDIRECT FOECE.—BY A

SCREW-JACK IN COMBINATION WITH A STAY-CORD.—OPER-

ATIONS BY BRIDGE MECHANISMS.—BY VARIOUS RIBBON

MECHANISMS.—BY TRIPLEX-ACTING EVENERS.—SEVERAL

MODIFICATIONS.—BY EIGID EVENEES.

MECHANISMS for moving bicuspid teeth differ in con-

struction. One of the simplest operates by a spring,

several forms of which are illustrated in the two preceding

chapters. But some of the most effective mechanisms for

moving these teeth are operated by screws, the anchorage

of which is on the side of the dental arch opposite the tooth

to be moved, or on both sides if more than one tooth, op-

positely situated, is to be moved. Among these mechan-

isms are jacks that are used for pulling upon teeth, and

others for pushing them. The use of those made especially

for pushing is confined to cases of instanding teeth, while

those made for pulling are used for outstanding teeth. As

the latter kind of jack has a swivel, it is equally practica-

ble for teeth standing in either position ; this kind being

superior to the other, our cases will be illustrated with it.^

1 For the other kind of screw-jacks, see Part VI., p. 282, Figs. 202, 203.
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Besides screw-jacks, there is a class of bridge mechan-

isms, operated by screws, that are practicable in some

cases. To illustrate operations where several of these

various mechanisms were used is the object of this chap-

ter. The first to claim our attention is the screw-jack

class, and its uses in moving teeth in a direct and in an

indirect line, over equal or over unequal distances, as the

cases may require. These various actions by a single

screw-jack are not only interesting, but instructive, as les-

sons in the use of first-class mechanisms.

Fig. 1111.—Moving upper instaiiding bicuspids to line by a screw-jack (A).

Direct Force.—Operation by a Screw-jack Mechanism.—
Fig. 1111 illustrates an operation for moving outward by

(nearly) direct force two instanding upper second bicuspids

by a swivel screw-jack anchored by two ferules cemented

to the teeth to be moved. The principle of the operation

is so clearly shown in the figure that further explanation

is unnecessary. These teeth were moved by the patient

lengthening the screw-jack every morning and evening by

a right-angle lever, the main part of the operation being

performed at home.

The construction of this mechanism is explained in Part

VI., pp. 282, 291, 305, and in Part VIII., p. 438.

73*
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Indirect Force.— Operation ly a Screw-jack Mechanism.—
Fig. 1112 illustrates an operation for correcting irregular

bicuspids that require to be moved different distances;

the force used being from a screw-jack applied diagonally

across the dental arch.

Fig. 1112.—Moving several Wcuspid teetli over unequal distances at the same time, by-

force of one screw-jack applied diagonally across the arch (A).

The special object in presenting this and the two follow-

ing cases is to show how several iiTegular teeth not oppo-

sitely situated can be moved different distances at the same

time by one line of force ; in other words, to show how

irregular movements of the teeth can easily be made by

very simple machines.

The mechanism used in this case consisted of a simple

swivel screw-jack and two clamp-band anchors, each of

which had a ring soldered to its lingual side to connect the

jack with it. The object of applying the force diagonally

was to cause the greatest pressm-e against the teeth which

needed to be moved the longest distance, and less force

against those teeth that needed to be moved a shorter dis-

tance. To secure sufficiently fii'm anchorage for this case

a stiff bar was soldered to the lingual side of each clamp-

band, to bear upon the lingual sides of the bands, as shown

in the figure. These bands were first tried upon the bicus-

pids, and the jack approximately fitted in between them

;
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all were then removed, and the extremities of the jack

hooked into the rings on the bars of the clamp-bands.

After the hooks on the ends of the jack were closed tightly

(by pincers) to hold all parts together, the mechanism was

applied to the teeth as shown. The main part of the oper-

ation was carried on by the patient at his home, by length-

ening the jack with a right-angle key.

The effect of the force moved the left cuspid and right

first and second bicuspids in the directions indicated by

arrows, while the left second bicuspid remained compara-

tively stationary. The anterior extremity of the right

clamp-band bar was so bent that it did not rest upon the

right cuspid until the first bicuspid had moved its proper

distance to be on line of the dental arch. This tooth was

arrested in its progress by this bar coming in contact with

the cuspid, permitting only the (right) second bicuspid to

move on ; this oblique action is one of the special virtues

of this plan of operation.

Fig. 1113.—Moving the left upper bicuspids by force applied diagonally (A).

Fig. 1113 illustrates an operation for moving the instand-

ing left upper bicuspids and the right cuspid and lateral

to line by a mechanism similar to the one represented in

Fig. 1112, but applied so that the force was directed some-

what differently, and in such a way that the four teeth
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moved in the direction indicated by arrows. The mech-

anism consisted of two clamp-bands and one swivel screw-

jack, connected as shown in the figures.

Instead of applying the jack n directly across the den-

tal arch (on the dotted line 0), which, if so applied, would

have forced the left cuspid out of its proper place, and have

done nothing toward the correction of the left bicuspids, it

was applied diagonally across it, so that by one act all the

teeth were corrected at the same time. The dotted lines

show the position of the teeth after they were corrected.

For similar cases there is no mechanism known that is

equal to this and the one represented by Fig. 1112. To con-

struct the mechanism requires some skill, but it is simple

in action, and operates perfectly, with the greatest ease.

Fig. 1114.—Moving outward Instanding upper Ijicuspids by a peculiar mechanism (A).

Fig. 1114 illustrates a very interesting operation for mov-

ing outward two instanding second upper bicuspids and

the left cuspid by a screw-jack diagonally applied. The

peculiarity of the operation is the mechanism by which the

teeth were corrected without disturbing the two first bicus-

pids, already in their proper places.

The entire mechanism consisted of the screw-jack, a
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clamp-band having a stiff bar soldered to its lingual side,

three thin gold ferules, and a transpalatine binding-cord

made of wire. The bar on the clamp-band (on patient's

right side) was used for a double purpose : first, to prevent

the second bicuspid from moving too far when the force

was apphed, and, second, to increase the anchorage. The

arrest of movement of the bicuspid was caused by the

molar when the bar came in contact with it, thus transfer-

ring the anchorage from the bicuspid to a firmer one in

the molar, and permitting continuation of the movement

of the (left) cuspid and second bicuspid without changing

the position of the screw-jack.

To prevent the left first bicuspid from being pushed out

of line by the cuspid and second bicuspid rubbing against

it while moving outward, a wire cord was so applied across

the arch as to connect this tooth (left first bicuspid) with

the clamp-band bar at a point off against the right first

bicuspid.

The ferules cemented on the left cuspid and second bi-

cuspid served to hold a stiff anchor-bar upon which the

jack pressed, and to move the teeth in the two outside fer-

ules. The middle ferule was not cemented upon the first

bicuspid, nor in any way was it connected with the bar or

the jack. This ferule had a ring soldered to it, into which

was caught a hook on one end of the wire cord, the other

end being previously hooked into another ring on the lin-

gual side of the clamp-band. This cord served to prevent

the two first bicuspids from being forced outward (they

being already in their proper places) when the screw-jack

was being operated against the other teeth.

To the ferule on the left second bicuspid was soldered

one end of the stiff anchor-bar, while the other end simply

rested on the ferule of the left cuspid; the bar being held
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ill place on this ferule by a lug soldered to it, which, pro-

jected through an oval adjusting hole in the bar.

As a means to an end, this mechanism must rank among

the best that is known ; it is not only exceedingly simple

and effective, but is easily operated by the patient.

Bridge Mechanisms.—Fig. 1115 illustrates an operationfor

correction of a left upper bicuspid standing in the anterior

Fig. 1115.—Moving an outstanding bicuspid to line by a bridge raeclianism (A).i

position, and a cuspid in the posterior position. The de-

ciduous cusi3id (see dotted line), that had been allowed to

remain in the jaw too long, was extracted to make space.

The mechanism consisted of a screw, a bridge-piece, and

two ferules ; one ferule was soldered midway of the bridge,

to anchor it to the second bicuspid ; the other ferule was

for the first bicuspid, after being soldered to one end of the

draught-screw.

One of the extremities of the bridge rested upon the in-

standing cuspid to move it outward, the other upon the first

molar to aid the anchorage. The end of the draught-

screw opposite that fixed upon the first bicuspid by its

ferule projected through a hole in the anterior extremity

of the bridge, and was tightened upon by a nut.

The process of moving the teeth was carried on by re-

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," March, 1886.
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peating the tightening of the nut twice a day, thus draw-

ing powerfully upon the first bicuspid, causing it to wedge

its way in between the cuspid and second bicuspid, and at

the same time move the former forward. The different

directions taken by the teeth acted upon are indicated by

arrows.^

Fig. 1116 represents a mechanism that is practicable for

moving instanding bicuspids (and cuspids) to line. The

different parts of this mechanism are substantially repre-

FiGS. 1116, 1117.—Bridge mechanisms for moving instanding bicuspids (A).

sented by Fig. 1117. These consist of a bridge-piece, cut

from stiff gold plate, and a broad gold ferule soldered to

the strip of plate to serve as anchor ; through an oval hole

in the bridge projects a screw, having on the other end a

narrow ferule for encircling the instanding tooth.

To apply this mechanism the ferule is placed upon the

bicuspid, leaving the screw to project toward the cheek

;

the bridge is then placed so that it not only spans the space

between the adjacent teeth', but leaving the anchor-ferule

upon one of them permits the screw at the same time to

enter the hole in the bridge. The instanding tooth is drawn

upon by turning a nut upon this screw until it tightens

upon the buccal side of the bridge.

Gold-rihhon Mechanisms.—Fig. 1118 illustrates the be-

ginning of an operation for moving into line an outstand-

1 I sometimes make a hinge in the bridge-bar to make it flexible, but this is

seldom necessary.
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ing left upper cuspid and an instanding (left) first bicus-

pid by a duplex-acting ribbon mechanism. In this case the

teeth were irregular from overcrowding. As the arch was

sufiiciently large for proper outline of the lips, its en-

Fio. 1118.—MoTing an instanding bicuspid and an outstanding cuspid by a gold ribbon
tightened upon them by a screw (A).'

largement would have been improper. The only proper

way to even the line was to make space, by extraction of

the second bicuspid, before applying the mechanism.

Fig. 1119 represents the parts of this old mechanism.

They consist of a single-tooth clamp-band, c; ribbon, e;

screw, s
;
gum-guard ring, r ; and a bridge-piece, b (having

5 t^^^^^^i^zm^ A L O ^
Fig. 1119.—The parts represented independently (A)

.

two rectangular slots, a, p ; two ears, o ; and a spur, l.) On

a rivet between the ears o on the bridge plays a smooth-

bore tilting-nut for the spindle extremity of the screw s to

tui'n in. The spur l is simply a piece of plate soldered at

right angles to the under side of the bridge-piece (near the

anterior end), to project upward, and rest against the pos-

terior side of the cuspid, to aid in holding the entire mech-

1 Published in principle in the "Dental Cosmos," 1886.
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anism in its proper place. On the other end of the bridge

is another spur, bent to fit on the molar. This also is to

aid in holding the bridge steady. To apply the mechanism

all the parts are first put together, and then the band c is

screwed tightly upon the cuspid ; the bridge-piece is so laid

upon the labial side of the band c that the bolt of the fer-

ule projects through the anterior slot a. The ribbon r,

passed through the posterior slot p and held by the screw

s working in its threaded nut, the ribbon being caught over

the instanding bicuspid and drawn taut upon it by this

screw, forces the posterior nut along the bridge-piece

and moves the bicuspid. This force is not confined to the

bicuspid, however, but draws also upon the cuspid.^

Fig. 1120 illustrates an operation for moving to line an

instanding left upper bicuspid, t, after the second bicuspid,

which stood in the anterior position, had been extracted to

Fig. 1120.—Moving the first bicuspid toy a gold ribbon playing over a roller-bridge (A).

2

make room. This old mechanism is complicated, but it is

similar to the simpler one last described. In this one the

bridge-piece had only one rectangular slot. This was near

the middle of the bridge. At each end of the slot was a

1 Like several other mechanisms described in this treatise, this one is slightly

difficult to construct ; but delicately yet strongly made and properly applied,

it operates easily. There is one defect in it, however, i. e., lack of firm-

ness. Instead of a clamp-band, c, I now use a ferule ; this is soldered to the

bridge-piece, and cemented upon one of the teeth. In such a case as this it

would be placed upon the first molar.

2 This is one of my old-style mechanisms, and was published in principle in

the "Dental Cosmos " in 1886.
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small roller, w, whicli revolved on a rivet between ear-pieces

soldered to the (under) side of the bridge.

One end of this bridge was anchored to the first molar by

a transverse screw loop ; the other end simply rested upon

the cuspid. The posterior end of the transverse screw loop

was soldered to the (lower) side of the bridge, anterior to

the molar, while the other end, terminating in the screw,

projected through a hole in the bridge, and was tightened

by the nut c.

On each end of the drawing-ribbon l was a nut, between

which played the operating screw. After having first

passed the ribbon, bent double, through the slot in the bridge,

it was caught over the instanding bicuspid t, and drawn

taut by the screw forcing the ribbon nuts farther apart. As

both nuts were free to move, the extremities slid, in op-

posite directions, over the rollers w, w, along the bridge.

The slot in the bridge was but slightly longer than the

diameter of the instanding bicuspid, the object being to pre-

vent the ribbon from bearing upon and moving the cuspid

and molar farther apart.^

Fig. 1121.—Moving an iustauding bicuspid by a triplex-acting meclianism (A).

Fig. 1121 illustrates an operation for drawing an in-

standing right upper first bicuspid to line. The deform-

1 Although rollers were used in this mechanism, they are seldom necessary,

because the ribbon will generally slide equally easy upon the plate at the ends

of the slot.
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ity was the result of the right upper second bicuspid hav-

ing erupted before the first, leaving insufficient space for

the latter to erupt in its proper place. The first step in

the process of correction was extraction of the first molar,

which was extensively decayed ; the next step was the ap-

plication of a triplex-acting mechanism, causing space for

the instanding tooth, and moving it (the tooth) at the same

time.

The mechanism consisted of a gold ribbon, a bridge-piece,

a ferule, and a screw. To one end of the ribbon, which was

of sufficient length to extend about the instanding tooth and

over the buccal sides of the cuspid and the second bicuspid,

was soldered a screw-cut nut to rest on the cuspid; the

other end of the ribbon was soldered to the bridge-piece.

Near this place of attachment of the gold ribbon to the

bridge or strip of plate was also soldered the ferule, to em-

brace the second bicuspid, which served as the anchorage.

Between two ear-pieces soldered to the buccal side of the

anchorage extremity of the bridge played (on a rivet) a tilt-

ing smooth-bore nut. In this nut revolved one extremity

(spindle form) of the screw, which, projecting forward, en-

tered the other nut (threaded). When the mechanism was

applied to the teeth the anchor-ferule was cemented upon

the second bicuspid.

The mechanism was operated by the patient turning the

screw with a right-angle lever placed in a hole in a bulb on

it. This turning of the screw forced this anterior mov-

able nut farther away from the stationary one, thus draw-

ing the ribbon tightly upon the instanding tooth, causing

it to move up between the cuspid and second bicuspid, and

at the same time forcing it to move posteriorly. The cus-

pid moved slightly forward by the same act, but not suffi-

ciently to permanently displace it.
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For particulars in regard to making triplex-acting mech-

anisms, see Part VI., pp. 256-258.

Fig. 1122 represents the plan of drawing into line an in-

standing bicuspid by a clamp-band in combination with a

two-ended fork—a simpler mechanism than the one last

Fig. 1122.—Drawing an instanding Tiicuapid to line by a fork and clamp-band
mecbanism (A).

described. It consists of a very thin gold clamp-band,

drawn over and between bifurcated extremities of a strip

of thick gold plate nearly one-eighth of an inch in width.

Fig. 1123 represents (edgewise) the mechanism, and Fig.

1124 a view of a similar one. The fork-piece may be of

plate or it may be made entirely of wire, the body being

Fig. 1123.—The double-fork band, Fig. 1124.—The two parts of a similar
edgewise (A). mechanism (A).

of stiff half-round wire, and the forks of round wire (smaller

size) bent into the shape of the letter U. The latter are

arranged and soldered to the ends of the former as rep-

resented. To one fork may be soldered an anchor-ferule.^

After the different parts are put together, the forked

bridge-piece is made to span across the space made by the

instanding tooth, and then the gold ribbon is caught over

the instanding tooth and drawn taut by the screw. The

mechanism is operated by drawing the nuts on the ends

of the ribbon toward each other by turning the screw that

^ See several similar mechanisms in Part VI., p. 258, Fig. 162.
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connects them ; this turning is done by a watch-key. The

mechanism not only draws upon the bicuspid, but also in-

creases the spaceby forcing the adjacent teeth farther apart.

Fig. 1125 is an edge view of a modification of one of my
old mechanisms for increasing space and at the same time

drawing an instanding bicuspid to line. The mechanism

Fig. 1125.—Bridge mechanism having a detachable ribbon for increasing space, and
drawing an instanding tooth to line (A).

consists of a bridge, a gold ribbon, and a screw. The

bridge is nearly one-eighth of an inch in width, and has a

rectangular hole in it, through which plays the ribbon ; upon

one end of this is soldered a threaded nut ; the other end

of the ribbon is held in place on the bridge by a wire sol-

dered transversely to the end of it (the ribbon) ; after this

is passed through the slot it catches crosswise upon the

outside of the bridge. In the nut on the ribbon plays one

extremity of a triplex-acting screw, the other end (spindle

form) resting in a smooth-bore nut soldered to the other

(left) extremity of the bridge. This mechanism is practi-

cable only in skilful hands.

^

Moving Bicuspids hy Screws.—Fig. 1126 illustrates a

process of evening the left upper bicuspids by placing

on each side of them a narrow strip of thick plate, and

Figs. A, B, and C—Loop mechanisms (A).

1 Figs. A, B, and C represent different modifications of this mechanism,

which in my earlier practice were found to be occasionally useful for slight

74
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connecting them by two screws, a, a, and then drawing

them toward each other. One end of each of these screws

is connected (by solder) with the lingual strip by a piece

of gold ribbon, the screws being projected through holes in

Fig. 1126.—Plan of regulating bicuspids by an evener (A).>

the buccal strip, and tightened upon by nuts. To prevent

the mechanism from slipping upward on the teeth and in-

juring the gum, the strips are connected by two pieces of

plia^ble platinum wire about the size of a large pin (not

shown in the figure), one end of each wire being soldered

to the buccal strip, the other to the lingual; the body of

these wires bows over the teeth, resting along their approx-

imal valleys.

If this mechanism is made delicately yet strong it is effec-

movement of instanding bicuspids and long incisors ; but I do not regard them
as equal to some of the others described.

In each of these mechanisms is a bridge (cut from thick plate) hav-

ing a slot midway. Soldered to this is one end of a thin ribbon of rolled-

gold wire of sufficient length to encircle the tooth to be turned. This is tight-

ened upon the bridge-strip by a nut on a screw projected through a slot, as

represented in Figs. B and C.

Fig. D.—Mechanism having a ferule-anchor (A).

When in use the bridge is tied to the adjacent teeth by platinum wires or

by strings. Later mechanisms of this class were anchored by ferules, as rep-

resented by Fig. D. Two anchor-ferules are sometimes practicable when the

space is already siifficiently wide for the instanding tooth.

1 "Dental Cosmos," March, 1878.
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tive and causes but slight inconvenience to the patient.

The objection to this (one of my earlier inventions) is the

transverse screw, which renders it impracticable in cases

where the teeth have large necks, leaving no V-shape

space between them to admit the screws.

Fig. 1127.—Modiflcatioii of tlie evener (A).

Fig. 1127 illustrates an improvement upon this mechan-

ism; this modification has no screw between the teeth,

therefore it is suitable for teeth with large necks ; there is

but one screw, and this lies alongside of the teeth. The

mechanism consists of a half-round wire lingual bar, l, a

double-forked buccal bar (strip), i, one screw, s, and two

pieces of gold ribbon, e, e. On the buccal end of one of

the ribbons is soldered a screw-cut nut, n, and on the cor-

responding end of the other (ribbon) is a smooth-bore nut.

The opposite end of one of the ribbons is soldered to the

lingual bar l, while the corresponding end of the other is

connected with it by a sliding ring. The mechanism is

operated by drawing the nuts on the buccal ends of the

ribbons toward each other by turning the screw with a

bench-key. This mechanism is prevented from sliding up-

ward on the teeth and injuring the gums by four gold ears

(not shown) soldered at right angles to the extremities of

the bars, and then bent so that they ride in the sulci of the

teeth. If the form of the crowns of the teeth is such as

would prevent these two mechanisms from resting steadily

upon them, an anchor-ferule is soldered to the posterior

end of the lingual bar. The ferule is cemented upon the

first molar.
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SECTION E DIVISION II.

CORRECTION OF JUMBLED AND SCATTERED TEETH.

CORRECTION OF IRREGULAR UPPER INCISORS, CUS-
PIDS, AND BICUSPIDS MORE OR LESS ASSOCIATED.

PEELIMINARY EEMAEKS UPON JUMBLED TEETH.—IMPOKTANCE

OF BEING GUIDED BY THE MEDIAL LINE IN AERANGING THE

TEETH.—OPERATIONS BY SIMPLE AND COMPLICATED MECH-

ANISMS, ACTING MAINLY BY SCREWS.—EEMAEKS UPON SCAT-

TEEED TEETH THAT DO NOT EEQUIRE SWAYING OF SEVERAL.

—OPERATION BY WEDGES FOR SWAYING OF THE TEETH

LATERALLY TO PLACE THEM EVENLY UPON EACH SIDE OF

THE MEDIAL LINE.

IN sevei^al of the preceding chapters many kinds of opera-

tions for the correction of individual teeth were con-

sidered. Beginning with incisors, those for cuspids fol-

lowed, and then those for bicuspids. Some of the minor

operations, though complete in themselves, were only parts

of difficult major operations. This division and classifica-

tion was made to enable students to easily find any kind of

operation desired. It should not be inferred from these

remarks, however, that all major operations presented in

this treatise are divided:^ there are many to be found in

1 See Introductory Chapter to Vol. II.
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full. Beginning with jumbled teeth, some of these cases

will now be presented. This class embraces irregularities

of any one or of all varieties of teeth collectively, the oper-

ations becoming more and more difficult as we proceed.

Although such cases are numerous, and the variations in

the conditions of the abnormalities are not less so, yet the

treatment necessary for their correction is not so diverse

in character as a tyro might suppose; many operations,

though apparently complex, are made up of simple ones,

more or less associated. Among them are those that em-

brace the different processes of swaying teeth that are at

one side of the medial line. Generally only one or two

teeth require to be swayed, but occasionally half the teeth

in the arch require it, in order to close several spaces, or to

place the front teeth evenly on both sides of the medial line.

Fig. 1128.—a jumbled case that was corrected by extraction and by meclianisms.

Teeth already evenly Located on Each Side of the Medial

Line.—Fig. 1128 illustrates a somewhat interesting case,

a nervous young woman eighteen years of age. Besides

defective speech, the upper centrals were too long and the

laterals too short, causing altogether a repulsive expres-

sion. Before I saw this patient she' had been under the

care of a dentist who had made an effort to liberate the

crowded teeth on the right side by extracting the first

74*
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molar, which led to some beneficial changes in the position

of the teeth, but this did not fully satisfy the demands of

the case.

Fig. 1129 illustrates the arrangement of the teeth two

years after the extraction. Loss of the molar relieved in

a measure the crowded condition of the remaining teeth

on the right side, but premature eruption of the second

molar upon its territory blocked further progress. The

dotted lines on the patient's right show changes in the

positions of the teeth on this side, but these were not all

brought about by the extraction of the molar. Like the

Fig. 1129.—Tlie case two years after extraction of right first molar.

changes indicated by dotted and plain lines on the left side,

a part of those on the right were simply the result of push-

ing upon one another. The patient's face being full and

round, and the centrals being evenly located on each side of

the medial line, they were left so, but the second bicuspid

on each side of the arch was extracted, and then the first

bicuspids were forced posteriorly to make space for liber-

ating the crowded laterals and cuspids. These bicuspids

were moved by clamp-bands anchored around the nearest

molars as represented in Fig. 1130. Besides moving these

bicuspids posteriorly, it was necessary to move the molars

anteriorly, hence the object of the draught upon the molars,
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singly; the object being to partially close the too wide

spaces that would otherwise be left between these teeth.

Fig. 1130.—First stage of operation (A).

Fig. 1130 illustrates the beginning of this, the first stage

of the operation. After the two first bicuspids had been

drawn posteriorly sufficient to make the necessary space

for the teeth anterior to them, gold-ribbon splices were

added to the clamp-bands (now anchors) to move back the

Fig. 1131.—Second stage of operation (A).

cuspids. The free ends of these splices were caught upon

hooks soldered to the lingual sides of these bands ; then

they were extended forward over the cuspids, and con-

nected with the band by screws entering triple nuts sol-

dered to their buccal sides, as shown.

After the cuspids had been drawn posteriorly against
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the first bicuspids by repeatedly tightening these splices, a

stiff long-band was added, each end of which was attached

to the anchor-bands by screws entering other holes in the

buccal nuts. To this long-band were tied, by strings, the

centrals and instanding laterals, to draw them outward to

line. The former were tied so as to turn them also, but

the laterals were drawn only directly forward.

Fig. 1132.—TMrd and final stage (A).

Fig. 1132 illustrates the third and closing stage of the

operation, and at a time when all the teeth were nearly in

line. In this figure all the parts of the mechanism that

were used are represented.

The distance that the right second molar had moved for-

ward was not so great as that made by the left first molar.

On this left side the second molar (which was in the erupt-

ing process dming the operation) closely followed the first

molar in its forward movement.

When all the teeth had been arranged in line, the centrals

required shortening before the case could be pronounced

correctly (esthetically) completed. The gi'inding shorter

these centrals (they were one-eighth of an inch longer

than the laterals) was deferred for several months, and

until the sockets had recovered from their sensitiveness.

As these teeth could not be ground sufficiently at one

time without becoming too sensitive, this part was divided

into three operations, extending over a period of three

years, the grinding taking place once a year.

The retaining mechanism used for holding the teeth in
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place was a simple hard-rubber roof-plate fitting the lingual

walls of the entire dental arcli.^ The shortening of these

teeth caused a marked improvement in the expression of

Fig. 1133.—The case before the operation.*

the face. The imperfection of speech that existed before

the operation had also been entirely overcome.

Fig. 1133 illustrates the original appearance of the upper

teeth of a girl ten years of age, and Fig. 1134 the same case

Fig. 1134.—Appearance at completion of the operation.

after it was completed. The four teeth marked t, t, t, t,

represent the deciduous, and the others the adult, teeth.

1 An attempt was made in drawing Fig. 1132 to mark by dotted lines the

distance that the bicuspids and molars had moved, but in the unintentional

reduction by the photo-electrotype process they do not clearly appear.

2 Although this drawing is accurate, the deformity does not appear as great

as it really was.
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The operation was commenced by extracting these de-

ciduous teeth. The dental arch, however, was still so

crowded that it became necessary to extract the right first

and the left second bicuspid. The remaining teeth, one at

a time, were brought into line by a mechanism.

Fig. 1135 represents the different parts of this mechan-

ism. On each side of the dental arch one of the anchor-

bands B, B, was so placed that it embraced the first molar and

the nearest tooth anterior to the space made by extraction

Fig. 1135.—The mechanism used (A).

of the bicuspids. These bands were tightened every twelve

hours, until the anterior teeth, in the bands, were di'awn

firmly against the anchorage teeth (molars); there were

now spaces anterior to them. The next teeth (cuspids) for-

ward of these spaces were now connected with the anchor-

ages by platinum-wire splices, w, w, added to the clamp-

bands, in the usual way.^ When these teeth were moved

sufficiently to make room for the instanding laterals, they

in turn were drawn outward to line by being tightly

tied to a gold long-band, l, anchored to the side teeth by

screws entering nuts on the buccal sides of the bands b, b.

Thedeft central was turned by the string that connected

it with the long-band. To aid in the latter act, a Harris

ferule, f, was cemented upon the tooth.

1 See the preceding figures. For construction, see Part VI., pp. 236-277.
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During the process of correction of this case there were

suspensions of the operation for several months at a time,

to give some of the partially erupted teeth time to move

down, so as to increase the firmness of anchorage and make

better the fastening of the mechanism.

After the operation was completed there remained a

space between the left bicuspid and first molar, but no at-

tempt was made by art to close it. In the course of four

Fig. 1136.—The case as it appeared four years after the operation (A).

years, however, I found that nature had so nearly closed it,

by moving the molar forward, that it was not noticeable.

Fig. 1136 illustrates the appearance at this time.

Sivaying Teeth to the Medial Line.—Fig. 1137 illustrates

the case of a girl, thirteen years of age, whose upper cen-

tral incisors were located one-sidedly. In planning the

operation the question involved was " extraction by pairs."

Whether to extract a tooth on only one side of the dental

arch, or a tooth on each side, in order to even the irregu-

lar teeth, depends upon one of two points :
first, the con-

tour of the lips ; second, the extent of the one-sidedness of

the centrals. If the contour of the lips is not sufaciently

prominent, all the teeth should (generally) be retained; but

if the contour of the lips is proper and all the teeth are
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not necessary, and the position of the line between the

centrals corresponds nearly with the medial line of the

face, then a tooth may generally be taken from each side

of the arch. If, however, the line between the centrals is

off at considerable distance from the medial line, the case

generally calls for extraction of only one tooth, and this

one should be taken from the side opposite to the direc-

tion that the centrals have swayed. The position or the

form of the nose, however, has as much to do with decid-

ing this question as the medial line of the face; indeed,

Fig. 1137.—Appearance before the operation.

the septum of the nose is the best single guide in deter-

mining the proper position of central incisors. When
the nose is greatly bent to one side this may seemingly be

an incorrect guide ; still it may be regarded, as a rule, that

the septum of the nose should influence the judgment as

well as the whole face, a mean between the two lines, per-

haps, being proper. Swaying the centrals so that they will

be exactly on the medial line sometimes implies the sway-

ing of several other teeth in order to make way for them.

The moving of a greater number to accommodate a lesser

number makes the operation more difficult than at first it
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might appear necessary to the patient; therefore it is al-

ways well to clearly point out the fact, before beginning

the operation, and not surprise him in the end by bills

that do the dentist more harm than good.

Fig. 1138—Appearance after the operation.

The case illustrated by Fig. 1137 is one of this class.

Several years ago (1872-73) I changed this condition to that

represented by Fig. 1138. The five following figures illus-

trate the different stages of the process that brought about

this change.

Fig. 1139.—Beginning of tlie first stage of the process <A).

Fig. 1139 illustrates the beginning of the first stage, the

object being to make space for the jumbled anterior teeth.

The line between the centrals was about one-eighth of an

inch to the left of the medial line (see Fig. 1137), and the
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left side of the dental arch was longer than the right

side.

I extracted the right first bicuspid, and applied a gold

clamp-band to move the cuspid into its place. Having in

Tig. 1140.—Beginning of the second stage.

the first stage drawn the cuspid in contact with the second

bicuspid, the clamp-band that did the work was then made
to serve the double purpose of a retaining mechanism and
an anchor for a drag-hook, applied to sway the right cen-

tral and lateral to the patient's right.

Fig. 1141.—Nearing the close of the second stage.

Fig. 1140 illustrates the case at the beginning of this (sec-

ond) stage. The drag-hook already referred to was made of

stiff plate, and connected with the anchor by a screw that
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played in a nut soldered to its lingual side, as shown. This

screw was turned by a right-angle lever caught into a hole

through its globular head.

Fig. 1141 illustrates the case at the close of this stage,

and when the mechanism had accomplished all the bene-

fit that was in its power.

Fig. 1142.—Third stage : making room for tne lateral (A).

Fig. 1142 illustrates the beginning of the third stage, by

a different mechanism, consisting of a strip of gold plate

bent in the form of a hook, bound to the front teeth, to

serve as anchor to a pointed screw playing through a nut

soldered near one end of the strip. The screw, by press-

ing into a small cavity in the left cuspid, caused the hook

to press against the left central, which widened the space

for the lateral, and at the same time moved the right

central farther to the right, and beyond the medial line.^

Fig. 1143 illustrates the closing act of the fourth stage of

the process, by a mechanism consisting of the same anchor-

band that was used in the second stage, but to which was

now added (by solder) one end of a long-band, the other end

being anchored to the opposite side teeth by a screw T-

1 Although this separating mechanism was effective in this case, it is not as

well adapted to the purpose as one of my later inventions, the triplex-acting

mechanism, described in Part VL, pp. 256-258.
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piece. The instanding lateral was drawn outward to line

by two little screws soldered to the ends of a piece of gold

ribbon which encircled the tooth. These screws projected

through holes in the long-band, and then were tightened

iipon by nuts.

After the case was regulated the teeth were retained in

place by an old-style hard-rubber roof-plate having delicate

Fig. 1143.—Fourtli and closing stage (A).

gold fingers projecting between the teeth, and so bent that

they hooked upon, and held them as desired ; the plate was

worn about one year. I saw this case many years subse-

quently, and the teeth were nearly as regular as when the

case was discharged.

Scattered Teeth.—^When several teeth stand a little dis-

tance apart, they are called scattered teeth. The cause of

such separations is not always assignable, but gener-

ally either inherited or mechanical. When inherited, it is

from a disproportion between the size of the teeth and the

size of the jaw, or, more strictly speaking, the arch of the

alveolar ridge. This is believed to arise from inheriting a

large arch from one parental side, or small teeth from the

other side, or both combined. I think there are more cases

from inheritance of a too large arch than of too small teeth.
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This disproportion is the result of crossing of different

types. There are cases, however, caused by fewness of

teeth.

In childhood the anterior part of the alveolar arch gen-

erally enlarges, thus causing the deciduous front teeth to

separate from one another. This growth continues until

about the age of six years, and then the anterior jDart of the

arch generally ceases (or nearly so) to enlarge, while the

posterior parts (of the arch) continue to extend posteri-

orly into adult age. This posterior growth furnishes room

for the eruption of the first, second, and third molars.

The mechanical causes of separation of teeth may be

those that lead to protrusion. Among these causes may be

mentioned thumb- sucking, pulling upon the (lower) teeth

by the fingers, too long front lower teeth antagonizing

against the upper teeth, too powerful antagonizism of teeth

that stand diagonally to one another, or looseness of the

teeth. Another cause of scattering is loss of some of the

teeth by decay, or by wrong extraction where teeth are

irregular.

Extraction, however, is sometimes necessary in order

to correct the irregularities, as in cases where to retain all

would cause them to protrude too far, and where to

obtain proper facial expression necessitates the loss of one

or two side teeth, even though it would leave slight extra

space after the teeth are regulated. It is owing to this

condition, whatever the cause maj^ be, that the operation

called closing of interdental spaces is necessary.

Effects oflAftivg Heavy Weights hy the Teeth.—Abuse of

antagonism, causing separation, is found in the habits of

acrobats who lift heavy weights by their teeth. The cause

in such cases is twofold: first, too powerful antagonism;

second, cross draft upon the teeth while lifting the weights.

75
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Fig. 1144, drawn from the cast of one of tlie noted " strong

men" (so called) of recent times, represents a case of this class.

It may be mentioned in connection with this subject

that strong men of the pugilistic kind generally have

FiG. 1144.—Teeth of an acrobat who lifted heavy weights.

short, regular teeth of medium size. Some acrobats, who

have discovered that lifting heavy weights by their teeth

causes them to separate, resort to the trick of first grasp-

ing between the jaws a vulcanite pad, having recesses ex-

actly fitting each and every tooth. These pads, which are

made by dentists, have anchored in them a hook or a

metallic strap from which the weight is suspended.

Sivaying Teeth.—The correction of interdental spaces be-

tween front teeth has been extensively treated in Part

XIII., Chapters LX., LXI., pp. 615-639 ; but these opera-

tions were mainly for closing one or two spaces. Operations

for closing several spaces, by moving several teeth, to place

them evenly upon each side of the medial line will now be

considered. There are two ways of swaying teeth: first,

by pulling force ; second, by pushing force. The latter plan

is adopted where the pulling force would move the anchor-

age teeth in a direction that would be detrimental to the

case. The following case is presented to illustrate the

principle of all such operations.
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Figs. 1145, 1146, 1147 illustrate steps in an operation for

swaying eight anterior upper teeth one-eighth of an inch

to the patient's left, to close up several spaces between

Fig. 1145.—Begmning an operation for swaying eight teeth to the left. (First step.)

them, and also to place the teeth evenly upon each side of

the medial hne.^ This entire operation (for a man about

thirty years of age) was performed by wooden wedges,

one in every space, except at the end of the line. Only

one wedge, however, was applied sufficiently tight to move

a tooth ; the others simply acted as supports to the other

teeth. The first tooth to move was the left first bicuspid.

After this tooth had been moved up against the first mo-

lar, it was held there by a clamp-band embracing it and the

first molar, while the next tooth (the cuspid) was wedged

up against this bicuspid ; and then all three teeth were in-

cluded in a larger band. The next tooth anterior to these

was then acted upon by a wedge, until it also had moved

across the space and had reached the cuspid, when it was

1 Some of these spaces were caused by the enlarging of the anterior part

of the arch, and others by drifting of the teeth after the enlarging operation,

because of lack of firm lateral support to one another. This drifting occurred

during the first year, after the moving-forward process, a change that is liable

to take place while the teeth are somewhat loose.
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tied to the clamp-band by a silken thread. By repeat-

ing the same process of wedging, all the other teeth were

moved, one at a time, until the right first molar had been

reached. These second bicuspids had been extracted in a

previous operation to make space for correction of a very

jumbled arrangement of the same teeth.

Figs. 1146, 1147.—Eight teeth being swayed to the left. (First and second step.)

To retain in place all these eight teeth that had been

moved by wedges a gold thimble-crown was cemented upon

the right molar; this had a fish-tail prominence upon its

anterior approximal side, of sufficient fullness to extend

across the space and rest against the posterior wall of the

bicuspid, thus acting as a prop to all the teeth swayed.

About six months after this retainer had been applied I

noticed that the right cuspid and lateral were becoming

slightly irregular, which indicated that this molar was

moving forward. To relieve the teeth of this pressure

I occasionally passed a sand-paper wheel between the gold

prominence and the bicuspid, removing at each time a part

of the gold ; this was repeated until all of the prominence

was gone, and also all that (anterior) side of the gold crown,

leaving the tooth-tissue exposed to view. Fig. 1148 illus-

trates the case when completed.^

1 See full account of this case in Part XVIII.
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The molar bearing the thimble-crown being of proper

length, most of the antagonizing part of the thimble was

filed away before it was cemented upon the tooth. The

final retaining support of these teeth was obtained from

so grinding the side teeth that all the teeth in the mouth

Fig. 1148.—The same case after the thimble-crown had been removed, and the
case was completed.

properly antagonized, thus constituting matrices to each

other. Subsequently the gold shell was taken off the

molar. Several months have now elapsed since this time,

and the teeth still remain as when the operation was com-

pleted.
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Section F DmsiON I.

Chap. CXV. Moving Lower Bicuspids by

' U-plates.

Plain and Coil Wire Springs.

Clamp-bands and other screw-

acting Mechanisms.

^ An Arm-ferule.





CHAPTEE OXY.

Section F Division I.

MOVING LOWER BICUSPIDS BY SPRINGS AND
BY SCREWS.

OUTWAED AND INWAED MOVEMENTS.—^LONGITUDINAI. MOVE-

MENT.—GENERAL EEMAEKS.—THE U-PLATE OPERATION.

—

OPERATION BY A WIEE SPEING ANCHOEED TO A PLATE.—BY

A BOW-SPEING.—BY A CLAMP-BAND.—OLD SPEINGS.—BY

AN AEM-FEEULE.

THE treatment of the majority of operations for cor-

rection of the lower bicuspids more properly belongs

to chapters on Widening and Enlarging the Arch, but a

few cases do not belong there ; these will therefore be ex-

plained in this place. The cause of irregularity of lower

bicuspids may lie in their roots being too far anterior or

posterior to their proper pla,ces, but generally it lies in the

improper degree of inclination of the crowns, generally

inward or outward. The latter position is not so often

found as the other. The crowns of irregular bicuspids, by

cramping of the adjacent teeth, sometimes arrest their

eruption, causing them to be too short.

The operations for correction are of three kinds, viz., lat-

eral, longitudinal (to the alveolar ridge), and elevating.

These are generally simple, and the plans few in kind. It

"93
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may be said that the mechanisms "Qsed are similar to those

for widening the (lower) arch and for elevating teeth.

The primary essential in operations for correction of off-

standing lower bicuspids is the same as that in many oper-

ations for offstanding ujjper bicuspids, viz., making suffi-

cient space for them. This is done by moving the adjacent

tooth or teeth out of the way, or by extracting a tooth.

(For elevation of arrested teeth, see Part XVII.)

Lateral Movement.—When a single bicuspid inclines

inward it can be moved outward by the arm-ferule; but

where more than one tooth requires correction a larger

mechanism is superior. Of the latter class some form of

the U-shape hard-rubber plate is practicable (Fig. 1149)

;

but the hinged cleft-plate, or the bail mechanism, acting by

a bow-spring or by a screw, is easier to manage. All these

large mechanisms are applied by springing or by screwing

them into their place within the dental arch, and are as

manageable by the patient as by the operator.

In Part XVIII., on the subject of widening the lower

arch, will be found represented several mechanisms that

are equally suitable for some cases presented in this chap-

ter. When, however, there is only one tooth to be moved,

the arw-ferule is better and less inconvenient to wear than

larger mechanisms. See arm-ferule. Fig. 1158.

Longitudinal Movement.—A lower bicuspid that inclines

forward or backward may be corrected by a tight metallic

hoop, or by a clamp-band anchored around it and some

neighboring tooth or teeth. Such a tooth may also be cor-

rected by a wire spring fixed to a hard-rubber U-plate, and

so formed that it will pull or push upon it. Thus far there

is nothing in vogue equal to the longitudinal clamp-band

or united ferule-anchor, with a splice.

Spring U-jolates.— Fig. 1149 represents a hard-rubber
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U-plate for moving outward instanding lower bicuspids.

To preveut the plate from working itself downward and

injuring the gums, gold-wire lugs are vulcanized into the

borders, as represented in the figure. Transversely to the

end of each of these lugs is soldered a short piece of wire

to rest in the sulci of the teeth. (These cross-pieces, how-

ever, are not always necessary.) To apply the mechanism

the arms are sprung toward each other, then the plate is

Fig. 1149.- Hard-rubber U-plate.

placed in position and liberated. When the teeth have

moved so that the plate ceases to press with sufficient force

upon them, holes are bored into its borders at points off

against the teeth to be moved, and wooden fish-tail-shape

pegs inserted into them to bear upon the teeth. This is a

simple mechanism, and one that is cheaply made. Another

kind of mechanism acting upon this principle is the wire

spring having "shoes," bands, or clasps to hold the ex-

tremities.

-^^IT"^
Figs. 1150, 1151.—Delabarre Springs (1820).

Coil Bow-springs with Plates.—Figs. 1150, 1151, represent

two springs published by C. F. Delabarre in 1820.i One

has a coil and the other a modification of a coil. These

springs (devised to hold artificial teeth in their proper place)

1 " Traits de la partie m^ehanique de I'art du chirurgien dentiste, " Tome II.
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are practicable in these mechanisms if they are properly

combined. Especially are they useful for widening the den-

tal arch. These springs, and various modifications of them,

with or without plates, have been used for some time for

this purpose by several dentists.

Fig. 1152 illustrates a mechanism for moving outward

an instanding right second bicuspid, as recently suggested

by Dr. Talbot. It consists of a steel-wire coil-spring and a

Fig. 1152.—Plan of moving a bicuspid outward by a coiled wire spring anchored to

a plate (Talbot).

hard-rubber U-plate. The plate is made, in the usual way,

to fit the lingual side of the alveolar ridge and the lingual

walls of the teeth. Through the left arm of this plate, and

at a point opposite the tooth to be moved, is drilled a deep

pit, c. In this pit rests one extremity of the steel spring.

The extremity of the spring resting in the pit is bent at

right angles, the other extremity, also bent at right

angles, projects loosely through a hole in the right arm,

and bears upon the tooth to be moved. To enable proper

play of the part of the spring that enters this hole, it is so

bent that there is one-eighth of an inch space between the

main wire and the lingual surface of the plate. The bow

part of the spring, having a coil, is held in place by an up-

right post (vulcanized into the anterior part of the plate)

projecting into the coil.

The mechanism should be so made that it can be easily

removed for cleansing. This is done by so shaving the
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border of the plate that it will not require too great force

to dislodge it from the " underhang " caused by the incli-

nation of the crowns. Such a plate should have metallic

gum-guard lugs vulcanized into it in such a way that their

free extremities will rest in the sulci of some of the side

teeth, to prevent it (the plate) from sliding down the crowns

and injuring the gum. Before this mechanism is applied

there should be sufficient space made in the arch for the

inclined tooth to stand.

Fig. 1153.—Bteel-wire Spring (Talbot).

Fig. 1153 illustrates a similar spring, having one coil, a,

and two long extremities, b, b. This is used in combina-

tion with a similar plate for moving outward two opposite

instanding side teeth.^

Fig. 1154.—Moving outward instanding lower bicuspids and inwardly outstanding
cuspids by a bow-spring.

Springs withoutPlates.—Fig. 1154 illustrates thebeginning

of the second stage in a larger operation. This part of the

operation was for moving the two instanding lower second

1 Several modificationa of these mechanisms were published by Dr. Talbot

in the "Dental Cosmos," January and June, 1886, and June, 1888.
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bicuspids outward, and the outstanding cuspids inward to

line, by the use of a bow-spring.^ The little mechanism,

which was as effective as the principle is old and simple,

was made of stiff, round gold wire about the size of a

small knitting-needle, and two gum-guard rings connected

as shown in Fig. 1155.2 When ready to apply, one guard-

FiG. 1155.—The Mechanism (A).

ring was placed upon one of the instanding bicuspids, after

which the wire was sprung down against the outstand-

ing cuspids, and held there by the other guard-ring being

caught upon the opposite instanding tooth. The mechan-

ism was then left there to do its difficult wedging work.

The bow while moving moved the bicuspids, and so bore

upon the outstanding cuspids that they moved inward.

Every two days this mechanism was taken off the teeth,,

the wire " straightened," and then reapplied.

For such cases as this there are but few mechanisms

as simple to construct or as easy to apply. In the major-

ity of cases the bow does not require to be made of so large

wire as was thought necessary in this case. In the chap-

ter on Widening the Arch by Bow-springs without Plates,

are illustrated several mechanisms for use inside of the

dental arch, for similar operations.

1 To make sufficient room for these cuspids and bicuspids was the object of

the fii'st stage of the operation. The right central incisor was extracted, and

the remaining incisors moved up together by a clamp-band.

2 The principle of this mechanism is similar to that used in Bourdet's mech-

anism (1757). Bourdet used a flat strip of plate instead of round wire. It was

tied to the instanding teeth by strings instead of ferules. The application of

ferules as anchors to a long-band (to tie front teeth to) was mentioned by

Desirabode in 1823.
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Longitudinal Movement by Screivs.— Fig. 1156 illus-

trates an operation for moving posteriorly a right lower

first bicuspid into the space left by a second bicuspid that

was extracted to make it possible to correct an outstand-

ing cuspid.

Fig. 1156.—Moving posteriorly a lo-^er first bicuspid by a longitudinal clamp-band (A).

The mechanism was simply a clamp-band (18 k. gold)

having a longitudinal screw. This was anchored around

the bicuspid and first molar as shown. The object of in-

cluding only the first molar in the band (for anchorage)

was to move this tooth forward so as to partly fill the

extra space that would not be needed by the cuspid, or, in

other words, to arrange the teeth so that there would not

be much space left between it and the tooth anterior.

Had there been any extra space left after such management

it would have been between the first and the second molar.

Fig. 1157.—Moving an instanding lower bicuspid by an arm-ferule.

A space in this locality (besides being inconspicuous) gen-

erally closes in time by the (natural) moving forward of

the second molar. To prevent the first molar from retrac-
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iiig its steps it was confined to the bicuspid by two ferules

connected (at the sides) by solder.

Fig. 1157 illustrates an operation by an arm-ferule, and

Fig. 1158 represents the mechanism, which consisted of

a gold ferule having soldered to it a piece of gold spring-

wire. The ferule is applied to the offstanding tooth, leav-

ing the wire arms to bear hard upon the adjacent teeth as

Fig. 1158.—Au Arm-ferule.

shown in the figure. To maintain the draught upon the

tooth the mechanism is removed about once in three or

four days, and the wire rebent so that the mechanism will

require considerable force to reapply it. This simple mech-

anism is useful for moving any other instanding teeth, but

to move incisors it sometimes requires the aid of a thin, in-

dependent ferule cemented upon the tooth to be moved.

This is to prevent the bar-ferule from slipping off these

wedge-shape crowns. ^
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Section G .

,

Division I.

MOVING UPPER MOLAR TEETH.

GENERAL EEMARKS.—OPERATION BY A PEG-PLATE.—^BY A SPUR-

PLATE.—BY A SCREW-JACK.—BY WEDGE-BANDS.

ALTHOUGH irregular upper molar teeth are somewhat

-ZTJL common, they are seldom corrected unless it is neces-

sary to widen the arch or to move posteriorly the last

erupted molar to make room for an imprisoned tooth just

anterior to it. The reason why molars are seldom cor-

rected is because they are not often conspicuous, and yet are

fairly effective for mastication. It is sometimes necessary

to move molars to widen the dental arch whether they be

irregular or not ; but as this class of operation comes more

properly under the head of Widening, Elongating, and En-

largingtheArch (Part XVIIL), it will not be considered here.

When antagonism of teeth is so imperfect as to become

necessary to improve it in order to benefit health, it may
be accomplished by moving molars outward, anteriorly or

posteriorly ; but if too short, it may be accomplished by in-

serting prominent plugs in cavities in the crowns, or by

cementing upon them gold thimble-caps. As the process

of treatment for the two latter plans must be plain to

every dentist, we shall pass them and confine our remarks

to other plans.

1203
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For moving molars outward, peg roof-plates, spur-plates,

and screw-jacks, with clamp-bands for anchoring them

to the teeth, are generally preferred. U-plates and cleft-

plates that act by springs or by screws are, however, used.

Fig. 1159.—Moviiig instanding upper molars by a peg-plate.i

Peg-plate Operation.—Fig. 1159 illustrates an operation

for correcting two instanding upper first molars by a peg-

plate. This somewhat old and not very philosophical mech-

anism consists of a thick hard-rubber roof-plate having

two cuspid-clasps and two wooden fish-tail-shape pegs set

into holes made through two thick prominences on the

plate as shown. These pegs, which were of a length

sufficient to bear firmly against the molars, were replaced

by new and longer ones whenever the mechanism became

loose from the moving of the teeth away from them.

As the construction of similar mechanisms is explained in

PartyI.,Chapter XIX., p. 216,detailed explanation seems un-

necessary, further than to mention that the middle part of

the plate, especially the part between the instanding molars,

should be very thick, in order to prevent it from bending

out of proper shape when forced within the dental arch.

Spur-plate Operation.—Fig. 1160 illustrates the beginning

1 The principle of this was devised by Redman and by Richardson.
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of an operation for moving outward two instanding upper

first molars by a spur-plate. This mechanism (which is far

superior to the peg-plate) consisted of two flat spurs, s, made

of gold plate bent at right angles and anchored into the

edge of a hard-rubber roof-plate, p.

Pig. 1160.—Moving outward tlie first molars by a spur-plate (A).

When applied, one leg of each of these U-shape spurs

projected upward between the teeth and gums, so that

they bore firmly upon the necks of the teeth to be moved.

As the construction of spur-plates more properly belongs

elsewhere, the reader is referred to several places in this

treatise, through reference to the Index.

Screw-jack— Fig. 1161 illustrates an operation for mov-

ing outward two instanding upper molar teeth by a screw-

jack anchored by two gold clamp-bands placed around

these teeth. The form of the mechanism and its applica-

tion to the teeth are so clearly shown in the figure that it

is unnecessary to dwell upon the treatment. The mech-

anism was operated by a lever-key caught into holes in a

bulb on the screw. The details of the process for making

this powerful mechanism and similar ones are given in

Part VIII., pp. 436-438.1

1 In Part VI., Chapter XXVIII., are also explained various modifications of

this mechanisna, designed for correcting different forms of irregularities.
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After the case had been corrected the teeth (molars)

were held in place for several days by the same mechan-

ism. It was then taken off, and a hard-rubber roof-plate,

having a short piece of gold wire projecting from each side

Fig. 1161.—Moving outward instanding upper molars by a screw-jack (A).

to rest in the U-shape spaces between the necks of the

molars, was substituted for the jack. To apply this retainer

required sufficient force to slightly spring the plate, in ordei*

to permit the wires to rest snugly within these spaces.

Wedge-bands.—Fig. 1162 illustrates the beginning of an

Fig. 1162.—Moving molars by wedge-bands.

operation for moving posteriorly the upper first molars

to make room for the second bicuspids, which had become

arrested in the process of their eruption because of insuffi-

cient space between the molars and the first bicuspids.

(See Fig. 1163.) The indirect but special object of the
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operation was mainly of a prophylactical nature, i. e., to

prevent future irregularity of several teeth anterior to the

second bicuspids—a result that is always liable to occur

where the side teeth are nearly in line, and are crowded.i

Fig. 1163.—Moving posteriorly tbe upper first molars to make room for second
bicuspids (A).

The correction of a case like this is simple, if proper

mechanisms are used at the right time, i e., before erup-

tion of the second molars. Springs or screw-Jacks are

practicable, but the best mechanism in most cases is the

simple (gold) clamp-band. In this case the operation was

performed by two bands, each having a prominence, b, as

represented in Fig. 1164.

Fig. 1164.—Tlie Wedge-band (A).

On each of the molar teeth was placed one band. To

make them effective was the object of the prominence on

the part that rested between the teeth ; this was of sufficient

thickness to make it necessary to drive the band between

the teeth by a mallet ; the prominences on these bands then

acted as wedges between the molars and bicuspids. After

the bands were forced in place they were tightened upon

the molars so that they would not slip off.

After wearing these bands one week they were removed

1 In the case of a boy, who in time will wear a mustache, the degree of

deformity hy such increase of irregularity is not always sufficiently exposed

to warrant an operation on the molars ; but in the case of a girl, especially if

she be comely, as was this one, the liability of disfigurement of facial expres-

sion is too great to risk the " let-alone " plan.
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and replaced by new and similar ones; but they were

thicker in the prominent parts, where the wedging press-

ure (between the teeth) was going on. The first increase

of thickness of the band was made by the addition of gold

solder, but the subsequent thickenings were made by sol-

dering pieces of plate to these prominences. The second

set was worn one week, and then it was replaced by the

former set, made still thicker in the wedging parts. The

use of these two sets of bands was alternated until the

spaces between the molars and bicuspids were widened

sufSciently to give the second bicuspids ample space to

fully erupt.

The molars were retained in their new places by the last-

worn bands until the other set had received wire append-

ages. (See E in Fig. 1165.) Having first filed away the

Fig. 1165.—The Retainer (A),

prominent parts that served as wedges, one end of eachpiece

of wire was arranged upon each band so as to project

forward against the first bicuspid. These wires when sol-

dered to the bands were bent hook-like, so as to enter be-

tween the teeth and bear against the posterior surfaces of

the first bicuspids above referred to. Subsequently these

retainers were replaced by similar ones, but instead of

clamp-bands they were ferules ; these were cemented to

the molars and allowed to remain there for two months,

and until the second bicuspids were fully erupted.



LOWER MOLARS.

Section H DmsiON I.

Chap. CXVII. Moving Outward Instanding Lower Molars by Wire Springs

and by Screws.





CHAPTER CXYII.

Section H Division I.

MOVING LOWER MOLARS.

OPERATION BY A COILED WIRE SPRING ANCHORED TO A U-PLATE.

—A WIRE BOW-SPRING ANCHORED BY FERULES.—SCREW-

ACTING BAIL MECHANISMS.

IRREGULAR lower molars do not as often require cor-

rection as the upper, but when they do, it is gen-

erally outward or slightly forward. The forward move-

ment, however, is seldom attempted, unless it is necessary

to close, or partly close, spaces between them and the bi-

cuspids. For moving lower molars, U-shape wire springs,

anchored by hard-rubber shoes or by gold ferules or by

clamp-bands, are used. A hard-rubber U-plate divided in

the middle and hinged together, and then operated by a

spring or a screw, is also practicable ; but bail-jack mech-

anisms, acting by springs or by screws, are of a higher

order. Whatever kind of mechanism is selected, it

should be of a form that will not interfere with the

tongue. As these operations made by the U-plate more

properly belong to widening of the dental arch, this class

will now be passed over. Beginning with mechanisms that

operate by springs, we shall rapidly pass along to those

that operate by screws.

Fig. 1166 illustrates a process of moving lower molars
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as suggested by Dr. E. S. Talbot. The mechanism is made

of a hard-rubber U-plate and a steel-wire spiing; the

spring consisting of a coil with two anus, as represented

by Fig. 1167. The bow of the spring is anchored by

Fig. 1166.—Mo^-ing instanding lower molar teetli outward (Talbot).

placing the coil on a post projecting upward from the an-

terior part of the plate ; the arms of the spring are bent,

and project through holes in the posterior part of the

plate, to bear upon the molars.

Fig. 1167.—The Spring.

This mechanism is made as follows : On a plaster model

of the case a thin, narrow U-shape plate is vulcanized.

Before vulcanizing the plate, however, the (metallic) post

is forced into the plaster cast in such a way that the re-

maining part projects upward. The coil of the spring is

made by twisting the wire three times around a mandrel of

the same diameter, or one slightly smaller than the post

;

it enlarges when liberated from the mandi'el.

Oval holes are now bored through the arms of the vul-

canized plate, for the extremities of the arms of the spring

to play in. The extremities of the wire, bent at right
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angles, are projected outward through these holes, to bear

upon the teeth to be moved. The tension of the spring is

increased by removing it and pulling the arms further apart.

In simple cases this mechanism may be easily inserted

and removed, and its action so controlled that only one

mechanism is necessary for completing the operation ; in

other cases more than one spring is necessary in order to

keep up the pressure.^

Fig. 1168 represents a lingual bow-spring mechanism for

moving outward instandiug lower molars. It consists sim-

ply of a piece of stiff gold or German-silver wire, w, hav-

FiG. 1168.—Mechanism for correcting instanding lower molars (old).

ing a ferule soldered to each end, to anchor it to the in-

standing molars. When used the mechanism is sprung

from the shape represented by the dotted line to the form

represented in plain lines, and tied by a string. This mech-

F1G8. 1169,2 1170 BaQ screw-jacks for moving outward several instanding lower
side teeth (A).

anism is as effective as it is simple; it is equally use-

1 From the " Dental Cosmos."
2 Shown before the First District Dental Society of the State of New York,

November 3, 1885, and published in the "Dental Cosmos," March, 1886.
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ful for moving outward instanding molars and bicuspids

in either jaw.

Figs. 1169, 1170, represent a gold bail screw-jack for

moving lower molars and bicuspids. This mechanism, the

first of the kind invented for the purpose, is composed of

three pieces, two clamp-bands and a screw-jack, the latter

having two arms projecting posteriorlyfrom its ends to con-

nect with the lingual sides of two bar anchor-bands. The

bands embrace the bicuspids, and the bars bear against

other teeth to be moved. This mechanism will be fully de-

scribed and its application explained in Part XVIII., chap-

ter on Widening the Lower Dental Arch ; therefore its con-

struction will not be dwelt upon here.

This is somewhat complicated and expensive, but if

it is properly made it is easily applied and as easily

operated. Indeed, the patient can manage it as well as

the dentist, by raising the bow on the hinge, turning the

screw, and letting it fall back under the tongue.

Fig. 1170 represents a modification of the mechanism

represented by Fig. 1169, the difference being that the

screw-jack is attached behind the hinge-union of the two

side arms. The bow part of this mechanism plays upon

rivets that hinge it to the anchor-bands. This is a stronger

and more practicable machine than the former. It is the

best yet invented.
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Minor Operations.

Turning Teeth in their Sockets.
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Elastic Rubber, Metallic Springs and Screws.
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Section A Upper Incisors.

Section B Lower Incisors.
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Section D Bicuspids.
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Section A Division I,

Chap. CXVIII.

" CXIX.
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" CXXIII.
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" CXXV.

" CXXVI.

" CXXVII.
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Turning Upper Incisors by

General Remarks upon Teeth that Require Turning.—Dif-

ferent Classes.—Straight and Crooked Roots.—Proper

Age to Operate, etc.

Ferules.—Different Kinds.—Ferules in Combination with

Levers.

Strings, Elastic Rubber, in
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Levers Soldered to Fer-

ules,

f Elastic Rubber in Combina-

tion with Long Levers

Soldered to Ferules.

" " Anterior Teeth ( Different Kinds of Mechan-
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Rings anchored to Metal-
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by
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CHAPTEE CXYIII.

Section A DmsiON I.

TURNING TEETH IN THEIR SOCKETS.

GENEEAL KEMAEKS.—STEAIGHT AND CEOOKED EOOTS.—FOUR

CLASSES OF CASES.—THE PEOPEE AGE FOE TUENING

TEETH.—TUENING TEETH SINGLY.—TUENING MOEE THAN

ONE TOOTH SIMULTANEOUSLY.

ATOOTH that has erupted so that the approximal side

. turns outward may or may not be sufficiently un-

sightly to require correction. If the tooth is a bicuspid or a

molar it is seldom, if ever, necessary to turn it, but with

the anterior teeth it is very different ; to reiterate, there are

cases in which the disfigui'ement is so slight that it would

not be advisable to attempt correction, and then again

there are cases in which correction is absolutely necessary

to the interest of the patient. While slight irregularity

may be noticeable, it does not always follow that it is

wholly a disfigurement; on the contrary, it may be in

keeping with other facial conformations ; especially is this

occasionally true in angular faces. Some persons have a

strong partiality for irregularity of the teeth, and even

pride themselves upon resembling a parent in that respect

;

but that is no evidence that they have esthetic taste.^

1 I have known such persons, who, upon discovering a small cavity in a

tooth, have become almost distracted about it, and yet could see nothing un-

sightly in the irregularity of their teeth. I now recall to mind a singular case

of this kind, in a woman about twenty-five years of age, who, having irregular

77* I22I
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A tooth requiring correction may have been forced out

of its proper position before it appeared through the gum,

or it may have turned after its eruption ; usually only a

single tooth is found in such a position, but in some cases

there are several. The incisors frequently require turn-

ing, but occasionally the bicuspids need it. One side of a

tooth may be nearly in its proper position, the other side

being out of the proper line, or, as it were^ swimg, as if on

a hinge, out of its proper place, and appear like a gate

partly open.

Incisors requiring operations may be divided into four

classes (to make this point clear we will at first confine

our remarks to the centrals), viz.

:

First, when the Ungual surfaces are turned toward one,

another, as represented in Fig. 1171.

Fig. 1171.—First Class. Fig. 1172.—Second Class.

Second, when the lahial surfaces are turned toward one

another, as represented in Fig. 1172.

Third, when only one tooth is abnormally situated, as

represented in Fig. 1173.

teeth, preferred to have them remain so, and yet became frantic when she

discovered that she had a cavity in one of the lateral incisors. When fii-st I saw

the ease this cavity had been beautifully filled with gold, yet the patient was

dissatisfied, and desired to have the tooth turned so that the plug would not

be seen. When told that a greater disfigurement would result from such treat-

ment, she said that she would be satisfied even if the tooth were "turned only

a quarter around" (which would leave the approximal side facing front).

When told that under no circumstances would an honorable dentist turn the

tooth, she threw up her hands and cried, "I am ruined for life; I came this

long distance all for nothing ;
" and after having cried bitterly, she closed the

scene in a rage and left the office, saying that she would hunt for a dentist

who would do as she desired.
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Fourth, when two teeth are turned so as to face in one

direction^ i. e., to the left or to the right ; the latter condi-

tion is represented in Fig. 1174.

Fig. 1175 illustrates a case of the second class, in which

two of the incisors are poised similarly to those represented

Fig. 1173.—Third Class.

in Fig. 1172, the difference being that, instead of two cen-

trals, there is one central and one lateral. In such cases

the teeth may be turned singly, or both may be turned,

one to the right, the other to the left, at the same time.

When two teeth are favorably poised, as in this case, or as

represented by Figs. 1171 and 1172, it is easier to turn

Fig. 1175.—Case of the Second Class.

both at the same time than to turn them singly, because

they can be made of mutual service to aid in furnishing

anchorage one to the other. Upon this phase of the sub-

ject more will be found later on.

Straight and Crooked Boots.—To turn an irregular tooth

fifty years ago, so that it would face in the right direction,

was regarded as a difficult operation ; at the present time,

however, it is not universally so regarded ; indeed, some

dentists now assert that it is always easy of accomplish-
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ment. I am inclined to believe that this optimistic opinion

arises from want of wide experience, for there are varia-

tions in the form of roots that cause more or less diffi-

culty. If the roots are nearly cylindrical they may be

turned easily, but if crooked it is not easy. It may be

said that flat roots can always be turned to place by per-

sistent action, but crooked roots that interfere with adja-

cent roots cannot, as a rule, be fully turned by any kind

of mechanism without disturbing the poise of the adjacent

teeth ; still a tooth turned partly toward its place is some-

times advisable. A tooth may sometimes be turned en-

tirely around ; but this extent of turning is unnecessary in

any case, because the proper facing of a tooth can always

be accomplished within half a revolution. The require-

ments in different cases vary from one to ninety degrees,

but generally they do not exceed forty-five.

The Proper Age.—The best age for turning incisors is as

early as the operation is practicable ; this implies that the

patient should have arrived at an age of intelligence to have

sufficient personal pride to feel willing, if not anxious, to

have the operation performed. If the case be neglected

too long, a tooth that subsequently erupts may, by crowd-

ing upon it, leave insufficient space for the accommodation

of the broadest diameter of the tooth to be turned. The

fact that such teeth range in number from a single tooth

in an otherwise even dental arch to several teeth in a

jumbled arch renders the operations so varied that with-

out this degree of intelligence to aid the operator he will

not enjoy the operation, if he does not become disgusted

with the case.



CHAPTER CXIX.

THE LEVER-FERULE FOR TURNING TEETH.

GENEEAL REMAEKS UPON DIFFEEENT KINDS OF FEEULES.-

THE COIL-WIEE LEVEE-FEEULE.-LEVEE-CLASP.-PLATE-

FEEULES.-BEOAD AND NAEEOW FEEULES.-PLATE-FEE-

ULES WITH LEVEES SOLDEEED TO THEM.-THE HAEEIS

LEVEE-FEEULE.-THE LANGSDOEFF LEVEE-FEEULE.-STA-

TIONAEY AND DETACHABLE LEVEES IN COMBINATION WITH

METALLIC BANDS.-APPLICATION OF DIFFEEENT KINDS OF

LEVEE-FEEULES TO THE TEETH.-TEETH APPAEENTLY DIS-

COLOEED BY FEEULES—HISTOEICAL NOTES.

MENTION was made in tlie preceding chapter that

^,^ one difficulty experienced in turning some teeth lies

in the unfavorable form of the roots; there are other diffi-

culties, however, such as shortness of the visible part of

the crowns, inclination of the teeth, and hardness of the

socket-tissue. An unfavorable form of the root (especially

if crooked) and shortness of the visible part of the crown

are the more troublesome conditions, while straight and

conical roots, with long crowns, are the conditions that are

the most favorable.

icMm^e.-The instrument for conveying force neces-

sary to turn teeth must act upon the principle of a lever,

the attachment of the lever upon the tooth and the anchor-

age of the engine offeree being sufficiently firm to do the

work without slipping. The thumb and index-finger

1225
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probably constituted the earliest engine of force used for

turning teeth ; but so far as I have ascertained, the first of

all mechanisms used by the early modern dentists was the

string, so tied around the tooth to be turned that when

drawn taut and tied to other teeth (serving as anchorage)

the effect of the draught upon tlais periphery of the crown

of the tooth was the same as that from pulling upon the

tire of a wheel. This old plan of using a string to turn a

tooth, however, is becoming obsolete, because the metallic

lever-ferules are firmer, the operations easier, and the

results more successful.

WW
Fig. 1175A.—The String Plan (a).

For a long time after metallic levers were introduced

they were not as useful as the string, because there did

not appear to be any way of firmly fastening them to the

teeth to be turned ; the use of quick-setting cements was

then unknown. To overcome the difficulty (looseness of

the lever-ferule upon the tooth) several plans, more or less

practicable, were devised at different times; some were

simple, others complicated, but none were reliable except

when they were in the hands of experts. The first mech-

anism that overcame this ricketiness of the instrument

was the matrix-wrench (Part VI., p. 344, Fig. 305), which,

by a nut, firmly tightened the band upon the tooth, but it
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was clumsy and iucoiiveuient to wear. By the introduc-

tiou of quick-setting cement, phosphate of zinc, which

occurred soon after, this wrench was supplanted by the

return of the old but delicate mechanism, the lever-ferule,

which, with the cement, has been made firmer than any

other mechanism yet known.

Beginning with the simpler machines and proceeding to

the more complicated, the different kinds will now be con-

sidered in regular order. Probably the earliest mechan-

ism, excepting the string, for turning teeth was the ferule

with a short knob, or perhaps it was a wire twisted tightly

around the neck of the tooth, the extremities of the wire

being twisted to serve as a lever.

As several persons in the present generation, each evi-

dently unaware of the efforts and claims of the others,

have studied along similar lines and arrived at similar

conclusions in devising mechanisms, it may be proper at

this place to glance briefly over the history of the ferule

and the lever-ferule. Without going back to the time of

the Etruscans, hundreds of years before Christ, when

ferules were used to anchor artificial teeth (" bridge-work ")

upon natural ones (Part II., p. 32, Fig. 2), nor even as far

back as the time of Desirabode (1823), who used them to

anchor long-bands upon teeth to regulate them (Part VI.,

p. 337), we find that C. A. Harris mentioned in his work

(published in 1839 ^) the use of one having two knobs. We
also find accounts, in the works of Magitot^ and others,

of a similar one used by Langsdorff ; all of which shows

that the first person to apply this principle of mechanics

to teeth does not belong to the present generation.

1 In his first work he simply describes the band, but in> his revised " Prin-

ciples and Practice of Dental Surgery" (edition of 1850, p. 154) he illustrates

by picture the same mechanism used in the case.

2 "Dental Anomalies," 1867.
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The Harris Knob-feride.—Dr. Harris refers to the knob-

ferule that he used as follows :
" This species of irregular-

ity may be corrected by accurately fitting a gold band or

ring on the deviating tooth, with knobs on the anterior and

posterior edges, to each of which a ligature should be at-

tached. The ligatures thus fastened to the ring should be

carried back on either side in front and behind the arch,

and be secured to the bicuspids." ^ (See Fig. 1176.)

Fig. 1176 represents the operation by Chapin A. Harris,

in which he used the ferule with knobs acted upon by

strings. Dr. Harris does not assert that the ferule with

knobs is an invention of his own.

Fig. 1176.—Turning a risht lateral by a string in Fig. 1177.—Lever-ferule (Langs-
coin bination witli a knob-ferule (Harris, 1839)

.

dorff)

.

The Langsdorff Lever-ferule.—Fig. 1177 represents the

form of a long-lever ferule used in an operation for turn-

ing an incisor, many years ago, by Dr. Langsdorff, men-

tioned in Magitot's work, "Anomalies" (1867). This agent

was used in combination with a roof-plate. To turn the

tooth the end of this lever was from time to time moved

laterally, and then caught upon one of a row of knobs

projecting from the palatine surface of the plate.

Later, in America (1871), Dr. M. E. Magill used a similar

mechanism. He soldered one end of a narrow strip of

gold to a ferule, and turned a cuspid ; but although one

1 Further Historical Notes Regarding the Ferule and the Ferule with Kiiohs.—
In tracing the history of ferules for teeth, I find that Desirabode described

them in his work published in 1823, and that Dr. Harris used them as early as

1839. Dr. W. H. Dwinelle also claims that he used a ferule in 1849 to anchor

a draw screw-jack.
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author has accredited him with priority, calling it the Ma-

gill band, Dr. Magill does not claim priority.^

Broad Ferule.—By whom very broad ferules were first

used for the purpose of regulating teeth is not known, un-

less it be those of Desirabode (1823). The broad ferule,

however, is only a slight modification of the narrow ferule,

and the knob-ferule and Langsdorff lever-ferule are simi-

lar in construction, the only difference being in their dimen-

sions ; therefore they all must be classed as lever-ferules.

For the purpose of turning a tooth the broad ferule is

superior to the narrow one, because, by being broader, the

cement is enabled to give the mechanism a firmer grip

upon the tooth; indeed, when such a ferule is cemented

upon the tooth, it is often so firm that it is impossible to

dislodge it without first cutting open the band. In a case

where the anchorage is weak, the broad ferule offers an op-

portunity for the use of a sufficiently long lever to gain the

desired turning without disturbing the anchorage.

The construction and application of broad ferule mechan-

isms is so similar to that of the narrow ferule kind, ex-

1 In reply to inquiries from the profession concerning the position of Dr.

Magill in regard to the assertion made by a writer accrediting him (Magill)

with the invention of the lever in combination with a ferule, the latter (Magill)

wrote tome (October 15, 1888) as follows : "Referring to record of work done,

I used the cemented band in 1871. Have never made any claim to priority of

use. I make each band [ferule] of platinum ; form it on the tooth to be rotated

;

remove it to solder, and afterward adjust and solder on the bar [lever]."

"My use of the bar [lever] was coincident with the use of the ferule, because

the object of the mechanism was to rotate a cuspid upon its axis."

To whom credit for being the first to cement ferules upon teeth should be

given is as yet undetermined, but it has been reported by one author that the

plan originated with Dr. W. E. Magill, in 1871. Dr. L. D. Shepard, however,

claims that he used cement for this purpose as early as 1867 ; but I do not

know the kind of cement that he used. As mentioned in the " Dental Cosmos "

of June, 1879, Dr. Shepard suggested to me his use of zinc cement. I have

not ascertained the exact date of the introduction of phosphate of zinc into

the dental profession, but in America I think it was between 1870 and 1872.

It was used earlier for teeth in England.
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plained in Part VIII., pp. 427-429, that but little more is

necessary to be said than that the strip of platinum or gold

plate (ISTos. 32 to 34) should be cut sufficiently long to en-

circle the tooth, and sufficiently broad to be firm (Fig. 1178).

Fig. 1178.—Broad ferules with staples. Pig. 1179.—The ferule in a nest, ready to
be soldered.

To obtain the strongest hold the ferule should cover all the

visible part of the crown. To prevent slipping upward

the ferule should slightly overlap the end, or be like a cap.

(Fig. 1180.)

The thin plate having been bent into the form of a hol-

low cylinder, and bound with steel hair-wire to hold it in

that form, the roll is placed into a wire "nest" having a

handle (Fig. 1179) ; then the overlapping parts are painted

with liquid borax, and a small piece of 18 k. gold solder

applied to the joint, and all is then held in the flame of a

spirit-lamp until the solder is melted. An ordinary office-

lamp (without the aid of a blowpipe) is sufficient to unite

the parts. If the base of an incisor tooth interferes with

the easy adjustment of a cylindrical ferule, the lingual side

(of the ferule) should be so bent that it will conform to

the tooth. Such a ferule, having a staple upon its labial

side, is represented by Fig. 1180A.^

Long Stationary and Long Detachable Levers in Combina-

tion with Broad Ferules.—Although long levers are more

inconvenient to wear than short levers, such as knobs or

staples, they are sometimes more valuable because they

are capable of exerting greater force by the same or less

degree of power. Especially are they valuable for use in

^ From a lecture "by the author given before the Massachusetts State Dental

Society, at Boston, Mass., 1885 ("Independent Practitioner," July, 1886).
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stubborn cases, where the roots are flat or crooked ; but

they always require to be used with broad ferules. To

whom the priority of the long-lever ferule belongs I am
not able to say. Certainly it is not new; nor is it more

Fig. 1180.—Sectional view of the crown FiG. 1180A.—Sectional view of the
of a central covered by a broad cylindri- crown of a central covered by a bev-
cal cap. eled ferule.

than a slight variation of the Harris knob-ferule. As a

mechanical combination there is no difference between a

lever that is as short as a knob or a staple, and a lever that

is an inch or more in length.

Figs. 1181 and 1182 represent ferules with levers vary-

ing in length from that described by Harris to that by

Langsdorff. These two figures are presented mainly to

show that aU sizes of lever-ferules are the same in prin-

ciple. Long-lever ferules may, however, be divided into

classes, viz., those in which the levers are soldered to fer-

ules, and those that are independent and detachable.

The long-lever ferule has been used for many years by

dentists in England and G-ermany, and it is not at all new

in America. In the latter country it has lost favor, be-

cause engines of equal power are made practicable by the

use of smaller anchors, that are much less inconvenient to

wear than plates. By the use of clamp-bands or of mul-

tiple ferules the short-lever ferules are as practicable, if not

more so : again, they do not cause disturbance in sleep.

Anchorage.—The difference in the power exerted by long

and by short levers is so great that the operator can, by

taking advantage of it, accomplish nearly uniform results.
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The firmness of a cuspid being so much greater than that

of a lateral incisor, the former is always sufficient to turn

the latter without materially disturbing the anchorage,

even if the band on the lateral has only a knob to attach

the engine of force upon. But if an attempt were made to

¥

Fig. 1181.—Ferules -with straight levers of minimum to maximum lengths.

turn a bicuspid by the same kind of anchorage, the cus-

pid might be somewhat disturbed. If both a lateral and a

cuspid need turning, and it is desirable to turn both at the

same time with the same engine of force, calculations should

Fig. 1182.—Ferules with crooked levers of minimum to maximum lengths.

be made for the difference in their socket resistance and

have the two levers vary in length, to balance each other.^

Long levers are so powerful that a lateral or a bicuspid

can sometimes be successfully used as anchorage for turn-

1 However, should one of the teeth be turned too far, it would be no great

drawback to the operation, because, if liberated within a short time, the tooth

would soon return to its former place.
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iiig a firmer tooth, without itself becoming materially dis-

turbed, provided the lever be of sufficient length.

Fixed Levers.—Long levers for ferules are generally

made of wire, single, or double and twisted. In form the

lever may be straight or crooked, but it should have a head,

or hook upon the end, to hold the engine of force to the

lever. The form of the head may be a matter of choice,

but the hook is generally preferred, because it is more reli-

able. Several forms of these hooks and levers are to be

found illustrated in this Part (XVI.).

Detachable Levers.—Instead of having the lever soldered

to the band, it is occasionally more convenient to have it

detachable ; especially is this true in cases where it is de-

sirable to change one form of lever for another without

removing the anchor.

The lever can be attached to a ferule by having soldered

to it a staple and a bifurcated resting-piece, or by two

staples or rings, as represented in Fig. 1183. An excellent

Fig. 1183.—Diflferent forms of detachable levers Fig. 1184.—Tlie Crane-lever,
and their ferule attachments.

plan is to solder a piece of smooth-bore tubing or "jewel-

lers' piping " to the ferule, into which a smooth-wire lever

is lodged, as suggested by Dr. Talbot.^ A still better plan

for an adjustable lever is to have on one end a head, or

have one extremity threaded to fit into the tube previously

screw-cut. Staples for attachment of levers to ferules, as

1 There appears to be some diversity of opinion concerning priority in the

use of the tube in combination with the ferule. Three years after Dr. Talbot

devised his tubed ferule above mentioned (1884) Dr. Angle put forth, at a

meeting in Washington, a mechanism exactly like it. The evidence thus far

given is in favor of Dr. Talbot.

78
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represented by Fig. 1185, are soniewhat rickety, therefore

they are not equal to the tube.^ The crane-lever, repre-

sented by Fig. 1184, is superior.

The extremity of the lever that rests in a staple or a

tube may be of any form, depending upon the circum-

stances of the case. An oval form is important only where

'MUiM

Fig. 1185.—Staple-ferules for detachable levers.

it is necessary to avoid turning of the levers in the tube.

The lever that swiugs like a crane, however, is my prefer-

ence. In all cases it is well to have the staple or tube cor-

respond with the form of the extremity of the lever.

When it is necessary to alter the length of a lever dur-

ing the process of turning a tooth I generally use a piece

of platinum wire, sufficiently stiff, yet easy to bend by

round pincers. When it is necessary to shorten the lever

it is done by curving the wire, and when necessary to

lengthen the lever it is done by straightening it. Other

changes in the form of levers, that are often necessary to

prevent interference of antagonism, may be made.

When a ring is needed on the free end of the lever for

attachment of rubber rings, there is none better than a

loop made by bending double a wii-e, and then twisting the

extremities to form the lever, leaving an eye at the free

end. Platinum wire is preferred to gold wire, because,

being more pliable and less elastic, its form is more easily

altered without removing the cemented ferule from the

tooth. The degree of stiffness in wires can be governed

1 Concerning the making of staples, rings, and tubes for lodgment of levers,

see laboratory rules, Parts VII., VIII., pp. 371-427.
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by the quantity of metal in them. This quantity may be

inchided in a single wire or by having two smaller wires

twisted as above suggested.

AppUcatlon of the Lever-ferule.—When a mechanism is

ready to apply, it is first tried upon the tooth to be turned,

and the wire bent to the proper form ; then all is removed,

the tooth dried, the ferule filled with phosphate-of-zinc

cement (of a sticky consistency), and then forced upon the

tooth and held there (dry) until the cement hardens, which

requires about ten minutes to become very firm.

Apparent Discoloration of a Tooth in a Ferule.—In the

use of broad ferules upon teeth it should be remembered

that they always cause the teeth to appear darker than

normal; indeed, they sometimes resemble old pulpless

teeth. This is caused by the ferule preventing transmis-

sion of hght through the translucent tooth. When the

ferule is removed from the tooth the normal shade. is

always instantly restored, if it is alive.

In 1872 A. N. Fuller published a coil -wire ferule-lever

constructed as follows : a platinum wire is wound about

the tooth on a metallic cast until the coil is as broad as an

ordinary ferule ; upon this coil, when it has been transferred

to a plaster cast, gold solder is flowed to unite the wires

constituting the coil. In this way Dr. Fuller says that a

ferule-like band of perfect fit is made.^ Several years sub-

sequent to the date when Dr. Fuller devised his mechan-

ism. Dr. Hyde published an all-wire lever mechanism ;
this

one did not have a coil, nor was it soldered. (See Part

VI., p. 339, Fig. 294.) To facilitate operations and at the

same time cause as little inconvenience to patients as possi-

1 Dr. Fuller says clasps also can be made to fit teeth in this manner, by the

use of heavier wire soldered with 20 k. gold, and then cut open to form clasps

that will embrace the teeth.
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ble, both of these mechanisms shoiild be small. Large and

clumsy ones not only annoy, but are liable to cause failure

of the operation by becoming loose.

Lever-clasp.—This mechanism, devised by Dr. Gruilford,

consists of a strong clasp, with one end of a piece of wire

or a narrow strip of plate soldered to the middle of the

outside of this clasp. This has not been found to be as

practicable as the rigid ferule-lever or the crane-lever. (See

Chap. CXXV.)



CHAPTER CXX.

TURNING INDIVIDUAL INCISORS BY STRINGS AND BY

ELASTIC RUBBER IN COMBINATION WITH SHORT

LEVER-FERULES.

GENEEAL EEMAEKS UPON THE USE OF THE SIMPLEST ENGINES

OF FORCE.—STKINGS AND EUBBER FOR TURNING TEETH

—

REMARKS UPON THE EFFECT OF PLACING KNOBS UPON

DIFFERENT SIDES OF ANCHOR TEETH.—OPERATIONS BY

STRINGS AND KNOB-FERULES.—BY RUBBER RINGS, KNOB-

FERULES, AND CLAMP-BANDS.—BY RUBBER RINGS, A LONG-

ARM FERULE, AND A HOOK-FERULE.

N" the preceding chapter the construction of lever-ferules

_ for turning teeth was explained. Now we will con-

sider the different plans of using them. In so doing I shall

have occasion to speak of knobs and small staples as short

levers, and of larger ones as long levers ; I shall also refer to

strings and rubber rings as classed among the engines of

force ; and the anchors to these will be called ancJior-hands.

The use of strings in operations for turning teeth is not

new, in fact, strings have certainly been in use for more

than fifty years ifor turning teeth, and probably for nearly

a century and a half, for it is hardly reasonable to sup-

pose that Fauchard and Bourdet did not think of this,

when they used strings so much for fastening irregular

teeth to strips of gold plate. Nor can the use of rubber be

1 DesiraToode, Delabarre, Maury, Harris.

Yg*
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regarded as very new ; for when the process of vulcaniz-

ing rubber was discovered,^ dentists regarded the new ma-

terial as a possible benefit to them in different ways, though

it was not until 1846 that it was thought it might be useful

as a substitute for strings in the regulation of teeth.^ At

that time, however, rubber tubing being then unkuown, the

pieces used were cut from sheet-rubber. The invention of

rubber tubing was a great stride in this use of rubber, be-

cause it was then easy to make cylindrical rings. Teeth

can be turned by strings alone, but rubber rings, although

requiring aids to prevent them from slipping upon the teeth

to be turned, are more easily applied.

In Fig. 1176 (p. 1228) was shown a plan of turning teeth

by a string ; in that case the string was anchored dh'ectly

upon the anchorage tooth, very much as some old-school

dentists do now, using no mechanical anchor whatever.

Notwithstanding the fact that clever manipulators of

strings perform some very successful operations, the pro-

cess, as a means to an end, is far inferior to the modern

plans of operating, which are easier, more reUable, and less

annoying to the patient.

Fig. 1186 illustrates the turning of two upper centrals by

two strings in combination with aids. These aids consisted

of two ferules made similar to those suggested by Harris.

One, H, having two knobs, was placed upon the right first

molar for an anchor; the other, d, having only one knob,

was placed upon the left central. One of the strings was

tied to the lingual knob upon the molar-ferule, and the

other to the knob upon the buccal side. This string at-

tached to the buccal knob extended along the outer sur-

1 Invented by Goodyear in 1839.

2 Elastic rubber was first used for regulating teeth in 1846, by Dr. Tucker,

of Boston, Mass.
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faces of the bicuspids, thence between the first bicuspid

and cuspid, and forward anteriorly along the lingual wall

of the dental arch, thence between the centrals, and there

tied to the knob on the left central. The other string

extended from the knob on the lingual side of the molar-

ferule to the knob of the ferule on the left central. The
object of the first-mentioned string was to force the right

Fig. 1186.—Turning a central by strings and knobbed ferules.

central and lateral outward to make room for the left cen-

tral to turn in, while the other string acted upon this tooth.

Of course the bearing of the former string acted inwardly

and unfavorably upon the right cuspid, but after the cen-

trals and lateral were corrected, and while being held in

place by a retaining mechanism the cuspid was liberated,

and then it returned to its proper place.

The placing of two knobs upon the sides of an anchor-

ferule, as here represented, is necessary in cases where two
such lines of draught are made, because a knob on one

side only would tend to turn the anchor tooth. If a sin-

gle knob is placed upon the anterior side of the anchor-

ferule, or as near there as is practicable, draughts upon
it wiU not turn the anchor tooth. (See Figs. 1188 and
1189.)

Fig. 1187 illustrates an operation for turning a left upper
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lateral by a rude plan of using an elastic-rubber ring, in

combination with a ferule lia\dng soldered to it a platinum

staple. The ferule being first cemented upon the tooth,

the rubber ring was tied to the staple (on its lingual side),

and then stretched between the lateral and cuspid, thence

Fig. 1187.—Tuiiuiig a lateral by an elastic-rubber ring in combination -witli a stapled
ferule.

past the first bicuspid, and tied to the second bicuspid by

a string. The tendency of direction of the lateral, by the

force from the rubber ring, is indicated by arrows. The

form of the staple-ferule is represented in the lower part of

the diagi'am. This operation was similar to one described

Fig. 1188.—a case iUustratiag the wrong place for the knob upon tbe anchor-ferule.

by Dr. Harris ; the ferule, however, was cemented upon the

tooth instead of being without cement. In place of the

string, rubber was used, and instead of a knob on the fer-

ule there was a staple.

As before mentioned, when only one tooth is used for
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1

aneliovage, and the turning of that tooth is not desired, the

ferule should be so placed upon the tooth that the line of

draught upon the knob will be as nearly as possible on a

straight Hue from the central axis of the anchor tooth to

the tooth to be turned. (See Fig. 1189.) If a ferule is so

FIG. 1189.-A case illustratiiig tHe right place for tbe knob upon tbe anchor-ferule.

placed that the knob or staple is located at one side of the

anchor tooth, as represented in Fig. 1188, the line of draught

will be at right angles to the central axis of the tooth
;
con-

sequently there wiU be a tendency for the anchor tooth to

turn in its socket.^

The selection of the proper tooth for anchorage is also

important. I have known an operator of limited experience

to misuse a single bicuspid for anchorage for tui-ning an

upper central incisor. Fig. 1188 represents this case.

Unless it is desirable to move the bicuspid as weU as the

incisor, the ferule should be made to embrace more than

one anchorage tooth. It is proper sometimes to embrace

two bicuspids and even one or two molars. If only one

tooth is to be used for anchorage, it may be a cuspid or a

molar, because, these teeth being firmer than a bicuspid,

they are less liable to be disturbed. StiU cuspids and

molars are not always sufficiently firm, unless a long lever

1 These suggestions are made because some text-books have, by wi-ongly

di-awn pictm-es, misled some inexperienced operators into difficulties.
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is used. If a draught-cord is curved partly around some

other tooth or teeth (to secure a fulcral bearing), the

di'aught will not be so great upon the anchor tooth. This

Fig. 1190.—Tuming a right upper central by a rubber ring anchored to a gold clamp-
band (A).

may be illustrated by the case of the boy who with one

hand could hold a fractious colt, after the halter-strap had

been passed half around a post or a tree.

Figs. 1190 and 1191 illustrate two operations (similar to

the two last-illustrated operations) for turning upper in-

Fig. 1191.—Tuming a left upper lateral by a rubber ring anchored to a clamp-band (A).

cisors by a modification of the Harris plan, the differ-

ence being that clamp-band anchors and rubber rings, in-

stead of strings, were used. In these two cases (Figs. 1190

and 1191) the draught-cords were anchored by hooks in-

stead of knobs. In the case iQustrated by Fig. 1190 an out-
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standing right central required more room before it could be

properly turned ; this extra space was gained by drawing

the tooth wedge-like between the adjacent ones. To do this

required strong anchorage. This was obtained in the

two right bicuspids, in a clamp-band, and in the cuspid

outside of the band. Upon a hook soldered to the lingual

side of the anchor-band the rubber ring was caught, and

then stretched, and again caught upon a knob upon a nar-

row ferule on the outstanding central. The tension of the

rubber turned this tooth, and at the same time forced the

right lateral out of its way. The directions of movements

of the teeth are indicated by arrows.

In applying such ferules they always should be cemented

upon the teeth (the cement being applied while in a sticky

Fig. 1192.—Turning a lateral by rubber rings in combination with an arm clamp-
band (A).

consistency). When hardened, the surplus cement should

be removed from under the margin of the gum, to prevent

inflammation. This operation was not strictly scientific.

Fig. 1191 illustrates a more scientific operation ; this was

for turning a left lateral by the same kind of mechanism.

Fig. 1192 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a right upper lateral by two elastic-rubber rings,

a gold clamp-band, and a ferule. Fig. 1193 represents the
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different parts of the mechanism independently: clamp-

band, B (with an arm), ferule, f, and two rubber rings, k

and e'.

To the lingual side of the clamp-band was soldered one

end of the piece of stiff gold-wire arm, a (the other end free),

Fig. 1193.—The different parts of the mechanism (A).

which projected forward past the right lateral incisor ; this

wire had soldered near its extremity a hook, h'. Upon the

forward part of the buccal side of the clamp-band was sol-

dered another hook, h, and upon the ferule for the lateral

were two hooks to serve as short levers for the rubber rings

to draw upon. (See f in Fig. 1193.)

The process of applying the mechanism consisted in first

placing the anchor clamp-band around the bicuspids and

first molar ; the platinum ferule was then cemented upon

the lateral, after which the rubber rings were added as fol-

lows : having caught one rubber ring, e (see dotted lines),

upon the lingual hook h", it was stretched forward through

the hook h', and then back, and caught ui3on the lingual

hook of the ferule as shown. The other ring, e', was

caught upon the buccal hook h of the clamp-band, and then

stretched and caught upon the labial hook of the ferule.^

1 In principle the different parts of this mechanism are separately repre-

sented in Part VI., p. 340, Fig. 296. To tm-n an incisor in the opposite direc-

tion, see Fig. 1282, p. 1328, representing an operation for turning a cuspid.



CHAPTEE CXXI.

TURNING INDIA^IDUAL INCISORS BY ELASTIC RUBBER
IN COMBINATION WITH LONG LEVERS ANCHORED
TO NAKED TEETH OR TO METALLIC BANDS.

GENEKAL KEMARKS UPON THE VARIOUS KINDS OF SMALL AN-

CHORS THAT ARE USED IN THIS CLASS OF OPERATIONS.

OPERATION BY THE LONG LEVER AND AN ELASTIC-RUBBER

RING.—BY A BOX-WRENCH AND A RUBBER RING.—BY A

LEVER-FERULE AND A CLAMP-BAND.—BY A CRANE-LEVER

AND A RUBBER RING.—MORE ABOUT ANCHORAGE.

HAVING in the preceding chapter (CXX.) considered

operations by the use of the short-lever bands,

there now remain for consideration operations by the use

of the long-lever ferules. The latter are generally more

inconvenient to wear than the former, but they have their

merits in operations requiring great power, or in opera-

tions where the anchorage is weak ; they are also useful in

double operations, i. e., where two teeth are to be turned

at the same time, the tooth turning with the greater diffi-

culty requiring a longer lever. Several double operations

win be found explained in ChapterCXXIV. Aswith single-

tooth anchor-bands in combination with short-lever fer-

ules, so are single-tooth anchor-bands with long-lever fer-

ules often practicable in operations for turning teeth ; but

unless it is desirable (as often is so) to turn the anchorage

tooth also, they (ferules) generally should be so applied

1245
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that one or more other teeth will be between the banded

anchorage tooth and the one to be turned.

When clamp-bands can be applied to anchorage teeth,

however, they are often more useful for anchors than sin-

gle ferules, because they are adjustable. But it is well,

as a matter of convenience, to keep on hand small sizes

of all the different kinds of these anchors. Moderately

broad clamp-bands are generally better than narrow ones,

because they are less liable to become twisted when tight-

ened upon by the binding-screws. There are cases, how-

ever, where a narrow band or a platinum-wii'e band is supe-

rior.i Two ferules united by side wires are practicable.

Figs. 1194, 1195, 1196.—Tbree kinds of anclior-bancls.

If the teeth are " pear-form," rendering them liable to

wedge one another up or down in their sockets when drawn

tightly together by a clamp-band, the band may have one

or more partitions, one end of each being soldered to the

lingual side ; the partitions projecting between the teeth to

furnish a perpendicular wall that will prevent wedging.

(Fig. 1194.) In some cases, however, this kind of anchor

is not equal to two ferules joined together by solder

(Fig. 1195), or connected at the sides by platinum wire, as

represented by Fig. 1196.

A single broad ferule, with a stiff buccal bar to bear upon

some of the adjacent teeth, constitutes an excellent anchor

where the draught of force is transpalatiiie. When the

1 Fig. 191 (Part VI., p. 278) illustrates another detachable anchor.
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crowns of teeth are favorably formed (as they generally are)

the clamp-band will not disturb them, and will prove to

have superior advantages, among which is easy detach-

ment when necessary to remove them for alterations in the

mechanism. If there is liability of rising of the posterior

tooth in an anchor-band of any kind, the di^aught should

always be connected with the anterior part of the band.

Fig. 1197 illustrates a somewhat old operation for turn-

ing a right upper lateral and moving the cuspid inward at

the same time, by a rubber ring and a long-lever ferule, the

anchorage being the bicuspid. The ferule was cemented

to the tooth to be turned, after having first tied the rubber

ring to a small ring on the free end of the lever. After

Fig. 1197.—Turning a lateral by elastic rubber and a long-lever ferule.

the cement had hardened (set) the rubber was stretched

over the labial side of the outstanding cuspid, thence pos-

teriorly to the first bicuspid, to which it was tied as shown

in the figure. The only drawback to this operation was the

encroachment of the cuspid upon the lateral, which, being

so firm, required a long time to cause sufficient looseness

of these and the adjacent teeth (by decalcification of the

socket-tissue) to form the teeth into line. After this

mechanism had caused slight looseness of the lateral and

cuspid, the lever was bent posteriorly until it was nearly

in contact with the cuspid, and the draught of the rub-

ber would act in a direction to force a slight separation of
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tlie lateral and the cuspid. After this, the turning force

was reestablished, by rebending the lever partly to its orig-

inal form. This plan of operation should become obsolete.

Fig. 1198 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a leftupper central by an adjustable matrix-wrench,

acted upon by an elastic-rubber ring, r, anchored upon the

Fig. 1198.—Turning a central by elastic rubber
in combination with a matrix-wrench.'

Fig. 1199.—Matrix-wrench in
parts (A)

.

left second bicuspid. This wrench (Fig. 1199), devised to

overcome looseness, found in the use of all ferules (before

quick-setting cement was known in dentistry), consisted

of a loop, barrel, screw, and nut.^

To apply the mechanism, the ribbon, acting as a ferule,

was tightened upon the cuspid by having its extremities

drawn into the barrel (lever) by the screw and nut. The

rubber ring e was then caught upon the screw and nut

;

then it was stretched, and caught upon the second bicus-

pid as shown.

The matrix-wrench is easily adjusted to a tooth of any

size, but it is clumsy and more inconvenient to wear than a

lever-ferule ; consequently this wrench, at the present time,

is not often used. In having only one tooth for anchorage

it will, of course, tend to move it out of its place. This was

1 Published October, 1877, in the "Dental Cosmos" (A).

2 For details of construction of this mechanism, see Parts VI.-VIII.,

pp. 344-439.
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the case in this instance, bnt as soon as it was noticed it

was arrested by placing npon the anchor tooth a gum-guard

ring having a bar soldered to the outside of it/ to rest

upon the buccal side of the adjacent teeth. A simHar mech-

anism is represented by v in Fig. 1200.

Fig. 1200 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a left lateral for a young woman about twenty-one

years of age. This operation (which was a part of a larger

Fig 1200.-Turning a stubborn lateral by elastic rubber, a lever-ferule, and a clamp-
band (A).

one) included the moving into line the outstanding tooth.

Both acts combined (the turning and moving into Hue)

were difficult, not only because of hardness of the alveolar

process, but the root was crooked.

The mechanism consisted of a gold anchor clamp-band,

B ; a thin, broad platinum ferule, f, having attached to it a

strong platinum-wire lever, l ; and two rubber rings, e, k'.

Having fastened the clamp-band tightly around the two

left bicuspids and first molar, and cemented the ferule upon

the outstanding lateral, the two rubber rings were apphed

as follows : Upon the clamp-band hook H was first caught

the ring R, which was then stretched forward and caught

upon the hook on the end of the lever l ;
this was for turn-

ing the tooth. The other ring, r', was caught upon the

1 See Part VI., p. 339, Fig. 295.

79
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same clamp-band hook h, and stretched forward past the

cuspid, and then caught around the lateral as shown. The

object of this rubber ring was to force the cuspid outward,

to widen the space for the lateral, and at the same time

draw this tooth into line.

After about three days it was found that the combined

effort to turn and at the same time draw the lateral into

line was causing pain because of too great force. To re-

lieve the patient, the ring e was now removed, leaving only

the ring e' to continue the work. After this latter ring

was worn about three weeks the space was nearly sufiicient

for the lateral, which had also now made some progress in

mo\dng toward its proper place. The other ring, e, was

now returned, but instead of catching it upon the hook of

the lever, it was lodged nearer the tooth, so as to draw upon

the other extremity of the wire, close against the ferule, the

object being to cause less pain.

After about one month the combined effect of the two

rubber rings caused sufficient room for the outstanding

lateral, and also moved it nearly to line. The ring e was

now moved along the lever l and caught upon its hook to

increase the turning force. Though a stubborn case, the

operation was successfully completed after several weeks

of persistent effort.

The tooth was now retained in its place by a gold ferule

(less than one-eighth of an inch in width) having soldered

to its hngual side a piece of platinum wire (about the size

of a pin), to rest upon the lingual side of the cuspid and

central. This retainer is represented by v, at the right of

the main figure.

In the same case (not shown) was a partially erupted

right upper cuspid ; this case, which was moved and turned

by the use of screws, is explained in the section on Tm-n-
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iiig of Cuspids, Chapter CXXXIV. For operations for

similar cases, see also Chapter CXXIX,

Fig. 1201 illustrates an operation for turning a left upper

central by an elastic-rubber ring in combination with a

crane-lever.

Fig. 1201.—Turning a left upper central by a crane-lever and a rubber ring (A).

Fig. 1202 represents the working parts of the mechan-

ism. The straight pin p, and the crooked pin p, represent

the form of the pin as it appeared before and after being

used. The ferule f was made similar to the Talbot ferule

by having soldered to its lingual side a piece of small tubing

or " piping " about an eighth of an inch in length. Through

Fig. 1202. —DiflFerent parts of tlie mechanism (A).

this tube projected the lever, whichwas only acommon brass

pin, p, with its point cut off. After placing this straight

pin through the tube, it was bent into the form represented

at the right. Upon a hook on this movable lever was first

caught the rubber ring r ; then it was stretched, and caught

over the right cuspid as shown. The rubber ring was pre-
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vented from slipping upward and injuring the gum by a

gum-guard ring, h. (See Fig. 1202.)

For a temporary lever I have found that the ordinary

brass pin is often equal to anything else ; not only because

it is of the proper size, but it is always at hand, ready for

use. If the pin is properly bent it wiU not only swing

outward like a crane, so that it is easy to catch the rubber

upon, but it will swing back into the mouth out of the

way of the teeth, and when drawn upon may remain close

to the gum. Such a movable lever, when practicable, is less

annoying to the tongue during the act of swallowing than

a rigid lever, and, being coated with tin, it is harmless.^

Fig. 1203.—Tuming one lateral and moving directly outward another, by one elastic-
rubber ring In combination with two ancbor-ferules (A).

Fig. 1203 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a left upper lateral and moving directly outward

a right upper lateral by one elastic-rubber ring in com-

bination with two ferules, one of which had soldered to its

lingual side a long arm, and to the other a hook.

H

Fig. 1203a.—Tlie mechanism in detail (A).

Fig. 1203A represents this mechanism, consisting of thin

platinum ferules, r, f, and a wire, a. To the right ferule was

1 Although in such cases this is often the best kind of lever, it is not as

practicable in some cases as the rigid lever.
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soldered one end of this piece of gold wire, a, having a hook,

H, midway its length. The free end of it was also bent

in the form of a ring, e. The other (left) ferule, f, had a

hook soldered to its labial side. The dotted line repre-

sents the elastic-rubber ring. In applying the mechanism

this ferule was fitted upon the left upper lateral, so that

its hook was on the labial side of the tooth, and near the

central. The other ferule (having the long wire) was simi-

larly fitted, and cemented to the other lateral as shown in

the figure. The wire arm projected from this ferule,

across the dental arch, thence between and beyond the left

lateral and cuspid. The rubber ring was then caught upon

the hook of the ferule on the left lateral, and (see dotted

lines) stretched through the ring e (on the end of the wire

a) and caught upon the hook h; the contraction of the

rubber ring, acting oppositely, moved the two teeth in the

direction indicated by the arrows.

//

Fig. 1204.—Turning tliree incisors by four elastic-rubber rings (A).

Fig. 1204 illustrates the turning of two centrals and a

left lateral by four rubber rings. These are stretched

among the front teeth, and caught upon hooks on the gold

clamp-bands that had been previously used in widening

the arch, by means of a screw-jack. The details of the

operation are so clearly indicated in the figure that it is

unnecessary to further explain them.

79*



CHAPTEE CXXII.

TURNING MORE THAN ONE INCISOR AT THE SAME
TIME BY STRINGS AND BY ELASTIC RUBBER
IN COMBINATION WITH CLAMP-BANDS.—LONG-
BANDS AND OTHER METALLIC AUXILIARIES ACT-
ING FROM FIXED ANCHORS.

GENERAL REMAEKS UPON TURNING MORE THAN ONE TOOTH AT

ONE TIME.—OLD AND NEW IDEAS.—STRING AND RUBBER

AS ENGINES OF FORCE.—OPERATION FOR TURNING FOUR

TEETH SB-IULTANEOUSLY BY ELASTIC RUBBER AND ARM
ANCHOR-BANDS.—TWO OPERATIONS BY MECHANISMS HAV-

ING TWO ARTIFICIAL TEETH UPON EACH.—TWO SIMILAR

CASES THAT REQUIRED DIFFERENT TREATMENT.

THEEE are two plans of anchoring turning mechan-

isms, when two or more incisors are to be turned at

the same time : one by anchoring to other teeth than those

to be moved ; the other by making the teeth to be turned

serve as anchorage to one another. The present chapter

will treat of operations in which the first plan of anchor-

ing is used; the other plan, which is very interesting,

will be treated in following chapters (CXXIIL, CXXIV.,

and CXXVIIL). One of the oldest plans of turning teeth

is that of tying them to a narrow strip of metallic plate

fastened to the adjacent teeth, the strip extending along the

greater part of the arch. Bourdet (1786), though not the

first to perform operations by this plan, describes the pro-

1254
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cess as follows :
"A strip must be pierced at eacli extremity

with three holes, distant about half a line from each other,

into which threads are passed, so that their ends come on

the outside. The loop of the thread is passed around the

upright tooth at each side of the one that is out of line.

The threads are tied so that the strip will be firmly held

on the teeth. They should be untied and replaced about

twice a week until the tooth is turned into place."

This old plan of attaching the ends of the strip of plate

to the anchorage teeth by strings is still followed by some

dentists in Em-ope and America. Sometimes one or both

ends of the strip were anchored by clasps. At the present

time, however, such strips, now called long-bands, are

anchored by ferules, or by clamp-bands soldered or screwed

together.

The construction of the old-style strips of plate is so fully

illustrated in Part VI. that it is unnecessary to further de-

scribe them ; therefore only the modern mechanisms of this

class will be presented in this chapter.

Turning Two Teeth at One Time.—In early days the turn-

ing of two incisors simultaneously was regarded as im-

proper ; as late as 1850 Dr. C. A. Harris recommended ^ that

" if two centrals are out of place only one should be turned

at a time." This was because, in cases where two incisors

are irregular, the labor of correcting them was then re-

garded as being twice as difficult as the turning of only

one tooth. Now, however, the difficulty is not always re-

garded as twice as great ; indeed, it is sometimes easier to

turn two teeth than it is to turn one. Even four teeth can

sometimes be thus turned. When both upper central

incisors have moved oppositely out of line as shown in

1 Harris's "Dental Surgery," p. 486.
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Fig. 1172, or reversely as in Fig. 1205, both teeth can safely

be moved at the same time by the same mechanism.

To construct a mechanism for centrals that would be

free from all inconvenience is perhaps impossible ; but if

the more annoying parts be placed outside of the dental

Fig. 1205.—Slightly malpoeed central incisors.

arch the inconvenience will be less than if placed upon the

inside. Such placing of a mechanism would of course be

more conspicuous, but as a rule patients prefer comfort to

personal appearance.

The old plan of using nothing more than strings or rub-

ber rings skilfully wound around and between the teeth

is often practicable ; but when used in connection with a

long-band they are more so. Such strings, besides being

extremely disagreeable from accumulation of debris,

are liable to fail, from their slipping around the tooth

to be turned. But if strings be used in combination with

ferules or lever-ferules there is less liability of accu-

mulation of debris, and the operation will be easier to

manage. Elastic-rubber rings, however, are superior to

strings and much easier to apply. Various operations by

the use of strings or of rubber in combination with skele-

ton metallic anchors will now be illustrated.

Fig. 1206 illustrates an operation for turning two upper

laterals by strings and a long-band anchored by clamp-

bands.

A gold long-band having lock-screws was fastened upon

the front teeth by the screws entering the posterior (double)

nuts of the clamp-bands previously placed upon the oppo-
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site bicuspid teeth. This part of the mechanism, though

the most expensive, was simply to furnish a purchase for

the strings, which were tied by clove-hitch knots upon the

laterals to be turned. The ends of the strings were passed

through the holes in the long-bandanddrawn tight and tied.^

Fig. 1206.—Turning two upper laterals by strings (A).

Fig. 1207 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning four upper incisors by rubber rings. 'The mech-

anism consisted of three elastic-rubber rings, a gold T-

piece, T, having hooks and two gold anchor clamp-bands,

c, c, each having soldered to it a stiff platinum-wire arm,

H, having three hooks. The T-piece is represented sepa-

rately in the left upper corner of the figure.

In applying the mechanism the anchor-bands were first

bound around the bicuspids, and then the T-piece was

placed between the centrals, after which the rubber rings,

A, A, were caught upon the T hooks, and stretched, right

and left, between the centrals and laterals, and caught

upon the hooks, h, h, on the platinum arms.

Another rubber ring, b, was stretched between the

laterals and cuspids and caught upon other hooks, h, h,

and T. The general forms of the three rubber rings,

when stretched, are approximately represented in minia-

ture in the lower part of the figure. The effect of the

former rubber was to turn the centrals by the rubber

1 To find a description of the various kinds of knots that are practicable in

dentistry, refer to Knots in Index.
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rings bearing upon their outer corners in the direction

represented by arrows. The object of the latter rubber

was to bear upon the medial corners of the laterals to offset

the opposite effect of the former rubber upon them. The

turning of these laterals was accomplished later by the

rubber b alone.

B

Fig. 1207.—Turning four upper incisors by rubber rings and arm clamp-bands (A).

It will be readily seen that various modifications of this

mechanism can be easily constructed to suit different con-

ditions. The simple stretching of rubber rings so as to

bear upon corners of two teeth to be turned is not mine

;

both Dr. Northrop and also Dr. Kingsley used them

similarly; it was from the former that I obtained the

idea.^

Fig. 1208 illustrates the closing of an operation for turn-

ing two upper laterals for a woman, who said that her cen-

tral incisors had been extracted because they were decayed.

The laterals being prominent, as well as turned, were so

unbecoming that she desired them corrected. The mech-

anism used in this operation consisted of two parts:

one for work, the other for esthetic purposes. The ele-

1 For a similar case in which a T-piece was used, see Part XIV., p. 724.
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ments were two clamp-bands, k, a long-band, b, two lever-

ferules, and two rubber rings, k. Projecting forward

from each of the clamp-bands, which were worn upon the

molars, was an arm, e, upon the end of which was soldered

a threaded nut for a screw, s, to connect the long-band

with these anchor-bands. The long-band was made of

stiff round platinum wire, which spanned the space caused

Fig. 1208.—Turning two laterals with rubber rings ancliored by clamp-bands (A).

by the missing centrals. The object of this wire was simply

to temporarily support (in the space) two artificial teeth^

A, A ; these teeth constituted the esthetic part. The en-

gines of force, the rubber rings, were caught upon the

lever-ferules (cemented upon the laterals) and upon hooks

on the lingual sides of the anchor-bands.^ The figure

represents the rubber rings as being caught upon the ends

of the levers, but during the main part of the operation

the rubber drew upon the other ends, near the ferules.

Fig. 1209 illustrates a case similar to the one last ex-

plained. It was corrected by a similar mechanism. As

1 The lever-ferules are represented separately by f, f, in the lower part of

the figure.
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tills operation (for a girl about eighteen years of age) is

more valuable as a lesson than the other, it will be dwelt

upon at greater length.

The patient formerly had protruding upper teeth, in a

V-arch. By wrong advice she had the centrals extracted.

Fig. 1209.—Drawing protruding laterals to line, and simultaneously turning them (A).

and had them substituted by artificial teeth mounted upon
a hard-rubber plate; although her personal appearance

had thus in a measure been improved, it was not so great

as the case would permit. Of course the process was
wholly wrong (when considered in the light of the possi-

bilities of the art of correction of irregularities of the

teeth), for now the patient will be obliged to wear artificial

teeth during the remainder of her life (unless she resort to

implantation, which is now being regarded as of doubtful

value) if she desires to remain colnely.

When the patient applied for treatment, the laterals (as

also did the artificial teeth) protruded so far that they

rested upon and slightly projected over the lower lip. The

laterals stood in a position that required them not only to

be turned, but also to be moved posteriorly. (See dotted

lines across them.)
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1

The first step was to secure sufficient anchorage for the

drawing part of the mechanism. This was obtained by

clamp-bands, embracing the teeth on the sides of the arch

as shown ; each band had a hook soldered upon its lingual

side to hold a rubber ring.

Fig. 1210.—Close of the operation.

The left bicuspids and the first molar were embraced by

a clamp-band, but on the other side only the right bicus-

pids were embraced, because the first molar was missing.

To increase the anchorage on the right side, the lone second

molar was included by a round platinum-wire loop soldered

to the posterior end of the clamp-band.

The next step was the cementing of the ferules upon

the laterals. The form of the ferules is shown in the

lower part of the figure. Having placed all the bands

upon the teeth, a long-band made of stiff platinum round

wire (supporting upon its middle part two plate teeth)

was attached by screws to the anchor-bands. As soon

as these teeth had become loosened by the pressure upon

them, two rubber rings were added within the dental arch,

to turn, and at the same time move them further in-

ward. One ring was caught upon the left anchor-hook
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and stretched forward over the lever on the left lateral,

thence back and caught again upon the first-mentioned

hook. The other ring was similarly attached to the oppo-

site side. (See Fig. 1210.)

While these changes in the position of the teeth were

going on, the long-band wire and the artificial teeth of

course followed. This was accomplished by tightening the

screws connected with the anchor-bands. The artificial

teeth on the wire were to take the place of those that the

patient had been wearing before I saw her. This opera-

tion was slow in action, but it was very successful. The

artificial teeth so disguised the truth that no stranger

suspected the loss of the natural organs ; indeed, the wire

holding them seemed to be simply a regulating-band

across the dental arch for correction of irregular teeth.

To show my usual plan of noting operations, the

minutes of the process are given below:

January 3d.—Placed aU the parts (excepting the rubber

rings) upon the teeth, and began the decalcifying process

about the laterals by tightening the screws. (See Fig.

1209.)

January 11th.—Laterals moved sufficiently to narrow

the space of the centrals and crowd upon the artificial

teeth. G-round the artificial ones narrower, and applied

rubber rings as represented in Fig. 1210.

January 15th.—Laterals moved so far that their dis-

tal corners were in proper line, but their mesial corners

were yet outside. The laterals were again in contact with

the artificial teeth. Ground the latter narrower, and

renewed the rubber rings.

January 24th.—Eight lateral is in its proper position,

but the position of the left lateral has not materially

improved. Ground the artificial teeth still narrower, and
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placed an additional rubber ring upon the lever of the

left lateral.

January 29th.—Not much change. Root of left lateral

probably crooked. Removed the ferule from the right

lateral and put on another without a long lever. Caught

the rubber ring upon a hook soldered upon its labial side

;

retained the left lever-ferule. To obtain a stronger draught

upon this tooth an additional rubber ring was caught upon

the lever and carried outward between the lateral and

cuspid, thence posteriorly, and caught upon the end of the

screw on the buccal side of the clamp-band.

January 31st.—Left lateral slowly turning.

February 4th.—Left lateral continues to turn.

February 29th.—Both teeth are in their proper places.

Took impression for a U-shape (gold) retaining-plate to

support artificial centrals.

March 4th.—Inserted the plate with teeth.

(

Fig. 1211.—An adjustable retaining meclianism similar to the one used (A).

Trial, in this case, proved that to hold the left lateral in

its place required something stronger than is generally

used for such cases. At first I supposed that aU that

would be necessary was to grind the sides of the (wide

plain) artificial teeth so thin that they would overlap the

laterals; but in addition I added temporary spurs (deli-

cately made of clasp material) to extend outward and

hook upon the labial surfaces of these laterals. Even with
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these I found that the right lateral moved sidewise out-

ward as if trying to get around the end of the spur. To

arrest this movement I added another auxiliary, viz., a

narrow ferule fitted around the lower part of the tooth.

To make this retainer adjustable the ferule and the clasp

fingers were soldered to ends of crooked platinum wires,

the other extremities of which were soldered to the lin-

gual surface of the gold plate. Further alteration in

position of the ring and clasp was made, from time to

time, by bending these crooked wires. The principle of

this adjustable retainer is shown in Fig. 1211, which repre-

sents a similar retainer made for a different case.

Sometimes I have been able to correct irregular teeth by

a mechanism like this ; in such cases the mechanism also

serves as the retainer after the case is corrected.

Fig. 1212.—Turning four incisors by elastic rubber (A),

Fig. 1212 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

the correction of a pecuhar case of irregularity of the

upper teeth and deformity of the alveolar ridge. The irreg-

ularity was mostly confined to the left side ; the right cen-

tral required turning only slightly. The teeth to be moved

to make space were the left upper central, lateral, cuspid,

and the two bicuspids. The deformity of the alveolus
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was mainly confined to the left side of the arch, and

consisted in lack of development to such an extent

that the teeth did not reach down sufficiently to antago-

nize with the lower teeth. The teeth of the right side of the

dental arch were about one-eighth of an inch longer than

those of the opposite side, thus causing lopsidedness of the

jaw when they were forced to antagonize.

The operation consisted in widening the arch by moving

the teeth of one side (only), and turning the two centrals

and left lateral, and grinding the teeth of the right half

of upper and lower arches shorter. The teeth that were

moved to widen the arch were the left bicuspids.

The mechanism used to widen the arch was two clamp-

bands and a swivel screw-jack. To prevent moving of

the anchor teeth on the right side the clamp-band was of

a size to embrace more teeth than those to be moved.

These anchor teeth were the cuspid, two bicuspids, and

the first molar. Having placed the anchor clamp-band

upon the right side and the moving clamp-band on the

left bicuspids, they were connected by the jack. It was

attached by rings soldered to the lingual sides of the

bands, as represented in the figure.

When the left bicuspids had been moved so as to widen

the arch sufficiently to liberate the crowded incisors, they

were turned to line. This turning was caused by three

elastic-rubber rings, caught upon platinum-wire levers,

and stretched, and caught upon the hooks h, h, soldered

upon the clamp-bands. The same rubber ring that aided

in turning the left central also aided the left lateral to

turn and move into its proper position, by being

stretched over and between the teeth, as represented in

the figure.

Similar Cases Sometimes require Different Kinds of

80
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Mechanisms.—As a rule, similar cases of irregularities of

the teeth can be treated upon the same general plan ; but

occasionally cases are found that require different plans of

treatment. To illustrate all the various processes would

not be easy, nor would it be wise to attempt it, even if

easy, because it would be wearisome, and hence unprofit-

able to the reader; therefore only two operations will be

presented.

Figs. 1213 and 1214 illustrate the two cases, both being

confined to the upper jaw. These are presented more to

Figs. 1213, 1214.—Similar cases treated differently (A).

show, comparatively, how slight differences in the arrange-

ment of teeth may require greater differences in the plans

of treatment, than for showing any special excellence in the

mechanisms used.

The principal differences between the two cases are in

the positions of the left laterals, the labial surface of one

facing from the medial line, and that of the other toward

it; there is also dissimilarity of space between the left

centrals and the cuspids.

The main point to be observed in following the treat-

ment is to note the difference in the widening of the

spaces for accommodation of the outstanding laterals.

In the first case, Fig. 1213, the right lateral failed to
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take its proper position before the right central had en-

croached upon its territory. This, however, is not clearly-

shown in the figure. When the mouth was closed, the

right lateral stood outside the lower teeth. In the case

iUustrated by Fig. 1214, the lateral stood partly inside the

lower teeth.

As the central incisors in both cases were not far from

the correct line, and the bicuspids and molars were not

sufficiently out of their proper places to cause disfigure-

ment, and their antagonism being fair for mastication, the

regulating process was chiefly directed to turning and

moving the left laterals inward after having first moved

the right and left cuspids outward.

In the first case (Fig. 1213) there would be sufficient

room for the left lateral when turned if the instanding

right lateral and left cuspid were moved outward to line,

and the centrals were swayed to the right so as to be in

contact with the right lateral when moved. In the second

case (Fig. 121-4), however, such movements would not in-

crease the space sufficiently to accommodate the left lat-

eral, and, as it would not have been proper to move the

incisors forward, extraction of a tooth would become neces-

sary. But as sufficient additional room for the left lateral

was only equal to one-half of the diameter of the tooth,

and the extraction of any tooth would leave a space after

the remaining teeth- were placed in line, it was important

to follow a plan that would cause the least disfigurement.

Extraction of the lateral would leave a space, but the

placing of a cuspid in contact with the central would

be wrong because three broad teeth in contact would

coarsen the facial expression. To extract the first bicus-

pid and move the cuspid and lateral into line would be

better treatment, as the extra space would then be poste-
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rior to tlie cuspid ; still it would be conspicuous. Should,

however, the second bicuspid be extracted (Fig. 1214) and

the first bicuspid moved posteriorly sufficiently to let the

lateral and cuspid into line, the space would then be so far

back in the mouth that it would not be very noticeable,

the degree depending upon the action of the lips during

laughter.

Had the operation been performed just prior to the

eruption of the second molar, the space could have been

permanently closed by moving forward the first molar ;^

the second molar would then have erupted forward, and

held the first molar in plac'e against the bicuspid.

Even if the second molar had already erupted, and

there would be left a space between the bicuspid and first

molar, experience has shown that this space within

two or three years would probably close by the for-

ward movement of both of the molars, by force of the

mastication.

Having determined which teeth to move, the next step

was to devise the necessary mechanisms. Some move-

ments were made by elastic-rubber rings anchored by

ferules and by clamp-bands, while other movements were

made by screws.

The First Case.—The mechanism for the first case

(Fig. 1213) consisted of a clamp-band, c, and ferule, r. The

clamp-band had a hook, h', soldered to its lingual side, and

a delicate gold spring-wire, w, soldered to the opposite side.

The ferule f (gold) had on its lingual side a wire lever and

on its labial side a staple.

When the mechanism was ready, the clamp-band was

firmly screwed upon the left bicuspids and first molar, and

1 By the same clamp-band Qf one was used) that moved the cuspid and first

bicuspid backward.
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then the ferule was cemented upon the lateral. To cause

the left lateral to turn, the spring-wire w was sprung into

a curve sufficiently to permit its end to enter the staple on

the ferule. A lug was soldered near the end of the spring

to prevent it (spring) from sliding too far into the staple.

To aid in turning the lateral, a rubber ring, e, was first

caught upon the hook h on the clamp-band, and then

drawn forward by a string, s, and tied to a little ring on

the end of the lever of the ferule. One object of the wire

w was to prevent the lateral from being drawn backward

by the power of the rubber ring.

While the left lateral was thus being turned the right

lateral and left cuspid were being forced oppositely out-

ward by a spindle screw-jack, j, one end of which was at-

tached by a link to a ferule set, with phosphate of zinc,

upon the lateral l, the other end resting in a pit made in

the lingual side of the cuspid.^

The Second Case.—In the second case, illustrated by

Fig. 1214, it was necessary to turn the outstanding left late-

ral in the opposite direction ; consequently the anchorages

of the mechanism were located upon the other side of the

mouth. To make room for the left cuspid and left lateral

the (left) second bicuspid was extracted and the first bicus-

pid drawn back by a clamp-band, c'. The lateral was

turned and drawn to line as follows : a ferule, having sol-

dered to its opposite sides two platinum-wire staples, as

shown, was cemented upon the left lateral, after which a

delicate rubber ring, e', was tied to each of these staples

and passed between the lateral and cuspid, thence diago-

nally across the arch, where it was tied to a ring upon a

ferule, s", on the end of an arm, b, projecting from an-

1 Instead of a pit I now use a thin cuspid ferule having a gold socket sol-

dered to it.

80*
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other anchor clamp-band, c, fixed upon the two right

bicuspids.

To aid in tiu'ning the lateral, another but very weak rub-

ber ring, E', was tied to the same outside staple of the

ferule on the left lateral, and then stretched alongside the

other elastic ring (see small figure ou right of illustration)

between the lateral and central, thence along in front of

the incisors, and tied to the ring s" on the arm of the

right clamp-band. Later in the jjrocess this outside

nibber ring was dispensed with, and another stretched

from the hook h, on the buccal side of the left anchor-

band c', to the staple on the ferule. (See dotted line d.)

This change was made to relieve the stress ujjon the

centrals.

The outward movement of the right lateral l was partly

accomplished by the transpalatine rubber ring e", which

bore diagonally upon it. After the first bicuspid had

been moved back the left cuspid e was started outward

by a rubber ring caught upon it, thence stretched, and

caught upon the hook h on the clamp-band c'. Later the

rubber was carried forward and caught upon the left

lateral.

Fig. 1215. — First case, stowing; tbe
chancres made in the positions 0:: the teetli
by the operation.

Fig. 1216. — Second case, showing the
chanses made in the positions of the teeth
by the operation.

The changes made in the positions of the teeth by these

two operations are represented by plain and dotted lines in

Figs. 1215 and 1216.
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It is hardly necessary to mention that in this operation,

as in nearly all complicated cases, the rubber rings were

occasionally shifted from one point to another, so as to

cause variation in the degree and direction of force upon

the teeth.



CHAPTEE CXXIII.

TURNINa TWO INCISORS SIMULTANEOUSLY BY THE

TRAPEZE MECHANISM.

GENEEAL REMARKS UPON FIXED AND UPON SWINGING ANCHORS,

THE ENGINE OF FORCE BEING AN ELASTIC-RUBBER RING.

—HOW THE TRAPEZE MECHANISM IS MADE.—OPERATION BY

THE TRAPEZE WITH ONE RUBBER RING.—TWO OPERATIONS

BY THE TRAPEZE OPERATED BY TV/0 RUBBER RINGS.—A SET

OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE MACHINE.

AS mentioned in the preceding chapter, the mechan-

.^l\^ isms for turning a single tooth are various in fonn,

though not numerous in kind. It was also stated that

the construction of all turners is based upon applying the

force off at one side of the central axis of the tooth; in

other words, all of them operate upon the principle of the

lever. In the past the power-giving part was always based

upon a fixed anchorage directly connected with other teeth

than the one to be turned. To reiterate, it was connected

directly with an anchorage tooth or with a band upon it,

or by a plate covering several teeth or some part of the

soft tissues, gums, or roof of the mouth.

The lever (as now used) may be of considerable length

or it may be only a short knob; this is soldered to a

ferule, which is then cemented upon the tooth. The
1272
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subject of tliis chapter is not turners that have fixed

anchorages, but novel mechanisms that act from anchors

that have no connection with any other tooth or teeth

than those to be turned; indeed, the anchor is a der-

rick sus]3ended in mid-air, and the anchorage is the tooth

or teeth to be turned. The especial merit of the trapeze

mechanism is its ability to turn two teeth at one time.

This mechanism, which I denominate trapeze, because

it resembles that of the gymnasium, can be used for turn-

ing upper central incisors; but its greatest value over

other mechanisms is found in turning two upper laterals.

Fig. 1217.—Turning laterals in opposite directions by the trapeze meclianism.

Fig. 1217 illustrates an operation for simultaneously

turning two upper lateral incisors by this mechanism,

which consists (Fig. 1218) of a rubber ring, e, two thin

platinum ferules, r, r (each having a staple, o, and a hook,

h), and a gold-wire rod, w, having soldered to each end a

2J

Fig. 1218.—Independent parts of the trapeze mechanism (A).

ring, through which plays the rubber ring. The rod is of

sufficient length to extend across the dental arch and pro-

ject a short distance beyond the teeth to be turned.
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After the ferules are so arranged and cemented upon the

laterals that the hooks face each other, the rubber ring is

stretched from the hook h on one ferule, through one ring

of the rod w, thence along the rod, through the ring on

the other end, and then it is caught upon the hook h of

the other ferule. (See dotted line in Fig. 1218.) The rub-

ber ring, by being stretched beyond the line of the dental

arch, thence back, and along the lingual surfaces of the

laterals to these hooks, draws them toward the rings on the

ends of the rod w, and thereby turns the teeth. As the

application of the rubber is somewhat difficult to a begin-

ner, I will further explain the process : two pieces of string

about eight inches in length are first projected through the

rubber ring ; by these strings the rubber is pulled through

the two rings of the rod, and then held there (by the strings),

to prevent it (rubber) from drawing back until the rod and

the rubber are carefully placed in the mouth, and the rub-

ber ring is first caught upon one of the hooks h (by aid of

a right-angle plugger-like instrument), and then upon the

other hook h. The strings are then withdi-awn, leaving the

rod swinging upon the rubber.

In order to hold the rod w so close to the gum that the

rubber will not slip over the ends of the laterals, these

hooks are soldered upon the gum margin of the ferules. If

the rubber ring is not equal to the demand upon it, another

one may be stretched along the labial surfaces of the cen-

trals, and caught upon staple-like hooks, o, o, on the labial

side of the ferules.^ A better way, however, is to stretch

the first rubber double through the trapeze rod.

If one lateral requires to be turned farther than the

other, and the desire is to correct both at the same time, a

corresponding difference in the length of the lever-hooks

1 This second rubber is not always necessary.
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on the two ferules will accomplish it. In this case, how-

ever, I did not resort to levers of different lengths, but

continued to turn both laterals with levers of equal lengths

until the lagging tooth was a little past the proper position.

Both were then temporarily held steady for a day or two,

and then being liberated, they returned to their proper

places, when each was held there by a single-arm ferule,

consisting of a platinum wire soldered transversely to the

ferule. These ferules, which were less than one-eighth of

an inch in width, were cemented upon the teeth and worn

there one year. The object of turning these teeth beyond

their proper places was to break, in a measure, their strong

tendency to return too far when liberated.

^ ^

Fig. I219.-Turmng two upper laterals by a trapeze mechanism operated by two

rubber rings.

Fig. 1219 illustrates an operation for turning the upper

laterals by a process similar to the one last explained, but

in addition to it there was the operation of moving a cus-

pid and a bicuspid. This case came into my hands after

another operator had made the mistake of extracting the

right first bicuspid, instead of the second, and therefore

had caused more space behind the right cuspid than was

necessary to liberate the crowded lateral. To prevent any

space being left between the cuspid and lateral when con-
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rected, the bicusi^id was drawn forward by embracing it

and the cuspid by a gold clamp-band. The cuspid was

also drawn slightly posteriorly, but sufficiently to liberate

the lateral. By drawing the bicuspid forward the extra

space was transferred, as it were, from before it to behind

it, thus making it less conspicuous.

After this step had been completed, two platinum ferules,

each having two hooks, were so placed upon the laterals that

the labial hooks were as far back, and the lingual ones as

far foi'ward, as possible. Having cemented these ferules

upon the teeth, a rubber ring, e, was drawn through the rings

of the trapeze rod w and caught upon the lingual hooks,

while another ring, p/, was stretched in front of the centrals

and caught upon the labial hooks as shown in the figure.

The left cuspid (by being slightly inside of the esthetic

hne) crowded upon the left lateral ; but the rubber, by the

aid of the left ring of the rod, so bore upon the tooth (cus-

pid) that fortunately it was finally forced outward suffi-

ciently to make the desired space. Such action, however,

cannot be relied upon in all cases.

Fig. 1220.—Turning two tipper laterals by a trapeze meclianism aided by two long
lever ferules, acted upon by a rubber ring.

Fig. 1220 illustrates the second stage of an operation for

turning opposite upper laterals by a modification of the
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trapeze mechanism last described ; this modification was

more powerful and more unsightly.

A considerable difficulty in this case (a girl about thirteen

years of age) was through the necessary reduction to hue

a jumbled arrangement of the teeth before the laterals

could have sufficient space in which to be turned. The first

stage was the correction of the side teeth ; this was begun

by the extraction of the right second bicuspid, after which

the cuspid and first bicuspid were moved posteriorly until

sufficient room had been made for the right lateral. This

was accomplished by the use of a splice clamp-band, anch-

ored upon the first molar. The diagram shows the case

as it appeared at the close of this stage and at the begin-

ning of the second stage of the operation—tui'ning.

w
Fig. 1221.—Tiie trapeze part of the mechanism (A).

The laterals were turned by the mechanism represented

by Fig. 1221. It consisted of the following parts: two

ferules, f (each having two hooks, h), a lever, l, projecting

forward from each, a wire rod, w (about the size of an

ordinary pin), having a smaU ring at each end, and two

elastic-rubber rings, k, e.

In appljdng the mechanism the ferules were first ar-

ranged and cemented upon the laterals as shown in the

figure, after which one rubber ring was stretched through

the rings on the ends of the rod w, and then caught upon

the hngual hooks as shown (see checkered line in Fig. 1220).

This rod, being longer than the distance between the two

lingual hooks on the laterals, caused the rubber to draw
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outward, thus turning the laterals opposite to each other.

To aid this rubber ring, as well as to prevent the laterals

from being drawn too far outward, another rubber ring,

R, was stretched through rings on the ends of the long

levers l, l, and caught upon the labial hooks of the ferules.

These two rubber rings, thus acting upon the two stubborn

laterals, made success easy.

To make the wire rod w effective, it should not only be

as long as the space between the cuspids is wide, and suffi-

cient to project slightly beyond these teeth, but it should

not interfere with antagonism of the teeth. Interference,

however, seldom occurs with the rod ; but, if care is not

exercised in placing it, the rubber ring, by antagonism,

may be injured by the lower teeth.

Figs. 1222, 1223.—Elements of the trapeze mechanism (A),

Figs. 1222 and 1223 represent different forms of elements

of the trapeze mechanism for turning upper lateral inci-

sors; E represents rubber rings; r, different forms of

ferules ; w, b, wire rods of different lengths. A set of dif-

ferent lengths of rods is generally more useful than a set

of different sizes of ferules, because the latter must be of

a size to exactly fit the teeth to be turned. It would re-

quire a large number of ferules to fit ah. cases, which is not

necessarily the case with swinging rods.



CHAPTER OXXiy.

OPERATIONS FOR TURNING AT THE SAME TIME OP-

POSITE UPPER CENTRAL INCISORS BY ELASTIC

RUBBER AND LEVER-FERULES, SOME OF THE

LATTER HAVING PIERS.

GENEEAL EEMAEKS UPON THE MECHANISMS.—HOW TO MAKE

SMALL EUBBEE EINGS.—OPEEATION BY A BEIDGE MECH-

ANISM.—SEVEEAL OPEEATIONS BY PIEE-EEEULES.

TIHE turning of two central incisors in different direc-

_ tions at the same time, by a very small and simple,

yet positively acting mechanism, is a modern achievement.

Some of these mechanisms act by continued force, others

by intermittent. Of the former class there are several that

act by the power of elastic rubber; these will be consid-

ered first, after which will be explained (in other chapters)

those that act by the repeated bending of wire, and those

that act by screws. In the different classes of mechanisms

we shall see that although the engines of force are differ-

ent, the other parts are similar, and the philosophy of their

operation is exactly alike—leverage.

As the mechanisms to be explained in this chapter are

very small, the rubber rings for them must be correspond-

ingly small. The smallest rings now found in the

market are nearly one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and

consequently are not practicable in all cases. Still, by

1279
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doubling and stretching the ring back and forth two or

three times around the levers, they can be used in most

cases. The best very small ring is improvised, not from

tubing, but by cutting it from strong sheet-rubber of

sufficient thickness, by means of punches. These are of two

sizes; one cuts the outside, the other the inside of the

ring. The larger punch is made of steel tubing, about one-

eighth of an inch in diameter, sharpened at one end, and

having a gimlet-like handle at the other, while the smaller

punch is that used for cutting molar holes in common

rubber dam when filling cavities.

Fig. 1224.—Turning centrals by a rubber ring anchored by two ferules and a bridge-
piece (A).

Fig. 1224 illustrates the plan of turning two upper cen-

trals by one of the weakest of the class of mechanisms

above mentioned. It consists of two broad but thin fer-

ules, F (each having a hook), a rubber ring, and a bridge-

piece. In applying this mechanism the ferules are first

fitted to, and cemented upon the centrals with phosphate

of zinc. The rubber ring is then first caught upon the

hooks on the lingual side of the ferules, after which the

middle part is drawn up between the teeth and through

the hook on the under side of the bridge, and again drawn

between the teeth and caught upon the same hooks on the

ferules, as shown. To prevent dislodgment of the bridge-

piece one extremity is nested over a V-shape lug soldered

upon the labial surfaces of one ferule, while the other ex-

tremity (having a hole in it) is caught loosely upon a pin
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soldered to the labial side of the other ferule ; when the

mechanism is carefully made its success is assured. If the

teeth are very close together sufficient space for turning

them is made by this rubber, which acts like a wedge be-

tween the teeth.

Fig. 1225.—Turning distal corners of stubborn centrals outward by a rubber ring and
long pier-ferules (A).

Fig. 1225 illustrates the case of two irregular centrals,

and the beginning of an operation for correcting them by

one of a class of what I call pier-ferule mechanisms, of

which there are several modifications. AH of these are

practicable for cases where both central incisors are so

arranged that their labial surfaces incline from or toward

each other. The mechanism used in this case consisted of

two broad gold ferules, f, f, each having a short hook, h,

soldered to the outer corner, and a pier, a, upon the inner

corner as shoWn. The free ends of the piers, or studs, are

bifurcated for lodgment of a rubber ring; the teeth are

turned by force derived from the rubber ring caught upon

the short hooks upon the distal corners of the ferules.

This rubber, which is applied double, causes a lifting force

upon the distal side of the teeth and at the same time a

depressing force upon the medial side. The directions of

movements of the teeth are indicated by arrows.

Instead of bifurcating the ends of the piers, or studs, a

small ring made on the end of each is preferable, not only

because it is less irritating to the upper lip, but the rubber

ring is so confined that it cannot become dislodged. When
81
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rings are used the riiljber is di'awn through them by a

string. The di-awback of this kind of mechanism is the

prominence of the studs ; but its efficiency overbalances

this di'awback in stuhhorn cases, the only class for which

the mechanism is intended. The ends of these bifurcated

studs should be large and smooth.

Fig. 1226.—Turning distal comers of central incisors outward by a rubber ring and two
long hook-ferules with short piers (A).

Fig. 1226 illustrates an operation for turning stubborn

upper centrals by a mechanism similar to that represented

by the preceding figure. This one (Fig. 1226) differs only

in the length of the hooks and piers. The mechanism

(entirely of platinum) consisted of two broad, thin ferules,

each having a long lever-hook and a short pier, each pier

and hook being made in one piece, of stiff wire. After the

ferules had been cemented upon the teeth to be turned, and

the rubber ring e had been drawn through the rings on the

Fig. 1227.—Tnrning laterals and cuspids by rubber rings and lever-ferules (A).

ends of the piers, it was caught upon the hooks as shown.

The arrows indicate the direction of the force upon the

teeth.

This mechanism is inconvenient to wear, but in stub-

born cases it is very effective.

Fig. 1227 illustrates the first attempt at tm'ning, together,
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a right upper lateral and a cuspid by a rubber ring attached

to lever-ferules. Two ferules (of very thin platinum) are

first cemented upon the teeth to be turned, and then a rub-

ber ring is stretched from lever to lever as shown.

In a case where one tooth requires greater force than the

other the lever for the more stubborn one should be corre-

spondingly longer than the lever for the weaker one. In

this case, the levers being of equal length, the operation

was not successful until the rubber ring on the lateral

hook had been forced down the lever to the tooth, leaving

the cuspid leverage greater than that upon the lateral.

Fig. 1228.—Turning distal comers of the
centrals anteriorly by a rubber ring and
two long lever-ferules with no piers (A).

Fig. 1229.—Turning two centrals by a
rubber ring and two lever-ferules aided
by a cushion-pier (A).

Fig. 1228 illustrates a process of turning two upper cen-

trals by a modification of the mechanisms represented by

the two preceding figures. The hooks h are sufficiently

long to cause great leverage. The rubber ring k draws

in a straight line from hook to hook, turning the teeth in

the direction indicated by arrows.

If the middle part of the rubber e does not bear upon

the teeth, their medial corners sometimes move anteriorly,

and thus defeat the object sought. If this occurs, it may
be prevented by placing a block of wood, or rubber, be-

tween the elastic ring and these corners of the teeth, to

serve as a double pier. (See Fig. 1229.)

Fig. 1230 illustrates a plan for turning two upper in-

cisors in a direction contrary to those represented in the

preceding cases, by rubber applied to the lingual side
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of the teeth. Although the working parts of the mechan-

ism arc on this side of the teeth, the action is based upon

the same principle of philosophy as that in the other case.

This mechanism, uncomfortable to wear, consists of two

thin, broad platinum ferules, upon the lingual side of each

of which is soldered the middle part of a platinum wire,

Fig. 1230.—Turning medial corners of central incisors anteriorly and the outer comers
posteriorly by a rubber ring and two ferules liavlng two wire arms each (A).

the extremities being left free, one of which is used as a

lever, the other as a pier ; each has a small ring, through

which is drawn a rubber ring, e, afterward caught upon the

hooks. The draught of the rubber causes the teeth to turn

in the directions indicated by arrows.

Like several of the others, this effective mechanism is

easily constructed and easily applied. These wires, how-

ever, are so long that they annoy the patient somewhat

unless smoothly made. Fortunately, cases demanding such

powerful leverage are few. A short lever with strong ten-

sion of rubber is superior in most cases; The-piers, how-

ever, are sometimes necessary to aid in forcing the medial

corners anteriorly.^

1 Long hooks and piers upon either side of teeth are very liable to imtate

tender tissues ; therefore they should be no longer than is absolutely neces-

sary, and when made they should have very smooth surfaces.



CHAPTEE CXXY.

TURNING UPPER INCISORS BY REPEATEDLY BENDING

NON-ELASTIC WIRE, OR STRIPS OF PLATE.

OPEEATIONS FOR TURNING LATERAL INCISORS BY REPEATEDLY

BENDING SINGLE-FERULE LEVERS.—OPERATION BY BEND-

ING A DOUBLE LEVER.—BY A SINGLE-LEVER CLASP.—BY A

DOUBLE-LEVER CLASP.—BY A DETACHABLE LEVER.

THE turning of teeth by repeatedly bending what is

called non-elastic wire, or narrow strips of metal, is

not new: nor are such mechanisms equal to some other

kinds; but as they are occasionally useful, some of the

best of them will be considered. Operations by non-elastic

wire are very similar to those by elastic wire ; but as the

character of the pressure upon the teeth is quite different,

one being practically intermittent, the other continuous,

they will be considered in separate classes. It should be

remembered, however, that the metals called non-elastic

are not entirely so; thus platinum, the best that is now

known for this purpose, has slight elasticity, but not suffi-

cient to place it in the class of elastic metals.

Fig. 1231 illustrates an operation performed for turning

a left upper lateral by repeatedly bending a platinum-wire

lever, l, soldered to a ferule, f, cemented upon the tooth

to be turned. In applying the mechanism the ferule is so

placed upon the tooth that the lever will project toward the

middle of the mouth, after which it is carefully turned out-

81* 1285
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ward, over the left cuspid, and pushed upward toward the

gum, leaving the wire so that it will have a slight leverage

upon the lateral, tending to turn it in the direction desired.

To renew the force after it has weakened, the wire is let

off the anchorage tooth, reformed, and returned upon it;

this is repeated two or three times a week. To avoid caus-

FiG. 1231.—Turning a left lateral by repeatedly bending a wire ferule-lever.

ing pain when the lever is rebent, the extremity of the wire

that joins the ferule is firmly held by a pair of pincers,

while the other extremity is bent by another pair.^

When a tooth is corrected, it can be held in place indefi-

nitely by the same mechanism ; this, however, is not equal

to a single-arm ferule, so arranged and cemented upon

Fig. 1232.—Arm-ferule.

the tooth that the wire arm (soldered to the labial side of

the ferule) will project posteriorly and rest upon the tooth

beyond.2 (See Fig. 1232.)

Fig. 1233 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a left upper lateral, and moving it, at the same

time, from the posterior position outward to line, by a

single-lever ferule made of platinum wii*e (about the size

of a small pin), soldered transversely to the labial side of

1 "Independent Practitioner," July, 1886 (A).

2 See Fig. 326, Part VH., p. 370.
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a ferule cemented upon the tooth. This mechanism differs

from an ordinary lever-ferule in that the side of the wire,

instead of the end, is soldered to the ferule.

The process of operation consists in dropping the wire

off the anchorage tooth, and then bending it lingually, and

Fig. 1233.—Turning a left lateral by a single-lever femle.

carefully pushing the wire back and upward upon the

anchorage tooth, and repeating the act two or three

times a week.

Sometimes there is a drawback to this plan, caused by

a movement of the anchorage tooth upon which the lever

bears, but such disturbed teeth, if not kept too long in an

abnormal position, will regain their lost ground upon being

liberated. When an anchorage tooth is thus liable to be

moved, it is well to use a longer lever-wire, so that it may rest

and bear upon more than one anchorage tooth. This mech-

anism constitutes the best kind of retainer for holding a

tooth in place after it is corrected.

Sometimes a tooth is so favorably formed that a ferule,

diiven snugly upon it, will not need the aid of cement to

hold it ; in the majority of cases, however, the ferule should

be cemented upon the tooth in order to prevent decay.

This is especially true of teeth having cavities, even if they

are filled.

Fig. 1234 illustrates the closing stage of an operation

for turning a right upper lateral for a woman thirty-five
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years of age ; the tooth, which was considerably instand-

ing, was also moved outward to line. The approximal

sides of this tooth were so nearly parallel to each other

that the ferule remained sufficiently fii'm upon the tooth

Fig. 1234.—Turning and moving outward a ligM lateral by a double-arm ferule.

without the aid of cement. Whenever this mechanism can

be used without cement, the operation is much easier than

when cement is used.

In Fig. 1235, b represents, edgewise, this mechanism,

and A, c, two modifications of the same.^ The one marked

B is made as follows : From gold wire, rolled to Xo. 35

Fig. 1235.—Different modiflcations of the mechanism. Edge view.

in thickness, is cut a piece about one-tenth of an inch in

width, and of sufficient length to barely encircle the lateral.

The ends of this strip are then soldered together to

form a ferule. To the middle part of this ferule is

now soldered a narrow strip of spring-clasp gold wire,

about three-thirty-seconds of an inch in width, and of

sufficient length to reach the middle of the central and of

the cuspid. This ferule, purposely made sufficiently small, is

^ Regarding the origin of this class of mechanisms, see Part VII., p. 370.
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placed upon the shaft of a steel plugger, and then gently

hammered until it is of the exact shape and size to closely

fit the tooth, after which it is driven upon it by a hammer

and a piece of orange wood. The extremities of the wire are

so bent before being applied that they lift upon one side of

the lateral more than upon the other. When the force be-

comes spent, the cuspid-arm is further bent, so as again to

bear hard upon it. The repeated bending of this arm for

several days turned this lateral, and at the same time moved

it into the line of the dental arch. To adjust the mechan-

ism so that it would cause the tooth to turn, and at the same

time move it outward, called for skilful manipulation of the

two arms. When this tooth had been corrected, it was re-

tained in its new position for several weeks by the same

mechanism. Sometimes turned teeth may be retained in

place by wart-shape plugs placed in cavities, these plugs

being so formed that they project, and overlap the adja-

cent tooth/

3-^
Fig. 1236.—Turning a central by a lever Fig. 1237.—The Mechanism (Guilford),

clasp.

Fig. 1236 represents a plan of turning a right upper

central by a mechanism by Dr. Guilford. In outline it is

a modification of the lever-ferule, the ferule being cut

open.2 This mechanism is formed as represented inde-

pendently in Fig. 1237. The part serving as the clasp

is bent so as closely to embrace the tooth ; th^ lever is

formed so as to bear upon the opposite central in such a

1 For special explanation of such plugs, see Part VII. , Chapter XXXVII. , p. 393.

2 A mechanism resembling this modification of the lever-ferule is repre-

sented in Magitot's work, "Anomalies," Plate XIL, Fig. 8 (1867). See also

Part VI., Chapter XXXII., in the present work.
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way that it will lift upon the tooth. The daily rebending

of the lever keeps up the force upon the tooth to be tui-ned.

Of coui'se the success of this mechanism and of the opera-

tion itself depends mainly upon the tooth being of a shape

and length that is favorable for retaining the mechanism

upon it. Considerable depends also upon the carefulness of

the patient. Clasp-levers are far inferior to ferule-levers.

Fig. 1238 illustrates an operation by Dr. E. S. Talbot

(1884) for turning a right upper central. The mechanism

consisted of a piece of steel wire (for a lever) and a narrow

Fig. 1238.—Tnmmg a rlgtt central by a detachable lever-fenile 'Talbot).

platinum ferule having a short piece of platinum tubing

soldered transversely to it. The femle was so placed upon

the tooth to be turned that the wire rested upon the labial

side of the left central. When ready to apply, the ferule

was first cemented upon the tooth, and then one extremity

of the wke was forced into the tubing, leaving the other

extremity to bear strongly upon the left central : this lifted

ujjon the right central and turned it. As the wire upon

the left central became loose from turning the other tooth,

it was taken from the tubing and bent, so that when it

was again applied it continued to lift upon the tooth.

To prevent the lever-wire from tui-ning in the tube, it

(wire) should be flattened, and the tube compressed so as

to correspond.

Fig. 1239 illustrates a plan for turning two upper cen-
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trals as suggested by Dr. Guilford.^ Fig. 1240 illustrates

this double-clasp mechanism, which was made as follows

:

a piece of gold backing, one-eighth of an inch in width, and

of sufficient length to clasp the Ungual sides of both cen-

FiG. 1239.—Turning upper centrals by a T-clasp (Guilford).

trals, is bent to conform as closely as possible to these

teeth ; a T-piece is then soldered to the middle part of it.

This T-piece is composed of two strips of plate. The

mechanism should be removed daily to rebend its arms, in

order to keep up the force upon the teeth.

Fig. 1240.—The T-mechanism.

If this mechanism can be so placed upon the teeth that

the tongue and lip will not easily dislodge it, it will do its

work ; but, like all machines that are not fastened firmly

upon the teeth, it is hable to slip off. To prevent it from

falling into the throat if dislodged during sleep, it should

be tied to some tooth by a string.

1 "Dental Office and Laboratory" (1871). This is also referred to by the

author in the "Dental Cosmos," November, 1871.



CHAPTEE CXXYI.

TURNING UPPER INCISORS BY METALLIC SPRINGS

IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES.

SPRINGS IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES COMMON, BUT NOT

NEW.—SPRING MECHANISMS PEACTICABLE, BUT SELDOM

BEST.— OPERATION BY A MECHANISM EXPLAINED BY SIR

JOHN TOMES. OPERATION BY THE BOW-PLATE.—REMARKS

UPON THE USE OF MORE THAN ONE SPRING.—SPRINGS

BEARING UPON OPPOSITE SIDES OF A TOOTH PREVENT IT

FROM MOVING SIDEWISE WHILE IT TURNS.

OF all the kinds of engines of force for the correction

of irregularities of the teeth, probably there are none

that have been tried oftener than wire springs, in some

way combined with plates to serve as anchors to hold

them in place. These combinations are so various that

it would be tedious to the reader to go over them all;

therefore only those that show the principle of the best

have been included in this work. In this chapter no devi-

ation from this rule will be attempted. The number of

spring mechanisms for moving to line offstauding teeth is

far greater than the number for turning teeth; but the

principle upon which both kinds are constructed is so

similar, and all are so simple, that but very little study is

necessary to understand them sufficiently to construct

variations that will meet all cases possible to be corrected

by springs in combination with plates. It should not be

1292
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understood by these remarks, however, that springs in

combination with plates are often found to be equal to

properly constructed spring mechanisms that have no

plates in their composition; nor that they are always

equal to mechanisms that operate by rubber rings. The

force from rubber is generally less difficult to graduate

than that from metallic springs. Indeed it is thought by

experienced dentists that from the difficulty of controlling

springs, more dental pulps are destroyed than from all other

kinds of engines of force combined. This statement, how-

ever, should not be construed to mean that springs are

never safe in the hands of experts.

Fig. 1241.—Making room for a central by metallic
springs in combination with a plate (Tomes).

Fig. 1242.—Spring having a
clamp-baud for anchor.

One of the earliest plate spring mechanisms used in

operations for turning teeth was designed for increasing

space between teeth ; this was recorded by Sir John Tomes. 1

Fig. 1241, from his work, illustrates this preparatory part

of the operation for turning a right upper central. The

mechanism consisted of two springs, s, s, and a roof-plate,

p, the former being fixed to the posterior part of the latter

by solder as shown.

The springs were so arranged that they projected for-

1 See in Part XV., p. 937, another reference to this case. I have not been able

to ascertain the date of this invention, nor do I know that Mr. Tomes claims the

invention. See "Principles and Practice of Dental Surgery," by C. A. Harris

(1863), p. 161.
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ward between the left central and right lateral, to force

them farther apart to form sufficient space for turning

the right central. This metallic roof-plate was anchored

to the side teeth by bifurcated clasps, the value of which

(as clasps) has never since been excelled except by clamp-

bands. (See Fig. 884A, p. 937, also Fig. 1242.^)

The same springs probably might have been effective

for turning this tooth in a later stage of the operation,

had the direction of the forces been reversed so aS to bear

upon its opposite corners, or had the springs been applied

to thus act upon knobs on a ferule set upon the tooth.

Mechanisms similar to this are now claimed by other

dentists ; the principles of their construction are the same.

Fig. 1243.—Turning a left central by a bow-plate (Tomes).

Fig. 1243 illustrates the turning of a left upper central

by a bow-plate, as published (prior to 1863) by Sir John

Tomes.^ The operation consisted in so arranging the

metalhc bow outside of the dental arch that by interpos-

ing a block of wood, w, between it and the medial corner

of a tooth (here the left central), the tooth would turn.

1 All similar clasps made to-day are but modifications of this, which I call

the "Tomes clasp."

2 The general form of this bow-plate, and those that have been used by

several American and English dentists many years subsequently, are very

similar. See Fig. 95, Part VI. ; see also Harris's ''Dental Surgery," p. 151

(ed. 1863).
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To aid in turning it, another block of wood, w, was also

interposed upon the opposite side of the tooth, between its

distal corner and the anterior border of the roof-plate.

To make these blocks of wood (represented in black)

most effective they are so formed and adjusted that the

grain lies crosswise to the teeth. To prevent the blocks

from becoming dislodged they are fitted into little dove-

tailed places ; one a little clasp soldered to the inner sur-

face of the bow, the other soldered to the anterior border

of the plate. (See Fig. 1244.i)

Fig. 1244.—The Tomes bow-plate.

Fig. 1245 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning and at the same time moving outward two upper

centrals and a lateral by a mechanism consisting of two

wire springs, w, l, projecting from a hard-rubber roof-

plate, p, anchored by two gold clamp-bands, b. The

springs were made of gold wire, one extremity of each of

which was vulcanized into the plate.'-^ These arms were so

adjusted that they projected from the plate outward be-

hind the cuspids, thence anteriorly sufficiently far to be

in front of the teeth to be turned.

When the mechanism was ready to apply, the plate was

1 In 1882 Dr. Patrick devised a modification of this mechanism in which he

nsed a sliding metallic wedge instead of a wooden block. See Fig. 288,

Part VI., p. 333.

2 This anchoring of spring-wire aims into a plate is not new. I adopted it

.

from mechanisms devised by Drs. Taft, Coffin, and Kingsley. The clamp-band

anchors, however, are original. See Figs. 95, 96, Part VI., p. 222.
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inserted within the arch, and then fastened to the side

teeth by the clamp-bands, after which the spring w was

pressed toward the teeth to be turned, and tied to them

Fig. 1245.—Turning two upper centrals by tying tliem to spring-wire arms projecting
from a roof-plate (A).

by strings, s, as plainly shown in the figure. To aid in

securing these strings firmly to the teeth a Harris knob-

ferule was cemented upon each. The directions of the

forces upon the centrals, when the spring was liberated by

removal of the fingers, are indicated by arrows.

To prevent these teeth from being drawn forward bodily

an elastic-rubber ring (not shown) was stretched along the

labial side of the dental arch, and caught upon the posterior

ends of the screws of the clamp-bands.

The wire arm l extending from the left side of the plate

(represented as idle) was used in a later stage of the oper-

ation for turning and moving outward the left lateral.

This movement, like those of the other teeth, was accom-

plished by tying the lateral to the end of this arm by a

string ; a knob-ferule was also first cemented to the tooth

for easy attachment of the string. All the strings were re-

newed every two or three days.
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Opposite Springs.—Sometimes two springs may be used

for turning a single tooth, one acting upon the labial, the

other upon the lingual side. Springs placed to bear upon

opposite sides of a tooth are used where it requires turning,

but does not require moving bodily outward or inward.

Upon the principle of this plan, and upon that of the

above-described mechanism, all this class of mechanisms

(springs in combination with plates) are constructed, the

variations being confined to placing the spring or springs

upon the plate in accordance with the requirements of the

case. The principle of the two-spring mechanism is shown

in Figs. 1096, 1097, pp. 1145, 1146.
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CHAPTER CXXYII.

TURNING UPPER INCISOR TEETH BY ELASTIC STRIPS

OF FLAT METAL, OR BY SPRING-WIRE, WITHOUT
THE AID OF PLATES.

PKELIMINAEY EEMAKKS.—OPERATIONS BY SHOET SPEIXG-WIEE

LEVEES IN COMBINATION WITH FEEULES.—BY LONG

SPEING-WIEE LEVEES IN COMBINATION WITH FEEULES.

—

THE COIL-WIEE LEVEE.

IN the last chapter was briefly explained the principle

of turning teeth by using metallic springs in combi-

nation with plates. In a still earlier chapter a few plans

for turning teeth by repeatedly bending platinum wire

(which has but slight elasticity) were explained. We shall

now consider operations by means of long and short

pieces of elastic wire without plates. AU these mechan-

isms act somewhat upon the principle of the lever.

Short Wire Springs.—Short pieces of flat strips of metal

have been in use for tying teeth to since the days of

Fauchard;^ but the first use of short pieces of round wire

for such purposes is of later date. At the present time

round wire is preferred to any other form, because it can

be easily bent in any desired direction, and can be used in

more various ways. The first short strips of plate were

1 1746.
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used independently, and were not soldered to anchors ; they

were anchored to the teeth by strings.

When two teeth require to be turned, it is sometimes

easier to perform the double operation than it is to turn

a single tooth.

Fig. 1246.—Turning the upper centrals by tlie short bow-spring (A).

Fig. 1246 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning two upper central incisors simultaneously by a

double-acting lever (made of a straight piece of delicate

spring-wire), w, and two gold ferules, f, f. Upon the labial

side of one of these ferules was soldered a ring, s, and

upon the labial side of the other was soldered an open

ring, H.i

In applying the mechanism the ferules were fastened

upon the teeth to be turned with phosphate-of-zinc cement,

after which one end of the bow-wire was projected into

the closed ring about one-eighth of an inch, and then hav-

ing forced the other end down to the surface of the other

ferule, it was caught into the open ring or hook h, similar

to the fastening of the pin in a brooch.

When the mechanism was in place the middle of the

wire bore upon the medial corners of the centrals, while the

extremities lifted upon their distal corners. This caused

the two teeth to turn simultaneously toward each other

like the sides of a closing book. When the wire is of the

1 Illustrated in principle in the "Independent Practitioner," July, 1886,

Part Vn., p. 339, Fig. 6 (A).
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proper size and proper temper (not so stiff as to cause

pain), the mechanism is not only satisfactory, but it is

easy to manage. In principle, however, it is only a modi-

fication of one described by Berdmore (1768), by Fauchard

(1746), and by Bourdet (1786) ; the difference being that

where we now use round wire, and confine it to the teeth

by ferules having rings and hooks, they used flat strips of

plate, and held them upon the teeth by strings.

Fig. 1247.—Operation of turning a tootli by the lever and tube-ferule (A).

Fig. 1247 illustrates an operation that is similar to the

one last given. Instead of soldering a ring to the ferule

to hold the lever, a short piece of tubing fixed (by solder)

transversely to it is sometimes preferable.^ The other ex-

tremity of the lever is held by a hook similar to that shown

in Fig. 1246. For turning two central incisors this mech-

anism is superior because it is less rickety. As the

lever-wire is straight, it is easily passed snugly into the

tube, and as easily removed whenever necessary, and can

be relied upon to do its work satisfactorily if the force is

not so great as to cause pain.

When gold wire cannot be conveniently obtained, a very

small pin (with the head retained) is practicable. In order

that the lever may not work loose, its size and form should

correspond nearly with the bore of the tubing. In order

to keep up the force upon the tooth, this wire should be

1 This tube-ferule was devised in 1884 by Talbot.
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removed once in about three days, and straightened.

To prevent the end of the pin from working out of the

tube and hook, it should be slightly bent, but not suffi-

ciently to make it difficult to remove when desired.

O 'O ^^ ^'

PIG. 1248.-Tuming two teeth by Fig. 1249.-rront View. Fig. 1250.-Tlie Parts,

wire having a gate-hook extremity.
End view (Angle).

Figs. 1248 and 1249 illustrate a plan for turning two

upper centrals by a mechanism that is a slight variation

of the one last described. This variation was made by

Dr. Angle (1885).

Like the mechanism last described, this one consists of

a piece of spring-wire and two ferules, one having a tube

soldered transversely to the band like that of Fig. 1247,

the other having a short tube soldered longitudinally to it

(after Talbot's plan, 1884). The variation by Dr. Angle lies

in the longitudinal arrangement of the tube with the ferule,

and in one extremity of the wire being bent at right angles

to the main part, as shown in Fig. 1250.

The ferules or bands are first cemented upon the teeth,

and then the longer extremity of the wire is projected into

the shorter tube, after which the other extremity is hooked

into the longer (Talbot) tube. The ends of the wire are then

cut off by cutting-forceps, to slightly change their form so

that the lever cannot work out. Excepting the last act

(which renders the wire somewhat difficult to remove), this

modification is sometimes nearly equal in value to that

represented by Fig. 1247.

82*
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Long Spring-wire Levers.—Long levers are used by a

few operators for turning teeth ; some of these levers are

made of piano-wire, others of gold spectacle-bow wire ; but

any kind of stiff elastic wire of fine quality that will not

blacken or taste badly will serve for this purpose fairly well.

The size of the wire generally used varies somewhat accord-

ing to the demands of the case, but it should neither be

too stiff nor too frail. The average size used is about

that of a small pin, or less. "Whatever the size of the

wire may be, it should be used with care, as the force is

continuous, and therefore liable to cause pain.^

Fig. 1251.—Turning a lateral with a long wire lever (A).

Fig. 1251 illustrates the turning of a left upper lateral

by a long piece of elastic wire. The entire mechanism

consists of a gold ferule, a (about an eighth of an inch in

width), having soldered to it a broad hook, b (made from

a strip of gold plate), and a piece of spectacle-bow wire.

When all parts were ready to apply, the ferule, with the

hook B, was cemented upon the tooth to be turned, after

which one end of the wire lever was caught into the hook,

and then the other end was sprung from the position of

1 Several patterns of this class of mechanisms are represented in Part VT.,

Chapter XXXIL, p. 342.
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th(3 dotted line to the teeth on the other side of the dental

arch, where it was tied to a bicuspid with a small piece

of platinum wire, thus offering a weak anchorage.

Fig. 1252.—Turning a central by a Tdre lever (Angle).

Fig. 1252 illustrates a plan suggested by Dr. Angle

for turning a left central. The difference between this

mechanism and the one last described lies in the form of

the lever. Instead of one end of the lever being caught

under a broad hook on the anchor-ferule, this one is bent

like a hook and caught into the distal end of a Talbot tube.

The process of applying the force is the same as that in

the other plan : simply the springing of the lever down

upon the teeth on the side of the arch, opposite to the

tooth to be turned, and then tying it to a side tooth.

Whatever the plan of anchoring the wire lever to the

ferule may be, the form of the tube should generally be

oval or square, and the end of the lever made to corre-

spond ; this is to prevent it from turning in the tube. The

hook in the wire has its advantage in certain cases, but

occasionally it interferes with the lip more than the straight

wii*e ; this, however, is not a serious drawback. The nov-

elty that belongs to Dr. Angle is the hook on the lever.

The ferule part belongs to Dr. Talbot.

Fig. 1253 illustrates a plan of operation for turning a
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left upper central incisor by a coil-wire lever. The mech-

anism (see Fig. 1254) consists of a ferule, f (having soldered

transversely to it a piece of oval tubing, t), a piece of

Fig. 1253.—Plan of turning a tooth by a long
steel-wire lever having a coil.

Fig. 1254.—The Part8 (Talbot).

i

piano-wire, w (No. 27 United States gauge), having a coil,

s, with a short arm, 0, and a long arm, l.

In applying this mechanism the ferule f is first cemented

upon the tooth to be turned, and then the short arm o is

inserted into the tube t; after which the long arm l is

sprung down so as to extend along (outside) the left bicus-

pids to the molar, and thence bent inward around this

tooth (molar) sufiiciently to hook upon its lingual wall as

represented in Fig. 1253.

When this lever is sprung into place, its power turns

the tooth. The object claimed for the coil is that it in-

creases the duration of the lever action.^

1 Exhibited in 1888 before the First District New York Dental Society.

2 By many operators the coiled spring is regarded as more difficult to adjust

to the proper degree of force upon the teeth than any other engine of force.

For lateral movements of teeth, however, such as moving outstanding or in-

standing teeth to line, the coiled spring used with care is practicable. The

eoiled-spring lever, on- the whole, however, must be regarded as not only

more troublesome to manage, but more dangerous (to teeth) than the plain

spring.



CHAPTEE CXXYIII.

TURNING ONE OR MORE INCISORS BY SCREWS.

TUENING BY A SCREW AND TWO LEVEE-FERULES.—HOW TO

TURN ONE TOOTH ONLY, AND HOW TO TURN TWO TEETH

SIMULTANEOUSLY.—OPERATION BY A SCREW-RIBBON AND

A ROOF-PLATE.—SEA^ERAL DOUBLE OPEEATIONS BY SCEEWS

IN COMBINATION WITH FEEULES.—OPPOSITELY ACTING

FOECES FOE TUENING STUBBOEN INCISOES.—OPEEATIONS

BY DUPLEX AND BY TEIPLEX-ACTING MECHANISMS.—PEAC-

TICAL SUGGESTIONS.

THE use of screws for the lateral movement of teeth

is not old/ and the use of screws for turning teeth is

new, but the practicability of the screw for tui'ning teeth,

until now, has been thought to be very limited.

When screws are practicable for turning teeth the opera-

tions are generally not only easy, sure, and painless, but

screws are.in every respect superior to all other engines of

force yet devised. Especially is this true in opei'ations for

turning simultaneously two teeth situated side by side.

Screws, however, for one tooth are not so often practicable

as rubber.

In this chapter will be explained several operations for

turning incisor teeth by screw-acting mechanisms, but,

excepting the one used in the first case, the mechan-

isms are not only powerful, but exceedingly small,

and generally are for turning two teeth simultaneously.

1 For history of the use of screws, see Part II., p. 57 ; also Part XV., p. 989.
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Only one operation for turning a single central incisor by

a mechanism having its anchor upon the mate to the tooth

to be turned (hitherto thought difficult to be accomphshed)

will be represented. This one and all the small machines

represented are simple and equally easy to be operated,

even by the patients. These, which are among the best

now known for correction of irregularities of the teeth,

need to be seen to be fully appreciated.

Fig. 1255.—Turning a central by a screw in combination with a roof-plate (A).

Turning One Tooth.—Fig. 1255 illustrates an operation

for turning a left upper central by a swivel-screw, s, con-

necting the tooth with the anterior part of a hard-rubber

roof-plate, p, anchored to the side teeth by two gold clamp-

bands (attached to the plate by wings vulcanized into its

body). The swivel-screw was connected with the tooth by

a thin gold ribbon projecting between the centrals and

soldered to the labial surface of a broad, thin ferule ce-

mented upon the tooth.

This ferule was fii'st made cylindrical and then placed

upon the tooth, after which its medial side was bent to-

ward the tooth banded to make room for the ribbon, which

(the ribbon) was afterward soldered to the ferule. Having

everything ready, the ferule was filled with cement and

then forced upon the tooth and held there until the

cement hardened. For so slight an operation, this mech-
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anism was large, but it did its work successfully without

causing pain. This was an improved modification of the

old-fashioned roof-plate operated by rubber. (See Fig. 83.)

For some cases a strong hook, made of clasp metal,

would be sufficient for attaching the central by such a

screw ; the hook is prevented from slipping upward and

injuring the gum by a spur so formed that it rests upon

the lingual inclined surface of the tooth and at the same

time it hooks over its cutting edge. Such a hook, how-

ever, would be inferior to a ribbon soldered to a ferule.

Fig. 1256.—Turning a single central by tlie Eureka mechanism (A).

Fig. 1256 illustrates an operation for turning only one

tooth, a left upper central. This was performed by a mech-

anism that was much smaller than the one last described.

This peculiarly acting mechanism, which did its work mar-

vellously well, consisted of two broad ferules and one screw.

A threaded nut was soldered upon the labial side of the

right ferule, and a long staple (constituting a lever) was

soldered upon the other.

In applying it to the tooth the screw was projected

through the staple into the nut as shown. This nut,

being of considerable length, prevented the draught of

the screw from turning its ferule (on the right central),

and therefore the tooth within it remained stationary.

On the other hand, the staple of the other ferule (on the

left central), by being larger than the screw, permitted

play of the screw, causing the tooth within the fer-

ule to turn. This powerful little mechanism, which in

my hands has never failed to act exactly as desired, is
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operated by a lever-key caught into a hole in the head of

the screw. The mechanism may be temporarily worn as

a retainer after the tooth has been turned to its proper

place. This machine I denominate the Eureka.

Turning Two Teeth Simultaneously by Duplex-acting Mech-

anisms.—For turning two centrals at the same time there

are similar reliable mechanisms that are as easily managed

as the one last described. These mechanisms are of two

varieties, both having parts that resemble those ex-

plained in Chapter CXXV. Instead of being operated

by elastic-rubber rings, however, these are operated by

screws, one variety having the screw upon the labial side

of the teeth, the other having it upon the lingual side.

Figs. 1257, 1257A.—Operations for turning two central incisors by one screw (A).

Figs. 1257 and 1257A illustrate two operations by one

of these varieties of mechanisms for turning simultaneously

both central incisors.

The mechanism for the first case (1257) consisted of

one screw and two broad but very thin ferules ; upon the

labial surface of each of these was soldered one extremity

of a stiff strip of gold plate, p, bent as represented in the

figure. In the free extremity of each of these strips (levers)

was a hole through which the screw s projected. The size

of this screw was much smaller than the holes. To turn

the teeth these levers were tightened upon by the screw

being advanced through the holes into a loose nut, a.

The screw was operated by a lever-key caught into a hole
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in its spherical head, while the nut was being prevented

from turning by a large watch-key.

The drawing of the levers toward each other lifted upon

their opposite extremities, p (soldered to the ferules), caus-

ing the distal corners of the teeth within them to turn

outward.

Fig. 1257A, illustrating the other operation, shows the

mechanism used to have been quite similar to the one last

described, the difference being that the screw-cut nut was

fixed, and required no key to hold it steady while the screw

was being turned. The nut was held steady by being

sufficiently large for one side of it to rest upon the ferule.

All the parts of the screw and levers were made as

smooth as possible to prevent the mechanisms from irri-

tating the lip.

Fig. 1258 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning two upper centrals by a pushing-screw operating

upon two lever-ferules, the screw being placed upon the

lingual side of the teeth.

/^

Fig. 1258—Turning ceatral incisors by a pushing-screw upon the lingual side.

This mechanism (Fig. 1259) consists of the screw s, nut

N, and two platinum ferules, f, f, each ferule having a

staple constituting a short lever, L, soldered to the hngual

side (for the screw). There is also a small staple upon the

labial side of each ferule. One extremity of the screw is
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of spindle form, having between it and the threaded part

a bulb with a hole for a lever-key. The little rings R, R

(made of round wire about the size of a small pin) are de-

signed for tying the labial sides of the ferules together.

N c e

Fig. 1259.—Different parts of the mechanism (A).

These ferules were first cemented upon the teeth to be

turned ; then, having placed the nut n upon the screw, the

extremities of the screw were projected through the staples

L, L ; then it was turned by a lever (placed in the hole in

the bulb) until the nut N pressed against the medial side

of the left staple and the head of the screw against the

medial side of the right staple ; this forced the two teeth

farther apart and at the same time turned them.

To prevent the loose nut N from, turning with the screw,

two ears were soldered oppositely upon it, to rest upon

two sides of its staple. (Two views of this nut are shown

in the lower part of Fig. 1259.) The teeth (centrals) were

prevented from being forced (by the screw) too far apart

by tying the rings r, r together with platinum wire.

It might be thought that, instead of having a loose nut

upon the screw, the left lug l might be screw-cut and thus

simplify the mechanism. This would be practicable pro-

vided the lug or the nut be pliable. The looseness of the

screw in the staples permits freedom of action of the teeth

borne upon.

Fig. 1260 illustrates a case similar to the one last de-
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scribed, but this one was corrected by a somewhat differ-

ently constructed mechanism. It consisted of a screw, two

ferules, and two ribbons. The connection of the two

ferules was made by the screw and the ribbons s, the

free ends of the latter being caught upon hooks, h, soldered

to the distal parts of the ferules. On the other ends of

these ribbons, which were made of gold wire rolled thin

Fig. 1260.—Centrals turned by a screw Fig. 1261.—Centrals turned toy a screw
and two drag-ribbons anchored toy fer- and two drag-wires in comtomation with
ules (A). a cushion (A).

as note-paper, were soldered nuts, one smooth-bore, the

other threaded for accommodation of the screw. (See

the form of union of the ribbon and nut in the lower part

of the diagram.)

By advancing the screw through the threaded nut its

head pulled upon the other nut and tightened the ribbons

upon the hooks of the ferules, thus causing the distal sides

of the teeth to turn outward.

If in using this kind of mechanism the pressure upon

the mesial corners of the incisors do not constitute suffi-

cient fulcral effect to cause the cords to lift upon the dis-

tal corners of the teeth, a block of rubber or wood may be

interposed between the screw and the mesial corners of the

teeth as shown by E in the case illustrated by Fig. 1261.

The difference between the latter and the other one lies

not only in this block, but in the form of the draught-

cords, the former being ribbons, the latter being round

platinum wire, one end of each being curved upon
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itself, and then soldered to form an eye to catch upon

the hooks.

Fig. 1262 illustrates the case of a boy for whom the two

upper centrals were turned by a ribbon-clamp mechanism

operated by a screw.^ The mechanism, which is repre-

sented in parts by Fig. 1263, consists of two bridges,

a screw, and a gold ribbon (having on each end a nut).

The mechanism is constructed as follows : To the middle

Fig. 1262.—Turning centrals by a ribbon- Fig. 1263.—Tlie different parts of the
clamp mechanism. strong mechanism, enlarged (A).

of the longer bridge, consisting of a stiff strip of tough,

hard gold about one-tenth of an inch in width (and of

sufficient length to extend across the lingual sides of the

two teeth to be turned, and so bent that it bears upon their

distal corners only), is soldered the middle of a ribbon

made of gold wire rolled thin as writing-paper and bent

double ^ (Fig. 1263). To the free ends of the ribbon

are soldered tubular nuts; one smootli-bore, the othei-

threaded to receive a screw of the spindle variety as shown

in Fig. 1262.

The labial bridge consists of stiff gold plate, strength-

ened by another piece, a frame, rectangular in form, sol-

dered to its middle part as represented. To strengthen

1 This mechanism is a part of a set of triplex-screw mechanisms de^^sed in

1883 by the author, and published in the "Dental Cosmos."

2 These ribbons might be attached to the lingual strip by a hook, but such

an attachment would have no advantage over that by solder.
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the corresponding part around a hole cut through the

bridge is the object of this rectanguhir piece.

The spindle extremity of the screw plays in the smooth-

bore nut, while the other end plays in the threaded nut.

This forces the two nuts farther apart and draws the rib-

bon extremities farther through the rectangular hole in

the shorter bridge, thus lifting upon the longer bridge

on the lingual side of the teeth, causing the ends of it to

pull hard upon their distal corners. At the same time that

these distal corners of the teeth are thus being turned out-

ward, the medial corners are being pressed upon from the

opposite side by the same draught, thus mutually aiding

each other in turning the teeth. All this is done by the

simple act of turning one screw by a lever. (See Fig. 1264.)

Fig. 1264.—Extremity of a lever-key.

• As the operation advances the bearings of the longer

bridge are changed by further curving its extremities. To

prevent the ribbons from moving the teeth too far apart

when the screw is forcing the nuts (on the ends of the rib-

bons) from each other, they (the ribbons) are restricted

within certain limits by the rectangular frame through

which they project.

While either of these mechanisms will work well when

the teeth have small necks, they are sometimes difficult,

if not impossible, to be kept upon tapering teeth unless

they are aided mechanically by broad ferules (cemented

upon them) or by some ear, lug, or similar aid.

Fig. 1265 illustrates a modification of the mechanism,

differing from the other in that the draught-ribbon l ismade

double in order to rest upon both sides of the bridge b.

83
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Like the single ribbon, these draw upon the tooth by lift-

ing upon the bridge. This modification is a novelty, but

it is not of sufficient value to be recommended.

Fig. 1265.—Modification of a part of the double bridge mechanism (A).

Fig. 1266 represents a modification of the mechanism

represented by Fig. 1263. It differs from that mainly by

the addition of rollers, w, to the shorter bridge c for the

ribbon L to play over instead of sliding upon the border

Fig. 1266.—Another modification of the mechanism (A).

of the rectangular hole in the bridge. It further differs by

the ribbons l being attached to the longer bridge t by a

rivet through two ears instead of being soldered directly

upon it. This is shown in the lower part of the figure.

The mechanism is operated by forcing the nuts on the

ends of the ribbon farther apart by turning the screw s.

The direction of effect upon the teeth is shown by arrows.

Fig. 1268 illustrates a peculiar case, upon which differ-

ent turning mechanisms were tried. As this operation

was difficult, it will be explained more fully than average

operations. For this patient (a strong and healthy boy

nine years of age) the teeth required several preliminary

operations, but the niain operation was the turning of the

right upper central and both of the laterals.
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At first this part appeared simple, but later it proved to

be very stubborn; in fact, it was not successfully com-

pleted until I had used one of the most powerful mechan-

isms I ever devised (Fig. 1267). What the cause of the

Fig. 1267.—The strong mechanisin (A).

stubbornness was could only be conjectured, but it ap-

peared to be either flatness or crookedness of the roots, or

their entanglement. That the roots were not united was

proved by final success of the operation.

Fig. 1268.—First stage of the operation (A).

When the boy applied for treatment he had in the upper

jaw several deciduous teeth (marked t) and several adult

teeth. At this time the adult teeth on the left side of

the arch, excepting the lateral, were in their normal posi-

tions ; but on the right side the central had erupted diago-

nally to the proper line. The lateral had not yet erupted,

but when it did appear it also stood diagonally to the

line, the labial surface partly facing the central. When
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the left lateral erupted, it also required turning. (See

Fig. 1269.)

At first I thought that the right central could be easily-

corrected, and therefore an attempt was made to accom-

plish it by a lever-ferule cemented upon the tooth. (See

Fig. 1268.)

Fig. 1269.—Second stage of the operation (A).

This lever was made of stiff platinum wire about half

an inch in length, soldered to the ferule, which was of gold.

(See the largest cut in Fig. 1270.)

The lever was drawn upon by a rubber ring, caught upon

a hook on a gold clamp-band on the right deciduous and

first molars (Fig. 1268). By this rubber ring the central

started to turn, but it moved only a short distance before it

Fig. 1270.—Lever-ferules used in the operation.

stopped. The force applied, though so great that it started

the anchorage teeth out of line, failed to turn the central

any farther. The rubber was now taken off the tooth, and

the lever bent so as to rest against the left central in such

a way as to retain the ground already gained (Fig. 1269).

The case was then rested for several months, partly to await

the eruption of the right lateral, and partly with the view
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that possibly the root of the right central, through the

eruption of the new tooth (lateral), might become liberated

and thereby move into its proper position.

After the right lateral had erupted sufficiently to permit

a firm hold upon it, a ferule having a (platinum) wire lever

similar to the one tried upon the central was applied to it.

This lever was also acted upon by a rubber ring, stretched,

and caught upon a hook on a clamp-band on the second

deciduous and the first adult molar of the left side of the

dental arch. (See dotted line in Fig. 1269.) While this

was going on, the first deciduous molars t, t were extracted

to hasten eruption of the first bicuspids, which I desired

to extract also to make room for the adult cuspids should

more space be found necessary.

Like the right central, this lateral started to move, but

when half turned it also balked and would go no farther.

Believing that entanglement of roots must be the cause,

further operation upon this tooth was for the time sus-

pended. The ground gained was held, however, by bend-

ing the wire lever so that it rested against an adjacent

tooth, there to await the down-growing of the cuspid which

at this time had just begun to appear through the gum.

While waiting for the right central and lateral to act, the

left lateral was being turned by another lever-ferule, drawn

upon by a rubber ring anchored to a molar clamp-band as

shown in Fig. 1269. This tooth gradually turned to its

proper place, and was held there by a single arm-ferule as

shown in Fig. 1271.^

When the right first bicuspid had erupted, and the labial

surface of the adult cuspid had appeared high up in the

gum, the bicuspid was extracted and the wire levers cut

1 This lever-ferule, together with others used in this operation, is repre-

sented independently in Fig, 1270.
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away, leaving the ferules to remain upon the teeth to aid in

holding another, but more powerful, turning mechanism.^

Fig. 1271 illustrates the case as it appeared at this time,

with the mechanism upon the central and lateral. Hav-

ing adjusted it, a lever-key was given to the parents

with instructions to turn the screw, twice a. day, as far as

possible short of causing pain, the degree of pressure being

determined by the patient. The teeth now slowly, but

Fig. 1271.—Third stage of tlie operation. Application of a ribbon-bridge mechanism (A).

steadily, turned by this powerful machine, until they were

nearly in their proper positions. But just before reaching

their proper positions they again balked. The stopping

of the central was caused by overlapping its mate (the left

central), but why the lateral stopped could not then be

determined.

At this point a duplex-acting H-separator ^ (not shown)

was applied between the centrals to force the left central

to the left and away from the other central sufficiently to

unlock the two crowns. The separator was then taken off

and the former machine reapplied. This soon tm-ned the

right central into its proper position, but the lateral still

remained comparatively stationary. The machine was

now removed, and replaced by the new and more powerful

1 Devised 1883. For explanation of this machine, see Figs. 1262, 1263.

2 See Figs. 148 and 149, p. 253, Part VI.
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machine of the same kind referred to. By close atten-

tion for several months, this one caused the lateral to tm*n

(slowly) to its proper place, when it was held there until

the adult cuspid (in its eruptive process) could have time

to move posteriorly into the place of the extracted bicus-

pid. While this was going on the left cuspid erupted in

the place of the extracted left first bicuspid.

Fig. 1272.—Sho-wing liow the corrected teeth were held in place. Two extra views
of the retainer.

The right central and lateral were held in place by three

ferules soldered together as shown by r and j in Fig. 1272.

These teeth, including also the left central, were cemented

into place as shown in the figure. The left lateral was held

independently by an arm-ferule as shown (Fig. 1271). All

Fig. 1273.—Appearance of the completed case -with the final retainer applied.

of these ferules were allowed to remain upon the teeth for

several months. The front teeth, which protruded slightly,

were then moved inward by a long-band drawn posteriorly
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by screws connecting it with anchor clamp-bands upon the

molars.

After the teeth were corrected and held in place for sev-

eral months by a rigid mechanism, they were further held

by a detachable retainer (made of half-round gold wire)

with flat fingers projecting between the front teeth to hook

slightly upon their labial surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1273.

This second retainer (cleansed every day) was worn two

years ; since then the teeth have remained in their proper

places.^

1 For an interesting case requiring the turning of several teeth, see Part

XVIII. (S. C. H. Case).



CHAPTER CXXIX.

TURNING ONE OR MORE INCISORS BY SCREWS
(Continued).

SEVERAL MODIFICATIONS OF THE SCREW-ACTING MECHANISMS.

—

TURNING TWO INCISORS SIMULTANEOUSLY.—OPERATIONS

BY GOLD DRAUGHT-RIBBONS IN COMBINATION WITH BAR-

ANCHORS.—BY A DRAUGHT-CORD IN COMBINATION WITH A

CLAMP-BAND.—BY A DRAUGHT-RIBBON IN COMBINATION

WITH A SPINDLE-SCREW.—OPERATION BY OPPOSITELY ACT-

ING DRAUGHT-CORDS.—OPERATION BY A SCREW-JACK.

IN the preceding chapter several operations for turning

teeth by different kinds of machines were explained.

The great majority of those mechanisms were very small.

Some were for turning one tooth only, but most of them

were for turning two simultaneously. We will now con-

sider single and double operations by different kinds of

mechanisms, most of which are of larger size, though not

clumsy. Besides these mechanisms there will be men-

tioned in foot-notes several others that are practicable, but

which are presented more for historical information than

for adoption in practice.

Fig. 1274 illustrates an operation for turning two pro-

truding upper laterals for a woman who had sacrificed the

centrals because they protruded. The mechanism used

consisted of two broad platinum ferules, F, f, each having

1321
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a gold-wire lever, l, l ; two anchor clamp-bands, b, b ; two

screws, d, d ; and a long piece of flexible platinum wire, w
(size of a small pin), for the screws d, d to draw upon.

Fig. 1274.—Turning simultaneously two laterals by lever-ferules acted upon by
screws (A).

After the ferules f, f are cemented upon the laterals the

clamp-bands are fastened upon the bicuspids and first mo-

lars, after which the draught-wire w is laid into open rings

on the ends of the levers l, l, and then drawn taut by the

screws d, d lodged into the posterior double nuts n, n upon

the anchor-bands b, b. (See different parts in Fig. 1275.)

*Q3
Fig. 1275.—Different parts of a similar mechanism (AX

In operating the mechanism this draught-wire was re-

tightened twice a day by advancing the screws d, d by a

bench watch-key. This caused the wire to draw diagonally

upon the ends of the ferule-levers, thus turning the laterals

in the opposite directions, indicated by arrows.
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A curve was made in both levers to enable the draught-

wire to slide easily over them. The degree of force caused

by this wire varied as the relative position of the levers

changed by the turning of the teeth in the ferules. After

being sufficiently turned they still needed to be moved

further posteriorly; this was accomplished by cutting

away the levers and letting the draught-wire rest directly

upon the ferules.

When the laterals were brought into their proper posi-

tions they were retained there by two artificial centrals

so ground that they slightly overlapped them. In some

cases such overlapping of artificial teeth will not properly

retain the natural ones. When this is the case short clasps

anchored into the plate (on which the artificial teeth are

mounted), the free extremities extending forward so as

to hook over the mesial parts of the labial surfaces, are

sometimes practicable. They are not equal in value, how-

ever, to a delicate arm-ferule cemented upon the teeth,

i. e., a ferule having a wire arm soldered across it to bear

upon the lingual sides of the adjacent teeth.

Fig. 1276.—Turning a left upper central by a screw and slip-noose ribbon (A).

Fig. 1276 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a left upper central for a man about thirty years

of age. The mechanism (Fig. 1277) consisted of a bar (cut

from gold plate) and a ribbon slip-noose made of rolled-

gold wire. On one end of the ribbon was a small rectan-
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gular ring and on the other end was soldered a small screw.

One end of the ribbon (which was thin as writing-paper and

about one-twelfth of an inch in width) projected through

the rectangular hole in the other end, thus forming a slip-

noose. This was done before other parts were added.

Fig. 1277.—The Mechanism (A).

In applying the mechanism the slip-noose was first

caught around the tooth to be turned, after which the

screw was projected through a hole in the bar and tightened

by the nut. The extremities of this bar rested upon the

adjacent teeth as shown in the figure. At right angles to

one end of it (the bar) was a gold pin that entered an arti-

ficial pit in the left cuspid, to hold this end steady; the

other end was held in place by tying it to the right lateral

by platinum wire. The mechanism was operated by turn-

ing the nut upon the screw.

I saw this case only once during the process of turning

the tooth, the manipulation being done entirely by the

patient. The case was completed within one week.^

Fig. 1278.—The first retainlng-pin (A).a FiG. 1278a.—The second pin (A).

As there were cavities in the medial sides of the centrals,

I attempted to permanently retain the corrected tooth by

cementing one end of a pin into the cavity of the corrected

central, leaving the other end to rest upon a filling in the

1 Published in "Dental Cosmos," November, 1879, p. 309 (A).

2 July, 1879.
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other central. (See Fig. 1278.) This, however, did not prove

as advantageous as expected, because the surface of the

fining material (zinc cement) disintegrated after a time. I

then tried a different pin, extending from the middle of

one cavity into the middle of the other. The pin had a

head on one end and a hook on the other (Fig. 1278A).

Through difficulty of using a toothpick this pin was in

danger of loosening from degeneration of the cement. As

Fig. 1279.—The Yoke (A).

the patient lived a long distance from the city and could

not often come to my office, it was thought best to discard

the pin and substitute for it an adjustable yoke-band that

would embrace the necks of both centrals. (See Fig. 1279.)

This was worn until gold fillings of wart form could be

built into the cavities.^

When a turning mechanism like the one represented in

Fig. 1277 is to be used, the bar should generally be made

sufficiently long to bear upon at least two teeth on each

side of the one to be turned. This is prudent in order to

prevent forcing the adjacent teeth out of their properplaces.

A better modification of anchor is a wire with a broad

ferule soldered to each end to fit upon some tooth on each

1 Since more lasting cement came into use pins in cavities have proved

to be more lasting, but for some patients they are not as advisable as the

arm-ferule so arranged and cemented upon the turned tooth that the arm

will rest upon an adjacent tooth. In devising any permanent retainer, it is

hardly necessary to suggest the importance of so devising it that cleanliness

can be easily maintained, as lodgment of food is liable to cause decay. In

slovenly patients the arm-ferule is sometimes safer than pins, because it is

so conspicuous that it calls attention, whereas unseen retainers are often

neglected. Because of heedlessness of some patients it is not sufficient to

simply advise them to attend to cleanliness ; they should be advised to call at

the office for examination every month or two if possible.
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side of the arcli. To hold the screw to this anchor-bar a

smooth-bore nut or ring is soldered to the middle part.^

Fig. 1280, representing the last part of a larger operation,

illustrates the turning and moving to line an instanding

upper right lateral by one of my old-style mechanisms, a

Fig. 1280.—Turning and moving to line by a ribbon anchored by a clamp-band (A).

part of which somewhat resembles that which is described

in the following foot-note. To make sufficient space for

this instanding tooth the first bicuspid was extracted,

and the cuspid drawn posteriorly against the second

1 Among my earlier and old-style mechanisms (obsolete) there was one that is

represented by Fig. H. This consisted of a single clamp-band, v, in combination
with a gold ribbon having a screw soldered to one end, and an anchor-bar, u,

with a gold screw-loop, c. In the upper part of the figure this is represented

Pig. H.—a prototype turning mechanism and its application to the teeth (A).

as applied for turning an upper right lateral. The mechanism, which is

never useful in the hands of imskilled practitioners, is, however, inferior to

many others represented in this work. It is given only to show a prototype
of better ones that I uow use.
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bicuspid by a clamp-band, b. One end of a bridge-piece,

I, was then soldered to its anterior part, to rest upon the

labial surfaces of the right cuspid and central for an arch

from which to draw the instanding tooth outward by a rib-

bon, L, secured to the tooth by a band, the ribbon being

drawn upon by a screw projecting through a hole in the

Fig. 1281.—Two modifications of the turning loop (A).

bridge. This screw, which was soldered to the end of the

ribbon, was tightened upon by a nut on the upper side

of the bridge-piece. This part of the mechanism is repre-

sented in the left of Fig. 1281. In the right of this figure

is a modification of the same.^

The draught-ribbon is attached by being caught upon

the screw of the band around the instanding lateral.

Neither this kind of band nor the plan of attaching the

ribbon is now regarded as up to date, but before quick-set-

ting cement was known in dentistry, both were regarded

as superior. Now that phosphate of zinc has been found

to be of so gi^at use, the closed ferule is better than the

open one. The ribbon is now connected with the ferule,

either attached by solder or caught upon a hook.

Fig. 1282 illustrates the closing part of an operation for

turning an outstanding upper left lateral by a platinum-

wire cord in combination with an incisor-ferule and a

clamp-band. The latter, which was fixed around the cus-

pid and bicuspids, not only served as an anchor for turning

1 This modification is also one of my old-style mechanisms ; these forms are

given simply to show the prototypes of later improvements.
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the incisor, but served previously for moving the cuspid

posteriorly to make space for the former. The anterior

end of the platinum cord was soldered to the ferule ; the

Fig. 1282.—Turning a lateral by a metallic cord in combination witb a clamp-band (A).

other end was attached to a swivel-screw connected with

the clamp-band by a nut soldered to its hngual side. The

cord was operated by turning this screw by a lever placed

through the opening in the swivel.^

The mechanism, which is an outgrowth of the one repre-

sented by Figs. 1280 and 1281, is somewhat difficult to

make, but it is delicate and strong, and when applied

properly it is not only powerful, but easily managed.

Fig. 1283 illustrates an operation for turning a left upper

central by a duplex-acting mechanism consisting of two

ribbons, one end of each being soldered to a broad plati-

num ferule, the other ends being connected with a spindle-

screw. (See Fig. 1284.) This is an improved modification

of my older loop mechanism. It is superior not only

because firmer and less clumsy, but more reliable. To ap-

1 Dr. Eugene H. Smith uses catgut for draught-cords instead of wire or

gold ribbons. Properly tied, catgut is an excellent cord, and slides over rough

places more easily than wire.
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ply it the ferule was first cemented upon the tooth with

phosphate of zinc, and then the ribbons were projected

between the centrals and tightened upon by turning the

screw that played in nuts soldered to the ends of the

ribbons.

Fig. 1283.—Turning a left central by a duplex-acting ribbon (A).

The turning was conducted very gently in order to

avoid crumbling the cement and loosening the ferule. The

action of this machine not only caused a widening of the

space between the right central and left lateral, but at the

same time it drew upon and turned the left central into

the space.^

Fig. 1284.—The mechanism,
edge view (A).

2

Fig. 1285.—a concentric-loop bridge mechanism
for turning incisors (A).2

Fig. 1285 represents a concentric-loop bridge mechan-

ism for turning a central incisor, b, the bridge, consists

of a strip of stiff gold plate ; k, two ribbons ; f, broad plat-

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," 1886.

2 "Dental Cosmos," March, 1886 (A).

Several of my older concentric loops, which were not only more difficult

to construct, but clumsy to wear, are here represented to show prototypes of

some of my later improvements ; one of these is represented as applied by

Fig. A.

To one end of the ribbon o (Fig. A) is soldered a screw-cut nut, p. The

other end is soldered to a clamp-band screw-cut nut, n' . The opposite clamp-

84
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inum ferule ; c, a spindle-screw ; s, s, two platinum tying-

wires, all combined as shown.

To apply this (one of my somewhat old mechanisms) the

different parts are first relaxed, and then, having filled the

ferule with phosphate of zinc (cement), the mechanism is

so arranged upon the teeth that the ferule will properly

cling to the incisor to be turned, while the bridge-piece

so spans the space over this tooth that it will rest upon

the labial sides of the adjacent teeth, leaving the screw

and the ribbons to connect these two parts as shown. To

turn the tooth the screw c is so operated that it will force

band nut x' is smooth-bore. Between the nuts x' and x" plays the screw s.

p' represents another smooth-bore nut, to which is soldered a short platinum-

wire loop to catch upon the end of the screw c.

Fig. A.

Fig. B. Fig. C.

Fig. D.

Fig. a.—Showing the application of th<^ double-loop turner (A).

Fig. B.—Ditt'erent parts (similar; reversed.

i

Fig. C.—The {jarts conoected.
Fig. D.—Special parte.

To operate the mechanism the two nuts P. P' are simply forced apart by

turning the screw s, which causes a turning draught upon the tooth. Fig. B
represents independently similar elements, and Fig. C the combination.

1 Published in the " Dental Cosmos."
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farther apart the nuts that are soldered to the ends of the

ribbons E, that play through a hole in the bridge, and thus

draw upon the ferule, which turns the tooth in it. If the

hole or slot in the bridge is of sufficient length the rib-

bons not only turn the tooth, but will at the same time in-

crease the space for it by forcing the adjacent teeth far-

ther apart.

This is an effective mechanism when the conditions are

favorable for its fii-m attachment to the teeth; unless,

however, the prominent parts are very smooth they will

irritate the lips.

The weak points in this mechanism are the anchor-wires

s, s. Such anchors I have now abandoned in favor of

ferules soldered to the extremities of the bridge-piece.

Instead of soldering the outer ribbon o to the clamp-band nut n", it is con-

nected by a loop, l, caught over the clamp-band screw c. The end of this

ribbon o may also be made like a fork (see K, E, Fig. D) and caught upon
knobs (k, k) soldered to the sides of the nut (j).

Fig. F.

Fig. E.

Fig. H.

Fig. K.

,v
^ ) A Fig. G.

Fig. J.

Fig. L.

Fig. M.

Figs. E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M.—Various modiflcatlons of the concentric-loop
mechanism (A).i

Figs. E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, illustrate a group of other modifications of

this triplex-acting mechanism. As will be seen, the principal difference in

them lies in the length and form of the draught-ribbon c and in the locality

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," 1885.
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Fig. 1286 represents a modification of the mechanism

that was last described. This one, which is superior to it,

Fig. 1286.—Mechanism for turning teeth (A).i

is not duplex in action ; it corrects by use of the principle of

the wedge. One end of the bridge is fastened to an anchor-

age tooth by a broad ferule, f, and the other end by a wii'e

or string, w. To one end of the ribbon is soldered another

broad ferule, f', to be cemented upon the tooth to be turned

;

to the other end is soldered a smooth-bore nut. In this

nut plays the spindle extremity of a screw, s, the other ex-

of their attackment to the bands. Had the bands B been simple closed ferules

(having no screws) these mechanisms would have been more useful than they

were. As the use of the quick-setting phosphate of zinc in dentistry was

Fig. N.
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tremity playing in the screw-cut nut t, that tilts upon a

rivet between two gold ears soldered to the bridge b as

shown.

Fig. 1287 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning, and at the same time moving directly outward,

two instanding upper laterals by the power of a screw.

r'\ «^min ^Tp
]

Fig. 1287.—Turuing one lateral and moving FiG. 1288—Tlie Mechanism (A),

outward anotner by a screw-jack.

The mechanism (Fig. 1288) consists of a screw-jack, J,

and two broad platinum ferules, f, f ;
one end of the jack

is connected with the left ferule by a piece of flattened

gold wire, s, the other end being held in place by a plati-

num-wire loop soldered to the lingual side of the ferule for

the right lateral. These ferules are cemented upon the

teeth with phosphate of zinc.

The jack, which was operated twice each day (with a

band screw is located upon the lingual, while the triplex screw (as in other

mechanisms) is upon the labial side of the tooth.

Fig. F represents a mechanism with all its parts soldered together, and

Fig. G a similar mechanism with only one draught-ribbon soldered to the band,

the other being caught upon a hook.

Fig. H represents another modification in which the draught-ribbon almost

encircles the band to which it is soldered. This draught-band lies at one side

of the clamp-band nut and screw, so as not to ride upon it.

Fig. I (the middle figure) represents a modification consisting of only two

parts, c, B. Though the draught-ribbon is double, it acts as one. These are

soldered to a platinum-wire loop to catch upon the band-nut.

Fig. J represents a modification similar to that represented by the middle

figure.

Fig. K represents separately and unitedly the parts of another modification

that is similar to that shown in the middle figure.

Fig. L represents two views of a peculiar form of longer draught-ribbon ;
all
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lever-key), bore upon the anterior part of the left lateral

and upon the posterior part of the right lateral, turning

them (by different degrees of force) in opposite directions,

and at the same time, outward.

others thus far described consist of straight ribbons, while this one is open in

its middle part to permit it to rest upon both sides of the clamp-band screw

and nut.

Fif. M represents two views of a similar double draught-ribbon, differing

only in the length of the slot.

Figs. N, O represent a turner resembling that shown by Fig. E. The mech-

anisms not only turn the tooth, but force farther apart the adjacent ones.

Several years earlier, and long before the days of quick-setting cement, I de-

vised the two buckle-tightening bands represented in Figs. N, O, P, Q. As

gi^eat nicety of adjustment was required to insure success, they were aban-

doned for this purpose, but I am not sure that the principle cannot be taken

advantage of for fitting a band around the neck of a tooth preparatory to

crowning it.

Fig. R illustrates an old-style mechanism for mo-vnng into line a left upper

lateral incisor. This is practicable only with teeth that are of such a form

that it will not slip off. There are two modifications, viz., the single loop and

the double (concentric) loop. The former draws upon a tooth in a way that

will tend not only to slightly turn it (if the root be straight and cylindrical),

but also to draw it laterally. The tui-ning act, however, cannot be depended

upon, because the ribbon will slip.

By turning the screw the threaded nut is forced farther away from the

smooth-bore nut, causing the ribbon to draw through a slot in the bridge

(Fig. S) and to pull upon the tooth to be moved.

Fig. R.—Turning Mechanism (A). Fig. 8.—The Bridge.

:Ai

To prevent the bridge from sliding posteriorly along the surface of the cus-

pid a lug is soldered to its under surface to project between the lateral and

cuspid. To aid in holding the entire mechanism in its proper place the ex-

tremities of the bridge are tied to the adjacent teeth by platinum wire. In-

stead of such wires I now use ferules cemented upon the anchor teeth.

Figs. T and U represent a complicated turning mechanism, practicable only

in skilful hands. This mechanism (now obsolete with me) consists of a stiff

bridge-piece, B, a gold ribbon, R, spring-arm, T, screw, c, and a sliding nut,

s. The tooth is turned partly by the ribbon R and partly by the arm T.

(See Fig. U.) ("Dental Cosmos," December, 1884.)
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Fig. 1289 represents two screw-jacks that are often

found useful for turning opposite instanding teeth out-

ward to line. These j acks connect with the teeth by ferules.

Fig. 1289.—Jacks for a similar purpose (A).

Fig. 1290 represents a turning mechanism that acts in

a direct line. It consists of a broad ferule, an anchor

clamp-band (having opposite nuts), a drag-screw with a

swivel-lug, and a piece of small platinum wire. The ferule

Fig. 1290.—Single draught-cord meclianism for turning a tooth (A).

is first cemented upon the tooth to be turned, and then the

clamp-band is placed around two of the side teeth, after

which the tooth to be turned is drawn upon by the plati-

num wire tightened by the swivel-screw. This mechan-

ism is practicable for drawing upon the labial or upon the

lingual side of the tooth.

The construction is as follows : One end of the arm T (strip of plate bent as

in Fig. U) is soldered to the middle third of the bridge B (after the hook part has

Fig. T.—a complicated mechanism for turning a central (A).

been projected through the slot) to bear upon the tooth to be turned when
pressed upon by the sliding of the flange-nut N, s, caused by the turning of the

screw c. One end of the ribbon R (one-sixteenth, of an inch in breadth) is
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Fig. 1291 illustrates the application of a mechanism for

turning an obstinate upper left lateral.^ The mechanism,

shown in parts (Fig. 1292), consists of three clamp-bands,

s', c', c", and two gold draught-ribbons, b', b".

Fig. 1291.—Turning a stubborn lateral by an old-style counterbalancing
mechanism (A).

One end of each draught-ribbon is firmly secured to the

tooth to be turned, while the other ends are attached to

the anchor-bands, one upon the left first molar, the other

upon the right first bicuspid.

attached by solder to the nut in which the spindle end of the screw plays ; the

other end is caught upon a hook soldered upon the ferule F as shown.

In applying the mechanism the ferule F is first cemented upon the tooth to

Fig. U,—^The same mechanism enlarged to more clearly show its construction.2

be turned, and then the bridge-piece B is tied upon the adjacent teeth by

strings, s, s. (Instead of strings I now anchor all such bridges by broad fer-

ules ; one is generally sufficient for a bridge.^)

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos," January, 1878.

2 Published in March, 1886.

3 A somewhat complicated class of little turning mechanisms, that may be

interesting to some students, is represented by Figs. V, W, X. These mechan-
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The attachments are made as follows : one end of each

of the ribbons is caught over the nut s of the bands (see

Fi£?s. 1291-2), while one of the other ends is attached to the

Fig. 1292.—Separated parts of tbe mechanism (A).

screw in the clamp-band bar c', and the other to the screw

Q. The draught upon the tooth to be turned is caused by

tightening the two ribbons by these screws.

Instead of using a small clamp-band upon the tooth to

isms were devised for sligMly tui-ning upper incisors. The mechanism marked

V consists of four elements : a ferule, gold ribbon, crooked wire, and two nuts.

The draught-screw projects through a hole in the flattened wire arm, and has

upon it a°square nut, while the other extremity (bent at right angles) has upon

1

A

q;
FIG. V.-Tuming a left central (A). Fig. W.-Turning a right lateral (A).

Fig. X.—Turning a right lateral (A).

it a tubular nut. To operate the machine the square nut is screwed down

upon the arm ; this lifts the medial side of the left central, and at the same time

forces the globular nut upon the distal side of the tooth.

Fig W represents a modification of this mechanism, differing onlym the use

of a screw instead of a tubular nut. In these mechanisms the globular nut

and the screw are only aids to the lifting-screws.

Fig. X represents a walking-beam mechanism operated by a nut on a screw.
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be turned, as in this case, I now use a broad ferule, ce-

mented upon the tooth with phosphate of zinc, because

such a cemented band is very much firmer. I also now

prefer a longitudinal-screw clamp-band to the transverse-

screw band. (See the upper part of the following figure.)

Fig. 1293 represents parts of two similar, but superior,

mechanisms. (Corresponding letters indicate correspond-

FiG. 1293.—Ribbons and longitudinal-screw clamp-band anchors (A).

ing parts.) The improvements lie in the use of longitudinal-

screw clamp-bands, j', j', and in the use of ferules, s".

A safe anchor for a draught-cord (metallic or rubber) is

a gum-guard ring having a bar soldered to its buccal side.

(See A in Fig. 295, Part VI., p. 339.)

The mechanism consists of a fertile, a stationary screw, a globular nut, and

two pieces of wire (constituting the walking-beam). To the ferule is soldered

on a tangent one end of the first-mentioned screw, and then the nut is added.

A little ring soldered to one end of a piece of wire is then slid upon the screw,

the other end of which is flattened and bored for a bolt, that rivets it between

the bifurcated extremity of the walking-beam, which in turn is riveted between

bifurcated extremities of the first-mentioned screw.

To operate the machine the walking-beam wire, which is placed nearly

parallel to the screw, is made to change position by the globular nut being

forced (along the screw) against the ring end of the shorter wire, causing the

other end of it to rise and lift the longer wire so that it will assume a position

at right angles to the screw. By this movement the free end of the longer

wire bears upon the tooth adjacent to the one to be turned ; this turns the lat-

ter. This mechanism is not as practicable as the others described.



CHAPTER CXXX.

IMMEDIATE PLACING OF UPPER INCISOR TEETH BY

FORCEPS.—BY TRANSPLANTATION.—BY REPLAN-

TATION.—IMPLANTATION.

THE WRENCHING PROCESS OLD, AND THE OPERATION SEVERE.—

REPLANTATION ALSO AN OLD PROCESS.—VIEWS OF BERD-

MORE, BOURDET, HARRIS, TOMES, SMALL, AND PARE.—IM-

PLANTATION NEW, BUT QUESTIONABLE.

THERE are old plans for turning teeth, called the

heroic, that are based upon immediate forcing of the

teeth into their proper positions, by muscle and forceps.

Berdmore, in 1748, and Bourdet, in 1786, both mention

in their writings this forceps plan. The plan of instanta-

neously turning a tooth, or even moving an instanding

tooth to hue by the use of forceps, cannot in any sense be

regarded as scientific, because it is not only dangerous to

the life of the tooth, but unnecessarily painful.

The first part of such operations consists in placing one

beak of straight forceps upon the lingual side of the tooth

and the other upon the labial side (having first placed wood

or hard rubber upon the labial side of the tooth)
;
then,

grasping the forceps firmly, the tooth is turned or lifted

upon until it is righted.

Although the turning of a tooth by forceps is taking a

greater risk of destroying the pulp than by any other plan,

1339
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some cases have been successfully treated ; this, however,

is not offered as an argument in favor of the wrenching

plan. Indeed I cannot commend under any circumstances

this operation, for although some eminent authorities dif-

fer with me, I think that when instruments are necessary

to move teeth, only those that can do the work gi-adually,

and without mashing or breaking the socket-tissues, should

be used.

In nearly all slower operations there is some liability of

injury to the pulp, but the percentage of such results is so

small that a dentist may live a lifetime without meeting

one case in his practice ; by the rapid processes the per-

centage of unfavorable results is so great that there seems

to be reason for condemning them as unscientific. What
I, however, have to say upon the forceps operation should

not be regarded as wholly modern views, but also the views

of the past, though this past time is not long ago. Most of

my remarks will be quotations from other dentists, some

of whom think that there are conditions making such

operations advisable.

Of this heroic operation, sometimes called " torsion,"

Berdmore says :
" The method is not . . . gentle, and con-

sists in breaking the teeth into order by means of a strong

pair of crooked pliers, after which the ligature is to be ap-

plied."

Bourdet says :
" When an incisor is turned to one side,

it must be put in the right position with forceps. If the

patient does not wish to endure this operation, which is

rather painful, the strip of plate is preferable to threads

alone, for turning the tooth into place."

Harris (C. A.), in the first edition of his work, substan-

tially reiterates the views of these earlier wi'iters thus:

" Some practitioners have recommended correction of this
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species of irregularity either by twisting the centrals sud-

denly around with a pair of forceps, or by extracting and

immediately replacing them in proper position. . . . This

is objectionable, because it leads to death of the pulp, and

teeth so treated lose the peculiar animated appearance

which characterizes healthy, living teeth."

This author fui'ther says :
" This operation for turning

teeth into their proper positions, which, as a general thing,

is possible only with those having nearly round roots, con-

sists in the selection of forceps that properly fit the tooth

;

and having carefully passed the beaks as high up under the

gum as is feasible without flaring the edges of the socket,

a strenuous, slow motion is appHed until the tooth is

wrenched into its place." ^

Although a few modern authorities regard this operation

as scientific, it is fortunate that it is not so regarded by

the profession in general. The di-awback is not only the

liability of killing the pulp and discoloring the tooth, but,

as a consequence, a permanent injuiy of the socket by al-

veolar abscess. To be sui'e, discoloration, in a measui'e if

not entirely, may generally be prevented by remo\dng the

pulp immediately after the operation, and then filling the

root; but the fact still remains that the \T.tality of such a

tooth is not as vigorous as before the operation, and sooner

or later the tooth will change its hue.

It is said by those who have experience in this process

that the liability of killing the pulp largely depends upon

the patient's age, and upon the distance necessary to tui'n

the tooth; that in early life the pulp is less liable to die

from the operation than if performed at a later period,

because the root is not fully developed, and the foramen

being very large, the pulp is not easily congested. How-

1 Harris's "Dental Surgery" (1839), p. 108.
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ever this may be, the fact remains that if the pulp does die

before complete development of the apical part of the root,

the preservation of the tooth becomes very much more

difficult than when the pulp dies after complete develop-

ment of the root—a fact that should be taken as a suffi-

cient offset against the successful operations.

While visiting one of om' Western States, Dr. W. F. Lewis

directed my attention to a case of an upper central which

had been turned by forceps, that well serves as an illustra-

tion of the large percentage of results from operations of

this kind.

Fig. 1294 represents the tooth as it appeared before the

operation, and Fig. 1295 its appearance after the operation.

When the tooth had been turned it was held in place by

Fig. 1294.—Position of the tooth before the Fig. 1295.—Position of the tooth after the
operation. operation.

strings tied to the adjacent teeth. This dentist said that

" no hemorrhage followed the operation," that " the gums

were daily bathed with a solution of phenol sodique," that

"apparently there was no inflammation in the socket," and

that in two weeks the strings were removed, and the tooth

being somewhat elongated, he ground it off even with its

mate. When I saw the tooth, however, it had all the neg-

ative evidences of the pulp being dead ; it was darker than

its mate, and, although there was no abscess as yet, the

shade indicated wasting of the pulp from slow death.

Mr. Small mentions the case of a boy about eight years

of age, whose upper central was so far out of its proper

place that the mesial surface faced the lip. Concerning the
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treatment he substantially says :
" The tooth was carefully

but firmly grasped by a pair of forceps, and then, pressing

it toward the socket, the tooth was turned into its proper

position. A week afterward," he says, " it was solidly fixed,

and the boy could, by the sensation in the tooth, distin-

guish between heat and cold."^ No discoloration following,

and the gum appearing healthy, he inferred that the pulp

had not been killed. Mr. Small regards such an operation

as comparatively safe if performed before the patient is

twelve years of age.

Mr. Tomes, in his work,^ gives views upon this plan

thus :
" On the whole, the operation of immediate torsion

is one which is only advisable when rectification by plates

is not advisable ; . . . the most opportune time for such

forcible twisting of the tooth appears to be when the pa-

tient is about nine or ten years of age. At that period

the teeth are fully erupted, but their sockets have not at-

tained full strength." Mr. Tomes further says :
" I have,

however, successfully twisted the central incisors of a pa-

tient aged fifteen, and in several instances in patients aged

thirteen ; but, as a rule, it should be done at a rbuch earlier

age, for the sockets will become dense and unyielding,

so much so that in several cases I have failed to move

the teeth with any degree of force that seemed safe to

apply, and have therefore been compelled to abandon the

attempt.

" For this operation a pair of straight incisor forceps is

recommended. To prevent injury of the enamel, a piece

of lead foil should be interposed between the tooth's labial

surface and the forceps. The tooth should then be firmly

grasped at the edge of the gum, and steadily twisted in

1 Similar sensations are experienced from iuflammatiou of the sockets.

3 " Dental Surgery."
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the desired direction until it is felt to yield. No attempt

should be made to loosen it by twisting it in opposite direc-

tions. When the tooth is released it is apt to spring

slightly backward. Such being the case, it is generally

necessary to twist it further than into its normal position.

Where the tooth has to be twisted (in a somewhat old

subject) through a quarter of a circle, there will sometimes

be considerable resistance." This eminent dentist mentions

having in several instances obtained satisfactory results

from turning the tooth only one-half the necessary distance,

and leaving it a fortnight or three weeks, and then com-

pleting the operation. He says: "Although on the first

occasion the resistance may have been very great, the tooth

generally yields very readily to the second attempt. If,

after the operation, there should be tenderness, or swell-

ing over the socket, it is recommended that the gums be

painted with tincture of iodine, and a leech applied."

The above remarks of Mr. Tomes are substantially sup-

ported by Dr. Beers, of Canada.

Teeth Turned hy the Beplantation Process.—The turning

of a tooth by the process called " replantation," but which

is only a slight modification of the " torsion " plan, and of

another, but very old, operation called "transplantation,"

mentioned by Ambrose Pare (1579), has had its advocates.

Transplantation was instituted in olden times as a means

of substituting for a defective tooth a sound tooth taken

from another living person. This practice for a time passed

out of favor : first, because " vile diseases" were sometimes

transmitted to the patient; second, because the sockets

oftentimes became diseased (alveolar abscess). By replanta-

tion (extraction and returning) there is no danger of trans-

mission of disease, but such operations are often followed,

sooner or later, by abscess. When a tooth is taken from a
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healthy socket, and is immediately skilfully reset into its

proper relation to the adjacent teeth, the tissues often act

kindly, and the wound heals so rapidly that the process is

thought by some operators to have advantages over the

"torsion" plan (tooth not lifted from its socket).

The steps in the process of replantation are as follows

:

After the tooth has been carefully extracted and replaced,

to see that it can be properly poised it is di'opped into

water at the temperature of from 98° to 100° Fahrenheit,

then the socket is cleansed of all detached particles of

socket-tissues and blood, and the pulp of the tooth re-

moved, and the chamber plugged. This chamber is first

cleansed with tepid water, diied, and moistened with some

preserving drug, after which the foramen is solidly filled

with gold foil, or, if the foramen is large, plugged with

platinum or gold wire (rounded off smoothly at the apical

end). The remaining part of the canal should be filled

with phosphate of zinc or gutta-percha. When the tooth

is ready to be returned to its socket, it is pushed firmly

home, and then held there by a multiple cap, cemented into

place Vkith phosphate of zinc. The retainer should be worn

until the toOth has become firm by physiological union of

the socket-tissues with the cementum.

ImpJantation.—Correction by implantation is so similar

to that by transplantation that it is hardly necessary to

explain the process. The union of a foreign tooth in an

artificial socket is not as lasting as desired, nor is the

result by either operation as successful as that from replan-

tation. The steps in the operation of implantation to

correct deformity from a turned tooth are quite similar to

those for other operations for implantation, where the teeth

have been lost for a long time. For particulars see Part

XIII., pp. 651-653.
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CHAPTEE CXXXI.

Section B Drv^isiON I.

TURNING LOWER INCISORS BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

HOW TO MAKE SMALL KIIBBER EINGS.—HOW TO MAKE SPACE.—

A

DOUBLE OPERATION BY AN ELASTIC-EUBBEE EING IN COM-

BINATION WITH TWO FEEULES.

MECHANISMS similar to those used for turning up-

per incisors are often practicable for turning lower

incisors, but the lower incisors seldom require anything

complicated. For turning these teeth elastic-rubber rings,

if properly applied, are as practicable as anything, some-

times more so, because rubber can be made effective with-

out being troublesome to the tongue.

Rings for this purpose vary in size from one-eighth to

one-fourth of an inch in diameter. Those of the largest

size can be found ready made in the market, and the smaller

size may be cut from straw-size tubing; but the best

rings for turning these small teeth are made from sheet-

rubber. The centre hole is made by a common rubber

dam-punch, the outer by a brass or steel tubing (of proper

size), ground to an edge at one end, and made solid at the

other end, to receive the blow of a mallet. A punch of
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this kind, with a gimlet-like handle, is more convenient to

use. The rubber for this purpose should be new and tough,

and from one-twentieth to one-sixteenth of an inch in thick-

ness. This rubber can be found in stores where sheet-rub-

ber goods, such as belting, etc., are kept for sale.

Lower incisors, as well as the upper, may be turned

singly, or two may be turned at the same time. A single

tooth is best turned by a lever-ferule acted upon by a rub-

ber ring anchored to a distant tooth. Two teeth can gen-

erally be turned best by making one of the teeth serve as

anchorage to the other.

Fig. 1296.—Turning two lower incisor teeth at the same time by a rubber ring (A).

Fig. 1296 illustrates the beginning of an operation of this

kind for turning two lower centrals, for a young woman

about twenty years of age.

The mechanism used consisted of one rubber ring in

combination with two gold ferules, each ferule having a

small ring-like hook soldered upon the lingual side.

Between these hooks the rubber was stretched back and

forth several times. The rubber was renewed once in three

days, until the case was corrected.

When the teeth were corrected they were retained in

place by the same ferules, soldered together, after the hooks

were removed.

When lower incisors require to be turned, the irregular-

ity is generally caused by overcrowding of the teeth. This

was the cause in this case, but the crowding was so slight

that the centrals turned easily, and remained stationary
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when corrected. Generally, however, the crowding is so

great that if space is not given the teeth they will again

become irregular. This extra room may be caused by
widening the arch, or by extracting a first bicuspid on one

or both sides of the arch ; but I think that, as a rule, it is

better practice to extract one of the incisors. These teeth

being nearly of uniform size, the lost one is seldom missed.

In fact, this plan, in the long run, has almost universally

been found to be the most satisfactory, because it prevents

recrowding of the incisors.
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CHAPTER CXXXII.

Section C Division I.

TURNING UPPER CUSPIDS BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

TURNING CUSPIDS BY RUBBER RINGS.—TURNING A CUSPID AND

LATERAL SIMULTANEOUSLY.—TURNING A CUSPID BY A LONG

LEVER.—TURNING A CUSPID BY TWO LEVERS.—MODIFICA-

TION OF THE SAME OPERATION.—TURNING A CUSPID BY

SLIDING IT INTO A VACANT SOCKET.—TRACK MECHANISMS

OPERATED BY RUBBER.—REMARKS UPON OPERATING BY

OPPOSITELY ACTING DRAUGHTS FROM RUBBER.

CUSPID teeth are generally more difficult to turn than •

incisors. This is partly because it is more difficult to

secure a firm hold upon them, and partly because of their

longer roots and firmer socket-tissues ; occasionally, how-

ever, it is because of flatness of the body of the roots, or

the crookedness of their apical part.

We shall now consider the various plans of turning upper

cuspids by instruments operated by rubber, and in later

chapters those operated by springs and by screws. In these

explanations the two mechanical principles used in turn-

ing cuspids by single and by double draught, sometimes

caUed compensating-draught, will be considered. Of course

the basal principle of turning cuspids is the same as that

for turning other teeth—lever action.
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For most cases the best engine of force for turning cus-

pids, like that for turning incisors, is probably elastic rub-

ber, because it is less liable to crumble the cement under

the ferule on the tooth to be turned than is spring-wire or

the screw. There are stubborn cases (of cuspids), how-

ever, that will not yield so readily to rubber as to screws

;

but screws require the highest skill to use them.

The first and most important step in these cases is the

securing of a very firm hold upon the crown of the tooth

to be turned. At the present time this is best obtained by

a ferule covering every available part of the crown. This

is cemented upon the tooth by the best phosphate of zinc,

applied while in a sticky condition.

Fig. 1297.—Turning a cuspid and lateral hj a rubber ring sprung over a block pier (A).

Fig. 1297 illustrates the part of a larger operation that

required the turning of a cuspid and a lateral. The former

condition and treatment of this case may be briefly given

as follows: The right central, lateral, cuspid, and second

bicuspid were irregular by being jumbled together. The

two teeth that needed to be turned were corrected at the

same time by an elastic-rubber ring stretched over a pier

made of a block of wood, and anchored by hooks on
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ferules cemented upon the teeth to be turned. The first

step in the operation was the extraction of the second bi-

cuspid ; the next was the drawing posteriorly the first bi-

cuspid against the first molar (as shown in the figure), after

which the cuspid was forced in the same direction by a

wooden wedge, to make space in which to turn the lateral,

which in its turn was also forced away from the central

by another wedge. After all this was done the turning

process above illustrated was commenced. To reiterate,

a ferule, f, was first cemented upon the cuspid, and

another, f, upon the lateral. Upon the labial side of these

teeth there was placed a wooden block, upon which a very

small, but strong, rubber ring, e, rested, after being first

stretched and caught upon hooks soldered to the lingual

sides of the ferules as shown. To increase the force to its

proper degree the rubber was stretched three times from

hook to hook.

The object of the block pier was to hold the middle part

of the rubber strand sufficiently far above the teeth to

cause a lifting force upon their more distant parts.

This lifting force was aided by a pressure oppositely

acting by the block bearing upon the innermost parts of

the teeth. The block was so formed that it spanned the

space between the teeth and did not enter the space like

a wedge. These teeth when corrected were held in place

by two ferules soldered together.

Fig. 1298 illustrates the turning of a right upper cuspid

by a rubber ring and a lever-ferule. This ring was first

anchored upon a hook soldered to the lingual side of a

clamp-band upon the second bicuspid and first molar (on

the same side of the mouth) ; then it was stretched for-

ward through an eye on the end of the lever, and back to

the anchor-band, where it was caught again upon its hook.
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The figure so clearly represents the form of the mechan-

ism and its application that it is not necessary to dwell

upon it further than to mention that in a large majority of

such cases the lever need not be as long as this one.

Fig. 1298.—Turning a cuspid by a rubber ring, a lever, and a clamp-band (A).

Fig. 1299 illustrates an operation for turning a stubborn

right upper cuspid by means of rubber acting through

four hooks as shown. This mechanism, which caused op-

posite and mutually aiding draughts upon the tooth, con-

FiG. 1299.—Turning a cuspid by opposite draughts
by rubber (A).

Fig. 1300.—a similar mechan-
ism (A).

sisted of a two-arm ferule, two rubber rings, and an anchor

clamp-band, having soldered to its buccal side a hook, h,

and to the lingual side a piece of wire, b, of sufficient length

to extend forward a short distance beyond the cuspid to

be turned. The end of this wire was bent into the form
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of a hook, as was also the end of each arm of the cus-

pid-ferule. Figs. 1300 and 1301 represent similar mech-

anisms.

After the clamp-band had been bound upon the bicuspids

and first molar, and the ferule cemented upon the cuspid,

one of the rubber rings was caught upon the lingual hook

H of the ferule, and stretched over the hook h on the end

of the arm b, and then back to the former hook, upon

which it was caught. On the labial side of the dental arch

the other rubber ring was caught upon the hook h (sol-

dered to the labial side of the cuspid-ferule), and then

stretched posteriorly over the hook h on the buccal side of

the clamp-band, then back to the former hook on the

(labial) lever.

These two rings by acting evenly and oppositely upon

the cuspid turned the tooth without moving it laterally.

These forces also, by acting compensatingly upon the

anchorage teeth, did not disturb them.

Fig. 1301.—Modification of the mechanism (A),

The levers on the ferule may have been longer than was

necessary, but in this case they were used to easily over-

come stubborn resistance to the tooth.

Two rubber rings were used in this case, but sometimes

a single ring can be so stretched upon all the hooks that it
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will act exactly the same as two rings; this can be done

where the rubber can pass over the teeth and not interfere

with antagonism of the jaws.

Fig. 1302 illustrates an operation for turning a right

upper cuspid in a direction reverse to that mentioned in

the preceding case. The mechanism, though similar to the

Fig. 1302.—Turning a stubborn right upper cuspid by opposite draughts by rubber (A).

one there illustrated, differed from it in that the long-

wire arm h was soldered to the buccal side of the clamp-

band instead of the lingual. Upon the cuspid-ferule were

soldered two short hooks, instead of two long hooks.

After the clamp-band had been applied to the second

bicuspids and first molar, the ferule was applied and ce-

mented upon the cuspid so that the hooks were located as

shown ; after this a small rubber ring was stretched from

hook to hook on the labial side, and another upon the hooks

on the lingual side. To cause sufficient force these rings

were stretched back and forth until the tension was of the

degree desired.^

Fig. 1303 illustrates an operation for the correction (by

an elastic-rubber ring) of a slightly turned right upper cus-

pid in a jumbled arch. After extracting the first bicuspid

1 The different parts of this mechanism are illustrated in principle in

Fig. 297, Part VI., p. 341.
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to make space and to make a path for the cuspid, the latter

and the second bicuspid were drawn together by an elas-

tic-rubber ring held upon them by two ferules, each having

two hooks.

Upon the cuspid-ferule the hooks were soldered to the

anterior part, and upon the other they were soldered to the

posterior part. These enabled the rubber to be held within

Fig. 1303.—Drawing a cuspid and a second bicuspid together by elastic rubber.

the interdental valleys. The turning lingually of the pos-

terior part of the cuspid was caused by sliding upon the

outer side of the vacant bicuspid socket.

The original position of the cuspid is not correctly shown

in the figure. The posterior side was turned considerably

farther outward. The arrow indicates the direction that

the tooth turned while being corrected. The instanding

lateral was subsequently drawn outward to line by a wire

arm-ferule; the arms were rebent three times a week to

keep up the force. (See Fig. 326, Part VII., p. 370.)

Figs. 1304, 1305, 1306, represent three modifications of

track mechanisms for turning left upper cuspids by elas-

tic-rubber lings. The two former are so constructed and

applied to the teeth that the arms w lie along the buccal

side of the arch, while the last one is so constructed and

applied that the arm lies along the lingual side.

Each mechanism consists of a broad cuspid-ferule, f

(shown edgewise), a rubber ring, e, and an anchor clamp-

band having a sliding arm, w, combined as follows.

86
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Each arm is connected loosely with, its anchor-band. To

the anchor clamp-band are soldered two wire posts. These

posts are connected by a track made of a narrow strip of

plate, on which slides (easily, yet snugly) a very small ferule

Figs. 1304, 1305, 1306.—Track mechanisms operated by elastic rubber for turning
cuspids (A).

of rectangular form. To this is soldered one end of the

sliding arm w, which is operated by a rubber ring so attached

to it and the track that it moves forward or backward as

desired. The arm is prevented from turning over and out

of its proper place by the rectangular ferule which fits the

track. The dotted line represents the rubber, which may
be anchored anteriorly or posteriorly upon the track.

When ready to apply the mechanism the ferule is first

cemented upon the cuspid to be turned, and then the clamp-

band is fastened to the posterior teeth on the same side of

the arch. The free end of the arm w is formed hook-like

if it is to draw upon the cuspid, and spear-like if it is to

push upon it ; either form when in use is caught into a ring

on the ferule. The arm w is made to move forward by the

rubber ring b being caught upon the rectangular track-

ferule and the posterior end of the wire w, and then

stretched and caught over the anterior end of the track.

To reverse the action of the wire w the rubber attach-
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ments are reversed. To cause sufficient force this rubber

is stretched more than once, from point to point. The

arrows indicate the direction of movements of the differ-

ent parts of each mechanism, and suggest the plan of

attachment of the rubber. These httle machines, when

properly made, are as curious as they are effective.



CHAPTER CXXXIII.

TURNING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SPRING-METAL.

GENERAL EEMAEKS UPON ATTACHING SPEING-LEVEES TO TEETH.

OPEEATION BY SUCH LEVEES, IN COMBINATION WITH A

EOOF-PLATE.—COEEUGATED SPEING-HOOK MECHANISM FOE

TUENING A CUSPID.—OPEEATION BY TWO WIEE SPEINGS

ANCHOEED BY A CLAMP-BAND.

FOR more than a century efforts in a crude way have

been made to turn teeth by elastic metal; but not

until between 1865 and 1872 were operations performed

upon a strictly philosophical basis. The advance made

since that time, occasioned by the introduction of phos-

phate of zinc into dentistry, enabling the firm fixing of fer-

ules upon teeth to be turned, has overcome the obstacles

against the use of metallic springs, provided the exposed

parts of the crowns have sufficient smiace extent to en-

able the cement to give a firm grip. (Eefer to Springs,

in Index.)

Fig. 1307 illustrates the beginning of an operation by

Dr. L. D. Shepard for turning by springs two upper cus-

pids. The mechanism consisted of a roof-plate and two

gold caps, c, each having a wire lever, w, about the size of a

pin and about half an inch in length. (See w, c, in the lower

part of the figure.) In the anterior border of the roof-plate

(which was of hard rubber) there was a groove, in which

1364
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the ends of the levers were lodged when the teeth were

being turned. In other words, the operation consisted in

fitting the roof-plate within the dental arch, and then ar-

ranging and cementing the caps upon the cuspids so that

Fig. 1307.—Tvu-niiig upper cuspids by levers and a roof-plate (Shepard).'

the levers pointed diagonally across the dental arch (in the

direction of the opposite second bicuspids), after which

they were sprung forward and caught into the groove in

the plate.

When the force upon these levers became weakened by

the turning of the cuspids the levers were rebent poste-

riorly (by the use of two pincers), so that when again sprung

into the gToove it caused a renewal of the wrenching force.

This rebending of the levers was repeated as often as was

necessary for the operation to properly progress, until the

teeth were sufficiently turned.

The success of this plan greatly depends upon the degi^ee

of firmness of the plate, and that of the caps upon the teeth.

If the plate be anchored to the side teeth by clamp-bands

it would be much firmer than by the plan shown. In order

that such lever-caps may be sufficiently firm they should be

made to cover every available part of the crowns. For a

1 Drawn from the original.

86*
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thimble-cap or a simple broad ferule, platinum is superior

to gold (even pure gold) because, being more pliable, it is

more easily made to conform to the shape of the tooth

;

but it should be made sufficiently thick to prevent the lever

from springing it loose.

Fig. 1308 represents a mechanism for tm^ning a left upper

cuspid by the pulling force of a wire spring. The mechan-

ism consists of a broad cuspid-ferule, and an anchor clamp-

Fig. 1308.—a puUing-spriDg mecliaiilsni for turning a cuspid (A).

band. These are connected by a piece of stiff, corrugated

wire. This is soldered to the anterior buccal part of

the anchor. The wire arm, ujion the end of which is a hook,

projects as far forward as the cuspid to be turned, in order

to catch into a ring soldered to the ferule cemented upon

the cuspid.

When the ferule has been applied the clamp-band is

secured upon the bicuspids and first molar; the spring

Fig. 1309.—a pushing-spriiig mechanism fA).

wire is then pulled forward until the hook is caught into

the ring on the ferule. There it is left to do its work

of turning the tooth. The drawing force is caused by the
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zigzag part of the wire arm. To keep up the force these

curves are occasionally cramped smaller, by means of

pincers.

Fig. 1309 represents a pushing-spring mechanism for

turning a left upper cuspid. The spring-wire rests in a

socket, w, connecting it by a staple to the ferule. This

spring is anchored to the side teeth by a clamp-band simi-

larly to the spring in the last-mentioned mechanism.

Fig. 1310 illustrates an operation for tm*ning a left upper

cuspid by two wire springs so arranged that they act op-

positely upon the tooth. The entire mechanism consists

of a clamp-band, b (having soldered to it the two pieces

Pig. 1310.—Turning a cuspid T3y oppositely acting springs (A).

of spring-wire, s, s), and a broad platinum ferule, F, having

soldered oppositely two platinum-wire levers, l, l. The

free end of each lever is flattened, and bifurcated to hold

the free extremities of the wire springs as shown.

These mutually acting springs are anchored to a clamp-

band fastened upon the bicuspids and first molar. Before

this is done, however, the ferule is so arranged upon the

cuspid that these springs s, s will bear upon the ends of

the levers l, l, in the direction desired.

This mechanism belongs to a class in which all the springs

are anchored by clamp-bands. These mechanisms, by slight
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variations in form are practicable for turning in any direc-

tion either of the eight anterior teeth ; indeed, the useful-

ness of the mechanisms by such variations is so various

that they may be regarded as among the best for correcting

stubborn teeth by elastic wire. The only point in which

special care is necessary is to so adjust the power of the

springs that the force will not be so great as to cause pain.^

Fig. 1311.—Similar Mechanism (A).

Fig. 1311 represents a mechanism that is similar to the

one represented by Fig. 1310.^

1 PubUshed in the "Brooklyn Medical Journal," July, 1888 (A).

2 For more extensive remarks upon the comparative value of springs, refer

to Springs in Index.



CHAPTER CXXXIY.

TURNING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS.

GENERAL REMARKS.—OPERATIONS BY SCREWS IN COMBINATION
WITH A ROOF-PLATE.—THE CONE-LEVER OPERATION.—OP-

ERATION BY A LONG SCREW.—THE SCREW-JACK MECHANISM.
OPERATION BY AN IMPROVISED MECHANISM.—BY A TRANS-

PALATINE SCREW-JACK.—BY TWO TRANSPALATINE SCREW-
JACKS.

THE use of screws for turning cuspids is not looked

upon by many dentists with much favor at the pres-

ent time. While there is some ground for this distrust, T

think that there are some cases for which the screw might

be used with great advantage in their treatment ; indeed,

I have had successes by it where I would not have so well

succeeded without this agent.

Of several mechanisms devised for turning teeth, there

is none rfiore practicable for tui^ning cuspids than that rep-

resented by Fig. 1257A, Chapter CXXVIII., which was de-

vised for turning upper central incisors. In the operation

where this mechanism was used the anchorage was the

tooth adjacent to the one turned ; but a mechanism, con-

structed upon the same principle, having the anchor placed

upon a more distant tooth, is equally practicable, if the

screw be made of sufficient length to extend from the tooth

to be turned to the anchorage tooth or teeth.
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The old-fashioned way of anchoring screws was to con-

nect them with large plates; such anchors, however, are

now generally regarded as greatly inferior to some form

of gold or platinum band, which is less cumbersome to

wear and less difficult to keep clean. Plates, however, have

their uses, especially for cases where the anchorage teeth

are few and scattering, or are not sufficiently firm individ-

ually to stand the necessary strain upon them.

Fig. 1312.—Turning a cuspid by two screws in combination with a roof-plate.

Fig. 1312 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

turning a stubborn right upper cuspid by intermittent force

from screws. The mechanism (the metallic parts of which

are represented by Fig. 1313) consists of a platinum ferule,

Fig. 1313.—Metallic parts of the mechanism (A).

F, having two gold-wii*e hooks, two screws, s, s', and a hard-

rubber roof-plate, p (having two anchor clamp-bands, b, b,

to fasten it to the bicuspids).

First the plate was applied within the dental arch, and

held there by the clamp-bands tightened upon the side
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teeth; and then the ferule was arranged and cemented

upon the cuspid so that the lingual wire arm rested in the

cup on the end of the lingual screw s, previously set into

the anterior border of the plate. The next step was the

placing of the screw s' into the double nut on the buccal

side of the right clamp-band in such a way that the lug l

(made by soldering a smooth-bore nut at right angles to a

short piece of thin gold ribbon) caught upon the labial hook

of the ferule as shown.

The mechanism now being ready to be operated, this

screw s' was advanced into the double nut, until the ribbon

was made taut upon the labial hook of the ferule. After

this the other screw, s, was turned backward until the bot-

tom of its cup bore gently against the end of the lever on

the lingual side of the ferule ; the cuspid was retightened

upon every morning and evening. In doing this it was

necessary to exercise caution in order to prevent loosening

the ferule by crumbling the cement.

Fig. 1314.—Turning a cuspid by a cone-lever.i

Fig. 1314 illustrates a process of turning a right upper

cuspid by a cone-nut and lever mechanism.

Fig. 1315 represents the mechanism, together with extra

cone-nuts of different sizes. The mechanism consists of a

1 Published in the "Dental Cosmos,*' May, 18S5, p. 276.
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clamp-ferule, b, screw, l, two loose nuts, N, n', and a smooth-

bore cone-nut, c. On one end of the band is a screw-cut

nut, n", and on its other end a smooth-bore nut. The nut

n' is a shifting support to the smooth-bore nut of the band.

To tighten this band upon the cuspid to be turned the

screw L is projected through the smooth-bore nut into the

Fig. 1315.—The meclianisin witli a set of cone-nuts (A).

screw-cut nut n" until the end of the screw is flush with

the end of this nut ; then the loose nut n' is run up against

the smooth-bore nut, forcing it toward the nut n" ; thus

by drawing the two band-nuts toward each other, the band

(aided by cement) is made tight upon the cuspid.

When the band b (filled with cement) has been placed

upon the tooth, the cone-nut is placed upon the screw,

after which the nut n is applied and screwed against this

cone-nut. If the lever is so placed that it will rest in con-

tact with the bicuspids, and the cone lies with its largest

diameter within the recess between the bicuspids, the nut

N when turned against the cone will, by forcing it forward

over the prominence of the first bicuspid, cause the lever

(screw) to move outward from the bicuspid, thus Ufting

upon and turning the cuspid within the broad band.

To avoid frequent removal of the entire mechanism, to re-

rest it for renewal of the force, is the object of the different

sizes of cones. When the usefulness of one cone is spent

it is replaced by a larger one. This mechanism was suc-

cessful in every respect, but I used it only twice, because

it had no advantages over some others that were simpler.

Fig. 1316 illustrates the turning of a left upper cuspid
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by the power of a screw. The mechanism consisted of a

screw, s, a thin, broad platinum cuspid-ferule, f (ha^dng a

ring upon its labial side), and an adjustable anchor, con-

sisting of two ferules connected by two pieces of stiff plat-

F16. 1316.—Turning a cuspid by a long-screw and an adjustable anchor (A).

inum wire as shown. Upon one of these anchor-ferules

was soldered a screw-cut nut. These anchor-bands were

cemented upon the first bicuspid and first molar, leaving

the second bicuspid within the wires. These bands, or

ferules, were made of platinum, rolled very thin, so that

Fig. 1317.—Screw-jack mechanism for turning a cuspid (A).

they would not force the teeth to encroach upon the terri-

tory belonging to the cuspid. To operate the mechanism

the screw s was projected through the ring on the cuspid-

ferule, thence into the screw-cut nut on the rear ferule as
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shown. This excellent anchor is made adjustable by bend-

ing or curving the connecting wires more or less. .

Fig. 1317 represents a mechanism which acts similarly

to that represented by Fig. 1316. This consists of a clamp-

band having attached to it a screw-jack that is connected

by a swivel with a ferule, r, which, in use, is cemented upon

the cuspid to be turned.

Fig. 1318.—Turning a cuspid by a long hook operated by a nut (A).

Fig. 1318 represents an operation for turning a right

upper cuspid by a mechanism that became broken and was

altered in repairing, before the operation was completed.

As the dental arch was already sufficiently large, and as

there was not sufficient room for all the teeth, the second

bicuspid was extracted, and the first bicuspid moved pos-

teriorly one-half its diameter, to liberate the cramped re-

maining teeth. This movement of the bicuspid was made

by a clamp-band anchored around the two anterior molars.

At the close of this stage of the operation the cuspid was

acted upon by additional parts. The entire mechanism con-

sisted of a staple-ferule, f, a long screw, and a clamp-band.

When the operation began the ferule was cemented upon

the cuspid with amalgam (the use of quick-setting phos-

phate of zinc as a cement in dentistry being then unknown

to me), the ferule being first varnished with fir-balsam
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gum dissolved in chloroform, to prevent the amalgam in-

juring the gold. Through the staple of the ferule was then

projected one extremity of tlie long screw which entered

a double nut on the buccal side of the clamp-band. The

tooth was acted upon by tightening this screw. For a time

this worked well, but soon the threads in the (imperfect)

nut became so worn that the screw failed to act. Not

having time immediately to make a new nut, I discarded

the screw and used the long hook w, which was improvised

from a piece of wire that was screw-cut at one end. This

hook was caught into the damaged nut, the other extremity

being projected through the staple of the ferule, and con-

fined there by a nut, n. The retightening of the nut twice

a day turned the tooth. The prominence of the nut gave

this sensitive patient some annoyance, but the operation

was otherwise successful.^

Fig. 1319.-Turning a stubborn cuspid by a swivel screw-jack (A),

Fig. 1319 illustrates an operation for turning and draw-

ing to Ime an outstanding right upper cuspid for a woman

twenty-five years of age, large in frame and of strong con-

stitution. The alveolar process was hard, and the teeth

remarkably firm in their sockets . While some cuspids can

1 A modification of this mechanism for moving a cuspid posteriorly was

published by the author five years later in the "Dental Cosmos, January,

1878, and February, 1879.
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be moved by slight force, and effectually regulated by mech-

anisms as, simple as a rubber ring, others require greater

force, even to the full power of a screw-jack, strongly at-

tached not only to the tooth to be turned, but firmly an-

chored to several teeth on the opposite side of the dental

arch. This case belonged to the latter class.

A strong swivel screw-jack, n, made as represented in

the figure, was apphed diagonally across the arch, and

anchored to a transverse-screw clamp-band, b, upon the

first molar. One end of the loop s (around the molar) was

held to the bar p by a little rectangular ferule, a, and the

other end by a screw and nut as shown. The base of the

jack was attached to this loop by a staple, while the other

extremity of the jack was connected with the cuspid by a

gold ribbon extending from the box-swivel J, and caught

upon the nut c of a small clamp-band around this cuspid.^

Fig. 1320.—Different parts of the mechanism (A).*

Fig. 1320 represents on a reduced scale the different parts

of this mechanism. The barrel f of the screw-jack was rec-

tangular in form, and made of thin plate. In one end of

it was soldered a threaded nut, about one-eighth of an inch

in thickness, for the jack-screw n. To the other end of the

barrel was soldered a ring to attach it to a staple on the

anchor-band.^

1 This kind of anchor was published in the " Dental Cosmos," October, 1877,

and June, 1878.

' The use of the band c in this operation took place before I knew of any

quick-setting cement in dentistry. At the present time the simple broad fer-

ule with phosphate-of-zinc cement furnishes a much stronger attachment.

3 This transverse-screw variety of anchor-band I now seldom use ; the longi-

tudinal-screw variety, made as represented in dotted lines in Fig. 1323, being

preferable.
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When the mechanism had been applied the patient did

most of tlie work of turning the tooth at her home. Still

I saw her often, in order to be sure that the operation was

progressing properly ; but powerful as this mechanism was,

its full strength was required, and even with that the cus-

pid did not move until the four anchor teeth had started

from their normal positions. This drawback, however, was

disregarded, and the application of its full force continued

until the cuspid had been turned even beyond its proper

position ; this accomplished, the anchor teeth were given

their liberty, when they soon returned to their former posi-

^^
Fig. 1321.—Temporary retaining mechanism (A).

tions. The object of turning the cuspid beyond its proper

position was to break somewhat its tendency to return.

After all, however, the tooth showed a slight disposition to

return to its outstanding place.

Fig. 1322.—Case with retaining-wire after completion of the operation.

This was temporarily prevented by an improvised mech-

anism (from the drawer), constructed as shown in Fig. 1321.

87
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After several weeks this retainer was replaced by another,

consisting of a wire so anchored into cavities in the bicus-

pids that it bore upon the labial side of the tooth as rep-

resented by Fig. 1322. This retainer was worn about two

years without injury to the teeth and with no inconve-

nience to the patient. Although now six years since this

wire was removed, the tooth remains in its proper position.

Fig. 1323 represents a box-swivel screw-jack similar to

the one last described. The dotted lines represent an

^siim-//r////x/////////,m^^

Fig. 1323.—Modification of ttie box-swivel screw-jack (A).

anchor clamp-band of the longitudinal-screw variety, which

is superior to the transverse-screw variety.

Fig. 1324 illustrates the third stage of a large operation

on the right side for a woman about twenty-one years of

age. Before the first stage was begun the cuspid stood

with its lingual side facing diagonally forward, the tooth

nearly pointing through the gum over the lateral incisor.

The first step was extraction of the second bicuspid, and

moving posteriorly the first bicuspid. To prevent the space

between the first bicuspid and first molar from closing en-

tirely, at the time the bicuspid was being moved a block

was interposed between the teeth. This block c was at-

tached to the clamp-band by means of a ring on one side

and a fiat hook upon the other.i

It would have been easier to have corrected the cuspid

had it been allowed to remain until it had fully erupted;

but as the patient could remain only a short time in the

1 See Fig. 1040, p. 1082, another block-band operation.
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city, the case required immediate treatment. The treatment

of the cuspid was divided into two stages : first, drawing

it posteriorly ; second, turning it. The first stage was per-

•V^vVJ*

Fig. 1324.—Turning a partly erupted cuspid by two screw-jacks (tliird stage) (A).

formed by a hook caught into a pit made into the cuspid,

and drawn upon by a screw connecting it with the buccal

side of an anchor clamp-band, b, on the first bicuspid and

molar. Later in the treatment the drawing-screw was

transferred to a nut, n, on the lingual side of the same

clamp-band.^

The second stage (turning), the one now to be considered,

was accomplished by a somewhat cumbersome addition to

the mechanism. This addition consisted of a spindle screw-

jack, o, to push upon one side of the cuspid, and a swivel

screw-jack, s, having a hook to draV upon the other side

of the tooth. These jacks were anchored by staples to

a longitudinal-screw clamp-band, fastened upon teeth of

the opposite side of the dental arch. The construction of

the screw-jacks is so clearly shown in the figure that it is

not necessary further to explain them.

To lodge these jacks firmly upon the cuspid two small

pits were drilled into the enamel, one in the labial surface,

1 This stage is represented in Part XV., Chapter CVIIL, pp. 1117, 1118..
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near the anterior side of the tooth ; the other in the lingual

sm-face, near the posterior side. The clamp-band b, that

had been used for drawing the cuspid posteriorly, was

retained in use throughout the tui-ning part of the opera-

tion. This was necessary in order to hold the bicuspid

back, and also to aid in preventing the tongue from dis-

lodging the end of the spindle of the pushing-jack o from

the pit in the lingual side of the tooth ; this spindle was

steadied by being projected through the hole in the head

of the screw d. After this jack was lodged, and the hook

of the other jack, s, was caught into the pit in the labial

side, they (jacks) were tightened upon the tooth, causing

it to turn ; at the same time they drew it into line.

Dming the process the draw-hook requii-ed several

slight, peculiar changes in its form, in order to prevent it

from bearing too hard against the lateral incisor. This

interference (not easily explained) was occasioned by the

changes in the position of the cuspid. By the time the

cuspid had been turned sufficiently, its crown had become

two-thirds exposed to view, by advance of its eruption.

Fig. 1325.—Tlie retaining mechanism.

Fig. 1325 represents the retaining mechanism used after

the operation was completed. It consisted of two pure

gold ferules, f, f, connected by a piece of platinum wire, w

;

these ferules were cemented upon the cuspid and bicuspid.



LOWER CUSPIDS.

Section C Division II.

Chap. CXXXV. Turning Lower Cuspids by Elastic Rubber.

" CXXXVI. " " " " Screws.
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CHAPTEE CXXXY.

Section C Division II.

TURNING LOWER CUSPIDS BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

GENERAL EEMAEKS.—THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES USED IN

TURNING UPPER CUSPIDS MAY BE APPLIED TO THE TURN-

ING OF LOWER CUSPIDS.—OPERATION BY TWO ELASTIC-

RUBBER RINGS IN COMBINATION WLTR ANCHOR-FERULES.

ALTHOUGrH the lower cuspids are often found to be

J\. turned out of their proper position, their correction

is not often regarded to be as necessary as the turning of

upper cuspids ; indeed, the majority of such malposed cus-

pids in either jaw by many dentists are not thought to

be necessary to be turned. I share this opinion in many

cases, especially in those that can be made to look fairly

well by the optical illusion treatment, L e., reshaping them

by grinding. When, however, a sufficient change in the

contour cannot be brought about by moderate grinding,

the operation for turning the teeth by powerful mechan-

isms may become necessary.^

The best machines for turning lower cuspids are oper-

ated by rubber or by screws, in combination with some

form of anchor-bands, upon teeth that are posterior to the

teeth to be turned. Usually these are the molars, but some-

times they should be aided by the bicuspids. The best

1 For information upon grinding, see Part XII., p. 505.
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principle of mechanical action to be used is the double-

action. By this principle the force applied to the cuspid

is twofold, while that upon the anchorage teeth is very

slight, if any at all, because counterbalancing.

Fig, 1326 illustrates an operation for turning a right

lower cuspid by one of the class of mechanisms acting by

rubber. This simple mechanism, which is independently

Fig. 1326.—Turning a lo-wer cuspid by oppo- Fig. 1327.—The doable-acting
site forces from rubber (A). meclianlsni (A).

represented by Fig. 1327, consists of two elastic-rubber

rings, E, K, a cuspid-ferule, f, having two hooks, and two

anchor-ferules, a, a, connected by two stiff pieces of plati-

num wire as shown. These wires not only hold the fer-

ules in their proper relation to each other, but also furnish

hooks, H, H, for holding the rubber rings. All the metallic

parts of the mechanism are platinum.

To apply the mechanism one of the anchor-ferules was

cemented upon the first bicuspid and the other upon the

first molar ; the third ferule, f, was cemented upon the cus-

pid to be tm-ned. When the cement had hardened the rub-

ber rings were stretched from the hooks on this ferule to

those on the anchor-wires as shown in Fig. 1326. To cause

strong force the rubber rings were stretched several times

from hook to hook. These rubbers not only aided each

other in turning the cuspid, but they acted oppositely and
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compensatingly upon the anchorage teeth, and did not dis-

turb them in any way. Had the force been single (in one

direction), as would have been the case had only one rubber

ring been used, the force upon the anchorage teeth would

have been distinctly shown in the tendency of these teeth

to move in that direction ; i. e., if the rubber had been ap-

plied upon the buccal side of the teeth the direction of the

force would have been posteriorly, while had the rubber

been applied to the lingual side the direction would have

been anteriorly.

Rising of Anchorage Teeth.—While upon the subject of

the effect of force upon anchorage teeth, it may be well

to mention another point. I refer to the question. Why
do anchorage teeth sometimes rise in their sockets ? The

answer is, because the dentist fails to apply the engine of

force (that acts in only one direction) in the right place on

the anchor. A rule may be stated thus : drawing forces

should act from the anterior part of the band embracing

anchorage teeth, while pushing forces should act upon the

posterior part. In other words, drawing-engines should

be attached to the anterior parts of anchor-bands, while

pushing-engines should be attached to the posterior parts

of the bands ; moreover, the attachment of engines of force

to the posterior parts of anchors should be made close to

the gum margins of the bands, and attachments to the an-

terior parts of anchor-bands should be made on a straight

line between the point of draught upon the tooth to be

turned and the posterior gum margin of the band. Rising

of teeth in their sockets, and consequent failure of opera-

tions, are often due to the lack of comprehension and appli-

cation of this important mechanical principle.
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TURNINO LOWER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS.

OPERATION BY TWO SCREW-JACKS ACTING OPPOSITELY AT THE

SAME TIME UPON A CUSPID.—ONE OBJECT OF ACTING COM-

PENSATINGLY IS NOT TO DISTURB THE ANCHORAGE TEETH.

THE conditions that are favorable for the best use of

screws in turning single cuspids are not often found,

nor is it often necessary to resort to screws for turning

these teeth ; still there have been cases that seemed impos-

sible to correct without them. In the majority of cases

elastic-rubber rings are not only effective, but easier to

apply and less liable to crumble the cement between the

ferule and the tooth to be turned.

Fig. 1328 illustrates an operation for turning a stubborn

lower cuspid for a woman about twenty-five- years of age.

As the mechanism used is somewhat difficult to make, this

operation is recommended only in cases where great power

is necessary and the conditions are favorable for apply-

ing the mechanism. In this case the cuspid stood with

its labial surface facing posteriorly. Besides the unusual

hardness of the socket-tissues and evident crookedness of

the root of the tooth, the line of antagonism in the middle

of the sides of the arch was greatly curved downward, this

part being so far below the level of the grinding surface of
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the cuspid and third molar as to render any di-awing force

liable to raise the anchorage teeth in their sockets. There-

fore the question to settle in devising a mechanism was,

how to contrive it so that it would turn the cuspid with-

out raising the molars.

Fig. 1328.—Turning a lower cuspid by two screw-jacks acting compensatingly (A).

Fig. 1329, illustrating, side view, this case, not only shows

this curve in the line of side teeth, but also shows an advan-

tageous condition, and one that was taken advantage of to

prevent this rising of the teeth. This favorable condition

was a space in the arch, made by loss of the first molar

Pig. 1329.—Side view, showing the sag (enlarged).

(which occurred in early life), permitting of the application

in the best place of opposing or compensating forces. It

should not be inferred, however, that, had no space been

found, no compensating forces could have been applied.

(See Figs. 1339, 1340, p. 1399, Chapter CXXXVII.)
The mechanism used in this case consisted of a pushing-
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jack and a pulling-jack so combined with a clamp-band

anchor (for the molars) that the posterior ends of the

screw-jacks acted oppositely upon a single point upon the

anterior end of the anchor-band. One jack was applied

upon the buccal side of the dental arch, and the other upon

the lingual side. The posterior ends of the jacks curved

toward each other, and joined hinge-like in the space be-

tween the second and the first molar. This hinge consisted

in riveting the shanks between two ears soldered to the an-

terior end of the anchor-band. The anterior ends of the

Fig. 1330.—The ferule and its attachment (A).

jacks were attached to the cuspid by two staples, one being

soldered to the buccal side, and the other to the lingual.

Into these staples were caught rings, one having upon it

a socket, the other a nut, as shown in Fig. 1330.

After cementing the ferule upon the cuspid, and after

the anchor-band, with its jacks riveted to it, had been

fastened upon the molars, the lingual jack (pulling-jack)

was attached to the lingual side of the ferule by running

the end of the screw into the nut (threaded) attached to

the lingual staple on the ferule. The jack (pushing-jack)

upon the labial side was attached by running the spindle

of the screw into the socket attached to the labial staple

on the ferule.

The curved arms on the posterior ends of the jacks

worked so easily upon the rivet between the ears of the

damp-band that the opposite forces upon the anchor-band

acted gently from and against the common point, and there-
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fore prevented either raising or sinking of the anchorage

teeth. In other words, the lifting force by the draw-jack

was offset by the depressing force of the pushing-jack.

The screw-jacks were carefully operated twice a day by

a lever-key inserted into holes in the bulbs of the jack-

screws. This care was necessary in order to avoid crum-

bling of the cement within the broad cuspid-ferule.





BICUSPIDS.

Section D Division I.

Chap. CXXXVII. Turning Bicuspids by Elastic Rubber.

" CXXXVIII. " " " Screw-acting Mechanisms.





CHAPTER CXXXYII.

Section D .

.' DI\^SION I.

TURNING BICUSPIDS BY ELASTIC RUBBER.

BEST MECHANISMS ARE SKELETON IN FOEM AND ARE OF GOLD

AND ELASTIC RUBBER.—INSTRUMENTS FOR PLACING RUB-

BER RINGS.—HOW TO APPROXIMATELY ADJUST FORCE TO

KEEP THE TISSUE-CHANGES WITHIN PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITS.

—OPERATION BY OPPOSITE DRAUGHTS UPON THE TOOTH

TO BE TURNED.—OPERATION BY SINGLE DRAUGHT.

BICUSPIDS may be turned by mechanisms constructed

upon plans similar to some of those that are used for

turning cuspids. The best mechanisms for turning such

teeth are not the large and clumsy kinds called plates, but

the delicate and skeleton kinds. The best anchors are of

gold, but cheaper materials, such as G-erman silver or sim-

ilar alloys, are practicable. As the mechanisms used for

turning cuspids are equally practicable for turning bicus-

pids, little more need be said, upon those for the latter, than

that which can be found in the preceding chapters, upon

turning cuspids.

How to Adjust the Tension ofBuhher Bings.—To apply a

rubber ring easily it should not only have a steady anchor,

but it should have its connections made philosophically,

and the hooks so arranged that by a string or by some

properly formed instrument the rubber can be easily

stretched and caught upon them in any part of the mouth.

88 n93
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Of all instruments for placing rubber rings there are

none in vogue that are superior to those represented by

Fig. 1331. These may be made of new steel or brass, but

equally useful ones can be made of old excavators. With

Fig. 1331.—Working extremities of instruments for placing rubber rings upon hooks
on mechanisms (A),

two or three of these instruments the stretching and catch-

ing of rubber rings upon hooks, knobs, or screws in the

most distant parts of the mouth is as easily accomplished

as if in the nearest parts, and never require more than one

minute, and generally not more than five seconds.

Sometimes the tension should be greater than can be

obtained by stretching the ring directly from one hook to

the other. To increase the tension of the rubber the hooks

may be set farther apart, but in most cases it is better to

stretch the same ring back and forth (from hook to hook)

Fig. 1332.—Turning a bicuspid by oppositely acting forces by two rubber rings.

the number of times necessary for causing the desired de-

gree of force. These rings may be so easily applied by the

above-mentioned instruments that generally the patients

can quickly renew them at their homes.
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Fig. 1332 illustrates the begiiining of an operation for

turning a left upper first bicuspid by two elastic-rubber

rings so cauglit upon the tooth that they aided each other,

and at the same time so acted upon the anchor teeth that

they were not disturbed. The metallic parts (Fig. 1333)

consisted of a broad bicuspid-ferule having two lever-

Fig. 1333.—The Mechanism (A). Fig. 1334.—The metallic parts of

a similar mechanism (A).

hooks, H, H (Fig. 1332) soldered oppositely, and an anchor

clamp-band, b, having a buccal wire arm projecting for-

ward from its anterior part. On the end of this arm

(which lay along the labial side of the cuspid) there was a

hook, and on the lingual side of the clamp-band another.

Upon these four hooks the stretched rubber rings, e, e, were

arranged and caught as shown in the figure.

This mechanism was not only easily operated, but the

forces were so manageable that it was not difficult to con-

duct the operation so that the socket-tissue changes were

approximately confined within physiological limits.^

Fig. 1334 represents the metallic parts of a similar mech-

anism.

Fig. 1335 illustrates an operation for turning a left upper

1 This mechanism is the same in kind as the one represented by Figs. 291-

296, pp. 335-340, in Part VI., for the turning of cuspids and bicuspids.
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first bicuspid by a " package band " (rubber) anchored to a

transpalatine screw-jack that was being used at the same

time for widening the arch.

The turning part of the operation was as follows: the

screw-jack and anchor-band being already arranged and

fixed upon the side teeth as shown, a broad gold lever-fer-

ule, r, was cemented upon the bicuspid, after which the

Fig. 1335.—Turning a bicuspid by a rubber " package band " anchored to a mechanism
applied for widening the dental arch (A).

rubber e was first caught upon the lever l, soldered to the

bicuspid-ferule, and thence stretched around the screw-

jack J, and again over the lever-hook, and back around the

jack to the same lever-hook, where it was caught and left

there to do its work.

This rubber was renewed twice a week until the bicuspid

had turned into its proper position. The lever-ferule was

then removed and replaced by a double-arm ferule (not

shown), the arms resting upon the lingual side of the ad-

jacent teeth.



CHAPTER CXXXYIII.

TURNING UPPER BICUSPIDS BY SCREWS.-VARIOUS
MECHANISMS ILLUSTRATED AND EXPLAINED.

TURNING A BICUSPID BY A GOLD EIBBON DEAWN UPON BY A

SCREW PROJECTING THROUGH A BRIDGE.—OPERATION BY

A SIMILAR MECHANISM.—TWO MUTUALLY ACTING SCREW-

JACKS IN ONE MECHANISM.—A MODIFICATION OF THE SAME

MECHANISM FOR TURNING A BICUSPID.—PROTOTYPES OF

LATER MODERN MECHANISMS.

MECHANISMS for turning bicuspid teeth by screws,

like those for similar operations upon other teeth,

are not so easily made as mechanisms that act by elastic-

rubber rings. Nevertheless screws are sometimes more

effective, especially for patients who are more than thirty

years of age, provided the teeth to be turned are so formed

that a sufficiently firm grip upon them can be secured.

Fig. 1336 illustrates a process of turning a left upper

instanding bicuspid by a bridge mechanism consisting of

a strip of gold plate, u (Fig. 1337), a broad platinum bi-

cuspid-ferule, F (having ears), and a gold ribbon, on one

end of which was soldered a screw, s, having a nut. This

ribbon was attached to the tooth to be turned by the fer-

ule, the ribbon being soldered to the lingual side. The

screw was connected with the bridge by being projected

88* 1397
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through a hole in its middle part. This bridge or anchor

extended both ways from the tooth to be turned sufficiently

to bear upon five teeth, to two of which the bridge was tied

by platinum wire, w, w. The tooth was turned by tight-

ening the nut upon the bridge.^

Fig. 1336.—Turning a left upper bicuspid
tiy a bridge meclianism (A).

Fig. 1337.—The Bridge (old).

Fig. 1338 represents a bridge mechanism, improved from

the one represented by Fig. 1336. The improvement lies in

the anchoring the bridge-piece by a ferule instead of wbes.

1 Fig. A represents one of my oldest mechanisms, published in the "Dental

Cosmos," March, 1878. This one, however, is a modification of one of my still

earlier mechanisms, also published in the same journal the same year. The

Fig. a.—a prototype bridge mechanism (A).

active parts of this mechanism are represented in detail at the right of the

figure. The entire mechanism is seen in position for turning the left upper

first bicuspid in the direction indicated by an arrow.
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Fig. 1339 represents a mechanism that was applied di-

agonally across the upper dental arch for turning and

drawing to line a stubborn outstanding right upper bicus-

pid. It consisted of a broad bicuspid-ferule, a push-jack,

and a draw-jack anchored by a stiff, U-shape strip of plate,

attached to one of my old-style transverse-screw clamp-

bands formed as represented in the figure. The draw-jack

^^^

Fig. 1338.—An improved bridge mecli- Fig. 1339.—A double transpalatine screw-
anism (A). jack mechamsm for tuming an upper bi-

cuspid tootli (A).

was connected with the bicuspid-ferule by a thin gold rib-

bon caught upon a little knob on the labial side of the

ferule. The push-jack was attached to the ferule by the

spindle-screw resting in a staple soldered to the opposite

side of the ferule. The force of the two jacks was applied

very gently in order that the cement under the ferule might

remain intact. As the two forces upon the anchorage acted

opposite to each other, it was not disturbed.

This mechanism is complicated; therefore it cannot be

recommended, except in cases where great power is neces-

p

Fig. 1340.—Double-acting bicuspid turner (A).

sary ; even then, the degree of the forcebeing liable to exceed

the firmness of the cement between the ferule and the tooth

to be turned, there remains the question of expediency.

Fig. 1340 represents a similar mechanism for turning a
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right Tipper first bicuspid. This is also equally practicable

for turniDg a cuspid in either jaw. It consists of a push

screw-jack, p, a draw screw-jack, d, a broad bicuspid-fer-

ule, F, and a molar clamp-band, b (for an anchor). As the

effect of the jacks upon the anchorage is compensating,

they do not disturb it. In use the mechanism is anchored

to the same side of the dental arch in which the tooth to

be tui'ned is situated. It is operated by turning the jack-

screws within the barrels of.the screw-jack.

Fig. 1341.—Tttming a bicuspid and correcting a cuspid (A),

Fig. 1341 illustrates the turning of a lone upper bicuspid

by a lever-ferule acted upon by a screw. In this case (a

young woman), the adjacent cuspid being instanding, I

took advantage of the opportunity to perform the double

operation of correcting both teeth simultaneously. The

mechanism consisted simply of a lever-ferule for the bicus-

pid and a screw-ferule for the cuspid. These were arranged

and cemented upon the teeth as shown. The screw pro-

jected through the lever and was tightened upon by a nut

that bore upon its buccal side, thus acting mutually upon

the cuspid and bicuspid. As this case has already been

explained in Part XV., Chapter CIV., p. 1066 (upon moving

of cuspids by screws), it is not necessary to further dwell

upon it here.



PART XVII.

Minor Operations.

Elevation of Teetli in their Sock-

ets, and Lowering of Teetli in

their Sockets, by Various

Mechanisms.





CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATIONS.

Section A Elevation of Upper Incisors.

Section B Elevation op Lower Incisors.

Section C Elevation op Upper Cuspids.

Section D Elevation of Bicuspids.

Section E Lowering of the Teeth.





UPPER INCISORS.

Section A. Division I.

Chap. CXXXIX. Elevation of Upper Incisors singly by Elastic Eubber.

" " " " Metallic Springs.

" " " collectively by Plate Mechan-

isms Acting by Screws.

" " " by Skeleton Mechanisms Oper-

ated by Screws.

« " " simultaneously by Metallic

Screws.

u





CHAPTEE CXXXIX.

Section A Division I.

ELEVATION OF UPPER INCISORS SINGLY BY ELASTIC

RUBBER.

GENEKAL EEMAEKS UPON ELEVATION VS. LOWEEING OF TEETH.

—GENEEAL EEMAEKS UPON AEEESTED AND EXCESSIVE

EEUPTION.—EEMAEKS UPON THE PHILOSOPHY OF APPLY-

ING ELASTIC EUBBEE.—VAEIOUS MECHANISMS.—OPEEATION

OF ELEVATING AN INCISOE BY STEINGS.—BYSTEINGS IN COM-

BINATION WITH EUBBEE EINGS.—BY SHEET-EUBBEE.—BY

EUBBEE EINGS AND FEEULES.

THE operation denominated "elevation" (sometimes er-

roneously called " elongation ") of the teeth is simply

moving the teeth a short distance from the bottom of their

sockets without destroying the dental pulp, or so loosening

the teeth that they will not fall out. Of the teeth of the

two jaws, the upper are oftener operated upon than the

lower. These operations, like all operations for correction

of irregularities of the teeth, may be properly or improperly

performed, and the case for treatment may be judiciously

or injudiciously selected. The safest plan of operation is

by the use of the screw, because the movement of the teeth

can be kept under control. As it is true, however, that

teeth can (by experts) be safely elevated with strings,

1407
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elastic rubber, or metallic springs, this work would not be

complete were these classes of operations not considered

;

therefore the different kinds of operations will be explained.

In so doing, not only will the various operations in vogue

be treated, but also several that are entirely new.^

Conditions in which operations may be advisable are

various. Some are where the teeth have failed to erupt suf-

ficiently for their ends to be on line with the ends of adja-

cent teeth of the same jaw, and others are where teeth have

not erupted sufficiently to antagonize with opposite teeth,

conditions quite different from those found where a few

teeth have erupted too far, and thus have prevented proper

antagonism with the majority.

The failure of complete eruption of teeth may result from

retarded or suspended development, or from mechanical

interference. The teeth may be caught and held fast be-

tween the adjacent teeth, or they may fail to erupt suffi-

ciently because the points of the cusps antagonize with

the points of the cusps of opposite teeth, instead of inter-

locking with one another.

Any tooth in the mouth may be too short, but the

upper laterals, cuspids, and the lower second bicuspids are

oftener so than any other teeth. Those that are too long

are generally the lower incisors and the posterior mo-

lars, but occasionally the upper bicuspids are so; these,

however, are generally only apparently too long, occa-

sioned by an excessive alveolar ridge or malformation of

the jawbone. (See Fig. 598, p. 597, Part XII.)

There are two treatments for so correcting "tail" teeth

that they will permit proper antagonism of the remaining

teeth: one is denominated "depression" and the other

1 The mechanisms de\-ised by the author are indicated by the letter A at

the end of the inscription.
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" shortening." One is the sinking of the teeth in their sockets

;

the other, grinding them shorter. As the grinding process

has been considered at length in Part XII. and will be fur-

ther dwelt upon in Part XIX. (upon correction of protrud-

ing teeth), it will not be enlarged upon here.

Although excessive eruption is the opposite of arrested

eruption, both may have a similar cause—interference by

the adjacent teeth ; in one case the teeth are held back

by the crowding of the adjacent teeth upon them, and in

the other they are forced beyond by the crowns of the adja-

cent teeth getting under their prominent parts. Such teeth

generally have small necks with crowns formed similarly

to a pear.

Another cause of starting of teeth is wedging and reg-

ulating them, but this may not arise from improper man-

agement or faulty mechanisms. It is, however, well to be

on guard. The correction of such teeth, as a rule, is ac-

complished by removing the cause ; the effects of wedging

are not immediate.

To elevate to the proper plane, by mechanical means,

an arrested tooth that has become permanently fixed

has been thought difficult, because often the form and

shortness of its exposed part are not sufficient to hold

the mechanisms. But since phosphate of zinc has become

known to be an excellent cement for holding ferules upon

teeth this opinion is not now entertained.

The most important point in operations for elevating

teeth is ability to so control the movement of the teeth

that the rate will not cause death of the pulp by too

rapid stretching of the nutrient tracks at the ends of the

root or roots. AU mechanisms operated by elastic ma-

terials, such as rubber or metallic springs, should be

closely watched by the operator, as well as by the patient,
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in order that the rate of movement be sufficiently-

slow. This point is so important, I "will reiterate: in

elevating teeth there is seldom any hard tissue to over-

come, and none at all unless the root is crooked or

bulb-like in form. Divergence of the roots, however,

sometimes retards an operation. While malformed roots

show considerable resistance, straight roots, when once

started from theu' fastiiess in their sockets, move so easily

that harm from springs is only avoided by great care.

To retain elevated upper teeth in their proper places their

weight may be regarded as an aid, but with lower teeth

their weight may be disadvantageous. However this may

be, the fact remains that the tendency of elevated teeth to

return to their former places unless held by extraneous

things is so strong that their weight cannot be depended

upon.

To contrive suitable mechanisms for elevating teeth in

all cases may not be easy, but in the majority of them it

is not difficult. Of the various mechanisms that have been

devised, some are simple and others complicated, some

operate by continuous force and others by intermittent.

The chief cause of failure complained of by some persons

who have attempted this class of cases is the same as that

in other classes, a dislike of the trouble that is necessary

for constructing the best mechanisms. Instead of regard-

ing it as a duty to the patient, it is looked upon not only as

too difficult, but too expensive, forgetting that the better

the machine the less the trouble and the less time it requires

to operate it.

In treating the subject of elevation of teeth, we shall

begin with operations by the use of strings and elastic

rubber, and then proceed to the use of metallic springs, and

finally to that of screws. Some of the plans, especially
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those that require elastic rubber or metallic springs, are

not to be recommended so highly as others; but they

will be presented if for no other purpose than for educa-

tion, through comparison with others that operate by

screws, illustrated and explained in Chapters CXLII. and

CXLY.
Fig. 1342 illustrates an operation by Dr. A. N. Chapman

for drawing down an arrested left lateral by a mechanism

Fig. 1342.—Elevating a delinquent upper lateral toy a string and toridge (Cbapman).

that he devised in 1879. The mechanism (several modifi-

cations of which have since been devised and put forth and

claimed by other persons) consisted of the following parts

:

a string, s, platinum wire, h, two saddles, b, b, and a bridge-

wire, E, connecting the saddles. The two saddles were

made of platinum plate bent so as to fit over the ends of

the teeth adjacent to the one to be elevated. These were

connected by a wire, which had a hook in the middle.

The platinum wire h was first drawn tightly around the

neck of the lateral, and the extremities twisted together

to constitute a lug upon the labial side of the tooth (see h,

H', at the right of the figure), and then, having placed the

bridge upon the ends of the adjacent teeth, the arrested

lateral was moved down by the string s being caught

upon the wire lug and the hook under it, and then drawn

gently taut and tied. The string was retightened slightly

once in one or two days. When the tooth had been ele-

vated sufficiently, the same mechanism was used to retain
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the tooth in its new position until it became fairly firm in

the socket/

Figs. 1343 and 1344 represent the case of a girl twelve

years of age, who came under my care in the spring of

Fig. 1343.—Anterior view of the case before the operation.

1864. At six years of age the deciduous upper centrals

were extracted, at the same time, by one of the believers in

" extraction by pairs." The father said that after this act

Fig. 1344.—First step in the first stage of the operation.

all the incisors excepting one soon made their appearance

;

the delinquent was the left central. Six years later, and

soon after the patient called upon me, this delinquent tooth

1 The plan of retaining such a tooth in place by cementing it into a multiple

ferule made to embrace also the two adjacent teeth, substantially explained

in Part VII., pp. 365, 390-392, is also practicable. Such a mechanism, how-

ever, is inferior to a smaller one resembling an arna-ferule, the arms being bent

like hooks. (See Fig. 1364.)
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showed signs of approaching eruption by fulness of the

gum over the place of the left central. The form of this

prominence indicated that the tooth was poised diagonally

to its proper position. An examination made through the

gum by a needle-probe proved this diagnosis to be correct.

^

(See arrow in Fig.. 1343.)

Some of the other teeth had drifted from their proper

places ; the left lateral had fully developed and stood in-

clined so far to the right that its medial corner was in

contact with the right central, and the left deciduous

cuspid was pressing against this lateral. The two laterals

and the right central were also inclined posteriorly, like the

teeth of a fish.

The first step in the treatment, which was by an old and

well-known plan, was to make way for the new (adult)

cuspid by extracting the left deciduous cuspid; the next

step was to move the adult inclined lateral to the left to

make room for the delinquent central. . This movement

was partly accomplished by forcing a small block of elastic

rubber between this lateral and the right central. (See

Fig. 1344.)

To move these instanding teeth (left lateral and right

central) anteriorly so that they would be upon the esthetic

line, and also to aid in keeping the block of rubber between

the central and lateral, a strip of plate having a row of

holes was placed along the outside of the dental arch and

anchored with strings to the bicuspids. This served as an

anchorage for rubber rings that were attached to the teeth

to be moved. One rubber ring drew upon the left lateral

and one upon the right central and lateral, but the latter

1 Without intending to advocate the theory of "extraction by pairs," it is

probable that had this deciduous tooth been retained the question might have

arisen, "Was this irregularity caused by the presence of the deciduous tooth?"

89*
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ring was not applied until after the left lateral had first

been moved nearly to its proper place.

After this lateral had been moved out of the way of the

delinquent central, which was then wholly above the long

strip of plate, a small part of the alveolar process below it

(the strip) and to the right of the unerupted tooth was dis-

sected away to make a place for tying to it (the unerupted

tooth) another rubber ring. The space between the lat-

eral and right central now being sufficiently wide to ac-

commodate the delinquent tooth, it was easily drawn to

Fig. 1345.—Middle part of tlie second stage.

the left by this rubber, which was tied to the tooth by a

linen thread. Fig. 1345 illustrates the case at this time,

with the rubber and thread applied.

When the central had been swayed to the left and had

moved down sufficiently to be behind the long strip of plate,

the latter was taken off and the tooth pulled farther down

by a rubber ring stretched, by a string, over the lateral

and caught upon the first molar. (See Fig. 1346.)

After the central had been drawn nearly to its proper

place the rubber rings were taken off the teeth, and the

strip of plate again applied to retain all the teeth in

their proper places. Fig. 1347 illustrates the case at

this time. The teeth having been held for several days
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by this splint, it (the splint) was removed and replaced

by an ordinary hard-rubber finger-plate and worn for sev-

eral months.^

Owing to the eruption of the delinquent central upon a

higher plane than that of its mate, the upper part of the

Fig. 1346.—Last part of the second stage.

crown continued to remain exposed higher than the cor-

responding part of the right central.

After the case was completed the patient moved out of

town and I did not again see her for nearly twenty years.

At that time the position of the tooth was found to have

remained as it was left in her girlhood. The upper part

Fig. 1347.—The teeth temporarily retained by the reapplication of the strip of plate.

of the crown of the left central was also still exposed

higher than that part of its mate, thus causing a slight dis-

figurement all these years. The patient returning, I bal-

1 The full period of time used for this ease was about eight weeks, or prob-

ably twice as long as I would now need.
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anced the upper margins of the centrals by cutting away a

small piece of the gum over the right central, but this was

not done sufficiently to expose the root of the tooth.

Fig. 1347a.—a similar case.

Fig. 1347A represents a similar case. The left central

was fully erupted, and the right central partly ; the right

upper lateral having drifted upon the territory of the

unerupted central, and the right cuspid being overdue, a

similar treatment was successful. The first step was

the separation of the right lateral from the left central.

Afterward the extremities of a long-band (or strip) were

tied to the deciduous molars and the right central. To

the part of the long-band over the first molar was tied,

first, an elastic-rubber ring, and then by another string

the ring fastened to the malposed right lateral. This rub-

ber moved the tooth within a week to its proper place.

The left deciduous cuspid, considerably worn, was ex=

tracted to make room for its successor.

To hold all the teeth in their proper positions, a roof-

plate having two short gold fingers was applied. The

main object of these fingers was to keep open the space

under the central, to permit it to grow farther down.

The mechanisms used in these operations, although re-

garded in those days as orthodox, would hardly be so

regarded now. In it, however, there were some of the
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best mechanical principles, the long-band and the rubl^er

ring. Had the long-strip been a wire with hook-rings

soldered to it and clanip-bands to anchor the wire to the

side teeth, the mechanism would have been fully up to

date.

In 1864 Dr. George T. Barker explained before his class

in the Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery one of

the cheapest and simplest (though not the best) plans of

elevating teeth. The operation (Fig. 1348) consisted in

Fig. 1348.—Elevating teeth (Barker).

stretching thin sheet-rubber over the tooth to be elevated,

tying it tight around the neck of the tooth, and then draw-

ing the remaining part of the rubber over the ends of the

adjacent teeth and tying it to the necks of other teeth. To

tie rubber to the necks of these teeth, however, is not with-

out its drawbacks, for there is not only the danger of elevat-

ing the delinquent tooth too rapidly and too far, but also the

anchorage teeth ; therefore this plan is not at the present

Fig. 13'19.—Elevating a central (Winder).

time held in favor.^ Several years later Professor R. B.

Winder suggested an operation illustrated by Fig. 1349.

The mechanism consisted of one rubber ring, k, and three

1 Twenty years or more after Dr. Barker explained this plan (he did not

claim it as original) the same operation in principle was brought forward as

ne-vNbyDr. Herbst.
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thin platinum ferules, f, each having a hook soldered to it

as represented edgewise in b, the form of one of the anchor-

ferules. One of these ferules was cemented upon the tooth

to be elevated and one on each adjacent tooth (without

cement). The rubber ring was stretched over these hooks

on the ferules as shown.

By either of the plans illustrated by Figs. 1348 and 1349

the tendency of the draught of the rubber to move the two

outside teeth toward the one to be elevated is a drawback.

Any force that would draw the adjacent teeth toward the

delinquent tooth would tend to cramp it and thus interfere

with liberty of its action.

A better mechanism consists of one rubber ring and

three ferules, the middle one having a long platinum wire

soldered transversely across its labial side, close to the

upper border. Each end of this wire is bent into the form

of a hook, and upon each of the outer ferules there is

soldered a small hook.

I

Fig. 1350.—Plan of elevating a lateral by one rubtoer ring (A).

Fig. 1350 illustrates this mechanism. The rubber is first

caught upon one of the hooks of the wire, thence it is

stretched through the hook of the ferule on the nearest

tooth adjacent to the one to be elevated, thence through

the hook of the ferule on the opposite adjacent tooth, and

caught upon the hook on the other end of the long-wire.

Fig. 1351 shows the form of this wire and its relation to

the middle ferule.^

^ For details concerning the making of ordinary ferules, see Part VIII., pp.

427-429.
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If the teeth adjacent to the one to be elevated ah*eady

cro\Yd upon the middle tooth, this mechanism with a wire

no longer than here represented would not be at all

practicable, because the pressure upon the "short tooth"

1/

—

Ti
Fig. 1351.—The middle ferule with arms (A).

would be increased by the draught of the rubber. But if

the wire should be made longer, so that the hooks would

be farther apart, the draught could not draw the adjacent

teeth against the short tooth, but, on the contrary, would

tend to liberate it by moving the adjacent teeth away

from it.

Fig. 1352.—Showing the eflfect of rubber acting from a properly proportioned wire.

Fig. 1352, representing a mechanism with the rubber

shown in black alongside the wire, so clearly shows the

philosophy of this act, it needs no further explanation.

The original position of the outer ferules is represented

by dotted lines, and the direction of the force upon the

ferule is indicated by arrows.

Fig. 1353.—Two rubber rings no advantage over one.

It may be thought that two rubber rings would be as

practicable as one ring. This might be true in some cases

if the rings were very small ; but rings cut from the small-

est tube found in the market would be so large that they

would appear as represented in Fig. 1353. Even if rings
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could be made sufficiently small, they would not have any

advantage over a single ring of larger size applied as shown

in Fig. 1350.

Fig. 1354 illustrates an applied mechanism for drawing

down a left upper lateral. This modification of the

Chapman mechanism is operated by a small rubber ring

punched from thick sheet-rubber by home-made punches.

Fig. 1354.—Elevating a lateral by a modifl- Fig. 1355.—The different parts of the mech-
cation of the Chapman mechanism. anism (A).

Fig. 1355 represents the different parts of the machine.

This modification differs from that of Dr. Chapman

in that the bridge-piece is cut (as shown in p) from one

piece of gold plate, and strengthened in its narrowest parts

by solder. This saddle, which has two wire hooks, s, s, is

completed by bending the six ears over the ends of the

teeth, thus forming three troughs. To aid in attachment

of the rubber ring e upon the middle tooth is the object

of a thin ferule, f, with one hook on the labial side and one

on the lingual.

When the lateral had been drawn down so that it was

in contact with the middle saddle, this mechanism auto-

matically ceased to act fm-ther upon the tooth. To pre-

vent the triple saddle from sliding sidewise, and also to

aid in forcing the central and the cuspid farther apart (to

liberate the crowded dehnquent lateral), there was soldered

at right angles to the upright ears the same kind of wire

(flattened) that formed the hooks. By the bearing of

these ears against the approximal surfaces of the adjacent

teeth, when the bridge-piece was drawn upon by the rub-

ber, they were forced farther apart.
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Where the neck of the delinquent tooth is sufficiently

small for platinum wire to be bound tightly around it and

not crowd against the adjacent teeth, it (wire) is better

than ferules, because it interferes less with the progress of

the operation.

Fig. 1356.—Mechanism for elevating a front upper tooth by an elastic-rubherring (A).

Fig. 1356 represents a mechanism devised for drawing

down an arrested left upper lateral. This consists of a

platinum-wire collar, c, I'ubber ring, k, and a clamp-band,

B, having soldered to its anterior part a wire arm, w, upon

which are troughs and hooks. This arm extends forward

beyond the tooth to be elevated, and rests by a saddle, t,

upon the next tooth.

To apply the mechanism, the platinum wire c is first

bound around the neck of the lateral to be elevated ; then

the clamp-band is applied and tightened around the first

and second molars (of the left side of the arch), leaving the

wire arm to project along the labial surfaces of the teeth

to the cuspid, where it curves inward and behind the arch,

thence along under the delinquent lateral to the left cen-

tral, upon the edge of which the saddle t rests. Upon

the knot of the wire collar c on the delinquent tooth is

now caught the rubber ring, which is then drawn over

the anterior hook and caught upon the hook nearest to

the clamp-band.^

1 Instead of a screw clamp-band, a ferule-anchor, cemented upon the an-

chorage teeth is sometimes superior, because less clumsy.



CHAPTEE CXL.

ELEVATION OF UPPER INCISORS SINGLY BY
METALLIC SPRINGS.

GENEKAL EEMAEKS UPON SPEING MECHANISMS.—SKELETON-

SPEING MECHANISMS.—TEOUGH-SPEING,—^AU^-WIEE ELE-

VATORS.—PLAIN AND COILED-WIEE SPEINGS IN COMBINA-

TION WITH CLAMP-BANDS.—HAIE-PIN SPEING MECHANISMS.

—ILLUSTEATION OF VAEIOUS OPEEATIONS BY THE DIF-

FEEENT KINDS OF MACHINES.

IN careful hands metallic springs may be successfully-

used for elevating teeth that are not too tightly bound

between adjacent teeth; but, like elastic rubber, such

springs should be seen often by the operator in order to

prevent them (springs) from mo\T.ng the teeth too rapidly.

The metallic spring is now generally attached to a

small base anchored to teeth adjacent to the one to be

elevated. The old style of base was a large box-plate or

a plain plate tied to the teeth by strings or fixed by

clasps; but now such bases are seldom used. The small

bases, such as delicate troughs, ferules, caps, and clamp-

bands, are better anchors. The springs are attached to

the tooth or teeth to be elevated by means of hooks, wires,

or staples, and are held in place by the ferules or caps.

Fig. 1357 illustrates an operation for elevating a central

by a mechanism consisting of a gold-wire spring, one end

1422
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of which was soldered to a trough (made of gold plate) of

sufficient length to rest upon the ends of the neighboring

teeth.

The spring of this somewhat cumbersome mechanism

was connected with the tooth to be elevated by a hook on a

ferule cemented upon the delinquent tooth. The trough,

Fig. 1357.—Drawing a lateral down by a single spring soldered to a trough (A).

having phosphate-of-zinc cement in one extremity, rested

against the ends of these teeth. The wire sprung upward

and was caught upon the hook on the ferule.

The object of having cement in one extremity of the

trough is to aid in holding the trough steady upon and

preventing it from tilting on the teeth. The other ex-

tremity is left free of cement to permit lateral movement

of the remaining teeth, should more room be necessary for

the delinquent tooth to move down. In cases where the

arrested tooth is not tightly crowded upon by the adjacent

teeth, the ends of the trough may be made cup-like to

better retain the cement. Besides serving as an anchor,

the trough guides the short lateral into its proper place,

^and when there, prevents the tooth from moving any

farther. This trough interferes with antagonism.

This is a practicable mechanism in skilful hands, but in

careless hands it is unsafe. To avoid too strong draught

upon the delinquent tooth, the tension of the spring should

not only be very delicate, but it should be examined often.

In view of other and better mechanisms (illustrated in this

work), I cannot recommend this one for general use.
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If a piece of platinum wire the size of a pin be previ-

ously soldered to the lingual or to the labial surface of the

ferule, it may serve as a retainer by bending the ends of

it into the form of hooks, and catching them over the ad-

jacent teeth. This wire may not be used in regulating.

Fig. 1358.—a similar mechaiiisin having two springs (A).

Fig. 1358 represents a mechanism that is similar to the

one last described, but it has two wire springs instead of

one. In use the second spring is caught upon a hook (not

shown) soldered to the lingual side of the ferule. The

object of two springs is to balance the draught upon the

arrested tooth. To prevent the trough from sliding along

the anchorage teeth, it has two thin upright partitions,

(not shown) which project upward between the teeth.

Fig. 1359.—The cup-trough spring mechanism (A).

In Fig. 1359, a represents a cup modification of the

mechanism illustrated by Fig. 1358. Instead of a trough

for anchor, there are three gold cups, arranged upon

and soldered to a nearly straight piece of wire about the

size of a small pin. In the same figure f, f represent

two views of a ferule to be cemented upon the delinquent

tooth. Upon the hooks of this ferule the two springs s are

caught ; these springs are attached by solder to the anchor.

The of&ce of the middle cup is to catch the dehnquent
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tootli when it has moved down sufficiently, and thus pre-

vent it from moving any farther. When the mechanism

is applied the outside cups may or may not be cemented

upon the teeth adjacent to the one to be elevated.

Fig. 1360.—Elevating a lateral incisor by a niocliflcation of tlie trough mechanism (A).

Fig. 1360 represents the case of an arrested left upper

lateral incisor being operated upon by a wire hook-like

spring anchored by a trough bridge-piece that rests upon

the ends of teeth adjacent to the one to be elevated. Hav-

ing jftrst fixed a platinum-wire collar around the neck of

the tooth to be elevated (by twisting the extremities of

the wire together), the trough, to which one end of the

hook-spring is soldered, is firmly held against the ends

of the cuspid and central by one hand, while the hook

is caught upon the wire collar by the other hand, after

which it is left there to do its work; the spring draws

upon the tooth and moves it until it (the tooth) reaches

the bottom of the trough, which arrests it in its pro-

gress and holds it stationary. In order that the tooth

may not move too rapidly, this spring is made very weak

in tension.

Fig. 1361.—Side -view of three forms of hook-spring mechanisms for elevating
teeth (A).

Fig. 1361 represents side views of three forms of the

wire-hook spring ; all are similar in form, each consisting

90
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of a delicate gold wire, a piece of platinum wire, and a

gold trough. These wire springs differ from those pre-

viously described, in having a small curve in the middle

part. Although the life of such a spring is longer, I can-

not advocate it as having advantages over a plainer form,

for, as a rule, the simpler the spring the safer it is.

To apply one of these mechanisms, the platinum wire

is twisted around the neck of the short tooth, after which

the trough is placed upon the ends of the teeth adjacent

to it, and the hook of the spring lifted and caught upon

the collar-wire, and left there to do its work. In order

that the delinquent tooth may not move too rapidly, the

power of this spring also must be weak. These mechan-

isms may properly be regarded as superior to those pre-

viously illustrated in this chapter, because less clumsy ; aU,

however, interfere with antagonism.

I

Fig. 1362.—Elevating a right lateral by a wire mechanism.

Fig. 1362 illustrates a plan of elevating a right upper

lateral by an aU-wire mechanism. It is made of a piece

of steel wire, s, and a piece of platinum wire, b.

One extremity of this steel wire is bent so as to form a

ring to ride upon the cusp of the cuspid, while the other

T
Fig. 1363.—The spring of the all-wire mechanism (A).

extremity is bent like a hook to catch over the end of the

central (Fig. 1363). The ring and hook serve as anchors

to the middle part of the wire constituting the spring.
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To apply it the middle of this spring is sprung upward

and tied to the knot on the wire collar encircling the

tooth. As soon as the latter is drawn down sufficiently

far the spring loosens and falls off, leaving the tooth free

to return to its former place ; therefore it is necessary to

hold the tooth stationary by some kind of retainer, when

corrected. This mechanism is not very firm.

F

Fig. 1364.—The Ketainer (A).

In Fig. 1364, A is intended to represent this retainer. It

consisted of a gold arm-ferule, r, w. The extremities of the

wire (which were longer than here represented) were flat-

tened and bent like a hook to catch upon the ends of the

two adjacent teeth. B represents the form in use.

Fig. 1365.—Elevating a riglit upper lateral hy a wire spring in combination with a
clamp-band anchor (A).

Fig. 1365 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

drawing down an arrested right upper lateral by a wire

spring anchored to the side teeth by a clamp-band. The

machine consisted of a clamp-band, a piece of platinum

wire, and two pieces of gold wire, combined as follows:

from the anterior part of the anchor-band there projected

the two gold wires, one above the other, the upper one

acting as a spring, the lower one as a support ; upon the

end of the lower arm was soldered a saddle, made of gold

plate, to rest upon the cuspid and central ; these, together

with a small piece of platinum wire, constituted the ma-
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chine. Before applying the larger parts, the platinum wire

was twisted around the neck of the short lateral, and

knotted by twisting its extremities together ; this twisted

part was then formed like a short hook projecting from

the labial side of the tooth. The clamp-band (anchor to

the spring) was then fixed upon the right upi3er bicuspids

and first molar, the lower and longer arm with its saddle

being left to rest upon the central and cuspid as shown.

The short arrested lateral was moved downward by

force from the upper wire, which was caught upon the

hook made by the twisted ends of the platinum wire. The

object of the lower wire was to support the upper wire

and also to prevent the latter from acting like a lever

upon the bicuspids within the anchor-band, which other-

wise would have tended to force these teeth (bicuspids)

into their sockets. The object of the saddle on the lower

wire was not only to hold the wire upon the ends of the

cuspid and central, but to catch the moving lateral and

arrest it when descended suf&ciently to be on line.

This mechanism is simple and practicable, provided the

spring is not too powerful ; if the force be too powerful it

will move the tooth downward too rapidly. In view of

improvements represented by the next figure, and others

T

Fig. 1366.—Elevating an arrested lateral toy a hair-pin spring and a sliding ferule (A).

in the following chapter, this mechanism may be regarded

more as a primary lesson upon the construction of the

best class of elevators than as advocating wire springs.
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Fig. 1366 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

elevating a right upper lateral by a wire spring, the force

being gauged by a sliding-ferule. This improvement upon

the mechanism last described is slightly more complicated,

but its management is easy and its operation safer. The

details of its construction and operation are as follows

:

The anchor to the spring w, the form of which is that of

a hair-pin, is a clamp-band, B. Upon the lower surface of

the posterior nut of this band is soldered the elbow part

of the spring; this is done after having slid over the

elbow the small ferule as shown. Upon the end of the

lower arm of the spring is soldered a trough, t (made of

plate), bent to saddle and rest upon the end of the right

central. This saddle also extends posteriorly sufficiently

to catch the lateral when it shall have moved down to

line. The extremity of the upper arm of the wire (which

is the true spring) is caught upon a hook soldered upon a

thin platinum ferule, f, cemented upon this lateral. The

force of the spring is gauged by sliding anteriorly the

little oval ferule, 0, upon the two wire arms.

The ease of management of this mechanism depends

upon the wire arms being true and smooth, but not so

smooth as to be too slippery for holding the ferule steady.

Although this elevator is an improvement upon the one

last described, it cannot be regarded as being equal to an-

other and similar one, that operates by a screw. This one,

called the " excelsior elevator," will be illustrated in the

following chapter.

90*



CHAPTEE CXLI.

ELEVATING SEVERAL UPPER INCISORS COLLEC-
TIVELY BY PLATE MECHANISMS ACTING BY SCREWS.

GENEKAL KEMAEKS.—THE ELEVATION OF ONE TOOTH EASIER

THAN THAT OF SEVEEAL.—THE LATTEE IS POSSIBLE, BUT
ONLY EXPEETS SHOULD MAKE THE ATTEMPT.—THE CLOCK-

SPEING MECHANISM MODIFIED.—SCEEW-ADJUSTING MECH-

ANISMS.

IN the preceding chapters different plans of operations

for elevating teeth singly were considered. There now

remains the difficult and somewhat risky operation of ele-

vating several teeth simultaneously. The operation is sel-

dom attempted, because it is difficult to properly fix the

mechanisms upon the teeth, and because it is by no means

easy to hold several teeth stationary, after being corrected,

until they can become firmly set. If such teeth are not

held steady for several weeks, and sometimes several

months, they are sure to fall back into their former places.

There are cases, however, in which the teeth continue

to " elongate," after the operation, by gravitation—their

own weight.^ In other words, it may be said that while a

single arrested tooth (among several fuUy erupted teeth)

may be elevated comparatively easy, and also held a long

1 Multiple caps or trough-like interdental splints are probably the best things

for retaining several teeth in their places. Concerning interdental splints see

Part VII., pp. 390-392.
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time ill the new position without much difficulty, to ele-

vate simultaneously three or four teeth and retain them

there is not easy; therefore no one should undertake it

without being fully alive to the subject.

Elevating by Plates.—The plan of elevating teeth by

tying them to roof-plates has been tried; but while in-

cisors can occasionally be elevated by such rickety things,

the accumulation of fragTnents of food among the strings

and between the plate and the palate, together with the

fact that pressure of the plate upon the gums in close

proximity to the teeth sometimes aggravates the case

so greatly as to prevent free circulation of the blood, ren-

ders such mechanisms of very questionable value.

What is said regarding collections of food under plates

and among strings also applies (in a less degree) to plates

in combination with screws or anything else.

In constructing regulating mechanisms for elevating

teeth, as well as for other operations, I must reiterate that

which has more than once been implied in this work, that

the studied practice of economy in the cost of mechanisms,

merely to leave greater profit to the operator, is poor policy.

FIG. 1367.—The original clock-springmechanism for elevating upper incisors (Matteson)

.

and should never enter any of the calculations ; as my aim

is to stimulate zeal for proper skill, neither parsimony nor

laziness will be encouraged.

Fig. 1367 represents a plate mechanism, devised by Dr.
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E. A. Matteson, for elevating upper incisors by continued

force ; if managed very carefully this mechanism (known as

the " clock-spring plate ") is said to be practicable. It has

two parts, a flat metallic spring and a hard-rubber plate.

The plate is so formed that it will closely fit the hard part

of the roof of the mouth and the necks of the upper teeth,

the spring (made from one extremity of a clock-spring)

having on the anterior extremity a cross-piece with four

tooth-like projections, of the form shown in the figure.

The plate is inserted within the dental arch, then the in-

cisors to be elevated are tied by strings to the projections.

The tying is done while the spring is sprung against the

plate. The draught upon the teeth is caused by liberation

of the spring. If the teeth are carefuUy tied to the spring

there is no doubt but that three or four teeth may be ele-

vated at one time. In the use of such a spring, however,

great care must be exercised in adjusting the tension, in

order that the teeth shall not be elevated too far. This

plate is fixed to the teeth with strings.

Fig. 1368.—Adjustable spring elevating meclianism for upper incisors. Modification of
the Matteson machine (A).

Figs. 1368 and 1369 illustrate an improved modification

of the Matteson machine for elevating upper front teeth.

The improvements consist, first, in the continued force ex-

erted by the spring, being controlled by a screw, s j second,
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ill tlio addition to the hard-rubber jilate, p, of two clamp-

bands, to anchor the machine to the side teeth.

In the figures h, h represent closely fitting staple-hinges,

that fasten the elevating part e to the roof-plate p ; e, rep-

resents several wire rings soldered to the anterior edge of

the part e. These rings are connected with other rings

on ferules cemented upon the teeth to be elevated.

Fig. 1369.—Sectional view, ehowin^ the relation between the adjusting part and the
spring and plate (A).

The part e is so formed and fastened to the plate p that

the force exerted is like that of a spring; the extent of the

spring action is governed, however, by the screw s, so

related to the spring that it permits the latter to move

only a short distance at a time before the head of the

screw will stop it. If the staple-hinges be made so that

the part e will be rigidly confined, the force of the mech-

anism will thus be converted from continued to intermit-

tent. (See Figs. 1378 and 1379, also Figs. 1391 and 1392.)

Instead of using strings to fix the part e to the teeth to

be elevated, the little rings soldered to the anterior border

of the part e may be used to catch under hooks soldered

to the lingual surfaces of the ferules cemented upon the

teeth to be elevated.



CHAPTEE CXLTI.

ELEVATION OF UPPER INCISORS BY SKELETON MECH-

ANISMS OPERATED BY SCREWS.

OPEKATIONS BY THE EXCELSIOR ELEVATOE.^DESCRIPTION OF

THE MACHINE.—OPERATION BY A MODIFICATION OF THE

SAME.—BY BRIDGE MECHANISMS.

FOR elevating teeth there are no mechanisms that com-

pare with those that operate by screws. If properly

made they can be accurately controlled, and can operate

upon the teeth to be elevated so that the socket-tissue

changes wiU be physiological. The author has devised

several modifications of this kind of mechanism, but only

the best of them wiU here be explained. Gold and plati-

num are the best materials, but German silver serves the

purpose fairly weU.

Fig. 1370.—Elevating and moving forward a " short lateral " by tlie excelsior elevator,
acting toy a screw (A).

Fig. 1370 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

drawing downward and forward at the same time an ar-

rested, instanding, right upper lateral by a mechanism

that acted by one little screw.
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Fig. 1371 represents the parts of this the best mechan-

ism yet devised for elevating teeth. It consists of a clamp-

band, c, having two wire arms, the upper one having a hole

through it for a screw, s, the lower one having a nut sol-

dered to it for the same screw. On the end of this (lower)

arm is also a trough, b, and a V-shape guide-piece, a, made

Fig. 1371.—The excelsior mechanism (A).

of plate. For lodgment of the upper arm there is a piece

of small platinum wire, w, which in use is bound around

the neck of the lateral to be elevated. The V-piece a is to

guide the lateral outward to line, and at the same time pre-

vent it from moving too far downward.

In applying this machine the platinum wire is first

bound around the neck of the tooth to be elevated, leaving

the twisted extremities on the labial side of the tooth for

future use. The clamp-band is then placed upon the two

right upper bicuspids and first molar. This permits the

two wire arms to extend anteriorly, the upper one to rest

upon the twisted knot of the wire on the lateral ; the lower

one (by means of the trough b soldered to the end) rests

upon the lower end of the right central (leaving the guide

A directly beneath the lateral, but not in contact with it).

To operate the machine the two arms are made to ap-

proach each other by the little screw s (above referred to).

This screw is tightened by a lever-key caught into a hole

in the head of the screw. By means of this screw the arm,

resting upon the wire knot, painlessly draws the lateral

downward until it is in contactwith the bottom of thetrough

A on the other arm.
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As before implied, the object of this trough-piece is not

only to prevent the iustanding (short) tooth from being

forced too far downward, but also to guide it forward, so

that it will be on the hne of the arch. The time used to

correct this tooth was about three days. The patient per-

formed most of the operation without calling at the of&ce.

Generally two days is the time used to correct such a case

;

but there are cases for which one day is sufficient.

Fig. 1372.—a trough for turning a short incisor while it is being elevated (A).
(Enlarged.)

Fig. 1372 represents a guide-trough used in turning an

arrested lateral incisor while being forced downward by a

mechanism like the one last described (Fig. 1371). This

trough, which is made of plate, is soldered to the lower

arm of the mechanism, and is placed directly under the

short tooth. I regard this trough as one of the best ele-

ments in this mechanism yet devised, for turning the tooth

at the same time that it is being elevated. The entire

mechanism being very small and simple, and easily man-

aged by the patient at his home, renders it superior to aU

others.

Fig. 1373.—Elevating an arrested lateral by a mechanism operated by a screw (A).

Fig. 1373 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

elevating an arrested left upper lateral by a hair-pin-form

wire, anchored by a clamp-band and operated by a sliding-

shoe moved by a screw placed longitudinally with the
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wire and acting from behind the shoe. In construction

this mechanism is in several respects similar to that illus-

trated by Fig. 1366, in the preceding chapter, the differ-

ence being that a screw instead of the hand is used to push

the sliding-band or shoe along the arms of the wire.

The anchor of this mechanism, shown independently by

Fig. 1374, consisted of a longitudinal screw clamp-band, b.

Fig. 1374.—Tlie modified hair-pin mechanism (A).

To the posterior nut of this band was anchored by solder

the bow w" of the hair-pin wire. The other parts consisted

of a ferule, f (for the short tooth), and the screw s to push

the sliding-nut N along the wire w w'. (See n and s in the

lower part of the figure.) Soldered to the end of the lower

arm w' was a trough, t (made of gold plate).

To place the nut n on the wire (before it is soldered to

the clamp-band), the arms w, w' are first sprung toward

each other, and then this sliding-nut is pushed over the

elbow part. The screw s, projected through the stationary

nut on the band, is then, by moving it backward, made to

enter a hole in the sliding-nut n.

When applying the mechanism to the teeth, the ferule

F is first cemented upon the short tooth so as to leave the

hook upon the labial side of the tooth ; after this the clamp-

band B is screwed upon the two left bicuspids and the first

molar. Every part is adjusted carefully to the teeth.

The mechanism is operated by continuing the backward

action of the screw s. The tooth is acted upon by the collar
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of this screw pushing against the nut x, moving it along

the wires w, w', causing these diverging arms to ap-

proach each other. Previously to this act, however, one

of the wire arms is caught upon the hook on the ferule f

and the other arm upon the end of the central beyond.

The direction of these various forces is indicated by the

arrows. Because the delinquent lateral moves more easily

than the central, the operation is completed before the cen-

tral can be injuriously started, or the socket made sensitive.

The long screw s is so poised upon the clamp-band that

its movement is nearly parallel to the lower arm w'. This

is necessary in order that the upper arm w shall more

powerfully draw uiDon the delinquent tooth.

In this case the delinquent lateral was originally slightly

cramped between the central and cuspid ; to liberate it the

arm w' of the wire was so bent that the trough t rested

upon one corner of the central only, thus slightly pressing

it to the right and away from the short tooth.

This mechanism is somewhat difficult to construct ; but

if it is properly made and apjDlied it is as easy to operate

as the excelsior elevator, represented by Fig. 1371. The

philosophy of the mechanism, however, is not as simple,

therefore it cannot be regarded as its equal.

Fig. 1375.—Plan of elevating an upper lateral t»y a screw acting from a bridge (A).i

Fig. 1375 illustrates a plan of di'awing down a right upj^er

lateral to line by a modification of Chapman's mechanism.

This machine, represented by Fig. 1376, consists of a

1 Devised in 1879. Several years later substantially the same mechanism
in general construction was devised bv another dentist.
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screw, s (projected tliroiigh a bridge, b, tlieuce into a

threaded nut having hooks, n), soldered to a thin phxtinum

ferule, f, and two gold hood-saddles, c, c, soldered to the

ends of the bridge. To the middle part of this bridge is

also fixed a small gold tube, e, through which projects the

screw s.

Fig. 1376A represents a modification of the above mech-

anism. This is attached to the short tooth by a ferule, f.

Figs. 1376, 1376a.—Modifications of the mecliaiiism (A).

To apply the m.echanism, the ferule is cemented upon

the delinquent incisor, after which the bridge is placed in

position, from central to cnspid. This is held in place by

the screw s projecting through the bridge and into the nut

soldered to the ferule, and tightened upon by a nut.

The advantage sought by the use of hood-shape saddles,

c, c, instead of troughs or full caps, is to permit, if not to

cause, if necessary, an increase of space by an outward

movement of the two adjacent teeth, so that the delinquent

lateral may more easily move down between them. The

object in having the bridge curved is to place the head of

the screw s out of the way of antagonism of the teeth.

This is a rickety and somewhat clumsy mechanism ; but

if delicately made and the ferule for the delinquent tooth

be sufficiently firm, it is practicable ; still, it is not equal

to the excelsior machine. The chief annoyance to the

patient is the head of the screw. The line of draught, also,

is not true.

Fig. 1377 illustrates a process of drawing dow^n a right
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upper lateral by a mechanism consisting of a single-tooth

ferule (having soldered to it a screw), and an anchor-ferule

(having an arm extending anteriorly and so formed that it

will hook over the end of the right central). The applica-

tion of this mechanism is illustrated in the figure.

Fig. 1377.—Drawing down a lateral by a screw (A).

The philosophy of this somewhat clumsy machine is

more clearly shown in an explanation (in another place)

of a similar mechanism for elevating several teeth. (See

Chapter CXLIII., Fig. 1381.)

Instead of a ferule for anchor, a clamp-band, embracing

the two bicuspids and the first molar, is not only more

delicate but easier to apply, and is less liable to cause pain.



CHAPTEE CXLIII.

ELEVATING SEVERAL UPPER INCISORS SIMULTANE-
OUSLY BY MECHANISMS OPERATED BY SCREWS.

GENEEAL REMAEKS.—THE PUSHING-SCEEW PLATE MECH-

ANISM.—THE DEAWING-SCEEW MECHANISM.

THE elevation of teeth in groups is not often advisable,

because there are more difficulties to contend against

than in the elevation of teeth individually. To assert,

however, that elevation by groups is impossible would be

erroneous ; it is possible in the hands of experts. When-

ever it is practicable to elevate several teeth collectively

by mechanisms that operate by screws, the results are more

satisfactory than with those that operate by elastic rubber

or metallic springs, because by the screw the force and the

rate of movement of the teeth can be kept under better

control. To invent mechanisms that can be managed per-

fectly has been regarded as impossible; but the efforts

that have been made to overcome difficulties have brought

out several mechanisms, that are fairly practicable in care-

ful hands. The general outline of the best ones was

suggested by Dr. Matteson's clock-spring mechanism, re-

ferred to in a preceding chapter (Fig. 1367) ; but, unlike

that one, which acts by a springy these operate by screws.

Fig. 1378 represents one of the mechanisms. It is

91 1441
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designed for elevating front upper teeth, and differs from

Dr. Matteson's macMne in that, instead of a flat spring, a

bow of stiff round wire, w, is used; this is operated by

screws projecting through a connecting cross-bar into

the plate.

Fig. 1378.—Mechanism for elevatliig several upper incisors by sere'ws (A),

Upon each end of the bow is soldered a small ring, e,

for riveting it to the posterior part of the plate p (similar to

Dr. Matteson's plan of fastening his spring). The anchor,

a plate (p), is firmly held to the side teeth by clamp-bands,

B, B. These are vulcanized to the border of the plate.

The teeth are elevated by lifting the anterior part of the

bow by collar-screws, s, s. The collar, which is soldered a

little way below the head of the screw, pushes against the

roof-plate side of the bow. The head of the screw, which

is on the ox)posite side of the bow, is like a door-knob. To

the anterior part of this wire bow w are soldered knobs,

L, to which the delinquent teeth (feruled) are tied. The

parts weakened by the holes in the bar for the screws are

strengthened by flat rings soldered to the bar.

Fig. 1379 represents two sectional views of a similar

plate and adjustable parts, showing their relation and ap-

plication to the teeth and roof of the mouth. By turning

the screws backward the bow is forced to move farther
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from the plate p, thus causing the rings l, on the anterior

pai't of the bow, to draw upon the teeth which are fixed to

them.^ The rings L are fixed to the teeth by little hooks

soldered to ferules cemented upon them. Such rings, made

adjustable by crooked wire (see l in lower part of Fig. 1379),

are caught into the ferule-hooks.

Fig. 1379.—Section views allowing the application of the mechanism, also showing the
form and the relation of screw and bow w to the plate p. The crooked adjustable wire
and ring l are shown below the tigure.

If this mechanism is properly made it is easily managed,

and when carefully operated there is not much danger of

mo^dng the teeth too rapidly or too far.

Figs. 1380-1389 illustrate a plan for moving down

Fig. ISSO.-—Outside appearance when moving four upper incisors downwai-d.

four upper incisors by a clumsy mechanism operated by

screws that play through a stationary skeleton gold bow,

anchored by ferules (or by clamp-bands) to the side teeth.

1 Small platinum wire is sometimes better than strings for tying the bow to

the teeth, but rings, as represented in this figure, are better than either.
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Fig. 1381 represents a palatine view of the mechanism

applied, showing how the flat plate, w, is connected with

the anchor-ferules and the front teeth.

Fig. 1381.—Under view of the mechanism as applied (A).

Fig. 1382 represents a lingual view of the left half of the

mechanism upon the teeth, showing the relation of the

screws, s, bow-plate, b, plate, w, anchor-ferule and in-

cisor-ferules, F.

Figs. 1382, 1383.—Inside views of the mechanisms, showing the relation of the different
parts to one another and to the teeth.

Fig. 1383 also represents the plate w (showing also the

screws s) and how it is connected by solder to the up-

right plate, the two parts being at right angles to each

other.^

A large majority of the mechanisms represented in this

work are so simple that they require little more than a

single picture, but this one is too complicated to be easily

understood without considerable explanation; therefore

1 To more clearly understand these connections, refer to Figs. 1384, 1385.
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I shall dwell upon it, althougli I do not regard the mechan-

ism equal to the one last described.

On each side of the dental arch is an anchor consisting

of a gold ferule, b (No. 32), that embraces the cuspid, two

bicuspids, and first molar. To prevent the sides of the

ferule from bending outward a partition, made of thin

sheet-gold, extends from side to side. This rests between

the bicuspid teeth.

Soldered to the lingual side of each of these ferule-

anchors, and parallel with the plane, is a piece of moder-

ately stiff gold plate, varying in width from one-eighth to

one-fourth of an inch or more, corresponding with the

length of the crowns of the teeth.

Figs. 1384, 1385.—Section views, showing two forms of screws and the plan of con-

structing the anterior part of the mechanism (A).

In Figs. 1384 and 1835, u represents the stationary

bow-plate, and its relation to the plate w and the screw

part of the mechanism. The parts u and w are first

made separately and then they are soldered at nearly right

angles to each other, to strengthen and mutually support

each other. To properly adjust these parts requires skill.

When applying the mechanism the ferules f are pushed

as far upward upon the front teeth as possible, without

injury to the gums. This is necessary in order to prevent,

in a measui-e, the screws s and nuts N from irritating the

tongue.
91*
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In the flat plate w, at a point directly behind each

tooth to be moved, is a hole through which one of the

screws s, connecting one of the ferules f, projects. One

end of each screw, bent at right angles, is soldered to

the upper part of the ferule. In forming these lingual

screws they are so bent that the nuts n and the plate w
will be sufficiently posterior to the teeth (incisors) not to

interfere with the antagonism. After the mechanism is

applied, the loose nuts n are placed upon the parts of the

screws that project through the plate w. These nuts, by

being tightened upon the plate w, draw upon the teeth and

elevate them.

There are several points to be considered while construct-

ing this kind of mechanism. The anterior parts should

be in such relation to each other that they will permit

the upper teeth to overhang in front of the lower. As

the normal antagonism generally requires the upper in-

cisors to so overhang about one-sixteenth of an inch (or

more), the ends of these teeth should project through the

ferules f sufficiently to aUow such overhanging without the

ferules coming in contact as they move down to the plate w.

(See dotted line. Fig. 1385.)

When it is necessary to incline the crowns (cutting ends)

anteriorly the screw s may be so bent that when drawn

upon by the nuts n the teeth will be moved anteriorly as

well as downward. In the lower part of Fig. 1386 the form

of the screw that will aid in accomplishing this end is

represented. The draught must be diagonally forward.

When aU the parts have been tried and are found to be

of proper size and form, they are removed and one by one

are cemented upon the teeth. This is accomplished by

half filling the ferule with phospha,te of zinc (while in a

sticky consistency), and then, having placed one finger upon
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one end of the ferule (to prevent the cement from being

pushed out), it is forced home, and held there until the

cement hardens.

To adjust the mechanism in the mouth requires thought.

Unless all the parts are properly related, the screws on the

ferules may not enter the holes in the plate. Oval holes

will give a slight play, and thus permit adjustment of

the screws. After each ferule, f, has been cemented upon

Fig. 1386.—Palatine view of the mechanism when ready to act.

its tooth the anchor-plate w may be taken off, if desired,

without removing the ferule. In this careful way, all the

parts may be correctly placed upon the teeth.

After these ferules are set the large anchor-ferules are

then cemented upon the side teeth. If the cement bears

upon the gums it should be pressed away from them, by
an instrument applied between the gums and cement.

For setting such a complicated mechanism the cement

should not be of a kind to harden too quickly. Indeed the

cemented ferule is so great a drawback that (preferring the

clamp-band) I now seldom use this anchor.

When an the parts are adjusted and in readiness for

work the remaining steps in the operation are compara-
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tively easy ; but, to reiterate, success depends upon having

all the parts in accurate relation to one another.

To prevent the anchor-ferules b from sliding upward

upon the cement (when hardened) and thereby injuring

the gums, the antagonizing edges of the ferules are bent

inward at right angles as shown in Fig. 1387, which repre-

sents the band (b') cut into two parts.

Fig. 1387.—Anclior-ferule, b, cut into two parts to show tlie overhanging edges (A).

The planes of the opposite sides of the anchor-ferules

should be parallel to each other, so that they may be less

liable to loosen by sliding in the direction of their smaller

diameters.

Should this slipping occur in the direction of the gum,

the edge of the ferule would cause pain and inflammation

;

if the ferule should move in the other direction the entire

mechanism would loosen. The slipping of an anchor-

ferule is generally first noticed by the crumbling of the

cement.^

In constructing these ferules they should be sufficiently

large to cause no pressure upon the teeth nor bind nor

strain them in the least. If they are so small that they re-

quire to be forced upon the teeth, the unequal strain will

cause irritation of the sockets, which in some cases would

be so painful that no relief could be given except by remov-

ing the entire mechanism.

1 The author does not at present use the large anchor-ferule, but instead uses

the clamp-band, or two single ferules soldered to the U-plate. One of these

ferules is cemented upon a molar, the other upon a first bicuspid.
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Should one of the small ferules f at any time slip off its

tooth, it may be reset, provided it is possible to remove

the old cement, by inserting new cement while the ferule

is on the tooth.

To guard against this trouble, detachable screws may

be used instead of stationary screws.

Fig. 1388.—Curved detachable Fig. 1389.—Straight detachable
screw (A). screw (A).

Figs. 1388 and 1389 illustrate two forms of such detach-

able screws ; one is hook-like, the other straight. When
used they are caught into staples soldered to the ferule.

The straight screw has a head, l, like that of an ordinary

square-headed bolt.

Retaining Mechanism.—To retain the front teeth in place

after they have been elevated, the same mechanism may

be worn until a multiple cap (Desirabode splint) can be

made. This splint should be of sufficient length (like

the Hullihen splint) to be anchored to the bicuspids and

first molars. (See Eetaining-splints in Practical Sugges-

tions, Part XX.)

Although I have gone into considerable detail in de-

scribing this mechanism, I cannot leave it without saying

that although it is practicable in skilful hands, I cannot

recommend it as being equal to any one of several other

mechanisms described in this work. It is here introduced

more as a lesson for students, for in the machine there are

some valuable suggestions for encouragement of modifi-

cations, probably improvements.
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CHAPTEE CXLIY.

Section B Division I.

ELEVATING LOWER INCISORS BY SPRINGS.

GENEKAL EEMAKKS UPON ELEVATING LOWER FRONT TEETH

SINGLY AND IN GROUPS.—MECHANISMS OPERATED BY

SPRINGS WITH PLATES.

ELEVATION of teeth in the lower jaw is not as fre-

quently found necessary as in the upper, and if found

an operation is generally regarded as too difficult ; indeed,

most patients think that arrested lower teeth are not

very conspicuous, in fact, not noticeable at all. These

impressions, however, are mainly erroneous.

Mechanisms for elevating lower teeth vary from those

used in the upper ; still, for moving lower incisors singly

or en masse the principle is the same, the main difference

being in the form of those parts that interfere with the

tongue. As the preceding chapters treat of the construc-

tion of several similar mechanisms (mainly the skeleton

kinds), and also show how they are applied to the teeth,

it is not necessary to dwell again upon them. There are

several other mechanisms, however, that were not men-

tioned; these will now be explained in detail. Some of

them belong to the plate class and others to the skeleton.

Of mechanisms that act by free springs without checks

little can be said in favor, because they are not con-

trollable at will ; but of the variety that can be controlled

1453
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by checks or by screws more can be said. Either kind of

engine generally has a strong base, consisting of a plate

to rest upon the alveolar ridge, or upon the anterior side

teeth, such as the cuspids or bicuspids. From this base

projects the engine of force, whatever it may be. The

lifting-spring is connected with the tooth to be elevated

by a hook, or a knob soldered to a thin platinum ferule

cemented upon that tooth. One plate mechanism for

elevating lower incisors was devised by Dr. E. A. Mat-

teson. It has a spring action, but this, like all spring

elevators when used without checks, requires close watch-

fulness in order to prevent unfavorable results from too

rapid movement of the tooth or teeth.

Fig. 1390.—Mechanism for elevating lower incisors (Matteson),

Fig. 1390 represents the mechanism that was designed for

the elevation of more than one lower incisor, but it may

be practicable for elevating a single tooth. It consists of

a flat metallic spring fixed upon a hard-rubber U-plate con-

structed practically upon the same plan as the one repre-

sented by Fig. 1367, page 1431, designed for teeth of the

upper jaw. The difference between these mechanisms is

that in this one (Fig. 1390) the anchor-plate and the spring-

are of the form of the letter u, to prevent it from inter-

fering with the freedom of the tongue.

The extremities of the spring are riveted tightly upon

the posterior parts of the plate. The figure so clearly shows

the form, construction, and the operation of this mechanism

that it seems unnecessary to explain it further.



CHAPTEE CXLY.

ELEVATION OF LOWER INCISORS BY SCREWS.

ELEVATING PLATE-MECHANISM THAT ACTS BY A SCKEW.

—

SKELETON MECHANISMS FOE ELEVATING A SINGLE TOOTH.

IN the use of any meelianism, as before mentioned, it is

important that the teeth shall not be elevated too rap-

idly or too far. To prevent such results, therefore, the

active parts should be so made that they can be kept under

perfect control. This is best accomplished by the screw.

Fig. 1391 represents one of my modifications of the Mat-

teson mechanism, its aim being to meet this danger. The

difference between the two mechanisms lies in additions

Fig. 1391.—Mecbanism acting by a screw for elevating lower teetli. Modification of
the Matteson mechanism (A).

and changes in form of the parts, especially those that

exert force. By this improvement (Fig. 1391) the force

applied to the teeth is delicate and intermittent instead of

1455
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violent and continuous. The mechanism consists of parts

as follows : a hard-rubber U-plate, p, to rest lightly upon the

gums, two clamp-bands, a gold bow, E, and screw s. The

latter plays in a hole in the anterior part of the bow e,

which is made of a narrow strip of plate soldered to a gold

wire snugly hinged at its ends to the plate p by rivets, h, h
;

to the anterior part of this bow there are also soldered

several small wire rings for strings. All these different

parts are so arranged that by turning the screw s back-

ward the bow is raised from the plate, and with it the strings,

which, being tied to the teeth gently, lift upon and slowly

elevate them in their sockets. Upon each lower tooth to

be elevated is cemented a ferule having soldered to it a

little gold hook for attaching the tooth to the bow. By
the use of this mechanism there is no danger of the teeth

being raised too rapidly or too far. When they are cor-

rected they are temporarily retained until the sensitive-

ness of the sockets subsides, when they are permanently

retained by a wire extending through the little hooks of

the ferules and then anchored through two tubes soldered

to thin caps cemented upon the bicuspids.

Fig. 1392,—Mechanism for elevating the lower incisors by a screw. Modification of the
Matteson machine (A).

Fig. 1392 represents another modification of the Matteson

mechanism (Fig. 1390). This one, which differs slightly

from the last mechanism described, is made as follows : a

hard-rubber U-shape plate, p (having two clamp-bands to
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anchor it to the side teeth), is first made to fit the lingual

sides of the alveolar ridge to serve as a base to the

engine of force, which consists of a piece of stiff gold

wire, w, bent to the form of a bow, the ends of which are

loosely riveted to the plate at the points e, r. To the an-

terior part of this bow are soldered four rings, e, that lift

upon little hooks, h, on ferules, f, cemented upon the teeth

to be elevated. These rings are made adjustable by being

soldered to crooked wires. The lifting is caused by a lock-

screw, s, that plays snugly in a short tube soldered to the

anterior part of the bow. The screw turns in the plate.

This mechanism is thought to be superior to the others

mentioned, because lighter and less liable to collect debris

;

but while this may be said, none of them are safe except

in the hands of experts.

Fig. 1393.—Screw-acting mechanism for elevating a left lateral (A).

Fig. 1393 represents a " hair-pin " mechanism operated

by a screw for elevating a right lower lateral. Fig. 1394

represents the different parts of this mechanism, which

consist of a clamp-band, the hair-pin attachment, and a

Fig. 1394.—Tlie different parts of the mechanism (A).

ferule. The combination is similar to that of the mechan-

ism represented by Fig. 1373, differing only in the plan of

connecting the two parts. Instead of these parts being

firmly attached to one another by solder, they are so joined

by a rivet that the screw and arms have a slight play.

92
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The wire arms are made to approach each other by a

httle shding-band (shown in white) pushed along by the

collar-screw (shown in black), the nib of which plays

in it. The body of the screw turns in a nut soldered

near the elbow of the wire.



ELEVATION OF UPPER CUSPIDS BY SPRINGS
AND BY SCREWS.

Section C Division I.

Chap. CXLVI. Elevating Upper Cuspid Teeth by Coil-springs and by Plain

Springs without Plates.

'
' CXLVII. Elevating Upper Cuspids by Screws, with and without Plates.





OHAPTEE OXLYI.

Section C Division I.

ELEVATING UPPER CUSPIDS BY COILED AND BY

PLAIN SPRINGS WITHOUT PLATES.

GENERAL REMAEKS.—ELEVATING BY COILED SPRING-WIRE.

—

ELEVATING BY PLAIN SPRINGS.—OTHER MECHANISMS.

CUSPIDS seldom require to be elevated, but those that

do are generally in the upper jaw. These cases are

sometimes caused by being hedged about by adjacent teeth

and yet are not off the line. There are other cases in which

the cuspids are guided wrongly by other teeth ; these cut

through the gum considerably above and anterior or pos-

terior to their normal places, inclining diagonally accord-

ing to circumstances.

Operations for elevating cuspids are conducted upon the

same general principles that operations for elevating in-

cisors are conducted, the form of the mechanism varying

to meet the requirements of the case. For attachment

of the engines of force for elevating incisor teeth, ferules

with little wire hooks soldered to them are always suffi-

cient. But for cuspids that are just pointing through the

gums these bands are not always sufficiently firm
;
pits,

therefore, are sometimes made in the enamel, but pits

should not be resorted to unless absolutely necessary.

When, however, the form of the exposed part of the tooth

92* H^i
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or its position renders it incapable of retaining a cemented

ferule sufficiently firm, a pit should be boldly but carefully

made. A small gold plug is much less disfiguring than a

very irregular cuspid. The best engine of force for elevat-

ing cuspids is the screw, but springs are sometimes used

successfully.

Fig. 1395.—Elevating a cuspid by a coiled wire spring (Talbot).

1

Fig. 1395 illustrates the beginning of an operation by

Dr. Talbot for moving a malposed right upper cuspid to

its proper place. At the time the point of the cusp of this

tooth appeared through the gum the first bicuspid was

extracted. A platinum ferule was first fitted to the second

bicuspid, and another to the lateral incisor. To these

ferules a platinum bar was soldered ; this extended along

the labial surfaces and rested upon the central as shown.

To this bar was soldered one end of a flattened tube

for holding one extremity of a delicate spring having a

coil. The arms of the spring (piano wire) were of equal

length. The wire was so bent upon itself that when one

extremity was projected into the flat tube the other ex-

tended posteriorly; but when it was sprung upward and

caught upon the cuspid it swayed the crown downward

and posteriorly.

When the tooth had moved sufficiently far back it still

required to be drawn farther downward and lingually.

This was done by a piano-wire spring, one end being

vulcanized into a hard-rubber roof-plate, and in a position

1 "Dental Cosmos," 1888.
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that enabled its free extremity to be projected through the

cuspid space in the dental arch and be tied to the neck of

the tooth (cuspid), so that it drew upon it.

When springs are used to elevate teeth the patient

should be seen often by the operator in order that the

tooth shall not move too far.

Fig. 1396.—Elevating a cuspid by a plain wire spring (A).

Fig. 1396 illustrates an operation for drawing down a

right upper cuspid by a detachable plain wire spring, the

spring being anchored to a clamp-band placed upon the

bicuspids and first molar on the same side.

The posterior end of the spring w was made rectangular

in order that it might rest firmly in its socket (similar in

form), soldered to the buccal side of the clamp-band. The

anterior end of this wire was bent hook-like, so that when

it was sprung upward from the position of the dotted line

it caught into a pit that had be.en drilled into the labial

side of the cuspid.

To prevent the tooth from moving too far, a knob was

soldered to the anterior end of the clamp-band, against

which the spring could lodge when the tooth had moved the

proper distance. This knob does not appear in the figure.

For elevating cuspids I make use of other mechanisms,

that are superior in some respects to this one. These are

constructed similarly to those for elevating incisors, vary-

ing only in the size of the anchor clamp-bands. (See

Chapters CXXXIX.-CXL.)



CHAPTER CXLYII.

ELEVATING UPPER CUSPIDS BY SCREWS WITH AND
WITHOUT PLATES.

OPERATION BY A SCREW IN COMBINATION WITH A LARGE ROOF-

PLATE.—OPERATION BY SCREWS WITH SMALL ANCHOR-

PLATES.

—

se:eleton lever mechanisms with band-

anchors.—anchorless lever mechanisms.—statistics

sho^tng rates of movement of a tooth while being

elevated.

THE majority of screw-acting mechanisms for elevat-

ing cuspids are constructed similarly to screw-acting

mechanisms for elevating incisors. They may be large and

cumbersome, or small and delicate. As a rule, light skele-

ton mechanisms are preferable to those of the large plate

class ; the latter, however, are sometimes necessary. Be-

ginning with large plates, we shall consider less clumsy

ones, and finally close with skeleton mechanisms.

Fig. 1397 illustrates the beginning of an operation for

elevating and moving to line an instanding right upper,

cuspid by a large mechanism consisting of three parts :
a

plate, a screw, and a string. The operation was divided

into two stages : first, moving the right bicuspids posteri-

orly to make space for the instanding cuspid ; second, ele-

vating and moving outward at the same time the cuspid,

which was only about one-third erupted and was forcing

the lateral into the anterior position.

1464
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The two bicuspids were in position inclining anteriorly,

narrowing the space belonging to the cuspid. The first

adult molar having been lost by decay, a space was left be-

hind the bicuspids, which by the regulating process was

closed by moving posteriorly the bicuspids.

Fig. 1397.—Elevating an upper cuspid—the first step, making a path for the tooth (A).i

The anchor of this (one of my old-style mechanisms)

was a plain hard-rubber roof-plate fastened to several side

teeth. On the right it was attached by strings only, but

on the left by a string and a thumb-screw (Fig. 1398). The

screw played in a threaded hole in the plate and projected

into a cavity in the buccal side of a left molar. The roof-

plate had a bow (hard rubber) extending outside the bicus-

pids, and a narrow strip extending into the space between

the bicuspids and second molar, a space that furnished the

opportunity for moving the bicuspids.^

The teeth were drawn back by a linen string, one end

being anchored to the plate at a point near the right second

1 Published in "Dental Cosmos," June, 1879 (A).

2 Because of similarity of operations explained in this chapter to those in

chapters on Moving Laterally Partly Erupted Upper Cuspids (Part XV.), hoth

should be read in connection.
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molar. After the string had been extended forward around

the first bicuspid and thence posteriorly, it was fastened

to a screw in a gold nut vulcanized into the posterior part of

the right buccal side of the plate as represented. To cause

the necessary draught upon the bicuspids to move them,

this screw was advanced posteriorly, thus tightening the

string upon them. Having gained in this way the neces-

sary room for accommodation of the cuspid and lateral

incisor, this mechanism was replaced by a new but some-

what similar one, consisting of a plate with a cord extend-

ing from the outstanding lateral to a screw set into a nut

vulcanized to the buccal side of the plate at a point near

tlie right molar.

Fig. 1398.—Elevating and moving outward the cuspid (A).

Fig. 1398 illustrates the beginning of the second stage

of the operation for elevating and moving outward the

cuspid and at the same time moving lingually the lateral

incisor by the new mechanism. This plate, like the former

one, had a hard-rubber bow outside of the right bicuspids

to hold these teeth in their new places. This bow had a

groove to keep the string in its proper place when drawn

taut between the lateral and the drag-screw.
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The cuspid was moved outward by the string being

caught under a little knob cemented into a pit made in the

lingual side of the tooth. When this string was tightened

it also lifted upon the cuspid, and elevated it at the same

time that it was being moved outward. The same string,

being attached to the lateral, also moved that tooth (lateral)

lingually.

Fig. 1399.~Anotlier view of the double-
acting draught-string (A).

Fig. 1400.—Sectional view of the cuspid,
showing anchorage of the knob (A).

Fig. 1399 illustrates a slightly different view at a little

later time, when the string had been transferred from the

groove in the bow to the sulci of the bicuspids, to increase

the elevating force upon the cuspid. One extremity of

the knob (which was formed like a foot) rested in an under-

cut in the side of the pit as represented in Fig. 1400. The

extra space around this knob was plugged with plastic

filling material.

After the cuspid had been moved into its proper place

all the protruding part of this plug was ground away, leav-

ing the remainder as a plug in the cavity until the tooth had

become firm, when it was taken out and replaced by gold.^

1 This operation, whicli was one of my earlier attempts, I would not now
repeat in every detail. Instead of making a pit, I would now cement upon

the cuspid a gold or platinum ferule having a little knob soldered to it. The
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Small Plates.—Fig. 1401 illustrates a process of drawing

down a partially erupted right upper cuspid (for an adult

case) by a cheaply made mechanism consisting of a gold

hook-screw and a small hard-rubber anchor-plate resting

\vv_:^

Fig. 1401.—Drawing down a cuspid t»y a screw in comljination wltli a small hard-rubber
plate (A).

(bridge-like) upon the ends of the adjacent teeth. The

hook was first caught into a pit made in the labial side of

the cuspid (see detached representation at right of the

figure), after which the other end was projected through

a hole in the bridge and tightened upon by a nut, n.

To make room for the cuspid it was necessary to move

the lateral and bicuspid farther apart. This was accom-

plished by the bridge-piece being so formed that it bore

wedge-like upon and between these teeth when tightened

upon by the screw and nut.

Fig. 1402.—Appearance of tbe case in tlie middle of the operation.

Fig. 1402 represents the case in the middle of the opera-

tion and at a time when the mechanism was taken off to

make a large cup-like hole in the bridge-piece to permit

drawback in this operation was the diflculty in keeping the debris from

collecting between the plate, teeth, and gums. Platinum wire or catgTit would

have been superior to strings.
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the point of the cuspid to project farther down, thus en-

abhng the mechanism to complete the operation.

Figs. 1-4:03 and 1403A illustrate two views of a case that

was similar to the one last explained, and treated by a sim-

ilar mechanism. The figures show hard-rubber bridge-piece

p and the nut N and a series of holes through the plate. The

bridge was made with bands extending around the bicus-

pids; the anterior part of the plate projected forward and

Figs. 1403, 1403A.—Elevating a cuspid by a screw in combination with a small hard-
rubber plate-anchor (A),

rested upon the right lateral and central. A gold bow, a,

projected upward over the cuspid and rested upon a piece of

felt. Through the bridge projected a screw, s, which hooked

into a pit made into the arrested cuspid. This tooth was

operated by this screw being tightened by the nut. These

figures are presented mainly to show the form of the bridge.

As this mechanism and its action are similar to one used

in another operation, to be explained immediately, it will

not be further dwelt upon.

Fig. 1404 illustrates the case of a woman about twenty-

four years of age having an arrested right upper cuspid.

The figure is drawn to represent the bone dissected away

to show the position of the tooth. This operation is some-
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what interesting in its being the first of its kind that was

successfully performed ; therefore it will be more fully pre-

sented.^ The dotted line shows the track that the tooth

took during the process of treatment. As the patient was

several times absent from the city, this operation required

longer time than it would have taken under more favorable

circumstances. The operation was conducted so nearly in

Fig. 1404.—a tooth drawn from an atonormal position in the depths of the jaw.

accordance with physiological functions of the tissues in-

volved that I regard it as instructive in proving that a

tooth may be painlessly drawn from an abnormal position

in the depths of the jaw without necessarily destroying

the nutritive tracts leading to the pulp of the tooth.^

This presentation is only a part of a larger operation

;

to give full details of the whole would embrace more than

the elevation of a cuspid; therefore, as the other parts

are irrelevant, they will be only briefly given. When

1 The B case. Eead by the author before the Brooklyn Dental Society,

January 14, 1878; published in "Dental Cosmos," November, 1878, p. 605.

2 For further evidence of this fact, see Fig. 1059, p. 1103.
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the case first came to hand there were remaining in the

arch two deciduous cuspids (discolored), but they were

comparatively firm. The left adult cuspid having erupted

between the deciduous cuspid and the left lateral, it so

crowded the left lateral out of its proper place that the

latter not only lapped over the adjacent central, but it had

so far turned in its socket that its anterior approximal side

faced anteriorly. On the opposite (right) side of the arch

the adult cuspid (the one now under consideration) had

not appeared through the gum, but high up under the lip

there was a small prominence that indicated the presence

of the tooth underneath.

First, the deciduous cuspids were extracted to liberate

'the overcrowded adult teeth. The left cuspid was then

drawn posteriorly into its place (by a clamp-band) to make

space for liberation of the turned left lateral. This tooth

(lateral)'was subsequently turned nearly to its proper place

by a matrix-wrench.i A curve in the root of this lateral

caused it to lap over the root of the central incisor, thus

preventing it from fully turning to its proper place.

Fig. 1405.—Central and lateral before the FiG. 1406.—Relation of the teeth after the

operation. operation.

Figs. 1405 and 1406 represent the relation of these two

roots before and after the operation.

In the lower jaw the left adult cuspid had erupted in the

proper line, but it also stood between a deciduous cuspid

and the adult lateral. This deciduous cuspid (like the other

1 For description of the matrix-wrench, see Part VI., p. 344.
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deciduous teeth mentioned) was of a darker hue than the

adult teeth, but as its extraction would have left a space,

this tooth was bleached and retained. All these previous

operations having been completed, the operation upon the

unerupted cuspid, twelve years overdue, was begun.

The Elevating Operation.—It was hoped that after ex-

traction of the deciduous upper cuspid its delinquent suc-

cessor would gradually move down through the gum and

take its proper place with the adjacent teeth; but after

waiting several months without any sign of a change of

position I determined to compel the cuspid to move down

and out. An incision was made into the tumor-like prom-

inence under the lip, revealing thereby the point of the

cusp of the delinquent tooth. It was found to be point-

ing diagonally through the outer plate of the alveolus

at a place about five-eighths of an inch above a line

drawn on a plane with the cutting edge of the lateral in-

cisor. Cutting a small piece of the alveolar process away

disclosed the exact position of the crown; it was lying

about twenty-three degrees from a perpendicular line, the

crown pointing in the direction of the angle between the

ramus and the body of the lower jawbone. The tooth

being fully developed, it was evident that that was the

cause of its stationary condition. Besides being in a

diagonal position, the tooth had turned on its long axis

about forty-five degrees, so that if it were drawn down to

line without turning it, the tooth would have stood side-

wise to view.

Having dissected away the alveolar process sufficiently

to expose the tooth, one-sixteenth of an inch in width, from

the point of the cusp to the middle of the crown, a pit was

drilled into this side of the tooth for a screw-hook to be

caught into to draw the tooth to its proper place.
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Fig. 1407 illustrates the beginning of the first stage of

the elevation of the cuspid by a gold mechanism consisting

of a bridge-piece, a screw-hook, and a nut. The bridge was

so swaged that it rested along the lingual and labial walls

of the bicuspids and lateral ; it also rested lightly upon the

gums. To this plate was soldered a stiff piece of round

wire that curved upward and arched widely over the cus-

pid; it, however, rested upon the tooth as represented

in the figure. Although some parts of this mechanism

\ ^-

Fig. 1407.—First stage of the elevating operation (A).

fitted the gums and teeth, one part bridged over the inter-

dental space and did not touch the gums. In other words,

it spanned the space between the first bicuspid and the

lateral, the bridge proper being on a plane with the ends

of the teeth. In the middle part of this bridge there was

a row of four holes for shifting the screw in different

parts of the operation. The entire mechanism was held in

place by hooking the screw into the pit in the cuspid and

tightening it in place by the nut upon the lower side of the

bridge. By this nut the screw was gradually drawn down-

ward, pulling the tooth with it. The office of the arched
93
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wire over the tooth was to prevent the bridge from rocking

when thus acted upon.^

The mechanism liaving been apphed, a watch-key (fitting

the nut) was given to the patient to sUghtly tighten it

upon the tooth each morning and evening. As the patient

was very inteUigent, she kept (by my request) a record of

the revolutions of the nut. This will be again referred to

later in the form of a table.

The tooth gradually moved downward and posteriorly.

(See dotted line, Fig. 1404.) The curve in the movement of

the tooth was caused by shifting of the screw from one hole

to another in the bridge. When the crown was brought in

Fig. 1408.—The second elevating mechanism used (A).

contact with the bridge this mechanism was removed and

replaced by another, which, instead of drawing upon the

tooth from below, pushed downward upon it from above.

Fig. 1408 illustrates the case at this time with the new

mechanism applied. The down-pushing screw acted by

^ I have sometimes found it necessary to solder to the top of the wire arch

a "broad piece of plate, to hold a cushion (piano felting) between it and the

gum, so as to protect the soft tissues from injury. This is only necessary

where the wire arch cannot be made to rest directly upon the tooth.
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a nut operated against a projection from a cross-piece

(strip of plate) soldered to the ends of two standards pro-

jecting upward from a skeleton bridge-plate (gold) made
somewhat similar to the one used in the first mechanism.
Behind this cross-piece was a cushion made of piano felting

(about one-half of an inch in width and one-eighth in

thickness) to prevent injury to the gums. The lower end
of the screw s was bent to form a double right angle to

enable it to enter and rest securely in the pit in the tooth.

After the tooth had been moved downward sufficiently

it still required to be slightly turned. The patient, how-
ever, was so satisfied with the improvement already made
that the turning was postponed to enable her to take a
trip

;
after which a long illness from fever and subsequent

moving out of the city prevented taking up the case for so

long a time that she got out of the notion and never had
the tooth turned.

Skeleton Mechanisms.—Fig. 1409 illustrates an operation

for the elevation of a right upper cuspid. The mechanism
was formed and applied as follows : to a clamp-band, j, f

Fig. 1409—Drawing down a cuspid by a lever operated by a screw (A).

(upon the two right upper bicuspids and first molar), was
loosely riveted a lever, n, at a point " off against " the molar
and second bicuspid. This lever was operated by a screw,

s, that projected through a hole in its posterior or shorter

arm, and caught into a nut, n, on the end of an upright

piece, soldered to the upper side of the anchor-band as rep-

resented. When the screw s was advanced upward its

globular head raised the posterior end of the lever and
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lowered its anterior end, which, being bent hook-like,

caught into a pit in the cuspid, and drew the tooth down.

To prevent the bicuspids from being forced deeper into

their sockets by reaction of the lever upon them, a resist-

ing-arm was soldered to the anterior part of the band, and

projected forward along the lingual side of the dental arch,

and hooked upon the ends of the right central and lateral

as represented in the figure by dotted lines, l, l. Although

this mechanism seems simple to operate, it required care-

ful management to make it accomplish the best results

that it was capable of accomplishing.

Fig. 1410 illustrates an operation for drawing an arrested

left upper cuspid down to line by levers operated by a screw.

Fig. 1410.—Elevatin? a cuspid by scissor- Fig. 1411.—The mechanism independent of
like levers operated by a screw. the teeth (A).

Fig. 1411 represents the mechanism independent of the

teeth. It consists of two levers, w, w (riveted together, mid-

way), and a working-screw, s, a platinum ferule, f, and

a gold clamp-band, b. These levers acted mutually like

the two blades of a pair of scissors, and are hinged between

ears, e, soldered upon the anterior nut of the anchor-band

B. Upon the end of the lower lever there is a saddle-trough,

T, to hold it upon the incisors. The levers w, w are oper-

ated by the screw s drawing the ends of the shorter arms

toward each other. The screw-cut hole for the screw is in

the upper lever.

In applying this mechanism the ferule is first cemented

upon the cuspid with phosphate of zinc, after which the
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anchor-band is placed around the two left bicuspids and

first molar. The levers are then so bent that the end of

the upper arm rests in the hook on the ferule, the other

arm being so formed that it rests upon the cutting edges

of the lateral and central. The power is applied by turn-

ing the screw s upward ; this not only causes the shorter

arms of the levers to approach each other, but also causes

the longer arms to do likewise. As the lower lever is held

stationary the upper one moves downward, bringing the

tooth with it.

Of course the force upon the lateral and central (by the

lower arm) must necessarily be equal to that upon the

cuspid, but, further than causing the sockets of the former

to become slightly sensitive, little or no disturbance takes

place. Even if these teeth should slightly sink into their

sockets (which they are seldom found to do) they would

soon return when liberated.

Fig. 1412.—Crane meclianism for elevating a cuspid (A).

Fig. 1412 represents a mechanism for elevating an upper

central. This has no independent anchor, but of course

it has an anchorage. The mechanism consists of a plati-

num ferule, f, gold saddle-trough, t, and two gold scissor-

like levers hinged by a rivet and operated by a screw, s,

which connect the ends of their shorter arms. Upon the end

of the lower long arm is soldered the trough t, and upon

the end of the upper long arm is soldered a small gold ring.

The ferule f has an upright hook made of gold wire about

the size of a pin, to connect the upper lever with the ferule.

The lower one is loosely riveted to the trough t.

93*
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To apply this mechanism the ferule is first cemented

upon the delinquent tooth with phosphate of zinc, after

which the ring of the upper lever is caught upon the hook,

while the trough on the end of the lower lever is caught

upon the two adjacent teeth. The mechanism being ready

to be operated, the screw s is turned so as to draw the

short arms of the levers toward each other, and then the

crane is swung under the lip out of sight. The upper lip

and cheek hold this power-giving part comparatively

steady between them and the gums.

To prevent the saddle-trough t from slipping along the

ends of the teeth, two partitions are soldered transversely

within it, which project upward between them. The suc-

cess of this mechanism depends upon the firmness of the

ferule f on the cuspid. To secure the greatest adhesion, all

the visible part of the crown of the cuspid must be taken

advantage of by the cement. The force should not be ap-

plied to the tooth until the cement has set very hard ; even

then the force should be applied very gently. I do not re-

gard this mechanism equal to the one next to be described.

Fig. 1413.—Crane mechanism for elevating upper cuspids (A).

Fig. 1413 represents a crane mechanism that is similar

to the one last described, but it has a much easier action.

Like the other, the levers l, l are capable of swinging back

and forth like a crane. One lever swings upon the upright

hook H (on the ferule f), the other upon a downwardly pro-

jecting stud soldered to the lower side of the saddle-cup t.

(The two patterns represented are too short.) The relation
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of these different parts of the machine is clearly shown in

the figure.

In applying the mechanism the ferule is first so arranged

and cemented upon the short tooth that the hook h pro-

jects upward and in front of its labial surface ; then the

trough is cemented upon the lateral and bicuspid. After

the cement has set hard, the ring end of the upper long arm

is caught upon the upright hook on the ferule, and at the

same time the ring on the lower long arm is placed upon

the pin that projects from the saddle-cup. The screw s is

then placed in the rings on the ends of the short arms of

the levers and turned until they are made to approach each

other and cause the long arms to act upon the delinquent

tooth. To change a trough into a saddle-cup partitions are

made ; these are to prevent it from sliding along the ends

of the teeth adjacent to the one to be elevated. These par-

titions, which are made of thin plate about an eighth of an

inch in breadth, are soldered transversely to the trough.

In use these partitions not only project between the teeth,

but crowd upon those adjacent to the one to be elevated

in such a way that they will move away from the delin-

quent tooth. When the mechanism needs retightening the

levers are swung outward like a crane from under the lip,

the screw tightened, and then they are returned and left

between the lip and cheek. To prevent these levers from

irritating the soft tissues, every part is made very smooth,

and the whole is curved to correspond with the contour of

the gum.

Tahle Slioivmg the Rate of Elevation of Teeth}—As before

mentioned in this treatise, I occasionally request patients

to keep a record of the revolutions of nuts and screws, not

only for scientific purposes, but to know whether or not the

1 See also Part IV., p. 160.
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mechanism remains firm upon the teeth. When the ma-

chine works properly the rate of motion per day does not

greatly vary. In the B case (Fig. 1404) the accounts of

the movements were accurately kept from day to day, thus

furnishing a complete table (excepting a few times when

the patient forgot to record) covering a period of fifty days.

The table shows that there were nearly as many quarter-

revolutions of the screw as there were half-revolutions,

and that the range of distances that the tooth moved varied

from T6~o to ilo of an inch in every twelve hours, an aver-

age of about Yse of an inch every twelve hours, or 3^ of

an inch in a day. Some of the variations in the rates

given are attributable to imperfections in the action of

the mechanism. There are, however, legitimate variations

when the working of a mechanism is perfect; these are

tissue-variations. But further investigation will be neces-

sary in order to fully explain all the causes of variations

found in elevating teeth, as well as those found in the lat-

eral movements of teeth. At present it seems probable

that some of the variations were partly due to differences

in the systemic conditions of patients as well as in the

physiological action of the different tissues. However, the

variation of rates, though greater in operations for elevat-

ing teeth than in operations for the lateral movement of

teeth, has been sufficiently investigated to show that the

same physiological law underlies both. It is also evident

that this irregularity is no greater than we find throughout

nature, all of which variations have causes that interfere

with the laws sufficiently to prevent universal exactness

in results. This statement, however, is not intended to give

the impression that is advanced by some dentists (who have

not studied the subject), that because nature is not exact

there is no law.
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TABLE SHOWING THE RATE OF MOVEMENT OF THE TOOTH
EVERY TWELVE HOURS FOR NEARLY FIFTY DAYS.
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TABLE SHOWING THE EATE OF MOVEMENT OF THE TOOTH
EVERY TWELVE HOURS FOR NEARLY FIFTY DAYS {Continued).

ORDER OF
DATES.
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CHAPTEE CXLYIII.

Section D DmsiON I.

ELEVATION OF LOWER BICUSPIDS BY ELASTIC
RUBBER.

OPEKATIONS FOE ELEVATION OF BICUSPIDS BY EUBBEE.

THE elevation of bicuspid teeth, is not often attempted

;

yet of all the teeth in the dental arcli probably there

are none more frequently found arrested in their eruptive

process. Of the two jaws this condition is oftener found

in the lower than in the upper, and in both arches the

second bicuspids are oftener so than the first. Why ele-

vation of lower bicuspids is so seldom attempted is because

the defects in the arrangement of these teeth are not very

noticeable—not sufficiently so to stimulate patients to

undergo the corrective operation. The second bicuspid

generally comes forth after the eruption of the first adult

molar and first bicuspid, and it is only a question of

space whether this tooth erupts partly or fully. If the

second deciduous molar has been missing too long, the

first adult molar sometimes moves forward and stands

partly upon the territory of this lost (deciduous) molar

;

this, by narrowing the space belonging to the second bicus-

pid, prevents its complete eruption.

1485
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Before deciding upon any plan of corrective treatment,

the social and financial circumstances, as well as the feel-

ings of the patient, should be considered in this class of

cases, as in others. If the side teeth, the cuspids and

the bicuspids, are greatly jumbled and the form of the

face does not permit of the arch being enlarged, extraction

of some tooth or teeth may sometimes be the best treat-

ment. If the cuspid and first bicuspid are in their proper

places, extraction of the arrested tooth is generally proper,

but there are conditions calling for extraction of the first

bicuspid. This is so when the cuspid inclines so far that

it overlaps the lateral incisor, and the bicuspid inclines

anteriorly considerably. By this plan the second bicuspid

and cuspid wiU sometimes right themselves. But if the ex-

traction of the first bicuspid would finally leave too wide

Fig. 1414,—Elevating a lower bicuspid by elastic rubber.

a space, some other kind of operation, conducted by the use

of elastic rubber, metallic springs, or screws, might be pref-

erable to extraction. Space is the main object.

Fig. 1414 illustrates a plan of operation for elevating a

right lower second bicuspid by an elastic-rubber ring

stretched and tied to the ends of a little gold trough (made

Fig. 1415, -The Mecbanism (A).

of plate), serving as a bridge over the delinquent tooth.

In Fig. 1415, representing the mechanism independently,

E, E are the rubbers and b the bridge. In practice only one
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ring is used at a time ; this one is stretched and tied to the

ends of the bridge, after which the middle part of it is

drawn through a hole in the middle of the bridge and

caught upon a wire hook, s, cemented in a cavity in the

tooth to be elevated.

Such a mechanism, though practicable when it does not

interfere with antagonism, needs to be closely watched to

prevent too rapid elevation of the tooth.

Fig. 1416.—Elevating a right lower second bicuspid by elastic rubber.

Fig. 1416 represents a similar operation upon a right

lower second bicuspid by a similar mechanism. Fig. 1417

represents the metallic part of the mechanism ; the length of

the bridge corresponding nearly with the distance between

the teeth adjacent to the delinquent tooth, it requires

some force to place it there. The bridge is prevented

i

Fig. 1417.—Bridge for a single rubber ring (A).

from working too far down by a wire soldered to each end.

These wires rest in the sulci of the adjacent teeth; they

also serve as hooks upon which to catch the rubber ring.

After it (the rubber) is thus caught, the middle part is

drawn through a hole in the bridge (see dotted line) and

caught upon a hook set in the crown of the delinquent tooth.

This modification is superior to the one last described,

because it rests firmer upon the anchorage teeth and at

the same time widens the space and liberates, somewhat,

the tooth to be elevated.
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To each end of this bridge, consisting of a narrow strip

of gold plate of sufficient length to extend across the space

over the delinquent tooth, is soldered a rectangular piece

of plate bent so as to curve around the approximal wall of

the adjacent crowns ; they do not only fit closely, but when

both are wedged against the adjacent teeth they push them

farther apart if the form of the teeth will permit.

This mechanism is simple, and when the grip is firm it

is practicable in cases where the antagonism of the teeth

permits it to be worn. A rubber ring cut from the tubing

would be too large. A proper size may be improvised by

punching it from a thick piece of sheet-rubber. The hole

may be punched by an ordinary coffer-dam punch, and

the periphery cut by scissors, or it may be punched by a

small tube sharpened at one end.

Fig. 1418.—The long-band-and-rubber plan of elevating lower bicuspids (A).

Fig. 1418 illustrates a plan of operation for elevating two

second bicuspids by a long-band and two elastic-rubber

rings. The rubbers draw over hooks soldered to the long-

band, w, made of round gold wire, attached to a molar

on each side by clamp-bands, b. The long-band is curved

upward at points where the teeth to be elevated are situ-

ated, so that these parts will be out of the way of the

"short tooth," also out of the way of the antagonizing

teeth.
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On the long-band at points over eacli tooth to be ele-

vated are soldered the small hooks h, h. A little way
anterior to these are soldered to the long-band other hooks,

li', h'. Over each of the former hooks plays one of the rub-

ber rings previously caught upon httle knobs, k, on thin

ferules cemented upon the arrested teeth. The rubber on

each side is made taut by drawing it over the hook h and
stretching it forward aud catching it upon the hook h'.

These rubber rings are represented in the figures by dotted

lines. (See also Fig. 1419, representing a side view.) To
hold the anterior part of the long-band steady, a T-hook is

soldered to it to catch upon the centrals as shown.

Fig. 1419.—Side view showing the application of the rubber ring to the tooth.

The only drawback to this plan is the increased crowd-

ing of the teeth caused by the thickness of the ferules and
the clamp-bands between the teeth. To reduce this draw-

back to a minimum, the parts of the ferules and long-bands

that lie in the approximal spaces are made thin, and are

so formed that they will ride one above the other, thus pre-

senting but one thickness. This mechanism is easily con-

vertible to another, that will act intermittently, by using

screws instead of elastic rubber. These screws are placed

longitudinallywith the wire long-band, and operate through

smooth-bore nuts soldered to this wire, and threaded

nuts soldered to the anchor-bands.

This machine, like any other, is impracticable if the

pinch upon the arrested tooth, by crowding of those ad-

jacent to it, is not sufficiently weakened to liberate the

tooth.

94



CHAPTER CXLIX.

ELEVATION OF LOWER BICUSPIDS BY METALLIC

SPRINGS IN COMBINATION WITH AND WITH-

OUT PLATES.

TWO OPEKATIONS BY WIKE SPRINGS HAVING PLATE-ANCHORS.-

—OPERATIONS BY WIRE SPRINGS, WITHOUT PLATES.

OF aU mechanisms for elevating teeth, none are so risky

as those in which the engines of force are metallic

springs, because the action of such engines is often diffi-

cult to control. However, as there have been devised sev-

eral kinds of mechanisms that operate by such springs, a

description of some of the best will be presented, although

the author hesitates to recommend them. In regard to the

Fig. 1420.—Elevating a left lower second bicuspid by spring-wire.

relative value of the different kinds of springs, the reader

is referred to the consideration of the subject of springs,

in other parts of this work. (See Index.)

Fig. 1420 illustrates a plan of operation for elevating a

left lower second bicuspid by a mechanism devised in 1885.i

1 A similar mechanism was devised about this time by Drs. Talbot and

Austin. (See Figs. 1422 and 1423.)

1490
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This clumsy and somewhat risky mechanism consists of

two gold springs anchored to a U-shape hard-rubber plate

fitted to the gums on the lingual side of the dental arch.

Upon the right half of the plate is fixed one end of the

longer wire spring, which extends anteriorly and along the

arch to the opposite side, where it (the wire) curves up-

ward over the tooth to be elevated and is caught into a

staple cemented into a cavity made in the tooth. Fig. 1421,

Fig. 1421.—Lingual side of the left half of the mechanism (A).

illustrating a side view of the same case, shows this curve

in the wire. The dotted line represents the form before

the free end is sprung into the staple. For forcing the

adjacent teeth farther apart to liberate the delinquent

tooth, another (curved) wire spring is so arranged upon

the plate that the arms bear oppositely against the approx-

imal sides of the adjacent teeth. This spring is riveted

to the rubber plate by a strong platinum pin.^

1 This particular spring is similar in form to one used in an operation per-

formed several years earlier by Dr. J. F. Austin. In mechanical principle the

Fig. a.—MaMng room for a lateral incisor by a coiled spring (Austin).

springs of both mechanisms are but slight modifications of springs for widen-

ing spaces, published many years earlier by Sir John Tomes and by Mr. Morey.

Fig. A illustrates the operation by Dr. Austin for forcing farther apart an

upper central and cuspid to make room for an irregular lateral.
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Fig. 1422 illustrates the beginning of the first stage of

an operation by Dr. Talbot.^ The mechanism consisted of

a hard-rubber plate, and a coil-spring made of steel piano-

FiG. 1422.—First stage. Makiiig space by an Austin coiled wire spring (Talbot).

wire. The application of this mechanism (designed si-

multaneously with, or perhaps earlier than, mine, and cer-

tainly later than a similar one devised by Dr. Austin)

is so clearly illustrated that it requires but little further

explanation.

The figure represents the spring in a position to force

the first bicuspid and first molar farther apart to make

more room for the arrested bicuspid.

Fig. 1423.—Second stage. Elevating the bicuspid by a coiled wire spring.

Fig. 1423 represents a mechanism used for elevating the

" short tooth," after sufficient room had been made. This

is simply a modification of the one first presented, the main

difference being in the spring, which is so arranged upon the

plate that it causes a lifting force upon the delinquent tooth.

1 Performed about 1867.
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Fig. 1424 illustrates a somewhat risky operation for ele-

vating a right lower second bicuspid by a mechanism con-

sisting of a staple, s, and a very small elastic wire, w, having

a hook upon its middle part. (See Fig. 1425.)

Fig. 1424.—Elevating a bicuspid by a wire-span spring.

To apply it the wire is placed so as to span the space

and rest in the sulci of the teeth adjacent to the one to be

elevated; its middle part is then sprung downward until

the hook catches into the staple, previously cemented into

a cavity in the tooth to be elevated.

H ^

Fig. 1425.—Tlie meclianism in detail (A).

This is a very small, simple mechanism, and when the

sulci are sufficiently deep to hold the extremities of the

bridge it is practicable. It should be closely watched, how-

ever, not only to note its action, but to prevent too rapid

raising of the arrested tooth. To prevent the bridge-wire

and hook from being swallowed if dislodged, the hook

should be closed tightly upon the staple by pincers. Some-

times a loose S-form hook is practicable.

f^^^^^^f
Fig. 1426.—Elevating a bicuspid by a wire side spring.

Fig. 1426 illustrates a process of raising a right lower

second bicuspid by a metallic mechanism, the several parts

of which are represented by Fig. 1427. These parts consist
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of a piece of steel wire, w, a gum-guard ring, p, and two

thin ferules, b, k, one of which has ears. Each of these

ferules has a hook-like appendage to hold the wire spring.

The ferule r is first arranged upon and cemented to the

Fig. 1427.—The Mechanism (A).

delinquent tooth so that the ear-hook points downward.

The other two ferules are cemented upon the adjacent teeth,

the hooks pointing upward. After this cement (phosphate

of zinc) has hardened the straight, delicate steel wire is

sprung and caught into the three hooks on the sides of the

bands (as shown in Fig. 1426), thus causing a force to be

given to the middle tooth as indicated by the arrow.

The drawback to this mechanism is the crowding of the

teeth by thickness of the three bands, which interferes

somewhat with the liberty of action of the delinquent tooth.

However, by fixing shoulders to the bands for the ends of

the spring to push against the anchorage teeth they will

move farther apart.

'Fig. 1428.—Elevating a bicuspid by an all-wire mechanism (A).

Fig. 1428 illustrates a plan of operation for elevating a

left lower second bicuspid by a slight modification of the

mechanism last represented. The object of the modifica-

tion is to be rid of the crowding interference of the mech-

anism. The different parts are as follows : two gold-wire

springs, w ; two gold-wire rings, e, e', having two eyes each
;

and one very thin platinum ferule, b, having two ears.

The application of this mechanism is similar to the one
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last explained. The ends of these lifting-springs may be

soldered to the rings, similar to the attachment shown in

the mechanism represented by the following figure. Some-

times the form of the crowns of the adjacent teeth will

permit the two outer rings k, r to rest firmly upon them.

The trouble that is liable to occur, however, by the use of

this mechanism is dislodgment and too rapid raising of the

tooth, requiring the operation to be closely watched.

Fig. 1429.—Elevating a lower bicuspid by an arched wire spring.

Fig. 1429 illustrates a process of elevating an arrested

right lower second bicuspid by a mechanism made entirely

of round gold wire. It consists of two rings, R, R, and two

arched spring-wires connected by a cross-wire.

Fig. 1430.—Top view of tUe mechanism (A).

Fig. 1430 is a top view of this easily dislodged mechanism.

To the middle of the cross-wire is tied the delinquent

tooth by a string caught into a staple cemented into a

cavity made in the tooth to be elevated. If it is not ad-

visable to make a cavity, the hook may be soldered to a

thin ferule, afterward cemented upon the tooth. When

the neck of this tooth is much smaller than the crown the

string may be tied around the tooth instead of using a,

hook or ferule. If the cross-wire interferes with antago-

nism of the opposite teeth, a thimble-crown (gold) may be

worn upon some near-by tooth.



OHAPTEE CL.

ELEVATION OF LOWER BICUSPIDS BY SCREWS.

OPERATIONS BY SCREWS IN COMBINATION WITH PLATES.

—

OPERATIONS BY SCREWS WITHOUT PLATES.

OF all the mechanisms for elevating teeth, none are so

reliable and so free from doing harm as those that

operate by screws, because they can be held under perfect

control, not only by dentists, but also by the patients or

some member of their families. These mechanisms differ

widely in their construction. Some are cheap and others

somewhat expensive. Although some few of the mechan-

isms require skiU to make them, the results of their use are

so satisfactory that it pays everybody concerned.

Fig. 1431 illustrates a process of elevating a left lower

second bicuspid which did not erupt until late in life.

Fig. 1431.—Elevating a bicuspid by screws (A).

The mechanism consisted of a hard-rubber XJ-plate, p, a

hook, H, and a screw-cut wire, w, bent as represented in

Fig. 1432, and having upon each extremity a nut, x, x.

These arms project into holes in a prominence on the plate,
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leaving the curved part of the wire over the top of the de-

linquent tooth to catch under the hook previously cemented

into a cavity (made by decay) in the tooth. To operate the

Fig. 1432.—Section showing tlie screws and the means of attachment to the tooth.

mechanism the nuts x, x are turned so that the curved wire

lifts the hook and elevates the tooth. The plate is partly

supported by a hook over the molar. The mechanism is

practicable, but needlessly clumsy. I do not recommend it.

Fig. 1433 illustrates the plan of an operation for elevat-

ing a right lower second bicuspid by a screw-cut gold wire

in combination with a hard-rubber plate resting upon the

Fig. 1433.—Elevating a lower second bicuspid by a cone wedged upon a screw.

gums on the lingual side of the dental arch. The wire is

anchored by staples to the left side of the plate; the other

extremity, lying in a groove in the right side, curves upward

over the delinquent tooth, and catches into a hook cemented

in its crown as shown. To operate the mechanism a cone-

shape nut is run along the threaded wire in the inclined

groove. This groove descends anteriorly from the plane of

the surface, posteriorly to nearly the full depth of the plate,

and in such a way that the cone-nut raises the rear end of

the wire and thereby elevates the tooth.

Fig. 1434 represents a side view of the case, showing the
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position of this cone-nut in the groove; it also shows the

relation of the other parts. To prevent the plate from

pressing too hard upon the soft tissues there are four ear-

like lugs projecting over the teeth and bearing upon them

Fig. 1434.—LingTial side of the right half of the mechanism (A).

(not shown). This is a practicable mechanism, but it is not

as valuable as some others to be explained later in this

chapter ; therefore it cannot be recommended.

Fig. 1435 represents a plan of lifting the left lower second

bicuspid by a rising screw sliding in a trough. The mech-

FiG. 1435.—Elevating a bicuspid hy a horizontal screw (A).

anism consists of three ferules and the screw. Upon the

lingual side of the anterior ferule is a threaded nut, that

tilts upon a rivet connecting it with the buccal side of the

ferule. Upon the same side of the next ferule is soldered

a staple, and upon the same side of the third ferule is sol-

dered in an inclined position the trough t.

The mechanism is operated by projecting the screw

through the tilting-nut, thence through the staple on the

middle ferule and into the lower end of the trough beyond.

Continuing the advance of the screw, this end slides along

up the trough, causing the middle of the screw to lift upon

the middle ferule and elevate the tooth.

Fig. 1436 illustrates a side view and Fig. 1437 a top view

of an operation for elevating a left lower second bicuspid
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by one of my older mechanisms, constructed as follows:

through a threaded nut soldered to a single-tooth clamp-

band on the tooth plays an upright screw, c, that bears upon

Fig. 1436.—Elevating a second bicuspid by a screw (A).

a small saddle, s, suspended by wire hooks, h, h, resting

in the sulci of the adjacent teeth ; the screw when operated

is forced into a pit, p, made in the saddle. This is a prac-

ticable machine, but the saddle is liable to cause pain un-

Fig. 1437.—Top view of the case.

less it rides almost clear of the gums. The object of the

saddle is to steady the mechanism by contact with the

sides of the adjacent teeth.

At the present time I do not use a saddle, nor do I use

clamp-bands upon delinquent teeth ; side wires, and a broad

platinum ferule cemented upon the tooth, are superior. The

ferule is superior because firmer and less bulky.

Fig. 1438.—Elevating a left lower bicuspid (A).

Fig. 1438 illustrates a plan of operation for elevating a

left lower second bicuspid by a hair-pin mechanism. Fig.

1439, representing this machine, consists of a clamp-band,

B, wire arms, w, w', nut, n, ferule, f, and screw, s. Upon the
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buccal and plain side of the clamp-band is soldered the

smooth-bore nut, n ; through this the screw projects into

a threaded moving nut, with two small rings soldered oppo-

sitely upon it. Through these rings slide the wire arms

s(

Fig. 1439.—The mechanism, independent of the teeth (A).

w, w', the bow of which is riveted to the clamp-band. To

apply the mechanism the thin platinum ferule f, having

a hook soldered to it, is cemented upon the tooth to be

elevated, after which the clamp-band is screwed snugly

upon the neighboring molars, leaving the arm w' to rest

under the hook, while the other arm rests beyond, in the

sulcus of the first bicuspid. This mechanism is operated

by drawing the sliding nut anteriorly by turning the screw,

causing the extremities of the arms w, w' to approach each

other, and thus elevating the tooth.

Pig. 1440.—Elevating a left lower bicuspid by a screw and bridge (A).

Fig. 1440 illustrates a plan of elevating a left lower sec-

ond bicuspid by a mechanism consisting of a screw and a

straight piece of wire, w, having a ring soldered to tlie

middle part to strengthen it. The screw has a foot on one

end and a nut upon the other. In use the foot is cemented

into a cavity in the delinquent tooth. The bridge which

spans over the tooth to be elevated rests upon the adja-

cent teeth, and serves for holding the screw, which when

tightened upon by the nut elevates the tooth.
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The object of cementing tlie screw into a cavity instead

of using a ferule (cemented) upon it is to avoid increas-

ing the bulk of the tooth. A very thin ferule can, how-

ever, sometimes be used without materially- increasing the

crowding. But neither ferule nor cavity is without faults.

One disadvantage of this mechanism is the difficulty of

so applying it that the screw and nut will not interfere

with the antagonism of the two dental arches. In fact it

may be said that it is only practicable when the opposing

tooth is missing.

Of all operations for the correction of irregular teeth

those for the elevation of bicuspids are the least satisfac-

tory because of the interference of the teeth of the opposite

jaw and the teeth adjacent to those operated upon. Tak-

ing all these disadvantages into consideration, there is,

perhaps, no operation more advisable than that of forcing

the adjacent teeth away from the arrested tooth and hold-

ing them steady until nature elevates the middle one.





LOWERING THE TEETH.

Section E Division I.

Chap. CLI. Lowering Teeth in their Sockets by Application of Force.





CHAPTER CLI.

Section E Division I.

APPARENT SHORTENING OF TEETH BY FORCING
THEM FARTHER INTO THEIR SOCKETS.

TEETH CAN BE FOKCED DEEPEK INTO THEIR SOCKETS, BUT IT MAY
NOT ALWAYS BE WISE TO DO IT.—TIME NECESSARY FOR ITS

ACCOMPLISHMENT VARIES.—HEALTHYAND UNHE.iLTHY SOCK-

ETS.—TEETH THAT OUGHT TO BE LOWERED, AND THOSE
THAT SHOULD NOT.—CAUSES OF " TOO LONG" TEETH.

—

OPERATION BY RUBBER DAM.—REFERENCE TO OTHER OPER-

ATIONS BY SCREWS IN COMBINATION ^TTH AN INTERDENTAL
SPLINT.—RETAINING TEETH AFTER THEY ARE CORRECTED.

—SHORTENING TEETH BY GRINDING.—DANGER OF IRREG-

ULARITY OF TEETH FROM IMPRUDENT WEDGING FOR GAIN-

ING SPACE.—CORRECTED IRREGULAR TEETH SHOULD NEVER
BE WEDGED.

WHEN teeth erupt so far that they interfere with

other teeth or are unsightly, they can be im-

proved by shortening them by grinding, or by pressing

them into their sockets. In Part XII, the advantages of

correction of teeth by grinding was extensively considered,

and in Part XIV. the subject was again discussed ; there-

fore we will now consider only the question of sinking-

teeth deeper by force.

That a tooth can be forced into its socket, whether the

socket is healthy or unhealthy, whether the tooth is in its

95 1505
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proper relation to the outline of the alveolar ridge or has,

from some cause, risen in its socket, no person versed in

dentistry will deny; but whether the "shortening" of a

tooth by forcing it farther into its socket is proper may
be a question. The length of time necessary to lower

teeth in their sockets depends somewhat upon the cir-

cumstances of the case. When the roots are not fully

formed they can be depressed more easily than when they

are fully developed. At this time the pulp canal is open

at the ends like a tube, and the pulps, which are partly

within and partly without the bony chamber, are large,

soft, and yielding ; the bony sockets are also more roomy,

thus enabling the teeth when pressed upon to more easily

sink into the sockets than would fully developed teeth in

completed sockets that are not so roomy. While normally

erupted teeth can be depressed in their sockets, whether

healthy or diseased, it may not always be proper, be-

cause such lowered teeth are very liable to rise to their

former positions. To sink or to press back a tooth

that has been mechanically started from its socket, how-

ever, is quite a different matter from pressing a normally

erupted tooth into a healthy socket, for such teeth can be

easily made to remain there. But this depends somewhat

upon the number of teeth operated upon, the greater the

number the greater being the difficulty. In this chapter

we shall confine our remarks to single-tooth cases, leaving

the consideration of the question of sinking groups of

teeth, especially the lower incisors, for Part XIX., Chapter

CLXXIV.
Cases in which single teeth have started from their

sockets are found to be as common as single teeth that

normally erupt too far. Groups of teeth that stand

high from excessive alveolar tissue are more common.
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The "elongation" of single teeth may arise from huvd

blows; application of improper clasps; wrong applica-

tion of force, in attempts at correction of irregularities of

the teeth; and from too long wedging for separation of

teeth to make it easier to fill cavities between them. The

latter evil, however, may not show itself for months

after the operation. Teeth that are wedged after having

been turned in regulating them are very liable to be dis-

turbed.^

Fig. IMI.-Lowering a central by sheet-rutober (old plan).

Fig. 1441 illustrates an old plan of lowering a single

tooth, the right upper central incisor. This was treated

by a piece of sheet-rubber stretched over the tooth and

tied with strings to the necks of the neighboring teeth as

shown. The drawback of this plan is the liability and

almost certainty of elevating the teeth adjacent to the one

to be lowered, consequently this plan cannot be recom-

mended.

Another plan of lowering a tooth is to use some kmd ot

anchor that will firmly embrace several teeth, and then

connecting the tooth with this anchorage by rubber.

A hard-rubber box-plate would serve well as an anchor,

but a row of caps soldered together, or a long trough made

of gold plate swaged to fit a considerable part of the dental

arch, is superior. It should be cemented to teeth on

each side of the one to be lowered. If the tooth be acted

upon by a screw projecting through a bridge-like part, the

1 It may be set down as a fact that it is risky to wedge a tooth (for filling)

that has been moved to correct an irregularity.
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result is more satisfactory than by elastic materials. In

all these plans the force must, of course, be in the direc-

tion of the apex of the root.

A gripping hard-rubber box-plate fitting over all or

nearly all the teeth excepting the one that is to be lowered,

the plate being cut away around the tooth so as to leave

only, a bridge for a short gold screw to project through,

would be a clumsy but practicable anchor, if it be firmly

fixed upon the teeth.

Fig. 1442.—Lowering a central by a screw (A)

.

Fig. 1442 illustrates an operation for lowering a left

upper central by one of my favorite plans. The mechan-

ism used in this case consists of two swaged troughs

resembling splints, covering several teeth on each side as

far back as the first molars. These troughs are connected

by two stiff pieces of wire, through one of which pro-

jects a screw, upon which is a hook that is caught over

the edge of the tooth to be depressed as shown. The

tooth is acted upon by turning this screw by a lever-key

placed in a hole in its spherical head. The figure shows

this plan so plainly that it is not necessary to further ex-

plain it.

The anchor that consists of a row of cups, before referred

to, connected by a wire or a narrow strip of plate (soldered),

is sometimes preferable, because less clumsy. Single teeth

may generally be retained in place by the same mechanisms.
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(A) at the ends of the inscriptions in-

dicates the mechanisms devised by
author.

Abbott, 97, 910 v.

Abnormal development of teeth, case
of, 77.

Abnormality. See Irregularities.

Abscess, caused by replantation, 1344.

by turning teeth by wrenching pro-

cess, 1341.

whitlowic alveolar, 985, 986.

Absorption, alveolar, appears to con-
tinue through life, 93.

rate of, differs at different periods,

93.

on what does this rate depend? 94.

discussed, 144.

microscopic illustrations of, 147.

supposed office of giant-cells in, 145.

new tissue forming after process of,

149.

regulations accomplished by aid of,

149, 1114.

tissue-changes caused by, 150.

such tissue-changes not necessarily
pathological, 151.

moving teeth by, 759, 765.

of coloring matter into dentine,
523.

Abulcasis, earliest known writer on
substituting others for decayed
teeth, 48.

Abyssinia, regularity of typical fea-

tures preserved in, 118.

Acrobats, teeth of, who lift hea"\'y

weights, 1186.

of the pugilistic kind, 1186.

Action and reaction, philosophy of,

upon planes, 795.

philosophy of, upon teeth, 759-764.

Aetius, mention made by, of filling and
plugging teeth, sixth century, 48.

African, large size of jaw in, 119.

Age, best, for regulating teeth, 481, 659.

best, for turning teeth, 1224.

at which cuspids generallj^ appear,
1027.

greatest, at which new teeth appear,
779, 780.

one of the most notable instances,
780.

Albania, regular features noticeable
in, 117.

Alcohol, treating diseased sockets
with, 989.

Alexandria (Africa), famous as seat of
philosophy and medical science, 43.

Allan, 57, 561.

All-wire mechanisms for elevating
teeth, 1426, 1494.

Alterations, mechanisms occasionally
require, 815.

Alveolar arch, anterior parts of, gen-
erally enlarge in childhood, 1185.

continues in growth until about the
sixth year, 1185.

growth of posterior parts, 1185.

Alveolar ridge, teeth drifting along,
the cause of spaces, 1089.

moving teeth by bending, 759, 765.

excessive, the cause of bicuspids
appearing too long, 1408.

deformitv of, operation for correct-

ing, 1264.

Alveolar septum, question of the effect

of resistance of, 975.

95* 1509
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shortness of time for moving a lower
cuspid due to thinness of, 1129.

Alveolar tissue, reduction of, 623.

excessive, teeth that stand high
from, 1506.

powerful mechanisms required for

mo%ang roots through considerable

thickness of, 982.

forcing teeth sidewise through, 1098.

Alveolus, absorption of, 93, 147, 1114.

to support teeth, 662.

changes in, from youth to age, 91,

664, 1185.

condition of, as a guide to presence
of unerupted teeth, 673.

deformity of, consisting in lack of

development, 1265.

diseases of, 985, 1341, 1344.

flexibility of, 173, 185.

hardness of, varies in different eases,

772.

necrosis of, treatments for, 984 n.

operations made difficult by, 1249.

question of identity with jawbone, 89.

reactiveness of, 175.

reason why teeth tend to range in

line, 659.

teeth moved by tissue-changes in,

142, 161.

teeth moved by bending of, 173.

structural deformity of, corrected in

some eases bv gi-inding teeth, 527,

1265.

when too small to accommodate
teeth, treatment of, 497.

Amalgam filling, 318, 1374.

Ameloblasts, 71.

Anatomy, its advance in Aristotle's

time, 41.

early ideas of, 41.

singular errors in knowledge of, 42.

Tomes's "Dental Anatomy," quoted,

89.

Anatomy of head, impoi'tance of

knowledge concerning it, 591.

Anchorage, proper and improper, 771,

1240, 1241.

importance of firm, 772, 809, 974.

of all teeth that are practicable, the

reason, 772.

distance between place of antago-
nism upon plane and the anchor-
age to be taken into consideration,

798.

should be as far from plane as

practicable, 798. -

using scattered teeth for, 822, 915-

917, 1370.

bracing, 884.

increasing resistance of, 917.

general remarks upon, 1124.

general remarks upon fixed and
swinging, 1272.

should never be less than resistance,
1124.

must be obtained mainly from the
teeth, 1124.

using teeth for. See Anchor Teeth.
Anchorage mechanisms, 313, 346, 798.

devices for plates, 218, 805. See
Clamp-band Anchor-plates,

resistance, general statement as to

relative, 465.

mechanisms, must be studied by reg-

ulator, 465.

mechanisms, resistance of teeth
sometimes insufficient without
auxiliaries, 467, 837.

devices, value of different teeth for,

465.

mechanisms, iirmness of, to be con-
sidered in planning, 772.

See also Anchor-bands.
Anchor-bands and cribs, general re-

marks upon, 240, 816, 834, 1245.

bands combined with separator, 284,

930, 950, 961, 962.

of gold wire vs. narrow strip of plate,

770.

with gold arms the lightest and most
delicate for rubber rings, 834.

crib-clasps for rubber rings, 816.

foiu" different kinds of, 816.

crib-clasp (Lachaise), 816, 817.

ferules having knobs and hooks
(Harris), 816-820.

clamp-bandswith longitudinal screw,
with transverse screw (author),

818, 821-824.

principle of side-grip, 880-882.

strings not used by best modern
operators, 895.

should be removed and cleaned at

least once a week, 818.

vs. tipping of anchorage teeth, 1128.

illustrations of different kinds of,

816, 1246.

clamp-band. See Clamp-bands,
clasp-anchors. See Clasps,

crib-clasps. See Cribs,

ferule-anchors. See Ferules,

gum-guards, 1031.

Anchor-nuts for plates, 910.

Anchor teeth, how to avoid moving,
22.3, 885, 1123.

rising of, how to prevent, 460, 462,

1123, 1247, 1385.

causes of rising, 1385.

sometimes move forward, 221, 771,

1123.

question of how long they can safely

be used, 771.
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moving forward to aid in tilling

extra space, 772.

reaction of, 1124.

scattered, 822, 915, 917, 1370.

tipping of, rs. anchors, 1123.

selecting j)roper teeth for, of impor-
tance, 1241.

what teeth to use in certain cases,

1241.

teeth to be turned serving as, 1254.

Angell, 63, 272.

Angle, 342, 442, 957, 1058, 1233 n.,

1301, 1303.

Antagonism, general discussion of, 489,

504.

abuse of, may cause separation of

teeth, 1185.

of arches sometimes so oblique as to

cause their enlargement, 502.

how to prevent, 800.

of arches, 800.

artificial teeth escaping, 1091.

change in, occurring often about
eighteenth year, 558.

changes in, brought about by con-
tinued eruption of teeth subse-

quent to ojjerations, 362.

distance between place of, and an-

chorage to be taken into consider-

ation, 798.

effect of, on teeth also upon plane,

793, 794.

even slight improvement of, is bene-
ficial, 564.

improving, in childhood, 769.

improve, to benefit health, 1203.

improvement brought about by
grinding and reshaping teeth, 500,

565, 772, 1189.

improve, by correcting " tall " teeth,

1408.

interference, fi'equent occasion of ir-

regularity, 626.

lines of, 493.

lower teeth pushed forward by, 1128.

method of examining, 503, 547.

moving teeth by aid of, 501, 782,

786, 791, 794, 797.

moving molars to improve, 1203.

necessary to mastication, 492, 1203.

normal condition of, 489, 1446.

perfection not attainable always by
regulating, 497.

perfect, rarely found, 490.

trough mechanisms interfering with,

1423, 1426.

wax sheets showing imperfection of

normal, 491.

Antagonizing paper, 549.

wart-shape plugs, 536.

Antiquities, Etruscan, 33, 1227.

Phoenician, 35, 879 n.

Russian, 36.

Scythian, 38.

Apparatus or Mechanisms

:

adjustable, for widening arch, 285.

anchor-bands, 240.

anchor-bands and plates with plain
arm-sjn'ings, 223.

anchor-band and plate with coiled
arm-springs, 224.

anchor-band and plate with coiled
hook-springs, 224.

anchor and radial jack combined,
307.

anchor-band and separator of teeth
combined, 254.

anchor-band for turning teeth, 303.

anchor-jacks, 305.

anchored spring-jack, 267.

author inventor of all mechanisms
the inscriptions of which end with
(A),

bail-spring, 259.

bamboo long-band, 316.

bridge-piece, 259.

cantilever mechanisms, 334.

clamp-bands, longitudinal and trans-

verse-screw, 233, 818, 821, 824.

clamp-bands, how to place, 238.

clamp-band to move teeth, 235.

for closing spaces between side

teeth, illustrated, 641, 642.

coiled metallic ribbon, 259.

complicated vs. simple, 208.

constricted neck-jack, 274.

construction of regiilating, 205-349.

for correction of lower incisors, 315.

counteracting springs, 268.

corrugated long-band, 322.

a set of, designed for improvising
mechanisms, 299.

double spring-jack, 269.

draw-hook mechanism, 324.

for drawing an instanding lateral to

line, 335.

for drawing two instanding laterals

to line, 3^36.

for drawing an instanding cuspid to

line, 334.

for drawing an outstanding bicuspid
to line, 335.

draw-jacks for moving teeth, 293.

elementary parts of, 298.

for evening side teeth, 291.

instruments forplacing clamp-bands,
299.

extension wire and splice-band, 237.

ferule-jacks, 273.

ferules with attachments, 241.

fish-tail and spindle-jack, 278.

group, gold inclined planes, 227.
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gum-guard rings, 242.

how to prevent dislodgment of, 212.

inclined planes, 226. See Planes.

inclined ferule-planes, 227.

keys for mechanisms, 347.

keys, back-action, 349.

keys, bench, 347.

keys, lever, 348.

keys, right-angled, 349.

keys, wrench, 348.

links for connecting, 288.

long-band, 313.

long-band (partial) acting as spring,

324.

long-band and metallic slide-wedge,

333.

long-band and transverse-screw
anchor-bands combined, 319.

long-band with lock-screw, 329.

long-band for strings, 313.

long-band with clasps, 316.

long-bands in combination with
plate, 325, 326.

long-band screwed to fei'ules, 327.

long-band soldered to tooth-rings,

321.

longitudinal-screw clamp-bands, 234.

lugs for preventing injury to gums,
242.

matrix-ferule, 278.

matrix-wrench, 344.

metallic-ribbon turner, 345.

metallie-ribbon turner with ferule,

346.

non-irritating spindle-jacks, 279.

non-irritating swivel-jack for turn-

ing, 296.

nut-jack, 275.

long-band nuts, 236.

opposite nut anchor-band, 328.

plates, 211.

plates anchored with clasps, 215.

plates anchored with strings, 215.

plates with clamp-band anchors, 218.

plates with screw-bands for anchor-

age, 218.

plates with pegs, 216.

pull-jack for preventing opening of

maxillary suture in widening
arch, 290.

push-jack and anchor-band with
bar, 304.

pushing-jacks with yokes, 281.

push-jacks for widening the arch, 284.

radial jacks, 303.

for regulating teeth, description of,

and plan of construction, 205-349.

rubber inclined planes, 229.

screw-jacks, 271, 312.

screw triplex-acting mechanism,
256.

separators, 240, 250.

separators, H-shape, 253.

separators, spider, 251, 252.

separators, spring, 250.

skeleton-anchoi', 221.

skeleton nut-jack, 297.

spindle-jack applied to cavity, 277.

spindle-jacks, 276.

spring-jacks, 263, 270.

swivel splice-band, 237.

swivel screw-jack, 294.

swivel-jack and anchor-band, 303.

T-pieces, 317.

tack-head screw-jacks, 312.

tail-jacks, 309.

thumb-screw anchor-band, 320.

triplex-acting screw-loop, 257.

wedges, 244.

wedges, cork, 245.

wedges, cotton, 245.

wedges, rubber, 244.

wedges, wooden, 246.

wedges, screw, 246.

wire bow-spring and plate, 222.

wire-spring devices, 259.

zigzag wire jacks, 263.

retaining regulated teeth, 353-401.

See also Retaining Mechanisms.
adjustable retaining-plate, 383.

armed ferules, 370.

cantilever thimble-crown, 389, 390.

cavity wires, 374.

detachable, 366.

half-round wire retainers for cen-

trals and laterals, 389.

haii'-wire retainer, 364.

H-shape retainer, 368.

miniature retaining, 367.

multiple ferules, 364.

plate with fingers, 382.

plate with strings, 381.

ribbed plates, 378.

roof-plates, 380.

roof, rubber, 366.

screw and loop, 369.

skeleton gold, 388.

skeleton rubber, 383.

splint, 390.

stapled ferules, 371, 372.

T-shape, 368.

thimble-crowns, 377.

wart-shape plugs, 394.

wire pegs in teeth, 393.

yoke-screw bands, 369.

for turning teeth, 338.

for turning a bicuspid, 341.

for turning cuspid, 340.

for turning two lateral incisors, 341

.

for turning, including screw-jack,

343.

levered ferule for turning teeth, 339.
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oec'iisioual failure of, not attribu-

table to system, 15,

See also Mechauisms.
Apparent liiscoloration of teeth by

using broad ferules, 1235.

Apparent shortening of teeth by forc-

ing them farther into their sockets,

1505-1508.

Application of force, 457, 476.

principles of, 460.

philosophy of, 759-764.

lowering "teeth in their sockets by,

1503.

Applied force, defined, 469.

plane of, 469.

Arabians, 31.

Arch, case of gradual (natural) widen-

ing of, 502.

dental arch, abnormalities of, 111.

dental arches, preventing antago-

nism of, 800.

dental arch, often unevenly bal-

anced, 675.

elongation of, mechanisms for,

847, 906, 1023.

enlargement of, not desirable in case

lips are full, 668.

esthetic lines of, 75.

saddle or V-shape, 111.

size and form of, vary, 775.

shortening of, 1127.

inheritance of large, 1184.

upper, treatment of, when too small,

668.

widening of, mechanisms for, 284,

894, 1097, 1139.

widening of, as a means of eorree-.

tion, 668, 805, 847, 848.

V-shape or " saddle "-shape, possible

cases, and effects of variations in,

591.

arranging mechanisms outside of,

1294.

Arched wire springs for elevating

lower bicuspids, 1495.

Aristotle, 40.

Arms, on inclined planes, 785-798.

gold, one of the most delicate anchors

for rubber rings, 834.

plates ha^dng, 812, 1295.

on clamp-bands, 839, 843-845, 934,

935, 1073, 1476.

clamp-bands having one or two arms,

839, 840.

made of stiff wire, 844.

made detachable, object of, 843, 845.

plans for attaching, 845.

sliding, object of, 967, 1361.

ends of, formed hook-like, to use in

drawing, and spear-like for push-

ing, 1362.

resisting, 1476.

hooks on, 839-842, 934, 935.

steadied by using platinum wire,

934.

on ferules, 1073, 1199, 1200.

See also Wire Arms.
Arrest of physical development of jaw,

86.

of growth of jaw, 86.

of growth of jawbone, 88.

of progress of eruption of teeth,

1103; 1408.

Art in dentistry, progress of, 26.

Artificial teeth, improvement in manu-
facture of, 56.

dental substitutes, imitation of worn
teeth in, 538.

in spaces made by centrals moved to

make room for, 813, 814.

filling interdental spaces with, 969.

clasping loose teeth and inserting

artificial, 988.

when necessary to use in mastica-

tion, 1091.

less liable to break by escaping

severe antagonism, 109l.

centrals, constituting the esthetic

part of an arch, in operations, 1259.

Ashantees, 118.

Atkinson, 225, 366, 878, 879 «., 1008.

Atrophy of tissues from non-exercise,

beautifying of the human facefrom
reduction of rough exercise, 1 14.

Attachments, such as clamp-bands and
other small anchors, that require

no plates, 1018-1020.

buttons, hooks, and staples for plates,

806, 807.

rivet-nut, 1018.

detachable drag-screw, 1020.

swivel di'ag-screw, 1018.

barbed drag-screw, 1018.

two single tooth-anchor mechanisms,
1019.

tissue-protecting nut, 1019.

single-tooth clamp-bands, 1020.

See Index, under heads of various

kinds of attachments.

Austin, 1419 n.

Author's views have not changed since

first presented, 142 n. ; misstate-

ments on this subject corrected

(see lecture of January 18, 1888

;

published in July, 1888, "Dental

Cosmos")-
mechanisms invented by, are indi-

cated by the letter (A) at the ends

of the inscriptions.

rule of practice regarding anchorage,

772. See also Anchorage.

exceptions to the rules given, 772.
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plan of auehoring plate by clamp-
band, 809.

when the plan was first published,
809 H.

application of old principles by, 831.

usual plan of noting operations,
1262.

aim of, to stimulate zeal for proper
skill, 1431.

theory (author's), brief of, 765.

Automatic mechanisms, 847-849.
Auxiliaries, use of, for retaining regu-

lating mechanisms in place, 468.

Avoidance of inappropriate phrase-
ology, 25.

Avoidance of pain by observing physio-
logical laws, 13.

Ay'ur Veda, hygienic rules contained
in, 31.

B.

Back-action key, 349.

Bail screw-jacks for moving lower
teeth, 1213.

modification of, 1214.

Bail-spring, widening mechanism, 259,

260.

moving incisors outward by, 873.

Balking teeth, 1317, 1318.

Balls to aid in holding springs in place,

1143.

"Bandelettes," 830.

Banding teeth, ancient method of, 34.

Bands for teeth, 432.

anchor. See Anchor-bands.
clamp. See Clamp-bands.
corrugated. See Corrugated Strips

of Plate ; Clamp-bands.
double-fork, 1168.

extension, 236. See also Extension-
bar Mechanisms.

long. See Long-bands.
short. See Short-bands.
splice, swivel, 237, 1061.

splice, plain, 236, 1060, 1101.

how to form, 420.

yoke-bands, 1150, 1151, 1325.

See also Ferules ; Eibbon Mechan-
isms ; Rubber Rings ; Strips of

Plate.

Barbed drag-screw, 1019.

Barker, 1417.

Barrel-jack, 1081.

Barrett, 33, 127, 333, 977.

Bars, on clamp-bands, 1161.

on ferules, 1079, 1147, 1462.

on gum-guards, 1338.

on turning mechanisms, 1324, 1325.

Basal principles of correction, 137-196.

principles of correction, summary
of, 196.

Base line of measurement for opera-
tions, 542.

Bases for springs, 1422.

Basket mechanisms, 800 n. See also
Cribs.

Baxter, 942.

Baynes, 323.

Beautif-^ang, oi^erations for, 507.
bevelling teeth, 510.

evening teeth, 537.

grinding teeth, 507.

notching teeth, 511.

polishing teeth, 529.

shortening teeth, 510, 515.

smoothing worn teeth, 639.

trueing up teeth, 521.

Beauty, enhanced by evolution, 484.

largely dependent on teeth, 668.

See more, under Facial Expression.
Beers, 1344.

Bell, 890, 899, 901, 999.

Bench-key, 1119, 1322.

Bending a large section of ridge less a
strain than bending a small sec-

tion, 173.

reasons for, 174.

wire and strips of plate, tm-ning
teeth by, 1286.

Berdmore, 508, 799, 827, 869, 870 «.,

871, 875 n., 1300, 1339, 1340.

Bevelled inclined planes, 782.

Bevelling ferules, 1231.

Bevelling teeth, 510.

Bicuspid, liberation of an imprisoned,
689.

left upper, mechanism for turning,

341.

extraction of first, to make room for

cuspid, 1038, 1072, 1119.

extraction of second, to make room
for first, 938.

Bicuspids, exostosis, 150.

extraction of (side teeth), to make
room for cuspids, 712, 1038, 1072,

1119, 1378.

extracting molars to make room for,

771.

extraction of, to make room for a
lateral, 820, 843, 845, 869, 886,

887, 915, 940.

how to prevent splitting of, 546.

liability to split by antagonism,
547.

interference of, causing non-occlu-

sion of anterior teeth, 597.

lower, iiTegularity of, caused by mal-
antagonism, 532.

and molars, cantilever thimble-

crowns as retainers for, 389.

outstanding, mechanism for drawing
to line, 335.
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second, drawn forward to take the

place of first bicuspids, 640.

drawn forward when anterior teeth

are insufficient for anchorage, 639.

spaces behind, closed by drawing the

molars forward, 649.

side teeth sometimes moved pos-

teriorly, 607.

crowded, 771.

elevation of, not often attempted,

1485.

elevation of lower, more frequent

than upper, 1485.

elevation of second, more than first,

1485.

eruption of second, generally after

first molar and first bicuspid, 1485.

eruption of, cause of prevention of,

complete, 1485.

nearly perfect, 779.

For correcting lower, see references

under Lower Bicuspids.

For correcting upper, see references

under Upper Bicuspids.

Bifm-cated clasps, 1294.

extremities of long-band, 999, 1000 «.

lugs, 1143.

Black, quoted, 146, 171.

Blocks, form and adjustment of, 1295.

preventing dislodgment of, 1295.

metallic sliding wedges used in

place of, 1295 n.

substituting caps of gold for, 902.

used as an aid for turning incisors,

1283, 1294, 1295, 1311, 1356.

of bone, 897, 998.

of cork, 1089.

detachable, 972.

gags, 898.

of gold, 972, 973.

interchangeable, 972.

of ivory, 897, 899 n., 998.

of piano felting, 1474 n.

piers, object of, 1356, 1357.

rubber, 891, 928, 1089.

wooden, 891, 927, 1089.

See also Interdental Block Clamp-

band.
Bogue, 318.

Bones of the cranium, change of shape

caused by evolution, 113.

decalcification of, 865.

Bonwill, 337 «., 442, 846, 849, 861.

Bonwill's spring-jack, 1153, 1154.

"Bouwill's strip," 830, 835-837.

Boswell, 333, 977.

Bourdet, 53, 337, 828-831, 1146 «., 1300.

"Boiirdet's strip," 830, 835, 846, 895-

897, 906, 999, 1198 »., 1254.

his modification of Fauchard's strip,

831, 835.

modern short-bands and long-bands

evolved from, 836.

his plan for turning upper incisors

by forceps, 1339, 1340.

Bow-plates, 852, 856, 928, 929 n.,

1294 n.

Box-plates, anchor-plates made on

plan of, 813.

not a new invention, 881.

how held in place, 812.

liable to injure teeth unless kept

scrupulously clean, 812, 853, 910.

made of hard rubber, 881, 1006.

screw-hook anchored to, 1048.

steel screw-jack anchored to, 911,

912.

used in combination with springs,

852, 853, 1006.

devised by Coffin, 1006.

used in lowering teeth, 1508.

Box-swivel screw-jack, 1376, 1378.

Box-wrench, superseded, 439.

Brace, 950.

crutch, 981.

wire, 981, 982.

Brain, action of, on teeth, 109.

arrest of development, 86.

defective, 110.

over-stimulated. 111.

Bridge mechanisms, made of strips of

plate, 1064, 1067.

made of round wire, 1064.

anchored to teeth by platinum wire,

1064, 1065.

by strings, 1064.

by ferules, 1064-1066, 1398.

by clamp-bands, 1065, 1068-1070.

operated by screws, 1162, 1163.

double, 1314.

improved, 1399.

illustrations of, 1163, 1314, 1399.

hinges on bridge-bar, 1163 n.

moving upper bicuspids by, 1162,

1163.

mo^dng upper cuspids by, 1064-lOJO.

moving outstanding bicuspids to line

by, 1162.

used in elevating teeth, 1411, 1420,

1438, 1468, 1469, 1473, 1486, 1500.

tm-ning incisors by, 1280, 1313-1315,

1318, 1329.

turning bicuspids by, 1397-1400.

concentric-loop, 1329.

illustrations of, 1329-1338.

prototATes, 1326, 1329 »., 1337 n.,

1398 n.

wire-span spring, 1493.

Bridge-piece:
_

on eoncentric-screw mechanism, 9o'-..

rollers on, 1165.

curving, object of, 1439.
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hole.s in, for shifting screws, 1473.

for single rubber ring, 1487.

used in combination with rubber
rings, 1280, 1420, 1486, 1487.

used in combination %yith ribbon
mechanisms, 1164, 1165,1326,1327.

used in combination with screws,
1064-1070, 1438, 1500.

used in combination with strings,

1411.

used with elliptic-spring mechan-
isms, 1149.

used with yoke mechanism, 1152.

Bridge-work, destruction of teeth in

l^laeing, 512.

Brief of author's theory, 765.

Buccal and lingual arms on clamp-
band, 417, 934, 935.

Buttons, for attaching rubber rings to

plate, 806.

may be bent in any direction, 807.

ready-made, 807.

Byi-nes, 322, 803, 852, 890, 1012, 1013,

1128.

C.

Caleilication, slight at birth, 171.

of bone, 171.

of sutui'e, 88.

of tissue, 171.

Calculi, deposits of, in interdental

spaces, 606.

Canine character of cuspids, 483.

Cap-i^lates on teeth rendered unneces-
sary by use of screw-jacks, 188.

Caps of gold, 902, 903.

double, 903.

"true caps," 902.

gold knobs soldered to, 903.

used with strings, 1029.

Care in masticating with weak teeth,

549.

Caries, 137, 363.

Cartilage, articular, 157.

Cartwright, 75, 97.

Case, 1058.

Casts, plaster and wax, 230.

Catalan, 228, 789, 790, 802.

Catgut, used for draught-cords, 1328 n.

superior to linen strings, 1468 n.

Causes of non-occlusion of anterior

teeth, 729.

Cauterization of teeth, 48.

Caution, necessity for, in all opera-
tions, 514.

Cavities, inserting wart-shape plugs as

retainers, 395, 858.

in teeth used for holding retaining-

wires, 374, 858, 946, 1289.

temporarily filled before regulating
process begun, 858.

pins inserted in, 859 n.

wire pegs inserted in, 946, 946 n.

Cavity, glenoid, result of its abnormal
position, 584.

preparation for filling, 399.

Celsus, 44.

Celtic arch, 75.

Cement, quick-setting (phosphate-of-
zine), 867.

amalgam, 1374.

gutta-percha, 912.

in troughs, object of, 1423.

Cementing ferules to teeth, 1229 w.,

1243, 1287, 1356.

Changes in position of teeth brought
about by oblique antagonism, 496.

by extraction, 714.

Chapman, 942, 1411.

Cheek-distender for examining antag-
onism, 503, 504.

Child-cuspid, extraction of, to make
room for adult lateral, 665.

Children, rapid power of recuperation
in, 186.

tolerate continuous force better than
adults, 724.

jumbled teeth of, 769.

habit of sucking thumb may cause
protruding teeth, 775.

causes scattered teeth, 1185.

Chin, receding, how to correct in some
cases, 575.

Chin-cap harness, 572.

Chinese, early knowledge of medicine
among, 30.

habit of shaving heads has produced
no pennanent lessening of hair,

113.

teeth (pure-blooded), rarely ii-regu-

lar, 117.

Chloroform, applied to exposed pulp,

400.

Civita Veeehia (Italy) relies, 32.

Clamp-band anchor-plates, how made,
806.

staples, hooks, and buttons for, 806-
808.

wings on, 806.

for elastic-rubber rings, 809.

operations by, 808-815.

Clamp-band, is not a spring-clamp,

877.

Clamp-bands, construction of, 417-

423, 844.

are anchor-bands tightened upon
teeth by screws, 878.

author's object in anchoring plates

by, 809.

plan of, first published, 809 n.

used in place of anchor-clasps, 792,

793, 805.
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superior to ferules, 817, 821.

superior to wire cribs, 800.

best things for auchoriug plates,

805.

plate held firmly by, 805, 809, 817.

when used with plate, ear-lugs sel-

dom ueeessarj', the reason, 805.

adjustable to any size or number of

teeth, 818.

for short teeth, 935.

more difficult to make than ferules,

821.

more easily removed than a cemented
ferule, 818.

are they safe? 818.

no injiu*y resulting from use of, 818.

should not be bound too tightly on
teeth, 359.

well tolerated as retainers, 359, 1112.

no need of removing often, 1045.

attachments for, 1018, 1019.

with arms, used with screw-jack
and rubber ring, 1071-1078.

with fixed arms and graduating-
hooks, 839, 842, 1073.

with buccal and lingual arms, 934,

935.

with detachable arms, 843-845.

with bars, 1161.

made firm by use of gold blocks,

972.

with partitions, 1246.

pits in, 874 H.

sockets in, 874 n.

with scissor-lever arms, 1476.

with splice, 236, 917, 1059-1063,

1101, 1129.

with springs, 1040.

with trough-piece, 970, 971.

spring-wire anchored to, 882-889.

plans of attaching screw to teeth by,

1020.

used with automatic extension
mechanism, 849, 850.

used with corrugated and scallop-

wire mechanisms, 891-893.

used with long-band, 906, 907, 930.

931, 1259-1261.

lingual bow anchored by, 932, 933.

short-arms anchored by, 934.

used with screws and plate, 912-
917.

used with screws and without plates,

918-923.

used with screw and double-acting
lever, 949, 950.

used with drag-screw and draught-
cord, 1051-1055.

used with screw-jack, 1071-1078,

1205, 1206.

used with screw-acting mechanisms

for mo^'ing upper bicuspids, 1158-
1161.

used with screw, plate, and ferule,

1044.

used with root-moving mechanisms,
970, 971.

used with triplex-acting mechan-
isms, 958-964.

used with hook-springs, 1033, 1038.

used with a two-ended fork, 1168.

serving a double purpose, 1182.

used with bridge mechanisms, 1068-
1070.

moderately broad ones generally
better than narrow ones when
used for turning teeth, 1246.

aided by guide-trough, interdental

space closed by, 634, 970, 971.

interdental space closed by. See
Interdental Spaces.

with splice and long-band, used to

draw stubborn side teeth forward,
646.

used in various operations, in com-
bination with other mechanisms,
for elevating, moving, and turning
teeth. See under heads of the dif-

ferent kinds of teeth.

with double-nut, 883.

finger, 958-961.

interdental block. See Interdental
Block Clamp-band.

longitudinal-screw. See Longitudi-
nal-screw Clamp-band.

sash, 822, 823.

single-tooth, for, 1020.

splices, 917, 1059-1063.

springs, 1040.

transverse-screw. See Transverse-
screw clamp-band.

yoke, 1150.

to move a tooth, 235.

with extra nuts, 236, 883.

extension wire or splice-band, 237.

Clamp-forceps, 940.

Clamp-ribbon, 1069.

Clasp-anchors, 790.

Clasp-hook, 1039.

Clasps, are weak anchors, 791.

apt to slipwhen teeth antagonize, 791.

inclined planes anchored by, 790.

superior to strings, 850.

clamp-bands used in place of, 792,

850.

different kinds of, 805, 816, 817.

double, 805, 1291.

fish-tail, 881.

lever, 1289-1291.

spear-headed, 881.

T-clasp used for turning teeth, 1291.

Cleaning mechanisms, daily, neces-
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sary, 853, 930, 938, 1007, 1009, 1045,

1112, 1320.

at least once a week, 818.

perhaps thrice a week, 1076.

Cleats, devised by Winder, 906 «., 908.

Cleft palate, may be cause of deformity
of arch, 86.

Climate, influence of, on teeth, 112.

Clock-spring mechanisms for elevating

upper incisors, 1431.

Closing interdental spaces, various

operations for. See Interdental

Spaces.
Coelius Aurelianus, 48.

Coffin, 64, 225, 442, 853, 1006, 1138,

1295 H.

Coil, used in place of ring in middle
of spring, 1142 ?;.

how made, 875, 1212.

Coil-wire springs

:

of two kinds, spiral and concentric,

864, 874, 875.

may be of steel piano-wire, 1492.

patients complain of isain fi'om, 864.

plain springs vs., 864, 866.

vs. coil-springs, 867.

when superior to plain springs, 867.

tension of, difficult to gauge unless

controlled by ratchet-wheels, 867.

when practicable, 1304 «.

detachable, in combination with
ferules, 875 »!.

bail-springs, 875.

bow-spring, 1195-1197.
with arms for moving lower molars,

1212.

making room for a lateral incisor by,

1491 n.

elevating teeth by, 1462, 1491, 1492.

Coil-wire levers, for tui'ning teeth, 1304.

object claimed for using coil, 1304.

more dangerous to teeth than plain

springs, 1304.

Cold, may cause pain in newly groimd
teeth, 514.

Collar-screws, 1442.

Combination of anchor and radial jack,

306.

Compensating forces, 883-885.

from screws, turning teeth by, 1387.

preventing anchor teeth from mov-
ing out of line, 885, 1359, 1387.

Compensating-springs, 884, 885.

moving cuspid outward and lateral

inward by, 1102.

moving bicuspids by, 1145, 1146.

turning teeth by, 1297.

Complicated mechanisms vs. simple,

208, 773.

for mo\'ing cuspid and bicuspid at

the same time, 1040.

for moving cuspid erupted far from
its proper place, 1106.

for correcting jumbled teeth, 1178.

for turning teeth, 1335//., 1399.

for elevating teeth, 1443-1449.
Complicated simplicity in machines,

773.

the Hoe printing-press an example
of, 773.

Concentric-barrel sji'inge, 990.

Concentric-loop bridge mechanism,
prototypes of later improvements,
1329//.-1338 H.

Concentric-screw mechanism, 952.

Concentric springs, controlled by
ratchets, 861.

effective, but difficult to make, 861.

coil, 1035, 1036.

stationary, 1036 //.

Condyle of jaw, its movement in the
glenoid cavitj', 595.

Condyles, how affected by lateral mo-
tion of lower jaw, 588.

lower jaw, how dislocated, 588.

Cone-nuts, 1371, 1372, 1497.

object of having different sizes, 1372.

Congenital cases of receding jaw, 573.

Construction of mechanisms, important
points in, 408, 772.

of several modifications of pushing-
jacks, 300, 911, 914.

Contact of teeth, not necessarily an
overcrowding, 356.

Contour of face, depends largely on
side teeth, 657.

of lips, receding when teeth are not
sufficiently prominent, 1179.

" Contraction of the jaws from extrac-

tion," 662.

Cooked food, influence of, on teeth, 114.

Cords. See Draught-cord; Strings.

Cork wedges, 245, 1089.

Corneto-Tarquinius, 32.

Con-ected teeth, should never be
wedged, to fill cavities, 1507.

Correction of irregularities of the teeth,

one of the grandest branches of

dentistiy, 773.

cases di^-ided into two classes, 766.

elevation of bicuspids the least satis-

factory of all operations, why, 1501

.

of upper teeth in eases where there

are spaces, 1088-1094. See also

Interdental Spaces.

of upper cuspids when only partly

erupted, 1095-1120.

of non-occluding teeth by extrac-

tion, 736.

proper effects result from applying

force in the right direction and in

a philosophical way, 759.
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Corrosio, fovnier name for caries, 49.

Corrugated metallic ribbons, 802.

opinions differ as to value of, 803.

advantages over rubber rings doubt-
ful, 803, 1013.

plan of making, 1012.

made of gold \Yire, 1012.

used on pulling- and pushing-spring
mechanisms for turning teeth,

1366.

Corrugated strips of plate :

as used bv B\1'nes, 852, 891, 892,

1012, 10i3. 1128.

as used bv Bell with thimble-erowns,
901.

used as suggested by Salter, 890.
anchorage must be fii'm, 1013.

elamp-bands as anchors, 890-894.
ferules as anchors, 1013.

rebeuding to increase force of, 891,

893, 894.

causing force bv straightening of,

893.

shortening to maintain force, 1012.

See also Scallop-wire Mechanisms.
Corundum-wheel, the most convenient

plans of applying, 517.

Coimteraeting-springs, 268.

Cousins, 77.

Cramping of teeth by certain mechan-
isms, 872.

by applying rubber rings, how to

prevent, 770.

forces bearing in opposite directions
have a tendency to cause, 833.

Crane-lever mechanisms, 1233, 1251,
1477, 1478.

tiu-ning an upper central by. 1251.
for elevating cuspids. 1477-1479.
application and operation of. 1477-

1479.

success of mechanism depends upon
the fii'mness of cuspid-ferule. 1478.

Cranium, bones of, 88.

Creosote, applied to exposed pulp. 400,
989.

Crib-retainer, 1003.
Cribs, remarks upon, 800 h., 877, 878.
authors modifications. 880, 893.

Atkinson, 878, 879 »., 1008.
Delabarre, 800, 878.
Evans, 878. '

fidl, 879.

Jackson's modification o., 1008.
Lachaise, 805, 816, 817, 879.

Eichardson, 881.

Sehange, 879, 896.

single, with spring, 879.

side-grip anchors, 880.

their relative value, 882.
useful on teeth having small necks,

800 n.

advantages of, 880.

clamp-bands superior to, 800 //., 878.
materials for, 877-881, 1008.
springs anchored to, 876-882, 1008.
used for anchoring scallop-wire
mechanisms, 891.

screws sometimes anchored by, 918.
Criticisms on author's system, 7-10.
Cross-breeding, results of, on form,

129, 1184.

Cross-cleats, de\'ised by Winder, 906,
908, 1003 H.

Cross-pieces, on bridge meclianisms,
1475.

on long-bauds, 1002, 1003 «.

on lugs, 1195.

"Crown head dentists," 827 «.

Crowns of teeth, bell-form, 476.

'cylindrical form, 476.

tapering form, 476.

formation and calcification of, 610.
lateral movement of, to close spaces,

615, 972.

inclination of, using blocks to pre-
vent, 972, 973.

lateral movement of, ease requiring,
970.

using adjusting-screw to prevent too
rapid movement of, 973.

applying force to, effect upon roots,
763.

held fii-mly while roots are moved,
765.

moving forward with roots, 765.
Crutch-arm. object of. 981.

Crutch-brace, fixing, 981.

Crutch-pieces, on spring-jacks, 1153,
11.55.

Cup-trough mechanism for lowering
teeth, 1508.

Cup-tfough spring mechanism, 1424.
Cm-ved antagonism lines, 493.
Curved wire springs, used with box-

plate. 853. See also Springs.
Cushions, used to aid in tiu'ning upper

centrals. 1283. 1311.

of rubber or wood. 1283. 1311.
of piauo felting, to prevent injury to
gums. 1474 »., 1475.

Cuspid, change in size and position by
evolution, 484.

change of, not a proof of degeneracy,
484.

eruption of, 479, 1027.

expression of, 693.

movement of (artificially), 696.

movement of (natm-al). 362.

vs. lateral, 692, 700.
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Owen quoted as to, 483.

roots of, as supports to facial eon-
tour, 697.

iustanding, mechanisms for forcing
to line, 304, 334.

irregular, question as to extraction,

712.

left upper, case of non-existence of,

672.

right upper, mechanism for turning,
340.

in posterior position, mechanism for

forcing to line, 269.

or lateral, which to extract, 708.

treatment of a transposed, 963-967.

Cuspid-ferules, 1052, 1068, 1069.

Cuspid-guards, 801, 1052.

Cuspids, the extreme backward move-
ment of, causes of scattering, 607.

interesting to biologists, 483.

force and skill required in moving,
1029.

making space for, by duplex-acting
mechanism, 936, 937.

For correcting lower, see references
under Lower Cuspids.

For correcting upper, see references
under Upper Cuspids.

Cusps, treatment of such as interfere

with antagonism, 549.

interfering, mastication may be im-
proved by grinding, 645.

Cutting oft" parts of tooth, 517.

Cyst, teeth found in an ovarian, 78.

D.
Dall, 71.

Darwin, quoted, 10, 97, 108, 112, 123.

Dates of mechanisms, the reason for

recording, 17.

Davy, discovery that contact of zinc

with steel prevents oxidation, 59.

Decalcifiea,tion of alveolar process, 151.

of the bone, 865, 866.

of the socket-tissue, 759, 1247.

the first step in moving teeth, 759.

Decay, not always cause of bicuspids
splitting, 546.

Decay of teeth, not a modern evil, 35.

Deciduous teeth, development of, 71.

importance of, to health, 70.

irregularity rare in, 73, 776.

irregularity of, generally confined to

a single tooth, 775.

correction of, unnecessary, 776.

overcrowding of, 73.

'

prenatal conditions, 72.

premature loss of, 98, 777, 847, 1089.

presence of, forces successor to one
side, 777, 840.

question of extraction in pairs, 671.

when extraction of, is permissible,
663.

when extraction is necessary in order
to make room for successors, 674,

840, 841.

protruding upper, influence in caus-
ing, 775.

protruding lower, sometimes result

of excessive growth of jawbone,
776.

retaining and bleaching, to avoid
space by extraction, 1472.

right upper cuspid of patient thirty-

eight years of age extracted to

make space for an arrested cuspid,

1103, 1105.

Defective enamel, how caused, 619.

Deformity from abnormal relation of

the jaws, 554.

Delabarre, 776, 799, 800, 802, 1195.

crib-clasp devised by, 800, 878, 880,

881, 1009 H.

Delinquent teeth, 1414.

"Dental Anomalies," quoted, 324.

Dental arch. See Arch.
Dental profession, desire to serve the

interests of, 17.

Dental sets, made of ivory (A. D. 1746),

53, 54.

artificial, made in Washington's
time, 54, 55.

on half-round wire, used to fill inter-

dental spaces, 650.

Dentifrices, 40.

Dentine, 71.

Dentistry, incidents of. history of,

29-6*5.

correction of irregularities of the
teeth, one of the grandest branches
of, 773.

Dentists, progress among, 191.
" crown head," 827 n.

Phopnician, 879 ;;.

old-time, secrecy among, 827 «.

having on hand "reserve forces,"

1056.

who prejudice students against im-
provements, 772.

many, make anchor-plates on the

"box-plan," 812.

many, prefer use of elastic-rubber

rings to wire springs, 770.

should strive to understand the es-

thetic value of teeth, 768. •

Dentition, normal, 74.

Dentoblasts, 71.

"Depression, "loweringteeth, 761, 1408.

Derivation of names of teeth, 479.

Desideratum in mechanics, 772.

Desirabode, 337, 390, 827, 890, 896-904,

999, 1001, 1029,1198h., 1227,1228k-.
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Destnictiou of old plans, not the au-
tlior's object, but to lauild higher,

16.

Destniftion of tooth-tissue, not always
justidable, 510.

Detachable anus, elaiup-bands having,
843-845.

Detachable blocks, 974.

Detachable screws, 1449.

Detachable springs, 874. See also

Springs.

Detachable staples, 807.

Device for moving the crowns' and
roots of central incisors laterally

to close spaces between, illus-

trated, 647.

(Palmer's) for drawing crowns to-

gether, 639.

Devices for turning teeth, 338.

causes of failure of, 206.

Farrar's (author) mechanisms repre-

sented by figm'es the inscriptions

of which end with (A).

for drawing bicuspids and molai"s

foi'ward, illustrated, 644-646.

firmness of, depends on form as well

as position of teeth, 475.

first application of, 409.

four essential points in construct-

ing, 408.

loose and unsteady, 409.

shotild be made light and delicate,

408.

spring-wire, 225. See also Springs.

See also Mechanisms.
Diagnosis of abnormal relations of

jaws, 576.

importance of correct, in grinding
teeth, 525.

general remarks upon, 968.

differential, of loeulosis alveolaris

and whitlowic alveolar abscess,

985, 986.

Diagrams, right and left lateral dis-

placement of lower jaw, 586, 587.

Dickson, 95.

Die-holders, 449.

Dies for screw-cutting, 447.

Diet, influence of cooked and raw, on
teeth, 114.

Different conditions in the tissues in

youth and later life, 575.

methods of teaching, 17.

methods of teaching (philosophical
pi'ineiples), 20.

methods of teaching (object-lessons

from office cases), 19.

forms of roots taken into accoimt
in applying force, 463.

Differential diagnosis of abnormal
relations of jaws, 554-591.

96

of alveolaris and whitlowic alveolar
abscess, 985. 986.

Difficulty of maintaining cleanliness,
when strings and I'ubber are used,
187, 1256.

when ]3lates are used, 930.

w^hen sjiiral springs are used, 806.

of moving teeth increases with age,
170.

Digestion, imperfect, due to absence
of teeth, 492.

Digital pressure for correction of

teeth, 51, 138.

Discoloration of teeth, by use of broad
ferule, apparent, 1235.

normal shade restored when ferule

is removed, 1235.

prevented, by removing pulp imme-
diately after forcep process of turn-

ing teeth, 1341.

Diseased giims, caused by allowing
strings to cut into them, 905.

Diseased sockets, moving teeth in,

985-987.
curing of, 990.

Displacement, lateral, of lower jaw,
in one direction, 584.

lateral, of lower jaw, various cases
and causes suggested, 585.

lateral, of lower jaw, diagrams of,

586_, 587.

anterior, of lower jaw, 558, 563.

lateral, of lower jaw, 554.

posterior, of lower jaw, 573.

Dividing line "between alveolar tissues

that can and cannot endure pain-
lessly," 164.

Division of topics in the treatise,

25.

Double curve of line of teeth, 494.

nut clamp-band, 883.

screw mechanism, 240.

Downs, 109.

Drag-hook, 1182.

Drag-ribbons, 1311.

Drag-screws, 845, 910, 911, 978.

used with long-band, 920, 1020.

used with cord mechanisms, 1017,

1050-1058.

used with platinum wire, 1053.

may be on the same or opposite

side of the dental arch, 1017.

attaching directly to anchorage
teeth, l019.

attachable by hooks, 1019.

anchored by clamp-bands, 1020.

anchors for, 1018-1023.

barbed, 1019.

detachable, 1020.

swivel, 1018.

See also Screws.
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Drauglit-coi'd, improper plan of using,

1020.

anchoring, 1051.

safe anchor for, 1338.

catgut used for, 1328 n.

ribbon vs. wire, 1063.

sliding, 1059.

Draught-cord mechanisms, of two
classes, direct and indirect, 1059.

operations by using direct, in com-
bination with skeleton-anchors,
1050-1058.

operations by using indirect, in

combination with clamp-bands,
1059-1063.

causing an inside draught, 1051-1053.

causing an outside draught, 1054.

causing both an inside and an out-

side draught, 1055.

single, for turning a tooth, 1335.

in combination with bar-anchors,

1322.

turning incisors by (old-style mech-
anisms), 1326, 1336.

See also Eibbon Mechanisms.
Draught-ribbon vs. draught-wire, 1063.

Draw-hook mechanism, 321:.

jacks, 293, 311.

jacks consisting of barrel, screw,

and swivel combined, 294.

plate, 414.

Drawing-engines, should be attached
to the anterior parts of the an-

chor-band, 1385.

Drawing-screw mechanism for elevat-

ing upper incisors, 1443, 1449.

Drawing tooth from an abnormal posi-

tion in the depths of the jaw,
1470-1475.

Drawn expression of mouth, 592.

Drifting of teeth, spaces caused by,

1088, 1089.

often occurs during the eruptive
process, 1089.

Drum and belt, typical of probable
mechanics, 457.

Duplex-acting mechanisms

:

elastic rubber, 928.

inclined planes, 783, 792.

lever, 949, 950.

metallic springs, 928.

ribbon, 1164.

screws, 928, 1066.

for moving cuspid and lateral, 1068.

for separating teeth, 936-950.

for turningtwo teeth simultaneously,

1308, 1369.

for turning lower cuspid, 1384.

Duplicate parts of fixtures, importance
of having on hand, 439, 1056.

retaining mechanisms, 361.

Durand, 112.

Dwarf-jaw, 121.

Dwindle, his account of origin of

dental screw-jack, 58, 909. See
Schange.

construction of screw, 272.

screw-jack used with plate, 910.

using ferule to anchor a draw-screw
jack, 1228 w.

on exostosis of roots of teeth causing
calculi deposits, 606.

Dyspepsia, resulting from loss of teeth,

492.

resulting from malantagonism, 492.

E.

Eames, 336, 837, 838.

Early objections to the screw, 15.

Ear-pieces for clamp-bands, 426.

attached to plate or clasps, 805, 819.

seldom necessary when clamp-bands
are used, 805.

on gum-guards, 946.

on ferules, 426, 1107, 1151.

on screw-jack, 1042.

Eclecticism, 192.

Edentulous cases, 95.

Effect of different characters of force

on teeth. 139, 758-764.

Effect of habit in changing of form, 137.

Effect of leverage upon roots, 765.

Effect of lifting heavy weights by the

teeth, 1185, 1186.

Egenolft", one of first writers (known)
on correction of irregularities, 49.

Egypt, 44.

Elastic materials, almost exclusively

used in correcting irregularities

in former times, 153.

Elastic rubber, use of, first suggested

by Dr. Tucker, 820^)., 1238 ».

substituted in place of strings, 830,

1238.

generally best engine of force for

turning teeth, 1356.

used to cause continuous tension,

153.

in combination with plate, 219, 811,

1134.

used with plates in place of pegs or

screws, 1134.

mechanisms often sufficient to com-
plete operations after extraction,

723.

duplex-acting mechanism, 928.

for moving pulpless teeth, 983.

Elastic-rubber planes, 783, 784.

Elastic-rubber rings. See Rubber
Rings.

Elastic triplex-aoting mechanisms, 259.
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Elastic-wire spriiif^-levers for turning
teetli, 1298-1304.

Elasticity, of alveolar tissue, 100.

as a mechanical principle, 205.

"Election rings," 800, 1004.

Electricity, generated by grinding, 513.

"Elevation of a tooth," defined, 760.

Elevation of teetli, general remarks
upon, vs. lowering of teeth, 1407-
1410.

general remarks upon elevating
lower teeth, 1453, 1485, 1486.

erroneously called "elongation,"
1407.

upper teeth operated upon more
often than the lower, 1407, 1453.

of one tooth easier than that of

several, 1430.

of several, seldom attempted, and
not often advisable, 1430, 1441.

difficult and risky, 1430.

safe only in hands of experts, 1430.

1441.

of bicuspids, not often attempted,
1485.

cuspids seldom require elevating,

1461.

controlling the movement of teeth an
important point, 1409, 1455.

movement of teeth should be slow,

1409, 1455.

table showing the rate of movement
of tooth, 1481, 1482.

safest plan of operation, 1407.

force, how applied for, 761.

screw-acting mechanisms the most
reliable and harmless for, 1434,

1455, 1496.

mechanisms operated by metallic
springs, risky, 1491.

by strings, elastic rubber, and metal-
lic springs by experts, 1407.

plan by Chapman, 1411.

modification of Chapman's plan by
author, 1420, 1438.

plan by Barker, 1417.

plan by Winder, 1417.

drawback to, 1418.

plans by Farrar (author), 1418-
1421, 1423-1428, 1432-1449, 1455-
1457, 1463-1501.

plan by Matteson, 1431, 1454.

modifications of, 1432, 1433, 1455,

1456.

plan by Talbot, 1462.

singly, by strings and rubber rings,

1411-1421, 1486-1489.

by metallic springs, 1422-1429, 1461-
1463, 1490-1495.

by screws vdth and without plates,

1464-1480, 1496-1501.

collectively, by plate mechanisms
acting by screws, 1430-1433.

by skeleton meclianisms acting by
screws, 1434-1440, 1455-1458.

by other mechanisms operated by
screws, 1441-1449.

by "excelsior elevator," 1434, 1435.

materials for mechanisms for, 1421,
1434.

retaining teeth in place after elevat-

ing, mechanisms for, 1410, 1415,
1427. See also B in frontispiece,

Vol. II.

For various operations, see under
heads of different kinds of teeth.

Elliott, 240.

Elliptic-spx'iug mechanisms for mov-
ing a bicuspid, 1148-1150.

devised by Wilson, 1148.

modifications of, 1148-1150.

made of delicate elastic wire, 1148.

connected with ferule by linen string,

1149.

illustrations of, 1149, 1150.

"Elongation" of bicuspids, 575.

elevation of teeth erroneously called

elongation, 1407.

of single teeth, causes of, 1507.

Elterich set of "jewellers' screw-mak-
ing tools," 447.

Embryology, Park's views, 81, 82.

Embryonic structure of teeth, 71.

Emergencies, meeting, by improvised
mechanisms, 1055-1059.

Emery-paper wheels for polishing
teeth, 529.

Enamel and dentine, relative thickness
in an average tooth, 523.

defective, how caused, 619.

how to treat when thin and imper-
fect. 513.

uneven, 512.

worn, improved by grinding, 539.

varying thickness of, 522.

English and German types of head, 85.

Enimciation of speech, indistinctness

of, caused by irregiilar teeth, 74.

overcome by correcting jumbled
teeth, 1177.

Epithelial eminence, 71.

Erroneous idea as to rate of progress
of operation by the screw, 189 h.

Error of confounding philosophj^ of

author's sj^stem with philosophy
of construction of mechanisms,
8, 9.

of not applying compensating forces
and considering reaction, 883.

Eruption of teeth. 479, 484.

at a considerable distance from their

proper places, 1098.
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cause of failure to complete, 1103,

1408, 1409.

excessive, 1409.

Esthetic aspect of dentistry, 26, 704.

Estlietic considerations as to cuspid
and laterals, 702.

Esthetic extraction, 767.

Esthetic improvement, as important as

utility, 132.

Esthetic line, most artistic plan for

making room on, 916.

best plan for moving teeth on, 1088.

teeth drifting along, from lack of

lateral support, 1088.

Esthetic mechanisms, failures through
lack of, 774.

Esthetic operations, 1044, 1045, 1090.

turning teeth by, 1259-1263.

Esthetic planes, 787.

Esthetic value of teeth, 768.

Etiology of iiTBgularities of teeth, 69,

133, 777.

Etruscan relics of dentistry, 33.

ferules used by, for anchoring arti-

ficial teeth, 1227.

Eureka mechanisms, devised by author
for turning incisors, 1307, 1308.

operated by a lever-key, 1308.

temporarily used as a retainer, 1308.

Evans crib, 878.

Evener, regulating bicuspids by, 1170.

modification of, 1171.

Evening mechanism for side teeth, 291.

Evening the ends of teeth, 537.

upper front teeth, plans of, 829, 954.

ujjper bicuspids by screws, 1169-

1171.

Evils arising from irregular teeth, 74.

from effects of leverage inarm-bands,
842.

Evolution, its effect on the jaws and
teeth, 97.

its effect on the cuspid, 694.

Excavation of tooth, philosophy of, 398.

Excavators, keys may be made of, 348.

Excelsior elevator, devised by author,

1435. See also A in frontispiece.

Vol. II.

operation by, 1434.

description and illustration, 1435.

best mechanism yet devised for

elevating teeth, 1435.

trough-piece one of the best ele-

ments in, 1436.

easily managed by patient, 1436.

hair-pin mechanism not equal to,

1438.

Exceptional cases do not alter general

facts, 186.

Exceptions that possibly may justify

extraction of laterals, 703.

to general rule of practice regarding
anchorage, 772.

Excessive growth of jawbone, a cause
of protruding lower teeth, 776.

Exostosis, specimen of, 151.

Experimental investigations as to

movement of teeth, 161.

Expression, facial, as affected by teeth,

692, 700. See also Facial Expression.
Extension-bar mechanism, for movirg

teeth, 847-849.

devised by Harris, 847, 848.

modifications by Bonwill, 849.

illustrations, 848.

operation by, 848, 849.

construction of, 847, 849.

operated by a rubber ring, 847.

a remarkable invention, 848.

weak anchor its one defect, 848.

using clamp-bands as anchors, an
improvement on, 849.

criticism upon, 850.

Extension-rod mechanism, construc-
tion and application of, 823, 824.

slight modification of, 824.

are delicate and effective, 824.

operated by a rubber ring, 823.

"Extraction," defined, 760.

Extraction, to be forbidden when un-
necessary, 657.

of adult teeth in pairs, 675.

of bicuspids, 679, 820, 843, 845.

of cuspids to be avoided whenever
possible, 703.

of deciduous teeth in pairs, 671.

of first deciduous molars, 678.

of lower deciduous cuspids, 677.

of second deciduous molars, 678.

of lateral lower incisor, 997.

of supernumeraries, 779-781, 976.

of wrong adult teeth, 1089.

case of marked irregularity cor-

rected by, 713.

different opinions as to, 666.

esthetic, considered, 767.

for liberating crowded teeth, 672,

1173, 1178.

general rule in case of superincum-
bent teeth, 670.

instances of correction by, 724, 732.

instances of useless, 674.

not treated in this work except as

means of correcting irregularity,

658.

summary of views as to which tooth

to select for, 727, 1180.

applying mechanisms after, before

giving nature an opportunity, 781.

of a molar when sound, a question-

able practice, 771.

when swaying teeth, 1179.
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space causiHl by too early extraction

of (U'ciduous'teeth, 1089.

"Extraction by pairs," 1179.

Eyes on rings of spring lueclianisni,

1494.

F.

of, by grindingFace, rejuvenation
teeth, 538.

Facial expression, a great factor in de-

ciding question of extraction, 667.

lectures on, 5 n.

importance of consideration when
deciding on treatment for correc-

tion, 667, 692.

should not be greatly sacrificed to

antagonism, 497.

improving, by shortening upper in-

cisors, 1177.

improving, by correcting upper cus-

pids, 1027.

refining, 1090.

coarseness of, caused by cuspid tak-

ing position alongside of central,

1089, 1090.

three broad teeth in contact tend to

coarsen, 1267.

repulsive, caused by jumbled and

scattered teeth, 1173.

Failure and success in operations, rea-

sons for, 17.

Failui-e, through lack of esthetically

made mechanisms, 774.

through lack of skill, 774.

through lack of comprehension and

application of mechanical prin-

ciples, 1385.

through perversity of patient, 774. .

through weakness of mechanism,

974.

through mechanism becoming loose,

1236.

through disregarding certain points

in anchoring, 1124.

through dislike of trouble necessary

in constructing mechanisms, 1410.

Farrar (author), mechanisms repre-

sented by figures the inscriptions

of which end with (A). See also

Author.
Fauchard, 53, 337, 508, 828 «., 852,

1298.

one of the earliest wi-iters describing

mechanisms for correction of

teeth, 827, 1005.

mechanisms devised by, 827, 828,

852.

strips, 827-830, 835, 846.

modifications of, 835, 869, 870 ».,

872 H., 895, 1300.

96*

Faiilty lines of dental arcli, 527.

" Feather edges " on teeth, ground off,

539.

Feature teeth, 767.

Ferre, 88.

Ferule-jacks, 271.

Ferule-planes, 228.

Ferules, description of, 241.

used by C. A. Harris, 816-819, 1030,

1227.

how made, 817, 818.

general remarks upon the kinds

used for turning teeth, 1225.

are useful anchors when moving but

one tooth, 817.

no danger resulting from use of,

when fitted well to tooth, 818.
^

should never become obsolete, 882.

one or two generally used, 868-

870.

sometimes a third is necessary,

870.

illustration showing effect of stram

upon, 975.

when practicable on root-moving

mechanism, 975.

may be as broad as crowns are long,

975.

used on the same principle as the

clamp-band, 997.

may be used in place of clamp-band,

1001, 1165 n., 1499.

clamp-bands used in place of, 1448 n.

two single ferules soldered to a

U-plate used in place of large

anchor-ferule, 1448 ».

should be large enough not to cause

pressure upon teeth, 1448.

irritation of sockets caused by ferule

being too small, 1448.

broad, superior to narrow ones for

turning teeth, 1229.

bending edges to prevent slipping,

1448.'"

slipping of, first noticed by crum-

bling of cement, 1448.

must be bent to conform with shape

of teeth, 1230.

illustrations of tooth covered by,

1231.

in a nest ready to be soldered to

teeth, 1230.

teeth apparently discolored by,

1235.

cementing to teeth, 1041, 1042,

1229 »., 1243, 1287, 1356.

cementing to teeth in order to pre-

vent decay, 1287.

fitting to teeth -n-ithout cement, 1288.

varnishing with fir-balsam ^gum
when amalgam was used, 1374.
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used bv the Etruscans to anchor arti-

ficial teeth ("bi-idge-work "), 1227.

used -with automatic mechanism,
849, 850.

used vnth. bridge mechanisms, 1064-
1066, 1162-1165.

used with corrugated strips of plate,

890-894, 1013.

used, with loop mechanism, 1170 «.

used with root-moving mechanism.
1107.

used with rubber rings, 1240, 1417,
1418.

used with scallop-wire mechanism,
1016.

used with screws, 1050, 1079, 1307-
1318.

used with spacing mechanisms,
958, 965, 966.

used with springs, 867-876, 885, 941,

942, 1009, 1011.

used with strings, 1228, 1238, 1239.
used with swivel screw-jack, 1040,

1041.

used with wire bow, 1015.
used in combination with other
mechanisms, in various operations
for elevating, moving, and turn-
ing teeth. See under the heads
of the different kinds of teeth.

adjustable, 1373. 1374.

with ai-ms. 370, 1073, 1200, 1419.

with bars. 1079, 1147, 1246, 1462.

broad, 1229.

cuspid, 1052, 1068, 1069, 1073.

double-anu, 1288.

with ears, 426, 1107, 1151.

of gold, 784. 817, 823. 1067 n.

Harris, 816-819. 1030, 1227, 1228.

with hooks, 870-872, 996.

with knobs, 817, 943, 1030 n.

with levers. See Lever-ferules.
with partitions. 1445.

with piers, 1281-1284.

pits in, 874??., 1037.

of ijlatinum, 812, 868, 1366.

as retainers, 370, 1350, 1357, 1380.

with rings, 1041.

of rolled wire, 817.

single-arm, 1286.

sliding, 1428.

sockets on, 874, 874 »., 885, 892.

ha^ang staples, 372, 868, 1230, 1234,

1240.

tubed, 974, 1233 «., 1300. 1303.

united, 1126, 1246.

Files, formerly used for reshaping
teeth, 522.

their use as aids in placing clamp-
bands, 239.

Filing teeth, by early operators, 48.

Filling of teeth with wart-shape plugs,
not necessarily di.sfigiu-ing, 397.
See also Cavities.

Fillings, wart-shape, 633, 858.

Fingers, on clamp-bands, 958-960.
on retaining mechanisms, 1184, 1320,

1416.

object of, 1416.

regulating teeth with the, 759, 769.

Fir-balsam varni.sh, 399 n., 1374.
First-class machines, no useless ele-

ments found, in, 772.

First molar vs. bicuspid, 684.

First molars, extraction of roots of

decayed, 685.

Fish-tail clasps, 881.

Fish-tail j)iece, used with screw-jack,

914, 915.
" Fixing " teeth, term used by Hippoc-

rates, 40.

Flagg, 489.

Flaring gold bands, 420.

Flexibility of alveolus, 170, 175.

Foetal jaws, 72.

Food, "soft," its eflEeet on teeth, 97.

fragments of, importance of remov-
ing same if accumulated between
mechanism and teeth. 649, 1325 n.

collection of. around anchor-clasps,

818, 9.30.

collection of, under plates, etc.,

1431.

collection of. aroimd spiral springs,

806.

collection of, around strings, 1256.

Force, abuse of, in moving teeth, 206.

effect of different lines of, upon
teeth, 758-764.

when first applied, 865.

applied diagonally, 1158, 11.59.

when axjplied longitudinally, 762.

how applied for elevating teeth,

761.

how applied for moving teeth, 761.

how to apjjroximately adjust, to

keep tissue-changes within physio-

logical limits, 1395.

bearing in opposite directions, 833.

causing, bv straightening corrugated
wire, 893.

degi-ee of, that can be painlessly

borne, 164, 167.

should not exceed Limits of physio-

logical functions, 168.

two wavs of varving, 839.

graduating, 8.39,' 930.

after teeth have begun to move, 864.

necessary for moving a cuspid pos-

teriorly, 1051.

proper, movement of tooth depends
on applying, 761.
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beudiusr arm to acquire,

rubber rino; to ae-

sprmgs,

proper,
1075.

proper, douViliu^

quire, 1363.

direct, luoviug upper bicuspids by,

1157.

effect of different lines of, on teeth,

462.

effect of continuous, on sockets,

140, 186.

eft'eet of intermittent, 140, 158, 161,

194.

effect of, upon improperly made
mechanisms, 795.

elevating upper incisors by con-
tinued, 1432.

in elevating teeth force must be
gradual, 1455.

increasing pressure by applying
blocks, 891.

increasing, by rebending
1007, 1010, 1011.

increasing, by straightening spring,

1198.

indirect, moving upper bicuspids by,

1158.

influence of, on an inclined plane,

796.

intermittent, painless when applied
with intervals of rest, 163.

intermittent, mechanisms causing,

804, 1097, 1279, 1307.

lasting, 861.

lowering teeth in their sockets by
application of, 1503-1508.

maintaining, by turning screws on
spur-plate, 1136.

maintaining, by rebending spring,

1147, 1200.

mechanisms causing continued, more
numerous than those causing in-

termittent, 804.

mechanisms capable of graduating
degree of, 839, 930.

of mechanism converted fi'OJJi con-
tinued to intermittent, 1433.

mechanism for exerting great, 953.

not to be applied to tooth until

cement has set, 1478.

patient applying proper degree of,

843.

persistent, often necessary, 867.

philosophy of application of, illus-

tration sho'ndng, 759.

pulling, 897. 1156, 1186, 1366. 1385.

pushing, 891, 892, 1156, 1186, 1366,

1385.

rate of application of. 164.

regulated by length of levers, 1283.

resorting to more than one kind of,

1071.

from rubber less difficult to graduate
than from metallic springs, 1293.

reqxiired for moving both crown and
root bodily forward, 765.

screw the nearer accurate agent in

causing, 15.

screw superior to all other engines
of, if applicable, 1305.

screw-acting mechanism the best for
causing, 1017.

vahie of mechanisms causing contin-
uous force for many cases, 186.

varying degree of, two ways of, 839.

varying degree of, by shifting rubber
rings, 1271.

Forceps, arguments for and against
use of, 658.

first use of, in dentistry, 42.

cutting, 1301.

turning teeth by. See "Wrenching
Process.

Forcing teeth deeper into their sockets,
1505-1508.

it may not always be wise to do so,

1505.

time necessary for its accomplish-
ment varies, 1506.

the greater the number of teeth op-
erated upon the greater the risk

and difficulty, 1506.

force must be in direction of the
apex of root, 1508.

teeth more easily lowered when roots

are not fully formed, 1506.

Forget, 76.

Fork-piece, used in combination with
clamp-band for moving instand-
iug tipper bicusjjids, 1168.

illustrations of mechanism, 1168.

may be of wire or plate, 1168.

anchor-ferules soldered to, 1168.

Formation of new tissue, 149.

Fox, gag-blocks introduced by, 211.

occipito-mental sling, 572.

strips having gags attached, 897,

898, 998.

Fouillee, 158.

Fractious colt, controlling, used for

illustrating a case, 1242.

Frame or skeleton inclined planes, 232.

how formed, 790.

how worn, 790, 792, 793.

philosophy of construction of, 793.

used for treating either upper or

lower teeth, 791.

special object for which de\'ised, 791.

anchored by clasps, 791.

anchored by clamp-band. 791-793.

double, for moving upper and lower
teeth, 792. 793.

object of making in two parts, 792.
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making in two parts apt to weaken
mechanism, 792.

rigidity of utmost importance, 794-
796."'

necessary degi-ee of rigidity. 795.

illustrations showing the philosophy
of action and reaction upon, 795.

easily removed and quickly read-

justed, 794.

form of plate used depends on
position of the tooth, etc., 794.

wire arm for holding mechanism in

place, 794.

proper angle to wire arm, of impor-
tance, 796.

influences of force upon, 796.

ha^dng gi'ooves, 797.

bending, to form a trough for under
teeth to bite upon, 796.

having a lock-shoulder. 797, 798.

Freaks of natiu'e, 778, 779, 962.

Fulcral bearings, 762, 765.

Fulcral teeth, evil effects of pressure
upon, 802.

returning to normal position, if

moved in an operation, 833.

Fulcrum. 832, 833, 897.

Fuller, 923, 1285, 1235 «.

Fulton, 18.

G.

G-ag-blocks, as used by Fox, in com-
bination with long-band, 897, 898,

899 n.

ferules as gags, 1109.

thimble-caps used for, 1128.

Graine, account of his first use of the

screw, 60, 217, 219, 909.

Galaxy sets of upper teeth, 777, 778.

Gallic arch, 75.

Galton, quoted, 117.

Gaping jaws, case corrected by grind-

ing, .595.

Garretson, 572.

Gauge-plate, 453.

General principles judiciously acted

on, better than fixed rules, 687.

General treatment of supernumerary
teeth, 779-781.

Geoffroy, theory of transposition of

anatomical parts, 83.

German and English type of head, 85.

jaw, 120.

German silver, springs made of, 863.

long-bands made of, 1023.

"Germs" of second teeth sometimes
absent, 671.

Giant-cells, agents in the removal of

useless tissues, 145.

Globular nuts for preventing screws
from iiTitating the lips, 1067.

Goddard, 769, 774, 899.

Gold, generally the best metal for mech-
anisms, 65.

nor jjlatinum, can scratch enamel
tissue, 409.

mechanisms, why preferable in most
eases, 407.

Gold or amalgam for filling jjits in

enamel, 546.

Gold thimble-crowns. See Thimble-
crowns.

Gold wire, one of the best anchors.
770.

spectacle-bow, 831, 870.

common pins used in place of, 1300.

Goodvear process of vnleanization of

rubber, 57, 1238.

Gould, 112.

Graafian vesicle, 79, 81.

Graduating degi'ee of force from elas-

tic rubber, mechanisms capable
of, 839.

Granular stratum, 612.

Greeks, 35.

Greenwood, one of Washington's (six)

dentists, 54.

Grinding teeth, 507-598.

affects them the same as long use,

549.

avoidance of pain in, 513.

details of process of, 515.

improvement of facial expression by,

518, 526.

incisors evened by, 518.

interfering cusps removed by, 531.

in what cases antagonism may be
improved by, 564. 567, 772, 1189,

1409.

not always best to complete all of op-

eration in one sitting, 598, 1176.

not prudent to be in haste, 772.

operations classified, 510.

objections xirged against, 509.

optical illusion caused by, 519.

polishing-wheels should be used
after, 529.

prejudice against, 508.

recklessness to be avoided in, 546.

reshaping lower cuspids by, 1383.

unsightly teeth, 1505.

uneven enamel smoothed by, 512.

wheels for, 515.

Grooves, in teeth, removable by gi-ind-

ing, 512.

in inclined planes, 797, 798.

Guard-rings. See Gum-guard Eings.

Guide for determining position of cen-

tral incisors, 1180.

Guide-trough (as aid to clamp-band),

used in closing interdental space,

634, 970, 971.
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moaifications of, illustrated, 0-48.

used on the "excelsior elevator,"

1435.

for turning an incisor while benig

elevated, 1436.

Guilford, 231, 647, 942, 943.

concerning calculi deposits m inter-

dental spaces, 606.

mechanism devised Ijy, for turning

upper incisors, 1289, 1291.

Gum-guard anchor-baud, 1031.

Gum-guard ears, 946, 1145.

Gum-guard hooks, 800, 801, 905 ».

as used by Maury, 801.

Gum-guard lugs, 1197.

Gum-guard rings, 242, 802.

having bars, a safe anchor for

draught-cord, 1338.

used in combination Avith the C. A.

Harris ferule, 819.

iised in combination with bow-

spring, 1198.

used to" prevent anchor-band from

slipping, 1074.

used to prevent ribbon from slip-

ping, 961.

used to prevent rubber rings from

slipping, 932, 933, 1142.

Gum territory, division of, 631.

tissue, redundancy of, causes annoy-

ance, 631.

covering with ]3lanes not regarded

as proper at present time, 783.
_

dissecting to make room for di'ill,

1038.

lines, and cutting edges of teeth,

relative appearance to be consid-

ered, 520.

Gums, congested from imeleansed

mechanisms, 359.

diseased condition of, caused by
strings cutting into, 905.

lancing, 1108, 1119.

protecting, 1038, 1052.
_

wire causing inflammation of, 943.

Gutta-percha, 912.

H.

H-retaining mechanisms, 368.

H-separator, 253, 945, 1089, 1318.

how to seciu-e firmness of, 254.

Habit sometimes causes different (un-

even) appearance of the mouJ:h on

the two sides of the face, 52/.

Hair found in an ovarian cyst, 80.

Hair-pin mechanism, 1437.

difl&cult to construct. 1438.

elevating an arrested upper lateral

by, 1428, 1436, 1437.

elevating a left lower bicuspid by,

1499, 1500.

elevating a right lower lateral by,

1457, 1458.

Hand-mirrors, found in Pompeii, 47.

to be used by patients during opera-

tions, 515.

Hand-vise, 413.

Harmony, lectures on, 5n.

Harris, 53, 337, 572, 769, 783, 784,

799, 810, 811, 881, 902.

anchor-band debased by, erroneously

called the Magill band, 817, 817 n.

vs. Magill, 1030 n.

upon turning teeth, by forceps, 1340.

his plan for moving lower bicuspids

by strings, 1029.

ferules with knobs, 816-821, 1030,

1227.

extension mechanism, 847-850.

long-band devised by, 899, 903, 904.

\iews of, upon preservation of upper

incisors, 767.

Head, anatomy of, importance of an

accurate knowledge concerning it,

591.

Headridge, 225, 442.

Health, use of certain mechanisms,

rendering operation dangerous to,

790.

Hebrews, 113.

Herbert, 1417 n.

Heredity, influence of, more powerful

in thoroughbreds, 129.

irregularities due to, require long

iise of retainers, 357.

High mechanics, 774.

Hill, 647.

Hippocrates, 40.

History of operations for correcting

irregularities, 29.

Hoe printing-press, an example of

complicated simplicity, 773.

description of, 773 «.

Holder, to prevent opening of maxil-

lary sutm-e (draw-jack), 290.

Holes in long-bands tend to weaken
mechanism, 905, 906.

oval, in plates, 1447.

Holmes, 1154.

Hood inclined planes, 226.

Hood-shaped saddles, 1439.

Hook-springs, 224, 880, 881, 887, 888,

1038.

object and value of, 888.

attached to clamp-bands, 888, 1039,

1072.

attached to screws, 948, 949.

mechanisms for elevating teeth,

1425-1429.

See also Springs.
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Hooks for mechanisms, 443.

old form of, 807.

ready-made tack-pins for, 808, 810.

best means for attaching rubber
rings to plate, 806.

fixed to plate in various ways, 806.

plans for making, 908h.

object of having more than two,

932, 933.

should not be longer than is abso-

lutely necessary, 1284 n.

surfaces of, should be smooth to

prevent irritating the tissues,

1284 n.

adjustable, on arm clamp-bands for

graduating degree of force from
elastic rubber, 839-842.

on clamp-bands, 1072.

clasp, 1039.

on long-bands, 906-908, 930-933,

1002, 1488.

nuts on, 948, 1048.

serew-acting, used with block clamp-
band, 1117.

on screws, 1046-1049, 1307.

for strings and rubber rings, 802,

908 n.

T-hook for holding long-band steady,

1488.

Howe's improvement on sewing-ma-
chine, 23, 508 n.

Howell, 976, 977 h.

Hullihen, 390.

Hunt, 543 w.

Hunter, 53.

Hybrids, their limited power of repro-

duction, 130.

Hydrocephalus, 114.

Hygiene, rules of dental, known to

ancients, 30.

Ideas, progress of, 610.

Idiocy, effect of, on teeth, 108.

Illusion, optical, apparent coiTeetion

by causing, 511, 519.

as to improvement of cases of ab-

normallv placed glenoid cavitv,

591.

Illustrations. See List of Illustrations.

Imperfection of speech entirely over-

come by correcting jumbled teeth,

1177.

Impingement, as a plan for retention

of teeth, 468.

Implantation, resorted to for filling

interdental spaces, 651.

similar to replantation process, 1345.

now regarded as of doubtful value,

1260.

Improvement brought about by ex-
traction, 737.

by causing optical illusion, 511, 519.

Improvements in inventions, 23.

prejudicing students against, 772.

Improvised mechanisms, 1055-1058.

for moving upper cuspids, 1056-1058,
1080.

for retaining purposes, 1377.

for turning a cuspid, 1375.

several still in possession of author,

1057 H.

Improvising mechanisms, elementary
articles useful for, 298.

Imrie, 228.

Incisors, centrals, forced together to

illustrate the x^hilosophy of me-
chanical operation for lateral

movements of roots and crowns
of teeth (two plans), 621, 625,

970, 971.

central and lateral, space between
closed by clamp-bands aided by
guide-trough, 634, 970, 971.

central, lateral movement of crowns
and roots of, to fill interdental

spaces, 647.

centrals, lateral movement of, by a

screw, 976.

lateral inclination of, causes de-

formity, 607.

effect of anterior movement of pos-

teriorly inclined crowns of, illus-

trated, 616.

expression of, 693.

effect of tilting, movement of crowns
of, illustrated, 616.

esthetic value of, 767.

are feature teeth, 767.

instanding. machine for holding the

regulated, 368.

instanding, mechanism for forcing to

line, 303.

inward inclined, improved by grind-

ing, 510.

lateral, retained bv wart-shaped
plugs, 635, 1289.

lateral, double-acting device for

drawing to line and tm-ning,

341.

lateral, squaring off overlapping,

519.

left, case of wrong extraction of,

703.

lower, rising of, from socket, 594.

mechanism for holding in position,

368.

lower, difference in direction of mo-
tion, 589.

lower, marked protrusion of, 590.

lower, occasional prominence of, 626.
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lower, operation for closing space

between, G36.

lower, result of being greatly

"under-set," 590.

lower, treatment when too long, 57').

lower, mechanisms for correcting

irregular, ol5.

lower, plan of treatment of irreg-

ular, 722.

mastication not dependent on an-

tagonism of, when there are side

teeth to masticate with, 543.

retained in place by a detachable
skeleton mechanism, 634.

plan of preparing, for filling, 397.

sm.all mechanisms for retaining sin-

gle, 368.

too long, corrected by grinding, 518.

supernumerary, 778.

uj)per, necessity of all being present
to preserve best facial exj^ression,

692.

upper, wear of tissue by use in mas-
tication, 539.

upper lateral, mechanism for tm'n-

ing, 344.

upper laterals, importance of, 767.

upper and lower, moved at the

same time by inclined plane, 783.

widening the arch to prevent re-

crowding of, 1351.

For correction of lower incisors, see

references under Lower Incisors.

For correction of upper incisors,

see references under Upper In-

cisors.

Inclination of crowns, improper de-

gree of, the cause of irregularity

of lower bicuspids, 1193.

of lower molars, 771.

Inclined planes, 166, 226, 228.

method of making, of rubber, 230.

objections urged against, 226.

principle of, 770.

stick not equal to, 770.

different kinds of, 782.

constructed to move teeth in one or

both jaws at the same time, 782.

made of hard rubber, 783, 786, 787.

made of plate, 782-784.

gold-spur inclined plane, with hard-
rubber base, 787, 788.

covering the gum-tissue not re-

garded as proper at the present
time, 783.

clasp-anchors for, 790.

devised by Catalan, 789.

by Farrar (author), 787, 788, 791-

793, 797, 798.

by Goddard, 784, 785.

by Harris, 783, 784.

philosophy of action and reaction
upon, 795.

relation of, to wire arms, importance
of, 795, 796.

all-gold, 787.

best and least unsightly, 788.

bevelled, 7S2.

double-acting, 783, 792, 798.

esthetic, 787.

frame. See Frame Inclined Planes,

gold-spur, 787, 788.

gold-thimble, 785.

with locks, 797, 798.

regulating and retaining combined,
787, 788.

single-tooth, 785.

skeleton, 789.

thick, 785.

thimble, 785.

triple, 791.

Inclined teeth, righting up and mov-
ing, 1098.

Inclining side teeth, how to treat, 551,

553.

Infantile toothache, 663.

Inflammation, 138, 156.

Influence of extraneous forces on
natural form, 137.

Inherited typical irregularities of

teeth, corrected, why difficult to

retain in position, 129, 358. (See

also Power of Heredity, 106.

)

Inheriting irregular and scattered

teeth, 776, 778, 1184.

Injury to teeth by use of bos-plates,

812, 853.

by use of anchor-ferules, 818.

none resulting from use of clamp-
bands, 818.

prevented by frequent cleaning of

mechanisms, 853.

Insanity, its effect upon teeth, 108.

Instanding lateral, plan of applying

tack-head spindle-jack, 312.

Instantaneous process of tm-ning

teeth. See Wrenching Process.

Instruments used for extraction by
ancients, 42.

used for placing rubber rings, 935,

997, 1394.

Interdental block clamp-band, consist-

ing of a screw-jack, clamp-band,
and interdental block, 1082.

side view of mechanism, 1083.

making space for an unerupted cus-

pid by, 1082, 137.8.

used for drawing lateral to line, 1076.

used for righting an inclined cuspid,

1117-1120.

Interdental spaces, from extraction,

607, 1089.
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cases requiring immediate attention,

969.

caused by "tilted" teeth, 607.

closed by lateral movement of

crowns of teeth, 615.

caused by drifting of teeth, 813,

1187 H.

caused by the enlarging of the

anterior part of the arch, 1187 11.

remarks upon closing, 968, 969.

closing by clamp-band aided by
guide-trough, 634, 970, 971.

closing by clamp-band aided by
trough-piece and set of detach-
able blocks, 972.

closing of, by clamp-band, 631.

closed by clamp-band and splice,

aided by long-band and screw-
jack, 646.

lower incisors, operation for closing,

636.

closing of, by the lateral movements
of l)oth crowns and roots of teeth,

617, 625, 970,971, 981 (two plans).

closing of, by wooden wedges, 629,

1187, 1188.

between side teeth, closed by draw-
ing posterior teeth forward, 639.

closing of, by moving straggling

teeth, 609.

closing, by screw-acting mechan-
isms, 968-982.

direct and indirect plans for closing,

970, 971. '

closing, by screws and thimble-
crowns, 974, 975.

operation for closing considerable

space, 976-980.

operation for closing and moving
loculitic teeth, 990.

conditions making operations for

closing necessary, 1185.

mechanisms for moving teeth a
short distance, 982.

mechanism for lateral movement of

root, by the direct process, 980.

modification of the Howell mechan-
ism for lateral movement of crown
and root, 981.

division of, 627.

filled with artificial teeth, 650, 813.

filled by implanted teeth, 651.

having calculi deposits, 606.

various operations for closing them,
626, 969-980.

widening. Spe Widening Inter-

dental Spaces.

See also Separating Mechanisms

;

Spaces.
Interdental-splint retainers, 390-392.

Interference, supernumeraiy teeth as

a cause of irregularity of, 531,

780, 781.

Interfering antagonism, frequent oc-

currence of, 626.

Invention of dental screw-jacks, 63.

Inventive ability, an element of suc-

cess in regulating, 191.

Inventors, natural, simplicity in ma-
chines the great desideratum
with, 772.

Ireland, 109.

Irregular teeth, special case of, cor-

rected by gi'inding, 526.

Irregularities, causes of, 69, 85, 531,

775, 776, 780.

classes of, 74, 531.

consequences of, 74.

correction of, mechanisms for, 205.

correction of, one of the grandest
branches of dentistry, 773.

from continuous eruption of teeth,

361.

due to inherited causes, 776.

due to mechanical causes, 776.

curious instances of, 76.

typical, of family lines, 104.

Irritation caused by mechanisms, plans
for preventing, 408, 1309.

Israelites, 113.

Jack-screw, 910 n.

Jack-screws (screw-jacks), 271, 312.

band-jacks to prevent opening of

suture, 291.

barrel turning-jack, 295.

AngelPs, 272.

Dwinelle's, 272.

McCollom and Longstreet's, 272.

ferule, 273.

nut, 275.

spindle, 276.

matrix-ferule, 278.

non-irritating, 279.

yoke-jacks, 281.

See also Screw-jacks.

Jacks, spring, 267.

spring, double, 269.

See also Spring-jacks.

Jackson, 225, 442, 878, 881, 944, 1008.

Jaw, the human, internal view of, at

six and a half years, 613.

lower, diagrams of its left and right

lateral displacement, 586, 587.

lower, its lateral displacement

caused by abnormal position of

glenoid ca^^ty, 584.

lower, how the condyles of, are

moved and dislocated, 588.

lower, marked protrusion of in-

cisors, 590.
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lower, anterior ilisplacement of, 563.

lower, posterior displiieementor, 573.

lower, arrest of growtli of, 86.

lower, protrusion of, 5712.

tooth drawn from abnormal position

in the depths of upper, 1470.

Jawbone and alveolus, one bone, 89.

Jawbone (lower), arrest of growth by
loss of molar teeth (in youth), 5812.

lower, causes of being too long or too

short, 582.

lower, variations in form of, 582.

Jawbones, normal size, in eases where
there are no teeth, 582.

short, often found, 583.

protruding teeth caused by excessive
growth of, 776.

malformation of, may be cause of

teeth being " too long," 1408.

Jaws, "contraction" of, from, extrac-
tion, 662.

improper occlusion of, forces the
teeth out of place, 531.

" lopsidedness " of, 1265.

mechanisms for keeping apart, 902.

See also Gag-blocks,
recession of, 114.

sizes of, 118.

upper and lower, differential treat-

ment to prevent irregularity, 676.

Jeweller's bench-key, 347, 1119, 1322.

"piping," tubing for nuts, 411.

"piping," levers made of, 1233.

Jumbled arrangement of teeth, how
corrected, 534, 769, 776, 777, 1172-
1184.

condition of teeth, causes of, 665,

776, 777.

correction of, remarks upon, 1172.

corrected by extraction and use of

clamp-bands, screws, and long-

hand, 1173-1178.

illustrations of case, and mechanism
used, 1173-1178.

importance of being guided by the
medial line in correcting, 1173,
1180.

guided by septum of the nose, 1180.
corrected by swaying teeth, 1179-

1184.

deciduous teeth rare, 776.

making room for, by elongating and
widening the dental arch, 847.

K.

Keely, 732, 909, 910 »., 911.

Keys for operating machines, method
of improvising, 347.

back-action, 349.

bench, 347, 1119, 1322.

lever, 348, 946, 1001, 1019 n., 1205,
1308, 1313.

bridge mechanism operated by, 1069.

H-separator operated by, 915.

right-angle, 349.

watch. See Watch-key.
vn-ench, 348.

Kingsley, 15, 110, 220, 385, 695, SOS,

810-812 «., 881. 910 «., 1258, 1295 /^

Knobs, used for securing strings, 817,

1296.

on caps, 1030.
•

. on clamp-band, 1463.

on ferules, 817, 943, 1030 «., 1228,

1238-1241, 1296.

on long-bands, 905.

Knots, different kinds, 316, 910 n.

clove-hitch, 1257.

Koul-Oba, discoveries in the, 37.

L.

Labor, law of, as shown in tissue-

action, 158.

Laboratory rules, 405.

Lachaise crib-clasp, 805, 816, 817, 879.

Laminated, fillings in teeth, 395.

Lancing gums, to relieve pain, 663.

to make room for hook or screw,

1108, 1119.

Langsdorff, 324, 1227, 1228.

Lasting force, 861.

Lateral displacement of lower jaw, 584.

of lower jaw, causes, illustrations,

585-587.

of lower jaw, diagrams of left and
right, 586, 587.

occlusion of, not infrequent, 583.

Lateral incisors, retained by wart-
shape plugs, 635, 1289.

Lateral movement of roots of teeth, 621.

first operation of the kind, 647.

applying force to cause, 764. See
also Roots of Teeth ; Operations,

pressure of teeth, 495.

support, lack of, permits teeth to

move out of place, 544.

teeth in posterior position, mechan-
ism for drawing to line, 336.

Laterals, causes of defective enamel
of the, 619.

upper, their removal not justifiable,

except in very rare cases, 696.

malposition of, 696.

esthetic value of, 699.

violation of artistic taste by ex-

tracting, 700.

Latin arch, 75.

Law of labor and rest, 158.

instances of its action, 159.

value of observance of, 160.
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Learning by experiment, 22.

Leverage, philosophy of, before and
after contact of ei'owns in root
operations, illustrated, 622.

effect of, upon roots, 765.

evil effects of, in arm-bands, 842.

remarks upon, 1225.

Lever-caps, to be made firm nmst
cover every available part of

some crowns, 1365.

Lever-clasp, 1236, 1289, 1290.

Lever-ferules, history of, 1227, 1228.

application of, 1235.

as devised by Fuller, 1235.

as devised by Hyde, 1235.

as devised by Langsdorff, 1228.

overcoming ricketiness of, by matrix-
wrench, 1226.

by quick-setting cement, 1227.

difference in power exerted by long
and by short, 1231.

illustrations of straight and crooked,
from minimum to maximum
lengths, 1232.

changing form of, to pi'event inter-

ference of antagonism, 1234.
extremity of, may be of any form,

1234.

length of, varies according to case,

1302.

using longer lever-wire on tooth to
be turned when anchorage tooth
is liable to be moved, 1287.

all-wire lever, 1235.

anchorage, 1231, 1232, 1245.

coil-wire, 1227, 1235, 1304.

crane, 1233.

crooked, different lengths of, 1232.

detachable, 1231, 1233.

different forms and lengths of, 1232,
1233.

fixed, 1231, 1233.

Langsdorff, 1228.

lengthening, during process of turn-
ing a tooth, 1234.

long, detachable, and stationary,

1230, 1231.

long, made from piano and spec-
tacle-bow wire, 1302.

long, used for many years, 1231.

long, used by few operators, 1302.

long, illustrations of, 1232.

long, advantage of, 1245.

long, average size of, 1302.

loops on, 1234.

having piers, 1281-1284.
short, used with clamp-band, 1231.

short, advantages of, 1231, 1245.

short, illustrations of, 1232.

shortening during process of turning
a tooth, 1234.

single, 1287.

stationary, 1231, 1233.

straight, different lengths of, 1232.
For operations for turning teeth by,

see references under Turning
Teeth.

Lever-keys, 348.

extremity of, illustration of, 1313.
H-separator operated by, 915.

Levers, 442.

attached to clamp-band, 1475, 1476.
attached to ferules. See Lever-

ferules,

curving, to correspond with contour
of gums, 1479.

double-acting, 949, 950.

instruments for turning teeth must
act on the princijjle of, 1225.

movable, not generally as practica-
ble as rigid, 1252, 1252 n.

pins used as, 1251, 1252.

roots serving as arms to, 975.

scissor-like, 1476-1478.
spring. See Spring-levers,
may be long or short, straight or

crooked, detachable or stationary,
1230-1233.

Linderer, 808, 810, 853, 878, 893, 989,
1003 n.

Lines of force, proper and improper,
on plates, 471.

proper and improper, on teeth, 472,
763, 764.

Links for mechanisms, 288.

Lips, difference of form by uneven con-
traction of opposite muscles, 527.

shape of, to be considered in regu-
lating teeth, 667, 699.

retaining teeth to i^erfect contour of,

1179.

mechanisms made smooth to pre-
vent irritation of, 1309.

Litch, 75.

Littig. 910 «., 1134.

Locking of the cusps of teeth, some-
times cause of irregularity, 531.

Locking long-bands, 331, 1256.

screws, simplest plan of, 329.

Lock-screws, 1256, 1457.

Lock-shoulder, 797.

Locks on planes, 797, 798.

Loculitie teeth, moving, 985, 990.

Loculosis alveolaris, very prevalent
in ancient times, 36.

accelerated by careless use of regu-
lating mechanisms, 355.

views on its causing calculi deposits,

606.

etymology of, 605 n.

teeth loosened from, 985-987 n.

author's views regarding, 990 n.
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Long-band, supported by screw-jack,

aided by clamp-hand and splice in

drawing stubborn side teelh for-

ward, 64G.

Long-bands, construction ol', A'1'.i.

corrugated, 322. Wee also Corru-

gated Strips of Plate.

in combination with clasps, ;>l(i.

in combination with strings. 314,

895-905, 999-101)1.

in combination with hooivs, 317^

in combination with tooth-rings, 32L
in combination with screws, 323,

920, 988.

in combination with rubber rings,

906, 907, 930-933, 1002, 1004.

in combination with draught-cords,
1020-1023.

in combination with detachable drag-
screws, 1020-1023.

should be made of gold, 897 n.

should not be drawn too tightly, 720.

scallop-wire. See Scallop-wire

Mechanisms.
a modification of the Bourdet long-

strip of plate, 895.

may include from eight or ten teeth

to nearly the entire length of the

dental arch, 895.

sections of various forms of, 905.

strings not used by best modern op-

erators, 895.

different plans of attaching to teeth

by strings, 905.

having notches, holes, and slits in,

and knobs and hooks on, 905.

notches and holes in, tend to weaken,
906.

different plans of anchoring, 899.

ha^'ing two closed anchor-bands, 891.

anchored by clasps, 899.

anchored by ferules, 899, 900.

anchored to a box-plate, 899, 929.

anchored by thimble-crowns, 900,

901, 904.

anchored by being soldered to De-
sirabode's gold double caps, 903.

anchored by elamp-bands, 906, 907,

1002, 1004.

general remarks upon, for correct-

ing lower incisors, 998, 999.

historical notes concerning, 828 «.-

830 n.

known to ancients, 899.

old-style, 895-905.

modern, 906-908.
double, 900.

labial, 929-932.

lingual, 932, 933.

having bifurcated extremities, 999,

1000.

liaving cross-pieces, 1002.

having hooks, 906, 907, 930, 931,

1002, 1489.

rings on, 929, 1023.

round-wire, 1004.

as retainers, 1415.

used for elongating the upper arch,

906.

used for widening interdental spaces,

930-933.

used for moving pulpless teeth, 988.

used for correcting jumbled teeth,

1176, 1178, 1183.

used in other operations, for elevat-

ing, moving, and turning teeth.

See under the heads of different

kinds of teeth.

Longitudinal-screw clamp-band, 234.

value of, 881, 882.

firmness of, can be relied upon,
882.

preferred to the transverse screw,

1070, 1338, 1376 «., 1378.

mo\ang lower bicuspid posteriorly

by, 1199.

for anchoring rubber rings, 821

.

used with bridge mechanism, 1070.

used with hair-pin mechanism, 1437.

used with ribbon mechanism, 1338.

used with root-moving mechanisms,
981, 982.

used with screw-jack, 921-923, 1379.

used with swivel drag-screw. 1018.

Loop mechanisms, 1169, 1327-1338.

prototypes, 1169 n., 1170 «., 1326 h.,

1330 H.-1338 H.

Loop-retainer, 369.

Loops, on concentric-screw mechan-
ism, 952.

on swivel screw-jack, 914 n.

screw, evening teeth by, 954 n,

screw-acting, 1150-1152.

iised for holding plate firm, 1035.

used with semi-elliptic spring. 1148.

used with bridge mechanism, 1329.

Looseness of teeth, first aim in opera-

tion for moving teeth is to cause

slight, 759.

Lower bicuspids :

causes of irregularity of, 1193.

causes of arrested eruptions of, 1193,

1485.

causes of being too short, 1193.

appearance of second, 1485.

supernumerary, 779.

general remarks upon correction of,

1193, 1194.

three kinds of operations for cor-

recting, 1193.

elevating, remarks upon, 1485, 1486,

1491.
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not often attempted, the reason,

1485.

by elastic rubber and bridge-

piece, 1486, 1487.

\>Y elastic rubber and long-band,

1488, 1489.

by metallic springs, 1490-1495.

by spring anchored to a U-plate,

1491.

by coil-wire springs, 1491, 1492.

by a wire-span spring, 1493.

by a wire side spring, 1493.

by an all-wire spring mechanism,
1494.

by an arched wire spring made en-

tirely of round gold wire, 1495.

by screw-acting mechanisms,
1496-1501.

by screws in combination with
plate, 1496, 1497.

by a cone wedged upon a screw,

1497, 1498.

by screws without plates, 1498-
1501.

by a horizontal screw, 1498,

by screw, clamp-band, and saddle
mechanism, 1499.

by hair-pin mechanism, 1499, 1500.

by screw and bridge-piece, 1500,

1501.

moving, remarks upon, 1194.

by lateral movement, 1194.

by longitudinal movement, 1194,

1199.

instanding, outward by hard-rub-
ber U-plate, 1195.

by coil-wire spring anchored to

plate, 1196.

by bow-spring without plate, 1197.

by an arm-ferule, 1199, 1200.

posteriorly by a longitudinal-

screw clamp-band, 1199.

turning, mechanisms for, con-

structed upon same plans as those

used for ttu-ning cuspids, 1393.

See also Bicuspids.
Lower cuspids

:

necessity of correcting, 1027.

elevation of, seldom necessary, 1461.

best plans for moving, 1124, 1129.

evening, plan for, 1127.

moving by strings anchored to caps
(old style), 1029.

by elastic rubber and ferules,

1125-1127.

by longitudinal-screw clamp-band,
li29.

by clamp-band and splice-piece,

1129.

by corrugated band, 1128.

inward and at the same time

moving bicuspid outward, 1197,

1198.

mechanisms for moving, constructed
upon the same principle as those
for moving upper cuspids, 1124.

main difference in form, 1124.

should not interfere with tongue
more than is necessary, 1124.

different anchors for, 1123, 1124.

occlusion of, in front of upper, 1128.

reshai)ing by grinding, 1383.

turning, general remarks upon, 1383.

operation not as necessary as tmm-
ing upper cuspids, 1383.

illustration of a stubborn case,

1386.

principle of action to be used in,

1384.

best mechanisms for, are operated
by rubber or by screws, 1383.

in most cases rubber rings are
more effective, 1386.

not often necessary to resort to

screws, 1386.

by rubber rings and ferides, 1384.

by oppositely acting forces from
rubber, 1384'

by oppositely acting screw-jacks,
1387.

by screws, 1386-1389.

See also Citspids.

Lower incisors

:

remarks upon correction of, 995.

not as esthetically necessar,y as

upper, 767.

elevating, singly and in groups, re-

marks upon, 1453, 1454.

by springs in combination with
U-plate, 1454.

by screws, 1455-1458.

by plate operated by a screw,

1455, 1456.

a right lateral, by hair-pin mech-
anism, 1457.

mechanisms for, constructed on
the same principle as those used
for upper incisors, 932, 1453.

jumbled, old plan for correcting,

1000.

easy operation for correcting,

1004.

making room for, by extraction.

996, 997.

mo^dng, general remarks on opera-

tions bv elastic-rubber rings, etc.,

995.

more than one tooth can be moved
simultaneously by one wire, 1023.

may be better to move but one
tooth at a time, 1023.

by strings, 995.
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moving bv strings and long-band
with cliisps, 1000.

by strings and long-band an-

eiiorod to a transverse-screw
elanip-band, 10121.

by sti'ings in combination with
clamp-band and long-band, 1001.

same with ferules in place of

clamp-band, 1001 ii.

by rubber ring anchored to clamp-
band, 9!)0.

bj'' rubber ring and long-band an-
chored bv large clamp-bands,
1002-100-1-."

by metallic springs in combina-
tion with plates, ioOo-lOOT.
remarks upon, 1005.

instanding laterals ontward by
steel spring and hard-rubber box-
plate, 1005.

outward by Avire spring in com-
bination with a plain plate, 1007.

by metallic springs without plates,

1008-1013.

instanding laterals by a modifica-

tion of the " Atkinson crib " mech-
anism, 1008.

by wire springs anchored by
ferules, 1009.

by wire springs anchored by
clamp-bands, 1010.

by arm-ferules, 1011.

by traction of a metallic ribbon,

1012.

by corrugated gold ribbons, 1012,

1013.

by mechanisms causing intermit-

tent force, 1014-1023.

forward instanding laterals by a
wire bow anchored by gum-guard
ferules, 1015.

by scallop-wire mechanisms, 1015.

1016.

by drag-screw and cord mechan-
ism, 1017.

by drag-screws and long-band an-
chored to a transverse-screw
clamp-band, 1021.

by a swivel drag-screw and long-
band anchored to a longitudinal-
screw clamp-band and tied to

the teeth by platinum- wire, 1022,
1023.

by frame inclined planes, 791.

at the same time with upper inci-

sor by a single-tooth plane, 783.

tm-ning, remarks upon, 1349.

mechanisms for, similar to those
used for upper incisors, 1349.

complicated mechanism for, sel-

dom required, 1349.

97

by elastic-rubber rings, 1349-1351.
singly or togetlier, 1350.

a single tooth, best meclianism
for, 1350.

two centrals at the same time, 1 350.

retaining teeth after, 1350.

cases requiring, caused by over-

crowding of teeth, 1350.

See also Incisors.

Lower molars

:

importance of first, 771.

inclining forward of, when not sup-
ported by adjacent teeth, 771.

inclination of, not always abnormal,
771.

extracting, when sound, a question-

able practice, 771.

do not require correcting as often

as the upper molars, 1211.

moving, general remarks upon, 1211.

outward by a coil-wire spring
anchoi'ed to a U-plate, 1212.

by a lingual bow-spring anchoi'ed
by ferules, 1213.

outward several instanding, by
bail screw-jacks, 1213, 1214.

modification of same, 1213, 1214.

See also Molars.
Lowering teeth in their sockets by

application of force, 1505-1508.

teeth that ought to be lowered and
those that ought not, 1506.

upper central incisor by sheet-
rubber (old plan), 1507.

left upper central incisor by a screw,
1508.

other plans of, 1507.

retaining teeth after they have been
corrected, 1508.

Low mechanics, 774.

Lug-hooks and knobs on long-bands,
322.

Lugs for anchoring clamp-bands to

plates, 219.

bifurcated, on ferules, 1143.

for attaching hook-springs to clamp-
band, 888.

in place of open rings, 1016.

to prevent plate from slipping, 1007,

1195, 1197.

to prevent pressure of plate on soft

tissues, 1498.

for holding bar on ferule in place,

1162.

gum-guard, 1197.

"Lukewarmness," detrimental to suc-

cess, 758.

M.

Machines, no useless elements found
in first-class, 772.
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complicated simplicitj' in, 773.

disabled, 1056.

the better they are, the less time
and trouble it takes to operate
them, 1410.

proper coiTection of teeth by, lies

iu appljlng force in right direc-

tion, 759.

Hoe printing-press illustration, 773.

root-moving, 969-982.

See also Mechanisms.
Magill, 365, 370.

Harris band erroneously called Ma-
gill band, 817, 817 ?/.,'l030 n.

lever-ferules, 1228, 1229 n.

Magitot, 76, 216, 264, 324, 1146 n.,

1227.

MaKormation of upper jaw, causing
non-occlusion of anterior teeth,

735.

of jawbone the cause of bicuspids
being too long, 1408.

Malleting, filling, effect of, 157, 158.

Mal-oeclusion of front teeth, 563, 592.

Marcellus, 48.

Mastication, impaired by loss and
malposition of teeth, 492.

improved by gi'inding, 564.

improved by grindiug interfering

cusps, 645.

necessary to health, 657.

sometimes better in middle life than,

in youth, 490.

Materia medica, ancient, 30.

Materials for mechanisms, 405.

Matrices for aids in filling teeth, 947 n.,

966 n.

Matrix-ferules, 278.

Matrix-wrenches, 439.

modification of, 951, 952.

first mechanisms used for overcom-
ing ricketiness of lever-ferules,

1226.

illustration of various parts of,

1248.

easily adjusted, 1248.

clumsy to wear, 1248.

not often used at present time,

1248.

turning a tooth by, 1471.

Matteson, 259, 390, 1431, 1432, 1442,

1454-1456.

Maury gum-guards, 799-801.

Maxilla, smallness of, 114.

Maxillary bones, possibility of open-
ing suture, 173, 290.

opening sutures, how to prevent,

184, 290.

Mechanics, fundamental principles of,

205.

high, 774.

low, 774.

mixed, 205, 458.

positive, 192, 457.

probable, 192, 458.

simplicity in, the great desideratum,
772, 774.

true, 774.

Mechanisms, firm anchorage to be
considered in planning, 772.

imjioi'tance of constructing on
strictly philosophic plans, 970.

causing continued force more nu-
merous than those causing inter-

mittent, 804.

occasionally require slight altera-

tions, 815.

prejudicing students against im-
provements in, 772.

advancement in the long-band will

be seen by comparing this work
vdth those of earlier writers, 826.

one of the best known for moving
foiTvard instanding front teeth,

907.

for correcting one or two front

teeth, 890.

for widening and closing interdental

spaces. See Interdental Spaces.
for elongating the upper arch, 906.

for exerting great force, 953.

for moving pulpless teeth, 988-992.

devised for root-apex operation,

1106, 1107.

should not interfere with tongue
more than is necessary, 1124,

1211.

necessity of cleaning. See Cleaning
Mechanisms.

principle of, for applying force to

move roots, 764.

failures through lack of esthetic, 774.

failm-es through lack of comprehend-
ing principles of, 1385.

failm'es through weakness of, 974.

failures through dislike of trouble

necessary in constructing, 1410.

skill required in constructing, 1160.

placing on the outside of dental arch

to insure comfort, 1256.

similar cases require different kinds

of, 1265.

ojDerated bv patient, 1157, 1167,

1194, 1214, 1306, 1318, 1377.

parts of, made smooth to prevent
irritating the lips, 1309.

all-wire, 1426, 1494.

arched y\\ve spring for elevating

lower bicuspid, 1495.

automatic, 847-849.

basket, 800 n.

box-plate. See Box-plates.
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box-s\vivel screw-jack, 1376, 1378.

bridge. See Bridge Mechaui.sms.
capable of graduating degree of

force from elastic rubber, 839.

clanip-bands. See Clamp-bauds.
clasps. See Clasps.

clock-spring, 1431.

coil-wire. See Coil-wire Springs.

complicated. See Complicated Mech-
anisms.

concentric-loop, 1329 )/.-1338 n.

concentric-screw, 952.

concentric-spring, 861, 1035, 10.36.

corrugated. See Corrugated Metal-
lic Eibbons, and Corrugated Strips

of Plate.

corrugated spring-hook for turning
a cuspid, 1366.

crane-lever. See Crane-lever Mech-
anisms.

crib-clasp (Lachaise), 805, 816, 817,

879.

crib-retainer, 1003.

cup-trough spring, 1424.

draught-cord. See Draught-cord.
drawing-screw for elevating upper

incisors, 1443, 1449.

duplex-acting. See Duplex-acting
Mechanisms.

elliptic-spring, 1148-1150.

for elongating the upper arch,

906.

esthetic planes, 787.

Em-eka, 1307, 1308.

evener, 1170, 1171.

extension, 823, 824, 847-850.

ferule. See Ferules.

first-class, 772.

frame or skeleton inclined planes.

See Frame or Skeleton Inclined

Planes.
hook-screw, 1056, 1057.

improvised. See Imjirovised Mech-
anisms.

inclined planes. See Inclined Planes.
interdental block clamp-band. See

Interdental Block Clamp-band.
lever. See Levers.
lever-clasp, 1236, 1289, 1290.

lever-ferules. See Lever-ferules.
long-baud. See Long-bands.
longitudinal-screw clamp-band. See
Longitudinal-screw Clamp-band.

Loop. See Loops ; Loop Mechan-
isms.

matrix-wi'enehes. See Matrix-
wrenches.

Maru'v gum-guards, 799-801.

metallic-spring. See Springs.
needle, 1085, 1086.

non-irritating, 1081.

old-fashioned, 774.

old-style counterbalancing, 1336,
1337.

plate. See Plates.

puUing-spx'ing for turning a cuspid,
1366.

pusiiing-spring, 1366.

regulating and retaining planes
combined, 787.

retaining. See Retainers.
ribbon. See Ribbon-clamp Mech-
anisms ; Ribbon Mechanisms.

root-moving. See Root-moving
Mechanisms.

rubber-ring. See Rubber Rings.
scallop-wire. See Scallop-wire Mech-

anisms.
screw. See Screw-jacks ; Screws

;

Screw-acting Mechanisms.
separating. See Separators ; Widen-

ing Interdental Spaces.
side-acting, 982, 997.

simple, 772-774.

skeleton. See Skeleton Mechanisms.
spring. See Springs.
spur-plate. See Spur-plates.

sti'ing. See Strings.

strips of plate. See Long-bands

;

Strips of Plate.

thimble-crown. See Thimble-
crowns.

T-mechanism, 1291.

track, 825, 1361-1363.

transverse-screw clamp-band. See
Transverse-screw Clamp-bands.

trapeze-turners, 1272-1278.

triplex-acting. See Triplex-acting
Mechanisms.

trough. See Troughs.
two single tooth-anchors, 1019.

two-spring, 884, 885, 1102, 1145,

1146, 1297, 1424.

walking-beam, 1337 «., 1338 n.

wedge-acting, 951-955. See also

Wedges.
for widening the arch, 1196, 1396.

for widening cuspid part of the

arch, 893.

for widening interdental spaces.

See Widening Interdental Spaces.
yoke-band, 1325.

yoke clamp-band. 1150-1152.
zigzag spring, 856, 857, 1366.

used in operations for elevating,

mo\'ing, and tui-ning teeth. See
under the heads of the various
kinds of teeth.

See also Apparatus.
Meckel, 83.

Medial line, importance of being
guided by, 1173.
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placing four front teeth evenly as

regards the, 813.

swaying of teeth to, 1179-1189.

Medicine, early works on, 30.

Mental traits, expressed by teeth, 694.

Merrall, 878.

Merrill, failure of implanted teeth,

652.

Metal and rubber, do not unite, 446.

Metallic (gold and platinum) mech-
anisms, not injurious to teeth,

409.

planes, 231.

wedges, 246.

Metallic long-bands. See Long-bands.
Metallic ribbons, corrugated. See Cor-

rugated Metallic Eibbons.
Metallic springs. See Springs.

Metals, necessity of guarding against

oxidation of, 446.

Metamorphosis, retrogressive changes
accomplished by, 194.

Method of applying spring-wire levers,

342.

Methods of teaching, different, 17.

Microscope, discoveries made by aid

of, 146.

Microscopic views of alveolus under-
going absorption, 147.

"Midgets," jaws of, 121.

"Milk (or first) molar," 480 n.

Misplacement of anatomical parts, 108.

Molar, third upper, as it appears at

period of eruption, 612.

Molars, does loss of (in youth), affect

growth of lower jawlDone? 582.

drawn forward to close spaces be-

hind bicuspids, 639.

illustrations of enamel caps and
crowns of, during development,
611.

effect of loss of, on one side of jaw-

bone, 583.

eruption of third, 779.

full number of, sometimes fotmd in

short jawbones, 583.

third, why are so many found im-

prisoned within jawbone at the

junction of its body and ramus if

their presence causes lengthen-

ing? 583.

derivation of name, 479.

discussions as to usefulness of the

first adult, 682.

extraction of, to make room for

cuspid, 687.

extraction of, when sound, a ques-

tionable practice, 771.

grinding of, to reduce gaping of

jaws, 596.

impacted third, 592.

instance of correction by extraction
of four, 688.

pulpless or decayed, 684.

roots of, remaining in sockets, 684.

sometimes rendered useless by wear,
545.

useless for mastication from abnor-
mal shapes, 545.

usefulness of first adult molars
should be decided by their condi-
tion, 683.

For correction of lower, see refer-

ences under Lower Molars.
For correction of upper, see refer-

ences under Upper Molars.
Monocyst, 82.

Morey,' 1491 v.

Motion, principles of rapid, 472.

principles of slow, 472.

Mouth mirrors, ancient, 46.

Movement of teeth by absorption, 150,

759, 765.

the rate painlessly borne, 186.

remarks upon, 757-766.

first aim in operations for, 759.

operations for, divided into two
classes, 766.

in one jaw only, 783, 796.

in both upper and lower jaws at the

same time, 782, 783, 797.

of crown and roots in different di-

rections, applying force for, 761.

of pulpless teeth in healthy and in

diseased sockets, 983-992.

diseased sockets must be cured be-

fore, 985.

of loculitic teeth, 985.

posteriorly, 1199, 1203, 1207.

of roots. See Roots.

mechanisms for. See Eoot-moving
Mechanisms.

table showing rate of, 1481.

For various operations for, see under
the heads of the various kinds of

teeth.

Mummery, 118.

Muscles, habits of, difficult to change,

556.

N.

Napier, 116.

Narrow strips of plate See Strips of

Plate.

Natural inventors, 772.

Nature, idea that correction of de-

formities violates laws of, 509.

Needle mechanisms for moving upper
ciispids, 1085-1087.

act intermittently upon the teeth,

1085.
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plan of construct ing, 108G, 1087.

set of different parts of, 1086.

defect of, 1086.

overcoming weakness of, 1086.

application of, 1086.

operation by, 1085.

N.'cdU^-probe, 1413.

Nerves, effects upon, by nialleting, 157.

effects upon, by grinding, 513.

Nervous discomfort, a form of pain,

157, 593.

Nest, feride in, 1230.

Nicety of finish, 953.

Nicliols, examination of Indian and
Chinese teeth, 126.

Nomenclature of positions of teeth,

199, 201.

Non-antagonizing of anterior teeth,

552.

Non-detachable anchor-nuts, 911.

"Non-elastic metal," not entirely non-
elastic, 1285.

Non-elastic wire, turning teeth by
repeatedly bending, 1285-1291.

Non-irritating mechanisms, 1081.

Non-occlusion of anterior teeth, cor-

rection of, 729.

Normal, antagonism, 488.

arrangement of cusps of side teeth,

495.

teeth, crowded out of position by
supernumeraries, 779-781.

Northrop, 1258.

Nose, septum of, the best guide for

determining the position of

central incisors, 1180.

Notches in long-bands, not advisable,

905, 906.

Notching teeth, 511.

Nuts, single, double, and triple, for

clamp-bands, 236, 883.

anchor, 910, 911.

angular, 411.

arms held by, 793, 845.

cone, 1371, 1372.

double, 883.

globular, 1067.

on hook-screws, 948, 1048.

long, on ferules, 1307.

mandrels for, 516.

movable, 411.

non-detachable, 911.

oscillating, 920.

plan of making, 410.

plan of finishing, 411.

preventing, from irritating the
tongue, 1445.

on ribbon mechanism, 1166, 1167.

right-angle nut and screw, 907.

rivet, 1018.

smooth-bore, 950.

97*

stationary, 411.

thimble, 'l()19.

tilting, 1164, 1167, 1498.

tissue-protecting, 1019.

tubular, 411.

tiglitening screws by, on bridge
nuH'hanism, 11 ()2, 1163.

turning by a watch-key, 1474.

for adjusting screw-jacks, 286.

O.

Objectors to new ideas, 18.

Observance of physiological laws in

regulating teeth, 13.

Occipito-mcntal sling, 572.

Occlusion, of jaws, 498, 500.

of teeth, different lines of, 489.

lateral, cases of, often found, 583.

lateral, doulit as to its origin in

malformation resulting from loss

of molars, 583.

of lower cuspids in front of upper,
1128.

" Office cases " as object-lessons, 672 )i.

Old-fashioned regulating mechanisms,
774.

difficult to manage, 774.

impossible to keep clean, 774.

cause pain to patient, 774.

Old forms of staples and hooks, 807.

Old plans of regulating, 14, 799, 826-

831.

their relation to modern plans, 829.

Old-style cotinterbalancing mechan-
ism for ttn-ning a stubborn lateral

incisor, 1336.

how made, 1337.

illustration of sepai'ate parts of, 1337.
" One-eyeness " expression caused by

absence of one upper central, 768.

Opening of medial suture, a case of

natural widening of the arch. 503.

Operations by absorption or flexibility,

painless under one law, 185.

special considerations preparatory
to, 757.

author's usual plan for noting, 1262.

for beatitifying the teeth not objec-

tionable, 540.

benefit of timely, 619.

cases treated should be inspected
for months after, 361.

cause of failures in. See Failure,

classification of, 753.

complete and incomplete, 1090-1093.

patients should be seen often dur-
ing, 1325 II., 1463.

perfect and imperfect. 1094.

when too early to begin, for closing

spaces, 968.
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suspension of, 1179.

for elevating teetli should be closely

watched, 1495.

for correction of teeth divided into

two classes, 766.

for closing spaces between side

teeth, illustrated, 6-il.

for lateral movement of the crowns
and roots of central incisors, illus-

trated, 647.

for moving roots. See Boots of

teeth ; Root-moving Mechan-
isms.

by wooden wedges for closing inter-

dental spaces, appearance of,when
completed, 630.

for drawing a tooth from an abnor-
mal position in the depths of jaw,
1470-1475.

for extracting malposed teeth and
implanting same in their proper
places, deprecated, 653.

for moving teeth over imequal dis-

tances at the same time, 1158.

various, for closing spaces between
teeth, 626. See also Interdental
Spaces.

dental, having for their object facial

improvement, 138, 507.

having for their object the bevel-

ling of teeth, 510.

ha'\'ing for their object evening of

teeth, 537.

having for their object the gi'inding

of teeth, 507.

having for their object the moving
of teeth, 609.

ha^-ing for their object the shorten-
ing of teeth, 510, 515. See also

Shortening Teeth.
having for their object the "trueing
up " of teeth, 521.

having for their object widening of

the arch, 284, 668.

intermittent pressure practicable in

surgical, 139, 192.

made difficult through contrariness

of patient and meddlesomeness of

friends, 758.

success of, depends considerably
upon carefulness of patient, 1290.

various, for elevating, mo^^ng, and
tiu'ning teeth. See under heads
of different kinds of teeth.

Operators should study case carefully

before deciding upon a line of

treatment, 533.

Opinions, author's reasons for criticis-

ing, 610.

Oppositely acting forces, from rubber
for turning a lower cuspid, 1384.

fi'om screw-jacks for turning upper
bicuspids, 1399.

Oppositely acting springs for turning
a single tooth, 1297, 1367.

Optical illusion, effect of, 591.

Oral uncleanliness, common, 359.

Origin of dentistry, on, 30.

Osseous tissues may undergo absorp-
tion painlessly, 168.

Osteoblasts, 71.

Outstanding cuspids of upper jaw, 705.

Outstanding front teeth, long-band
for regulating, 313. See also Long-
band.

Ovarian cyst, teeth and hair found in,

78.

Overcrowded teeth, ease of, how cor-

rected, 535.

methods of dealing with, 356.

liable to go astray if allowed to re-

main uusustained after theu* cor-

rection, 357.

See also Jumbled Teeth.
Overlapping incisors, 510, 1092.

Ovei'lapping of fi'ont teeth (laterally),

how to improve, 524.

Owen, 483.

Oxidation, covering mre with tin to

prevent, 1006.

"Package rubber rings," useful as well

as rings from tubing, in some
cases, 340, 1396.

Pain, an e%al, 156.

avoidable in moving teeth, 165, 187.

. avoidable in grinding teeth, 513, 593.

different exijeriences in, 865, 866.

caused by using coil-wire springs,

864, 866.

reducing tension of spring, to cause
less, 866.

Painless methods, most scientific, 194.

Painting different parts of mechan-
isms, 915.

Palate, cleft, 86.

Palmer, mechanism for drawing teeth

together, illustrated, 639.

Pancoast, 193 n:

Paper wheels, how to prevent warping
of, 530.

Paralysis of tissues, not scientific

treatment, 866.

Pare, 51.

(A. D. 1579) describes "transplan-
tation," 651, 1344.

Park, 81.

PaiT, 240, 783.

Partitions in troughs, 1477, 1478.
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Past and pi-osent views, 14, 15.

PatehiniT out plates, 380.

Patbolo|j;ic':il changes, how caused,
1.")(),' 160.

Patliological difficulties, mo^dug teeth

tlivoiigli, 766.

Patients, often mistaken as to cause

and position of pain, 593.

occasional reluctance as to regula-

tion, 660.

general appearance should be re-

garded in plans of treatment, 520.

should warn the operator of ap-

proach of pain, 513.

should be desirous of having opera-

tion performed, 758.

their comfort and convenience to be
regarded, 22.

as a rule prefer comfort to personal
appearance, 1256.

complain of pain from coil-wire

springs, 864.

main part of operation carried on
by. 1157, 1158.

keeping record of revolutions of nuts
and screws, 1479.

screw-acting mechanisms kept under
perfect control hv, 1496.

renewing rubber rings on mechan-
isms, 1394.

should be seen as often as possible.

1325 ;;., 1463.

success of operations depends con-

siderably upon carefulness and
intelligence of, 758, 1290.

determining the degree of pressure,

766, 1318.

sensation of, best guide as to the
proper degree of force, 165.

losing no time from business, 1078 n.

disobedient and unintelligent, the
object of iising hook-springs on,

888
ill-willed, 886, 887.

intelligence of, operations made
easy by, 758.

when intelligent, certain mechan-
isms may be relied upon, 1000.

nervous, not able to bear continued
force, 1104.

Patrick, 321, 333, 1054, 1056, 1295.

Peabody Museum, examination of

skulls in, 126.

Peg mechanisms, 216.

plates illustrated by Magitot, 217.

remarks concerning use of, 811,

1134.

middle of plate should be very
thick, 1204.

correcting jumbled teeth by, 770.

mo\"ing upper molars by, 1204.

Pegs, crutch-headed, 1134.

fish-tail shape, 1195, 1204.

of wire, 946, 946 ii.

Peirce, 71, 944.

Perfection of antagonism, not often
attainable, 496.

Peri-cementum, 150.

Peridental membrane, 146.

Period when teeth are most easily

regulated, 660.

Periosteum, 146.

Peruvian skulls and teeth, 127.

Philosophic plans, importance of con-
structing root-moving mechan-
isms upon, 970.

Philosophy of operation for correcting

antagonism of scissors, 569.

of applpng force upon teeth, illus-

tration showing, 759.

of applying force to cause lateral

movement of roots, 764.

of construction of frame inclined

planes, 793.

of action upon teeth, 760, 761.

of action and reaction upon plane,

illustrations showing, 795.

of action of force upon plate, 806 n.

of action of plugs, 859 n.

of placing the base of power on
other teeth than those to be
moved, 982.

Phoenician dentists, crib designed by,

879 n.

Phosphate of zinc, 867.

Physiological changes of tissue, in-

stances of, 155, 160.

Piano felting, cushions of, 1474 «.,

1475.

Piano-wire, laboratory' manipulation
of, 440.

springs made from, 1137, 1302, 1462,

1492.

Piers on ferules, 1281-1284.

should not be longer than is abso-

lutely necessary, 1284 n.

should be made with smooth siu--

faees, 1284 u.

block, 1356, 1357.

Pincers, used for bending wire and
strips of plate, 1286.

Pins for holding together strips of

plate, 847.

used when gold wire cannot be ob-

tained, 1300.

riveting spring to plate with, 1491.

soldered to teeth, 1045.

used in cavities, 859, 1324.

used on ferules, 1067, 1069, 1300.

used as levers, 1251, 1252, 1300.

used on plates, 954.-

pits for, 1052, 1052 «., 1324.
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as retainers, 859 «., 1036, 1324, 1325 n.

tack, 808.

Pits and grooves in teeth, 512.

remarks upon, 1042, 1052 n.

should not be resorted to unless ab-
solutely necessary, 1042, 1461.

rarely necessary, 1042.

decayed cavities used in place of,

10.32, 1324.

ferules cemented to teeth used in-

stead of, 1042, 1052 n., 1269 n.,

1467 n.

filling with gold, 1038 n., 1467.

filling with gutta-percha, 1052 n.

for catching hooks in. 1119. 1468,
1472.

for lodging .jacks, 1379.

in cuspids that require elevating,
1461.

for resting knobs in, 1467.

for resting pin-points in, 1052,
1052 r,., 1324.

for resting screw-jacks in, 1079.

for resting springs in, 1037, 1038.

in ferules and clamp-bands, 874,

1037.

in plates for resting springs in, 1197.

Placing in bondage all teeth except
those to be moved, 814.

rubber rings, instruments for. 935,

997, 1394.

Plane of socket resistance, 470, 474.

of sui'face resistance, 469.

Planes, inclined. See Inclined Planes.
inclined, deA-ised by Imrie, 228.

inclined, metallic single-tooth, 231.

Planning mechanisms for moving
teeth, firm anchorage to be con-
sidered in, 772.

Plans for applying spring-wire levers,

342.

for regulating teeth, should be se-

lected with regard to efi'ectiveness

of the mechanisms, not ease of

their manufacture, 209.

of anchoring roof-plate by clamp-
band, 806, 809.

when first published by author, 809 ».

Plate, strips of. See Strips of Plate.

Plate-cuspids, used in place of bicus-
pids, 1091.

Plate mechani.sms, 211.

Plates, best plan for construction of,

805.

old plan for making, 91 0.

the most unsatisfactory way of

anchoring plain, 805.

clamp-bands the best anchors for,

805.

should not press upon the soft tis-

sues, 805.

how prevented, 805.

three kinds of, 910.

made on the "box-fdan," 812, 910.
plain, seldom practicalde, 910.

"hollowing out" of roof-plate, 1114.
renewing, to keeji up x->ressui-e ujion

teeth, ll33.
remarks upon use of, for anchors,

1043.

large jjlates sometimes an advan-
tage, 1043.

object of using large, 1033.

to prevent springing of, 1138 «.

holding firm by aid of loop, 1035.
for artificial teeth used as a retainer,

1088, 1089, 1113.

differential effect of force on, 213.

liability to dislodgment, 214.

plans of retaining in po.sition, 468.

X^racticability often depends on the
position and shape of teeth, 473.

usual plan of connecting, 212.

for righting up lower molars, 561.

anchored by strings, 21.5, 381, 805.

anchored by clasps, 215, 805.

anchored by clamp-bands, 218, 805,

1138.

anchored by ferules, 215.

anchored by embracing teeth, 216.

anchored by screws, 218.

anchoring screws by, 1370.

anchoring springs to, 851, 855.

anchor-nuts for, 910, 911.

arms on, 812.

attachments for, 806-810, 910, 911,

1018, 1019.

box. See Box-plates.
clamp-band anchor, 806, 809-815,

910.

ears attached to, 805.

plain. 910, 1138.

ribbed, 378.

roof. 378, 1133.

retaining. 1088, 1089, 1113.

retaining, patching out, 380.

sealloxj-wire, 1138.

shaping of, 379.

spur. See Spm--plates.

in combination with long-bands,
325.

in combination with rubber rings,

806, 11.34.

in combination with hook-spring for

mo^ang upper cuspid, 1033.

in combination with spinngs for mov-
ing teeth, 851-861, 100.5-1007.

in combination \\-\th springs for turn-

ing teeth, 1292-1297.

in combination with screws, 909-917,

104.3-1049.

in combination with various meehan-
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isms for widening interdental

spaces, 9-29, 930. 937.

iu combination witli various mechan-
isms for elevating teeth, 1430-

1433, 1442-1449, 1455-1458, 1464-

1469, 1496-1501.

in combination with a spindle-

pointed screw-jack, 1045, 1046.

in combination -vvitli hook-screws,

1046-1049.

used in combination with various

other mechanisms in operations

for elevating, mo%dng, and turn-

ing teeth. See under the heads
of the various kinds of teeth.

Platinum, as compared with gold, 407.

combined ^A^ith gold or with iridium,

407, 410.

ferities made of, 812.

tacks for hooks, 808.

wire superior to strings, 1021.

wii'e for rivets, 380.

Plugger-like instrument for catching

rubber rings upon hooks, 1274.

Plugging teeth (first century), 49.

with wart-shape fillings, 393, 858,

946.

Plugs, wart-shape, 393, 633, 858, 946.

philosophy of action of, 859 «.

used for retaining purposes, 1289.

inserting to improve antagonism,

1203.

Point of contact, 469.

Pompeii, instruments, 45, 47.

Position of teeth, nomenclatm-e of,

199, 482.

Positive and probable mechanics, con-

trasted, 192, 457.

and probable mechanics, summary
of results of their action, 193.

Posterior teeth, how to treat in cases

of malantagonism, 560.

moving, 1203, 1207.

See also Molars.

Power, importance of controlling, 865.

Power of heredity, 103-106.

Power of natural tendency in correct-

ing deformity, 69.

Prehistoric races, examination of teeth

of, 126.

Prejudicing against improvements in

regulating teeth, 766, 772.

Premature calcification of (bone) su-

tm-es, 88.

loss of deciduous teeth as a cause of

iiTcgularity, 531, 847.

loss of deciduous teeth, spaces left

by, 777, 1089.

Pressure, anchor-ferules should be
sufficiently large not to cause,

1448.

caused by action of a hook-screw,
1048.

evil effect of, upon same fuleral

teeth, 802.

increasing and retaining, 892.

increasing by block of wood or rub-

ber, 891.

increasing by lengthening bow on
scallop-wire mechanism, 1010.

increasing by rebeuding spring,

1139.

maintaining by rebeuding spring
inward, 1146.

of plate upon soft tissue, 805.

using lugs to prevent, 1498.

renewing plate to keep up, 1134.

of strings and rubber upon fuleral

teeth, 802.

See also Force.
Preston, 109.

Prevention of splitting of bicuspids,

546.

Prevention of union of wrong places

in parts in soldering, 915.

Principles of application of force, 472,

759-764.

force and resistance as applied to

teeth, 474.

involved in mechanisms, 23.

Priority in discovery and invention,

22.

credit given for, whenever known,
23.

Professional progress, the author's ob-

ject, 16.

Prognosis, general remarks upon, 968.

Progress of dentistrv in the future,

26.

Prototypes of modern tm'uing mechan-
isms, 1326 J/.-1338 n., 1398 n.

Protruding teeth, lower incisors, ex-

cessive abnormality, 590.

plans for correcting and retaining,

375, 384.

T-roof-plate for retaining corrected,

381.

finger retaining-plate for, 382.

anchorage requii'ed in correcting,

465.

mechanisms for forcing in, 223, 224.

extraction as a means of correction

of, 659.

widening the arch in order to cor-

rect, 665, 668.

moving by power of elastic rubber,

811.

upper incisors, mechanisms for regu-

lating, 804-811, 856.

mechanisms preferi-ed in coi-recting,

mainly rest upon the labial sur-

faces, 890.
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upper incisors, extracted, 1321.

tui'niug two upper laterals, 1321.

Protrusion of upper deciduous teeth,

cause of, 775, 776.

few cases of, 776.

of lower deciduous teeth rare, 776.

before the sixth year uncommon,
776.

Ptolemy Soter, 41.

PuUing-jack, 1388.

PuUing-spring mechanism for turning
a cuspid, 1366.

Pulp, not affected by moving teeth

slowly, 977.

teeth may be moved backward with-

out injury to, 1098.

danger of destroving by elevation,

1409.

danger of destroying by the wrench-
ing process, 1341.

destroyed, fi'om difficulty of con-

trolling springs, 1293.

liability of killing, depends some-
what upon person's age, 1341.

Pulpless teeth, general remarks upon
moving, 983, 984.

when sockets are healthy, 983.

when sockets are unhealthy, 984.

moving by force from elastic rubber,

983, 989.

by force from gold scallop-wire, 983.

by force from screw, superior, 984.

by mechanism consisting of a long-

band screw and two clamp-bands,
988.

mechanism for, as used by Schange,
989.

operation for closing space between
upper incisors of patient fifty years
old, 989-992.

Punches for cutting rubber rings, 1280,

1349.

Pus-flowing sockets, 985-987.

Pushing-engines, should be attached to

the posterior parts of the anchor-
band, 1385.

Pushing-jacks, 911, 914, 1388.

Pushing-spring mechanism, 1366.

Pyorrhoea alveolaris or loculosis al-

veolaris, 986, 989.

Quick-setting cement (phosphate-of-

zinc), 867.

R.

Eaces, mingling of, universal, 117, 122.

Eadial jacks, 305, 308.
_

Ramus of the lower jaw, abnormal
growth of, 577.

arrest of growth of, 577.

oblique angle, 576.

hypothesis as to cause of its moving
back, 582.

Ratchet-wheels, springs controlled by,

861, 867.

clumsy, yet practicable, 867.

Rate of motion of teeth within which
painless movement is possible,

168.

Rate of movement of tooth every
twelve hours, table showing, 1481.

Reactive tendency of alveolar tissue,

353.

Reaetiveness of alveolus, sometimes
an aid to the regulator, 354.

Reade, 123, 124.

Ready-made buttons and hooks, 806,

807.

tack-pins for hook, 808.

wire staples, 806, 807.

Recession of the jaws from evolution,

113.

Recording dates of mechanisms, rea-

sons for, 17.

Redman, 57, 216, 1204 n.

Regulating and retaining planes, com-
bined, 787.

Regulating mechanisms. See Appa-
ratus ; Mechanisms.

Regulation, can'ied on by patients at

their homes, 409, 991, 1157, 1158.

history of, 29-39.

Relative position of teeth, important
in deciding as to gi-inding opera-

tions, 570.

Renan, 35.

Rengger, 113.

Repair of screws, 301.

Replantation process, tm"ning teeth

by, 1344.

an old process, 1344.

a slight modification of the "tor-

sion " plan, 1344.

often followed by abscess, 1344.

"Reserve forces," 1056.

Resistance of socket attachments, 463.

degi-ee of, in sockets, 783.

Resisting-arm, 1476.

Resorptive process, described by Sud-

duth, 144.

or giant-cells, 145.

Restoring original shape of teeth, 540.

Retainer, "figure-8," crude and un-

cleanly, 364.

"sickle" shape, worn wdthout in-

convenience, 691.

(skeleton) detachable, for incisors,

634.

detachable, description of a delicate

and efficient, 629, 630.
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Retainers, advantage of combining,

with artificial teeth, 992.

ailjustiible, 12G3.

artificial teeth as, overlapping of,

1323.

of artificial teeth with round gold

wire, 814, 1093.

eases in which they are not needed
exceptional, 355.

clamp-bands as, 1077, 1111, 1112,

1127, 1182, 1208.

clamp-band and splice, 1062.

clamp-band with wire arm, 1377.

crib-like, 1003.

detachable, the kind generally used,

359.

detachable, made of half-round gold

wire wdth flat fingers, 1320.

Eureka mechanism temporarily used

as, 1308.

ferules set with phosphate of zinc

desirable as, 359, 838, 933, 1012,

1147, 1208, 1325 n.

ferules connected by wire, 1103,

1120.

ferules with arms, 1200, 1250, 1319,

1380, 1412.

ferule with arm having a fish-tail

extremity, 1083.

ferule with double arm, 1289, 1427.

ferule with single arm, 1275, 1286.

ferules soldered together, 1319.

gold spur inclined plane worn as,

788.

gold thimble-crowns as, 1188.

importance of devising so as to easily

maintain cleanliness, 1325 n.

injiu-ious if not capable of being
cleansed, 356, 359.

length of time they should be worn,

355, 1345.

light and delicate fixtures preferable

to clumsy, 355.

multiple cap cemented into place

by phosphate of zinc, 1345.

occasional and continual use of, 354.

permanent, 814, 1004, 1319.

are permanently necessary if teeth

are overcrowded, 357.

pins as, 859 «., 1036, 1324, 1325 n.

planes as, 787, 788.

plates may be full or partial, 378.

plate anchored by clamp-band, 892.

plate supported by artificial teeth,

1088, 1089, 1111, 1112, 1323.

plate with platinum wire projecting

between the teeth, 858.

plate with gold fingers projecting

between the teeth, 1184, 1416.

plate fitting the lingual walls of the

entire dental arch, 1177.

plate with screw-jack, 1111.

plate, U-shape, having two spurs,

991.

plate, U-shape, having one spur,

1113.

plate, U-shape, with wire piece,

1206.

shape of plates used as, 379.

reason for the gradual doing away
of their use, 360.

combined with regulating mechan-
isms, 787, 856.

semi-elliptic spring mechanism serv-

ing as, 1148.

string used with bridge, 1411.

strings as, 1342.

strip of plate with strings, 1414,

1415.

temporary, 858, 1003, 1077, 1111,

1308, 1377, 1415.

unseen, 1325 n.

wart-shape fillings as, 633, 858, 946,

1289.

weak, should not be immediately
substituted for powerful moving
mechanisms, 360.

worn for two months, 1208.

worn for four months, 1004.

worn during the sitmmer, 1111.

worn for two years, 1320, 1378.

yoke-band used in place of, 1325.

Eetaining mechanism, how made, 364.

early use of, 353.

necessity of long or permanent wear-
ing of, increases as overci'owding

of teeth increases, 356.

permanent and detachable, 358.

wdsdom of having duplicates, 361.

See also Retainers.

Retaining-pins, 859 n., 1036, 1324,

1325 n.

Retaining-planes, combined with reg-

ulating, 787.

esthetically valuable as a retainer

when upper teeth are too short,

788.

not necessary when grinding teeth

would answer, 789.

Retaining teeth in position when ele-

vated, 1410. (See also A in frontis-

piece.)

Retention of teeth that should have
been extracted, a cause of irregu-

larity, 531.

to perfect contoiu' of lips, 1179.

of supernumeraries, 779.

Retrogressive changes in tissues, when
once begun, the tissues are more
easily irritated, 866.

Reversion, accounts for some cases of

peculiarities in features of man, 88.
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Ribbed plates, 378.

Ribbou-clamp mechanisms for turning
teeth, 1312-1320.

how constructed, 1312-1314.
operated by a screw, 1312.

illustration of different parts, 1312.

operation by, 1312.

modifications of, 1314.

ribbons on, restricted, to prevent
teeth from moving too far apart,
1313.

difficult to keep on tapering teeth,

1313.

doubling draught-ribbon on, 1313.

correcting a stubborn case by, 1315-
1320.

Ribbon mechanisms, gold, 1163.

for moving upper bicuspids, 1163-
1171.

double-acting, 1164.

triplex-acting, 1166.

old-style, 1165 n.

illustration of various parts of, 1164.

playing over a roller-bridge, 1165.

consisting of a gold ribbon in com-
bination with a clamp-band and
fork-piece, 1168.

consisting of a detachable ribbon
aud bridge-piece, 1169.

consisting of a ribbon anchored by
a clamp-band, 1326.

consisting of drag-ribbon anchored
by ferales, 1311.

evening teeth by, in combination
with screws, 1170.

slip-noose, 1323, 1324.

See also Loop Mechanisms.
Ribbons (metallic) for bands, 416.

corrugated. See Corrugated Metal-
lic Ribbons ; CoiTugated Strips
of Plate.

on triijlex-acting screw mechanisms,
757-762.

See also Draught-cords.
Richardson, 57, 216, 881, 1003, 1204 n.

Right-angled key, 349.

"Righting up" of teeth, different re-

sults Cpartiallv formed roots), 614.

of inclined teeth, 1098.

screw-jack partially serving to, 1110.

Ring-hinges attached to lugs for anch-
oring clamp-bands to plates, 219.

Ring-shape mechanisms for encircling
teeth, 233.

Rings, levered, for righting up teeth,

562.

on clamp-bands, 1158.

cuspid, 1052.

cylindrical, 1238.

on ferules, 1041.

rubber. See Rubber Rings,
Rising of anchorage teeth, cause of,

1385.

Rivet-nut, 1018.

Rivets, 1457.

Rollers on bridge-piece, 1165, 1166 «.,

1314.

Roof-plates, 225, 378, 442.

used in combination with screws for
moving upper incisors, 909-917.

See also Plates.

Root-moving mechanisms, first, 969.
importance of constructing on pliilo-

sophic plans, 970.

indifferently planned, cannot be re-

lied upon, 970.

illustrations showing effect of strain
upon weak, 975.

consisting of clamp-band and guide-
piece, 970, 971 n.

consisting of clamp-band and trough-
piece, 971.

same used with blocks, 972, 973.

consisting of screw and two crowns,
974.

consisting of ferules and bolt, 975.

consisting of screws, ferules, and
strips of plate, 978, 979.

consisting of a roof-plate, stiff serew-
cut gold wire, and clamp-band,
980, 981.

consisting of a longitudinal-screw
clamp-band, ferule, wire, screw,
and staples, 981, 982.

devised for root-apex operation,
1106.

powerful, required for moving roots

through considerable thickness of

alveolar tissue, 982.

screw-acting, for parallel movement
of crowns and roots, 968-982.

Roots of teeth, calcified and uncalci-

fied, 617.

divergence of, sonaetimes retards an
operation, 1410.

gradual development and calcifica-

tion of, 610.

illustrating effect of force upon, 763,

764.

jumbled and distorted (oi'iginal) con-
dition, 613.

lateral movements of, two plans,

direct and indirect, 621, 970, 971.

occasional abnormalities during de-

velopment, 613.

partially formed, different effects

upon, caused by the "righting
up " of crowns, 614.

philosophy of their lateral move-
ment, illustrated, 622, 764.

crookedness of, make operations
difficidt. 463, 769, 1117, 1224.

lateral movement of (first operation
performed), 647.
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the apic'os generally reinaiii com-
paratively stationary, 709.

apex forward operation, 1103.

what proved by, 1117 i>.

backward niovenient of, 1103-1105.

separating interfering, 1107-1109.

serving as arms of levers, 975.

moving throngh considerable thick-

ness of alveolar tissne, powerful

mechanism required for, 982.

parallel movement of crowns and,

by screw-acting mechanisms, 968-

982.
" Rotators, " turners, 338-346. See also

Turning Teeth in their Sockets.

Roimd wire, an improvement on flat

strips of plate, 826, 831.

cribs made of, 800 n.

Rubber, often the best material for

regulating children's teeth, 190,

770.

Rubber inclined planes, process of

making, 230, 784.

Rubber rings, smallest, how made,
1279, 1280, 1349, 1350.

cut from sheet-rubber, 799, 1280,

1349, 1488.

cut from straw-size tubing, 1349.

cut from rubber tubing, 799, 800,

1238.

punches for cutting, 1280, 1349,

1488.

rubber used must be new and tough,
1350.

strongest and most useful, 800.

preferred to other mechanisms by
many dentists, 770.

should not be applied so as to cramp
the teeth, 770.

evil effects of pressure of, upon ful-

cral teeth, 802.

improper application of, difficulty

overcome, 802.

graduating degree of force from,
839.

var3dng degree of force from, by us-

ing different sizes, 839.

varying degree and direction of

force by shifting, 1271.

varying sizes of, 1349.

tension of, adjusting and increasing,

1393, 1394.

doubling, 1280.

renewing, 1075, 1127, 1250.

acting from a properly proportioned
wire, 1419.

two rings no advantage over one,

1419.

one, may do the work of three,

812.

used in place of strings, 799, 1256.

vs. corrugated metallic strips, 803,

1013.

anchors for, 770, 821, 834, 835.

attaching to plate, means of, 806.

"election rings," 800.

hooks for, 839, 1039, 1073, 1075.

instruments for placing, 935, 997,

1394.

package bands, 1396.

turning a tooth by, 962 n.

turning teeth by oppositely acting
forces fi'om, 1384.

used with a bridge-piece for elevat-

ing a tooth, 1486, 1487.

used to prevent teeth from being
drawn forward bodily, 1296.

used in combination with various

mechanisms in operations for ele-

vating, moving, and turning teeth.

See under the heads of the various

kinds of teeth.

Rubber sheeting, elevating teeth by,

1417.

Rubber tubing, 799, 800, 1238, 1349.

Rubber wedges, 244, 982.

Rules, definite, as to extraction im-
j)ossible to mark out, 659.

fundamental, for constructing regu-
lating mechanisms, 458.

regarding anchorage resistance, not
infallible, 772.

S.

Saddles, hood-shape, on bridge-piece,
1439.

in combination with screw mechan-
ism, 1499.

advantage of, 1439.

object of, 1499.

Saddle-trough on a crane mechanism,
1478.

Salter, 322, 803, 851, 890.

Sand-paper wheels, 1188.

Sash clamp-band, illustration of, 823.

drawing a lateral to line by, 822.

Sayi-e, 77.

Scallop-wire, force from, for moving
pulpless teeth, 983.

Scallop-wire mechanisms, devised by
author, 891, 1016.

possess both pulling and pushing
qualities, 891.

greater value lies in the pushing
quality, 891.

pushing force made greater by in-

creasing size of scallop, 891.

pulling force made greater by de-

creasing size of scallop, 891.

character of force may be derived
from elastic wire, 891.
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best results often obtained from rigid

wire, 891.

anchors for, 891, lOlG.

anchored to clamp-bands, 1010.

anchored to plate, 1138.

for elongating the upper arch, 906.

moving lower iiieisors by intermit-

tent force from, 1014-1016.

used for retaining purposes, 1017.

for regulating instanding upper bi-

cuspid, 1138.

for turning upper cuspids, 1366.

See also Corrugated Strips of Plate.

Scattered anchor teeth, 822, 915-917,

1370.

Scattered teeth, causes of, 1184-1186.

correction of, 1187-1189.

Schange's crib-clasp, 805, 879-881,

891, 893, 896, 1003 n.

screw, 909, 989.

Scissor-like levers, 1476-1478.

Scissors antagonism, 565.

antagonism, treatment of, 569.

Scott, 543 n.

Scraps, improvising mechanisms from,

1056.

Screw, first use of, in dentistry, 57,

909.

growth of sentiment in its favor, 65,

192.

first persons to use, with long-band,

907, 989.

covering end of, with globular nut
to prevent irritating the lips, 1067.

covering with tube to prevent irri-

tating the tongue, 1087.

filing the end of, to prevent irritat-

ing the gum-tissue, 1108.

flattening end of cuspid-screw to

permit deviation, 1067.

looseness of, in staples permits free-

dom of action of teeth borne upon,
1810.

making smooth to prevent irritating

the lips, 1309.

metals preferable for making, 65.

most effective instrument for caus-

ing intermittent force, 186, 1017.

need not be large in order to be
strong, 434.

object of having a foot, 1501.

operations with, carried on with a

view to investigation, 161.

rate of advance of a tooth that can
be painlessly borne, 165.

"ripping" of threads in mechan-
isms disabling them, 1057.

shifting of; holes in bridge-piece for,

1473.

strain upon a delicate, illustration

showing effect of, 975.

tightening clamp-band to teeth by,

878
T-piece, 1183.

idea that its influence is valuable
only for a limited period after ap-
plication, shown to be erroneous,
189 n.

value of, is in placing tissues in ad-
vantageous conditions for uiider-

going physiological changes, 189 11.

works progressively, but at same
time gives tissue pressure rest,

189 n.

See also Subjects, which follow.

Screw clamp-band (transverse-screw),
233. See also Transverse-screw
Clamp-band.

clamp-band (longitudinal-screw),
234. See also Longitudinal-screw
Clamp-band.

Screw clamp-band plate, 912.

Screw-crib, 878.

Screw-cut wire, 980.

Screw-jacks, history of dental, 58.

general account of construction,
271-312.

as easy to work with as elastic rub-
ber, 770.

adapted for moving individual teeth,

914.

serving partially to '
' right up " cus-

pid, 1110.

covering with sleeve or tube, 1081,

1082, 1154.

acting compensatingly, 1387.

applied diagonally, 1158, 1159.

oblique action of, a special virtue,

1159.

direct and indirect force from, mov-
ing teeth by, 1158, 1159.

pulpless' teeth moved by, 989.

anchored to a box-plate, 911.

anchored by a longitudinal-screw
clamp-band, 921, 1379.

anchored by ferules, 1079, 1157.

Angelas, 63, 272.

bail, 1213, 1214.

barrel of, 1081.

box-swivel, 1376, 1378.

concave tack-head extremity, 1110.

cylindrical, 1054, 1083.

double-acting, 1074, 1333, 1399.

draw, 293, 1379.

Dwinelle's, 63, 272, 293, 910, 912.

ferule, 273.

nut, 275.

operated by a lever-kev, 1083, 1157,

1159.

pulling, 1156, 1379, 1388.

pushing, 281, 911, 914, 1156, 1157,

1379, 1388.

radial, 300.
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resting in pits, 1079.

as retainers, lOGl, 1073.

short, nsed for widening space, 1089.

sockets for, 912. 913, 922.

spindle, 277, 916, 1045, 1046, 1078,

1079.

stay, 291.

swivel, 911, 914, 914 11., 920, 1041,

1061, 1080, 1157.

tail, 911, 913, 914.

transpalatine, 1042, 1054, 1373-

1379.

triplex, 256.

yoke, 281. See also Drag-screws.
used to support loug-band as aid to

clanip-baud and splice iu drawing
side teeth forward, 646.

used with a screw clamp-band plate,

912.

used in eoiubination with clamp-
band for widening arch, 1264,

1265.

used iu combination with various

other mechanisms iu operations
for elevating, moving, and turning
teeth. See under the heads of

the various kinds of teeth.

Screw and loop retainer, 369.

Screw-loop, duplex-acting, 955.

Screw-loop, triplex-actiug, 257.

Screws and bolts, 412.

construction of, 412.

for clamp-band, 1054.

for long-bands, 424.

repair of, 412.

various forms of heads, 412, 435.

wire for, 414.

Screws and Screw-Acting Mechan-
isms :

exactness sectired and projier degi'ee

of force obtained by, 766.

highest skill required in using, 1356.

principle upon which mechanisms are

constructed governs the value of

their action, 1017.

value of, depends upon circum-
stances of the case, 1017.

simplest kind of mechanisms, 910.

best and safest kind of mechanisms
for elevating teeth, 1407, 1496.

differ widely in construction, 1496.

often superior to all other engines of

force, 1305.

when practicable for turning teeth,

1305.

more effective than elastic rubber
for turning teeth of patients over
thirty, 1397.

more satisfactory for elevating teeth

than rubber rings or metallic

springs, 1440.

superior to other mechanisms for

moving cuspids posteriorly, 1042.

lower cuspids moved easily by, 1 124.

mechanisms having screw on the
labial side of the teeth, 1308,
1311-1318.

meclianisms having screw on the
lingual side, 1308-1310.

anchoring, old-fashioned way of,

1370.

anchored by ferules and clamp-band
without plates, 918-923, 1050.

anchored by strings or small wire,

1017.

bridge mechanisms, 1064-1070, 1163.

concentric, 952, 953.

cuspid, 1067.

detachable, curved and straight,

1449.

drag. See Drag-screws.
draught-cords (direct") operated bv,

1050-1058.

draught-cords (indirect) operated
by, 1059-1063.

duplex-acting mechanisms operated
by, 945-950.

hook, 948, 1046-1049, 1057, 1117.

lever-acting, 949, 950.

loops, 1150. See also Loop Mech-
anisms.

needle mechanisms operated by,

1086.

pulpless teeth moved by, 984-990.

set of, 919.

thumb-wheel, 947.

triplex-acting, for widening inter-

dental spaces, 956-967.

tube, 952.

turning teeth by, remarks upon, 1305.

turning one tooth by, 1306.

wedge-acting mechanisms operated
by, 951-955.

widening and closing interdental
spaces by. See Interdental Spaces

;

Widening Interdental SiDaees.

used with bridge-piece for moving
iipper cuspids, 1064-1070.

used with interdental block clamp-
band, 1117-1120.

used with spur-plates for correcting

partty erupted cuspids, 1095-1120.

used in combination with various

other mechanisms iu operations

for elevating, moving, and turn-

ing teeth. See under the heads
of the various kinds of teeth.

See also Screw-jacks.

Scythians as dentists, 38.

Secrecy among old-time dentists, 827 n.

Sensitiveness iu grinding teeth, not
necessarily permanent, 513.
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Separating teeth by various mechan-
isms. See Wideidug Interdental
Spaces.

Separators, Elliott's, Parr's, and Far-
rar's (illustrated), 240.

duplex-acting metallic-spring, 936.

duplex-acting screw, 945.

H-piece, 253-256, 1089.

plate and skeleton mechanism, 928.

spider, 252.

spring, 251.

triplex-acting screw, 257, 258, 956.

triplex-acting elastic-rubber, 259-
262.

wedge-acting, operated by screws,
951.

See also Widening Interdental
Spaces.

Septum of nose, a guide for determin-
ing the proper position of central
incisors, 1180.

Shape of teeth, influences firmness of
mechanisms, 475.

Shaw, 953, 953 n.

Shellac to prevent irritation, 515, 529.

Shepard, 1364.
" Shoeing " teeth, 540.

"Shoes" for holding extremities of

wire sijriug, 1195, 1211.

sliding, 1436.

Short-bands. See Strips of Plate,

short lever-bands more convenient to

wear than long ones, 1245. See
also Lever-ferules,

short wire springs as an aid for
turning teeth, 1298-1301. See also

Springs.
Shortening teeth, 510.

by grinding, 1176, 1505.

case extending over a period of

three years, 1176.

causes an improvement in facial

expression, 1177.

(apparent) by forcing them farther
into their sockets, 1505-1508.

treatment for " tall " teeth, 1409.

Shortness of teeth, 1408.

Shoulders on bands, 1494.
" Shrinkage of jaw," 86.

Siamese twins, section of their band,
192.

Side-acting mechanisms, 982, 997.

Side-grip anchors, pi'inciple of, 880.

value of, 882.

should never become obsolete, 882.

Side teeth, instanding, mechanism for

forcing them to line, 305.

lower, why not to be extracted, 771.

Sidon, interesting specimen found in,

35.

Siegfried, 806.

Silken ligatures for regulating front
teeth, 799.

Similar cases treated differently, 1265-
1271.

Simplicity standing for cheapness in
mechanisms not so valuable as
effectiveness for work, 209.

complicated, 773.

a merit in mechanics, 772.

Single curve of line of teeth, 493.
Single-tooth ferules combined with

long-bands, 326.

Single-tooth planes, 231.

Sinking teeth in their sockets termed
"depi'essiou," 1408.

"Sixth-j'-ear," or first molar, relative
to its value, 681.

or first molar, discussions as to its

value, a problem not difficult to
solve, 682, 683.

or first molar, some reasons that
justify its extraction, 684.

or first molar vs. bicuspids, 684.

Skeleton mechanisms, for correcting
upper front teeth, 930-935.

for elevating upper incisors, 1434-
1440.

for correcting lower teeth, 1008-
1023.

for moving cuspids, 1037.
turning upper bicuspids by, 1393-

1400.

for elevating a single tooth, 1457.
anchors in combination with

draught-cords, 1050.

lever mechanisms with band-anch-
ors, 1475-1478.

planes, construction and application
of, 789.

not to be recommended, 789, 790.

rubber retainers, 383.

Skulls, results of examination of

ancient and modern savages, 118.

Sleeves used for covering screws,

1081, 1082, 1154.

Sliding needle mechanisms, 1085-
1087.

Slightly overcrowded teeth, how to

liberate, 526.

Slip-noose ribbon mechanism, 1323,

1324.

Slits in long-band weakening, 905.

Smith, 771.

Socket-resistance, 470, 783.

Sockets, growth and structure of, 171.

diseases of, caused by carelessness

in applying mechanisms, 355.

diseases of, caused by dead pulp, 987.

diseases of, caused by turning teeth

by the wrenching process, 1341,

1344.
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diseases of, different kind.s of, 985-

987.

diseased, must lirst be cured before

moving the teetli, 985.

anchoring teeth to prevent soreness

of, 772.

irritation of, caused by anchor-ferule

being too small, 1448.

lifting tooth from (replantation pro-

cess), 1344.

healthy and unlicaltliv, 983-992,

1505, 1506.

moving pulpless teeth in healthy or

in dfseased, 983-992.

teeth elevated in, 772. See also

Elevation of Teeth.
teetli forced farther into, 1505-1508.

teeth turned in, 769, 786, 838. See
also Turning Teeth ; Wrenching
Process.

on ferules and clamp-bands, 874,

874 «., 885.

in plate for screw-jack, 912, 913.

Soldering ferules, 428.

Solders, different kinds, composition
of (how made), 443.

object of using soft, 1142.

connecting springs with bands of,

to prevent loss of elasticity, 1040.

Soundness of teeth to be regarded in

deciding on extraction, 669, 684.

Space between central incisors, closed

by lateral movement of crowns
and roots, 647.

between centrals, closed by the direct

and the indirect operation, 970,

971.

between lower incisors, operation
for closing, 636.

between side teeth, closed by clamp-
band and splice, 646.

between side teeth, closed by draw-
ing posterior teeth forward, 639.

the complete and the incomplete
operation for closing, 1090-1093.

improper way of closing, 1094.

insufficient alveolus, as a cause of

irregularity, 99.

interdental, closed by clamp-band,
631, 1090.

interdental, closed by clamp-band
aided by guide-trough, 634, 970,

971.

Spaces between teeth, filled by im-
plantation, 651, 1345.

interdental, caused by extraction of

teeth, 607.

interdental, closing of same by mov-
ing straggling teeth, 609.

interdental, closed by lateral move-
ment of cro-mis of teeth, 615, 970.

interdental, closing of, by the lateral

movements of botli crowns and
roots of teeth, 617, 970, 971.

interdental, closed by use of wedges,
629, 1187-1189.

interdental, with deposits of calculi,

606.

interdental, division of, 627.

interdental, closed by artificial teetli,

650, 1088, 1089.

interdental, resulting from "tilt-

ing " of teeth, 607.

interdental, various operations for

closing, 626. See also Interdental
Spaces,

caused by teeth drifting along the
alveolar ridge, 1088.

general remarks upon, 1088.

permanent, caused by extraction of

wrong adult teeth, 1089.

temporary, caused by too early ex-
traction of deciduous teeth, 1089.

widening by blocks of wood, cork,

rubber, spring-jack, etc., 1089.

See also Widening Interdental
Spaces.

Spear-headed clasps, 881.

Special considerations preparatory to

operations, 757.

Spectacle-bow wire, 887, 1302.

Speech, imperfection of, entirely over-

come by correction of irregular-

ities, 1177.

Spencer, quoted, 129, 132.

Spider separator, 252.

Spindle-jack rested in a cavity, 277.

Spining-wheel a type of probable
mechanics, 457.

Spiral spring-jacks, 1153-1155.

Spiral springs, in combination with
box-plate, 852.

for connecting teeth with plate, 806.

Splice clamp-band, 917, 1060-1063,

1101, 1129.

Splice ribbons, 1061.

Spring-clamps, clamp-bands are not,

877.

Spring-jacks, 263.

adjustable, 1154.

illustrations of, 1153, 1154.

non-adjustable, 1154, 1155.

spiral, 1153-1155.

may be applied independently or in

combination with plates, ferules,

or clamp-bauds, 1155.

Spring-levers, 440, 1298-1304.

general remarks upon, 1364.

See also Lever-fei-ules.

Spring machines are numerous, 862.

See also Springs.

Spring pinch-clamp, 1082.
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Springs, 223, 441.

adjustable, 1432.

all-wire, 1426, 1494.

arched-wire, 1495.

bail, 873.

bow, 854, 1144, 1442, 1443.

coil-wire. See Coil-wire Springs.
compensating, 884, 885, 1102, 1145,

1146.

concentric, 861, 864.

concentric-coil, 1035, 1036, 1036 n.

curved, 853, 864, 1037.

detachable, 855, 874, 875, 1143.

duplicate, 943, 944, 1039.

duplex-acting, 936-944.

elliptic, 1148-1150.

gold, 863, 883, 1495.

gun-lock, 940.

"hair-pin," 938, 1428, 1429, 1437,

1499.

hook, 880, 881, 887, 888.

hook, used with clamp-bands and
plate, 1033.

hook, used with clamp-bands with-
out plate, 1038.

hook, used for elevating teeth, 1425-
1427.

labial and lingual, on clamp-band,
1040.

materials for, 863.

modifications of, 440.

old-style transpalatine, 944.

oppositely acting, 1297, 1367, 1368.

piano-wire, 1137.

plain vs. coil, 864, 866.

proper form of, 863, 864.

pulling, 1366.

pushing, 857, 891, 892, 1366.

resembling a steel clamp, 939.

round-wire, 939, 940.

scallop-wire. See Scallop-wire Mech-
anisms.

self-acting, 889.

separating, 936-944, 1293.

silver, 863.
• sizes of, 883, 886.

spectacle-bow vsdre, 887, 941, 1040,

1146, 1302.

spiral, 806. 852, 864.

S-shape, 857, 858.

steel, 863, 869, 939.

straight, 864, 883.

triplex-acting, 871.

trough, 1423.

U-shape, 857, 858, 940-942, 1137.

wire-side, 1493.

wire-span, 1493.

W-shape, anchored to a V-shape
plate, 860.

zigzag, 856, 857, 891.

adjusting tension of, 1432.

alteration in form of, repeated twice
a week, 858.

maybe practicable if properly formed
and anchored, 770.

anchoring l)y strings, 862, 1005.

anchoring to plates, 851, 855, 936,
1032.

anchoring by ferules, 867-876, 941,
942, 1009, 1010, 1213.

anchored by clamp-band, 882-889,
1010, 1293, 1367.

anchored by clasps, 1144.

anchored to cribs, 877-882, 1008.

bending to prevent slipping, 1102.

clumsiness, a drawback to, 873,

938.

crossing, 1010.

curving, to fit the palatine arch,

886, 1042.

elevating teeth by, general remarks
upon, 1422.

examining often to avoid too strong
a draught, 1423-1425.

increasing force of, by rebending,
1007, 1011.

increasing power of, by widening,
1144.

moving teeth by, remarks upon, 851,

1037.

for moving instanding teeth to line,

871.

power of, to be considered, 865.

power, controlling of, 865.

preventing loss of elasticity in,

1040.

preventing slipping of, 855, 860,

939, 1102, 1144.

preventing tooth from moving side-

wise by oppositely acting, 1297.

pulps destroyed through difficulty

of controlling, 1293.

separating teeth a short distance by,

939.

staples and tubes for, 1034, 1144 n.

tension of, made weak in order that
tooth may not move too rapidly

during elevating operation, 1425,

1426.

turning teeth by, principle of mech-
anisms similar to those for moving
teeth, 1292.

turning teeth by, mechanisms, act

somewhat upon the principle of

the lever, 1298.

turning teeth, one of the earliest

mechanisms used for, 1293.

used for widening interdental spaces,
none practicable in all cases, 936.

See also Widening Interdental

Spaces,
used with and without plates and in
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combination with varions other

mechanisms in operations for ele-

vating, moving, and turning teeth.

See under the heads of the various

kinds of teeth.

Spur-plates, general remarks upon,

1095.

how made, 1097.

anchored by clamp-bands, 1096.

anchored by ferules, 1096.

as applied to the teeth, 1114.

spurs bent U-sbape, 1135.

causing continued force, 1097.

sectional views of, 1097, 1135.

substituting spurs on, 1096.

as retainers, 1136.

used for correcting partly erupted

upper cuspids, 1095-1100.

used for moving upper bicuspids,

1135, 1136.

used for moving upper molars, 1205.

used for " righting up " an inclined

tooth, 1098, 1099, 1113.

used for widening the dental arch,

1097.

Spiu-s. made of gold plate, 1096, 1135,

1136.

application of, upon cuspid, 1113.

attached to plate. See Spur-plates,

riveting, to plate, 1135, 1136,

vrdcanizing, to plate, 1136.

as retainers, 991, 1113.

bent U-shape, 1135, 1205.

used to prevent hook from slipping,

1307.

used on inclined planes, 788.

used on long-band, 1001.

used on ribbon mechanism, 1164.

used on spring mechanism, 941.

used on triplex-acting mechanism,
959.

" Square on, and under bite," 795.

S-shape springs, 857, 858.

Stapled ferules for retaining individ-

ual teeth, 372.

for levers, 1233,

Staple-hinges, 1433.

Staples, for plates, 806.

fixed to plate in various ways, 806,

807.

old and modern forms of, 807,

ready-made, 806, 807.

when used as a button, 808.

springs supported by, 1034, 1035.

tube superior to, for holdiug spring,

1144 n.

Stay-cord used with screw-acting

mechanism, 1161.

Steel not the best metal for regulating

screws, 65.

Stellwagen, 109,

Stevens, 529.

Stick not equal to a plane, 770,

Straggling teeth, reasons for moving
them to close sjjaccs, 609. See also

Scattered Teeth.
Stratum, granular (in teeth), 612.

Strings, general remarks upon use of,

for moving teeth, 798, 799.

as applied l)y Dclabarre, 800.

as applied by Maury, 801.

as anchors, not used by best opera-

tors, 895.

anchoring springs by (obsolete),

862, 1005.

catgut superior to, 1468 u.

clasps superior to, 805, 850.

cord mechanisms used with drag-

screw, 1017, 1019.

elastic rubber in place of, 830, 1256.

evil effects of pressure of, upon ful-

cral teeth, 802.

gums affected by, 905 n.

improperly applied, difficulty over-

come, 802.

metallic anchor taken place of,

895.

platinum wire superior to, 1021,

1443 «., 1468 n.

prevented from slipping by gum-
guard hooks, 905 n.

renewing, 1296.

rings in place of, 1433.

secured by knobs, 1296.

in connection with screws, 426, 1465.

in connection with screws and
bridge-piece, 1065.

temporary use of, 832.

tjang directly to screw-heads may
be a mistake, 1022.

tying spring to teeth by, 1296.

tying strips of plate to teeth by,

826-830, 835, 846-850.

unsatisfactorv use of, in anchoring

plates, 805."

wire vs. strings, 1021.

may sometimes be safely used by
experts in elevating teeth, 1407.

used for attaching elliptic spring to

ferule, 1149.

used with bridge mechanism, 1064,

1411, 1495.

used with gum-guard hooks, 801.

used with long-band, different plans

of attaching, 905. See also Long-
bands,

used for correcting lower incisors,

995.

used with plate and springs, 1433.

used to tie bow-spring mechanism,
1213.

used for turning teeth, 1226, 1228,

1237-1239, 1256.

used in combination with various

other mechanisms in operations

for elevating, moving, and turning
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teeth. See under the heads of the
various kinds of teeth.

Strips of plate (short-band), old plan
of correcting teeth by, 826-831.

author's moditieation of, 831.

plans by early dentists, 827-831, 835.

old plans modernized, 836.

modern plans, 839-849.

historical notes concerning, 828 n.-
830 n.

operation by, 845.

anchored to teeth by strings, 826-
829.

anchoring, clamp-band valuable for,

845.

corrugated. See Corrugated Strips
of Plate.

long. See Long-bands.
narrow, as anchors for rubber rings

(old plan), 770.

narrow, cribs made from, 877.

narrow, springs made from, 862, 863.

round gold wire an improvement on,

826, 831, 1298.

teeth temporarily retained by, 1415.

turning teeth by repeated bendiagof

,

1285-1291.

Studs, 1282.

Subanchors, 1068.

Success, esthetic mechanisms neces-
sary for, 774.

" lukewarmness " detrimental to,

758.

Sudduth, 71, 144.

Superincumbent teeth, 670.

Supernumerary teeth, 729.

general treatment of, 779-781.

some remarkable cases of, 777-780.

galaxy sets, 777.

upj)er, 777-779.

lower, 778.

thii'd molars, 779.

in early life, 779.

occurring late in life, 779.

conditions requiring retention of, 779.

crowding normal teeth out of posi-

tion, 779.

extraction of, 780, 976.

applying mechanism, after extrac-
tion of, 781.

upper centrals moved out of place
by, 780, 976.

upper cuspids sometimes erroneously
regarded as, 1027.

Superstitious ideas about dentistry
and medicine in ancient times, 44.

Swaying of teeth, to the medial line,

1179-1189.
of severaltoaceommodateafew,1180.
of eight anterior upper teeth to the

left, 1187.

generally only one or two teeth re-

quire swaying, 1173.

occasionally half the teeth require
swaying, 1173.

extracting and retaining teeth con-
sidered, 1179.

guide for, 1180.

illustrations of various stages of op-
erations, 1180-1184, 1187-1189.

two ways of, by pulling force and by
pushing force, 1186.

by using wedges, 1187, 1188.
Swivel-pieces, 978, 1018, 1019, 1053.

screw-jack. See Screw-jacks.
Syringes, concentric barrel, 990.
screw-acting alveolar abscess, hav-

ing a delicate nozzle, 990.

System, criticisms on author's, 8-10.
error of confounding principles of
system for correction, with the phi-
losophy of construction of mech-
anisms, 186.

want of (in the past), in construct-
ing mechanisms for regulation,
205.

T.

Table of dimensions of anchor-band
bars, 417.

Table of dimensions of ribbons or
bands, 416.

Table of dimensions of screw wire,
etc., 415.

Table of dimensions of taps and dies,

450.

Table of statistics as to oral deform-
ities, 110.

Table showing rate of elevation of a
tooth, 1479-1482.

Tack-pins for hooks, 808.

Taft, 855, 1006, 1138, 1295 n.

Tail screw-jacks, 911, 913, 914.

Talbot, 109, 110, 442.

on protrusion of teeth, 776.

operations by coil-wire springs bv,
859, 861, 874, 1196, 1212, 1462, 1492.

spring, 875, 1197, 1212.

tube-ferules, 1058, 1233, 1233 n.,

1300, 1303.

turning centi'al by lever-ferule, 1290.
" Tall " teeth, correcting, 1408.

two kinds of treatment for, 1408,

1409.

generally found among lower in-

cisors and posterior molars, 1408.

occasionally found among upper cus-

pids, 1408.

Tape of linen or cotton used for sepa-
rating teeth, 928.

Tap-holders, 448.

Taps, 447.

Teaching, different methods of, 17.

Teeth, abnormal eruption of, 75, 777.

abnormal position of a tooth in

depths of jaw, 1470.
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absence of, 94.

of acrobats, 1186.

anchor. See Anchor Teeth,

apparent shortening of, 1505-1508.

anterior, when insufficient for an-

chorage, how the posterior teeth

can be luoveil forward, 643.

balking of, 1317, 1318.

bicuspid, drawing the second for-

ward to take the place of the

missing first, 640.

bicuspid, spaces between, closed by
drawing molars forward, 639.

can be regulated at any period of

life, 30.
"^

causes of irregular shapes of some
roots, 613.

central incisor, crowns and roots of,

moved laterally to close spaces

between, 647, 970, 971.

corrected, should never be wedged,
1507.

corrected, retaining same in place

by gold wart-shape plugs, 632, 1289.

crowns of, when formed and calci-

fied, 610.

crowns of, can be made to remain
stationary while the roots move,
709.

do they move immediately upon ap-

plication of force by screw f 189 n.

deciduous, 70. See also Deciduous
Teeth,

defective enamel of, 619.
" depression " of, 1408.

early deformity of, how it may be
caused, 611, 775.

elevating. See Elevation of Teeth,

extraction of, causes interdental

spaces, 607,^1089.

eruption of, 479.

eruption of, arrested, 1103, 1408, 1409.

eruption of, at considerable distance

from their proper places, 1098.

evening, plan of, 829, 954 n., 1169-

1171.

expression of individual, 693.

expression of, "one-eyeness" of, 768.

filling of, when decayed between
the cusps, 548.

forced farther into their sockets,

1505-1508.

found in an ovarian cyst, 78.

front, marked difference in their

direction of motion, 589.

fulcral, evil effects of pressure upon,

802.

full number of molars sometimes
found in short jawbones, 583.

greatest age at which new, appear,

779, 780.

grinding, when imprudent to be in

haste, 772.

99

growth of, 610, 611.

growth of jaw not materially affected

by absence of, 95.

guide for determining position of

front, 1180.

how to prevent injury to weak, 547.

ill-formed, from wear, 537.

imperfection of speech overcome by
correcting, 1177.

implantation of, 651, 1260, 1345.

inclined, " righting up " of, 1098.

inclining outward, how to improve
in some cases, 525.

independent action in use, better

than if they were united, 495.

influence of civilization upon, 97.

influence of heredity on, 103.

influence of idiocy and insanity on,

108.

influence of mixing of types on, 115,

123.

inherited irregularities of, 776.

inherited, typical ii-regularities of,

corrected, why difficult to retain

in position, 129, 358.

injury to, caused by using certain

mechanisms, 812, 818, 853.

irregularity existing before eruption

of, 87.

irregularity of, from mechanical
causes, 776.

isolated, liable to move about from
slight causes, 626.

jumbled. See Jumbled Teeth,

knowledge of position and relation

of erupted and non-erupted, neces-

sary, 620.

lateral movement of crowns of, to

close spaces, 615, 618, 970.

lateral movement of both roots and
crowns of, to close spaces, 617, 970.

lateral movement of roots of incisor,

illustrated, 616, 764, 971.

led to tilt out of place by loss of one

of their number, 532.

lifting heavy weights by, effect upon,

1185.

loculitic, 985, 990.

long, 1408.

looseness of, common causes of, 985.

lower front, occasional prominence
of, 626.

lower front, being greatly "under-
set," 590.

lower incisor, marked protmsion of,

590.

lower incisors, operation for closing

space between, 636.

lowering, in their sockets, 1505-1508.

molar, formation of crown of, during

development, 611.

molar, drawn anteriorly to close

spaces between bicuspids, 639.
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Teeth {continued)

:

molars, influence of, on growth of

jawbone, 582.

move by force applied diagonally as
well as direct, 499, 1508.

moved in any direction by applica-
tion of foi'ce, 758.

moved in one jaw only, 783, 796.

moved in one or both jaws at the
same time, 782, 783.

mutual influence of undeveloped,
erupted, and non-erupted, upon
each other, 618.

non-occlusion of, corrected by grind-
ing, 592.

normal, crowded out of position by
supernumerary, 779.

normally receding, 569.

number and names of, 479.
" one-eyeness" expression of front,

768.

operations for elevating, moving, and
turning. See under heads of the
various kinds of teeth.

order of eruption of, 480.

overcrowding of, detrimental to

health and appearance, 545.

overlai)piug of side, how it affects

anchorage, 465.

partially formed roots of, how af-

fected by ''righting up" the
crowns, 614.

"permanent" or second set of, 73.

philosophy of action upon, 759-761.

philosophy of leverage, liefore and
after contact of crowns, 622.

philosophy of mechanical operation
for lateral movement of roots and
crowns of, illustrated b}^ forcing
centrals together, 621, 970, 971.

philosophy of placing the base of

power on others than those to be
moved, 982.

pits in. See Pits.

placing in bondage all, except those
to be moved, 814.

posterior, can be drawn forward
when anterior teeth are not suf-

ficient anchorage, 643.

posterior, irregular, corrected by
grinding, 560.

posterior, their value for anchorage,
466.

pressure by mechanism upon, 139,

802.

proper arrangement of, depends
partlj'' on facial outlines, 489.

protrusion of, possible causes for,

104, 776.

pulpless, moving in healthy or in

diseased sockets, 983-992.

refining facial expression by cor-

recting irregularities of, 1090.

relation of first and second sets at
six and a half years of age, 613.

representation of Palmer's links for
drawing teeth together, 639.

retaining, to perfect eontoui' of lips,

1179.

"righting up" of, 614, 1098.

rising of anchorage, cause of, 1385.

roots of, apex forward movement
of, 1103.

roots of, backward movement of,

1103-1105.
roots of, calcified vs. uncalcified,

617.

roots of, their gradual development
and calcification, 610.

roots of, jumbled and distorted
(original) condition, 613.

roots of, lateral movements of, 624.

roots of, mechanisms for moving.
See Root-moving Mechanisms,

roots of, parallel movement of

crowns and, 968-982.

roots of, philosophy of moving them
sidewise illustrated, 622.

roots of, separating interfering,
1107-1109.

scattered, 1184-1189.

shortening, 1176, 1505-1508.
shortness of, 1408.

side, drawn forward by aiding the
anterior teeth used for anchorage,
644.

side, why not extract, 771.

sinking them in their sockets, 1408.

small mechanisms for retaining sin--

gle, 370.

socket disease of, caused by careless
application of mechanisms, 355.

socket disease of, caused by the
wrenching process, 1341, 1344.

socket diseases of, different kinds
of, 985-987.

sockets of, results of enlargement,
625.

space between, closed by clamp-
band, 631, 1090.

spaces between, filled with artificial

teeth, 650, 1088, 1089.

spaces between, closed by clamp-
band aided by guide-trough, 634,

970, 971.

spaces between, about implanted
teeth, 651, 1345.

spaces between, closed by use of

wedges, 629, 1187-1189.

spaces between, division of, 627.

spaces between, various operations
for closing, 626. See also Inter-

dental Spaces,
spaces between, various operations

for widening. See Widening In-

terdental Spaces.
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straggling, reasons for moving them
to close spaces, ()09.

superincumbent, 670.

superincumbent, results of their in-

terference, 610.

supernumerary, 729, 777-781.

swaying of, to the medial line, 1179-

1189.

"tall," 1408, 1409.

their tendency to elevate by wedg-
ing, 422.

three broad ones in contact tend to

coarsen expression of the face,

1267.
" third sets " of, 779.

"tilting" of, causes interdental

spaces, 607.

"too long," 1507.

transplanted, illustrations of, 653.

transposed, 962-967.

turned in their sockets, 769.

turning in their sockets. See Turn-
ing Teeth in their Sockets.

two sets of, existing simultaneously

in childhood, 481.

value of, in facial expression, 696.

varying opinions as to moving them
before fully developed, 610.

worn appearance in advanced age,

537.

worthless for mastication more com-
mon than is generally supposed,

544.

See Lower Bicuspids, Bicuspids,

and Upper Bicuspids ; Lower
Cuspids, Cuspids, and Upper
Cuspids ; Lower Incisors, Incisors,

and Upper Incisors ; Lower Mo-
lars, Molars, and Upper Molars.

Tension, of coil-wire springs more diifi-

cult to gauge than that of plain

springs, 867.

necessity of varying degree of, 822.

of rubber rings, adjusting and in-

creasing of, 1393, 1394.

of springs gradually weakening, 864.

of springs made weak in order that

tooth may not move too rapidly

during elevating process, 1425.

Theory of applying force for moving
crowns and roots of teeth, 764.

brief of author's, 765. See also 135,

Thick planes, 785, 786.

Thimble-caps, platinum may be supe-

rior to gold for, 1366.

Thimble-crown mechanisms, superior

to the ferule kind for root-moving
operations, 976.

Thimble-crowns, cantilever, 390.

as anchorage, 794 n.

may not be equal to a clamp-band,
794 w.

not a new invention, 902 n.

mastication performed upon, 902.

with fish-tail prominence, used as a
prop and retainer, 1188.

used in the days of Bell and Harris,

901, 902.

used with corrugated strips of plate,

901.

used in place of ivory blocks for

keeping jaws apart, 901, 902.

used in combination with strings,

904.

Thimble inclined plane, 232, 785.

Thimble-nut, 1019.
" Third dentition," 778, 779.
" Third sets," 779.

Thompson on the third molar, 74.

Thumb and index-finger the first en-
gine of force for turning teeth,

1225.

Thumb-screw anchor-bands, 320.

for long-bands, 321.

for plates, 320.

wheel-screw, 947.

Thumb-sucking, effect of, 104, 775,

1185.

Time required for operations in bend-
ing the arch, 176.

Timely operations, benefit of, 619.

Tipping of anchorage teeth, 1123.

Tissue action, keeping, within physi-

ological functions, 842.

Tissue, alveolar, reduction of, 623.

changes from movement of teeth

not necessarily pathological, 143.

influences on, caused by the screw
in bringing about changes, 189 11.

gum, annoyance from a redundancy
of, 631.

decalcification of socket, 759.

paralyzing, not scientific treatment,
866.

retrogressive changes in, when once
begun, tissues are more easily

irritated, 866.

Tissue-protecting nut, 1019.

T-mechanism for turning centrals,

1291.

Tobacco stains in dentine, 523.

Tomes on eruption, 91, 111.

use of blocks, 891.

bow-plate, 929, 1295.

box-plate, 853.

clasp, 805, 881, 937, 937 n.

lever-ferules, 1014.

long-band anchored to box-plate, 899.

mechanisms devised by, 903, 1293-

1295.

modifications of mechanisms, 810,

1294 w., 1491.

spring, 854.

upon the wi'enehing process, 1343.

Tongs for holding parts while solder-

ing, 429, 430.
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Tongue, mechanisms should not inter-

fere with, 1124, 1211.

Too early removal of regulating mecli-

anisms, effect of, 359.
" Too long" teeth, cause of, 1507.

Tools needed in the laboratory, 447.

Tooth, changes in position of, dtiring

movement by absorption, 150.

how to ascertain depth of, in jaw,

671.

drawn from an abnormal position in

depth of jaw, 1470.

track of a moving cuspid, 152.

implanted, final appearance of, 652.

wearing of, prevented by reshaping,

543.

Toothache, extraction for relief of, 657.

infantile, 663.

its effects sometimes fatal to young
children, 664.

other remedies for, sometimes prefer-

able to extraction, as the latter

injures antagonism, 686.

Tooth-brush, sometimes fails to cleanse
uneven enamel, how to remedy,
513.

T-pieces, 317, 425, 1257, 1258, 1291.

Track mechanism for moving upper
central incisors, 825.

for turning upper cuspids, 1361-

1363.

operated by power of a rubber ring,

825, 1362, 1363.

construction and application of, 825,

1361, 1362.

Transpalatine draught-cord of plati-

num vpire, 1053, 1054.

Transpalatine flat spring, 251.

Transpalatine screw-jack, 1042, 1054.

"Transplantation," described by Pare
(A. D. 1579), 651, 1344.

Transplantation of teeth approved by
Hunter, 53.

Transposed teeth, treatment of, 962-

967.

Transposition, of anatomical parts, 83.

of teeth, 76, 83.

of teeth, one of the most curious

incidents of, 962.

of teeth, mechanisms used for, 963-

967.

Transverse-screw elamp-bands, 241,

878, 881.

screws, how objectionable, 418.

relative value of, 882.

illustration of parts, 922.

used in combination with drag-

screw, 1018, 1021.

used in combination with bridge,

1068, 1069.

vs. longitudinal-screw clamp-band,
1070.

yoke elamp-band used with, 1150.

Trapeze mechanism for turning teeth,
1272-1278.

how made, 1273.

illustration of different parts, 1273,

1277, 1278.

operated by one or two rubber rings,
1273-1275.

especial merit and greatest value of,

1273.

turning two upper laterals by, aided
by two long lever-ferules acted
upon by a rubber ring, 1276.

Treatment of supernumerary teeth,

730, 779-781.

of transposed teeth, 962-967.

of same eases differently, 1265-1271,

Triple plane anchored by clasps, 791.

anchored by elamp-bands, 791.

Triplex acting mechanisms, 250, 262.

drawing cuspid to line by, 1077.

moving instandiugbicusiDidby, 1166.

screw-mechanism, 1312 n.

screw-loop mechanism, 955 «., 956-

961, 1169, 1330 H.-1338 n.

spring, 871, 928.

Trough for under teeth, bending
plane to form, 796.

Trough mechanism, for elevating teeth,

1423-1425.

for lowering teeth, 1508.

Trough-piece, object of, 1436.

ends of, made cup-like, 1423, 1424.

filKng one end of, with cement. 1423.

made of plate, 1436.

partitions in, to prevent slipping,

1424.

soldered to a spring for elevating a
tooth, 1423.

used on the excelsior elevator, 1435.

used on root-moving mechanism,
971.

used for turning a short incisor

while it is being elevated, 1436.

using hood-shape saddles in place of,

1439.

"Trueing" faulty lines of the dental
arch, 527.

" Trueing up " teeth, 510.

Truman, 109.

T-screws, sizes of, 415.

T-turner and retainer, 368, 1291.

Tube-screw, 952.

Tubes on ferules, 965, 974 «., 1233 n.,

1300, 1300 H.

superior to staples for holding
spring, 1144 ».

for hooks, 1048.

covering screws with, 1082.

on thimble-crowns, 974.

vdre levers lodged in, 1233.

Tubing, metallic, used to connect
hook with screw, 1047.

rubber, 446.
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rubber for making rubber rings,

1349.

Tuclier, 799, 820 «., 830, 846,

Turning mechanisms, 338, 345, 346.

incisor teeth, 715.

.lacks, 296.

See also Apparatus ; Mechanisms

;

and under heads of the various
kinds of teeth.

Turning teeth in their soclvets, gen-
eral remarks upon, 1221, 1254,

1255, 1339.

old and new ideas upon, 1255.

difficulty experienced in the un-
favorable forms of roots, 769,

1223, 1224.

most favorable and troublesome
conditions for, 1224.

mechanisms must act on the princi-

ple of a lever, 1225.

ferules with knobs one of the earliest

mechanisms for, 1227.

proper age for, 1221.

prototj'pes of later mechanisms,
1326 n., 1329 ??.-1338 n.

strings the first mechanism for,

1225.

thumb and index-finger the earliest

engine of force for, 1225.

a single tooth by opposite springs,

1297.

a single tooth by screw-acting mech-
anism, 1306, 1307,

sometimes easier to turn two than
one, 1255, 1299.

opposite upper centrals at the same
time, 1279.

a transposed tooth after having
moved it to line, 962 n.

two stubborn cases of, 1315, 1358.

two or more at the same time, 1253,

1255.

more than one at a time regarded
improper in olden days, 1255.

two plans of anchoring mechanism
for, 1254.

by elastic metal, i-emarks upon,
1364,

by esthetic operations, 1259-1263,

by heroic plan (old), 1339.

by long spring-wire levers, 1302-
1304.

by opposite springs, 1297.

by repeatedly bending non-elastic
wire or strips of plate, 1285-1291.

by replantation, 1344, 1345.

by screws, 1305-1338, 1369-1380,
1386-1389.

by short-wire springs, 1298-1301.

by springs, 1364-1368.
by a trapeze mechanism, 1272-1278.

by the wrenching process, 1339-
1344.

99*

operation for turning a cuspid that
had only pointed through the gum,
1120.

operation for turning a lateral after
having moved it to line, 838.

operation for turning a tooth while
it is being elevated, 1436.

For various other operations, and
mechanisms used, see under the
heads of the various kinds of teeth.

"Tusks," 1027.

Tweezers, 46, 453.

"Twelfth -year" or second adult mo-
lar, 683.

Two sets of teeth in childhood at same
time, 481.

Two-spring mechanisms. See Com-
pensating Springs.

Types, effects in the crossing of, 123.

dental irregularity resulting from,
132.

dental and facial, 118, 122.

Typical, general peculiarities in ani-
mal kingdom, 106.

as shown in the human race, 115,

116.

U.

Uncleanliness, oral, common in man,
359.

Uneven deciduous teeth rare, 776.

Unevenness of teeth natiu'al to old
age, 538.

Unfounded assertions as to pain re-

sulting from all operations, 10.

Union of different races and types
resulting in irregularities of the
physique, 127.

United States, crossing of types in,

128.

Unnecessary expenditure of force use-
less and detrimental, 190.

Upper Bicuspids

:

first bicuspids generally appear be-
fore cuspids, 1028.

general remarks upon mechanisms
for correcting, 1133.

can be corrected as easily by small
as by large mechanisms, 1140.

few cases in which large mechanisms
are necessary, 1140.

eases where large mechanisms may
be more effective, 1140.

correcting, by peg-plates, 1134.

by plain plates, 1133.

by plates and elastic rubber, 1134.

by spui'-plates, 1135, 1136.

elevation of, remarks upon, 1485.

evening, mechanisms for, 1170, 1171.

extraction of, to make room for lat-

erals, 820, 843, 845, 869, 886, 887,

915, 940,
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Upper Bicuspids (continued):
extraetiou of fii'st bicuspid, to make
room for a cuspid, 1028. 1038, 1072,
1119.

of second bicuspid to make room
for first bicuspid, 938.

in-egularity of
,
general cause of, 1133.

long, cause of being, 1408.

moving instanding, by raetallic

springs in combination with plates,
1137-1139.
offstandiug, by springs without
plates, 1140-1152.

general remai'ks upon, 1140.

by springs anchored by ferules and
aided by rubber, 1141.

outward oppositely instanding, by
a detachable transpalatine spring
anchored by ferules, 1143.

second bicuspid bybow-wire spring
with two clasps, 1144.

two, by compensating springs an-
chored by clamp-bands, 1145, 1146.

by spring anchored by a fenile,

1147.

by a bar-ferule, 1147.

bar-ferule valuable for moving a

single tooth to line, 1147.

by a semi-elliptic spring and loop
devised by Wilson, 1148.

by a coil-wire spring, 1035.

bv an elliptic-.spriug mechanism
(demised by author), 1148, 1149.

instanding, to line by a yoke clamp-
band, 1150, 1151.

by spiral spring-jacks, 1153-1155.

by screw-acting mechanisms, gen-
eral remarks upon, 1156.

two instanding opposite, to line by
a swivel screw-jack causing direct

force, 1157.

several, by indirect force, 1158.

several, over unequal distances at

the same time by force of sereAv-

jack applied diagonally, 1158-1160.

two instanding second, and the
left cuspid, by a mechanism con-
sisting of a clamp-band with bars,

three ferules, a transpalatine
draught-cord, with force from a
screw-jack applied diagonallv,
1160, 1161.

to line by bridge mechanisms con-
sisting of a bridge-piece, broad
ferule, and screw, 1162, 1163.

bv various ribbon mechanisms,
li63-1171.
outward, and at the same time a
cuspid inward, by a gold ribbon
tightened by a screw, 1164.

first bicuspid, by gold ribbon play-
ing over a roller-bridge (old-style

mechanism), 1165.

moving by duplex-acting mechan-
ism, 1164.

by triplex-acting mechanism, 1166,
1167.

by fork and clamp-band mechan-
ism, 1168.

by a detachable ribbon and bridge,
li69.

by screws, 1169-1171.
by screw-hooks and box-plate,
1048, 1049,

by iTibber ring and knob-ferule,
819.

to make room for lateral incisor,

813, 814, 819, 885, 1035.

to make space for cuspid, 1047.

regulating by an evener, 1170,
1171.

instanding, by a scallop-wire mech-
anism, 1338.

turning, remarks upon mechanisms
for, 1393.

by rubber in combination with
other mechanisms, 1393-1396.
by oppositely acting forces from
elastic rubber, 1394.

by a mechanism consisting of an
arm clamp-band and a broad lever-
ferule operated by rubber rings,
1395.

by a "package band" anchored to
a mechanism applied for widening
the arch, 1396.

by screws, remarks upon, 1397.

by screws in combination with
other mechanisms, 1397-1400.

by a bridge mechanism operated
by a screw, 1398, 1399.

a stubborn outstanding right, by
mechanism consisting of a double
transpalatine screw-jack, lever-

ferule, and bicuspid ferule, 1399.

and at the same time correcting a
cuspid, mechanism for, 1066, 1400.

double-acting bicus^Did turner for
upper first bicuspid, also practica-

ble for turning a cuspid in either

jaw, 1400.

See also Bicuspids.
Upper Cuspids

:

age at which they appear, 1027.

appearance of first bicuspid before,

1028.

cases seldom found that cannot be
corrected, 1029.

correction of, generally improves the
facial expression, 1027.

crowding the roots of laterals, by
erupting in an anterior position,

1028.

eruption of, outside of the esthetic

line, 1027.

drawing from an abnormal position
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in the depths of the jaw, operation
for, 1470-1472.

pits made in, remarks upon, 1042.

platinum wire used for moving when
tei'tli are too short for holding a
gold ribbon, 10(33.

plate cuspids used in place of bi-

cuspids, 1091.

elevating bicuspids, general remarks
upon, 14G1.

cause of cases requii'ing, 1461.

conducted on the same principle

used in elevating incisors, 1461.

form of mechanisms vary to meet
requirements of case, 1461.

mechanisms for, constructed simi-

larlv to tliose for elevating in-

cisors, 1463, 1464.

operation upon a tooth twelve
years overdue, 1472.

screws may be tlie best engine of

force for, 1462.

skeleton mechanisms preferable to

plate, 1464.

operation by a coiled wire, 1462.

by a plain wire spring, 1463.

byaplate, screw, andstriug, various

stages in the operation, 1465-1467.

by a screw-hook in combination
with a small hard-rubber plate,

1468, 1469.

by a screw-hook, nut, and bridge-

piece, 1473.

by screw-hook, nut, and skeleton

bridge mechanism, 1474.

by skeleton mechanism consisting

of a clamp-baud with lever oper-

ated by a screw, 1475.

by scissor-like levers operated by
a screw, illustration and applica-

tion of mechanism, 1476.

by a crane mechanism, illustra-

tions of, 1477, 1478.

table showing the rate of move-
ment of a tooth during elevating

process every twelve hours for fifty

days, 1481.

extracting bicuspid to make room
for, 1028.

irregularities of, general remarks
upon, 1027-1029.

making room for outstanding, by
screw-hooks and box-plate, 1048.

making space for an outstanding un-

erupted, by an interdental block
clamp-band and screw-jack, 1082.

making space for a partly erupted
instanding, bv clamp-band, 1100,

1101.

moving bicuspid to make room for,

1035, 1072, 1083.

moving, force and skill required in

operations for, 1029.

moving, firm anchorage the first aim
in preparing for operations, 1043.

gum-guard anchor-band sometimes
serviceable in operations for, 1031.

bv strings in combination with gold
caps, 1029.

by rubber rincrs in combination
with ferules, 1030, 1361.

posteriorly with first bicuspid by
hook-spring and plate anchored by
clamp-bands, 1032, 1033.

outward by a steel-wire spring in

combination with plate, 1034.

by springs and by screws without
plates, 1037-1042.

by skeleton mechanisms similar to

those for moving incisors, 1037.

by a hook-spring and clamp-band,
1038.

by duplicate springs, clamp-band,
and clasp-hook, 1039.

to line by clamp-band springs,

1040.

with first bicuspid by a complicated
mechanism, sometimes practica-

ble, 1040.

two instanding, outward by a
swivel screw-jack and two ferules,

1040, 1041.

by curved wire springs anchored to

a transpalatine screw-jack, 1042.

by screws in combination with
plates, 1043-1049.

by screws, general remarks upon,
1043, 1044.

to line by a screw in combination
with a thin gold plate, detachable
clamp-band, and ferule, 1044.

to line by a spindle-pointed tail

screw-jack and hard-rubber roof-

plate, 1045, 1046.

by hook-screws and plate-anchors,
1046-1049.

by screws without plate and in

combination with draught-cords,
1050-1058.

by screw and ferules, 1050.

by a clamp-band, 1051.

posteriorly as well as inwardly,
draught-cord must be anchored to

the lingual side of the dental arch,

1051.

posteriorly as well as oiitward,

draught-cord must be anchored to

the buccal side of the dental arch,

1051.

posteriorly, degree of force neces-
sary, 1051.

by direct draught-cords, 1050-1058.

by indirect draught-cords, 1059-

1063.

by mechanisms causing an inside

draught, 1051-1053.
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Upper Cuspids (contuuicd) :

moviug by drag-screw aud draught-

cord of platinum wire, 1053.

by a mechanism causing an outside

draught, 1054.

by both an outside and inside

driiTight, 1055.

by round wire and shifting screw in

combination with a clamp-band,
1055.

by improvised mechanisms, 1055-

1058.

by clamp-bands with splices, 1059-

1063.

to make room for an overlapping
lateral by a clamp-band, splice,

and rubber ring, 1060.

with a lateral by a clamp-band,
splice, and swivel screw-jack, 1061.

outstanding, to line and at the same
time an instauding bicuspid, by
an arm clamp-band, splice-ribbon,

and screw, 1062.

by screws in combination with
bridge-pieces, 1064-1070.

by screw and bridge-piece an-

chored by string or wire, 1064,

1065.

by screw and bridge-piece an-
chored by ferules, 1066.

outward and at the same time turn-

ing a bicuspid by screw and lever-

ferule, 1066, 1067, 1400.

outward and simultaneously in-

ward a lateral by a di-ag-screw and
bridge anchored by a transverse-

screw clamp-band, 1068, 1069.

outward, by mechanism consisting

of a cuspid-ring, screw, and bridge-

piece anchored by a longitudinal-

screw clamp-band, 1070.

by screws aided by elastic rubber,
1071-1078.

by resoi;ting to more than one en-

gine of force, 1071.

to line and turning, by arm clamp-
bands, screw, and elastic rubber,

various stages of operation, 1071-

1078.

to line by a triplex-acting mechan-
ism, 1077.

to line by screw-jacks, 1078.

instanding, to line by a large spin-

dle screw-jack anchored to a ce-

mented ferule, 1079.

outstanding, to line by a swivel

screw-jack anchored by clamp-
bands, 1080, 1081.

outstanding, to line, non-irritating

mechanism for, 1081.

right and instanding left bicuspid

to line by force from screw-jack ap-

plied diagonally, 1159, 1160.

moving inward and turning a right

lateral at the same time by rubber
ring and long-lever ferule, 1247.

by sliding needles, 1085-1087,

by two needles worked by nuts,

1085.

to make space for artificial later-

als, complete and incomplete oper-
ation, 1090-1093.

to make room for lateral incisor,

813, 814, 819, 869.

at the same time with incisors by
compensating-springs, 884.

back, before attempting to move
other teeth, 885 n.

partly erupted, general remarks upon
correction of, 1095.

correcting instanding, by spur-
plate mechanisms, 1096-1100.

righting up and moving gi'eatly in-

clined teeth that have erupted at

a considerable distance from their

proper places, various stages of

the operations, 1098-1102.

drawing posteriorly by a splice,

1101.

root-apex forward operation, vari-

ous stages of same and the mechan-
isms used, 1103-1116.

moving by a hook operated by a

screw from a block clamp-band,
first and second stages of the oper-

ation, 1117-1120.

treating a transposed, 963-967.

turning, general remarks upon, 1355.

first and most important step in,

1356.

elastic rubber the best engine of

force for most cases, 1356.

mechanical principles for, may be
applied to lower cuspids, 1383.

at same time with lateral incisor,

by a rubber ring sprung over a

block-pier anchored by hooks on
ferule cemented on the teeth to be
turned, 1356, 1357.

at the same time with lateral inci-

sor, by rubber rings and lever-fer-

ules, i282.

by rubber rings, lever-ferules, and
clamp-band, 1077, 1358.

by a lever-ferule, 1228.

two stubborn cases by opposite and
mutually aiding draughts by rub-

ber, 13.58-1360.

illustrations of mechanisms used
in the above cases, 1358-1360.

track-mechanisms operated by rub-
ber rings for, 1362.

by spring-levers, remarks upon,

1364.

opposite cuspids by spring-lever

and a roof-plate, 1365,
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turning by a puUing-spring raech-

auism, 13Gt).

by a piisLing-spriiig mechanism,
1366.

by oppositely acting springs, 1367,

1368.

by screws, remarks iipon, 1369.

by screws causing intermittent

force in combination with roof-

plate, 1370.

by a coue-lever, 1371, 1372.

by a long screw and an adjustable

anchor, 1373.

screw-jack mechanisms for, 1373,

1378.

by a long hook operated by a nut,

1374.

and drawing to line a stubborn
cuspid by a swivel screw-jack,

1375-1377.

a partly erupted, by two screw-

jacks, one for pushing and the

other for drawing upon the tooth,

1120, 1379.

a partly erupted cuspid by a screw
and splice mechanism, 1116.

See also Cuspids.
Upper deciduous teeth, influence in

causing protrusion of, 775.

Upper Incisors

:

importance of preserving, 767.

are all feature teeth, 767.

Harris's views upon, 767.

proper position of, determined by
septum of nose, 1180.

effect upon, by lifting heavyweights,
1185.

elevation of, general remarks upon,
1407-1410.

elevating a delinquent lateral by a

string and bridge, 1411.

by rubber ring and a strip of plate

tied to the teeth by strings, va-

rious stages of operation, 1412-

1415.

by sheet-rubber tied to the teeth

(Barker), 1417.

by rubber ring and three ferules

with hooks (Winder), 1417.

by rubber ring' and three ferules,

one of them having wire arms,

1418, 1419.

by a modification of the Chapman
mechanism, 1420, 1438.

mechanism for, operated by a rub-

ber ring, consisting of an arm
clamp-baud with troughs and hook
and a platinum-wire collar, 1421.

singly, by metallic springs, 1422-

1429.

singly, general remarks upoit, 1422.

a central by a gold-wire spring

soldered to a trough, 1423.

elevating, mechanism for, consist-

ing of two springs and a trough,

1424.

modifications of the above mech-
anisms, having instead of a trough
three gold cups, 1424.

by a modification of the trougli

mecluxnism, 1425.

hook-spring mechanisms for, 1425.

by an all-wire spring mechanism,
1426.

a right lateral by a wire spring in

combination with a clamp-band,
1427.

an arrested lateral by a hair-pin

spring and a sliding ferule, 1428,

1429.

collectively, remarks upon, 1430.

by plate mechanism operated by
screws, 1430-1433.

original clock-spring mechanism
for, 1431.

adjustable spring elevating mech-
anism for, 1432.

by skeleton mechanisms operated
by screws, 1434-1440.

by skeleton mechanisms, general
remarks upon, 1434.

and at the same time moving for-

ward a " short lateral " by the ex-

celsior elevator, 1434, 1435.
_

and at the same time turning an
incisor, trough-piece for, 1436.

an arrested lateral by a hair-pin-

formed wire operated by a screw,

1436.

modification of hair-pin mechan-
ism for, 1437.

by a screw acting from a bridge,

1438.

modification of bridge mechanisms
for, 1439.

by screw and ferules, 1440.

same, using clamp-bands as an-
chors in place of ferules, 1440.

several, simultaneously by mech-
anisms operated by screws, 1441-

1449.

several, simultaneously, general
remarks upon, 1441.

by screws, mechanism for, 1442,

1443.

four incisors, by mechanism oper-

ated by screws playing through a

stationary skeleton-bow anchored
to side teeth by ferules or clamp-
bands, 1443.

different views of the above mech-
anism, 1444-1447.

when crowns of teeth are inclined,

1446.

curved and detachable screws for,

1449.
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Upper Incisors {continued) :

elevating, retaining teeth in posi-

tion after, 1449.

evening, plan of, 829.

evening by screw-loops, 954 n.

extracting bicuspid and moving cus-
pid to make space for instauding
lateral, 915.

grinding, 1176.

irregularity of deciduous and adult,

775, 776.

jumbled, remarks upon, 769, 770.

correction of, in cMldhood, 769.

of adult, Harris's views on, 769.

by rubber rings, peg-plates, and
wire springs. 770.

by a mechanism having an arm an-
chored to one side of the arch, 770.

by screw-jacks placed within the
arch, 770.

making room for, by elongating
and widening the anterior part of

the dental arch, 847.

moved out of position by a super-
numerary, correction of, 780, 781.

moving centrals to make room for

two artificial laterals, various
stages of operation, 813-815.

bicuspids to make room for in-

standing lateral, 1035.

by inclined planes, philosophy of,

explained, 782, 783.

forwardby an elastic-rubber plane,
783.

at the same time, a single upper
and a single lower incisor by a
single-tooth plane, 783.

by goldinclined plane (Harris), 784.
by mechanisms devised by God-
dard, 784, 785.

by thimble-plane mechanism, 785.

by a thick hard-rubber inclined
plane, 786.

gold spur inclined planes with
hard-rubber base for, 787.

forward by skeleton inclined
plane, 789.

outward by a triple-plane an-
chored by clasps, 791.

outward by a triple plane anchored
by clamp-bands, 791.

double inclined plane for moving
either upper or lower, 792.

frame inclined planes for, philoso-
phy of construction of, 793-796.

at the same time with lower inci-

sors, lock-planes for, 797, 798.

general remarks upon use of

strings for, 799.

old plan of, by strings (Delabarre),
800.

by strings in combination with
Maury's gum-guards, 801.

moving by elastic rubber, 799, 800,
802.

by elastic rubber with plates as an-
chors, 804-815.

by mechanisms causing eontimied
force, general remarks upon, 804.

protruding, mechanism for, con-
sisting of a hard-rubber roof-plate,
elastic rubber, and strip of plate,
808.

protruding, by modifications of
other mechanisms, 810, 811.

outstanding, into line by rubber
ring and clamp-band anchor-plate,
809.

instanding, outward by elastic rub-
ber, roof-plate, and wire bow, 929.

by elastic rubber in combination
with a plate having arms, 811.

by elastic rubber in combination
with baskets or cribs, 816.

by elastic rubber in combination
with ferules having knobs, 817,

818, 820.

by elastic rubber with clamp-bands
as anchors, 817, 818, 821, 822.

a lateral to line by the sash clamp-
band plan, 822, 823.

a lateral outward by an extension-
rod mechanism operated by a

rubber ring, 823, 824.

forward a central, by a track mech-
anism operated by a rubber ring,

825.

by short, narrow strips of plate,

general remarks upon, 802, 826.

by a wire anchored by two ferules,

831, 832.

by short-bands, old plans of using,
826-831, 835.

by short-bands, modern plans of

using,. 834-850.

instanding lateral to line by a rub-
ber ring attached to strip of plate
anchored by a clasp, 836.

by a rubber ring and arm-ferule,
838.

by mechanisms capable of gradu-
ating the force from elastic rubber,
839, 840.

a lateral by elastic rubber and an
arm clamp-band, 841, 842.

instanding lateral to line by a rub-
ber ring in combination with a
clamp-band having a detachable
arm, 844.

outward by short-band (old plan),

845.

by an extension-bar mechanism
operated by a rubber ring, 847-850.

cuspids back and laterals outward
to line by an automatic mechanism,
847.
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moving outward byinetallic springs
in combination with plates, 851-
861.

by mecluxnisni consisting of a spi-

ral spring iuid plate, 852.

bymecbauism consisting of cui'ved
springs and box-plate, 853.

by meclianism consisting of a bow-
spring, two Tomes's springs, and
plate, 854.

by mechanism consisting of de-
tachable wire springs and plain
plate, 854, 855.

lateral outward by U-shape springs
anchored to a plate, 857.

by zigzag pushing springs an-
chored to a rool'-plate, 857.

central forward, by a coil-wire
spring anchored to a plate, 859.

laterals outward, by a W-wire
spring anchored to a plate, 860.

by springs controlled by small
ratchet-wheels, 861.

by metallic springs without plates,
862-876.

by metallic springs, remarks upon,
862-867.

by springs with ferule-anchors,
867-876.

by springs with crib-anchors, 877-
881.

by springs with clamp-band an-
chors, 882-889.

instanding lateral to line by com-
pensating-spi'ings, 885.

by power of corrugated strips of
plate, 891, 893.

by scallop-Avire mechanisms, an-
chored by ferules, cribs, and clamp-
bands, 891-894.

by metallic long-bands, as used by
the early dentists, 895-905.

by long-band in combination with
gag-blocks, 898.

in different directions by tying
them with strings to long-band an-
chored to thimble-crowns, 904.

by elastic rubber and a modern
long-band, having hooks, and an-
chored by clamp-bands, 907.

an outstanding pulpless, by screw
operated through a long-band
anchored by clamp-bands, 988.

by screws in combination with roof-

plates, 909-917.

an instanding lateral by a steel

screw-jack anchored to a box-plate,
911.

two laterals to line by a screw
clamp-band plate, 912, 913.

by clamp-band plates operated by
tail screw-jacks, 914.

loculitic, bya gold clamp-band, 990.

moving by screws without plates,
918-923.

by screws in combination with
ferules, 918, 919.

by screws in combination with
clamp-bands, 920-923.
an instanding lateral to line by a
concentric-screw loop mechanism,
952.

by a modification of the concen-
tric-screw mechanism, 953.
a lateral to line by a double loop
drawn upon by two nuts, 955.
an instanding lateral to line by a
triplex mechanism aided by a
finger clamp-band, 959.
outstanding lateral to line by tri-

plex-acting mechanism in combi-
nation with an anchor-band, 960.

outstanding lateral to line by tri-

plex-acting mechanism having a
long U-shape wire arm, 961.
parallel movement of roots and
crowns of, by screw-acting mech-
anisms. See Roots of Teeth.

separating, to make space for off-

standing teeth, 927-935.
primitive plans of, 927, 928.
by plate mechanisms, 929, 930.
by .skeleton mechanisms, 930-
935.

duplex and triplex-acting mechan-
isms operated by rubber rings,
general remarks upon, 928.
by duplex-acting mechanisms, to
make space for cuspids, 936-944.
by duplex-acting mechanism to
make space for a turned central,
937, 1293.

by duplex-acting mechanisms op-
erated by screws, general remarks
upon, 946.

by the H-separator operated by a
lever-key, 946.

by screws to make space for a
lateral, 947.

by screw and hook, 948.

to make space for a lateral, when
anchor teeth are weak, 946.

to make space for a left central and
lateral, by elastic rubber and labial
long-band, 930.

to make space for outstanding
lateral and moving same to line

by elastic rubber and lingual
long-band, 933.

to make space for instanding lat-
eral and moving same to line by an
elastic rubber in combination with
a clamp-band having a buccal arm,
934.

to make space for an outstanding
lateral and drawing same to line
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Upper Incisors {continued) :

by an elastic rubber and clamp-
band having a lingual arm, 935.

to make space for instanding lat-

eral by screw and hook, 948.

to make space for and move to line

an outstanding lateral by a du-
plex-acting lever, 949.

to make space for and move to line

an instanding lateral by triplex-

acting mechanism, 957.

to make space for and at same time
move to line two laterals of un-
favorable form, by two triplex-

acting mechanisms, 958.

spaces between, closing of, general
remarks upon, 968.

closing by a gold clamp-band,
990.

closing by screws, 968-982. See
also Interdental Spaces.

widening. See Widening Interden-

tal Spaces.
supemixmerary, 777-781

.

swaying to the medial line, 813, 1179.

various stages of operation, 1180-

1184.

to the left, 1187, 1414.

turning, in their sockets, remarks
upon, 1221.

with straight and crooked roots,

remarks upon, 1223, 1224.

operations divided into four class-

es, 1222, 1223.

operations made difficult by unfa-
vorable forms of roots, 1223, 1224.

proper age foi', 1224.

thumb and index-finger the earliest

engine of force for, 1225.

mechanisms necessary for convey-
ing force for, must act on the

principle of the lever, 1225.

broad ferules superior to narrow
ones, 1229.

old plan of using strings for, be-

coming obsolete, 1226.

strings and rubber for, general

remarks upon using, 1237.

by a string in combination with a

knob-ferule, 1228, 1239.

cases showing the right and wrong
place for knob on anchor-ferule,

1240, 1241.

by an elastic-rubber ring in combi-
nation with a stapled ferule, 1240.

a right central by a rubber ring

anchored on hooks to a gold

clamp-band, 1242.

a left central by a rubber ring

anchored to a clamp-band, 1242.

a lateral by rubber rings in com-
bination with an arm clamp-band
and ferule, 1243, 1244.

turning by elastic rubber in combi-
nation with long-levers, 1245-1253.

a lateral by elastic rubber and
long-lever ferule, 1247.

a central by elastic rubber in com-
bination with a matrix-wrench,
1248.

a stubborn lateral by elastic rub-
ber, lever-ferule, and clamp-band,
1249.

a left central by a crane-lever and
rubber ring, 1251.

one lateral and moving another
outward by elastic rubber and two
anchor-ferules, 1252.

three, by four rubber rings, fer-

ules, and clamp-band, 1253.

more than one at the same time,

general remarks upon, 1254.

two at one time, 1255, 1256.

two laterals by strings and long-

band anchored by clamp-bands,
1257.

four, by rubber rings, a gold T-
piece, and arm clamp-bands, 1257,

1258.

four, by stretching elastic rubber
over and between the teeth, 1264.

and moving to line two laterals by
rubber rings, lever-ferules, long-

band, and arm clamp-bands, 1259.

and drawing back two protruding
laterals to line, 1260-1263.

treating two similar cases dif-

ferently, 1266-1271.

two laterals in opposite directions

by the trapeze mechanism and one
rubber ring, 1273.

two laterals by the trapeze mech-
anism operated by two rubber
rings, 1275.

two laterals by the trapeze mech-
anism aided by two long-lever

ferules acted upon by a rubber
ring, 1276.

two centrals in different directions

at the same time, remarks upon,
1279.

two centrals by a rubber ring

anchored by two ferules and a
bridge-piece, 1280.

distal corners of stubborn centrals

outward by a rubber ring and long-

pier ferules, 1281.

distal corners of centrals outward
by a rubber ring and two long-

hook ferules with short piers, 1282.

distal corners of centrals anteriorly

by a rubber ring and two long-

lever ferules, 1283.

distal corners of centrals by rubber
ring, two lever-ferules, and a cush-

ion-pier, 1283.
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turning medial corners of contrals
anteriorly and outer corners poste-
riorly by a rubber ring and two fer-

ules having two arms each, 1284.

a lateral and cuspid at same time
by rubber rings and lever-ferules,

1282.

by repeatedly bending non-elastic
wire and strips of plate, 1285-1291.

a left lateral by repeatedly bending
a wire-lever ferule, 1286.

a left lateral and at the same time
moving it to line by a single-arm
lever-ferule, 1287.

a right lateral and moving it out-

ward by a double-arm ferule, 1288.

a central by a lever-clasp, 1289.

a right central by a detachable
lever-ferule, 1290.

a central by a T-clasp, 1291.

by metallic springs in combination
with plates, 1292-1297.
remarks upon, 1292, 1293.

a left central by a bow-plate aided
by blocks of wood, 1294.

two centrals and a lateral by tying
them to springs projecting from
a roof-plate, anchored by clamp-
bands, 1296.

by strips of plate or wire springs
without the aid of plates, 1298-
1304.

remarks upon, 1298.

centrals by short bow-spring and
two ferules, 1299.

centrals by a lever and tube-ferule,
1300.

centrals by two ferules and wire
having a gate-hook extremity, 1301.

a lateral by a long-wire lever, 1302.

a central by a long-wire lever, 1303.

a left central by a long steel-wire
lever having a coil, 1304.

one or more by screws, 1305-1338.

remarks upon, 1305, 1321.

a central by a screw in combination
with a roof-plate, 1306.

a central by the Eureka mechan-
ism, 1307. (See frontispiece sim-
ilar on lateral.)

centrals by a duplex-acting mech-
anism having the pushing screw on
the labial side of the teeth, 1308.

centrals by having the pushing
screw on the lingual side of the
teeth, 1309.

centrals by a screw and two drag-
ribbons anchored by ferules, 1311.

centrals by a screw and two drag-
wires in combination with a block,
1311.

centrals by a ribbon-clamp mech-
anism operated by a screw, 1312.

turning, modifications of the above
mechanism, 1314.

right central and two laterals, va-
I'ious stages of the operation, the
mechanisms used, 1315-1320.
two protruding laterals simul-
taneously by lever-ferules acted
upon by screws, 1322.

a left central by a screw and slip-

noose ribbon, 1323.

a right lateral and moving it to line

by a ribbon anchored by a clamp-
band (old-style mechanism), 1326.

a lateral by a metallic cord and
clamp-band, 1328.

a left central by duplex-acting rib-

bon, 1329.

laterals and moving them outward
by power of a screw-jack, 1333.

a stubborn lateral by an old-style

counterbalancing mechanism,
1336, 1337.

two improvements on the above
mechanism, 1338.

concentric-loop bridge mechan-
isms for, 1329, 1332.

single draught-cord mechanism
for, 1335.

prototypes of later mechanisms
for, 1326 H., 1329 ii.-1338 n.

trough-piece, spiral, for turning a
short incisor that is being ele-

vated, 1436.

by the wrenching process, remarks
upon, 1339-1344.

by the replantation process, re-

marks upon, 1344, 1345.

See also Incisors.

Upper Molars

:

general remarks upon cori'ection of,

1203.

not being conspicuous they are sel-

dom corrected unless it is neces-
sary to widen the arch, 1203.

correcting to improve antagonism,
1203.

moving instanding outward, by jDeg-

plate operation, 1204.

by spiu'-plate operation, 1205.

by screw-jack anchored by clamp-
bands, 1205, 1206.

posteriorly by wedge-bands, 1206-
1208.

See also Molars.
Upper supernumerary teeth, 778. See

also Supernumerary Teeth.
U-shape di'aught-eords, 1059.

plates, 1137, 1143, 1195.

springs, 857, 858, 1137.

spur-plates, 1135.

spurs, 1205.

wire arms, 961, 982.

Utility, relative, of teeth, 669, 680.
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V.

Value of different teeth as anchorage,
465.

Van Marter, 35, 43.

Variability of form, anatomical, 107.

Variation in rates of movement of a
tooth, 1480.

Variations in the directions of move-
ment of teeth, 822.

Varnish for exposed pulps before cap-
ping (the best), 400.

Varnishing ferules before cementing
to tooth, 1374.

Varying degree of tension of rubber
rings by substituting different

sizes, 822.
" Vascularity " of alveolus, not the

cause of its flexibility, 170.

Vibration, disagreeable effects of,

vrhen grinding teeth, how to

avoid, 518.

Views of opposing parties as to value
of the first adult molar, 682.

Vital energies, activity of, impaired by
paralyzing the tissues, 866.

V-shape arches, 109, 111.

V-shape spring having a coil, 874, 875.

Vulcanization of rubber, 57, 1238.

Vulcanized rubber as a material for

inclined planes, 226.

Vulcanizing a jack into a plate, 913.

Vulcanizing a staple to a plate, 807.

W.

Waldieran plan of making bolts, 414.

Walking-beam mechanism for turning
incisors (old-style mechanism),
1337 n., 1338 n.

Walpole, Horace, 780.

Wart-shape retaining plugs, 394, 1289.

filling cavities with, 858, 946.

preparation of tooth for inserting,

395.

method of inserting, 400.

philosophy of excavating teeth for,

398.

Washington, artificial teeth, gold plate,

made about the time of, 54.

Watch-key used for turning screws,
1019 n., 1056, 1169.

used in turning nuts, 1474.

used to prevent nut from turning,
1309.

Wax, impressions of antagonism in

sheets of, used in making diag-
nosis, 491, 493.

Webb, on extinction of third molar, 74.

Wedge-acting mechanisms, for vsdden-
ing spaces between incisors, 951-
955.

Wedge-band mechanisms for moving

upper molars posteriorly, 1206-
1208.

Wedges, 139, 244.

wooden, appearance of a ease of
interdental spaces before being
closed by the use of, 628, 815.

for separating teeth, 887, 945, 947,
964.

closing spaces by, 814, 991, 1187.
sliding metallic, used instead of
wooden blocks, 1295 n.

teeth serving as, 951, 952, 969, 1065,
1145.

See also Blocks.
Wedging teeth, danger of, after teeth

have been corrected, 1507, 1507 ».

Westcott, 63, 264, 1146 n.

Wheels for grinding teeth, 516.

polishing teeth, 529.

White, translation of Egenolff, 49,

109, 479.

Whitlowic alveolar abscess, cause of

(differential diagnosis), 986.

causes looseness of teeth, 985.

Why it is difficult to retain in position
corrected inherited typical irregu-
larities, 129, 358.

Widening interdental spaces, remarks
upon, 927, 928.

by using blocks of wood or rubber,
927, 928, 945.

by using linen or cotton tape, 928,

945.

by gold mechanisms, 928.

by steel separators, 945.

by wire pegs, 946, 946 n.

by wart-like plugs, 946.

by elastic rubber in combination
with other mechanisms, 927-935.

by springs, remarks upon, 936.

to make room for a turned central,

937, 1293.

to make room for cuspids, 937-944.

anchored to plates, 937, 938.

various kinds of small metallic,

without plates, 939-944.

one plan of appljnng roimd vrire,

940.

anchored by a ferule, 941, 942.

by screws, duplex-acting, 945-955.

H-separator operated by a lever-key,

946.

same, operated by a thumb-wheel
screw, 947.

one of author's early plans, 947.

one of author's old-style mechan-
isms, 1169.

by screw and hook, 948.

by screw, in combination with clamp-
band and double-acting lever, 949,

950.

by screw, operating wedge-acting
mechanisms, 951-955.
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by screw and conceutric-loop mech-
anisms, 952-955.

by screw triplex-acting mechanisms,
95G-967, 1077.

with no special anchor, 957.

anchored by ferules, 958.

anchored by clamp-bands, 959-
962.

by screws, to make space for a
'transposed tooth, 962-967.

by screws, in combination with
ferules, 965, 966.

by sti'ip of gold plate and screw,
1183.

to make room for substitutes, 1089.

For closing interdental spaces, see
Interdental Spaces.

Widening the arch, mechanisms for,

284-292, 1396. (See about Part
XVIII., p. 739.)

coil bow-springs useful for, 1196.

corriigated-wire mechanism for, 893,
894.

mechanism for widening the cuspid
part, 893.

by moving molars, 1203.

by moving teeth on one side only,
1265. (See Prefatory Remarks,
p. 739.)

spur-plates used for, 1097.

"Williams, 878.

Wilson, 225.

"loop," 807, 914, 914 ra.

mechanisms devised by, 966, 1048,

1049, 1148.

modern forms of staples for plates,

807.

Winder, 337, 908, 1003 n., 1417.

Windle on the third molar, 74.

Wing-pieces, 806, 1108.

Wire, how to prepare for screw-cutting,
413.

covering with tin to prevent oxida-
tion, 1006.

• degree of stiffness can be governed
by the quantity of metal, 1234.

platinum, superior to strings, 1468 n.

to prevent breaking of, when used
with long-band, 1022.

how to prevent slipping of, when
used with long-band, 1023.

ribbon vs., 1063.

vs. strings, 1021.

using platinum, in place of ferules,

1421.

Wire arms, object of, on inclined
planes, 785.

proper length and form of, 794.

proper stiff'ness an essential element
of, 795, 796.

result, when not sufficiently stiff, 795.
proper angle to plane, important,

795, 796.

when too short, 798.

should be tiled at the ends, 798.
on plato for turning teeth, 1296.
U-shape, on triplex-acting mechan-

ism, 959-961.
See also Arms.

Wire cribs. See Cribs.
Wire pegs, 946, 946 n.

Wire retainers, 371-377.
Wire rods, 1273, 1277, 1278.

Wire-span spring for elevating bicus-
pids, 1492, 1493.

operated by screw, 1500.

Wire-spring mechanisms, 222. See
also Springs.

Wire staples, ready-made, 806.
fixing spring to plate by, 855.

Wire tongs and nests for holding while
soldering parts, 430.

Wood, 61, 108.

Wooden wedges, 246, See also
Wedges.

Wortman, 71, 480 n.

Wrench. See Matrix-wrench.
Wrench-keys, 348.

Wrenching process of turning the
teeth, 1339.

termed heroic operation, 1339.

plan of operation, 1339, 1340.

plan of, old, and operation severe,
1339.

forceps plan cannot be regarded as
scientific, 1339, 1341.

dangerous to life of tooth, 1339.

not to be recommended, 1340.

best age to try it, 1343.

views of different dentists upon,
1340-1344.

W-shape spring, 860.

Yoke clamp-band, 1150-1152.
retainers, 368, 1325.

screw-jacks, 281.

Younger, 651.

Zeal for proper skill, author's aim to
stimulate advancement, 1431.

Zigzag springs, 259, 265, 856, 857, 1366.

Zinc, phosphate of, at present the best
for cementing things upon teeth,

232, 338, 392, '400, 867.

Zygomatic region of the face, 699.

(For contents of Parts XVIII.-XXVII., see Tables of Contents for

Volume III., in this volume.)
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